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Abstract 
 
The research is framed on the premise that designing buildings that can adapt by accommodating 
change easier and more cost-effectively provides an effective means to a desired end – a more 
sustainable built environment. In this context, adaptability can be viewed as a means to decrease the 
amount of new construction (reduce), (re)activate underused or vacant building stock (reuse) and 
enhance disassembly/ deconstruction of components (reuse, recycle) - prolonging the useful life of 
buildings (reduce, reuse, recycle). The aim of the research is to gain a ‘holistic’ overview of the concept 
of adaptability in the construction industry.  An over-arching research question was posited to guide 
the inquiry: how can architects understand, communicate, design for and test the concept of adaptability in 
the context of the design process?  The research followed Dubois and Gadde’s (2002) systematic 
combining as an over-arching approach which continuously moves between the empirical world and 
theoretical models allowing the co-evolution of data collection and theory from the beginning as part 
of a non-linear process with the objective of matching theory with reality. An a priori framework was 
abducted from an initial collection of research, the literature and previous experiences from which a 
set of mixed research methods were deployed to explore adaptability (interviews, building case studies, 
dependency structural matrices and surveys). Emergent from the data is an expanded and revised 
theory on designing for adaptability consisting of concepts, models and propositions.  The models 
illustrate many of the casual links between the physical design structure of the building (e.g. plan depth, 
storey height) and the soft contingencies of a messy design process (e.g. procurement route, funding 
methods, stakeholder mindsets).  In an effort to enhance building adaptability, the developed 
propositions suggest a shift in the way the industry values buildings and conducts aspects of the design 
process and how designer’s approach designing for adaptability.  
 
Keywords:  adaptability, design, architecture, change management, sustainability, dependency 
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1. Introduction  
1.1. Setting the Table: a contextual frame 
“Buildings don’t adapt well. They’re designed not to adapt; also budgeted and financed not to, 
constructed not to, administered not to, maintained not to, regulated and taxed not to, even 
remodelled not to. But all buildings adapt anyway, however poorly, because the usages in and around 
them are changing constantly.”  
 Stewart Brand, 1994 
As Brand (1994) convincingly argues in his seminal book, whether a building was designed explicitly 
to change or not, it inevitably changes in a variety of ways throughout its life. This statement is 
particularly relevant at a moment when extending the useful life of our existing assets is a key measure 
for establishing a sustainable built environment. This research is burgeoned on the premise that 
designing buildings that can adapt by accommodating change easier and more cost-effectively 
provides an effective means to a desired end – a more sustainable enriched environment. In this 
context, adaptability can be viewed as a means to decrease the amount of new construction (reduce), 
(re)activate underused or vacant building stock (reuse) and enhance disassembly/deconstruction of 
components (reuse, recycle) - prolonging the useful life of buildings (reduce, reuse, recycle). 
Hertzberger (2005) puts forth that a building designed to be adaptable starts off with certainty that 
the problem is temporary (context) and so should be the solution (building), i.e. the absolute solution 
does not exist, hence the demand for adaptable solutions is rooted in the divergence between the 
problem and solution – which as the literature argues occurs today at a growing disparity between 
shortened business lifecycles due to faster rates of societal change and a building’s projected physical 
longevity, of which a high amount of embodied energy and resources are invested (c.f. Blakstad, 2001; 
Blyth and Worthington, 2000). As much of the literature suggests then adaptability as a design 
characteristic embodies spatial, structural, and service strategies that allow the physical artefact a 
level of malleability in response to changing operational parameters over time (c.f. Kronenburg, 
2007). The incorporation of which are highly determined through design decisions as part of the design 
process giving birth to the building’s design structure – what it is, how it is constituted (Baldwin et al., 
2000). 
The context for this research is further positioned through three assertions or gaps – each 
presenting a congruent way to envision buildings. 
1.1.1. The Person: a chimerical origin 
I am an architect (in progress). I have survived a five year undergraduate programme, working full-
time with two architectural practices that inculcated a strong architectural ethos in me. It taught me, 
primarily through a studio environment, how to philosophically interpret a design brief and act on it 
with a set of design protocols and methodologies. I have been indoctrinated as an architect. I have 
trained and practiced as an architect. I have done mark ups, drawn schematic diagrams, created 
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presentations, developed a set of construction drawings, designed details, revised shop drawings, 
worked with clients and consultants, participated in site meetings, sent sketches to contractors, and 
have filled 24 hours on my time sheet for a single day’s work too many times. Architecture has 
pervaded my life. My ardent thinking and values have been deeply rooted in what architects’ want 
architecture to be – a perfect work of physical and spatial composition. I have an aesthetic fixation on 
the unique and beautiful and have taken thousands of pictures of buildings (or parts of buildings) 
waiting for people to get out of the way or move to the perfect position. I am an architect existing in 
an isolated reality.     
My interest in research and academics has slowly pulled me away from practicing architecture as a 
full-time profession. I have however managed to continue practicing architecture and designing in my 
‘free’ time, while my daytime responsibilities have been consumed by the pursuit of more socially 
idealistic and knowledge-based explorations. This progressive divergence has created a conscious 
chasm between the ideals of what the research presents as socially responsible and the freedom to 
sculpt and design an architectural ‘gem’. This personal gap exists between my ideological position of 
the architect and an evolving set of values.  
1.1.2. The Profession: a self-cantilevered structure  
 “Architecture is a discourse on perfection, a word which derives from the Latin for finished.”  
 Edward Hollis, 2009 
This chasm not only exists as a personal distortion, but has a professional consciousness as well. The 
profession would like to operate as a closed process subject to its own education, thinking, 
evaluation, etc., where ethics and rules value its own position and the short-term relationship with 
the client. An elevated position as lone genius, an ‘isolated artist,’ who has to work hard against other 
stakeholders to see our vision realised. We glorify the iconic and the ‘new’ through our magazines 
and rewards confirming the unique and bespoke as the ‘Holy Grail’ for all architects to aspire every 
building to be (Styhre and Gluch, 2009).  
In reality architecture actually situates itself in the messy, evolving, everyday (Brand; 1994; Till, 2009). 
It is here we find the majority of buildings and architects as just one of a ‘collaborative’ effort open 
to a wide set of contingencies that are much larger than an engagement with the client (Buntrock, 
2002). It is all the ‘grey’, ‘low road’ or ‘low-fi’ buildings that exist within our daily lives.  This is the 
antithesis of what the profession wants to be judged upon and remembered for. The profession has 
created walls of professional separation through the clear articulation of the RIBA stages of work as 
an idealised design process and the role the architect plays within those stages. This disaggregation 
in combination with the complexity of today’s buildings has steadily shifted the architect away from 
the concept of master builder (architect, builder, engineer, and scientist) to a reduced role as a mere 
‘stylist’ (Kieran and Timberlake, 2004).  
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As a profession, we attempt to define order wherever possible, to give meaning and rationale to our 
work, starting with a brief defined by a clear, specific, and static set of functions which gives birth to 
an object of compositional perfection that is then photographed, documented, and left to be abused, 
mistreated, and ruined by its users. As Till (2009) quotes Shevtsov, “…truth found inside a tightly 
sealed room is hardly of any use outside.” This professional gap separates architecture from what it 
wants to be from what it is in reality.  
1.1.3. Society: a distorted perspective 
“Personality and uniqueness of place are created in the interaction between people and architecture, 
not by architecture itself.” 
Lars Lerup, 1977 
For thousands of years, society has found solidity in its buildings as a means to stabilise itself. Clients 
often see buildings as a reflection of their self-image - organisations can burgeon and institutionalise 
their presence in society (Tschumi, 1996). Organisations often perceive better accommodation as a 
set of specifications tailored to their particular needs, reflecting the institution’s rituals in the spaces 
that enclose them, leaving the building as a representation of its user rather than a neutral container 
of space. In such a case, two of architecture’s most defining terms - space (building) and event (use) 
- become synonymous resulting in the stabilization and establishment of architecture as a permanent 
object in society. Paradoxically, society’s disposition for change places an inherent disjunction 
between space and event and renders contemporary buildings obsolete after increasingly shorter 
periods of time (e.g. Leaman et al. 2004, Bullen, 2007). On the other hand, we have witnessed over 
the years, some typologies - Georgian terrace houses, Dutch canal houses, Italian renaissance 
palazzos, industrial warehouses, and more recently modern office buildings accommodate uses never 
imagined – suggesting a plausible dissociation between image (building) and use. The Crystal Palace 
is an intriguing example of a building that was not known for a particular use, but as a system or 
‘neutral shed’ that could accommodate an array of uses. In this manner, a societal gap exists between 
a static perception of our buildings and a dynamic reality.    
1.1.4. The resulting premise 
As a broad framing, the research is partially an attempt to address these three assertions (stratified 
gaps) through a refined and expanded view of adaptability and in a broader sense our built 
environment (Figure 1.1). Adaptability (i.e. the accommodation of change) as a research topic 
inherently has brought the disjunctions between space & event and static & dynamic to the forefront 
by questioning how buildings can accommodate change. The disjunction of space and event in time 
allows architecture to be activated as a receiver and agent of change, as Tschumi (1996) points out, 
“Not to include the uncertainties of use, action, and movement in the definition of architecture meant 
that architecture’s ability to be a factor of social change was simply denied.”  
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Figure 1.1 Resulting premise of asserted gaps 
As a result an underlying premise of the research is that a gap remains between a perception of what 
architecture wants to be (exists in isolation as a finished and sculpted piece of static work) and a 
reality of what architecture is (exists in context continually shifting to accommodate events in time). 
The inquiry of this thesis reflects this confrontation and is an exploration into that chasm. This evolved 
perspective reflects buildings, not as finished work removed from time, but as imperfect objects 
whose forms are in constant flux continuously evolving to fit functional, technological, and aesthetic 
metamorphosises in society. For Brand (1994) achieving adaptability for the individual/ profession is 
about a “…maturing from being just artists of space to artists of time…employing time as a tool in 
building design and use”. Time as a design contingency relies on placing architecture in context, 
making it susceptible to its temporal reality and biggest fear – change (Till 2009). But how then, does 
one design for time (research questions, section 1.3.1)?  
As the literature proffers, confronting the reality of change suggests a shift away from focusing on 
immediate priorities only, encouraging a long-term perspective of our buildings and requiring a 
capacity to effectively accommodate the temporal demands of its context (c.f. Leaman and Bordass, 
2004). It is our understanding of time (and how we design for it) then that plays a crucial role in 
closing the three gaps put forth (personal, professional, and societal) towards a more sustainable 
built environment.  
1.2. Research Rationale  
“A sustainable building is not one that must last forever, but one that can easily adapt to change.”   
Peter Graham, 2006 
 
The previous section (Section 1.1) introduced an underlying rationale for this research setting the 
context as a set of assertions resulting in a ‘gap’ premise, driven by the desire for a more sustainable 
built environment. The need to shift towards a more long-term, dynamic perspective is evidenced in 
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the literature in a variety of ways. Yohanis and Norton (2002) argue that the reoccurring embodied 
energy that goes into maintenance, retrofits, etc. will become increasingly comparative to the 
cumulative operational energies as they reduce. This is supported by the long-term study by Cole et 
al. (1996) that shows initial construction only constitutes approximately a quarter of the total 
embodied energy over the building’s life. Moreover, the rising cost of landfill tax over the past two 
decades provides additional motivation for owners to develop a long-term strategy for their building 
- 12£/ tonne in 2003 to 72£/ tonne in 2013 (c.f. Cuggemos and Horvath, 2003; Ellison and Sayce, 
2007). Furthermore, the decreasing average lease length has shortened over the past two decades 
leaving users tied to buildings for increasingly shorter time periods and owners with additional long-
term risks (Blyth and Worthington, 2000). Owners are then faced with a decision: to make up their 
costs within the shorter lease period, accommodate the changing demands of the initial user over 
time (extend the lease), or accommodate different users in the future (new lease). Either of the latter 
two methods demands an adaptable solution to deliver multiple lease periods in an effort to secure 
financial return.  
In this manner, social ‘currents’ are constantly pushing buildings (and organisations) to adapt – 
technological advances, economic fluctuations, legal requirements, aesthetic preferences – leaving 
many buildings under-performing, vacant, or worst yet demolished (Blakstad, 2001). The short-
termism in the way the construction industry operates has only exacerbated this disparity between 
functional and physical lifecycles: the ways in which buildings are financed, procured, and constructed 
all generally focus on initial capital costs with little thought for the future (c.f. Brand, 1994; Kincaid, 
2002; Barlow and Koberle-Gaiser, 2009). This position is perpetuated through the way we value 
money - future discounting makes today’s pound (short-term profits) more valuable than 
tomorrow’s pound (long-term profits) (Ellingham and Fawcett, 2006).  
The argument for adaptable solutions then is accompanied with a standard list of benefits in the 
literature - waste reduction, reduced energy consumption (including embodied, operational and 
reoccurring), operational costs and downtime while improving the character and quality of the 
building (c.f. Wilkinson et al., 2008; Langston et al., 2008; CSA, 2006). While all are seemingly 
positive, it is a topic that is met by many with a level of scepticism as an uncertain expense and/or a 
hindrance to the specificity of current needs (c.f. Gorgolewski, 2005; Arge 2005; Graham 2005). This 
is one of the most significant barriers to designing for adaptability in that the majority of its benefits 
depend on future conditions (i.e. the actual need to change). This reluctance is maintained by a 
marginalised viewpoint in industry that measures the capacity for a building to adapt by its physical 
capabilities– e.g. movable walls, adjustable fixtures, etc. - which can result in a set of predetermined 
solutions at the cost of clarifying the actual user needs (c.f. Pinder et al., 2013). Furthermore, a review 
of the literature suggests these conventional solutions arguably provide a false sense of adaptability 
(c.f. Rabeneck et al., 1974; Schneider and Till, 2007); however, the literature is found to be framed 
around a lack of congruency with concepts and a holistic framework from which to work from.  
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1.3. The Research  
1.3.1. Overall Aim and Research Questions 
The aim of the research is to gain a ‘holistic’ (systematic, encompassing, integrated) overview of the 
concept of adaptability in the construction industry (Miles and Hoberman, 1994) and provide an 
improved framework to design for, deploy and implement adaptability. A loose research question 
was posited to guide the inquiry: 1) how can architects a) understand (concepts), b) communicate 
(models), c) design for (strategies, tactics and resources) and d) test (analytical tools) the concept of 
adaptability in the context of the design process? The over-arching research question is 
operationalised as a linked set of researchable sub-questions that relate to the concepts and models 
abducted in the initial conceptual framework (section 6.2). Table 1.1 presents the sub-questions (Q2-
Q8), which sub-element of the main research question it investigates and its location within the 
literature review, theory development and theory stitching chapters. The research questions were 
under constant review and evolved as an active part of the research process (Miles and Huberman, 
1994).  
# Question 
Sub-
element 
Lit.
Review 
Theory 
Development 
Theory 
Stitching 
Q2 What does adaptability mean? a 3.1 7.1 10.1.2,10.1.3 
Q3 
What causes and how does a building 
change throughout its life? a & b 
3.2, 3.4.3 9 10.1.2 
Q4 What makes a building adaptable? c 3.4.1, 3.4.2 8.1 10.1.2, 10.1.3,10.3, 10.4
Q5 
What design strategies and design tactics 
do architects consider and deploy? 
c 2.3, 3.3, 3.4.5 8.1 
10.1.2,10.1.3, 
10.2, 10.4 
Q6 
What design resources are available to 
design for adaptability? c 
3.4 8.2 10.1.2,10.2, 10.4
Q7 
What contingent factors enable/hinder 
adaptability to be deployed/implemented? a & b 3.5, 3.6 7.2 10.1.2,10.1.3 
Q8 How can one evaluate a proposed design for 
adaptability? 
d 3.4.4 9 10.1.2 
Table 1.1 Sub-research questions and their locations throughout the doctoral thesis 
1.3.2. Adaptable Futures research group 
The majority of this research took place concomitant with the activities of the Adaptable Futures 
(AF) research group at Loughborough University of which the author was an influential part. AF was 
a major four year research program focused on extending the life of the built environment by 
developing adaptable building solutions through academic research and real-life application 
(www.adaptablefutures.com). The research was organised into six work packages and related 
deliverables. Appendix A provides an overview of the six work packages, of which the author was a 
lead research associate and had varying levels of involvement within all of the work packages. For the 
purposes of clarity, the AF work is presented in Chapter 6 and is defined as theory generation (blue 
column in Figure 1.2). The result of the theory generation is an initial framework from which the 
author’s individual work developed (Chapters 7, 8, and 9, green column) and is stitched together 
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(Chapter 10, pink column) as an emergent theory. An overview of the process is presented in Section 
1.5 and explained in detail in Chapter 5 Methodology.  
 
Figure 1.2 Separation of 'AF team' and 'RSIII' work as part of the thesis structure 
1.3.3. Research Approach  
The research methodology and methods are explained in Chapter 5, but the objective here is to 
provide the reader with a succinct overview. The underlying philosophical position of the research is 
Critical Realist from an ontological position and Pragmatist from an epistemological position. A Critical 
Realist outlook offers an ontology based on experience that takes place within a stratified reality 
consisting of a ‘real domain’ which contains objects, mechanisms, and structures that are independent 
of humans (casual laws) which may or may not be visible to humans (actual domain) and an ‘empirical 
domain’ consisting of events and activities which depend on social relations (human agency) (Bhakar, 
1989). In other words, we exist in a socially constructed world which contains underlying objective 
mechanisms and structures. A Pragmatist epistemological stance suggests that knowledge is created 
in and through action as a continuous interaction of ‘experiences’ influencing subsequent actions 
(Sarvimäki, 1988) – i.e. empowering a primacy of praxis over theoria.  
The research followed Dubois and Gadde’s (2002) Systematic Combining as an over-arching 
approach applying abductive reasoning. Abduction deviates from induction and deduction by 
proposing the concept of intuition into a scientific approach (Taylor et al., 2002) - it is used to 
generate explanations (from effect to cause), requiring only a plausible not logically necessary 
conclusion (Danermark, 2001) - thus the abductive process can be intuitive, imaginative, 
revolutionary. Systematic Combining as an approach suggests continuously moving between the 
empirical world and theoretical models, allowing the co-evolution of data collection and theory from 
the beginning as part of a non-linear process with the objective of matching theory with reality. 
Hence, abductive matching takes advantage of the systematic character of both the empirical world 
and theoretical models – implying a learning loop (Taylor et al., 2002). In the case of this research, 
an initial framework is presented in Chapter 6 (Figure 6.13) as a starting point which is abducted from 
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an initial collection of research data, the literature and previous experiences (limited data) as sufficient 
to explain the observed phenomenon (adaptability).  
Subsequently, a set of methods were deployed to explore adaptability (interviews, building case 
studies, dependency structural matrices and surveys) adhering to Morse’s (1991) guidelines for mixed 
methods. The sequential quantitative analysis was used to corroborate the qualitative findings 
(triangulation) and treated as a discrete method until the final stage of conceptualising the theory 
presented. Content analysis was performed on the qualitative data in the form of thematic coding and 
data was (re)displayed in the form of visual displays (e.g. tables, models) allowing the data to be 
(re)viewed from a variety of perspectives. The emergent theory is presented in Chapter 10 (section 
10.1) as a middle-range theory - a limited scope or aspect of social life tested with empirical evidence 
(Bryman et al., 2009) and is tied back to the literature (section 10.2) and to practice (section 10.4).  
1.4. Contributions 
1.4.1. Knowledge: Clarifying adaptability  
Literature on designing adaptable buildings usually showcases bespoke and innovative case studies 
with no reference to how they are/were appropriated by users (i.e. did the building or solution 
change as designed?) – generally they are full of anecdotal recipes on how to design for adaptability 
(e.g. Leupen, et al. 2005). While literature on adapted buildings is usually limited to buildings that 
have changed uses (i.e. conversions) marginalising other types of change buildings have to endure 
(e.g. Ball 2002, Health 2001, Kinkaid 2002), the apparent disassociation is evident through 
stakeholders’ limited ability to engage in conversation on the topic and is exacerbated through the 
array of subjective interpretations regarding the meaning of adaptability. In both the literature and 
industry, how one goes about designing for and accommodating change is still a poorly understood 
topic. With regards to adaptability, designers tend to wrap it neatly in a black box and limit its 
applicability to a narrow selection of design elements (e.g. movable walls, open spans, floor height). 
This is supported through the literature that concentrates on physical parameters over social 
dimensions (e.g. Geraedts 2006, Graham 2005, CSA 2006). While some have taken on a more 
holistic understanding between physical and social (e.g. Gann and Barlow 1996, Kincaid 2000, Bullen 
2007) there remains a lack of connectedness between influential elements. The fundamental 
contribution of this work is in regards to the knowledge and understanding of adaptability, providing 
a holistic, high-level and coherent picture from which more nuanced and informed conversations can 
be held through semantic clarity and established links.  
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1.4.2. Knowledge: Analysing change through DSM  
While DSM is a well-accepted and published design tool within many product fields (e.g. Sharman 
and Yassinne 2004, Baldwin and Clark 2000, Weck 2007), little work has been done in the past in 
the construction industry, (e.g. Austin et al. 1996a, Austin et al. 1996b, Pektas 2010) with none to 
the author’s knowledge focused on component-based DSM analysis. This contribution will provide 
novel insights for both the building industry and the DSM community regarding the system 
decomposition and visualisation of buildings from which the DSM findings can be generalised to other 
complex engineering systems.  
1.4.3. Practice: Designing for adaptability 
Given this thesis’s attachment to the AF research group and the author’s interest in engaging practice, 
the evolving framework has already made an initial impact with several practices and practitioners 
being used for practice-based and broader practitioner workshops/events. In addition, the desire 
remains to continue to engage practice allowing practitioners the opportunity to appropriate the 
‘tools’ to their process/work. Thus, specific outputs (and permutations) have been constructed with 
a practice-based contribution in mind - to provide designers with a menu of options (strategies, 
tactics, models, etc.) that can be appropriated to a project context to help communicate, design for 
and test adaptability.  
1.5. Thesis Overview 
The first half of the thesis attempts to build a coherent, robust argument for the research conducted 
- proffering the need for an expanded and refined theory of adaptability (Figure 1.3). This chapter 
introduces the topic and research and presents an overview of the doctoral thesis. Subsequently, the 
literature review has been broken into three chapters to reflect distinct themes and sources. Chapter 
2 presents a historic overview of architectural periods and recent design movements evidencing how 
the praxis and theoria of adaptability have developed over time. This review was conducted through 
a large body of architectural publications (books). Chapter 3 on the other hand, reviews a wider 
body of construction literature with regards to defining a holistic framework from which adaptability 
can be defined, implemented and tested. The chapter is broken into six parts – concepts, adaptability 
types, design strategies, design resources, soft issues and benefits/barrier. Chapter 4 introduces 
concepts from the literature of a completely separate field of study, product architecture, to be 
considered alongside the construction literature as an alternative way of conceptualising a building as 
a complex system – the terminology is later used to frame a portion of the methods and analysis 
carried out in Chapter 9. Chapter 5 presents the research methodology appropriated for the 
research and is broken into three parts – philosophical position, research approach, and research 
methods. 
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Figure 1.3 Chapter Structure 
Chapter 6 is the bridge between the first and second half of the doctoral thesis. The chapter 
introduces an initial framework (concepts and models) for adaptability and provides an understanding 
of its development as a set of three factors: early data collection (AF team), a critical review of the 
literature and personal experiences. The second half of the thesis presents the empirical data and 
analysis, discusses the findings and implications and draws conclusions. Chapter 7 contextualises the 
issue of adaptability by discussing perceptions and contextual contingencies that influence the 
problem at hand. Chapter 8 puts forth the main findings regarding ‘designing for adaptability’ – design 
strategies, building characteristics and design tactics along with design resources. Chapter 9 focuses 
on the findings that evidence some of the models – framecycle, building layers, links table and sources. 
Chapter 10 presents the emergent theory – revised concepts and models and discusses the theory’s 
relationship to existing theories and practice. Chapter 11 reviews the aim and research questions 
and the contribution to knowledge, proffers a set of conclusions drawn from the findings and makes 
recommendations for future work.  
The research has been packaged nicely into distinct chapters for communication purposes (Figures 
1.2 & 1.3) in an attempt to balance a narrative of evolution and clarity with length and simplicity. The 
reality of the research process is a five year journey filled with overlaps and breaks (Figure 1.4), a 
more complicated process than even the revised diagram indicates. While an iterative (and messy) 
process may be true for all research to varying extents, it is particularly a characteristic of systematic 
combining and the use of abductive reasoning which stresses an interwoven process to help keep 
the research close to reality (Dubois and Gadde, 2002) and thus provides a ‘good-fit’ for the 
somewhat unconventional process undertaken. 
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Figure 1.4 Reality of research compared to packaged version for communication 
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2. An Historic Overview 
The intent of this chapter is to present and reflect on the more recent (latter half 20th century) 
architectural movements that characterise (partially or fully) adaptability in today’s context - in doing 
so, 8 strands will be discussed. This discussion is preceded with a brief synopsis of prehistoric, pre-
modernism and modernism’s influential aspects – Figure 2.1 provides a simple historic timeline in 
reference to the periods discussed. A full historic overview of architectural history is not within the 
scope of this thesis; instead it has focused on highlighting key building characteristics and concepts in 
regards to adaptability. In conducting this review, reference to several seminal texts that provide a 
more in-depth discussion are provided (c.f. pre-modernism: Fletcher, 1946; Watkin, 2000; modernism: 
Jencks, 1973; Forty, 2000; postmodernism: Steele, 1997; Jencks, 1986).  
 
Figure 2.1 Historic timeline 
2.1. Prehistoric & Pre-Modernism 
Laugier (1753) defines the primeval form of architecture as the primitive hut, which very simply can 
be decomposed into two components – branches (support, structure) and leaves (protection, skin) 
(Frampton, 1980) – see Figure 2.2. The hut as described by Weston (2011) is visualized as a square 
plan with a simple pitched roof set in a natural context. In addition to the primitive hut (farmers, 
Greek), Quatremere de Quincy (1788) classifies (and culturally associates) an additional two 
architectural archetypes: cave (hunters, Egyptian) and tent (shepherds, Chinese) – see Figure 2.3. 
Fletcher (1946) identifies that all three archetypes are a single space that a variety of activities take 
place (eating, sleeping, entertaining, ‘work’). Leupen (2006) adds that the hut and tent are essentially 
the same in their primal form, composed of two separable elements: structure and skin (despite the 
tent being transportable); whereas, the cave is a monolithic form of construction. Prehistoric shelters 
were as Horning (2009) points out, “functional responses to local climate, the availability of materials 
and temporal requirements, nomadic, seasonal or settled.” Thus, a simple description from which 
we can derive a basic form of architecture – physically decomposable into two discretely functioning 
elements (i.e. modular design – structure and skin), spatially a ‘large’ single space used for a variety 
of activities (i.e. multi-functional space) and a result of local conditions and needs (i.e. generic 
archetype). As early civilizations began to grow, architecture began to develop into different building 
types, e.g. temples, market halls, amphitheatres and multi-cellular dwellings (Kotkin, 2006). While 
the differentiation of functions created unique building forms, construction elements remained 
relatively simple, repetitive and discrete (Watkin, 2000). During this early period, building functions 
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remained static beyond generations for centuries – i.e. the stabilised needs often matched the logevity 
of the physical object.  
           
                 Figure 2.2 Laugier (1756) Primitive Hut         Figure 2.3 Violett-de-luc (2010) first hut 
Focusing on Asia, Weston (2011) identifies the extent to which Chinese wood-framing systems 
(Figure 2.4) were constructed with standardised modules, systems of dimensions and details set forth 
by government regulations and documented in manuals (e.g. Yingzao fashi, 1103). Originating from 
Chinese temple construction, the entire Japanese house is based on a single philosophy of 
measurement - the distance between column centres known as a ken (90cm x 180cm; 35in x 70in) - 
making it easy to change and extend. Both the widths and depths of all spaces are multiples of this 
standard unit and form the frame of reference for the remaining components – timber structure, 
doors and furniture (Hirai, 1998). The square area of two tatami mats is known as a tsubo (2 mats = 
3.3m2 )  and is used as a reference in understanding the size of a home (e.g. 30 tsubo) while the 
number of tatami mats is used for understanding the size of a space (e.g. 6 tatami). The traditional 
home contains no load bearing walls and uses a system of thin columns (width 12-15cm: fits within 
the thickness of the outer wall), beams, and trusses (wagoya) that can be removed or extended in a 
straight forward manner. Rooms are separated and connected to the exterior with light double 
sliding windows and partitions (fusuma) allowing them to be shifted or stored easily – Figure 2.5. 
Traditional Japanese rooms bore no functional labels, rather as multi-functional spaces or wa-shitsu 
meaning a largely empty stage deriving its identity from its temporary occupants (Nute, 2004). Ample 
storage space, oshiire, is another important aspect as all furniture is storable. Kuma (2005) notes that 
traditional Japanese culture understood buildings to be ephemeral, empowering a mentality to 
construct buildings that could be changed easily through the use of lightweight materials and ‘non-
permanent’ physical connections. For example, Ise Grand Shrine is a prominent symbol in Japanese 
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culture that even today is rebuilt every 20 years, (a reflection of the Japanese belief in all things as 
transient and imperfect — wabi-sabi), promoting the continuity of the craft. Thus, the traditional 
Japanese home provides an opportune framework to accommodate changing conditions – mixing 
physical, spatial and operational tactics.  
 
Figure 2.4 Depiction of Chinese home (Viollet-le-duc, 2010) 
 
Figure 2.5 Traditional Japanese home (Glow Images, 2013) 
European vernacular architecture of the late 17th, 18th and early 19th century (Renaissance period) 
provides good examples of buildings that have stood the test of time. Residential architecture, 
whether it is English terrace homes, Italian Renaissance palazzos (Figure 2.6) or Dutch canal homes, 
possessed a spatial generosity and were built of load-bearing masonry providing a relatively rigid yet 
durable form of construction (c.f. Venturi and Brown, 2004, Hertzberger, 2005). Many forms of 
vernacular architecture tended to be dominated by a single, stable dominant space (large-volume 
space constructed of stone walls and a timber roof) relative to surrounding, sub-divided, supporting 
spaces that would change over time in response to day-to-day life (Leupen, 2005). In general, the 
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literature often credits pre-modern European Renaissance buildings’ ‘unintentional’ programmatic 
accommodations to generous dimensions, redundancy and well-proportioned spaces creating a 
spatial ambiguousness, allowing them to adapt well to whatever function or activity necessary – e.g. 
offices, apartments, hotels, medical clinics (c.f. Forty 2000). Despite partial integration of structure 
and skin, ‘industrial’ mills and warehouses during the latter part of this period boasted large and 
unobstructed spaces as a result of ‘low-cost’ framed cast iron and timber structures (Leupen, 2006). 
As Hertzberger (2005) simply explains, “What makes the old canal-houses so livable is that you can 
work, relax or sleep in every room.” In addition, several have cited an appreciation by society for 
their architectural value (building character) which has enhanced a willingness to tolerate less 
adaptable aspects of construction (e.g. internal load-bearing walls) (Leupen, 2006).  
 
Figure 2.6 Venturi & Brown's (2004) depiction of Italian Renaissance palazzos which have been 
converted to apartments, museums and other uses over time 
The vernacular process, according to Brand (1994) and Sennett (2008), was simple, direct, and 
evolved out of a shared experience between owner and builder (unlike today’s complicated multi-
stakeholder process). This chimes with Maccreanor (1998) who noted that flexible housing is often 
the result of ordinariness - through the use of robust and timeless techniques. In this manner, the 
accommodation of change grows out of the direct communication of needs as part of a gradual 
evolution of building materials and techniques; which is a sharp contrast to the number of materials 
and techniques in practice today that don’t often allow for the same level of (material and skill) 
maturity to be reached (Utida, 2002). Breaking this evolutionary lineage (one of Modernism’s 
dispositions), the experience stored within these existing traditions is lost and thus for Brand (1994), 
evolutionary forms will always adapt better than visionary solutions – as they are based on human 
experience (trial and error) that embodies an accrued understanding of culture, climate and 
conventions (Rabeneck et al., 1973). Vernacular architecture (pre-modernism) represents two of 
the three building types Schneider and Till (2007) recognize as having accommodated change well: 
19th century industrial buildings and Victorian terrace housing (the third being 1960s office buildings). 
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They highlight that, “all three are direct in their construction and generic in their spaces; they tolerate 
change whilst still remaining identity - modest and work in the background.” The ordinariness of 
these typologies promotes a generic order from which a range of uses can be accommodated (Figure 
2.7) and in his article ‘Rewind and Repeat’ in Building Design, Alex Lifschutz (2003) advocates,  
“Better to look at the pattern books of identical terraces that successfully created our cities 
in the 19th century and rethink them for the 21st century, than to pursue the architectural 
utopia where every building looks different but in its high cost and inflexibility turns out to be 
exactly the same.” 
 
Figure 2.7 Venturi & Brown's (2004) depiction of generic building forms that have included ranges of 
functions over time (the basilica, the loft building and the palazzo) 
In American culture one can find a similar lineage for buildings built during the 19th century – e.g. 
Venturi and Brown (2004) call attention to the “old college hall” on American campuses that have 
been adapted between classrooms, dormitories, and administrative offices. Moudon’s (1986) 
extensive study of a San Francisco neighbourhood attributed successful adaptations of the ‘Victorian 
Box’ as a combination of spatial configurations (e.g. identical size of each room - position rather than 
size attributed to the room’s function) and construction techniques (e.g. balloon framing that placed 
the bearing walls on the long side). Hence, a commonality that pre-modern buildings (no matter the 
geography) benefited from was simple, mature construction techniques and spaces that can be 
typified as polyvalent (multi-use) – the kind of spaces or buildings that can be used in a variety of ways 
with minimal (if any) changes to their physical bits.  
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Table 2.1 captures the positive characteristics revealed regarding Western and Eastern Pre-modern 
architecture. 1  The top 4 aspects can be characterized across the two regions, while general 
differences can also be pointed out – e.g. types of materials and longevity. The obvious 
counterargument is that today’s buildings provide a vast visual, physical and spatial variety that reflect 
distinct uses, users and cultures and must respond to quicker and larger shifts in demand not common 
during this time period. At this point in history, only one of three ‘gaps’ identified in 1.1, society’s 
disposition of architecture’s static nature (Western Pre-modern), can be identified here. This is 
untrue of the ephemeral thinking characterized of Eastern pre-modern, however while it promotes 
an architecture that can be changed easily it also promotes the removal of buildings for new ones.  
Western Pre-modern Eastern Pre-modern
Ordinary
Based on Experience (gradual evolution)
Multi-functional space(s)
Simple, direct, repetitive construction
Durable, robust materials Lightweight materials
Identical room sizes Non-permanent connections
Spatial generosity Storage space
Structural redundancy Standard modules
Well-proportioned spaces Dimensional coordination 
‘Character’, Permanence Ephemeral mentality
Table 2.1 Summary of positive Pre-modern characteristics 
2.2. Modernism 
“Neither their precedent, nor the past, nor contemporary practice could inform architecture…it 
[Modernism] would unlock the door to a shining future in which all building would be radically different 
from the past, or the war-torn present.”  
Habraken, 1998 
The idea of adaptability or flexibility in its various forms, while being a characteristic that can be 
discerned from historic examples of architecture, wasn’t a concept explicitly considered in 
architecture until the rise of Modern Architecture (Forty, 2000). Modernism in architecture roughly 
began at the turn of the 20th century with half a century before of dramatic change as a gestation 
period for which to birth a set of evolving principles that would radically alter architecture (Figure 
2.1). It was the industrial revolution of the mid-19th century that was the main catalyst, generating an 
underlying and increased pace of social change along with new building materials, types of buildings, 
and spatial standards that together gave rise to new urban conditions and the demand for buildings 
to accommodate change. Modernism found its driving force within this evolving context, to improve 
social morality in response to a physical environment that fell into disarray, including a great post-
war housing shortage (Julier, 1993). The Modernist movement(s) in architecture is difficult to discuss 
                                                            
1 Fletcher (1946) makes a similar distinction referred to as Historical and Non-historical styles, an indication of what 
led to the development of a dominant ‘modern’ architecture (in Western culture). 
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as a single movement as it scaled between continents and countries, time periods, manifestations and 
traditions (Steele, 1997). Its principles evolved through individuals’ work with such celebrated 
architects as Le Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright, Alvar Aalto, Mies Van de Rohle and later on Louis 
Kahn and James Stirling. Jencks (1973) identifies six overlapping and diverging ‘traditions’ or as Jencks 
(2000) later refers to them as ‘attractor basins’ offering different psychological and cultural positions 
– Figure 2.8 (next page). Jencks (1973) is quick to suggest the Idealist tradition as the dominant lineage 
that most closely fits the stereotype of a singular Modernism. He however suggests two interrelated 
ideologies that cut across most of the traditions – the idea of artistic freedom and autonomy (self-
conscious, idealist, and intuitive) and the idea of social equality (activist, unselfconscious, logical and 
idealist). The differentiations that Jencks (1973) proffers between the rich and complex traditions are 
more in depth than the intent of this probe, but are visible in the following section in relationship to 
the eight adaptability strands (see Figure 2.10 in the subsequent section). This section presents the 
more mainstream, common position of Modernism that of the Idealist and Logical traditions based 
loosely around a set of social ideals - humanitarian liberalism, reformist pluralism, and a vague social 
Utopianism (e.g. Le Corbusier, van der Rohe).  
Formally, Modernist architecture can be characterized as simple, cubic forms with a desire to express 
‘truth’ by exposing structure and mechanical systems (Jenks, 1973). This stylistic approach was 
embraced with the aspiration that architecture should express contemporary technology through 
the use of new materials and new ways of building (Steele, 1997). The progression of framed 
construction relieved walls of their structural (load-bearing) function, allowing for the development 
of the free plan (separating space plan elements and structure) and the use of lightweight cladding 
systems (separating the exterior skin from the structure) (Julier, 1993). The progressive approach 
led to several projects utilising industrialised and modular construction techniques that aimed to 
improve and speed up the construction process (Cook, 1970). For Schneider and Till (2007) there 
is a clear link between the modernist obsession with technology and the concept of flexibility as a 
symbol of progress ensuring the building can be continually made ‘new’. Rabeneck et al. (1973) point 
out this preoccupation often leads to disregard simpler alternative solutions and Forty (2000) further 
argues that the Modernist equation of flexibility to technology merely extends the control of the 
architect into the realm of occupation determining a handful of configurations that the user may 
implement in certain situations. It is here where Schneider and Till (2007) make a critical distinction 
in the implementation of flexibility, as it no longer falls within the realm of the everyday (the user, a 
non-designed attribute) but is now a specialized solution deployed by (Modernist) architects.  
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Figure 2.8 Modernism's evolutionary 'tree' (Jencks, 1973)
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It was Modernism’s pledge for abstract symbolism (an ornament-free approach), that gave way to 
the idea of ‘pure form’ and birthed the famous architectural tenant, ‘form follows function’ (Weston, 
2011). This disposition according to Lerup (1977) meant the architect could easily define the form 
of a building simply based on the buildings use or as Jencks (1973) succinctly articulates, ‘what the 
building wants to be’ – conceptually defining a ‘natural’ order. This approach led to the 
decompartmentalisation of functions in pursuit of spatial efficiencies, which according to Hertzberger 
(2005) generated too specific of solutions that resulted in mono-functional rooms, buildings and 
neighbourhoods. It is with this functionalist mentality that architecture cut away many of its 
overlapping areas by measuring itself through an itemized programme, as Leupen (2006) suggests, 
“form became about precise dimensions” – one could simply add up all the functions and derive a 
precise building form. This approach for Pawley (1968), ‘sought to correct conditions for use rather 
than usefulness itself’ and thus created an explicit demand for flexibility because the efficiently defined 
spaces were not useable in the ways they needed to be. For Mostafavi (1993) this characterizes 
Modernism’s wider lack of care regarding building performance with its use of flat surfaces and 
inadequate detailing as a clear preference for the style of form over performance. A perspective 
which echoes Rybczynski’s (2001) claim that modern buildings do not age well (in constrast to their 
predecessors) and that they “…lose their potency if they are not gleaming and machinelike.”  
The concept of functional segregation is tied to and exacerbated further by Modernism’s principle of 
universality in both experience and symbolism (Julier, 1993) which for Rabeneck et. al. (1973) is 
clearly based on, “…an artificial understanding of occupants’ behaviours.” Lerup (1977) adds that 
this false ideology equates everyone as having the same needs irrespective of any subjective nuance. 
This fits well with Schneider and Till’s (2007) Modernist portrayal that the user is merely another 
design element that would, “…perform the same function again and again with no possibility of 
changing or combining any of the functions, not to mention doing things differently.” This objective 
way of viewing space (and the user) inspired a homogeneous architecture neglect of context, as 
Venturi and Brown (2004) criticize, “ideological functionalism designed from the ‘inside out’ with no 
or little reflection of the outside world.” Gausa (2003) reveals that this is one of Modernism’s biggest 
failures given the specificity of the diverse world in which we live. This disconnect is aligned with an 
anti-Historicism approach separating itself in and from history, as Ballantyne (2002) suggests, “Mies 
and Le Corbusier devised ways of making architecture look as if it had shaken off historical ornament 
in order to adopt a modern way of doing things, using new materials.” Jencks (1973) discloses this as 
an idealist ‘obligation’ to propose alternatives to the existing social order which connects with 
Watkin’s (2000) revelation that many (better) solutions sit within traditional architecture - suggesting 
a need to re-connect architecture with its pre-modern history.  
For Habraken (1998), Modernism’s principles removed the idea of separation between stakeholders 
and physical forms. The ideology placed full control of the environment to the architect (top-down 
design control) and applied the principles to all scales from urban to furniture design (e.g. modernist 
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thinking gave rise to mono-functional planning zones) or as Leupen (2006) put into words, “a coarse 
single-level product”. This for Habraken (1998) and Leupen (2006), and many others, has produced 
an architecture unable to adapt well to change over time. Modernism’s desire to ‘over’-utilise 
contemporary technology has suffered from a backlash of failing to understand user needs at the 
expense of technological fetishes, e.g. for Rabeneck et al. (1973), “This inventive ‘popular mechanics’ 
approach is all too often an alibi for actually thinking about how people live or might want to live.”  
Modernism’s prevalence to rely on technology is put into question by Leaman et al. (2004) which 
uses a simple x, y plot (Figure 2.9) to illustrate four types of solutions indicating the interaction 
between the level of technology and management needed: Type A (low technology; Type B (high 
technology; high management) effective but costly; high management) rare; Type C (low technology; 
low management) effective, but small scale and restricted uses; and Type D (high technology; low 
management) risky with performance penalties.  
 
Figure 2.9 Leaman's et al. (2004) technology plot 
Table 2.2 summarises positive and negative aspects from the mainstream Modernist movement in 
relation to adaptability. Given Modernism’s expansive framing and regard for artistic freedom and 
autonomy, one can argue that architecture became about one-off experiments reinventing material 
and construction solutions on a project by project basis (c.f. Dalziel and Qureshi‐Cortale, 2012; 
Forty, 2000). Jencks (2000) further characterizes the time period,  
“…continual revolution, or the constant change of fashion, business cycles, technical 
innovation and social transformation has meant that architecture, like the other arts, lacks 
depth and perfection. It is hard to master an art when surfing a waterfall.” 
It is in this time period where the additional gaps identified in 1.1 take form. The clear, finished, 
isolated and artistic vision is conjured here disconnecting architecture from its place in reality as an 
ordinary, messy and evolutionary art. The evolving set of values and identity of the profession move 
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away from the vernacular process described above to a lone, singular position of artistic proprietor. 
Hence, in addition to society’s solidarity in architecture, many of the negative aspects identified here 
remain today as a dominating perspective, suggesting a lack of evolution towards situating 
architecture in its real context – e.g. architect Jan Gehl is quoted in Isager (2010), “‘architects 
worldwide have increasingly emphasized form. They design weird-looking buildings that resemble 
perfume bottles and forget to think holistically.” The following section examines more specifically 
eight design approaches active in an emerging post-modern world that have splintered from varying 
points of origins (pre-modern and modern).  
Positive Negative
Simple, cubic form Efficient form (abstract symbolism) 
Minimum distinction between inside &
outside 
Functional decomposition (mono-functional 
spaces) 
Industrialised, modular construction Neglect of context
Exposed detailing  Style over Substance (performance) 
Framed construction (functional separation) Universality (objectify user)
‘Natural’ materials Anti-Historicism
 Expression of technology
 Single-level product
Table 2.2 Summary of Modernism characteristics 
2.3. Mapping Approaches: 8 strands 
Eight overlapping strands emerged from a review of approaches regarding adaptability and are 
mapped on a timeline (Figure 2.10) identifying links between influential projects and individuals. They 
illustrate an evolution, blurring and coalescing of ideas, starting with primitive forms of construction 
to modern day approaches. They are presented here in three sections: spatial (loose fit, open plan), 
physical bits (industralisation, kinetic architecture, unfinished) and building configuration (levels, layers, 
systems design). There are clear overlaps between the strands over time, but an attempt to maintain 
many of the distinct concepts was used to help present important distinctions. It is understood that 
the eight categories set limitations regarding the complex interplay of projects and movements 
described below (borderline and crossover cases exist), but provide an orientation from which a 
discussion can take place. Additionally in Figure 2.11, the 8 strands are mapped against Jencks’ (1973) 
traditions to illusrate their relationships to established conventions. One can observe that some 
strands follow a particular tradition (open plan, kinetic architecture), some are visible across multiple 
traditions (industrialisation, system design), while others appear briefly and at particular moments in 
time within a strand (unfinished, levels, loose fit). The layers strand is the outlier, existing outside the 
defined traditions.  
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Figure 2.10 Historic Mapping of design strands 
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Figure 2.11 Adaptability strands mapped onto Jencks' (1973) traditions2 
2.3.1. Spatial  
2.3.1.1. Loose Fit  
As discussed previously, the Loose Fit strand predates Modernisms rise and is an essential 
characteristic regarding Pre-Modern buildings’ capacity to accommodate change – it is the 
Functionalist or as Lerup (1977) describes Behaviorist approach to architecture that creates the glove 
of architecture fashioned to fit the particular behavior (function) at hand (a form of drab protective 
clothing). In 1972 Alex Gordon, the then RIBA President, initiated a probe into long life, loose fit, 
low energy buildings. It was Gordon’s belief that these three characteristics - long life (durability of 
the materials), loose fit (spatial dimensions) and low energy (energy consumption, running costs) – 
would define a more sustainable built environment for the future (Gordon, 1972). The thinking can 
be linked to the multi-functionality of prehistoric shelters and traditional architecture which were 
more about providing amble ‘generic’ space(s) for activities rather than prescribing efficient spatial 
standards for specific functionalities. Mies Van der Rohe is quoted in Schulze (1985) as saying,  
                                                            
2 Open Plan, Industrialisation and Kinetic Architecture ‘evolve’ (more or less) along one of Jencks’ traditions while 
Unfinished and Levels grow out of the Consumer Modern movement. System design and Loose fit have their origins 
predating the Modern period while Layers exists for the most part outside the defined traditions - a hybrid of 
Consumer Modern and Parametric movements.  
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“Make your spaces big enough man, that you can walk around them freely, and not just 
in one predetermined direction! Or are you all that sure of how they will be used? We 
don’t know at all whether people will do with them what we expect them to. Functions 
are not so clear or so constant; they change faster than the building.”  
Hertzberger (2005) suggests a loose fit approach seeks the largest common spatial denominator, 
while Utida (2002) uses the analogy of a Japanese kimono that is not tailored for any individual in 
particular, but can be worn (meticulously folded) in a variety of ways to fit an individual of different 
size, profession or age (Figure 2.12). Similarly, Fawcett (2011) uses the analogy of Royal Navy duffle 
coats as a loosely tailored garment available in a limited variety of sizes, but is loose enough to allow 
for a variety of activities (not tailor-made). While Fawcett’s analogy is helpful, it fails to mention other 
design characteristics of the duffle coat that enables their popularity and general applicability – quality 
of the material (durability), simplicity of the aesthetic (form), neutral colour and small number of 
materials. In an effort to promote the generality of form, Venturi & Brown (2004) switch Louis 
Sullivan’s architectural adage of ‘form follows function’ to ‘form accommodates functions’ to be more 
appropriate for the dynamic world in which architecture is situated. Moreover, they use the formal 
analogy of a mitten (loose fit) rather than a glove (tight fit), that provides wiggle space for varying 
finger sizes inside. In analogical dispute, Hertzberger (2005) cautions of the mitten which is so loose 
the hand cannot perform any tasks. Venturi and Brown (2004) confess that some brief elements may 
not ‘fit’ as well in a loose fit approach (the mitten limits hand movement), but suggest that the brief 
is likely to change before the building is even constructed affirming the value of their ‘mitten’ position.  
 
Figure 2.12 Kimono folds to fit user's shape (Kimono, 2013)  
Rabeneck et al. (1973) add that a loose fit approach allows for greater user choice, minimising the 
predetermination of how the space will be used (compared to technical solutions). Generous 
dimensions accommodate adaptations by allowing the inherent capacity of the space to cater to 
other uses that may require a different spatial configuration (Sutherland, 1984). Here it is not the 
physical capacity of the components but rather the simple ambiguity of the space that reflects a 
safeguard measure utilising a minimum of design features. The issue then is the cost associated with 
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space (and regulations). Structural costs and overall building height restrictions mean developers 
often try to pack as many floors within a predetermined height. Horizontally, many developments 
still rely on a programme with rigid industry standards that are based on spatial efficiency to minimize 
costs and allow for a tight programme to often squeeze onto a given site.  
2.3.1.2. Open Plan (plan libre) 
In 1914 Le Corbusier designed Maison Domino. Le Corbusier was a pupil of Auguste Perret, a French 
architect who advocated the use of concrete framed structures in-filled with non-load bearing panels 
and partitions (Watkin, 2000). Maison Domino was a simple diagram (Figure 2.13) of a two floor 
concrete structure (slabs, columns and stairs) and everything else was considered partitioning, 
furnishing or equipment (Jordan, 1972). The house was the first diagrammatic expression of, as Le 
Corbusier called it, plan libre (free plan – no walls) that would allow the user (and architect) ultimate 
flexibility in defining the living space(s) through a complete separation between structure and all other 
elements (Leupen, 2006). No longer required to perform as structural elements, walls could go 
anywhere based on functional requirements or spatial concepts. The project also recognized the 
potential to separate skilled (structure) and unskilled (partitions, cabinets) labor between the two 
aspects of construction (Schneider and Till, 2007). Despite being associated with Le Corbusier, the 
concept of spatial freedom, open plan, was a central tenant for all leading Modernists (Weston, 2011). 
Mies van der Rohe (1930s) pushed the concept of open plan further to include larger scale space by 
proposing the concept of ‘Universal Space’ as an ubiquitous interior that benefited from an even 
distribution of servicing and minimum structural elements. Here we can see the merger of two spatial 
concepts – open plan and loose fit – as van der Rohe proposes a long span single volume enclosure 
not specific to any single user, e.g. his 50m square pavilion for the National gallery in Berlin (Weston, 
2011).  
 
Figure 2.13 Le Corbusier's (1964) Maison Domino (plan libre) 
Soon after, in the early 1950s, Louis Kahn built upon Mies’ concept by proposing the separation of 
servant spaces from served spaces as an additional approach to reduce obstructions within the 
useable space (served space). The spatial (separation) concept of ‘served’ and ‘servant’ spaces was 
famously applied to the Richard Medical Laboratories at UPENN (Figure 2.14) where circulation and 
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service ducts (brick towers) were located on the periphery of the square laboratory spaces (Venturi 
and Brown, 2004). The building however was unpopular amongst its users as the large windows 
produced too much light/glare in the laboratories and cement dust from the exposed structure found 
its way onto lab tables (Rybczynski, 2001). Rybczynski (2001) later adds, “A laboratory that does not 
serve its scientists is a failed work of architecture, no matter how beautiful its design.” Another 
example is the Pompidou Centre in Paris (Figure 2.15) with a clear span of 75m and visually expressed 
services and circulation on its exterior (Steele, 1997). In its early stages of design everything including 
the floors were designed to be moveable (Ballantyne, 2002); however after only twenty years the 
building shut down for a two-year renovation costing 90 million dollars, half of which was spent on 
the façade – servant space (Rybczynski, 2001).  
 
Figure 2.14 Plan of Kahn’s served (white boxes) and servant (coloured plug on) spaces (Bilpen, 2010)  
 
Figure 2.15 Front & back of Pompidou Center (Leland, 2004) 
The idea of open plan and organizing spaces based on these principles became common place, 
particularly in the latter half of the 20th century. The open plan concept began to impact the office 
environment in the 1940s leading to steel framed, deep planned buildings that could now be serviced 
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by mechanical air conditioning (van Meel, 2000). Ehrenkrantz and Wachsmann subsequently 
developed building systems that housed all the services within the ceiling space and subdivided the 
lightweight frame construction with demountable partitions (Weston, 2011) – Figure 2.16 Illustrates 
Ehrenkrantz design for the School Construction Systems Development (SCSD) in California. This 
was followed on by Eberhand and Wolfgang Schnell’s version of open plan office space called 
Burolandschaft - originating in Germany as a well-lit office environment with ‘floating’ partitions 
enhanced with large potted plants (van Meel, 2000). Today, the ubiquitous open plan (Figure 2.17) 
has become synonymous with speculative office development and can often be referred to as part 
of a ‘shell and core’ construction approach that separates the generic infrastructural support (phase 
I) with the ‘fit-out’ to suit a particular occupant (phase II). Schneider and Till (2007) refer positively 
to speculative office development for its use of off-the-shelf (often standard) simple construction 
systems, while Risebro (1982) flaws it for being designed as a financial asset and not for human needs. 
Speculative development ties the open plan strand to the building configuration concept of levels 
discussed later on (section 2.3.3.1).  
 
Figure 2.16 Ehrenkrantz (1989) service design for SCSD schools 
 
Figure 2.17 Ubiquitous interior of a speculative office space (Photo by author) 
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2.3.1.3. Spatial summary 
The two spatial strands (loose fit and open plan) exist harmoniously as the former promotes a 
generous scale of space and the latter the removal of ‘permanent’ objects in space. Both align well 
with a pre-modernist disposition of spatial treatment and as will be illustrated, link occasionally to 
physical strands as well. Table 2.3 summarises the positive and negative aspects regarding the two 
spatial strands – moving from the development of the open plan to the speculative office as a generic 
typology. One pre-modern spatial consideration, which is not noted above and in that sense lost for 
a large part of the 20th century, is passive design considerations – this is picked up again in the 1970s 
and has reemerged as an important consideration today.  
Positive Negative
Loose spatial dimensions (oversize space) Increased capital costs
Minimal permanent obstructions Against Planning objectives 
Non-load bearing partitions (functional separation) Deep plan
Ubiquitous (universal) space Reliant on mechanical system  
Servant/served space (spatial zones) Higher service demands 
Standardised components & locations Additional maintenance
Simple construction/plan Economic, not human focused 
User Customisation (phased construction) Artificial Lighting
Functional freedom Potential wasteful redundancy 
Table 2.3 Summary of characteristics for spatial strands 
2.3.2. Physical Bits (component design and capacity) 
2.3.2.1. Industrialised Architecture  
One of Modernism’s desires was the expression of modern technology and for many this meant 
exploring an industrialised means of producing architecture. The attraction provided various 
(perceived) benefits such as an efficient speed of construction, a coordinated repeatable system 
(often in the form of a defined module) and the use of ‘open’ components across projects (Leupen, 
2006). An early example of a prefabricated, standardised approach is the Crystal Palace (92,000m2) 
designed by Joseph Paxton who was foremost a gardener (Gibb, 1999) – Figure 2.18. The three story 
exhibition hall was erected quickly in the centre of London, eventually disassembled and moved to 
another location on the outskirts of London in Lambeth. The design utilised an iron frame with 
intermediate timber columns in filled with standardised wooden cladding units and glass panes – the 
modular-based size of the building was established by the size of glass panes (10in x 49in), the largest 
available at the time (Anthony, 2008). The design also included prefabricated louvres that were fitted 
into the exterior walls and could open and close allowing for the solution to be naturally ventilated 
(ibid).  
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Figure 2.18 Interior sketch of the Crystal Palace (Haghe, 1851) 
In theory as a response to change, the moveable bits, often an encompassing aspect of  these 
architectures, aimed to accommodate multiple activities within a single space - often to smaller space 
standards (Rabeneck et al., 1973). Thus, this approach for adaptability can be characterised as 
attempting to do more with less. Jean Prouvé, a wrought iron craftsman and engineer, was a strong 
advocate for linking architecture more explicitly to its methods of production, arguing for the 
abandonment of traditional methods in favour of transferring manufacturing technologies to 
architecture (Rybczynski, 2001). This was achieved through the industrialisation of components 
(often aluminum) that frequently were moveable or demountable (Steele, 1997). Prouve’s solutions 
utilised a minimum of components (standardised and light-weight) and were designed to be 
interchangeable, providing the user with the freedom of choice (Rabeneck et al., 1973). Maison du 
Peupe de Clichy (Figure 2.19) is an example of an open rectangular volume (service elements at the 
corners) utilising a prefabricated curtain wall and metal frame (Simonot, 2010). 
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Figure 2.19 Maison du Peuple de Clichy (Prouve, 1937) 
Component efficiency was also the driver behind much of Buckminster Fuller’s designs including his 
innovative geodesic dome structures. His Wichita House was designed from aircraft cargo 
components and was assembled in 16 days in the cold of winter (Baldwin, 1996). Several 
industrialised systems were proposed starting from the mid-1940s in an effort to respond to a 
shortage of school facilities. Consortium of Local Authorities Special Programme (CLASP) is one 
example that was designed as a simple yet elegant system of light-weight standardised components 
on a 2.5m grid (Fleming et al., 1980). The buildings were ‘designed’ and constructed quickly 
throughout parts of England, but the structural and often spatial efficiency for which they were 
designed made them more difficult to adapt (Utida, 2002). According to Anderson and Anderson 
(2007) the CLASP approach focused on the technical issues of the product rather than production 
and marketing which inevitably proved to be too narrow of a focus.  
 
Figure 2.20 Example of a CLASP school in Nottinghamshire (CLASP, 1960) 
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The Schroeder house, built in 1924, designed by Gerrit Rietveld, represents one of the best examples 
of De Stijl architecture. The client wanted the house to support ‘active’ living and in response, the 
upper floor is a large open space (open plan) that can be subdivided into a variety of rooms through 
the use of sliding and revolving panels (moving bits) – which ironically had to be labelled an attic to 
conform to fire regulations (Song, 2008). The Schroeder house, despite its traditional brick and 
timber construction, is a well-known early example of a Modernist solution to adaptability by sub-
dividing an open plan layout with moveable partitions. Building off of van der Rohe’s universal plan 
and precise detailing, the Eames house (Figure 2.21) was designed largely from a catalogue of 
standard, prefabricated components (steel structural elements, staircase, window frames). One of 
the few early industrialised applications to earn architectural merit, it was seen as distinct from its 
predecessors in that it showed that Modernism could be ‘humanised’ and that an industrialised 
architecture could be situated and sensitive to its context (Steele, 1997). While Utida (2002) combats 
critics who suggest an industrialised method creates an ubiquitous architectural image by keeping the 
size of the components relatively small; Japanese home manufacturers are able to offer a wide variety 
of configurations via a menu of options (with the slogan, ‘never the same home twice’).  
 
Figure 2.21 Eames house built in 1949 (Street-Porter, 1994) 
Big Sheds  
Large ubiquitous sheds began ‘popping up’ continually throughout the 1960s in the USA and later in 
the 1970s and 1980s in Europe. Christensen (2008) defines big box buildings as, “a large, freestanding, 
one-storey warehouse building with one main room, ranging from 20,000 to 280,000 ft2 used initially 
for retail purposes.” Wilkinson (1991) provides a broader definition that includes any large spanned 
building, e.g. transportation hubs or industrial buildings. For Wilkinson these are the ultimate flexible 
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buildings that can be fitted out to any use requirement. The broader definition embraces buildings of 
the High-tech era for clients who required large, flexible boxes that could be ‘tuned’ to their dynamic 
needs and are designed with simplicity and clarity of form and construction. For Pawley (1998) the 
big shed transformation took place with very little or no ‘architectural’ input, allowing them to be 
constructed at a fraction of the cost – i.e. making them a better model for adaptability than the 
(outdated) Modernist version. There is no question that big shed designs provide an economically 
cheaper model, but as Christensen (2008) suggests, they emit an ephemeral quality both in their 
construction and the longevity of initial use. Despite the stated negative qualities, Christensen (2008) 
further suggests that communities continually find ways to reconnect their needs to these abandoned 
boxes, illustrating how they have become homes, museums, community centres, churches and public 
offices.  
High-tech 
The ‘High-tech’ movement in architecture, also referred to as Productivism (Steele, 1997), coalesces 
many of the previous generation’s practical and theoretical approaches to adaptability - Miesian’s 
universal space, Kahn’s served and servant spatial organisation, Eames’ catalogue of components, 
Prouve’s industralisation, Fuller’s technology transfer, Archigram’s plug-in units and Metabolists’ 
incomplete form (the latter two are presented subsequently under kinetic architecture – section 
2.3.2.2). Davies (1988) describes the High-tech movement as,  
“…its characteristic materials are metal and glass, that it purports to adhere to a strict 
code of honesty of expression, that it usually embodies ideas about industrial production, 
that it uses industries other than the building industry as sources both of technology and 
of imagery, and that it puts a high priority on flexibility of use.”   
High-tech buildings took Le Corbusier’s metaphor ‘the house is a machine for living in’ and turned it 
into a literal aesthetic – developing a well-articulated metal box (a simple industrial shed) – thus, form 
is not a result of the functions they house nor the surrounding context in which they sit (Davies, 
1988). The Reliance Controls Electronics Factory (1967) designed by Rogers and Foster is often cited 
as the first High-tech building displaying its founding characteristics well with a simple rectangular 
open floor plan, exposed structure, dry, off-the shelf components and an extendable undifferentiated 
plan (ibid) – Figure 2.22. Thus, the object itself is highly crafted, usually of components that have been 
standardised for a particular project (opposed to using off-the-shelve components), exposing 
structure and services and utilising dry joints (Steele, 1997). Space is kept as homogeneous as possible 
allowing any type of function to occur which is often aided by the versatility provided by certain 
(moveable/configurable) components (Frampton, 1980). Another example is the before mentioned 
Centre Pompidou by Rogers and Piano (1977) where the building houses several different functions 
(e.g. library, galleries, restaurants), all of which exist within the same basic spatial framework. Thus, 
in relationship to ‘unfinished design’ (section 2.3.2.3), “…space is an abstract entity that is devoid of 
specific qualities until it is inhabited and adapted by its users” (Davies, 1988). In this manner, many of 
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the High-tech buildings embraced the concept of ‘incomplete’  or ‘open-ended’ forms, enabling the 
building to grow or shrink as needed, e.g. Centre Pompidou – portions of the upper floors are used 
as roof terraces but can be filled in to create additional interior space. The use of dry joints extends 
the flexibility offered by the open plan to the elevation of the space, allowing vertical elements (doors, 
windows, walls) to be changed in accordance to a change in function (ibid). Davies (1988) additionally 
points out, “Once the principle of general demountability has been established, the building becomes 
not a single artefact, which will one day wear out or outlive its usefulness, but a collection of artifacts 
of different types and with different life expectancies.”  Here we can start to see ties with the third 
group of approaches, building configuration (section 2.3.3), as well enabling access and separation of 
building subsystems.  
 
Figure 2.22 Reliance Controls Electronics Factory by Foster & Rogers (Reliance Controls Interior, 2013) 
2.3.2.2. Kinetic Architecture 
While kinetic architecture’s modern roots are split between the utopian visions of Sant’ella’s 
Futurism & Leonidov’s Constructivism and Expressionism, its conceptual roots lie in the portable 
structures of prehistoric times (c.f. Kronenburg, 1996). Kinetic architecture here encapsulates the 
ability for architecture to change its shape and location - from the scale of a component to the entire 
building - in response to changing conditions. The strandgrows from the creative desire for unlimited 
architectural freedom in pursuit of a new (and better) architecture that moves away from the concept 
of architecture as a singular monolithic object in time (c.f. Jencks, 1973).  
Megastructures 
Alison et al. (2006) characterize megastructures as, “…buildings on a massive scale, heroic structures 
to which smaller pods, capsules and partitions could be added or taken away: quietly relocated 
according to daily or hourly spatial demand.” Architecture aimed to remove the static theory of 
functionalism and embrace social change by enabling organic growth through society’s evolving 
demands (Sharp, 2005). A predecessor in scale and mixed use is Unite d’Habitation Marseille by Le 
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Corbusier (Figure 2.23) which contained 321 apartments, shops, an infant school, a hotel, and a 
gymnasium (Leupen, 2006). It was conceived as more than just a housing block providing all essential 
community needs and utilised an internal circulation space that was intended to promote casual 
interactions – the architect provided the complete environment (Riseboro, 1994).  
 
Figure 2.23 Unite d'Habitation Marseille and its programme breakdown (Schneider and Till, 2007) 
Jenks (1973) however proffers the distinction that megastructures aimed to plan with rather than plan 
for the future (multiple realities rather than just one) enabling a level of indeterminacy and 
empowerment to the user. Architecture took on a performative role were pluralism and quickness 
of reaction would allow any activity to take place under a single roof. Experimental ideas were 
illustrated through theoretical projects and written manifestos exposing new concepts in architecture 
and urban design aimed at combating urban sprawl and embodying the 60s preoccupation with a 
future where technology would establish a highly nomadic society (c.f. Alison et al., 2006).  
Archigram, a British group of young architects, summarises their philosophy as “an active architecture 
attempting to sharpen to the maximum its power of response and ability to respond to as many 
reasonable potentials as possible” (Jenks, 1973). For Fumihiko Maki, a Metabolist (group of young 
Japanese designers), a megastructure was distinguished as, “modular units (with a short life span) that 
attached to structural framework [with a longer life span]” (Lin, 2010). Here we can see architecture 
as an expendable product for the first time embodying the shrinking live of functions (Jenks, 1973), 
yet the large infrastructural framework builds towards a longer lifecycle as well (Leupen, 2006). 
Projects were often presented as ‘a city on top of or within the existing city’ as a method to add 
density to urban conditions. Projects like Huth and Domenig’s Ragnitz integrated transportation lines 
and other infrastructural services as a secondary system to the customisable living units (Alison et al, 
2006). Projects by Archigram and Japan’s Metabolists created a large scale infrastructure that would 
provide a stable environment for prefabricated homes (capsules) to be plugged in and out of, often 
referring to an automobile as an analogy. The high tech/light weight approach often utilised 
standardised products as a kit-of-parts (industrialised architecture) that would plug into the 
framework. Another predecessor in concept is Le Corbuiser’s Plan Obus developed in 1930 in 
Algers. The concept embraced a bottle rack principle in which the rack is constructed first (support) 
and the prefabricated and interchangeable dwelling units are then able to be inserted (capsules) 
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(Schneider and Till, 2007) – Figure 2.24. The colossal frame forms the spatial limits for the dwellings, 
while their appearances are completely undetermined (Hertzberger, 2005).  
 
Figure 2.24 Le Corbuiser's (1985) bottle rack concept 
A Dutch example is Friedman’s Spatial City which proposed one city on top of another, an ‘artificial 
topography’ (3D directional grid on elevated shafts), in which layered levels would allow for different 
uses to be contained within the same site (Figure 2.25). The mobile, temporary and lightweight 
structure was made up of trihedral elements based on a 6m x 6m module that would accommodate 
a variety of uses. Friedman’s three principles for the project were: touch the ground over a minimum 
area, be capable of being dismantled and moved and be alterable as required by the individual 
occupant (Friedman, 2013). In addition, the concept embraced the unpredictability of future growth 
through a set of axioms that would allow for eight combinations: space can be organized in a) a 
continuous way, or b) in a discontinuous way; groups can be formed on a) a biological base (family) 
or b) on a social determinant base (same age, interest, religion) and distribution can be a) centralized 
or b) homogenized (Jencks, 1973). While an arbitrary and non-exhaustive framework, the proposal 
does allow for the user to become an active player in the architecture and play a role in ascribing the 
character of their environment (Alison et al., 2006).  
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Figure 2.25 Friedman's Spatial City (Friedman, 1959) 
For the Japanese, Metabolism reestablished links to traditional construction concepts such as 
prefabrication, modularity, circular growth and renewal. Kurokawa’s Takara Beautillion (Figure 2.26) 
was assembled and disassembled in six days at the 1970 Osaka Expo and was composed of two 
elements - a framework of six-pointed crosses (steel tubes bent to a common radius) and mini-
showroom capsules that plugged into the framework (Koolhass and Obrist, 2011). The pavilion 
displayed the end joints of the framework which would allow additional framework units or capsules 
to be added when needed (Jencks, 1973). Another built example is the Yamanashi News Group 
office in Kofu designed by Kenzo Tange in 1961 which exhibits multiple approaches (Figure 2.27). 
The building contains three organizations that were distributed vertically based on functional needs 
with shared common facilities (Lin, 2010). Circulation and mechanical elements are grouped in 16 
reinforced 5m diameter concrete cylindrical towers (communication cores) allowing for a spatially 
open plan office environment – the towers are finished at different heights to suggest future 
expansion (ibid). The building was eventually expanded in 1974 exactly as Tange envisioned 
(Koolhass and Obrist, 2011). Smithson (1964) argues against such a large centralized framework in 
that rather than promoting an open society it restricts with no capacity to opt out or work in a 
different way.  
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Figure 2.26 Kurokawa’s Takara Beautillion for the 1970 Osaka Expo (Takara Beautillion, 2012) 
 
Figure 2.27 Tange's Yamanishi Press Office built in 1961 (Koolhass and Obrist, 2011) 
An interesting evolution of the concept was Archigram’s ‘Control and Choice’ by Cook (Figure 2.28) 
which utilised a small number of ‘permanent’ pylons that allowed for smaller, more flexible 
components to be plugged-in rather than volumetric spatial units (capsule) – wall, skin, services and 
roof can now be changed as individual conditions (Jenks, 1973). This application ties well with the 
layer strand (section 2.3.3.2). The megastructure proposals often constituted a type of ‘intelligent’ 
building that could respond to users’ needs. The movement became an important influence to the 
intelligent and adaptive architecture movements that exist today.  
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Figure 2.28 Archigram's Control and Choice 1967 concept (Cook, 1999) 
Pneumatic Architecture 
Touched on briefly here, the growth in materials in the late 1960s led architects to experiment with 
inflatable and tensile structures as well (Alison et al. 2006). Its growth in use is also reflective of the 
industrialised trend (Prouve, Fuller) to use minimum, light-weight, inexpensive, portable materials 
(Herzog, 1976) – in an ‘instant’ one could create very exciting looking shapes as well (Cook, 1973). 
Fleming et al. (1980) defines ‘pneumatic’ as,  
“…a special type of tensile or membrane structure supported by the difference in 
pressure between the air inside and outside. Air is usually pumped in through fans, acting 
also for ventilation, the membrane being sealed to prevent its escape. Entrance is 
through an airlock. The membrane has to withstand wind and other natural loads.” 
A form of pressurized construction, Jencks (1973) describes the architecture as, “Like clothing, 
pneumatic architecture could be put on and off in a short time. Like the human body, it was 
responsive, warm, squashy and pleasant to touch. Like dirt, it was cheap.” Its architectural origins lie 
with William Lanchester who patented a design for a field hospital in 1917 referred to as ‘a large tent 
with no poles’ that applied the principles of air-supported construction (Dent, 1972). Antfarm (1971) 
published Inflatocookbook - a DIY manual for inflatable architecture, while the French Utopie Group 
(Figure 2.29) proposed “a transient, mobile architecture totally made from pneumatic, inflatable 
products – walls, floors, partitions, furniture, event he mechanical equipment was inflatable” (Jencks, 
1973).  
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Figure 2.29 French Utopie Group’s Inflatable House (Jungmann, 1967) 
Kronenburg (2007) adds that they can be either low-pressure or high-pressure – low pressure 
structures enclose usually a large span of space with a slightly higher internal air pressure that allows 
the large, enclosing shape to maintain its form, while high-pressure structures apply the same 
principle to air beams. Today they are used for temporary (and moveable) structures such as tennis 
domes, fairground buildings, pavilions, etc. and made from coated textiles (Beesley and Hanna, 2005). 
Noteworthy examples that have been built include Sir Norman Foster’s Compter Technology Ltd. 
(1970), Frei Otto’s Inflatable Pavilion for the Rotterdam Expo in 1958 and Nicholas Grimshaw’s Eden 
Project in 2001. 
  Intelligent and Adaptive Architecture 
Evolving from the imagination of the mid-20th century (theoretical kinetic architecture), the end of 
the 20th century began to develop components and systems which could respond to user conditions 
based on new IT technologies. Nicholas Negroponte (1975) proffered that responsive architecture 
is the instinctive result of integrating computers into our built environment. An early label is 
‘intelligent’ buildings which started in the USA to describe the growing sophistication of buildings 
(Harrison, 1992). According to Harrison (1992), intelligent buildings included building management, 
space management and business management of which providing a flexible work environment was 
found to be the greatest benefit after a five year period. Building Management or Automation systems 
(BMS, BAS) provide the hardware and software to control and monitor all mechanical and electrical 
systems within certain ranges and/or on various time schedules (e.g. ventilation, lighting, security). 
The systems allow buildings to adapt automatically to prevailing user needs and environmental 
conditions and have become common place in buildings - turning lights on and off, locking and 
unlocking doors and adjusting cooling and heating conditions (Beesley et al., 2008).  
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The concept of intelligent building components, which often act in the ‘background’, has grown to 
include a wider range of components and functions generating more adaptive or responsive structures 
in the ‘foreground’, allowing real-time changes based on an increased variety of environmental 
interactions (Bullivant, 2005). This strand of interactive architecture often adapts the structure to 
human interactions through variable mobility, location and/or geometry often blending art and 
architecture (c.f. Fox and Kemp, 2009). As Kronenburg (2007) explains, these buildings often consist 
of two types of components - a sensor (identifies what is happening) and an actuator (creates a 
response). For Spuybroek (2003) this is ‘true’ adaptability engaged in the emergence of the event 
itself rather than a passive indeterminate response offered by other concepts such as universal space 
or industralisation. Another example is Aegis Hypo-Surface developed by deCOi architects as a wall 
of metal plates that can be programmed to shift positions using pneumatic pistons and springs to 
create a response to change in the environment (Figure 2.30).  
 
Figure 2.30 Aegis Hyp-Surface (dECOi, 2011) 
While interesting many of these adaptive applications such as the Hypo-Surface lack functional 
responses choosing to focus on aesthetic ones instead as d’Estree-Sterk (2003) suggests, “…it 
[Hypo-surface] does not address the technical needs of a building envelope designed for real world 
conditions of weather and structural load.” A functional example are the pillars in the courtyard area 
for the Mosque of Medina which open up during prayer to provide shade for pilgrims (Figure 2.31). 
Negroponte (1975) indicates that this ‘intimate’ interaction creates a dramatically different 
relationship between users and their environment one that allows the built environment to perform 
at a much higher level. The ongoing evolution of this trend is increasingly biomorphic which imitate 
nature’s complex network of ‘components’ operating outside of thermodynamic equilibrium with 
constant feedback mechanisms (Beesley et al., 2008).  
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Figure 2.31 Open pillars at the Mosque of Medina provide shade (Sekretarin, 2009) 
2.3.2.3. ‘Unfinished’ Design  
‘Unfinished’ design looks to empower the user by allowing the user the ability to appropriate space 
to fit their own subjective needs (consumer-orientated architecture). Empowering the user is evident 
in several Dutch approaches such as Friedman’s Spatial City and Habraken’s Levels (c.f. Jencks, 1973), 
but here architects like Herman Hertzberger are not concerned with a clear separation of ownership, 
but with user appropriation. For Hertzberger, functionalism is a form of tyranny directed onto the 
user and hence advocates for ways to restore a better balance, such as the pre-modern norm of 
interconnected rooms - suggesting more of a loose fit approach (Frampton, 1980). For Lerup (1977) 
the concept of ‘unfinished design’ is rooted in interaction, not reaction, between humans and 
architecture. Lerup puts forth the user (and their stuff) as an active element of the architecture, thus 
the physical bits (designed by the architect) are just one of the elements that allow architecture to 
come to life – creating an openness, unpredictability, an unfinishedness.  
One of the most noted examples of this approach is the Central Beheer in Apeldoorn designed by 
Hertzberger. The building was of great success in the sense that users ‘spontaneously’ brought in 
their own belongings to appropriate the space (plants, pictures) (Weston, 2011). Hertzberger is 
quoted in Mellor (1974) as stating,  
“It is the fundamental unfinishness of the building, the greyness, the naked concrete, 
and the many other imposed (but also concealed) free-choice possibilities, that are 
meant to stimulate the occupants to and their own color, so that everyone’s choice, and 
thereby his standpoint, is brought to the surface.”  
Hertzberger is however clear that this is not about simply making empty spaces (a half-finished 
building), but about a balance between the scale and the relationship of spaces, allowing the user and 
the building to manifest and affirm a relationship (Mellor, 1974). This awareness is also acknowledged 
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by others in the literature as an explicit danger of simply providing a ‘vague design’ that is not 
adaptable at all (c.f. Lynch 1958, Schneider and Till 2007). Hill (2006) likens this approach to software 
design in which the designer must enable adaptation to take place by allowing the object to ‘learn’ 
and the users to ‘teach’, creating a two-way interaction that takes place during use. Thus, the 
architecture is not of neutrality, but one of which is suggestive of as many propositions as possible 
without imposing anyone specifically – a provisional framework (c.f. Lerup, 1997; Hertzberger, 2005). 
In this way, the building form can remain essentially the same, but take on different uses by forming 
new relationships (different interpretations) with users giving the architecture its specificity in time 
and location. At the same time, Hertzberger (2005) becomes aware of the possibility of too much 
freedom as many users do not have the knowledge or the desire to interact with the building – thus, 
too much freedom can be just as bad as too little. Here Hertzberger accepts a level of rigidity or 
order (a permanent base) as a basis for which the building can form an identity around and increase 
opportunities for change – ‘bridging the gap between formal order and daily life’ (ibid). This point is 
important for Lerup (1977) as he stresses a clear distinction between Habraken’s levels (section 
2.3.3.1) which views the ‘scaffolding’ as an opportunity for flexibility and how he (and Hertzberger) 
view it as a way to construct limits by anchoring activity in a specific place and time.  
In a similar light, Alison and Peter Smithsons (key members of Team 10) were committed to creating 
a sense of place or identity as a reaction to the Modernist ideal of universality – architecture is born 
of a particular time and place. Their effort to create an architecture of change was based on human 
associations, providing the user the right to choose and appropriate the architecture without having 
the architect impose his/her authority. Hence they were committed to the interaction between 
community and architecture and often focused on the liveliness of circulation paths (Figure 2.32) as 
interactive interchanges – e.g. a ‘deck’ not a ‘corridor’ (c.f. Jencks, 1973). Lerup (1977) is also 
conscious not only of the habitation, but the larger environment and argues for a more appropriate 
blurring (productive tension) between private and public space – utilising the examples of the 
individual expressions of the fishing village (unplanned life) over the blandness of the colonial city 
(plans out life based on expectations). 
 
Figure 2.32 Smithson’s Golden Lane Competition (Smithson and Smithson, 1972) 
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Hertzberger’s Diagoon houses provide another example in which the basic frame of the house allows 
the user to determine the number of rooms (how to divide the space) and functional uses (where 
they live and sleep) (Schneider and Till, 2007). All the spaces are of generally the same dimensions 
and have equal access to the service core – the spaces are not too large or too small to neglect a 
functional possibility (Leupen, 2005). Hertzberger (2005) suggests the design is “in a perpetual state 
of emergence and yet always complete”, e.g. the unclosed space under the terrace, the terrace being 
bound on three sides suggests a lateral extension out the back, railings and bars invite people to hang 
or attach things and perforated blocks can be filled with plants. For Leurp (1977) the litmus test for 
a successful project is, “…the process of identification through appropriation – where they [the 
users] see themselves more or less clearly in the built setting.” 
 
Figure 2.33 Section and interior photo of Hertzberger's Diagoon house(s) (Schiemann, 2013) 
Taking this strand a step further (away from a centralized approach), we can progress into the 
expressive DIY movement that began with unskilled labour (painting, decorating) and subsequently 
has encompassed all areas of construction (Jencks, 1973). Walter Segal designed one of the more 
notorious ‘self-build’ prototypes referred to as the Segal House (1963). The design takes advantage 
of using standard, uncut elements to produce a demountable timber frame and panelled system 
(Figure 2.34). Jencks (1973) describes Cedric Price’s Fun Palace as, “a mixture of complete DIY-
pleasure-land (star gazing) plus support system (a collection of parts) – architecture had thus 
dissolved into a series of ephemeral pleasure and technical gadgets.” The Fun Palace (Figure 2.35) 
for Price like many of his other projects is focused on ‘servicing’ – a simple open structure rather 
than an enclosed monument of a particular image - capable of quick response to (and thus defined 
by) the user’s desires. For Lerup (1977) the user is not only an active agent through occupation, but 
also the design process as part of on-going ‘spatial’ negotiations. A last application of such ‘active’ 
appropriation of space, is the Deconstructionist interpretation of Derrida’s notion of an ‘arbitrary 
text’ which suggests the active interplay between programme, space and the physical bits generating 
an architecture that is in constant flux; however, as Song (2008) points out, the result is a static and 
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abstract sculptural interpretation of their interplay (deconstruction) rather than the creation of a truly 
flexible space (c.f. Eisenman, 2003).  
 
Figure 2.34 Walter Segal's self-build home (Moxette, 2006) 
 
Figure 2.35 Price's (1964) Fun Palace 
In summary, by making the user an active participant, the strand fundamentally readdresses the 
relationship and role between designer and user. Hertzberger relates architecture to a musical 
instrument free to adhere to the user’s interpretation, while Rogers (1991) adds,  
“One of the things which we are searching for is a form of architecture which, unlike 
classical architecture, is not perfect and finite upon completion… We are looking for an 
architecture rather like some music and poetry which can actually be changed by the 
users, an architecture of improvisation”.  
Brand (1994) suggests that this type of approach surrenders a level of control on behalf of the 
designer by delaying certain design decisions to the eventual users – for Brand this is done by 
developing a building finished to varying degrees, “…some areas of the building should be ‘cooked’ 
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[highly finished and flashy] and some areas left ‘raw’ [unfinished but useable].” Similarly, the Japanese 
concept of ‘wabi sabi’ recognizes that all beautiful things are a combination of pieces, some of which 
are ‘lovingly and carefully’ constructed, while others are crudely done.  
2.3.2.4. Component Design & Capacity Summary  
The design and capacity of components has played a significant role with Modernism’s 
conceptualisation of adaptability. The design effort has evolved - from early on as a tenant of 
technology through the development of industrialised components, to modern day adaptive and 
parametric elements - representing a full range of material applications. Overlaps exist within the 
identified movements – megastructures, big sheds, high-tech, etc., along with tensions. Table 2.4 
summarizes the various aspects (positive and negative) that arose through the strands.  
Positive Negative 
Standardised components & locations Tight fit approach (do more with less) 
Simple construction/plan Lack of character (architectural quality) 
Off-site construction Lack of durability (cheapness of materials) 
Configurable stuff (multiple states) Isolated context
Modularity Singular approach
Loose spatial dimensions (oversize space) Vague design
Component separation (long/short life) Lack of human-centric consideration 
User customization (user/ building relationship) Functional integration
Responsive to environment Limits choices (pre-determined) 
Spatial quality/planning 
Table 2.4 Summary of characteristics for physical bits approaches 
2.3.3. Building Configuration 
The three strands under building configuration are all concerned with categorizing elements of the 
building into discrete labels that can enable a better understanding of the building by investigating the 
relationships between the different categories (levels, layers or subsystems) - a collection of stratified 
entities where the building is no longer considered a single entity. Stratification of components into a 
classification system can help reveal the effects of change on a building over time. 
2.3.3.1.  Levels 
Support/Infill (SI) was developed as a reaction to the housing boom in the 1960s, post WWII, with 
the desire to empower the user (e.g. Bosma et al 2000, Cuperus 2001, Kendall et al 2004). SAR  
(Stichting Architecten Research; Foundation for Architects’ Research) was founded in 1965 with N. 
John Habrakan as the director to promote SI concepts to the construction industry. The institute 
developed a series of rules and guidelines in which implementation was supported by the 
government, such as grid and coordination systems (Kendall and Teicher, 2000). As a design 
approach, SI recognizes the complexity of a multi-stakeholder design process and a built environment 
that is constantly changing. It attempts to respond to this by equating levels of individuals’ control 
with environmental levels both in design and use in an effort to evince a realistic understanding of how 
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‘things work’ – clarifying physical boundaries (disentangling buildings) and social roles (unbundling 
decision-making) – see Table 2.5. The table illustrates the decomposition of the built environment 
into three levels: infill (fit-out), support (base building) and urban tissue (surrounding fabric). The 
intended result is a process and architecture that is more attuned to the user’s needs (consumer-
orientated product), providing them with a variety of choice (mass-customisation) whilst enabling 
future change in an otherwise collective environment (Harbarkan, 2008). Level separation is 
physically made possible through close attention to interfaces between components and spatial 
(modular) coordination (c.f. Leupen, 2005; Dekker, 1998). The mindful separation supports a 
conscious effort by the designer(s) to think about the durability (or foreseeable life) of the materials 
and systems and their relationships. The higher level framework establishes principles of ordering or 
rules for the lower level (sequence of construction). Kendall (2009) characterizes the two building 
levels: supports – longer-term use, public or common service related design, heavy construction, long-
term investment, equivalent to real estate (site) and long term mortgage financing; infill - shorter-
term use, user related design, lightweight components, short-term investment, equivalent to durable 
consumer goods and short term financing. Kendall and Teicher (2000) add, “An infill system is a 
carefully pre-packaged, integrated set of products, custom prefabricated off-site for a given dwelling 
and installed as a whole.” User choices may include the size and sub-division of space, finishes, 
equipment and façade elements (Tiuri, 1997). Some examples of design tactics supporting SI thinking 
are open frame structure, intermediate zone for services, and façade infill system (ibid).  
Social Physical
User Infill
Designer Support
Society Urban Tissue
Table 2.5 Open Building's 'two-fisted' approach 
In 1984 SI morphed into OBOM (Open Building Simulation Model) and remains alive today as the 
Open Building (OB) movement, a CIB workgroup (CIB104). In a broader sense, OB has embraced 
the industrialisation of construction and other such approaches (e.g. design for manufacture, 
disassembly, and reuse) which enhance level separation (c.f. Kendall, 1999; Dekker, 1998). Kendall 
(1999) points out incremental changes in the construction industry that point towards an increase in 
a two-level approach (e.g. a growing number of construction companies specialising in fitout). The 
OB concept, while still present today, has evolved as the foundation for several approaches in the 
Netherlands, Japan and other countries. There are several project examples around the world that 
have embraced the OB approach, e.g. INO Hospital (Kendall, 2002) and Next 21 (Fukao, 2008).  
Dutch Applications: Industrial Flexible &Demountable (IFD) and Solid 
IFD (Industrial Flexible and Demountable) is a construction initiative put in place by the Dutch 
government in 1999 that offers financial subsidies to companies developing projects that embrace 
the three naming principles (Geraedts, 2011a). As an evolution of OB, it is consumer-focused, 
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established to respond to a demand-led market by providing process flexibility (adapt to users’ needs 
as part of the design/construction phase) and project flexibility (adapt in use) (Geraedts, 2011b). 
The first principle, industrialisation, enhances both types of flexibility by promoting the use of 
prefabricated components/subsystems (enabling better joints between elements), better integration 
of the supply team and delivery process with minimum work being carried out on site. The third 
characteristic - demountable - focuses on reducing waste by constructing buildings with 
components/subsystems that are easily removed and relocated while in use (detachable), going 
beyond product flexibility by allowing the building to be scaled or potentially moved (Bruno-Richard, 
2006). Given the last principle of demountability, Leupen (2005) refers to IFD structures as semi-
permanent buildings.  
During the 8 year life of the programme, 91 projects were constructed - 34 residential (Sev, 2007). 
Geraedts (2011b) examined 5 of the 34 residential projects constructed under the IFD programme 
in which users were commonly given spatial options at the beginning and provided a way to extend 
their homes (e.g. additional strip foundations – Figure 2.36); many used lightweight (demountable) 
partitions that allowed for spatial reconfiguration (flexibility), accessible services (e.g. raised flooring) 
and demountable façade panels (one project included a demountable timber structure). While 
positive, Geraedts (2011a) also points out that many IFD projects suffered from immaturity of 
technology, conventional structure of the building process (e.g. inexperience with techniques, 
coordination between stakeholders) and a lack of a target customer group. In most cases users 
implemented many of the design tactics deployed; on the other hand a lack of information existed 
about the tactics used, landlord restrictions, noise problems and an absence of temporary solutions 
while implementing the design tactic.  
 
Figure 2.36 Kersentium, an IFD residential project, which was expanded in red (Geraedts, 2011b) 
A second Dutch evolutionary strand of SI is called ‘solid’. A solid contains two qualities: 
accommodation capacity (physical elements, individual) and preciousness (emotional value, society) 
(Leupen, 2005). The social half of the equation, preciousness, is focused on collective values, 
establishing a relationship with the larger community through the building’s image and public spaces 
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creating cultural durability (ibid). The ‘private’ half is the accommodation capacity that aims to allow 
the user the physical capacity to constantly adapt the building to different programmatic needs (ibid). 
Thus, a solid respects the SI notion of two levels (support, infill) and suggests a handful of design 
characteristics to enable both aspects: accommodation capacity – generous floor to floor heights, 
minimum structural obstructions, high load bearing capacity and generous vertical access for people 
and services; preciousness – place building in its context, assure building communicates with its 
surroundings, provide an attractive entrance, choose materials that age well, and embellish the base 
building with ornament (Leupen, 2005).  
Japanese Applications:  KEP, CHS, SI and 200 Year House  
The move away from traditional house construction was originally driven by an effort to produce a 
large amount of housing due to the severe post-war shortage during the first half of the 20th Century. 
However by1968 the number of total residential units grew to be greater than the total number of 
households (evidenced by a government census). At this time, Japanese housing policies moved from 
quantity to quality (Building Center of Japan, 2008) with a focus on adaptability. Influenced by 
Habraken’s SI concept (and the internal Metabolist movement3), Japan has implemented several 
applications over the past forty years supported by the government to enable a more adaptable living 
environment. The first of which arose in 1973 - Kodan-Experimental housing Project (KEP). The KEP 
system categorized the building as structural frame and four subcategories of components - exterior, 
interior, kitchen & bath and other devices (piping, wiring etc.). The system developed a set of 
performance specifications for each of the subsystems, including interface details between each 
category to facilitate the industrialisation and use of ‘open’ components across the construction 
industry (Fukao, 2008). The houses were sold using a ‘menu system’ that allowed the homeowner a 
degree of choice regarding the finished layout (Fukao, 1987).    
The next evolution, Century housing system (CHS), began in 1980 and divided the building elements 
into five categories in an effort to prolong building life expectancy, based on experience and estimated 
component life expectancy – see Table 2.6 and Figure 2.37. Component groups consist of the 
components themselves, the connections outside the group and all the embodied work needed to 
design, produce, construct, and maintain the group’s functionality (Utida, 1983). The central 
philosophy deployed was that buildings need to be designed so that parts with long life spans are not 
damaged when parts with short life spans are replaced (Utida 2002). However upon review, the 
system was felt too complex to disseminate well. The ‘rules’ were considered too flexible and left 
many uncertain of how to implement them and the amount of paperwork involved in the process 
was viewed more of a hassle than the economic incentive provided (Utida, 1983).  
                                                            
3 Kisho Kurokawa (1960s) established a theory for metabolic cycles that differentiated the building into six separate 
‘regenerative’ rates suggesting loose connections between them to enable change at different rates (Jencks, 1973) 
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Component Examples Life span category average 
light bulbs, packing 3-6 4 
hot water heater, home appliances, piping, wiring 6-12 8 
movable partitions, built-in furniture 12-25 15 
exterior door and windows, roof 25-50 30 
foundation, main columns and beams 50-100 60 
Table 2.6 CHS’s component categories 
 
Figure 2.37 Drawing labels components and their intended lifepan (Utida, 1983) 
The third evolution in 1990 is SI – Skeleton Infill. This system supplies buildings in two steps; first ‘S’ 
(skeleton) which signifies the long-lasting part and social property and second ‘I’ (Infill/fit-out) that 
represents the short-lasting part and private property (NEXT21, 2005). Most of the Japanese 
construction industry, however, tends to recognize this system as a physical issue in such that ‘S’ 
means structural frame and ’I’ means interior and services. The NEXT 21 project by Osaka Gas 
(Figure 2.38) is the most famous project in Japan in which both public and private sectors were 
brought together to develop SI technologies in an experimental and practical project (Kendall et al 
1999). The building is a continual experiment documenting the efficiency (time, cost and material 
conservation) of changes endured (e.g. movement of water-related facilities and external walls, 
addition of Japanese-style room) over the life of the building. The 18 customised residential units 
(140m2 each, 6 per a level) are named after the lifestyles they embody (e.g. House with Office, 3-
generation house, Home party house). The building uses standard and non-standard components 
allowing for individualised variety, but is highly coordinated in terms of component composition, 
performance, integration and location. Modular coordination is established through a rulebook to 
assure cohesion between the individual units and the infrastructural neighbourhood allowing 
adaptations to take place fluidly without the original designers. The generous floor to floor heights 
(lower level 4.2m, upper floors 3.6m) allow for a quality of openness, but also provide sufficient space 
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to run all services, increased storage space and space for mezzanine and Japanese-style sunken floors 
‘kotatsu’.  
 
Figure 2.38 Next 21 (1993) (Fukao, 2010) 
The Japanese government still uses SI in their policies helping the concept gain widespread 
dissemination in Japan. In 2006, the Basic Plan for Housing (National Plan) indicated a transition to a 
stock-based housing policy promoting a ‘200-year Housing’ initiative for extending the useful life of 
new housing (Minami, 2009). This concept involved the construction of houses that boast excellent 
durability and are easy to manage and maintain (MLIT Japan et al. 2008). This most recent policy 
incorporates SI thinking, but is diffused through nine chapters focused on minimizing operational 
consumption and the promotion of ‘good’ building principles and ‘routine’ actions to prolong the life 
of the building, embracing a wider approach to adaptability through sustainability (Minami, 2009). 
Each policy and practice iteration in Japan has produced more explicit and refined considerations 
towards time and levels as a way of communicating adaptability. Through the years, an experience-
based progression has added clarity, simplifications, priorities and knowledge about how buildings 
change through life, developing a matured understanding.  
2.3.3.2. Layers 
The layers concept acknowledges that building elements have different lifespans and each layer should 
be constructed distinctly (separable) which is not the case in normal construction (Schneider and Till, 
2007). The term can be traced back to Frank Duffy’s thesis at Princeton University in 1974. Duffy’s 
argument states that buildings should not be measured in material terms, but in terms of time, “shells 
that last up to 50 years, services that last 15 years before they must be replaced, scenery which, 
these days, has a duration of five years or even less” (Duffy, 1990). Duffy’s focus is on the office 
sector and also includes the term ‘sets’ to characterize the everyday changes that occur with furniture 
and equipment. Duffy stresses his reconceptualisation of the ‘building’ changes how we understand 
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costs. Figure 2.36 highlights the difference between simply looking at the initial capital costs of the 
building and the reoccurring capital costs over a period of time (70 years) – the capital cost of the 
structure (green) is now dwarfed compared to the scenery and services (Duffy and Henney, 1989).  
 
Figure 2.39 Cumulative Capital Costs over time (Duffy and Henney, 1989) 
Brand (1994) expands on Duffy’s layers by defining the building as a set of ‘shearing’ layers that change 
at different rates – the more layers are connected, the greater difficulty and cost of adaptation - 
suggesting the design will be governed by slow changing components, e.g. structure restrains skin; 
skin restrains services (Figure 2.37). However, if change is frequent or costly, trends of more rapidly 
changing components can influence slower ones, e.g. constant rearrangement of stuff may require 
the space plan to include a raised floor (Brand, 1994). The layers include site as the eternal entity 
(e.g. the legal boundary in which the building sits), structure (e.g. columns, floor slabs), services (e.g. 
ductwork, piping), space plan (e.g. interior partitions, ceiling tiles), and stuff (e.g. furniture, fixtures). 
In Brand’s (1994) depiction layers are given approximate lifespans as well (e.g. services 7 – 15 years, 
skin 20 years). Thus, according to Brand (1994), “an adaptive building allows slippage between the 
differently-paced systems of S’s.”  
 
Figure 2.40 Brand (1994) Building layers diagram 
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Blyth and Worthington (2000), colleagues of Duffy, build off of Brand’s broader interpretation and 
add skin, site and systems to Duffy’s model. While skin and site are synonymous with Brand’s 
terminology, systems is new and gives awareness to the rise in information technology and the 
growing disparity in the rate of change between IT services and other services. This chimes well with 
Blakstad’s (2001) assessment that services consist of several layers and are complicated by the types 
of components – centralized, building elements (plant) and local, user elements (diffusers) and systems 
- more stable elements (water) intermixed with more volatile elements (IT). Services are additionally 
complicated because they are often concealed and embedded in other layers for cost or space 
purposes. Blakstad (2001) notes that, “The appropriate number of layers, and their relation to each 
other, must be decided for each project, according to its complexity, uncertainty, expected changes 
in use, and how the building process is organised and managed.” Thus, according to Blakstad, the 
number of layers can differ depending on the project. Blakstad (2001) goes on to elaborate on the 
layer terminology by differentiating life-spans for other aspects (technical, functional, social and 
economical) which attempts to provide further definition to each system, but fails to establish a 
consistent language that could be used to distinguish which cycle may have primacy over the other 
in relationship to different layers.  
According to Leupen (2005), it is not the architectural elements themselves that define a layer but 
the function or role an assemblage of elements fulfills as a whole. Table 2.6 highlights Leupen’s (2005) 
layers and defined functions. While Leupen (2006) excludes stuff (furniture) and site as not elements 
of the physical architecture, he does add ‘access’ referring to stairs, corridors, galleries, and lifts. 
While stairs (treads, risers, handrails) and lifts constitute actual physical components, galleries and 
corridors are a type of space between Brand’s ‘physical’ layers. 
Layer Function
structure transmits loads to the ground
skin presents the building to the outside 
world 
scenery orders and bounds the space
services regulate the supply and discharge of 
water, energy, information 
access accessibility of the spaces
Table 2.7 Leupen (2005) Layer functions 
Table 2.8 accumulates the different layer decompositions in the literature illustrating the relationships 
between the different terminology and definitions used to offer a comparison between classification 
systems. Brand’s (1994) decomposition model is used as a structuring model to compare the 
classification systems. The systems are presented as four lineages (from top to bottom) – systems 
design (section 2.3.3.3), levels (section 2.3.3.1), layers (section 2.3.3.2) and mainstream architecture 
(section 2.3.1.2).  
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Lastly, the concept can be extended to an urban scale, as Friedman (2002a) defines a series of urban 
layers: the street (expressway, arterial, collector, local), shopping (regional, community, 
neighborhood centre), education (college, high school, junior high, elementary), parks (regional, 
community, neighbourhood, playground) and residential (apartment block, rowhouses, semi-
detached homes, single-family homes).  
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Table 2.8 Building decomposition strategies from the literature in comparison to Brand (1994) 
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2.3.3.3. System Design 
Throughout history, architects have attempted to distill architecture to a collection of basic elements 
from Vitruvius’ order - arrangement, eurhythmy, symmetry, propriety, and economy (Wotton, 
1903) to Alberti’s - locality, area, compartition, wall, roof, and openings (Alberti, 1988). The 
decomposition of architecture is based on identifying the distinct functions architecture fulfills. 
Building off of Lauger’s branches and leaves as a primitive architectural typology, German architect 
Gottfried Sempter (1989) distinguishes four basic elements of architecture:  hearth (ceramics and 
metalwork), earthwork (masonry), roofwork (including its support structure, carpentry) and 
enclosure (covering membrane, weaving and wickerwork). According to Leupen (2006), Adolf Loos 
adds ‘internal space’ (a warm and livable space) as a fifth element to Sempler’s basic elements of 
architecture.  
The decompositional thinking has been applied to a handful of applications, e.g. Walter Bogner 
(1940) developed a housing concept dividing the home into four categories: groundwork, shell 
assembly (walls and roof – 8’x8’ panels), installation units (kitchen, bathroom) and accessories and 
interchangeable parts (wall partitions, doors, windows, roof shades, porch) (Schneider and Till, 
2007). The kit-of-parts approach allowed the home to be scaled easily with the addition/subtraction 
of panels and for elements to be changed in and out whenever needed (ibid). Around the same time, 
SOM (Skidmore, Owings and Merrill) proposed a housing unit consisting of a similar decomposable 
language: shell, utility units, wall units and mobile units (furniture).  
 
Figure 2.41 Bogner's (1940) interchangeable parts 
Christopher Alexander is often cited as the founding thinker with regards to how a complex design 
problem (such as buildings) can be systematically decomposed into smaller more manageable 
problems. Alexander’s (1963) approach decomposed the object (urban house) into sub-sets 
(bundles) of parameters (components), analysed the sub-sets and (re)combined them to satisfy all 
the needs. Alexander (1964) laid out an approach:  
1. List all possible criteria relevant to the problem. 
2. Decompose criteria into as small as possible physical entities (no weighting) 
3. Synthesize physical entities into inter-related sub-sets (form-diagram) 
4. Combine form-diagrams as a hierarchical ‘tree’ 
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Alexander (1965) confesses later the complexity afforded by complex objects is not divisible as a 
tree (his initial approach), but requires a lattice-like form evaluation which creates exponentially more 
possibilities.  
School Construction Systems Development (SCSD) in California was designed as a series of four 
subsystems – roof, air conditioning, ceiling and partitions. The design enabled a level of versatility by 
allowing the partitions to be located anywhere on a 1.5m grid and services where controllable and 
locatable as well (Utida, 2002). Initially a closed system of components was used, but eventually 
production of the components became open and was used to construct schools across the US and 
in Canada (ibid). In addition, Ehrenkrantz designed a fibershell system for the US government as a 
kit-of-parts that could be configured to create a variety of buildings (Figure 2.42). Ehrenkrantz later 
went on to create a systems catalog that specified the compatibility between different components 
and systems (Jencks, 1973).  
 
Figure 2.42 Ehrenkrantz’s (1989) components (above) and building configurations (below) 
Merritt (1979) attempts to enhance the architectural design process by integrating systems analysis 
into the design process. Merritt describes the building as a complex system made up of a series of 
subsystems that, depending on the solutions, can be composed of subsubsystems and/or 
components. Analysis involves exploring different design solutions that reorganize/group building 
components based on the optimum configuration for the defined building objectives. Merritt defines 
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nine subsystems: interior enclosures, exterior enclosures, structure, vertical circulation, plumbing, 
HVAC, lighting, acoustics and electrical supply. Merritt’s subsystem classification includes the vertical 
aspect of Leupen’s (2006) access layer and spreads Brand’s service layer across five subsystems 
(plumbing, HVAC, lighting, acoustics and electrical supply). In Merritt’s view, building components 
are not ‘tied’ to a particular subsystem; they may fall under one subsystem for solution A and another 
subsystem utilising solution B. Toward the end, while Merritt doesn’t illustrate any system 
visualization techniques for the physical components, he does use a triangular interaction matrix to 
illustrate a one-directional mapping of the relationships4 between spaces (Figure 2.43). The building 
plan is hence a result of a ‘systems analysis’ of the desired spatial relationships. Merritt inevitably 
confesses that for the majority of buildings, system analysis at the building level is too complicated 
given the high degree of interactions between building components and suggests optimization may 
be best suited at the subsystem level. The thinking is then applied to a hospital case study example 
in which interstitial spaces and modular planning are introduced as design strategies to fulfill the 
flexible needs of the hospital - allowing for access and separation of the subsystems.  
 
Figure 2.43 Merrit is (1979) Spatial DSM 
Rush (1986) argues designers think at the level of the building and not at the level of systems, thus 
integration occurs without careful thought. Rush’s work aims to provide clarity by examining how 
systems are commonly integrated and by providing the designer a visual way to conceive systems 
                                                            
4 DSMs (dependency structure matrices) are presented later on (section 5.3.3.1) for use in this thesis. They are 
square matrices (lower and upper triangles) and thus present a two-way mapping of the relationships rather than a 
single triangular matrix shown here (one-way).  
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and their relationships. For Rush the building is divisible into a series of four systems: structure 
(supports and stabilises), envelope (protects against climate and degradation), mechanical (controls 
heat, power, water etc.) and interior (the inhabitable space). Rush is concerned with the level of 
integration and/or separation (modularity) between these different systems – i.e. the more 
integrated a building is, the less distinct the systems are. Rush suggests with regards for flexibility, it 
is the architect’s role to determine what level of system integration is appropriate (maximum 
integration will minimize flexibility). Rush proposes five levels of integration: remote (do not physically 
touch), touching (contact, but not permanent), connected (permanently attached), meshed (occupy 
the same space, more restrictive than connected), and unified (no longer distinct). Correspondingly 
Rush offers a visual way of modelling the systems, ‘ball diagrams’ (Figure 2.44), to help understand 
the interdependence between the building elements and the systems. He uses a series of generic 
building types and specific building examples to then illustrate the robustness in the systems approach 
through variant combinations.  
 
Figure 2.44 Rush's (1986) 'ball diagram' to the right illustrates component relationships 
Slaughter (2001) decomposes a building into four functional systems: structure, exterior enclosure, 
services and interior finish systems. Slaughter is interested in the physical characteristics of these 
systems and their configurations (interactions) as a way to evaluate the capacity for buildings to 
accommodate change over time. Slaughter defines three types of change that can occur over the life 
of the building (adaptability types, section 3.2): function (change in building use), capacity (change in 
building performance) and flow (environmental or user changes); and three general types of 
interactions for the systems: physical (connection, intersection or adjacency), functional (enhance/ 
hinder performance) and spatial (independent yet related by user perception). The research 
develops a systematic methodology to analyze a set of design strategies - (37 strategies that cluster 
into 10 design characteristics, e.g. reduce inter-system interactions) - applied to the configuration of 
building systems and their interactions in an effort to accommodate the required changes over time. 
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Lastly, Richard (2006) defines five subsystems based on what he describes are the main functions of 
the building: structure, envelope, partitions, services and equipment. Despite semantic differences, 
the decomposition matches Brand’s with the exclusion of the site layer. While other authors stress 
sub-system separation, Richard advocates for sub-system integration as a way of simplifying 
operations and reducing costs (e.g. load-bearing sandwich panel).  
In summary, systems design approaches design by defining sets of parameters and decomposing the 
building into sub-sets of components – a movement Jencks (1973) refers to within the logical tradition 
as parametric school of design. Today, such thinking has evolved into software that can use algorithms 
to control variables and create complex forms added by advances in computer assisted design-to-
fabricate methods (Beesley et al., 2008). In addition, Building Information Modelling (BIM) can 
systematically code, organize, manage, update and track components from conception through use.  
2.3.3.4. Building Configuration Summary 
Three strands – levels, layers and systems design – were identified under the design approach cluster 
of building configuration. All three conceptual strands attempt to balance change and stability by 
decomposing the building into discrete chunks whether labeled a level, layer or subsystem. Aspects 
are summarized in Table 2.9. The systems strand focused explicitly on identifying distinct functions 
as a method for stratification, whereas layers blended functionality with a specific concern for differing 
component lifecycles. The level concept attempts to balance the physical with the social - 
understanding that one cannot achieve adaptability without both (Habraken, 2008). Here 
decomposition is based primarily on separating levels of ownership to enable individual control. In 
this case, decomposition tends to be a) fewer, of only two or three individual levels and b) more 
abstract, interpretive labels. Despite Brand’s (1994) acknowledgement of the importance of human 
appreciation, layers as a concept doesn’t explicitly attempt to integrate the social, decision-making 
aspect of the built environment (levels) as part of the approach – which is something completely 
absent from the systems strand. The level strand’s integration of a social dimension is an important 
distinction, as Nielson (2010) points out, “the ‘love factor’ plays an important role in sustainability as 
it increases the probability of a building being adapted significantly.” Another important note, layers 
and levels include the building context within their defined scope (e.g. urban tissue, site); whereas 
systems design approaches focused on decomposing the building as a finite object removed from 
context - which is not necessarily aligned with systems theory thinking.  
As all the strands are concerned with enabling change, the categorization enables a hierarchical 
structure between elements emphasising their composition and relationships (c.f. Friedman, 2002a). 
Leupen (2006) believes the focus should be on the base building, the permanent, as the ephemeral 
aspects are always in flux; “…the effort is to provide a well-planned framework through which change 
can be articulated…” (Friedman, 2002a). Schneider and Till (2007) refer to this sequential approach 
as ‘moving in’ - where flexibility is established in the latter elements (infill) allowing tenants to have 
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control over their dwellings. For Leupen (2006) then, the frame is specific (in form), while the space 
inside is generic and unspecified. Levels, layers and sub-systems concentrate on the organisation of 
components rather than on the components themselves. As Leupen (2005) points out, “A building 
is no longer a single object, but a combination of systems, each system with its own design process, 
production process and lifetime.” 
Positive Negative 
Modularity (reversible) Unconventional approach (inexperience) 
Standardised components & locations Immaturity of technology
Industrialisation/off-site construction  Component-focused
Hierarchy of components (lifespans) Limits choices (pre-determined) 
Urban scale (context)
Simple construction/plan 
User Customisation (phased construction)
Architectural quality (preciousness) 
Multiple ownership levels 
Table 2.9 Summary of characteristics for Building configuration strands 
2.3.4. Design Approaches Summary  
“The notion of literal adaptability presents problems when it is translated from the realm of the ideal into 
that of the real…”   
 Alan Colquhoun, 1981  
“The problem of adaptability, therefore, turns out to be more complicated than at first look, both as 
to just what the objective is, how it can be attained, and how it relates to other human ends…” 
(Lynch, 1958). Lynch’s words reveal that the fulfillment and complexity of adaptability requires an 
alignment of physical and social forces at a particular moment in time - it is not something that one 
can simply design for and eventually retrieve on a rainy day – a false idealism that accompanies 
adaptability. Schneider and Till (2007) agree, “What unfolds in space is dependent on far more than 
the architect’s hand alone.” The broadened perspective reflects research question (Q4) – what makes 
a building adaptable? Till and Schneider’s approach is much more focused on the creative use of space 
rather than technologies (spatial strands). While a loose spatial discretion may seem the most 
straightforward and least determinate – it doesn’t come without certain restrictions. Cost is often 
cited as the default association, and while considerate spatial planning can enhance the capacity for a 
space, or spaces, to be used in multiple and creative ways, there are restrictions that may hinder the 
initial use, or that become apparent when a limited amount of space is available. In addition, Leaman 
et al. (2004) argue from a supply perspective there is too much focus on engaging with solutions first 
without proper consideration of the needs - flexibility and adaptability then become a mechanism to 
absorb a degree of mismatch. 
Critics of accommodating change via moving components (component capacity) often disapprove of 
the pre-determination of how a building can change (e.g. the component can only reside in a 
particular set of predetermined states) – (c.f. Schneider and Till, 2007; Rabeneck et al. 1973; Daizel 
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and Qureshi-Cortale, 2012). The argument against technical primacy is further expressed as implicit 
control over the user - exhibiting a fallacy of control. For Rabeneck et al. (1973) this approach is 
more about an ‘architectonic’ fascination than about genuine adaptability or empowerment of the 
user. But one must stop to ask, within a spectrum of adaptability, is three options not better than 
just one (particularly if the user is not interested in engaging with the building)? Thus, while embedding 
the change capacity in physical components may have limitations (as challenged here), it does provide 
a degree of adaptability that could otherwise be lost – however, the degree of ‘freedom’ provided 
cannot be separated from the larger value equation. This moves the discussion from simply 
considering the physical bits to a wider range of contingent factors (Q7). As Gelis (2000) points out, 
while solutions such as demountable walls, raised floor systems, acoustical ceilings and furniture 
systems can all augment adaptability, they can also lead to a large amount of ‘wasteful redundancy’ if 
deployed without a proper overall scheme (i.e. never used).  
An additional criticism (debate) for embedding adaptability within a component’s capacity is the 
integration of functions (traditionally separate components) that some prefabricated, industrialised 
components create. Schneider and Till (2007) use the example of structurally insulated panels (SIP) 
panels that lock together structure, service (insulation) and occasionally (space plan or skin layers) 
depending on how they are finished (potentially locking all the elements together when a change is 
desired). While remaining critical, they confess the best approach is to utilise existing systems rather 
than perpetuate the architect’s urge to reinvent things.  
Regarding building configuration, Schneider and Till (2007) single out Open Building (levels) as being 
fixated on technological solutions, “Open building flips between generous and expansive intents 
about the need of buildings to reflect the inherent dynamics of inhabitation, and far more limited 
discourse about the specialized means of achieving that end.” While they point out a fair tension in 
the implementation of OB as a product-based solution, it could also reflect a ‘problematic’ reality of 
the implementation of any approach within the conventions of the construction industry. Hence by 
making the broad generalization, Schneider and Till (2007) miss the nuanced social integration that 
many of the OB projects do enable. They are not wrong to proffer that certain designed or ‘planned’ 
systems will often carry more unintentional restrictions than such vernacular (process-orientated) 
approaches suggested earlier (e.g. terrace housing), but fail to consider cost and time against capacity 
and implementation – i.e. greater freedom (more choices) does not always mean a more adapted 
solution. There is recognition on OB’s behalf to suggest the majority of users are not interested in 
engaging in a lengthy process. The desire to be able to select and configure initially and in the future 
remains, but requires providing the user with a framework to engage those decisions as a time-saving 
enabler rather than a hindrance (Kendall, 2002). Nonetheless this will not be true for all users and 
for some a spatial looseness that can be defined through their own creativity will be a better match 
and a less pre-determined approach.  
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Ultimately, adaptability is a result of the user/building relationship and Schneider and Till’s criticism 
of OB does not stand alone as Rabeneck et al. (1973) observed that, “Habraken's systems of zones, 
margins, and detachable unit is preserve an implicit control over the occupant.” While levels and 
system design strands never explicitly suggest any attention to a spatial looseness; layers, on the other 
hand, through Brand (1994) and Duffy (Genevro, 2009), acknowledge spatial attributes (volume, 
rawness, organization) which better recognize a balanced approach (between components and 
spaces). Thus for Schneider and Till (2007), OB’s sympathetic understanding of the dynamic social 
need for flexible housing does not match the specialized means (technical determinism) of which it 
attempts to achieve that end. 
2.4. Chapter Summary 
In summary, this chapter situates adaptability in architectural history as a consideration of numerous 
design strands. The synopsis presented on Pre-historic & Pre-Modernism (section 2.1) and 
Modernism (section 2.2), establishes a groundwork for more current architectural thinking on 
adaptability, by identifying positive and negative attributes common to those periods. Adaptability in 
today’s context is then decomposed into eight overlapping strands (section 2.3) that can be traced 
back through history (Figure 2.10) and mapped across conventional Modernist traditions as defined 
by Jencks (Figure 2.11). These strands are organised by three high-level approaches  proposed by 
the author - spatial, component design & capacity and building configuration – section 2.3.4 
summarises the relationships (synergies and tensions) between the approaches and strands.  
The historic strands (in their different ways) address the premise of section 1.1 by attempting to 
move architecture from the Modernist ideal of a finished, static sculpted artefact to the reality of the 
dynmaic nature of architecture. The ways in which they accomplish this begins to address the overall 
research question - how does one design for adaptabilty? - and several of the sub-questions, namely 
question (Q4) what makes a building adaptable? and questions five (Q5) and seven (Q7) what 
approaches are available and what other contingent factors (outside the physical building) play a role? 
The eight strands and the identified positive/negative aspects are later discussed/compared in 
reference to the emergent theory (section 10.2.2).  
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3. Adaptability in the built environment 
While not explicitly holistic, design approaches for adaptability within the literature attempt to aid 
designers with the use of a variety of concepts, strategies and design resources (c.f. Schneider and 
Till, 2007, Arge, 2004; Slaughter, 2001). The intent of this chapter is to review the construction 
literature, abducting a set of concepts that form a framework from which adaptability can be defined, 
implemented and tested (aim of research, section 1.3.1). The chapter is broken into seven parts: 1) 
defines the concepts of adaptability along with a set of key terminology, the intent being to offer a 
clear definition and scope for adaptability; 2) clarifies a set of particular types of change that fit within 
the defined scope of adaptability offering a finer grain; 3) reviews overarching design strategies 
presented in the literature and contextualises them in relationship to the historic overview of design 
approaches presented in the previous chapter; 4) presents five types of design resources that can be 
used to mobilise the previously discussed design strategies – critical parameters, design guidelines, 
scenario planning, design tactics and measurement tools; 5) outlines a set of soft (contingent) issues 
that are further discussed through 6) a set of benefits and barriers to adaptability related to 
stakeholders - examining process and product contingencies that enable and/or hinder the process. 
The chapter concludes by 7) summarising the review of the literature sources as a proposed 
framework for designing for adaptability.  
3.1. Concepts 
3.1.1. Defining Adaptability  
Looking backwards, the etymology of the word adapt can be traced to early 14th century Latin, aptus, 
meaning “suited, fitted” to adaptare meaning “to join”, through Middle French as adapter, to its English 
roots in 1610 to mean “to fit something for some purpose” (Harper, 2001). Current definitions have 
changed subtlety, “to make suitable to requirements or conditions; adjust or modify fittingly” 
(Random House, 2010). Adaptability then is concerned with the capacity to adjust or be adjusted to 
suit new situations. One could assume a simple and straightforward application within the literature, 
but one finds dozens of interpretations of what adaptability means - embodying the very plasticity it 
looks to describe (c.f. Saleh et al., 2009; Pressler, 2006; Larseen and Bjorberg, 2004). Sethi and Sethi’s 
(1990) survey of the literature found definitions to be ‘not always precise’ and ‘sometimes 
contradicting’ resulting in the paper defining 11 types of flexibility within the manufacturing context 
(see section 3.2 on adaptability types). Depending upon its application and context (range of 
stakeholders and building types), even within the built environment, one finds a wide range of 
subjective permutations. Olsson and Hansen (2010) found when conducting four case studies that 
stakeholders, “…either used different terminology or the same terminology with different meanings. 
Each of the projects tended to develop its own terminology.” Thus, the construction literature is one 
demonstrating progressive-divergence: a number of complementary approaches stemming from the 
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same base (Locke and Golden-Biddle, 1997) – looking at how buildings can change or accommodate 
change. Five semantic strands of adaptability were identified within the construction literature.  
One descriptive branch signifies adaptive architecture or responsive structures (kinetic architecture, 
section 2.3.2.2), led by designers’ fascination with the building’s capacity to mutate with changing 
conditions through dynamic facades or transformable structures (c.f. Hoberman et al., 2009; Beesley 
et al., 2008; Bullivant, 2005). This first strand tends to be one-off, high-end solutions that respond to 
environmental changes in ‘real-time’ through sensors and actuators creating a varied response in 
performance (c.f. Fox and Kemp, 2009; Kronenburg, 2006).   
Another trajectory, adaptive reuse, is driven by finding new uses for underutilised or vacant buildings 
(c.f. Bullen, 2007; Kincaid, 2002; Gann & Barlow, 1996). Initially driven by market shifts and changes 
in social perceptions and desires, it is now a key tactic for area regeneration and sustainability 
measures, prolonging the operational lives of buildings. Adaptive reuse is commonly associated with 
converting office buildings to residential and industrial buildings to commercial or residential use (c.f. 
Wilkinson et al., 2009; Heath, 200; Ball, 1999).  
A third semantic lineage resides in accessibility for all or inclusive design, particularly in designing 
homes or buildings to accommodate a diverse range of users and their changing capabilities 
throughout life. In the UK, this is frequently driven by government policy such as Lifetime Homes 
(Lifetime Homes, 2009). Australian standards (AS 4299, 1995) defines adaptability as “…a move 
away from designing special accommodation for different community groups with different needs.”  
A fourth linguistic interpretation promotes adaptability as increased user control generally 
accomplished through physically separating aspects of the building to be correlated with distributed 
decision levels between stakeholders (e.g. owners and users) (Habraken, 1998). This has become 
common place with speculative office development (e.g. shell and core construction) and a client-
driven practicality to accommodate changing work conditions that allow for spatial reconfigurations 
at a minimal disruption and cost.  
The most recent use of adaptability is in regards to climate adaptation and how buildings can adapt 
to significant changes with their surrounding environment including the capacity to reduce their 
burden on the environment through lowering energy consumption (c.f. Adger et al., 2005; Steemers, 
2003; Yohanis and Norton, 2002). This typically involves the integration of new technologies within 
new and existing buildings and the rebirth of passive design techniques. 
The above characterisations are not mutually exclusive; they all suggest an overarching leitmotif for 
adaptability of performance-based design. This encompassing perspective holds true with a review 
of the definitions found in the literature. Appendix B provides a table of definitions from the literature, 
highlighting which strand each definition fits within. In addition, the table identifies four common 
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characteristics that were abducted from the definitions as patterns emerged in an effort to generate 
an informed definition.  
The first overlapping characteristic identified is the capacity for change either physically responsive or 
a passive accommodation (c.f. Blok, 2006; Arge, 2005) to an internal or external change (c.f. Blakstad, 
2001; Moran, 1979). Some offer a more descriptive distinction of the type of change (often in 
comparison to flexibility) as low frequency and high magnitude (c.f. Leaman and Bordass, 2004; Blyth 
and Worthington, 2000). The object of the change is directed at a variety of aspects (e.g. structure, 
space, environment), but most often cited is differing use or function (c.f. Groak, 1992; Dalziel and 
Qureshi Cortale, 2012). A second overarching characteristic is the ability for the building to remain 
“fit” for purpose or “reduced in mismatches” between the building and its users (Friedman, A. 2002, 
Blakstad, 2001, Ridder et al 2008, etc.). Remaining ‘fit’ emphasises the human and building 
relationship and managing the constant performance slippage between the supply of space and the 
demand for it (Leaman and Bordass, 2004). A third theme is value: “maximising its productive use” 
(Graham, 2005), “to fit both the context of a system’s use and its stakeholders’ desires” (Engel et al. 
2008) while “at a minimum cost” (Blue Mountains City Council, 2005). Kendall (2005) defines 
“accommodation capacity” as, “the measure by with a buildings’ effectiveness and value can be 
assessed.”  Hence minimising the effort (time and cost) regarding change is a defining facet of 
adaptability (Lynch, 1958). The final aspect is time. Time is presented in two ways both related to 
value throughout the definitions. First to indicate the speed of change; “quick transformations” (Juneja 
2007) “requiring minor time” (Roser and Kazmer, 1999); and secondly, to indicate through life 
changes; “future changes” (Gorgolewski 2005), “in the long term” (DCSF 2008), or “extension of 
use” (Hasemian 2005). De Neufville et al. (2008) describe adaptability as, “the provision of options 
for the future use.” Options for de Neufville et al. refer to a future action in response to change. 
Thus, maximising (extending) the building’s life, components or materials is a key feature to 
adaptability (Graham, 2005).  
The thesis thus takes the following definition of adaptability as a synthesis of the underlying 
characteristics: ‘the capacity of a building to accommodate effectively the evolving demands of its context, 
thus maximising its value through life’.1 The intent of the encompassing definition is to provide a clear 
and robust view on adaptability and define an ample scope for adaptability in this context while 
supportive of the five strands illustrated above and the broad realm of performance-based design - 
maintaining functionality (maximising efficiency, minimising costs) regarding change over time. Note 
here, adaptability as described in this work is primarily concerned with benefits in the use phase of 
buildings, whereas other sources refer to the beneficial effects of (or links with) other design 
                                                            
1 Correlating the definition to the four characteristics: ‘evolving’ refers to ‘change’, ‘demands of context’ refers to 
‘remaining fit for purpose’, ‘value’ = ‘value’ and ‘life’ = ‘time’.  
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strategies targeted at the pre-use (design, construction phases) such as industrialisation (c.f. Fletcher 
et al., 2009) and end-of-life phases (c.f. Nielsen, 2010) have on improving changeability during use.  
It is also worth mentioning that much of the literature refers to adaptability and flexibility 
interchangeably often in abstract contexts perpetuating subjective interpretations (Carthey et al., 
2010). While some on the other hand, offer distinctions between the two, those distinctions are not 
always congruent. For example, Blyth and Worthington (2000) define flexibility as, “change that can 
be made quickly and with relatively little effort or cost (short-term and tactical) and adaptability as, 
“larger scale changes over longer periods of time (long-term and strategic).” This fits well with 
Leaman and Bordass’ (2004) distinction - flexibility as short-term, frequent, low magnitude changes 
to the physical bits and adaptability as long-term, seldom but high-magnitude changes to the building’s 
use. But others such as Groak (1992) suggest flexibility is technological (physical bits) and adaptability 
is territorial (social uses) which is synonymous with Schneider and Till’s (2007) definitions of flexibility 
“capable of different physical arrangements” and adaptability “capable of different social uses.” Altas 
and Ozsoy (1998) similarly suggest flexibility is concerned with physical changes and adaptability 
without physical changes and in a straightforward contradiction, Blok and Herwijnen (2005) define 
structural adaptability as the capacity for the building structure to undergo changes whereas structural 
flexibility provides changes without the necessity of modifying the structure. Thus, the distinctions, 
whether reflective of timescales or types of change, do not hold up throughout the literature and for 
the sake of this literature review adaptability and flexibility will be considered equivalents where the 
intent is believed to be the same. Thus, in an effort to remain ‘true’ to the reference, flexibility will 
appear when it’s used in the literature as either interchangeable or without a distinction to 
adaptability.  
3.1.2.  Developing the Concept: Time, Change, Building and Context 
 “…the architect who believes that his work is done as soon as the building is finished must be made to 
look as ridiculous as the scientist who believes that his experiment is complete as soon as he has 
assembled the apparatus.”  
 Sir Andrew Derbyshire, 2004 
The thesis is predicated (as noted in section 1.1) on a set of three assertions that contextualises 
reality through a set of false preconditions that hinder the conceptualisation and successful 
implementation of adaptability. The manifestation of the assertions pervade an overt reduction of 
buildings to a particular function and an unnecessary adhered association between space and use 
(Kendall and Ando, 2005) that corresponds to an explicit set of specifications (Leupen et al., 2005), 
emphasising a completed building as a finished project for a particular use, user and location 
(Hertzberger, 2005). The following sections explore these assertions and proffer an alternative 
narrative with which to develop the concept of adaptability through four key concepts: time, change, 
building and context. The four concepts are linked to and further articulate the four common 
characteristics identified above (3.1.3 summarises this journey).  
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3.1.2.1. Time  
“There is no architecture without everyday life, movement and action...”   
Bernard Tschumi, 1996 
Adaptability as a design concept brings to the forefront the critical dimension of time. Heidegger 
(2009) describes time as nothing, merely a consequence of events taking place. For Augustine (2002) 
it is the result of motion where change occurs in time. Therefore, it is the inclusion of time as a 
discernible concept, despite its nothingness as a reflection of our consciousness, which moves and 
changes architecture through event. Time exists in many patterns; it can be linear - short-term/long-
term - or it can be cyclical - day/night, seasons, weekday/weekend, etc. Our perception of time has 
evolved greatly – the invention of the 8 hour workday for example and more recently our hyper-
connectivity through increased communication access (Genervo, 2009). Brand (1994) proclaims the 
intent of his work is, ‘to examine buildings as a whole – not just a whole in space, but whole in time.’ 
For Brand (1994) and Duffy (1990) it is critical to conceptualise the building not through its material 
terms (concrete, glass, etc.), but as units of time – “Time is the essence of the real design problem” 
(Brand, 1994). The literature suggests the architect’s work is just the beginning, establishing a 
framework for a long, slow moving process (c.f. Finch, 2009; Gorgolewski, 2005). Hollis (2009) likens 
architecture to a slow piece of music with its many changes as its melody - this time-based evolution 
of architecture allows it to develop its character from the generic to the specific as an attribute of a 
slow process, as opposed to ‘instantly’ through a unique (sterile) form (Brand, 1994). Hence, ‘design 
quality’ as described by Finch (2009) is emergent over time and not a ‘one shot’ process. Takenaka 
(2005) uses the analogy of a tree in which its shape grows pleasingly with time – for Takenaka ‘true’ 
sustainability rests in how a building develops in time, not what it looks like at completion. For 
Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow (1993) the conscious inclusion of time, “brings the virtual future of a 
building into dialogue with its actual present, as both are entangled in its past.” Hence, each design 
decision is composed of a particular longevity that can take on different forms when considered from 
a time-based, rather than form-based perspective – as Brand (1994) suggests, “architects must 
‘mature’ from artists of space to artists of time”.  
However, according to the literature, architects don’t deal with the concept of time very well, as for 
many, (great) architecture embodies a timelessness (c.f. Hollis, 2009). Leupen (2006) quotes Mies’ 
expression regarding the eternal laws of architecture - order, space and proportion. – suggesting 
compositional qualities endure generations rather than qualities of time (durability, changeability). 
Lawson (2001) suggests three ways designers tend to deal with time – procrastinate (deal with it 
later), non-committal design (design is bland, anonymous), and throw-away design (present-only) – 
none of which handle time with any long-term comprehension. Blyth and Worthington (2000) offer 
a similar three approaches short-life (throw away design), precise-fit (procrastinate) and long life, 
loose-fit (non-committal); but also add virtual organisation which treats buildings as a serviced 
commodity. Till (2009) suggests that even designers who accept time, tend to simply create barriers 
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against it or try to order it into a sequence of frozen instants – both of which can begin to remedy a 
level of predictability towards the aging of a building, but do nothing towards the uncertainty time 
presents. Architecture in reality must be placed within time and designing for adaptability involves 
the acceptance of time as a design aspect, both in its predictable and unpredictable forms.  
3.1.2.2. Unpacking Change: recognising the demand  
“No man ever steps in the same river twice, for it's not the same river and he's not the same man.” 
 Ancient Greek Philosopher Heraclitus, 2003 
Hollis (2009) suggests, “These works of perfection don’t exist in reality – they have undergone 
conditions of change: weather, war, age, built upon, used, pieces moved, hidden. Out of one another, 
inside one another.” Architecture exists in time - the architectural adage of timelessness dissolved - 
and thus buildings operate in and around an abundance of change - nothing stays still, everything 
changes. Change is a constant and one of the most powerful drivers in design (c.f. Carthey et al., 
2010; Eckhart et al., 2004). All change is not the same; some change is ‘sharp and striking’ (radical), 
while most is the accumulation of incremental changes (Baldwin and Clark, 2000) – thus, the nature 
(routine, non-routine), the frequency (low, high) and magnitude (small, large) will all differ (Blyth and 
Worthington, 2001). Some change will be internal to the building (within control), while other change 
will be external (outside of control) (c.f. Slaughter, 2001; Schneider and Till, 2007). Some change is 
more visible than others (Moudon, 1986) as Slaughter’s (2001) case study analysis of 48 constructed 
buildings in the US indicated that change occurred much more often than what was commonly 
assumed – supporting Cassell and Barrett’s (2011) claim that change is poorly monitored and 
documented. Change is often complicated since it rarely occurs alone, thus managing the propagation 
becomes a primary mitigation technique (Eckert et al., 2004). Moreover, the literature makes 
numerous assertions that the pace of change is increasing (c.f. Douglas, 2006; Arge, 2005) – 
‘exponentially’ (Blyth and Worthington, 2001), ‘frantically’ (Fernandez, 2003) - which has led to a 
growing uncertainty or unpredictability of future conditions (c.f. Finch, 2009; Mckee and Konell, 
1993).  
The literature often categorises types of change or lists a number of general changes. For example, 
Slaughter defines three types of change that can occur over the life of the building - function (change 
in building use), capacity (change in building performance) and flow (environmental or user changes); 
while Gann and Barlow (1996) differentiate between service factors (physical issues) and value factors 
(financial issues). Groak (1992) describes these forces of change as physical flows that affect the 
building – people, machines, information and communications, electromagnetic energy, kinetic 
energy and materials (Groak also includes financial flows as a non-physical flow). Langston et al., 
(2008) explain six types of obsolescence (a resulting condition of the inability to accommodate 
change) that cover most of the changes listed in the literature: physical, economic, functional, 
technological, social, and legal obsolescence. Table 3.1 accumulates the types of changes listed in the 
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literature under Langston’s et al., (2008) categories. The missing exception from Langston’s et al. 
(2008) categorisation is environmental (one could see it partially as a social agenda, a physical 
condition and/ or a legal requirement). In some locations, environmental shifts throughout the year 
will demand differing responses from the building along with increased concerns with the depletion 
of resources, energy conservation, climate change, etc. (c.f. Douglas, 2006; Groak, 1992). Not all 
changes require a physical reaction, some can be accommodated organisationally, individually or 
within the latent capacity of the building (Blyth and Worthington, 2001). 
Physical Economic Functional  
Weathering factors 
(exposure to elements) 
Market fluctuations (real estate 
values) 
Ownership/ user needs 
Wear and tear budget shifts Organisational expansion/ 
shrinkage 
Vandalism Ownership/ use least cost 
alternative 
Type of work (ways of 
working) 
Incompatibility factors 
(chemical) 
Reduction in lease lengths Quality of workplace 
(employee comfort) 
 Global competition Flexible employment 
arrangements 
Technological Social Legal 
Information technologies 
(communications) 
Fashion (aesthetics) General legislation  
Construction methods Demographics (life expectancy) Building ordinances (safety 
regulations) 
Services and material 
performance 
Lifestyle - mobility, density 
(urbanisation) 
Construction standards 
Shortened product lifecycles Social agendas, trends 
(attitude, behaviours) 
Government grant incentives 
Transport facilities Skills (sophistication of user) Planning (land use) 
  Environmental controls 
Table 3.1 Change Drivers accumulated from the literature 
The issue with change then is that social shifts (causes) often require a physical reaction (effect) to 
accommodate the shift, which can cause a mismatch in the relationship between demand (user 
desires) and supply (building capabilities) (Blakstad, 2001). The inclusion of time and the unravelling 
of change can now begin to envision a building not as a static object in space but as part of a dynamic 
interplay between form (building) and context (users, environment).  
3.1.2.3.  A Building: what is it?  
“the problem is temporary thus the solution must be as well”  
 Hertzberger, 2005 
Buildings will be seen differently by varying stakeholders, they can be: an end product for the design 
team (Gorgolewski, 2005); an asset for an organisation (Blyth and Worthington, 2001); a formal 
manifestation of a style for an architectural critic or historian (Tschumi, 1996), or a symbol of culture 
and heritage for society (Groak, 1992) - society’s multicultural growth increases the differentiation in 
the way buildings are viewed and used (Ballantyne, 2002). The multiplicity of stakeholders is 
complicated through time as responsibility and knowledge is often split and unknown amongst all 
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involved (Kendall, 1999). Undoubtedly, buildings are highly complex ‘products’ - a unique 
combination of requirements and resources that endure design, construction and operational 
complexities (Slaughter, 2001). Leatherbarrow (2010) describes two ways to envision a building, one 
as ‘nothing but a system of components’, the other as a ‘system of representations outlined in 
composition and experienced in perception’. The latter, expresses the inclusion of time as the 
formation of user experiences, reinforcing the shift in how we can conceptualise buildings from a 
static perspective to a dynamic one. Ballantyne (2002) makes a similar differentiation in defining the 
difference between buildings and architecture, “Buildings are solid objects, there is no doubt about 
that, but they are never in themselves architecture. Architecture is dependent on the observer’s 
culture, and the ideas that are brought to bear on the building…architecture is in the mind of the 
beholder.” In the conceptual space constructed, buildings (architecture) can be seen more as a 
continual process, a series of events that is continually redefined through its inhabitation, or use – 
“society in built form,” (Lerup, 1977).   
However, as Till (2009) explains, today’s conventions still define buildings based on functions through 
room labels which are calculated by a set of prescribed dimensions (space standards) that 
accommodate an arrangement of furniture. Thus, despite the rejection of Modernism’s ‘form follows 
function’ dogma – architecture still is defined in response to a brief, defining each space for a particular 
sub-function or activity (Venturi and Brown, 2004). For Tschumi (1996) the problem lies in the 
inherent confrontation between space and use, reflecting our inability to actually define what a library, 
school or park is supposed to be; Tschumi goes on to propose there is no cause and effect 
relationship between the two terms - evidenced through the way the function of buildings has 
changed over time. A complete disassociation of the two has been challenged by some (c.f. 
Hertzberger, 2005; Rabeneck et al., 1973) suggesting a widened range rather than a complete 
disassociation. While buildings that do not change functions are becoming rarer and rarer (c.f. Leupen, 
2005; Kincaid, 2002), certain use types are more susceptible to change than others – dynamic (offices, 
healthcare, schools); stable (museum, government) (Brand, 1994). Brand (1994) states adaptation is 
easier in ‘low-road’ buildings or buildings that people don’t care about, while it can be more difficult 
and susceptible to different rules in ‘high-road’, long-lasting sustained-purpose buildings.  
Kendall (2005) asserts that traditional methods for defining a brief through a ‘programme of functions’ 
should not be the starting point for architecture today given the increased speed of change as Richard 
(2006) adds that the instability of the building’s programme can lead to it becoming obsolete between 
the time it was designed to its occupation. Both Venturi and Brown (2004) and Leupen (2005) suggest 
revised concepts in an attempt to broaden our disposition for functionalist labels:  temporary 
(flexible) vs. permanent (fixed), polyvalence, semi-permanence, changeability, symbolic and 
communicative functions – “a time-based architecture must assume functions to be largely 
unpredictable except in the most general of terms” (Leupen, 2005). According to Leupen (2005) a 
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building’s value can be judged on its continual ability to redefine its spatial/function relationship 
reinforcing the narrative of perpetual making between form and context.  
3.1.2.4.  Context: situating the building 
“architecture is the product of an ongoing, never ending, design process in which environment 
transforms part by part”  
 Habraken, 1998  
For Alexander (1964) design can be viewed as the combination of an object’s form (the solution) 
and context (the problem) – the objective then is to assure a ‘good fit’. Julta (1993) stresses the poor 
form/context relationship that exists with many buildings today as a result of numerous buildings 
being designed as individual works of art that have only cosmetically attempted to deal with their 
surroundings – a condition that has been exacerbated from Modernism’s inside-out approach to 
design which viewed context as a passive background (Venturi and Brown, 2004). This condition has 
not always been the case as Sitte (1965) illustrates the European Renaissance principle (section 2.1) 
of how buildings and outside spaces were designed together as a single element.  
Many of the types of change outlined previously can be understood as initiating from the form’s 
context as the forces that interact with the physical building – political, historical, economical, cultural, 
etc. In this symbiotic relationship, the contingencies are exacerbated because they rarely operate 
under coterminous conditions (Heath, 2001). As Bryson (1997) explains the built environment at 
any one point in time is the evolutionary result of an accumulation of circumstances and decisions 
made by assorted individuals at different moments. 
Despite industry’s fixation on the static object, there has been a growing shift in the literature 
suggesting how a building can be understood as a dynamic equilibrium created through a vast network 
of relational conditions via the transient agency of elements in time (Habraken, 1998). This intellectual 
shift has been explained through the interplay of behaviours as Tsukamoto and Kaijima (2010) 
describe a design world composed of three types of elements – human beings (daily, repetitive acts), 
natural elements (basic laws of physics) and buildings (a unique sentient creature). Elements within 
these typologies are of different physical and time scales which generate different rhythms 
(behavioural characteristics and cycles). Tsukamoto and Kaijima’s (2010) architecture is an attempt 
to synthesise these different rhythms (contextual forces); however, they don’t offer any explicit 
examples of how their theory of design is formalised in their work; rather their work is presented 
independently from the narrative, forcing the reader to draw their own implicit relationships. A 
separate disposition but in a similar vein, Harrison (1992) singles out information technology as a 
distinct element that affects the dynamic relationship between the human (organisation) and building 
– here slippages are mediated through sensors and actuators (Kronenburg, 2007). Leatherbarrow’s 
(2010) desire to define a building purely by its performance (what it does) isolates it from human 
experience (use) and perceptions (aesthetics) as a means to establish its individual presence. 
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Leatherbarrow however goes on to define building performance as a result of contextual exchanges 
giving consideration to the particulars of place, people and purpose (context) – i.e. if we are to 
understand what drives building performance (no matter how it is defined), the evolving context 
cannot be ignored. Venturi and Brown (2004) stress in their work, how changes in form emerge as 
a result of changes in forces (in relation to the architectural adage of form follows function; here form 
is a result of the dynamic form/context interplay rather than static functions). For Lerup (1977) the 
interplay described here, establishing a ‘good fit’, is what gives an object (architecture) its meaning. 
As Rybczynski (2001) notes, “The best buildings are precisely of their time. They reflect the values, 
virtues and vices of their time.”  
3.1.3. Concepts Summary 
This alternative narrative is important, because with the addition of time the building becomes 
susceptible to change which situates architecture in context and evokes strategies to accommodate 
the diverse cycles of its constituting parts – in an effort to keep the building ‘fit for purpose’ and of 
‘value’. It emphasises an architecture of transience, a disjunction between use and space, and 
ultimately buildings as unfinished products in a perpetual state of making - adapting to and being 
adapted to fit a milieu of influences (form/context relationship). In this light, the realisation for a 
building to be adapted successfully is a result of its ability to (re)stabilise the interplay of changing 
contextual forces. Its value constantly being reassessed through different eyes at different times 
through a set of evolving demands – i.e. there is a judgement to be made. The dynamic equilibrium 
of forces is in constant discussion with the building considering - what is it, how it is constituted, what 
can it do?  The building is then ceaselessly adapting/negotiating changes - (re)defining itself in time, 
space, size, use, performance, and location.  
With this narrative, adaptability at its core then is about the shifting relations between the ever 
changing building and its every-changing context(s). As such, buildings can, inter alia, co-ordinate, 
juxtapose, stabilise, accelerate and transform conflicting political, economic, social, technological and 
environmental demands.  
3.2.  Adaptability Types 
The concept of universal flexibility or adaptability is a myth, it ‘is both technically and economically 
unachievable’ (Finch, 2009). For Rabeneck et al. (1973) flexibility is simply a utopian concept that is 
concerned with visualising all possibilities within a dwelling. Pressler (2006) stresses that ‘good design 
should provide an adequate amount of flexibility, but no more than that.’ As Leaman et al., points 
out, “The essence of adaptability is to invest in the outset in the things you are really going to need, 
and to leave to others the option of adding (or subtracting) things you are not sure about.”  De 
Neufville et al., (2008) add that, “…flexibility is only valuable if it is exercised effectively (when the 
time is right) and efficiently (at acceptable cost and disruption).” If throwing every possible solution 
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for adaptability at a building can be a waste of time, money and resources as suggested – how does 
one determine what is needed in the future? Pressler (2006) hints towards the importance of 
communication and establishing actual needs early on as a mechanism to help determine an 
appropriate level. This reflects Leaman’s et al. (1998) approach of starting from the more nuanced 
demand side perspective (clarifying motivational goals, specific needs) and working towards more 
abstract supply side issues (solutions) – i.e. thinking about the actual type(s) of change that will occur 
from the early design stages and then about how it can be accommodated.  
In an effort to be more precise in describing the type of change desired, the literature often 
categorises types of adaptability by providing distinct definitions of what a particular type signifies. As 
we saw from the conflicting distinctions offered for adaptability and between adaptability and 
flexibility, this categorisation can pertain to what changes (e.g. spatial layout, building volume, or 
building use), the speed or magnitude of the change and whether or not physical alterations are 
needed. The primary discrepancy then revolves around the inconsistency in the literature as words 
and definitions are used interchangeably and often there is no clear criteria for how the types are 
derived, where ‘lines’ are drawn and to what extent it is meant to be exhaustive or not. Thus, the 
attempt here is to review the literature in an effort to clarify types by delineating a type based on a 
clear criteria (type of change) for the intended scope/definition of adaptability (in use). In this manner, 
an adaptability type can be defined as a classification for a particular change objective that shares a 
subset of characteristics and tactics under the umbrella of adaptability.  
Table 3.2 compares the types presented in 28 literature sources against each other and the six types 
that were previously defined by the AF group in 2009 as a workshop exercise (left hand column). 
The workshop exercise, led by the author, compared adaptability types presented in the literature 
with an original set of types proffered by the group in an effort to present a robust set (see section 
6.1.1 for further explanation). Table 3.2 and the following explanation of the literature supports the 
rationale for establishing the six types.  
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
Source Arge, 2005 Beam, 2009 Blakstad, 2001 Carthey et al., 2010 
Cowee, 
Schwer, 
2009 
CSA, 2006 
de 
Neufville, 
2008 
Douglas, 2006 Elison and Sauce, 2006 
Elsdonk 
and 
Fassbinder
, 1990  
Fernandez 
(2003) 
Fricke and 
Schulz (2005)
Geraedtls, 
2009 
Gibson, 
2001 Graham, 2006
Hashemian, 
2005 
Hoekman, 
Blok and 
van 
Herwijnen
Kinkaid, 
2000 
Larssen 
and 
Bjorberg. 
(2004)  
Leupen, 2006 Macozoma, 2002 
Monahan, 
2002 Pati, 2008 
Pressler, 
2006   Rush, 1986 
Russell+ 
Moffatt, 2001
Rydeen, 
2004 
Sutherland, 
1984 
topic Buildings Buildings Buildings Buildings Buildings Buildings Healthcare Buildings Buildings Housing Buildings Products Buildings Buildings Buildings Products Buildings Buildings Buildings Buildings Buildings Buildings Healthcare Healthcare Buildings Buildings   Buildings 
keyword adaptability adaptability adaptability flexibility  flexibility adaptability flexibility adaptability adaptability flexibility adaptability changeability flexibility flexibility adaptability adaptability adaptability adaptability adaptability adaptability flexibility adaptability flexibility flexibility adaptability adaptability adaptability design life 
Adjustable             
operational 
flexibility                 customisable   
Design 
      fluidity    
short-term 
flexibility 
suitable       
Versatile flexible flexible 
partitionable 
adaptability 
internal 
flexibility versatility  
tactical 
flexibility 
flexible 
within user  
spatial 
flexibility 
  
flexibility 
partitionability
physical 
flexibility 
spatial 
transformation versatility   flexible 
alterability  
adaptable 
versatility  adaptability 
Flexible 
flexible 
versatile 
  
Flexible 
within use    
adaptability 
malleable 
Refitable           dismantable   loads     
element and 
Material 
upgradability flexibility       
long-term 
flexibilty 
dissemblable   
replacability
structural 
transformation  mendability
Convertible generality convertible multifunctional convertible use Flexibility convertible strategic 
flexibility 
donvertible  across user functional  flexibility use adaptability 
functional 
flexibility     convertible
ambuguity
generality polyvalence convertibility convertibility convertible convertible   
multifunctional redundancy
Scalable elasticity extendable extendable expandable extension flexibility expandable expandable     loads   extendibility     segmentable extendable   elasticity extendability  scaleability expandability 
expandable/ 
shrinkable   expansible   
Movable               disaggregatable                                         
speed                       agility                                 
Financial                     
environ-
mental 
    financial flexibility       constraints                     
Human                                 flexibility       modifiability             
Process         planning Flexibility                   variability                       inspectability
Durability                       robustness                 durable       reliable durable   robustness 
Table 3.2 Literature review of adaptability types 
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Larssen and Bjorberg (2004) define three types of adaptability: generality (space and services support 
a multifunctional use), flexibility (supports multiple spatial configurations) and elasticity (further 
division or extension of the building is possible). Despite a difference in labelling, depicting these three 
types of change (use, physical layout and size) as a defined set of types for adaptability is found 
consistently throughout the literature (c.f. Arge, 2005; Beam, 2009; Cowee and Schewer, 2009; CSA, 
2006; Pati, 2008). In addition, they can also be found as a distinguished subset of a larger grouping 
(c.f. Blakstad, 2001; Douglas, 2006; Geraedts, 2009; Kinkaid, 2000; Leupen, 2006; Russell and 
Moffatt; 2001, Rydeen, 2004). Thus, the three types of change form a foundation from which to build 
from. Larssen and Bjorberg’s (2004) three terms also provide a good example of subjective variance 
used in labelling the intended meanings, for example, while sharing the same meaning as generality 
(multifunctional building use) the literature also describes it as: convertible (Beam, 2009), 
multifunctional (Blakstad, 2001), polyvalence (Leupen, 2006), use flexibility (Cowee and Schewer, 
2009), functional flexibility (Elsdonk and Fassbinder, 1990), long-term flexibility (Pressler, 2006), 
strategic flexibility (de Neufville et al., 2009), adaptability (Geraedts, 2009), across user (Elison and 
Sauce, 2006) and ambiguity (Kincaid, 2002). Just within that list, one can also witness variation in the 
scope of meaning, for example, strategic flexibility (de Neufville et al., 2009) includes the expansion 
of the facility (Larssen and Bjorberg’s elasticity) and long-term flexibility (Pressler, 2006) is inclusive 
of operational and scale changes. On the other hand, there are examples in which further divisions 
within a single typology are made, for example, Blakstad (2001) makes a distinction within elasticity 
between the capacity to grow (extendable) and the capacity to subdivide (partitionable). Another 
example is found in Priemus (1968) which attempts to make a distinction between multi-functionality 
(use in different ways without physical changes) and polyvalence (use in different ways with physical 
changes, e.g. sliding doors and partitions). Priemus (1968) also makes the added distinction that 
flexibility is achieved by the occupants themselves, whereas, change by an expert is considered 
variability.   
By expanding into the literature additional distinctions can be proffered. For example, flexibility as 
defined by some (c.f. Arge, 2005) extends beyond spatial layout to include more direct references 
to the capacity to change the building’s components or performance. Blakstad’s (2001) definition of 
flexibility is one example, “built-in possibilities to rearrange, take away, or add elements and systems 
(modular, standardised, mobile, rearranged),” while Hoekman’s et al. (2009) definition of flexibility 
has nothing to do with spatial layout, “an open, systemised and exchangeable component 
configuration, minimising functional integration of building parts and maximising accessibility.” As such, 
others have introduced an additional term to distinguish the difference – dismantlability (Douglas, 
2006), replaceability (Sutherland, 1984) and upgradability from Hashemain (2005) who discusses the 
concept as the capacity to adapt to new technologies or enhance performance. Another distinction 
that can be identified refers to very quick changes that occur on a daily or weekly basis and again 
potentially subdivides what would be considered flexible to identify the capacity to change furniture, 
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equipment or user at an operational level rather than a more holistic spatial reconfiguration (c.f. de 
Neufville, 2008; Pressler, 2006). Hashemian (2005) refers to it as customisation or the capacity to 
adapt to specific user preferences.  
Another added distinction that was less common in the literature is the ability to fully move a building 
– despite the lack of prevalence in the literature moveable architecture has held a place throughout 
history dating back to prehistoric shelters, e.g. tent, yurt (section 2.1; also c.f. Kronenburg, 2002). 
Kronenburg (2007) defines moveable as, “designed to relocate from place to place so that they can 
fulfil their function better.” He goes on to describe three strategies: portable (one piece), demountable 
(separated into ‘chunks’) and modular (deconstructable into several pieces) – each strategy offering 
advantages/disadvantages with regards to transportation, speed of assembly, wear & tear and 
variability in use, size and site accommodations. Moveable represents the largest scale transformation 
suggested here which is not a common everyday requirement for the majority of buildings, but 
nonetheless, it has established a market particularly for temporary solutions (Nappo & Vairelli, 2010).  
Most of the literature uses terms that can be described as a characteristic of the building (e.g. flexible, 
upgradable, convertible), but the categorisation offered by Elison and Sauce (2006) stands out as 
written from a real estate perspective. They define three types: within user (supports the needs of a 
single user), within use (supports the needs of a different user) and across use (supports the 
requirements of a new use type). While the types can be mapped against the others described, they 
provide conceivably a more marketable distinction to clients that could be potentially quantified 
easier within industry. In addition, table 3.2 also shows a handful that fell outside the physical object 
(light blue boxes) relating to financial, human, process, speed and durability. These were deemed to 
be either not pertaining to the building itself as a soft issue (section 3.5), outside the ‘building in use’ 
scope (section 3.1.1) or not distinguishable as a type of change consistent with the others (durability, 
speed).  
In summary, many of the types found within the literature map directly across to one of the types 
used in this thesis, however the word (label) differs. Some stretch across types (e.g. de Neufville’s 
(2009) tactical flexibility), while a small few attempt to offer a distinction within a type deemed 
unnecessary (e.g. Kincaid (2002) ambiguity and redundancy). In addition, one can see a number of 
gaps presented within each source (grey boxes) in comparison to the six types - particularly moveable.  
3.3. Strategies 
The previous chapter offered an overview of historical movements in relation to the concept of 
adaptability. The eight strands were organised as three approaches: spatial, component design & 
capacity and building configuration (section 2.3). Withstanding these approaches, that form a 
historical timeline for adaptability, the construction literature offers few additional high-level 
categorisations that tie together lower-level design guidance, tactics and building characteristics. 
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Carthey et al. (2010) suggest two strategies: modularity (separation of building elements to allow for 
sub-division and reconfiguration) and warehouse (large volume which allows for a range of activities). 
The two strategies, one physical (building configuration) and one spatial (loose-fit), offer a balanced 
approach. On the other hand, Slaughter (2001) defines three physical design approaches for 
addressing flexibility: physically separating systems, prefabrication of system components and 
overcapacity. Slaughter’s physically separating systems (building configuration) suggest the concept of 
modularity as a method to isolate change and prefabrication of components as a means to augment the 
system separation by clearly defining relationships between components (building configuration). 
Overcapacity here refers specifically to the design capacity of components (component design) and 
does not consider spatial redundancy, hence Slaughter’s (2001) strategies are limited to physical 
aspects removed from any spatial considerations.  
Both Graham (2005) and Leupen (2006) offer a set of design strategies that relate well to the three 
types of approaches. Graham (2005) proposes five design strategies for adaptability that aim to 
inform the designer the appropriate fit between flexibility (ephemeral) and durability dichotomy: plan 
for change (scenario planning), design for long-life (durability), design for loose-fit (spatial 
redundancy), start with the end in mind and design for deconstruction (building configuration). Under 
each approach Graham offers a set of methods for achieving the strategy and a handful of guidance 
to consider. However, Graham’s framing of designing for adaptability as a dichotomy between 
flexibility and durability reduces the complexity that adaptability affords to a material consideration. 
Leupen (2006) suggests three strategies for handling time and uncertainty that spread across the 
three types:   
1. Make buildings polyvalent buildings (spatial, loose fit) 
2. Make buildings that are part permanent and part changeable, (building configuration, 
layers) 
3. Make semi-permanent buildings (component capacity, industrialisation)  
Leupen’s separation offers the clearest parallel to the identified approaches without specifically 
labelling them; however, Leupen doesn’t offer any specific guidance under each strategy.  
Schneider and Till (2007) offer two over-arching categorisations - soft and hard. According to 
Schneider and Till hard tactics extend the control of the designer, operating in the foreground as an 
aesthetic through the use of technology as a primary method, restricting options to a pre-determined 
set of actions. Hard tactics attempt to maximise options while maintaining spatial efficiencies 
(component capacity), it is here that for Schneider and Till (2007) ‘good intentions become fixed 
expressions of redundant technologies’ because they exist outside the reality of social occupation. 
On the other hand, soft tactics pass control to the user and operate in the background establishing 
a greater level of indeterminacy allowing the user more freedom in response to their needs. Thus, 
soft tactics demand more space and use clear construction principles in an effort to enable the user. 
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The hard and soft distinction for Schneider and Till characterises the tension between the ‘ideals’ of 
adaptability (modernist approach) and the ‘reality’ (vernacular). It is clear that the spatial approaches 
defined in the literature fall under Schneider and Till’s soft tactics and the component-based ones 
would generally fall under hard tactics. The third category of building configuration is more blurred 
and would depend on the exact tactic to suggest whether it is a hard or soft approach.  
Some of the literature acknowledges that adaptability is not limited to the physical bits or spatial 
aspects. Other ways may be more efficient including the malleability of a human response to any 
environment. As Walker and Shen (2002) point out, “the ability to utilise flexibility options is 
influenced both by the ability of an organisation to be flexible, but also by its commitment to being 
flexible,” (organisational management). Thus, the easier option may lie in the users or the 
organisation adapting, not the building (c.f. Finch, 2009; Lynch, 1958). Leaman et al. (2008) uses an 
x, y plot to describe four approaches for designing for adaptability that balance the physical building 
and human behaviours with context-sensitivity. According to Leaman et al. (1998) ‘flexible’ solutions 
are often sold as ‘fit and forget’ (category A), however, this is rarely the case and can become 
obstacles to adaptability rather than supportive when resources are limited. Thus, Leaman et al. 
(1998) advocate for an approach which is not prescribed and allows for the user individuality to adapt 
to the context (category C).  
 
Figure 3.1 Leaman's et al. (2004) technology plot 
Forty (2000) sets forth three distinct strategies for flexibility: 1) redundancy – here Forty cites 
Koolhaas’ (1995) description of flexibility as the creation of spatial redundancy or margin, “excess 
capacity that enables different and even opposite interpretations and uses.” This more ‘passive’ 
approach represents the ‘loose fit’ approach (see 2.3.1.1) - common in vernacular pre-modern 
buildings prior to Modernism’s allocation of specific uses to rooms. 2) flexibility by technical means is 
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considered the mainstream approach of Modernism in which the capacity to accommodate change 
is provided by the architect as a characteristic of the building’s components, e.g. moveable partitions. 
Thus, the second approach is an ‘active’ approach as a characteristic of the building’s components, 
in line with the kinetic architecture approach (see 2.3.2.2). 3) as a political strategy places flexibility 
within the use and the user as the enabler of change through appropriation (use becomes a political 
act separated from the architecture and architect) (Lefebvre, 1992). This ‘passive’ approach is most 
congruent with the unfinished and levels approaches (see 2.3.2.3 and 2.3.3.1) as enabling user 
appropriation; however, it is even more suggestive of an architecture that plays no or very little of a 
role. In this way, Forty’s three approaches provide a comprehensive framing for adaptability 
distinguishing between three enablers - space, components and users as three ways to accommodate 
change.  
Most of the strategies presented here from the literature map against the eight historic strands 
presented in the previous chapter (section 2.3). Table 3.3 maps the strategies introduced by each of 
the sources against the established strands. The mapping should be considered more suggestive than 
scientific as the strategies exist at a high/abstract level that can be interpreted and applied in a range 
of ways. Interestingly, an additional strand (long life) and approach (human) were not directly covered 
within the eight strands (highlighted in yellow in the table). The additional strand fits within the 
physical approaches and suggests designing components for long life– e.g. durable, over-design 
capacity. However, designing components for differentiated lifespans is an aspect of both the layers 
and levels strands. The additional approach sits outside the defined approaches as a third enabler 
(human). While the user is an explicit consideration for the unfinished and levels strands, the 
emphasis and the extent of the role the user plays is extended here as what changes rather than 
playing an active role in shaping the change of the physical or spatial environment – i.e. humans are 
not only the enabler, but the object of change.  
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3.4. Resources 
The literature often links the capacity for the building to adapt to the design decisions undertaken 
early on (e.g. Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Thomsen and Flier, 2011; de Neufville et al., 2008; Gold and 
Martin, 1999), thus an abundance of information when considering the capacity for a building to adapt 
relates to the design process. Information is presented in a variety of ways making it more 
complicated than necessary to present a comprehensive approach. Information sources or tools for 
the design process that can be used as a means to deploy adaptable solutions can be defined as 
design resources. Often the difference in the resource type simply depends on how the information 
is presented and/or the depth (specificity) of the information – e.g. highlighting a critical design 
parameter (structural system) to general guidance (use a wide-framed structural system with a 
minimum 6m span) to a specific solution uncovered from a case study (a 9m x 9m standard grid was 
implemented). Thus, the different resource types are intrinsically linked; however, the different 
formats make comparisons less straightforward. Five types of design resources were identified as 
part of the abductive process - as patterns (same/similar formatted information) began to emerge 
within the literature tables were constructed to collect and compare information across sources. 
Each type is presented here in isolation with some comparison within and at the end in the form of 
a summary. 
3.4.1. Critical Adaptability Parameters (CAPs)  
Defining critical design parameters is one way the literature links adaptability to design decisions 
identifying which design features will have a stronger influence on the building’s capacity to 
accommodate change. Design parameters are defined as the different units or decisions that make 
up the building; e.g. height, width, material, colour (c.f. Baldwin and Clark, 2000). Parameters can be 
ranges (continuous variables, e.g. storey height) or options (nominal variables, e.g. partition system). 
Thus, critical adaptability parameters (CAPs) provide design awareness to a subset of design 
parameters that the literature highlights as being of importance regarding adaptability (parameter 
importance will vary depending on the type of adaptability sought, see section 3.2). The syntactic 
notion of design parameters is not removed from the semantic permeation plaguing other areas of 
the literature, e.g. key dimensions (Harrison, 1992), design features (Gijselaar, 2010), important 
design decisions (Rush, 1986), Most Important Measures (Arge, 2005) and design details (Islen and 
Lamer, 1993) are all alternative labels for critical adaptability parameters. Table 3.4 lists the design 
parameters identified in the literature. 
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Table 3.4 Critical Adaptability Parameters from the literature 
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With regards to adaptability, one way the literature relates the importance of a design parameter is 
its inability to be changed. Boyd and Janovic (1992) provide a table that lists a relatively comprehensive 
set of 24 design parameters described as potentially limiting factors regarding the building’s capacity 
to adapt. The factors are clustered related to six aspects, five of which constitute the building itself 
(e.g. internal form, envelope) while the other, site, lists five parameters regarding the surrounding 
area, one of which is legislative (planning and building regulations). Each factor is given a degree (1 to 
4) signifying the feasibility to change the building parameter at a later date (1 signaling change is easy) 
along with an option of how to potentially change the parameter (e.g. upgrade floor loading with 
additional beams). Boyd and Janovic’s (1992) interest is in the fixity of each parameter, identifying 
building orientation, floor shape, foundation, load transmissions (frame, wall), grid and floor to ceiling 
height as impossible to change. Four of the six parameters noted as impossible to change are listed 
under structure, signifying the permanence or change difficulty of the structural layer. Douglas (2006) 
also puts forth a set of parameters that are ‘incorrectable’: poor location, inadequate building 
morphology (e.g. ceiling heights), restricted site, and unsatisfactory microclimate (spatial 
configuration). Douglas goes on to clarify in what conditions these parameters make adaptation 
difficult, e.g. low floor to ceiling height, awkward plan shape, close column centers and deep-plan 
buildings (inadequate building morphology and unsatisfactory microclimate). A third reference of 
hard to change parameters from the literature is Harris’ (2005) list of inflexible elements: location of 
the building on site, primary load carrying structures, the ground floor slab, the foundations and 
underground drainage. A common thread through the above literature is the design parameters 
relation to the structural and site (long life span) layers.  
While one part of the literature is interested in identifying design parameters for their impossibility 
to be changed at a later date, another part highlights parameters that are most likely and/or costly to 
be changed. When discussing converting office buildings to residential, Gann and Barlow (1996) adapt 
Boyd and Jankovic’s (1992) list to include size and height of building, depth of building, building 
structure, building envelope and cladding, internal structure (space, layout and access), building 
services, acoustic separation, fire safety and means of escape. They cite ‘ease of access to services’ 
as being most critical, since up to 60% of adaptation costs can be from stripping out and installing 
new equipment. They also highlight ‘depth of floor plan’ as being critical regarding service distribution 
in the case of residential. Kinkaid’s (2000) extensive study of building adaptations also found ‘servicing 
elements’ as the most frequent elements changed (air con, heating and ventilation). Secondary were 
means of escape, building access and cladding. However, the most important factors that influenced 
the marketability (interest and wiliness to adapt) were the building character, storey height and 
window size – signifying a gap in parameters between what changes (former) with what parameters 
enable change (latter). In addition to his unchangeable list above, Douglas (2006) points out 
conditions (design parameters) that can be changed: poor acoustic, thermal performance, inadequate 
structural or spatial capacity, defects, inflexible layout, poor amenities and inadequate services.  
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While varying slightly with different building types, many of the critical parameters remained the same. 
For example, Hanitchak and Saba (2009) found a handful of issues when adapting existing hospitals 
to new standards: insufficient floor to floor heights to accommodate state-of-the-art services, existing 
mechanical systems incapable of providing for current clinical practice and existing electrical systems 
face greater demands from new equipment. Gold and Martin (1999) in their report on the 
refurbishment of concrete highlighted the building’s geometry (plan depth and shape) and inadequate 
load capacity (structural system and foundation design). According to Sutherland (1984) highly 
tailored post-war buildings that are adapted to new uses consistently need increased loads (structural 
system and foundation design), extra insulation and more sophisticated services. While Blyth and 
Worthington (2000) highlight the knock-on effect each parameter has in regards to adaptability and 
is suggestive of the contingent nature of the parameters (i.e. a change to one parameter will often 
require a change in another parameter):   
 Storey height effects servicing strategy and capacity to take advantage of natural ventilation 
and light (plan depth and windows). 
 Plan shape effects different spatial planning options (spatial configuration) and how spaces 
are linked together (circulation, access).   
 Structural morphology effects structural system used and spatial planning options (spatial 
configuration).  
The literature nonetheless is not always consistent, for example in Boyd and Janovic’s (1992) table 
of parameters ‘services risers/core location’ received an ‘easy to change’ (not costly) while several 
other sources linked changing services as being difficult and expensive (c.f. Gann and Barlow, 1996; 
Kincaid, 2002). Disparities also exist between stakeholder perspectives, for example, Bottom et al. 
(1998) survey of design parameters indicates the gap between supply and demand perspectives. Two 
parameters that were referred to as important to adaptability - spatial flexibility (spatial configuration) 
ranked 12th out of 39 features from a demand perspective and 27th out of 39 from a supply 
perspective; while inversely, storey height ranked 36th out of 39 from a demand perspective and 7th 
out of 39 from a supply perspective. Stakeholder disparities like these often lead to compromised 
solutions through poor communication methods (Blyth and Worthington, 2001).  
Table 3.5 provides an aggregated list of the most consistently expressed design parameters in the 
adaptability literature (out of 19 sources). Storey height was mentioned consistently throughout the 
literature except when the literature focused specifically on adapting office buildings to residential, in 
which case the storey height requirement is generally suffice and not an issue. Storey height 
represents one of several parameters that make up the structural design – structural morphology, 
structural system, floor loading and foundation design were all mentioned in the literature with 
several of them being listed consistently, reinforcing the before identified importance of the structure 
layer (c.f. Douglas, 2006; Kincaid, 2002; Boyd and Janovic,1992). The location of services was also 
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communicated as an important parameter regularly enouncing its independence from other building 
elements and ease of access (c.f. Geraedts, 2006; Arge, 2005; Larseen and Bjorberg, 2004). Likewise, 
the depth or width of the plan appeared numerous times as critical in reference to sub-divisibility, 
good daylighting and natural ventilation (c.f. Ashworth, 2004; Multispace, 2004; Blyth and 
Worthington, 2000). In relation, the overall plan shape was similarly acknowledged several times as 
complicated shapes and forms make adaptation more difficult (Douglas, 2006). The spatial flow for 
both people and things (access and circulation) was pointed out frequently as an important 
consideration (c.f. Douglas, 2006; Friedman, 2002a; Gann and Barlow, 1996). It is worth noting that 
‘access’ often served a double meaning in the literature referring to both spatial (Kincaid, 2002) and 
physical elements (Boyd and Janovic, 1992). Lastly, the choice in cladding system was cited as 
influential portraying the building or the organisation’s public appearance and image (Ellison and Sayce, 
2006). While the handful listed in the table are consistently mentioned, the literature however is 
dispersed across 36 design parameters in total making identifying a comprehensive list of critical 
parameters difficult.  
Storey Height 15
Services (location) 14
Plan Depth 13
Structural Morphology 12
Access 10
Spatial configuration 10
Cladding System 9
Structural System 9
Plan Shape 8
Circulation 7
Table 3.5 Number of times design parameter is listed as critical in the literature 
There is a clear relationship with the importance of the parameters to the layers (section 2.3.3.2) 
they are associated with - parameters that are ‘impossible’ to change (structure) and ones where 
change is often and potentially costly (service elements, cladding). Thus, the majority of the critical 
parameters are related to the longer lifespan components re-emphasising the significance and 
controlling nature of the building’s more permanent layers.  
Design parameters in parts of the literature can exceed the building itself to include locational 
variables and other ‘soft’ variables (e.g. legal or market conditions), thus blurring parameters across 
direct (generally controllable) and indirect (generally uncontrollable) conditions. It is the intent of this 
dissertation to draw a line between variables that pertain to the building and its site (design 
parameters) and other variables that influence building decisions, but are not directly a physical or 
spatial parameter of the building (soft issues, section 3.5). The demarcation enacted here should not 
be mistaken as a priority or hierarchy as Ellison and Sayce (2007) highlight that successful building 
adaptation can be as much a function of location characteristics as of the physical characteristics. The 
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division here is meant to make clear a distinction between elements of the building (design 
parameter) and other influential elements (soft issues). As an interwoven example, Hanitchak and 
Saba (2009) illustrate the interdependencies between design parameters and soft issues affecting 
design decisions in their presentation of a medical building case study: floor heights were dictated by 
a) the need to connect to existing facilities and b) planning restrictions for the overall building height 
which meant bed floors (typically 16’ were constrained to 14’) and procedural floors (18’ to 16’). In 
addition, zoning restricted the amount of roof space that could be used for plant space which led to 
equipment being densely packed with poor access and similarly with the lower ceiling height the 
decision was made to oversize branch distribution by 30% to accommodate change since access to 
the system was poor.  
3.4.2. Design Guidelines  
A second design resource is design guidelines. Design guidelines are considered as general rules that 
help designers make decisions regarding design parameters but are not absolute and can be adjusted 
based on the specific context (Utida, 2002). Design guidelines act as ‘design instructions’ for the 
implementation and achievement of the adaptability types (or design approaches). However as Fricke 
and Shultz (2005) note not all principles instilled are congruent and thus some may bolster each other 
while others may pose a level of tension. Much of the literature presents guidelines as a list of guidance 
for design decisions without any categorical organisation (c.f. Geraedts, 2006; Brand, 1994; Rabeneck 
et al., 1974). Cowee and Schwer (2009) present their guidelines based on the physical elements they 
relate to: structure, façade, services and fire; as well as, Russell and Moffatt (2001): foundation, 
superstructure, envelope, services and interior spaces. However, the guidelines cover a much wider 
spread of building parameters and characteristics that include physical elements (as covered above) 
and spatial elements/characteristics (absent from above). Thus, in an effort to organise (make sense 
of) the wide range of guidelines presented in the literature, the author adopted four simple typological 
groupings in an effort to organise the guidelines presented in the literature: components (e.g. shape, 
scale, material), component relationships (e.g. interfaces, divisions) space (e.g. dimensions, 
proportions) and spatial relationships (e.g. access, proximity). A further decomposition of the four 
categories was proffered as clear clusters emerged. The 24 sub-categories are presented as Table 
3.6 - a full table of all the guidelines from the literature is included as Appendix C. The guideline 
structuring exercise illustrated that while many congruencies could be found within the literature, 
there were also contradictions, inconsistent terminology, abstract or very general suggestions and in 
some cases incomprehensible references. The following paragraphs discuss the guidelines and the 
issues in more detail relative to the four categories.  
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Components 
1 Component 
configuration 
Carefully consider where and how components are divided 
2 Capacity of component Oversize components with a dormant capacity 
3 Number of components Minimise number of parts (reduces complexity)  
4 Additional components Provide ‘extra’ components
5 Type of component Carefully consider materials/components chosen   
6 Capability of component Use components which enable user control (to be adjusted, 
moved, etc.) 
Component Relationships 
7 Type of interaction Connection Method (design components which can be moved, 
removed, replaced) 
8 Number of interactions Reduce Component Interaction (between systems or layers) 
9 Component records Maintain accurate design/ construction records 
10 Component coordination 
(in location) 
Component Morphology & Coordination (accessibility, spacing, 
organisation of, dimensional reference system, modular 
coordination) 
11 Component coordination 
(in time) 
Logistics/construction process 
Spaces 
12 Spatial dimensions Provide loose spaces (slack space) 
13 Spatial form Provide transformational spaces (scalable space) 
14 ‘Support’ spaces Provide additional spaces not in the brief (soft or excess space)
15 Spatial quality Provide unfinished spaces (raw spaces)
16 Spatial barriers Blur boundaries between spaces (buffer zones) 
17 Spatial uses Consider multiple/temporary uses for spaces (polyvariant spaces)
18 Spatial orientation/ form Provide naturally lit and ventilated spaces (reduce the need for 
services) 
19 Spatial sizes Consider standardised and variant spaces
20 Empty space Plot density (leave space for growth)
21 Unconstrained space Provide open spaces 
22 Spatial identity (place) Create a community/narrative (not just a building; identity to 
place) 
Spatial Relationships
23 Spatial relationships Consider the location of spaces (relationship between spaces and 
outside) 
24 Spatial circulation Consider the circulation plan (e.g. multiple configurations, 
alternative access points) 
Table 3.6 Categories and sub-categories developed to organise design guidelines 
Guidance for components considered the number of components and their configuration, capacity, 
characteristics and capabilities. Components that are of standard shapes, well-interfaced and an 
appropriate size and weight (ease of handling) were described as being beneficial (c.f. Geraedts, 2006; 
CSA, 2006). When considering where to divide elements, Utida (1991) presents a comprehensive 
list for consideration: standard shapes, durability level, function, corresponding usability, types of 
constructor, construction process, logistics, price and stakeholder ownership. Guidance with regards 
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to the number of functions a component should provide was often contradicted in the literature. 
Hashemain (2005) like Utida suggests components should be ‘functionally autonomous’, while others 
like Guy and Ciarimboli (2008) suggest, “doubling and tripling the functions that a component 
provides helps dematerlize the building”. The multiplicity of component functionality is in line with 
the literature that suggests minimising the number of and type of components as a means to aid 
changeability by simplifying the design (Schneider and Till, 2007). The contradicting challenge then is 
to minimise complexity (minimum parts) while allowing for sufficient capacity for a system to change 
with as little disruption as possible (functional separation). The minimisation of components is made 
slightly more confusing by the literature’s suggestion to supply additional components to enable easy 
growth or reconfiguration, particularly relative to service elements (c.f. Cowee and Schwer, 2009; 
Guy and Ciarimboli, 2008). Despite the suggestion for simplistic and durable components, many also 
advise components that enable user control and comfort - i.e. components that can be adjusted (e.g. 
operable windows, lighting, services) or moved (e.g. furniture, equipment, partitions) (Hill 2006, Islen 
and Lamer 1993) - which can encourage easier facilitation of change, but also tend to be more 
complicated and less durable. The type of component suggested also provided a level of 
contradiction. Some preferred prefabricated or engineered components to aid interchangeability (c.f. 
Multispace, 2004; Gorgolewski, 2005), while some suggested avoiding engineered components as 
overly-specialised (Leaman and Bordass, 2004). The most common component guidance was the 
advice to oversize components, providing a dormant capacity to help mitigate against change 
propagation. The majority pertain to structural (foundation, live loads, columns) elements that allow 
for holes to be cut in the slabs, additional floor(s) to be added, or a change of use (increased live 
loads) (c.f. Gorgolewski, 2005; Gold and Martin, 1999). Also mentioned is excess service capacity 
and surplus branch distribution and connectors enabling an increased service demand (c.f. Geraedts, 
2006; Islen and Lamer, 1993).  
Guidance for component relationships was the most populated category; here guidance is concerned 
with the type and number of interactions, documentation and coordination of components in 
location (product) and time (process). The intent behind the types of connections suggested was 
consistent as to minimalise the damaging effect to both components - connections should be exposed 
(easily accessible), reversible (easily separated), universally recognised and non-penetrating (c.f. CSA, 
2006; Sundin, 2005; Edwards, 2005). However, much of this guidance is highly generic and without 
specific elements or tactics proffered. Minimising the number of interactions between components 
was exceedingly consistent as well, particularly regarding contrasting short and long life spans (c.f. 
CSA, 2006; Slaughter, 2001; Russell and Moffatt, 2001). Guidance here is in line with designing with 
an architecture of hierarchical layers as a means to help define which relationships are most critical 
to resolve or remove (c.f. Nielson, 2010; Guy and Ciarimboli, 2008; Brand, 1994). The biggest 
discrepancy within this guidance is in regards to the number and decomposition of layers (Table 2.8). 
The subcategory of component morphology and coordination can be recognised as a substantial 
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consideration for adaptability given its significance and preference within the literature. Divisible, 
nested and coordinated grids - starting with a regular and wide structural grid - which is compatible 
and coordinated between facade, partition and furniture systems was often mentioned (c.f. Schneider 
and Till, 2007; Multispace, 2004; Harrison, 2002). Thus, understanding how components relate to 
grid lines (establishing a set of regular conditions) horizontally and vertically aids adaptability by 
increasing the legibility of the design. But again, most guidance here is very general, simply suggesting 
the more coordination the more successful (c.f. Schneider and Till, 2007). The preferred location of 
some elements was found to be contradictory as well. For example, Multispace (2004) suggests 
positioning the core at the perimeter of the floor plate to allow for additional lifts and risers to be 
added easily if needed; while others such as Russell and Moffatt (2001) suggest a central location is 
best to maximise access, sub-divisibility and use of the core for lateral bracing. Coordinating 
components to make sure they are accessible was consistent throughout the literature especially 
regarding service elements (c.f. Slaughter, 2001). Lastly, several sources suggest documenting as-built 
drawings is crucial for confirmation of element locations – e.g. inclusion of photos, sketches, and 
descriptions that document the building can make future changes more predictable (c.f. Nielson, 
2010; Brand, 1994; Islen and Lamer, 1993).  
With regards to spaces, much of the literature supports a loose-fit approach (section 2.3.1.1), 
designing spaces beyond their functional minimum in plan and in height. This looseness allows for 
different uses (Gold and Martin, 1999), servicing strategies (Harrison, 2002), technologies 
(Gorgolewski, 2005) and activities (Schneider and Till, 2007). For those who suggest an optimum 
height or width discrepancies are plentiful, e.g. optimum storey height: 3.3m (Multispace, 2004), 3.3-
3.6m (Bijdendijk 2005), 3.5m (Gold and Martin, 1999), 4-4.4m (Harrison, 2002), 4.1m (Takenaka, 
2005)and 4.6-4.9 (Islen and Lamer, 1993). The proposal of enlarged spaces is often accompanied 
with providing ‘unconstrained space’ generally in the form of a wide framed structure (section 
2.3.1.2). Here again, an optimum span varies between 6-10m (c.f. Multispace, 2004; Gold and Martin, 
1999; Islen and Lamer, 1993). Providing loose-fit spaces should be considered in conjunction with 
another two guidelines that in isolation could be seen as contradicting to each other - the 
standardisation of room sizes and providing spatial variety. Non-hierarchical categories of standard 
room sizes avoids many bureaucratic issues allowing for improved interchangeability (de Neufville et 
al., 2009), yet providing different sizes of spaces as suggested by Lynch (1958) can support a larger 
variety of activities. This interplay of spatial considerations should be acknowledged in relationship to 
Rabeneck’s et al. (1973) suggestion of avoiding ‘extremely large or small sizes’, in line with 
Hertzberger’s (2005) plead for spaces that are dimensioned appropriately for the functions they are 
intended for. Thus, one must consider which spaces should be standardised and at what size along 
with which and how many spaces should be made of varying sizes to cater to dissimilar activities. The 
shape of spaces (floor plan) is uniformly suggested to be of simple geometry (Brand, 1994) and 
regular, generic shapes (Gold and Martin, 1999), which keeps with guidance on providing 
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transformational spaces - of divisible depth and length (Schneider and Till, 2007) and of an additive 
form (Lynch, 1958). Moreover, plan depth is mentioned significantly given its dual role in supporting 
naturally ventilated and lit spaces (c.f. Harrison, 2002; Gregory, 2011). The literature is additionally 
consistent in suggesting the provision of extra spaces, despite proposing a range of applications – a 
spare room (Rabeneck et al., 1974), excess storage (Brand, 1994), useable roof space (SEW, 2011) 
or exterior spaces (Gregory, 2011). Rabeneck et al. (1973) assert a 10% increase in net area will 
provide the additional ‘slack’ space needed and will increase the cost approximately 6%. The inclusion 
of ‘soft’ spaces, lower intensity use (e.g. storage space) that can be relocated, allows for additional 
high-intensity use to expand into adjacent spaces (Hanitchak, 2005). The interchangeability of space 
is also stated to be supported through the provision of functionally neutral spaces by designing rooms 
without labels (Schneider & Till, 2007) and offering little overt expression of room function - e.g. 
standard furniture and windows (Rabeneck et al., 1973). Lastly, much of the literature suggests 
intentionally leaving some spaces unfinished or raw to allow the users to customise the space as they 
see fit when the time arises (c.f. de Neuville et al 2009, Brand, 1994; Islen and Lamer, 1993). In 
opposition, Hertzberger (2005) suggests in such a case the architect’s job is simply left unfinished and 
rather promotes designing a finished space that cleverly provides opportunities for the users to 
customise (section 2.3.2.3).  
The last of the four categories and least considered within the literature, spatial relationships, 
considers the location and relationship of spaces, particularly circulation. Guidance here is 
straightforward, despite its generalness, to suggest consideration for the relationship between spaces 
(Song, 2008), between spaces and the exterior (Genervo, 2009) and between neighbouring buildings 
(Multispace, 2004). More specific suggestions, for example tend to instruct spatial separation based 
on high and low volatility (Brand 1994). With regards to circulation, good access and flow (Slaughter 
2001), minimise travel distances (Multispace, 2004), multiple paths (Cowee and Schwer, 2009) and 
support multiple configurations (Marsh, 2009). The only pair of guidelines that contradict each other 
in this context is “provide no ‘circulation’ space by allowing each room to act as an antechamber to 
the next” (Rabeneck et al., 1974) and “enlarge circulation spaces to allow for different functions to 
take place” (Schneider and Till, 2007). Here unlike some of the earlier examples, both are trying to 
achieve the same goal – multi-functionality of spaces, but from opposite perspectives. A fifth category 
of guidelines did emerge labelled ‘soft’ guidelines. These guidelines were not directly related to the 
building features, but offered complementary guidance from a procedural or mindset perspective. A 
few examples to note: ‘have flexible thinking’ (Geraedts, 2006), ‘engage the occupancy process over 
time’ (Hill, 2006) and ‘use social media to communicate’ (Ash, 2011).   
In conclusion, the reading or implementation of the guidelines would seem to require quite a 
balancing act in response to the nuances of the project context. The fact that the majority of the 
guidelines in the literature proffer general design advice (310, 86% of coded guidelines), while only a 
few offer more specific resolutions (50, 14%) is supportive of that. The few that offered a ‘specific 
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resolution’ either suggested a specific solution (e.g. two-way post-tension slabs – Multispace, 2004) 
or provide a numerical value that defines exactly or limits the design parameter to a reduced range 
(e.g. 15m x 6m column free space – Gold and Martin, 1999). It is here, in the more specific guidance 
offered, that much of the discrepancies take place. For reference only, Table 3.7 is provided to 
illustrate the preference of the literature to favour component-based guidance (2:1) over spatial-
based guidance regarding adaptability. In addition, one can see the numeric support of guidelines 
considering the relationships between components (7-11) particularly location coordination (10).  
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Table 3.7 Total guidelines identified for each of the categories and sub-categories 
Lastly, referring  to Appendix C, the guidelines were coded against design parameters to help indicate 
the consistency of consideration for particular design parameters within the literature - despite the 
different form of resource considered. Table 3.8 presents an aggregation of the parameters from the 
guidelines; however, given the general nature of many of the guidelines, many did not indicate a 
specific parameter and were labelled either applicable to ‘all material options’ or ‘all material 
relationships’. Another explanation for the poor matching is the lack of the building parameters to 
respond to the allocation of spatial characteristics such as multi-functionality or extra spaces. 
However, one can see despite some reordering, many of the CAPs reappear as parameters heavily 
considered within the guidelines. Structural elements (structural system, storey height, structural 
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morphology) are all present again along with the location of services, cladding system and plan depth. 
Interesting is the large number of guidance regarding window (type, size) and wall partitions which 
were both low in consideration of CAPs. Also despite some of the guidelines consideration for spatial 
relations and circulation is the absence of access, circulation and spatial configuration from this list, 
which re-emphasises the preference for component-based guidance.   
Structural System 28
Location of Services 26
Cladding System 22
Storey Height 18
Window (type, size) 15
Wall Partitions 15
Plan Depth 12
Structural Morphology 11
Foundation Design 9 
Table 3.8 Number of guidelines that pertain to that building parameter 
3.4.3. Scenario Planning  
According to Brand (1994), scenario planning is a strategy to identify and accommodate change 
scenarios (Brand explicitly clarifies it as a strategy rather than a plan, as a plan is based on prediction 
or specific solution and a strategy encompasses unforeseeable conditions, a capacity to change). 
Hence, scenario planning asks, ‘what if this’ or ‘what if that’ (is a building even needed?) and change 
scenarios are then the response to those changing conditions. A change scenario can be defined as 
an event or narrative for how the building could change; they provide a measure for envisaging and 
testing adaptability types (section 3.2). The key to scenarios as stated in Genervo (2009) is thinking 
about what could change and what is fixed. Furthermore, Brand (1994) expresses that scenarios 
“attack a design from so many directions that gaps and oversights are likely to show up.” Scenario 
planning then is an alternative to predicting a single future condition (via an accurate forecast) and 
allowing the building or infrastructure to accommodate multiple futures (de Neufville et al., 2009).  
Change scenarios can be presented as social (cause, why) as Rabeneck et al. (1974) describe a list of 
change scenarios: change in family make up, family activities; fashion, perceived quality of the home 
(section 3.1.2.2). Scenarios then can also reflect the physical effect (how) of those social causes, as 
Altas and Ozsoy (1998) describe a handful of change scenarios as a way of evaluating the residence’s 
capacity to adapt: capacity to add space(s) (e.g. add a balcony), change between interior and exterior 
space (e.g. transform balcony space into interior space), subdivide larger spaces (e.g. subdivide living 
room to create an additional bedroom) and move activities (e.g. add a toilet to the kitchen). 
Consequential scenarios therefore generally evolve around a set of basic transformation actions as 
described by Durmesevic (2006): elimination, addition, relocation and substitution of the element 
(like-for-like or upgrading existing). Different actions (verbs) put forth in the literature can be seen 
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as equivalents or combination of these actions (e.g. reconfigure). A further example would be Rush’s 
(1986) five possibilities for altering a system to improve its relationship with another system, change 
its: location, proximity, orientation, connection between and physical make-up.  
Kincaid (2002) presents a series of changes that most frequently occurred during adaptations 
(evidence of how buildings were changed): replace HVAC units and distribution, alter means of 
egress, change external image, reconfigure core area, add access points and rearrange spatial 
configuration. Additional changes (scenarios) described by Kincaid include: eliminate poor previous 
extensions, add/ remove a storey, add floor area (marginal), change site access, add parking, change 
site density, increase site amenity, change cladding-glazing ratio, change internal circulation, change 
external circulation, change vertical circulation, change building depth, change interior character, 
change floor to floor height and change basic structure. In a separate example, Friedman (2002) 
presents a series of change scenarios (modifications) to existing buildings based on events in time 
creating new requirements. Figure 3.2 illustrates an existing house and shows how the house could 
be altered to accommodate the new requirements.  
 
Figure 3.2 Various residential scenarios (Friedman, 2002) 
For Fernandez (2003) the process is two-fold: choose an appropriate design life (years) and within 
that design life which change scenarios are most important. Fernandez (2003) defines three types of 
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changes by listing 13 different aspects that could change (scenarios) associated with the different 
change – function (programmatic, process, ownership, philosophy), loads (building systems, repair 
and replacement, systems innovation) and environmental (economic, industrial, technological, 
demographic, regulatory and real estate market). Fernandez unlike the previous examples links the 
scenarios to types of change providing an organisational structure for considering the scenarios; while 
on the other hand, Fernandez’s change types suffer from improper delineations in regards to changing 
needs (e.g. what does changing ‘loads’ provide?).  
While the literature provides types of changes that can occur and the capacity for different design 
parameters to be changed, for the most part, change scenarios as a design resource are absent from 
the literature. For example, while Boyd and Janovic (1993) rate the change capacity of design 
parameters, the notion sits on the periphery of the concept of change scenarios as high-level 
narratives of why and how the building could be changed, not a distilment of physical elements – i.e. 
it is not always that the information regarding change scenarios is completely absent from the 
literature, but many times it is not considered in such a way as to read as a scenario. For example, 
one could read Douglas’ (2006) list of issues to consider when maximising asset value as a cluster of 
future scenarios: social (demand) – attract new tenant, retain existing tenant, new regulations (e.g. 
higher environmental standards) and physical (supply) – upgrade services, building aesthetics, 
increase/improve net lettable area.  
In summary, despite their importance regarding adaptability, change scenarios are not common in 
the literature (shown from the lack of references presented in this section compared to others) and 
when they are presented they are not typically linked to the different types of change (a higher 
thinking level) or tactics (specific implementation level). Appendix D compiles a list of scenarios from 
the literature. With the exception of Kincaid’s (2002) expanded (not exhaustive) list and a full 
reinterpretation of the information presented within the literature, a comprehensive list of change 
scenarios is absent from the literature. As stated in Fernandez (2003), scenario planning requires, “a 
careful assessment of resources, likely future scenarios and reasonable technological solutions.” For 
Brand (1994) the key to developing accurate scenarios is to communicate with the users to 
understand the range of their future needs. Scenario planning is not meant to be a catch all, but 
working through possible futures will inevitably better prepare the building for its unpredictable future. 
However, establishing plausible change scenarios can be an important resource or design means in 
achieving more accurate assessments of adaptability needs, thus their formation should be linked to 
briefing investigations early on in the design process in an effort to establish associated benefits and 
costs with likely changes.  
3.4.4. Design tactics 
A design tactic can be defined as a specific method to achieve a goal or approach. In this case, the 
solution is specific to the building, thus it is embodied in the building as something one can point to. 
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Design tactics are generally presented three ways in the literature: 1) as part of a case study (a project 
narrative describes the solutions deployed), 2) presented in the form of a guideline (as mentioned 
above a small portion of the guidelines proffered specific solutions) or 3) as a list of solutions 
(occasionally singular) typically used to exemplify a design strategy (section 3.3), an adaptability type 
(section 3.2) or a more general guideline (section 3.4.2). While all three forms range in the level of 
detail and specificity offered, the last tends to be the most abstract (e.g. raised floors – no zone 
dimensions are offered or any system specifications – c.f. Gelis, 2000; Arge, 2005; Guy and Shell, 
2003). In addition, the sheer number of solutions available and the frequency in which they become 
obsolete reduces the tactic’s general applicability (Utida, 2002).   
A table of design tactics was compiled from the literature (254 tactics from 42 sources) and is 
included as Appendix E. Table 3.9 provides an overview of the tactics organised based on building 
layers – the number of tactics are provided in the parenthesis below the layer.  
Building 
Layer 
Design 
Parameter Tactic Examples Sample Sources 
Space plan 
(105) 
Partition walls Sliding, demountable, non-
load bearing, glass 
Barlow and Koberle-Gaiser, 
2009; Geraedts, 2006; Slaughter, 
2001 
flooring raised floor systems, carpet 
tiles vs. rolls 
Fernandez, 2003; Kendall, 1999; 
Gold and Martin, 1999 
organisational 
solutions  
planning grids for electrical 
outlets, lighting & partitions 
Fukao, 2008; Kendall and Teicher, 
2000; Wilkinson, 1991 
Structure 
(78) 
wide spans 6-10.8m Dalziel and Qureshi Cortale, 
2012; Takenaka, 2005; Rabeneck 
et al., 1974 
high storey 
height 
4-7.5m Schneider and Till, 2007; Leupen, 
2006; Wilkinson, 1991 
increased load 
capacity 
over-sized foundations Olsson, 2010; Leupen, 2006; 
Gold and Martin, 1999 
prefabricated 
members 
trussed rafters, cross-
laminated timber 
Carthey et al., 2010; Douglas, 
2006, Geraedts, 2006 
Services 
(54) 
access gridded systems, removable 
panels, clear zones 
de Neufville et al., 2009; Finch, 
2009; Guy and Ciarimboli, 2008 
capacity HVAC, electrical and 
ventilation 
Pressler, 2006; Kronenburg, 
2007; Fernandez, 2003 
zoning user and area control Olsson, 2010; Takenaka, 2005; 
Kendall, 1999 
Skin (39) 
facade Demountable, standardised, 
exchangeable 
Geraedts, 2006; Hertzberger, 
2005; Guy and Ciarimboli, 2008 
Stuff (14) 
furniture 
systems  
standardised, modular, 
moveable  
Weston, 2011; Hertzberger, 
2005; Gelis, 2000 
Space (16) 
room standardisation, big-volume 
& locations 
Olsson, 2010; Pressler, 2006; 
Leupen, 2006 
Table 3. 9 Overview of design tactics from the Literature 
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While providing a range of tactics across the building layers, one can see there is a clear propensity 
in the literature to illustrate tactics that embody the space plan (ephemeral) and structural layers 
(permanent). This preference is even clearer through the associated adaptability types with versatile 
(104) and refitable (87) types separated by a reasonably large gap between the next three - scalable 
(31), convertible (28) and adjustable (23) and very few for moveable (5).2 The skewed perspective 
reflects the intended provisions the majority of the tactics aim to provide: layout freedom (82; 
versatility), component coordination (32; refitability, versatility), extend space (27; scalability, 
refitability) and provide a passive measure (17; versatility). While the tactics presented in literature 
are numerous, there is a clear focus on layout freedom enabled through versatile tactics regarding 
space plan elements, which emphasises the conventional and repeated nature of the tactics in the 
literature. In addition, three issues were identified with how the tactics were presented in the 
literature: 1) high-level descriptions – the tactic referenced is generic and lacks the proper amount of 
detailed information to be helpful, e.g. plug and play systems (Arge, 2005), knock out panels 
(Fernandez, 2003) and prefabricated modular constructional systems (Kronenburg, 2006); 2) unclear 
intent – unclear how the tactic accommodates change/relates to adaptability, e.g. EIB/ LonWorks 
(Arge 2005), sway frame design (Gold and Martin, 1999) and acoustical ceilings (Gelis, 2000); and 
lastly 3) ambiguous meaning – unsure what the tactic is, e.g. rotating compacts (Gausa, 2003), shell 
and external wall (Rabeneck et al., 1974) and change the position of the kitchen, toilet and bathroom 
(Geraedts, 2006).  
With respect to the larger framework, design tactics presented as part of a case study tend to be 
divorced from other framework elements and in general often lack explicit links to adaptability types 
and guidelines presented within the same piece of literature (Arge, 2005; Slaughter, 2001). Similarly 
with the specific guidelines, while not completely contradicting, tactics including specific dimensions 
often differed (e.g. structural span, storey heights).  
3.4.5. Evaluation Tools  
The next strand is evaluation tools which can be used to evaluate a design or an existing building’s 
capacity to adapt. The attempt within this strand is to systematise decision-making through numerical 
techniques. There were four tools identified from which two types emerged: the first of which 
evaluates the level of adaptability a design accommodates and the second type is used for the financial 
assessment of converting buildings from one use to another (a more specific application).  
Larsen and Bjorberg (2004) developed a tool to systematically evaluate the technical capacity of 
adaptability with regards to flexibility (functionally), generality (spatially) and elasticity (overall size). 
Their software associates physical parameters (e.g. structural span, heating capacity, building size) 
with the three above-mentioned strategies and rates them 0 to 3 with 0 for highly dynamic (good 
                                                            
2 Associated adaptability types were counted from the table presented in Appendix E.  
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adaptability) and 3 for very static (poor adaptability) (see table 3.10 for examples). While the tool 
attempts an objective evaluation by providing quantifiable parameter descriptions, they however 
provide no rationale for the ‘grades’ proffered - what does a score of grade 1 mean vs. a grade 2 
score, e.g. what does the ‘additional’ adaptability of the higher score provide? The factors considered 
are also limited to the building itself neglecting any financial or location contingencies in evaluating the 
building’s capacity to adapt which makes judging the value of each grade difficult. 
storey height floor span
grade 0 (>3.9m, flat ceiling) grade 0(>18m)
grade 1 (>3.6m few beams in 
one direction) 
grade 1(>16m)
grade 2(>3.0m) grade 2(>14m)
grade 3 (>3 m, beams and 
crossing secondary girders) 
grade 3 (>12m)
Table 3.10 Scoring examples of two parameters from Larsen and Bjorberg (2004) 
On the other hand, Cowee and Schwehr (2009) use three metrics to evaluate flexibility – cost, time 
and effort. The three metrics are then determined by a subset of five indexes -  a) cost: 1) 
Refurbishment Cost (RC) - cost of adaptation vs. cost of new build; b) time: 2) Disturbance Time 
(DT) – time in which the building is out of use and 3) Refurbishment Performance (RP) – amount of 
building that can be adapted per an hour; c) effort: 4) Potential for additional surface (PS) – the 
amount of area in relation to the existing area that can be gained and 5) Extensibility (E) – amount of 
area that can be gained without any additional infrastructure. All five factors are ‘rated’ and visualised 
in a web diagram (Figure 3.3) to indicate the flexibility degree of that building resulting in a handful of 
typologies (e.g. flexible but with a high cost; flexible with a large area gain but requires a lot of time). 
While the typologies are interesting, similar to Larsen and Bjorberg, the scores remain somewhat 
abstract along a representational spectrum of adaptability – as Cowee and Schwehr do not indicate 
the values of the parameters measured (e.g. what does ‘a lot of area can be added’ amount to?) or 
any more specific analysis other than the brief typology descriptions. In addition, no connection is 
explicitly stated between the resultant typologies and the design guidance positioned earlier (i.e. how 
does one use the guidance to affect the resultant typology?).  
 
Figure 3.3 Cowee and Schwer's radar diagrams 
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Switching to the second type, Geraedts and de Vrij’s (2004) New Transformation Meter broadens the 
evaluation criterion to include location (social image, amenities, public transport) and non-physical 
variables (e.g. acquisition and operational costs). The approach is focused on evaluating the viability 
of converting vacant office buildings to residential units by proposing a hierarchy of aspects stratified 
across three instruments (quick scan, feasibility meter and checklist). The proposed stages start with 
a quick assessment that requires limited special knowledge prior to deeper forms of assessment – 
ultimately weighing the financial costs of the conversion against the financial benefits. The criteria for 
each parameter other than a general cost number is not revealed, however each parameter is listed 
in a table in relation to a layer classification (e.g. structure – foundation, framework, roof). While the 
parameters used are amendable to any use, the evaluation criteria used is tailored for office to 
residential conversions (in Rotterdam, in Holland), limiting its general applicability. In addition, the 
scope of the tool is focused solely on conversion neglecting other types of change.  
Lastly, Kincaid (2002) developed the Use Comparator, a decision framework for evaluating the viability 
of adapting buildings to auxiliary, mixed or new uses through functional (regulatory framework), 
technical (physical capacity to change) and economic criteria. The two stage software-based process 
initially converges on a set of possible uses by matching 5 of the 13 building characteristics (design 
parameters) identified as important (e.g. tenure, floor to floor height, floor strength). The 
characteristics are measured by selecting one of the predetermined choices (either a numerical range 
or an option) and then compared with the demand characteristics of the 77 possible uses in the 
software’s database to produce a suitable list. The second stage uses the remaining 8 characteristics 
to produce a more detailed financial appraisal and a final spreadsheet provides a list of options that 
then can be evaluated financially (e.g. conversion to X will cost this amount, while conversion to Y 
will cost this). The software provides a comprehensive analysis for matching supply characteristics 
(existing buildings) with new demands; however, the evaluation is for the conversion of existing 
buildings limiting its general applicability – a designer could use the software to test convertible 
scenarios.   
In summary, all four tools use design parameters to evaluate a building’s capacity to adapt – two of 
which focus on new build and two on conversions. None of the tools attempt to model the building 
in its relational construct as a 3D object (physical bits and spaces), thus they provide limited insights 
into the system composition as a whole. In other words, they rely on the designer’s knowledge to 
understand the relational conditions of the parameters (e.g. If I change the storey height, does that 
affect my plan depth or servicing strategy?). In this way, the relationships between components and 
spaces are neglected and offer little insight into how change would propagate as a result of general 
change principles and more specifically change scenarios. Moreover, all are presented as consultant 
tools with no intent of designer application. While providing viable methods for measuring 
adaptability, all four are limited in their design capacity given their scope, analysis and lack of 
connection to a range of change principles and scenarios.  
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3.4.6. Design Resources Summary 
Overall, design resources proved fragmented, illusive and divergent. The range of resources 
illustrated different ways of communicating information providing varying depths of information and 
mixing words and labels. More specifically, CAPs were found to be fragmented across stakeholder 
perspectives, contradictory, dispersed across several parameters and blurred between direct 
(generally controllable) and indirect (generally uncontrollable) parameters. Design guidelines were 
presented without categorisation, at a generic level, contradictory, inconsistent and favoured 
component-based over space-based guidance. Change scenarios lacked a presence, 
comprehensiveness, structure and proper presentation within the literature. Design tactics were 
found to be skewed towards space plan and structure solutions, conventional and repetitive, poorly 
connected and a portion were ambiguous, unclear and generic. Evaluation tools mostly tailored to a 
subset of adaptability (e.g. conversions), were presented incompletely, poorly connected to other 
design elements and offered a limited modelability of spaces and relationships between design 
parameters as a three dimensional construct. All of the above conspire to make design resources an 
unnecessarily complicated area of designing for adaptability and as put forth later in section 3.7 
require a higher level framing that is able to tie together and help resolve discrepancies between 
elements.   
3.5. Project Contingencies: soft issues 
 “The useful life of any building is governed by a number and coincidence of several different factors.” 
 Ashworth, 1996 
The intent here is to present some additional variables that have been identified in the literature 
when considering adaptability. Soft issues can be defined as project contingencies or parameters that 
are not specifically defined by the physical and spatial building (design parameters). In general, 
relevance of soft issues often arise as titbits from project narratives (c.f. Hanitchak and Saba, 2009; 
Olsson, 2010; Pressler, 2006). Nonetheless, they may be presented as part of an evaluation 
framework (c.f. Kincaid, 2002; Arge, 2005; Ellison and Sayce, 2007) or simply listed as influential (c.f. 
Friedman, 2002a; Ball, 2002; Heath, 2001). For example, Israelsson and Hansson’s (2009) 
questionnaire to building owners on flexibility concluded that flexibility is the total sum of decisions 
resulting in a mixture of hard aspects (44% of total): installations, production and material standards 
and soft aspects (56% of total): awareness aspects, finance and future planning. They point out that, 
“hard aspects are commonly affiliated with flexibility since they are the tangible elements forming the 
building (direct), while soft (indirect) aspects are often disregarded.”  
Soft issues that were collected from the literature (163) were compiled in a table as Appendix F. A 
series of 8 categories were abducted as higher-level descriptions to identify similar issues: legislation, 
market, stakeholders, culture, procurement route, financial scheme, organisation/ownership model 
and design process. In general, there is very little (if any at all) attempt in the literature to stratify the 
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aspects by stating one is more influential than the other, rather simply they (in)directly affect 
adaptability (identification rather than impact). However, as noted prior (section 3.4.1), some of the 
literature included ‘soft’ parameters within their list of CAPs. An aggregated table of the issues 
compiled is presented as Table 3.11 that simply provides an indication of the prevalence of the 
aspects within the literature.  
Typology Total
SI01 Legislation 53 
SI02 Market  37 
SI03 Organisation/ Ownership 
model 23 
SI04 Stakeholders 19 
SI05 Culture 11 
SI06 Procurement route 8 
SI07 Financial Scheme 7 
SI08 Design Process 5 
Table 3.11 Number of times a soft issue category was referred to in the literature 
With regards to legislation, Kincaid (2002) provides the most thorough consideration for different 
policies and approvals that can play a role in the adaptation of an existing building; policies: Town and 
Country Planning Act 1990, Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, Building 
Act 1984, Fire Precautions Act 1971, Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and Environmental 
Protection Act 1990; approvals: Planning Approval, Building Regulation Approval, Site Works 
Approval Fire Officer Approval and English Heritage Approval. Planning (c.f. Schneider and Till, 2007; 
Groak, 1992; Douglas, 2006) and Building regulations (c.f. Carthey et al., 2010; Gann and Barlow, 
1996; Health, 2001) are the most consistent throughout the literature. For example, Barlow and 
Koberle-Gaiser (2009) convey that before planning approval was given for a health centre, the 
architects were required to illustrate how the building could be adapted to a public library. Additional 
legislation was cited as well such as taxes (Minami, 2009) in particular landfill tax (Gold and Martin, 
1999), space standards (Rabeneck et al., 1973) and maintenance laws (Larsson and Bjorberg, 2004). 
Linked to legislation is the property market as the value of the land is often determined by zoning 
permission (Friedman, 2002a). However, once constructed, Heath (2001) notes that the property 
market divides the existing building stock into three grades (I-III) based on building quality, type and 
age. The relationship between land value and building value is thus important (Douglas, 2006) which 
ties into the market more generally – interest rates (Heath, 2001), inflation (Douglas, 2006), market 
uncertainty and volatility (Salah, 2003) and market fragmentation (Kendall and Teicher, 2000).  
Stakeholder perspectives can make a difference as well, including their attitudes towards risk (Heath, 
2001), objectives (Israelsson and Hansson, 2009), skills (Kurul, 2007), experience (Gelis, 2003) and 
general understanding of adaptability (Finch, 2009). Stakeholder roles referred to within the literature 
include: client, agent, developer, neighbours, investor, owner, occupier, architect, contractor, local 
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authorities and project manager. The organisational type stood out as a prominent stakeholder 
characteristic affecting adaptability citing such conditions as: static or volatile (Blyth and Worthington, 
2000), centralised or dispersed & hierarchical or flat (Gelis, 2003) and financial strength (Blakstad, 
2001). Furthermore, the ownership model implemented was viewed as important suggesting an 
intended timescale of involvement (c.f. Finch, 2009; Douglas, 2006; Arge, 2005). The ownership 
model subsequently impacts the financial scheme and procurement route used as well - both of which 
can impact aspects of adaptability (c.f. Rogers, 2011; Heath 2001; Gann and Barlow, 1996). More 
broadly, culture was indicated as influential, reflecting behaviours (e.g. working practices; Gibson, 
2001), values (material culture; Friedman, 2002a) and beliefs (use of everyday buildings; Ball, 2002). 
Lastly, the design process itself was cited as relevant, particularly brief requirements (Dalziel and 
Qureshi Cortale, 2012) and subsequently the translation of the brief into a physical design (Olsson, 
2010). 
The application of the project context to the general variables will determine how they influence 
adaptability as either a benefit or barrier (applied variables) - Figure 3.4. For example, the building 
storey height (hard) and cost (soft) can either be an enabler (4m storey height, lower costs) or a 
barrier (2.5m storey height, increased costs). Nonetheless, the literature lacks a comprehensive 
mapping of contingencies to help improve an understanding of relational conditions. Current 
presentations, even the evaluation frameworks that offer the most oversight, don’t explicitly link the 
contingencies holistically. A comprehensive mapping could help substantiate the importance of 
certain contingencies over others and help focus the actions needed.   
 
Figure 3.4 Both hard & soft factors play a role in adaptability and can be either enablers or impeders 
3.6. Benefits & Barriers 
Benefits & barriers refer to the application of the general variables that either enable (benefit) or 
hinder (barrier) the deployment and/or implementation of adaptability strategies and tactics. The 
review of the literature identified a total of 335 benefits and barriers in 65 sources, organised in a 
table as Appendix G. As the data was entered, thematic clusters emerged across sources defining 8 
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general benefits and 8 general barriers (two of which are specific to building adaptations) – listed as 
Table 3.12.  
 Benefit Barrier 
1 Improved Change Efficiency Time lapse Between Cost & Benefit 
2 Reduced Lifecycle Costs Higher initial costs 
3 Improved Investment Value Higher risks 
4 Enables stability & transformation Industry's standard conditions 
5 Improved Operational Efficiency Conventional mindsets 
6 Improved user satisfaction Legislative constraint 
7 Legislative incentive More complex than new build 
8 Increased Building Longevity Existing conditions 
Table 3.12 List of Benefits & Barriers captured from the literature 
3.6.1. Benefits  
Adaptability as defined previously entails the building’s capacity to accommodate change, thus a 
general benefit of an adaptable building should be the minimisation of the time required (Kendall, 
2005), magnitude (Schneider and Till, 2007) and frequency (Ellison and Sayce, 2007) of changes that 
occur. Hence, improved change efficiency (reduced impact) was identified as an important benefit with 
a direct correlation to a second benefit – reduced lifecycle costs, reducing operational (Fernandez, 
2003), maintenance (Gosling, 2013) management (Geraedts, 2001) and transformational costs 
(Leupen et al., 2005). This is reinforced through Bullen’s (2007) survey of 30 building owners in 
Western Australia that found the majority of owners (77%) felt lifetime costs needed to be factored, 
in order to make adaptation a viable option. A third general benefit then as a result is improved 
investment value. Increased value was identified through increased yields (Gold and Martin, 1999) – 
higher rent rates (Rabeneck et al., 1974) and resale value (Guy and Ciarimboli, 2008); provision for 
a range of uses rather than a single one (Fernandez, 2003) which suggested the building to be quicker 
to rent (Baum, 1993), sublet (Ellison and Sayce, 2007) or sell on (Israelsson and Hansson, 2009);  and 
less occupant fluctuation (Schneider and Till, 2007) allowing for higher occupancy rates (Gold and 
Martin, 1999).  
A fourth core benefit of adaptability enables stability and transformation (Dekker, 1998). The ability to 
allow both change and permanence applied to more specific benefits such as the retention of style & 
character (Wilkinson, 2008) and community continuity (Boyd and Jankovic, 1992) while allowing for 
modernisation (Russell and Moffatt, 2001), remaining appropriate for the location (Ball, 1992), 
performance changes such as climate change (Gosling, 2013) and the implementation of new 
technologies (Gold and Martin, 1999) along with improved material reuse (Douglas, 2006) and 
recycling (Langston et al., 2008). Ball’s (2002) review of the existing industrial stock in Stoke-on-
Trent exhibits the benefit of being able to retain the existing style and character of industrial buildings, 
yet allowing them to accommodate both new requirements for similar uses and completely new uses.  
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An adaptable building can also provide improved operational efficiency (Ellison and Sayce, 2007) 
through improved building (Hoberman and Schwitter, 2008), organisational (Pressler, 2006) and 
business management (Harrison, 1992) which can contribute to a reduced spatial need (Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001). In addition, users may find improved user satisfaction by being able to match their 
expectations (Schneider and Till, 2007), have an increase of choices (Geraedts, 2001) with an 
increased opportunity to control one’s environment (Richard, 2006) and an overall improved quality 
(Davison, 2006). Rabeneck et al. (1974) also notes that the option itself is usually enough to improve 
user mindsets. Some identified legislative incentives associated with adaptable buildings such as Gold 
and Martin’s (1999) general claim that adaptable buildings better accommodate statutory 
requirements, while others claim tax benefits (Guy and Ciarimboli, 2008), avoidance of landfill tax 
through waste reduction (Ellison and Sayce, 2007) and the removal of subsequent new build 
legislation through adaptation such as section 106 agreements or revised planning laws (Scott Brown 
Rigg, 2009). The last benefit and for some the ultimate ends regarding adaptability is increased building 
longevity (c.f. Fawcett, 2011; Hanitchak and Saba, 2009; Schneider and Till, 2007) which can reduce 
new build demand (CSA, 2006) and thus minimise new resources used (Gosling, 2013), reduce waste 
(Richard, 2006) and contain urban sprawl (Bullen, 2007) – all positive for the environment (Geraedts, 
2001). 
3.6.2. Barriers 
On the other hand, the most significant barrier to designing for adaptability is that many of its benefits 
depend on the actual need to change in the future which can create an uncertain time lapse between 
costs and benefits. Thus, without empirical evidence of the increased investment value, the developer 
or owner’s wiliness to pay becomes completely dependent on their perception of those benefits 
over their interested timescale (Arge, 2005) – e.g. an owner-occupier will have increased incentive 
for adaptability over a merchant developer. Ellison and Sayce’s (2007) use of focus groups and 
interviews of practitioners who specialise in investment appraisal and valuation found that many of 
the benefits stipulated for owners, occupiers or both (e.g. owner can demand higher rental levels) 
depended on the market’s value of adaptability which had yet to be substantiated beyond ‘flexible 
work space’ – this supports the focus of tactics on ‘layout freedom’ (section 3.4.4). Lifecycle costs 
and risk analysis (based on certainty of change) can help to quantify some of the non-immediate 
benefits, but are still met with financial barriers such as future discounting and short-term financial 
schemes. Moreover, the reality that the implementation of an adaptable tactic takes additional effort 
beyond its deployment (potentially on behalf of multiple stakeholders) can contribute to this barrier 
(Leaman and Bordass, 2004), i.e. who owns the problem? The first barrier is met with the claim, within 
most of the literature, that designing for adaptability in general will present higher initial costs (c.f. 
Guma et al., 2009; Gibb et al., 2007; Leupen et al., 2005), while some suggest this is merely an 
industry perception (Russell and Moffatt, 2001) and that many solutions do not add any additional 
costs (Schneider and Till, 2007) – much of which provides no empirical evidence either way. The 
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discrepancy between whether higher initial cost is a reality (and to what amount) or merely an 
industry perception was the lone benefit/barrier disagreement within the literature. With regards to 
adaptation, Bullen (2007) found that increased cost was simply a “smoke screen obscuring the real 
reason that it is easier for everyone in the development process to produce a new building.” 
However, the combination of higher initial costs and lack of certainty regarding reclaiming future 
benefits regardless creates higher risk and thus keeps adaptable tactics as relatively unconventional 
solutions (Habraken, 2008).  
Hence, another barrier is many of industry’s standard conditions - conventional (wet) construction 
methods (Guy and Ciarimboli, 2008) and a lack of construction skills (Rabeneck, et al., 1974); supply 
team fragmentation (Gorgolewski, 2005), gaps (Leaman and Bordass, 2004) and lack of cooperation 
(Habraken, 2008); measurement of the wrong criteria (Gelis, 2000) and undervalued by agents (Smit, 
2011); and simply not an industry priority (Schneider and Till, 2007). Additionally, despite PFIs being 
set up to instill a longer commitment from private investors they also minimise risk and innovation 
(including heavy penalties for changes) (c.f. Carthey et al., 2010; de Neuvfille et al., 2009, Barlow and 
Koberle-Gaiser, 2009). Along a similar line, conventional mindsets within industry were also viewed to 
impede adaptability. Stakeholders in general were viewed to have a low cost mentality (Gelis, 2003), 
focused on current needs (Gorgolewski, 2005) and short-term gratification (Schneider and Till, 2007), 
fear change (Macozoma, 2002) and reduce issues to black-and-white (Liliendfeld and Rathje, 1998). 
This is exacerbated by claims of limited understanding by most involved (Ellison and Sayce, 2007) and 
the different interests (Olsson, 2010) and value systems held by each stakeholder role (Leaman and 
Bordass, 2004). Many list the need for planning approval as a legislative constraint due to zoning 
ordinances or height restrictions (c.f. Wilkinson, 2009; Heath, 2001; Ball, 1999), conservation costs 
(Douglas, 2006), energy performance requirements (Bullen, 2007), fire regulations (Gann and Barlow, 
1996) and additional building regulations diverged by use types (Kincaid, 2002).  
Two barriers were additionally identified that relate not to new build, but to the adaptation of an 
existing building compared to deciding to build new again. Thus, while conceivably designing a building 
for adaptability in the first place and maintaining good documentation could relieve these two barriers, 
it is still possible that they may play a role later on down the line when consideration of whether to 
adapt or not comes up. Firstly, much of the literature stated that industry still found adaptations to 
be more complex then new build due to additional design (Douglas, 2006) and construction constraints 
(Boyd and Jankovic, 1992) along with construction difficulties working with an existing, potentially 
operational building (Guma et al., 2009). Secondly, existing conditions are often an impairment – e.g. 
shorter extended life (Douglas, 2006), insufficient load capacity (Sutherland, 1984); stigma of 
previous use (Wilkinson, 2009), structural integrity (Bullen, 2007), access (Ball, 1999), etc.  
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3.6.3. Benefits & Barriers Summary 
Much of the criticism for the benefits and barriers presented in the literature is universal across 
sources. Unlike other elements there was little if any contradiction amongst the literature and 
dispersion of anomalies were extremely rare as well (i.e. most of the benefits/barriers were repeated 
throughout the literature). Notwithstanding, three criticisms could be identified:  
1. Lack of hard empirical evidence as a basis, 
2. Removed from specific stakeholder perspectives and 
3. Not well connected to other elements, e.g. adaptability approaches or types. 
Very few sources provided any kind of hard empirical evidence regarding the benefits or barriers 
presented. Many studies on designing for adaptability can be considered theoretical (c.f. Gosling, 
2013; Gorgolewski, 2005; Russell and Moffatt, 2001) or based on ‘industry knowledge’ (c.f. Davison, 
2006; CSA, 2006; Scott Brown Rigg, 2009) where the benefits and barriers presented are not 
attached to any specific empirical study. Others were presented in relation to qualitative methods 
(c.f. Schneider and Till, 2007; Arge, 2005; Slaughter 2001) for which some benefits and barriers were 
easier to substantiate using interviews, focus groups and reviews of documents, e.g. legislative policies, 
conventional mindsets, industry standards (c.f. Israelsson and Hansson, 2009; Bullen, 2007; Heath, 
2001).  
Even when case studies were presented, much of the literature failed to connect the benefits explicitly 
to the case studies presented. For example, Rabeneck et al., (1974) review several case studies that 
claim some of the benefits presented (e.g. tenant choice and implementation), but don’t offer any 
hard evidence in support of other benefits proffered such as ‘increased rental value’. In another 
example, Schneider and Till (2007) offer several important benefits for justifying adaptability, e.g. 
offset any additional capital cost w/ long-term economic calculations, buildings will last longer, less 
occupant fluctuation and quicker change (less downtime) – but link none explicitly to the 175 case 
studies catalogued. In a unique example, Slaughter (2001) collected data from 48 recent building 
projects in the US from which she found the average increase for implementing adaptable design 
strategies to be between 1 and 2% (the median was less than 1% since one strategy significantly 
increased the cost). Slaughter however does not a) produce a full list of the 37 design strategies 
mentioned, b) does not provide any cost data and c) does not link the cost to any of the strategies 
or types directly (particularly the one that increased the initial cost much more than the others). She 
goes on to claim the strategies saved approximately 2% of the initial cost with the initial adaptation 
costs (savings are calculated by estimating the adaptation cost with and without the strategy and 
subtracting the initial cost of deploying the strategy). Thus, despite presenting empirical data, 
Slaughter fails to connect it to the adaptability types and design strategies presented and makes no 
attempt at connecting them to stakeholders involved. The 1-2% increase in costs can be compared 
to Leupen et al. (2005) who throws out (without any reference or specific typology in mind) that 
adaptability strategies add an additional 20-30% to the initial construction cost.  
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The benefits and barriers proffered do not match up against specific stakeholder needs or adaptability 
types. In rare cases some of the benefits are linked to individual stakeholders, e.g. Israelsson and 
Hansson’s (2009) questionnaire of 52 Swedish real estate and construction companies (building 
owners) found that adaptable buildings were simpler to rebuild (adapt) for the owner and easier to 
sell on than a single function building giving the owner a marketing advantage. Despite Israelsson and 
Hansson defining a range of stakeholder roles, they only focus on the owner’s position as viewed as 
the most influential. Similarly, Arge (2005) reviews 11 Norwegian office buildings against 16 
adaptability measures to determine which measures were deployed by the different real estate 
owners. The study illustrated the longer the intended investment period, the more adaptability 
measures were deployed, linking the influence of deploying adaptability measures directly to the 
ownership model (merchant developer, investment developer, owner/ occupier). Lastly, Guma et 
al., 2009 is the exceptional example which successfully fulfils all three criticisms to a certain extent. 
They present 4 case studies focused on a single typology – scalability (and tactic - vertical expansion). 
Despite supplying project cost data, there is no attempt to differentiate what the additional cost was 
to allow the buildings to be scaled vertically, only that it was at an additional cost. However, they do 
connect the value of the benefit (vertical expansion) to the ownership model (stakeholder timescale 
and organisational structure) to differentiate benefits across different ownership positions (e.g. there 
was very little value found for the merchant developer whom is providing a commodity, but a 
corporate developer could find additional value in response to changing organisational needs).   
In summary, given the barriers listed, the literature has often made suggestions for what needs to 
change in practice to remove them – many of which call for a more flexible process and mindset 
through an open, long-term engagement of the variables considered (c.f. Habraken, 2008; Blakstad, 
2001; Friedman, 2002a); while others insist on the need for government legislation to lead the way 
(c.f. Wilkinson, 2008; Leupen et al., 2005; Heath, 2001). One example is Friedman’s (2002a) concept 
for a master vision rather than a master plan which accommodates multiple options as a descriptive 
design code rather than a static plan.  
3.7. Chapter Summary: Research Context 1.0  
In response to the research aim and questions (section 1.3.1), a set of reappearing concepts has been 
abducted from the literature, consisting of benefits, strategies and resources. While many have 
engaged in the topic over the years, the result is a contested web of ideas, lacking a coherent picture 
of adaptability, how it can be understood, communicated, designed for and tested (Q1).  
Figure 3.5 visualises the overall research context (i.e. problem space), the gaps (strong, weak or no 
presence) and weak & missing links between concepts in the literature; the problem is not a simple 
one. The ‘missing pieces’ shown were not preconceptions of concepts expected to be found, but 
additions captured (later on) as part of the abductive process. The concepts are structured from the 
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‘why’ on the left to the ‘how’ on the right (FAST diagram, c.f. Bytheway, 2007), and from a ‘high-
level’ (abstract) perspective at top to a ‘low-level’ (detailed) perspective at the bottom.  
The literature review process has produced several contributions to knowledge through the author’s 
structuring of related concepts and definitions:  
1. A refined definition of adaptability (section 3.1) resulted from an extensive analysis of 
definitions from the literature.  
2. Identification of six distinct adaptability types (section 3.2) that allow for more specific 
pathways to be forged with regards to a particular change objective (and correlated to a 
subset of strategies, building characteristics, etc.) under the umbrella of adaptability.   
3. Four typological guideline groupings (section 3.4.2) along with twenty-four sub-categories 
that provide high-level descriptions of clustered groups of guidelines; this allows them to be 
related to other concepts within the theory. 
4. Eight high-level categories of soft issues (section 3.5) related to the adaptation of buildings.  
5. A set of benefits and barriers (section 3.6) that summarises and simplifies the arguments 
found in the literature.  
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Figure 3.5 Overview of research context of designing for adaptability (Research Context 1.0)
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Revised versions of the model (2.0 and 3.0) will appear later on (Figures 6.13 and 11.1) to 
clarify concepts and links that have been addressed by the preliminary data collection (AF 
group) and this thesis in particular (rsiii) – Figure 3.6 visualises the evolution.   
 
Figure 3.6 Evolution of research context through the thesis 
Research Context 1.0 is evidenced through Appendix H, a table consisting of 145 references, 
where each reference has provided at least 1 of the 8 concepts explored in this chapter and 
considered part of the framework: adaptability definitions, adaptability types, design 
guidelines, change scenarios, critical adaptability parameters, design tactics, soft issues and 
benefits & barriers. Table 3.13 provides an aggregated summary of the table. The majority 
of resources (75%, highlighted in blue) presented only 1 or 2 concepts, while a small few of 
5%  (7 references, highlighted in yellow) addressed 5-6 of the eight concepts (i.e. more than 
50%) The low number of the concepts considered by most references supports the lack of 
a comprehensive framework (a synthesised approach) for implementing adaptability. 
Although with the exception of a few sources, none of the literature explicitly set out to 
define a holistic framework for adaptability – thus it is not a critical reflection of particular 
authors, but the result of a gap identified across the literature. Nonetheless, a handful of 
sources that provide several of the concepts are worth discussing briefly here in relationship 
to providing a holistic framework.  
1  77 53.% 
2  32 22% 
3  20 14% 
4  9 6% 
5  3 2% 
6  4 3% 
7  0 0% 
8  0 0% 
Table 3.13 Number (centre) & percentage of sources containing a number of concepts (left)  
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Schneider and Till (2007) while presenting the best version of a designer framework (a 
defined resource at the end of the book), is thematically focused on housing, leaving a gap 
for adaptability’s more general non-residential applications. Others that contained several 
concepts, but represent a thematic subset were Gold and Martin (1999) who focused on 
refurbishment applications of concrete structures and Kincaid (2002) who addressed the 
adaptive reuse of the existing building stock with new market demands. Additionally 
Douglas (2006) is more concerned with understanding various types of adaptations, then 
with designing for adaptability; nonetheless, the comprehensiveness with which Douglas 
engages the issue of adaptation creates strong overlaps with designing for adaptability. 
However, the lack of concern for design means there are several missing pieces regarding 
designing for adaptability, e.g. design guidelines, evaluation tools and change scenarios.  
In a different light, Larseen and Bjorberg (2004) present an evaluation tool they’ve 
developed and in doing so cover many of the concepts as influential aspects for the tool. 
Be that as it may, their intent of the tool is for consultancy rather than designer application, 
leaving numerous gaps in applying the concepts directly; hence no design guidelines, tactics 
or change scenarios. Additionally, only a fraction of the critical adaptability parameters are 
presented to exemplify how the tool works – there is no concern for appropriation by 
designers only a fee-based service. Leupen et al., (2005) while including many of the aspects 
is an edited book that contains several relatively short pieces (e.g. 10 page articles), thus 
the narrative while thematically harmonious is not presented as a singular framework and 
is fragmented between different authors. Russell and Moffatt (2011) lacks any attempt to 
tie all the presented concepts together and thus is more of a rudimentary compiling of 
sources within the literature (no empirical data is presented) than a design framework for 
adaptability.  
Arge (2005) and Slaughter (2001) while topically congruent, provide two good examples 
in the literature of presenting a range of concepts, but fail to unite them into a coherent 
framework. For example, Slaughter (2001) presents three design approaches with a set of 
37 lower-level design strategies that are clustered into 10 guidelines or desirable attributes. 
While Slaughter explicitly states the intent of the strategies (and guidelines) is to further 
the objectives of the design approaches, they are not explicitly linked with a particular 
approach. Each guideline (or cluster) is then explained and exemplified through a single 
tactic illustrating an explicit link between the two; however, the tactics are relatively high-
level descriptions, e.g. modular panelised cladding system (separates structure and 
cladding), demountable drywall panels (access to services) and a modular block partition 
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wall (allows for change w/o tearing down entire wall) leaving additional details desired. 
Despite the high level description, Slaughter’s linking of the tactics to the guidelines allows 
the intent of each solution to be clear, which Arge (2005) fails to do leaving the intent of 
many of the solutions presented unclear (e.g. fire sprinkling, VAV ventilation, ICT servicing). 
Fernandez (2003), on the other hand, links the concepts presented well (e.g. types of 
change to change scenarios or benefits and barriers to building decomposition). However, 
rather than presenting a generic framework or multiple pathways for designing for 
adaptability, Fernandez offers a specific design method (design lifetimes) for achieving 
adaptability. The method is applied to a case study in which scenarios (diversified options) 
are presented to show how the building can be decomposed into a series of distinct design 
lifetimes (illustrating an improved overall design life for the building(s) rather than a single 
design life). While the method appears sound, its specific application limits the ability for a 
designer to choose or adapt an approach (or more general guidance) to their individual 
design method or project needs (i.e. use rather than appropriate).  
The limitations of the research explored in this section help focus the research and define 
its own set of limitations. An attempt to fill all the ‘missing pieces’ suggested in Figure 3.5 
is a substantial order that is outside the scope of this thesis. As the research evolves and is 
presented in Chapter 6 (Figure 6.13) as an initial framework and again in Chapter 11 (Figure 
11.1) the diagram highlights which concepts have been contributed to and ultimately which 
ones have fallen outside the scope of this research.  
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4. Adaptability in product architecture 
While Chapters 2 and 3 focused on identifying the problem space, Chapter 4 introduces concepts 
from the product architecture literature as an alternative way of conceptualising a building as a 
complex product, and addressing some of the gaps (Figure 3.5). The need for a deeper understanding 
of decomposing the building as a set of discrete elements is discussed in Chapter 2 on Industrialised 
architecture (section 2.3.2.1), Kinetic architecture (section 2.3.2.2) and building configuration strands 
(section 2.3.3) and in Chapter 3 on design strategies (section 3.3) and design guidelines (section 
3.4.2). Product architecture, as will be defined and discussed later, considers the organisation and 
interaction of the bits that compose the products that we manufacture – from a simple pen to 
complex engineering products as airplanes. The terminology presented in this chapter is later used 
to frame a portion of the methods and analysis carried out in Chapter 9 (sections 9.1.2 and 9.2.2). 
4.1. The complexity of products 
Lindeman et al. (2007) offer a set of distinctions between three types of products: simple (few 
parameters and links), complicated (lots of parameters and links but static) and complex (lots of 
parameters and links and dynamic) – the last of which signifies a need to accommodate change over 
the life of the product. Examples of complex products include computers, automobiles, and airplanes 
(Sosa et al., 2007). Hofer and Halman (2004) state that complex systems are characterised by 
‘multiple levels of hierarchy and a wide range of architectural choices in system specification’. More 
specifically, Holmqvist and Persson (2003) define six dimensions to product complexity as reviewed 
from previous research: size variation, number of parts, number of variants (different combinations 
of parts), solution of functions, technologies and product architecture (degree of independency). 
Figure 4.1 illustrates Holmqvist and Persson’s six dimensions in relationship to low and highly 
complex products. Eppinger and Salminen (2001) point out complexity can also be enhanced through 
the number, type, certainty and pattern (density, scatter, cross-domain) of interactions between 
parts, an aspect not explicit in Holmqvist and Persson’s metrics. Thus, the essence of complex objects 
is that they are made up of different parts that are inter-related to provide a function(s) beyond the 
constituting parts (Baldwin and Clark, 2000). The complexity of the object is further complicated 
through the multiplicity of stakeholders, resources, locations and processes involved in designing, 
producing and using the product (c.f. Walker and Sheen, 2002; Maylor, 2005).  
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Figure 4.1 Holmqvist and Persson (2003) six dimensions of product complexity 
Along these lines, the expected long life of buildings, physical scale, number and variations of 
components, technologies and actors involved, and the symbiotic relationship with its contextual 
surroundings all conspire to make buildings complex ‘products’ in a fast changing world. Bjornfot & 
Stehn (2007) provide a basic comparison of buildings to typical manufactured goods suggesting that 
while buildings are generally “large, immobile one-of-a-kind products” the application of product 
design methods in construction is valid because construction represents more a peculiar form of 
manufacturing than a unique one. While it is possible to concur with Bjornfot & Stehn’s (2007) 
comparisons, they omit that buildings represent a significant investment of resources with a much 
longer design life and thus are subject to highly uncertain future requirements (Engel and Browning, 
2008). It is within the complex, long life and significant investment of design and material resource 
that product architecture commentators view flexibility and changeability to be of most benefit 
(Fricke and Schulz, 2005; Saleh et al., 2009). Thus adaptability can be a highly valuable characteristic 
of buildings.  
As Alexander (1964) expressed in his seminal book, “…the intuitive resolution of contemporary 
design problems simply lies beyond a single individual’s integrative grasp.” As discussed previously 
(section 2.3.3.3), Alexander’s design method stresses the need to visualise complex design problems 
as smaller ones decomposing the problem (product) into functional entities (smallest components). 
Alexander’s intent is to better match the size of the task with the capacity of the designer. Similarly, 
Baldwin and Clark (2000) proffer a simple method for ‘measuring’ the complexity of an object based 
on its design (division of knowledge) and production (division of labour) suggesting a single human as 
a ‘unit’ of complexity. However, Alexander (1964) focuses his analysis on what he considers misfits 
(bad components/conditions) which ignores elements and relationships that might be affected by 
the transformation of the misfits (there is no way to be certain of the full impact). Thus, rather than 
apply Alexander’s arbitrary structure of good and bad, systems design decomposes the problem as 
a whole into a hierarchical structure of functional subsystems that can be looked at individually at a 
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lower level and cohesively at a higher level. Eppinger and Browning (2012) define a system by 
tweaking IEEE’s (2000) definition namely, “The structure of a system - embodied in its elements, their 
relationships to each other and to the system’s environment, and the principles guiding its design and 
evolution – that gives rise to its functions and behaviors.”   
Managing the complexity of systems can be considered the role of a system architect, according to 
Rechtin (1991), “…the essence of architecting is structuring.”  The architect acts as a ‘specialist in 
reducing complexity to workable concepts’ by translating fuzzy client needs to clear requirements, 
creating architecture descriptions and defining system boundaries (Emes et al., 2011). Maier and 
Rechtin (2009) stress the purpose of architecting is to deliver maximum value for the client 
throughout the project lifecycle balancing needs and resources to determine a preferred architecture 
that can improve system feasibility, utility and maintainability. However, most complex systems are 
designed within complex projects; hence project architecting is the structuring of multiple interrelated 
complex systems that form a complex project. Project architecting in this sense structures the 
relationships between (and within) complex systems managing how the systems affect each other.  
4.2. Product architecture  
Holmqvist and Persson (2003) explain that a product can be represented by both its physical (parts, 
components, subassemblies) and functional (individual operations which provide overall 
performance) elements. According to Ulrich and Eppinger (2008) the structuring between the 
functional and physical elements then provides the product architecture, namely ‘the assignment of 
the functional elements of a product to the physical building blocks of the product’. Halman et al. 
(2003) effectively summarise the concept: “it is the way the components are integrated and linked 
together to form a coherent whole”. Ulrich (1995) lays out a three stage approach for articulating 
the product architecture (from concept to product): (1) the arrangement of functional elements; (2) 
the mapping from the functional elements to physical components; and (3) the specification of the 
interfaces among interacting physical components. Ulrich and Eppinger (2008) characterise the 
functional to physical assignment in two ways: modular (one to one mapping) and integral (complex 
mapping) – hence the less interactions, the more modular. Ulrich and Tung (1991) claim that either 
extreme is unlikely and thus suggest the degree of modularity as a measure to determine how much 
or to what extent a product has been modularised. The degree of modularity is determined by the 
functional assignment and the interfaces between the defined components. Furthermore, Erens and 
Verhulst (1997) consider four types of product architecture which characterises two additional 
typologies between modular and integrated (exemplified visually as Figure 4.2): 
1. Modular design - one function is allocated to one module. 
2. Function distribution - one function is mapped to several modules; distribution of a function 
over several modules results in an integrated design on that level. 
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3. Function sharing - several functions are allocated to one module; function sharing increases 
the level of integration. 
4. Integrated design - several functions are allocated to several modules; functions are 
distributed and shared, thereby further increasing the level of integration. 
 
Figure 4.2 Erens and Verhulst's (1997) four types of product architecture 
Product architecture can thus be described as a way of structuring a product through functional 
assignment and the interactions between components – “the interactive pattern between functions 
and physical modules” (Chen and Liu, 2005). Interactions constitute how physical elements relate to 
each other across an interface boundary (Fletcher et al., 2009). According to Chen and Liu (2005), 
“Interfaces possess the interacting functions such as connecting, transferring, transforming, and 
controlling” – i.e. the input/output relationship between modules (Miller and Engerd, 1998). 
Interface rules then define the protocol between modules and require a level of commonality or 
standardisation (Baldwin and Clark, 2000), they “are the base of both integrating and disintegrating 
of product architecture” (Chen and Liu, 2005). A modular architecture is characterised by well-
defined, standardised and decoupled interfaces (Holmqvist and Parsson, 2003). On the other hand, 
two components can be described as coupled if a change made to one component requires a change 
to another (ibid). Relationships between components may include ‘undesired or incidental 
interactions’ as well (Eppinger and Salminen, 2001). Moreover, the openness of the interface 
knowledge can increase compatibility between additional products (Fujimoto et al., 1998). 
Relationships can occur across domains or between systems that often cut across stakeholders or 
project teams complicating the responsibility and knowledge of the different interactions (Isaac and 
Navon, 2011). The literature presents several types of interactions (relationship types) and 
considerations for weighing or quantifying these relationships – this is touched upon more in Chapter 
5 (section 5.3.4.1). In this manner, product architecture (functional structuring and interactions) 
provides a guideline for design and a method to understand how easily changes can be made.  
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4.3. Modularisation  
As described above, modularisation (in opposition to integration) is the one-to-one mapping of the 
physical and functional architecture along with the decoupling of interfaces (c.f. Engel and Browning, 
2006; Fujita, 2002; Ulrich, 1995). Hence modularity reduces product complexity through the isolation 
and reduction of interactions establishing a set of design rules that strictly partition the modules and 
allow the product to evolve at the module level (Baldwin and Clark, 2000). Moreover, Pahl & Beitz 
(1996) suggest different types of modules based upon function types:  basic, auxiliary, special, 
adaptive and customer specific (Figure 4.3). The unique combination of the different modules then 
provides the overall function that can be changed through the addition/subtraction of modules.  
 
Figure 4.3 Pahl and Beitz's (1996) module taxonomy 
In comparison, Cutherell (1996) argues that modularity is compelled by variety, lifecycle, engineering 
standards and maintainability while integral architectures are often driven by product performance 
and/or cost. More specifically in the case of adaptability, the benefit of modularity is its ease of 
disassembly and reassembly (Chen and Liu, 2005). Dahmaus et al. (2001) affirm that ‘successful’ 
modules can be updated, easily removed, swapped and used in various applications - including 
decoupled risks, easier maintenance, repair and disposal (Kusiak, 2002). Modularisation can augment 
adaptability and accommodate future uncertainty by reducing the change impact (time, cost, 
propagation) (Engel and Browning, 2006). However, Kusiak (2002) also points out the potential 
additional costs of modularity: redundant physical architecture; excessive capability due to designing 
for the most rigorous application; and potential for static product architectures and excessive 
product similarity. 
The use of modularity within the construction industry is often construed with more straightforward 
project standardisation or product repetition, e.g. Schneider and Till (2007) proffer, “…modularity 
refers to buildings that are assembled from a set of separate and repeated components.” The 
definition offered has nothing to do with either functional isolation or the decoupled interactions 
between components. While standardisation is important, ‘true’ modularised components or 
modules must remain functionally independent and interchangeable (Huang and Kusiak, 1998) or as 
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Miller and Egned (1998) define, “…a module is a building block containing specifications of both 
interface and functionality which can be combined with other modules.”  
Baldwin and Clark (2000) declare, “When a design becomes truly modular the options embedded in 
the design are simultaneously multiplied and decentralised.” Rather than Pahl and Beitz’s (1996) 
functional taxonomy, Ulrich and Tung (1991) present six approaches for how one could benefit from 
the use of modularity as a structuring principle for multiple products (Figure 4.4): component 
swapping, component sharing, fabricate-to-fit modularity, bus modularity and sectional modularity.  
 
Figure 4.4 Taxonomy of modularity approaches (Ulrich and Tung, 1991) 
Although elaborated for products and not for buildings, these kinds of modularity can equally be used 
to describe different ways to group building elements. Describing the ‘modularity’ of buildings would 
often encompass several of the six strategies simultaneously. In addition, Baldwin and Clark (2000) 
provide six module operators (tactics for manipulating modules which may not be possible with 
integral solutions):   
1. splitting a system into two or more modules (modules subdivided) 
2. substituting one module design for another (modules improved) 
3. augmenting adding a new module to a system (new modules created) 
4. excluding a module from the system (new modules tried/ leaving one out); 
5. inverting to create new design rules; (redundant activities could be consolidated into single 
module) - (to reverse in position, order, direction, or relationship) 
6. porting a module to another system (systems could be linked via common modules) -  (to 
create a new version; to run on a different system) 
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Figure 4.5 illustrates Baldwin and Clark’s different modular actions graphically.  
 
Figure 4.5 Baldwin and Clark (2000) modular operators 
Modularity for Baldwin and Clark (2000) cannot be limited to the physical structure of the product 
alone – it integrates process and organisation. Just as Miller and Engad (1998) point out modularity 
is a structuring principle and thus a product can be modular from one perspective (e.g. assembly) 
and not from another (e.g. maintenance). Andreasen et al. (1995) illustrates this principle in Figure 
4.6 by showing a variety of product dimensions – any of which could be modular. Notwithstanding, 
a certain physical division yields a certain procedural and organisational division and equally the other 
way around. According to Baldwin and Clark (2000) the subsequent follow-on to modular design is 
the formation of modular clusters which are ‘group[s] of firms and markets that “play host” to the 
evolution of a set of modular designs’. If certain modules and their particular interface definitions 
become sufficiently established, industry will adapt to it and emerge around them. In construction 
this effect is so far mostly known on a relatively simple component level as e.g. bricks, chipboards or 
windows. More complex systems as e.g. bathroom pods and façade cladding are beginning to form 
networks of sub-suppliers but they can so far not be characterised as modular clusters.  
 
Figure 4.6 Various product dimensions as illustrated by Andreasen et al. (1995) 
4.4. Product Platforms, Families and Layout Platforms  
Utilising the power of modularity, the product industry is able to respond to product differentiation 
through the use of product platforms. Robertson and Ulrich (1998) define a product platform as ‘a 
collection of assets that are shared by a set of products’. Hofer and Halman (2004) add, “…a product 
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platform standardises a defined part of the physical elements of the product architecture and their 
interfaces to the non-platform elements.” Differentiation between products is served by non-
platform elements and a product platform is then often used to generate product families that exploit 
commonalities across a group of products that serve different functions (market needs) to reduce 
costs, development time and risk (c.f. Chen and Liu, 2005; Hofer and Halman, 2004; Vuuren et al., 
2001).  
Li et al., (2008) describe two types of product platforms: modular (a collection of components shared) 
and scalable (product variables that can be scaled) where scaling variable(s) are used to ‘stretch’ or 
‘shrink’ parameters in one or more dimensions to satisfy specific market segments (Alizon et al., 
2007). Modular is the more common technique suggested in the literature, such as the approach of 
Dahmus et al. (2001) using interchangeable modules. A product platform can then be referred to as 
the basic structure and can often be used as a bus element allowing additional modules to be attached 
providing their functional variation. For example, Meyer & Lehnerd (1997) convey the case of Black 
& Decker’s product portfolio, in which a large number of almost completely uncoordinated product 
designs of different power tools (drills, sanders, saws) were entirely redesigned into a product family 
with a standardised extendable motor concept and armature combined with a wide range of plug-in 
connected modules.  
While developing a product platform can provide several advantages, it is not without risk; Vuuren 
et al. (2001) lists a handful of barriers regarding platform development: higher initial costs; possible 
over design of low-end variants; defining the right platform (what is common and what is different); 
limiting future options; and incorrect forecast of users’ needs.  Thus, product platforms require a high 
degree of standardisation within the product and become increasingly difficult with the network-like 
systems and multiple levels of system aggregation (Kalligeros et al., 2006) – both of which are 
characteristics of buildings. In architectural construction, a structural frame can be an example of a 
product platform based on the hierarchical bus-modularity strategy – one of the case studies 
presented later is a good example of this (Cellophane House™, section 5.3.4.2). In addition, Fricke 
and Shultz (2005) suggest that product platforming is limited to predicted variation. 
In an effort to better establish a proper product platform and reduce variant components, Alizon et 
al. (2007) suggests a ‘merge-based’ approach. In doing so, they define three types of components 
that occur across a product family: common (in all products), unique (specific to a product) and variant 
(vary across several products) where variant components according to Alizon et al. provide non-
beneficial variety within a product family. They argue variant components are decomposable into 
common and unique features that can be merged with existing components (new common 
components) and/or form new unique components, reducing component complexity and improving 
product platforms. Thus, the approach provides a method to identify which components to focus on 
to maximise commonality in the family while maintaining the necessary variety.  
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Moving a step further towards a completely standardised product, a layout platform is proposed by 
Hofer and Halman (2004) the aim of which is to standardise the arrangement of all subsystems the 
product consists of, further restricting architectural choices in an effort to reduce complexity. Rather 
than operating at a subsystem level (platform architecture), layout platform is standardisation at the 
system or product level. Hofer and Halman claim standardisation of the architecture is easier than 
standardising the subsystems themselves and is “…better suited for redesigning existing products by 
supporting the reuse of developed elements within a clearly structured framework (layout)”. 
However, reusability (changeability) would still be dependent on the standardisation of interface 
types which would question the value of restricting architectural options by standardising the layout 
in comparison to the subsystems themselves or at least their interfaces. One can see how 
architectural standardisation (a stable layout) could ease product variation and reduce product 
complexity, but potentially at a relatively high cost of product differentiation, as Hofer and Halman 
conclude, “This results in greater flexibility in a narrower defined field.”  Thus, while layout platform 
is appealing as a concept given the high degree of subsystem combinations in a building, it is not 
particularly suitable given layout variation as a valued part of a building’s functionality.   
The concept of standardising subsystems can lead to the concept of mass customisation – a concept 
coined by Stan Davis (1989) that tailors products to multiple customer segments by bridging the 
value of unique (customised) one-off solutions and the efficiency of industrialised (standardised) mass 
production. Instead of producing for unknown mass markets, mass customisation is directed towards 
specific individual customers. Mass-customisation in architectural construction may seem to provide 
the ‘missing link’ for a truly industrialised architecture: unique context sensitive solutions based on an 
efficient industrialised production apparatus.  
4.5. Adaptability in Product Architecture 
In the product manufacturing industry items become obsolete at such a high rate that the finished 
product pushed onto the market will be redesigned at the same time - improved to meet users’ 
evolving needs, including shifts in technology and performance demands (Rai and Terpenny, 2007). 
Mckee and Konell (1993) give two approaches for product development: a high-risk commitment to 
a fixed and irrevocable product, or a tentative commitment to a malleable product that shifts from 
relying on market predictability to using adaptability as a key design feature. Redesigning and releasing 
a new model is problematic with buildings; thus taking the view that a building is a static object 
delivered as a finished product is not just high-risk, but potentially catastrophic.  
(DfX) paradigms aim to develop products that are likely to perform better in regards to X. Designing 
for adaptability (DfAD) looks to extend the longevity of a product by allowing it to accommodate 
changing circumstances (c.f. Engel and Browning, 2008; Kasarda et al., 2007). However, within the 
product literature, adaptable design is considered a relatively new discipline (Fletcher et al., 2009) in 
that the principles are superficially understood, and product architecture lacks the theory and tools 
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for applying the principles and evaluating success (Saleh et al., 2009; Li et al., 2008). The product 
literature is two-fold in its application of adaptability regarding process (producer-orientated) and 
product (user-orientated) – Li et al. (2008) differentiates the two as design adaptability and product 
adaptability. The latter allows the same product to continue to be used by changing an existing part 
to match evolved user preferences. Li et al. (2008) suggest three existing approaches to developing 
an adaptable product: modular design, product platform, and mass customisation. All three 
approaches include characteristics of modularity as a common denominator. Alternatively product 
‘Piggybacking’ is “a strategy that enables renewed functionality of a technologically obsolete product 
through the integration or add-on of a secondary devise or component” (Rai and Terpenny, 2007). 
Again, modularity is applied as a design principle to guide the design of new piggyback products. Thus, 
as Engel and Browning (2008) reaffirm, modularity can contribute to product adaptability and 
warrants specific consideration. Furthermore, the literature on adaptability often lists the interfaces 
between components as a critical design decision to ease future changes - clarifying the types, 
boundaries and configurations of relationships play a critical role in reducing the knock-on effect of 
change (Chen and Liu, 2005). In contrast, buildings often suffer from an over-emphasis on appearance 
at the expense of how they come together (Kieran and Timberlake, 2004). Lastly, Eckhart et al. 
(2004) suggests ‘reserve margins’ as an alternative technique in opposition of an ‘optimal design 
configuration’ to handle increased performance requirements.  
As mentioned previously, difficulty in measuring adaptability arises because, unlike other design 
characteristics, adaptability “is not observable under normal operating conditions” (Saleh et al., 2009). 
Both Olewnik and Lewis (2006) and Ross et al. (2008), suggest metrics for flexibility that rely on the 
specification of possible changes from the outset and are analogous to Saleh et al.’s (2009) definition 
of flexibility as “…the number of remaining alternatives after a first commitment is made.”  They 
suggest it is possible to define all the possible changes at the project outset, which has obvious 
limitations for long life, complex and contextually sensitive artefacts as buildings. While their method 
has merit in short term considerations, it is unsuitable for the extended periods and unpredictable 
situations considered here. Hashemian (2005) expands this metric by proposing two typologies - 
specific adaptability which covers the foreseeable changes and general adaptability which facilitates 
unforeseen change. His assessment of general adaptability is based on segmentation which is 
characterised by decomposing the system into discrete (autonomous) and functional modules - 
consistent with the product architecture literature. The work, while proposing a novel system (built 
upon by Li et al., 2008) for measuring adaptability, focuses on the cost savings of developing an 
adaptable product vs. multiple products which limits its applicability to the design phase context.  
Fricke and Shultz (2005) discuss changeability across product lifecycle phases (design, manufacture 
and operation), products and product families. Such inter-phase preoccupations are typical of the 
literature and its concern with design and production change, where products evolve within the same 
organisation (product versions) and allow for the reuse of design information (Fletcher et al., 2009). 
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A manufactured product will undergo a design process with interconnected phases, dependant on 
rules and specifications as part of an evolving design. If uncontrolled design changes, derived from 
evolving requirements, propagate through the design and product development schedule, increased 
development costs are incurred and may result in failure to satisfy the user’s needs (Peterson et al., 
2007). Buildings, however, are generally one-offs, changed ‘in use’ with no second product release. 
However, this precarious condition towards change during the production stage can be extended 
into the usage stage of long-life products such as buildings, where the life of the building is constantly 
evolving, through a continual appropriation process exhibiting the characteristics displayed in product 
development where the lack of consideration for future change, leads to high refurbishment costs, 
greater user disruptions, and lost opportunities along with a greater chance of the building becoming 
prematurely obsolete (c.f. Schneider and Till, 2006). Hence this research concentrates on attempting 
to prolong the use/operational lifecycle phase rather than between design and production phases.  
In summary, these evaluation techniques for adaptable design in product architecture do not provide 
objective, quantifiable techniques applicable to the scale, complexity and lifespan of buildings, nor do 
they reveal much about how to improve adaptability.   
4.6. Chapter Summary 
The concepts defined within this chapter from the product architecture literature of modularity, 
integration, product platform and mass-customisation provide a theoretical foundation from which 
an approach for analysing a building’s physical capacity to adapt can be built. The terminology is 
particularly applicable to the building configuration strand of the literature that concentrates on the 
composition and relationships between components. Formal analysis of a building’s system 
architecture in terms of Brand’s (1994) layers is one way to explore how a building design can 
accommodate change. The layers analogy is helpful when analysing change because it sets rules 
regarding relationships, similar to software design, whereby relationships between pre-defined 
modules of code are eliminated by software that can iteratively parse the code for rule-breakers 
(Sangal and Waldman, 2005). While layers (construction) and modules (product architecture) should 
not be confused as being the same, the two concepts can be used harmoniously as an organising 
(layers) and analytical method (modules) – presented in Chapter 9 (section 9.2.2).    
The review also highlights that designing for adaptability is ripe for research - lacking understanding 
in its principles and the tools for applying and evaluating adaptability strategies. The difficulty in 
evaluating adaptability is amplified with such complex engineering products as buildings and requires 
careful consideration with the proper tools of the positive and negative aspects discussed regarding 
modularity.  
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5. Research methodology 
This chapter is tri-fold. It begins by putting forth the philosophical position of the research –the way 
adaptability and the built environment was studied from an ontological (Critical Realist) and 
epistemological (Pragmatist) position. The second part explains the research approach from an over-
arching methods (Systematic Combining) and reasoning (abductive) perspective. The last part 
subsequently describes the research methods (interviews, building case studies, dependency structural 
matrices, surveys and workshop) and the process of collection (sampling), analysis (visualisations) 
and results (triangulation).  
5.1. Crafting a philosophical position  
All research designs, whether explicitly or not, bear a methodological position with regards to the 
rules that we use to create knowledge (epistemologies) and how that will reflect the different ways 
we then choose to conceive what is real (ontology). This research acknowledges the importance of 
explicitly establishing a philosophical position, playing a role with the type of data inquiry and findings 
revealed. Most methodological authors depict two disparate perspectives as polarised camps – one 
of universal knowledge and absolutes and the other of human relational constructs. From an 
ontological perspective, a relativist believes that reality is perceived as subjective constructions of the 
mind and thus varies across cultures and individuals; whereas, a realist believes there is a single 
external world that exists independent of an individual’s cognition (Fitzgerald and Howcroft, 1998). 
From an epistemological perspective an interpretivist sees no universal truth – there is no neutrality 
possible, everything exists in a particular context; whereas, a Positivist believes the world conforms 
to universal laws of causation, thus emphasising objectivity, measurement and repeatability (O’Leary, 
2010). The differentiation between approaches to research is obviously much more complicated 
than the dichotomy suggests with perspectives branching across the suggested spectrum providing 
distinct insights – alternative positions pertaining to this research will be explored in more depth in 
this first section.  
5.1.1. Ontology 
This research positions itself in line with a critical realist perspective1 on how to understand our world 
(society and nature) – a specific form of realism (Carlsson, 2003). A critical realist outlook asserts 
certain aspects of both a positivist perspective on reality and an interpretivist by offering an ontology 
that is based on experience (a social process) which takes place (co-exists) within a stratified reality 
(the real, actual and empirical) containing objects, mechanisms and structures that are independent 
                                                            
1 Critical realist ontology has been applied in a variety of fields – e.g. sociology (Sayer, 2000), ecology (Trosper, 
2005), linguistics (Nellhaus, 1998), religious studies (Robbins, 1999), information studies (Wikgren, 2005) and 
criminology (Pawson and Tilley, 1997). From a research perspective, Sayer’s (1992) book offers the most detailed 
and comprehensive account of critical realist ontology (Hunt, 2003).  
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of humans (causal laws), that may or may not be comprehensible to human senses (i.e. the empirical 
is only a subset of the real) – see Table 5.1. This differentiation between our human knowledge and 
consciousness and the material world is important because as Bhakar (1989) points out, “We will 
only be able to understand (and so change) the social world if we identify the structures at work that 
generate those events or discourses.” Here the existence of a presupposed social structure is 
necessary for any human activity on one hand, but is also dependent upon the consciousness of 
agents whom reproduce and transform them through everyday human activities (events) (Bhakar, 
1989). Thus, real objects of scientific knowledge exist in an intransitive dimension (real domain) 
independent of our knowledge or perception of them in a transitive dimension (empirical domain), 
which permits the epistemic relativity tenet - that all beliefs are socially produced and that knowledge 
is transient and situated in geo-historical time (c.f. Easton, 2010; Jeppesen, 2005; Sayer, 1992).  
 Domain
 Real Actual Empirical
Mechanisms X
Events X X
Experiences X X X
Table 5.1 Ontological assumptions of critical realist stratified reality 
Thus, scientific inquiry is limited to deducing causal laws (structures, generative mechanisms) and 
cannot ‘reconstruct’ events and activities that take place in society, which depend on social relations 
(i.e. society does not exist independent of human agency). In other words, it is perceived that real 
external objects exist in an objective world (including lawful relationships that derive patterns of social 
constructs which underlie society) and possess certain primary qualities (i.e. objective facts) that are 
not subjective to a specific user (e.g. solidity, chemical composition) and other secondary qualities that 
can be interpreted differently by individuals (e.g. colour, taste, smell, etc.). We are not passive 
spectators of a given world, but active agents in a complex one. This view is explained well from a 
Structualist perspective of Scientific Realism offered by Pawson and Tilley (1997) who suggest the 
explanation of social regularities (R), rates, associations, outcomes or patterns come from an 
understanding of mechanisms (M) acting in social contexts (C) – i.e. Regularity (R) = Mechanism (M) 
+ Context (C). Pawson and Tilley (1997) in their own words extend:    
“The basic task of social inquiry is to explain interesting, puzzling, socially significant 
regularities (R). Explanation takes the form of positing some underlying mechanism 
(M) which generates the regularity and thus consists of propositions about how the 
interplay between structure and agency has constituted the regularity. Within realist 
investigation there is also investigation of how the workings of such mechanisms are 
contingent and conditional, and thus only fired in particular local, historical or 
institutional contexts (C).”  
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5.1.2. Epistemology 
Despite the possibilities of critical realism in itself stretching beyond simply an ontological stance, the 
ontological view proffered here is complimented with a pragmatist epistemological stance in that 
knowledge is created in and through action as a continuous interaction of ‘experiences’ influencing 
subsequent actions (Sarvimäki, 1988). Pragmatism was born in America in the late 19th century from 
Charles Peirce as a view that tries to remove the unfulfillable ideals of a positivist or interpretivist 
perspective by empowering a primacy of praxis over theoria – in such a case, “knowledge abounds 
whenever and wherever people cooperatively do and make things” (Hollinger, 1995). It is a 
philosophy that has flourished with a variety of interpretations which fills its intentions of unleashing 
a sense of freedom and autonomy (ibid). Peirce (1878) put forth what he termed the pragmatic 
maxim, "Consider the practical effects of the objects of your conception. Then, your conception of 
those effects is the whole of your conception of the object.” Thus as Comesana (2013) suggests from 
a Pragmatist perspective, “philosophical topics are best viewed in terms of their practical uses and 
successes rather than in terms of representative accuracy.” 
Peirce saw the world as processive and unfinished based on chance and contingency and as such our 
ideas must be pragmatic as Hollinger (1995) puts forth,  
“In an inherently changing world, the determinacy of which shapes up mostly behind us, 
ideas guide us from one point in inquiry to another. Because the world itself, however, 
and not just our ideas about it, is in process, our changing ideas can point toward objects, 
or be objective, rather than merely calling attention to the contrast between our mutable 
subjectivity and a reality that is assumed to be invariant, as Kant had it”.  
It is thus suggested here that the world is an ongoing manifestation of the interplay between human 
agency as a taskscape (events) and material agency as a landscape (space). This interplay has relative 
meaning to each individual based on their life’s experiences. Human agency is guided by pre-existing 
social structures and rules which are not permanent, but continually modified through human action 
(knowledge has a geo-cultural history). Thus, it is this research’s position that our understanding of 
the real world (i.e. buildings and how they are used) is determined by thousands of social decisions 
and actions guided by professional, philosophical and societal structures which shape the object in 
front of us. This manifestation is an (re)action to the object in creation itself and its very real qualities. 
Our interactions with that object are both shaped by the object itself and the object is (re)shaped by 
our actions in a continual state of dynamic stability through time and context. There is a building (or 
pieces of wood, metal, and plastic) in front of us that contains inhabitable space, but how we see 
what is in front of us will be determined by our personal experiences. No person will experience and 
see space the same way, while no architecture can exist without event (i.e. human interaction). 
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5.2. Research approach 
The explanation of the approach deployed for this thesis is broken into two sections - the first focuses 
on the overall framing and logic (systematic combining and abductive reasoning), while the second 
articulates the form and intent of the theory developed.  
5.2.1. Systematic combining 
“People who write about methodology often forget that it is a matter of strategy, not of morals”  
George Homan, 1949 
This research deploys Dubois and Gadde’s (2002) strategy of systematic combining (theory-matching) 
which shares methodological similarities with Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) grounded theory and 
Eisenhardt’s (1989) building theory from case studies approach. Systematic combining has been 
applied across many of the social sciences2 (c.f. Ludvig et. al., 2013 in the construction industry), but 
most heavily in the field of organisational management and business (its origin). A key methodological 
difference from grounded theory is systematic combining’s use of abductive rather than inductive 
reasoning - reasoning being the ‘logical’ process of using existing knowledge or observations to 
derive conclusions, make predictions or infer explanations. Traditionally, scientific reasoning is limited 
to either a deductive or inductive process – the former tests theory from a defined hypothesis while 
the latter generalises to theory from a set of observations. However, much of the literature suggests 
that in practice the research process is often a combination of both inductive and deductive reasoning 
– Bryman et al., (2009) refer to this process as an iterative strategy. Abduction (a proposed third form 
of reasoning) burgeoned from this insight with the work of Charles Peirce in the late 19th century. 
According to Peirce (1931) however, the term is a mistranslation of retroduction – an additional 
form of reasoning Peirce considers synonymous with abduction, “the process of inventing a 
hypotheses to explain some observed phenomenon” (Blaikie, 2000). Blaikie (2000) in his book on 
social research offers a comparison between these four ‘research strategies’ (Table 5.2) according 
to which this research is more in line with his description of retroduction – which is not surprising 
since Blaikie himself suggests retroduction is more equivocal to Peirce’s (1931) definition of abduction 
and that retroduction is the approach of Scientific Realism (the ontological position of this research).  
 
 
 
                                                            
2 Since 2002, Dubois and Gadde’s explanatory paper has been cited in 263 publications (number of citations listed 
from Web of Science) with a vast majority as peer-reviewed articles within the Social Sciences citation index (SSCI) 
– e.g. Holmstrom, 2009; Erandsson and Tillman, 2009). Knowledge/acceptance of the method has grown more 
recently with two thirds of the citations from 2010 or later. 
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 Inductive Deductive Retroductive Abductive 
Aim To establish universal 
generalisations to be 
used as pattern 
explanations 
To test theories to 
eliminate false ones 
and corroborate the 
survivor 
To discover underlying 
mechanisms to explain 
observed regularities 
To describe and 
understand social life in 
terms of social actors’ 
motives and accounts 
From Accumulate 
observations or data 
Borrow or construct a 
theory and express it 
as an argument 
Document and model a 
regularity 
Discover everyday lay 
concepts, meanings 
and motives 
 Produce 
generalisations 
Deduce hypotheses Construct a 
hypothetical model of a 
mechanism 
Produce a technical 
account from lay 
accounts 
To Use these ‘laws’ as 
patterns to explain 
further observations 
Test the hypotheses by 
matching them with 
data 
Find the real 
mechanism by 
observation and/ or 
experiment 
Develop a theory and 
test it iteratively 
Table 5.2 Blaikie (2000) depiction of four research strategies 
Abduction deviates from induction and deduction by proposing the concept of intuition into a 
scientific approach (Taylor et al., 2002). Thus, abductive reasoning is often referred to as ‘common 
sense reasoning’ or ‘backward reasoning’ for its ability to reason from a set of observations (effect) 
to explanations (cause) (Elsenbroich et al., 2006). Abduction is the reasoning offered for when 
detectives solve crimes from a set of clues (c.f. Josephson, 1996) or when doctors diagnose a disease 
(B) from a set of symptoms (A) – i.e. A is the best reason for B with the information at hand 
(Elsenbroich et al., 2006). Hence it is used to generate explanations (from effect to cause), requiring 
only a plausible not logically necessary conclusion (Danermark et al., 2001) - thus the abductive 
process can be intuitive, imaginative or revolutionary.  
It is worth mentioning that the plausibility of abduction allows for the possibility that other hypotheses 
may have existed in the past, exist now or in the future (Blaikie, 2000). In this way, critics suggest 
abductive ‘goodness’ is “the weakest assurance of having reached the truth” – as abductive reasoning 
does not provide a ‘logically’ valid inference (Kapitan, 1992). However, Dubois and Gadde (2002) 
suggest abductive matching requires and yields more than inductive fit – abductive matching takes 
advantage of the systematic character of both the empirical world and theoretical models – implying 
a learning loop (Taylor et al., 2002).  
The literature (c.f. Kapitan, 1992) is also critical of abduction’s autonomy (validity as an additional 
form of reasoning) as some suggest it is simply a sequential process of combining an inductive 
(generalising from observations) inquiry followed by a deductive (testing generalised theory) study. 
In an illustration by Kovacs and Spens (2005) one can see that the three research processes differ in 
their starting point, aim and point in which they draw final conclusions. The illustration shows that 
with an abductive process, the hypothesis does not come out of thin air nor is inducted, but is 
generated at the end - tested and evolved. A plethora of literature has risen regarding the value of 
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abductive reasoning particularly in the area of Artificial Intelligence (c.f. Glasgow, 1993; McDermott, 
1987; Konolige, 1991) as deductive and inductive reasoning have been inadequate in conceptualising 
the process, e.g. Shank and Cunningham (1996) point out, “The inferential basis of learning from the 
web is largely abductive…we are seeking omens and clues, diagnosing symptoms and scenarios, etc.”   
 
Figure 5.1 Different forms of reasoning as illustrated by Kovacs and Spens (2005) 
As a research approach, systematic combining is a continuous confrontation between the empirical 
world and model world as theoretical framework, empirical fieldwork and case analysis evolve 
simultaneously (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). Thus, another key methodological difference is systematic 
combining’s co-evolution of data collection and theory from the beginning of the process where 
grounded theory suggests no a priori framework. In the case of this research, an initial framework 
(section 6.2) is abducted from a set of influential dimensions - early data collection, the literature and 
previous experiences - as sufficient to explain the observed phenomenon (adaptability) - this is 
different from induction which requires theoretical conclusions based on a completeness of data. A 
lack of completeness is typical of abductive reasoning as often the best explanation is proffered. Here 
hypotheses/propositions can be creatively posited as ‘leaps of faith’ that ‘best explain’ phenomena. 
The abducted framework provides direction for the subsequent research effort where the inductive 
researcher has none (Blaikie, 2000). Eisenhardt (1989) advocates a loose framework to help ‘guide’ 
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the researcher; however Dubois and Gadde (2002) suggest a tight and evolving framework where, 
“the tightness reflects the degree to which the researcher has articulated his ‘preconceptions’.” The 
co-evolution suggests the researcher is testing theory while they are generating it allowing the theory 
to evolve and match the evidence. Thus systematic combining is more about theory development 
(refinement, expansion) than theory generation (new theory) and allows for more freedom to 
construct a ‘working’ theory ahead of time from the literature (and other sources). Lastly, Dubois 
and Gadde (2002) offer a good overall description of systematic combining as, “a nonlinear, path-
dependent process of combining efforts with the ultimate objective of matching theory and reality.” 
In this light, abductive reasoning works well with a pragmatic approach that favours praxis over 
theoria.  
5.2.2. Middle-range theory 
“Theories are nets cast to catch what we call ‘the world’: to rationalize, to explain, and to master it.”  
Karl Popper, 1959  
Like the theme of this thesis, interpretations on what a theory encompasses (its form) and what it 
does (its function) are extremely broad. Blaikie (2000) puts forth a continuum of definitions from a 
general perspective, all-encompassing (c.f. Turner, 1991; Gilbert, 1993), to a more concentrated 
view that focuses on a set of propositions (to informal hunches) to describe a particular social 
phenomena (c.f. Land, 1971; Babbie, 1975). Toward the more specific end of the spectrum, Straus 
and Corbin, 1998 define theory as, “a set of well-developed concepts related through statements of 
relationship, which together constitute an integrated framework that can be used to explain or 
predict phenomena.” This definition is in line with Bryman et al. (2009) who define theory as, “an 
explanation of observed regularities and patterns…composed of interrelated and usually verifiable 
statements or propositions.” As Blaikie (2000) clarifies, definitions of theory, like the ones above, 
define the form of theory and proffers a similar set of characteristics through his definition, “a related 
set of statements about relationships between concepts with a certain level of generality which are 
empirically testable and which, when tested, have a certain level of validity.”  
Whetten (1989) proposes ‘what, how and why’ as the three essential building blocks of good theory 
– what (the elements), how (linkages between) and why (nomic factors) – and together they generate 
a fourth aspect of good theory: description and explanation. According to Gilbert (1993) one of the 
important functions of social theory is “to make things that were hidden visible…” Hence the function 
of theory is to provide explanations of some aspects of human experience that form non-random 
patterns” (Blaikie, 2000). Following systematic combining’s approach, an initial conceptual framework 
was abducted to explain the what (concepts) and the why (relationships) as a set of theoretical 
models – i.e. the theoretical models illustrate proposed relationships between the defined concepts 
(as a preliminary explanation of adaptability). The initial framework is generated based on three 
influential dimensions: personal experiences, early data collection and the literature (Chapter 6) and 
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offers a starting point to operationalise the research questions (Table 1.1). The framework helps to 
specify what will and will not be studied and assumes relationships between concepts (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994). The theory is subsequently developed through the empirical fieldwork, a mixed 
research method (Chapters 7, 8 and 9) evolving the concepts and models and adding additional ones, 
allowing the resultant framework to be tied to the empirical observations (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). 
This is presented as an emergent theory (section 10.1) including a set of supporting propositions 
(section 11.1) or as Morse (1991) suggests ‘a cohesive and coherent outcome.” 
The emergent theory is a middle-range theory signifying a limited scope or aspect of social life tested 
with empirical evidence (Bryman et al., 2009). Denzin (1970) proposed four levels for considering 
the scope of a theory: grand theories, middle-range theories, substantive theories and formal theories. 
Middle-range theories was a term coined by Merton (1968) as an attempt to address the gap 
between the comprehensive theories being proposed at the time (e.g. Marx) and practical problems 
(Blaikie, 2000). Merton (1968) offered the following statements regarding his argument for middle-
range theory:  
1. Middle-range theories consist of limited sets of assumptions from which specific hypotheses 
are logically derived and confirmed by empirical investigation. 
2. These theories do not remain separate but are consolidated into wider networks of 
theory… 
3. These theories are sufficiently abstract to deal with differing spheres of social behavior and 
social structure, so that they transcend sheer description or empirical generalisation… 
4. This type of theory cuts across distinctions between micro and macro social problems… 
5. Total sociological systems of theory represent general theoretical orientations rather than 
the rigors and tightknit systems envisaged in the search for a ‘unified theory’ in physics. 
6. As a result, many theories of the middle range are consistent with a variety of systems of 
sociological thought. 
7. Theories of the middle range are typically in direct line of continuity with the work of classical 
theoretical formulations… 
8. The middle range orientation involves the specification of ignorance. Rather than pretend to 
knowledge where it is in fact absent, it expressly recognises what must still be learned in 
order to lay the foundation for still more knowledge.  
Middle-range theory is applied here as an appropriate scope for the theory proposed – i.e. it is not 
meant to be an all-embracing theory of social systems, yet at the same time, it is meant to be more 
than an empirical generalisation (a critical caveat for Merton). In addition, Blaikie (2000) points out 
that while Merton’s commitment was to quantitative methods and deductive reasoning, he viewed 
the researcher as an active and creative agent in a non-linear process – in line with abductive 
reasoning. The emerged middle-range theory presented in Chapter 10 follows Eisenhart’s (1989) 
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description of ‘good theory’ in that it should be emergent, testable and logically coherent developed 
from recognisable patterns and relationships within and across cases – the interviews, along with the 
15 primary building case studies, served as a foundation for this development. As Knight (2007) points 
out, “our confidence in a theory increases if attempts to falsify it have been unsuccessful.” Hence, 
triangulation was used to corroborate the emerging findings. Lincoln and Guba (1985) introduce four 
terms as (imperfect) qualitative expressions for the conventional positivist linguistics, namely 
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. The research underwent a verification 
process (credibility – accuracy of the explanation) including the quantitative DSM analysis and then a 
validation (transferability – generalisability of the theory) process, by applying the theory to practice 
(sections 10.4.1 Survey and 10.4.2 Workshop) and case studies from another PhD study (section 
10.3). Table 5.3 illustrates the number of solutions and building case studies the theory has been 
developed from and/or applied to.  
  solutions projects 
internal 
verification 
290 15 primary projects  
273 50 secondary projects 
134 10 tertiary projects 
external 
validation 1,235 24 projects RG's PhD 
totals 1,932 99 projects 
Table 5.3 Solutions and building case studies from different sources 
Touching on Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) last two criterion of dependability and confirmability with 
regards to trustworthiness – dependability (reliability - assurance of a logical, traceable and clearly 
documented process) - is subject to the complex interplay of forces set forth here; while the variables 
themselves are unlikely to change over time, it is held that the causal relationships they create will 
continue to evolve which may affect future findings. The process however was well documented 
through a series of audit trails and can be applied in support of the last criterion. Confirmability 
(replicability – objectivity, neutrality) has been influenced by the design background (education and 
practice) of the author and has been a main driver for choosing to focus on the design process and 
architect as a stakeholder. With this in mind, there has been an attempt to keep a broader outlook 
on the topic of adaptability (multi-stakeholder, multi-contingency perspective), however it would be 
fair to assume someone from a different background focusing on adaptability could provide 
new/additional insights into the work. The limitation is not that the process is not well documented 
and that it could not be duplicated but that there is an inherent degree of limitation regarding both 
reliability and replicability when working within a complex socio-technical area. Lastly, Eisenhardt 
(1989) suggests the hallmark of good theory is parsimony, which can be difficult given the desire to 
capture everything from the data. This has been considered thoroughly as part of the theory 
development chapters (7, 8 and 9) and the theory stitching chapter (10). The abductive process has 
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allowed a thorough appraisal of the research conducted and the development of a theory in a 
systematic way despite the iterative and ‘messy reality’ in which it existed. 
5.3. Research Methods  
“…good research should be seen as a thinking person’s game. It is a creative and strategic process that 
involves constantly assessing, reassessing, and making decisions about the best possible means for 
obtaining trustworthy information, carrying out appropriate analysis, and drawing credible conclusions.”  
Zina O’Leary, 2010 
5.3.1. Introduction 
Corbin and Strauss (1998) define research methods as techniques and procedures for gathering and 
analysing data. Following Morse (1991) a mixed methods approach was deployed. Morse (1991) 
states that each method must stand alone as a publishable entity and that merging the data does not 
occur until the stitching of the results as a cohesive theory. The research plan for this thesis is included 
here as Figure 5.2. A pluralistic approach to research is becoming more common within and outside 
of construction management (Loosemore et al., 1996). The study is primarily qualitative - “a process 
of examining and interpreting data in order to elicit meaning, gain understanding, and develop 
empirical knowledge” (Corbin and Strauss, 1998) – fitting within the three areas of inquiry Eisenhardt 
(1989) suggests are typical of qualitative research:  
1. A notion that the available theory may be inaccurate, inappropriate, incorrect or 
biased. 
2. The nature of the phenomenon may not be suited to quantitative measures. 
3. To provide freshness in perspective to an already researched topic.    
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Figure 5.2 Research design with the initial framework of concepts and models highlighted
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Eisenhart (1989) suggests that, “no theory is derived from the ideal situation, of a ‘clean theoretical 
state’ defined as an absence of assumptions or presumed theory at the commencement of the study.” 
This is part of the benefit of creating an initial framework (chapter 6) to work from as it makes clear 
the researcher’s assumptions and biases offering a degree of reflexivity (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). 
The initial framework was also advantageous given the preliminary stage was conducted by multiple 
investigators allowing observations to converge and enhance confidence in the findings (Eisenhardt 
and Gaebner, 2007). In this manner, care was taken to develop a framework that was not too loose 
as to not specify any boundaries/conditions, or too tight as to ‘blind’ the research (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994) – thus, the handful of initial concepts and models helped to focus the research 
efforts and allowed other elements to emerge from the data. The initial framework is a visual and 
descriptive catalogue of concepts and causal relationships (models) that was allowed to evolve as 
data was collected and analysed as a simultaneous process (Dubois and Gadde, 2002) – thus the 
framework should be considered more exploratory than confirmatory (Miles and Huberman, 1994).  
This study is based on theoretical sampling which deploys analytical inference rather than statistical 
inference – thus “the appropriateness is ascertained by how well the sample represents the 
phenomena of interest” (Morse, 1991). Thus, cases are chosen with intent to represent extreme 
types, to fill theoretical gaps, to replicate or extend emergent theory – as opposed to random 
selection (Eisenhart, 1989). Sampling is driven by the research questions, selecting cases with the 
particular phenomenon (adaptability) in mind and progressively for the likelihood that they will offer 
theoretical insight (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). While there is no ideal number of cases to 
explore, theoretical saturation occurs when observations become repetitive and learning becomes 
minimal (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). While the intent of the research is not to draw statistical 
inferences, the researcher does occasionally use explicit quantifications of concepts and relationships 
to help clarify emergent themes and patterns. This is in line with how Miles and Huberman (1994) 
suggest ‘hidden’ counting typically occurs as an implicit method of qualitative research, “seeing what 
you have, verifying a hypothesis and keeping yourself analytically honest.”  In addition, they add it can 
help see trends, produce new leads and raise unexpected differences – all of which can add to non-
quantitative analysis. It is the intent of the researcher to make visible to the reader any counting that 
has been done as a reference to findings suggested.  
With the initial framework as a starting point, the research set out to explore the topic by 
interviewing experts in the phenomena and allowing for the sampling to snowball as interviewees 
suggested other knowledgeable individuals and as other interesting issues and opportunities arose 
(opportunistic as well) (Miles and Huberman, 1994). The interviews generated perspectives on the 
topic and built examples that contextualised the strategies and tactics emerging in the discussions. 
The building examples allowed a database of strategies, tactics, and scenarios envisioned by the 
designers to emerge. Continual analysis of the conversations (interviews) and building evidence 
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(building case studies) allowed for the abducted elements of the research to continuously evolve to 
fit the data being collected.  
The interviews and building case studies were supplemented with DSM analysis of selected buildings. 
This was done to corroborate the qualitative findings and was treated as a discrete method until the 
final stage of conceptualising the theory. The application of quantitative research to corroborate 
qualitative research can be referred to as triangulation and is used to assure a comprehensive 
approach is taken to solve a research problem (Eisenhardt, 1989). The intent of triangulation is not 
to replicate results but to obtain complementary findings that strengthen the results (Morse, 1991) 
– a method of double-checking findings (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Triangulation is one way 
qualitative research responds to quantitative research’s rigour - reliability, replicability, internal and 
external validity and measurement validity (Bryman et al., 2009). Without rigour, qualitative research 
is in danger of becoming fictional journalism (Toby and Begley, 2004) and as such this PhD (as 
explained in section 5.2.2) uses Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) concept of trustworthiness as a replacement 
criterion to evaluate a qualitative study – credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. 
Hence the developed theory was further tested against a colleague’s PhD (section 10.3), a 
practitioner survey (section 10.4.1) and practitioner workshop (section 10.4.4). The five methods 
applied in this research (expert interviews, building case studies, DSM analysis, practitioner survey 
and workshop) are now explained in terms of the method and the specific process deployed. 
5.3.2. Expert Interviews  
Data collection first took place in the form of interviews – “a highly efficient way to gather rich, 
empirical data” (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). Following Kvale (1996) interviews were viewed as 
a ‘co-authored’ act by both parties and not a one-sided gathering of information. Forty interviews 
were conducted with fifty-three individuals (Table 5.4) to discuss adaptability in the context of their 
organisation and projects. The interviews provided a flexible method to gain a broader range of 
insights into the everyday accounts of the interviewees’ practice culture and their 
understanding/application of designing for adaptability (Haigh, 2008). The interviews took the form 
of a ‘general interview guide approach’ (ibid), which allowed for the same general areas of information 
to be collected while allowing the interviewer a controlled level of freedom to probe areas of interest 
based on interviewees’ responses (Eisenhardt, 1989). In preparing the questions in advance, phrasing 
and clarity of the questions were considered so as not to lead or confuse the participant. A weakness 
of this format is the interviewer’s bias through occasionally stating their opinion on a topic and in 
‘selective’ use of spontaneous (and sometimes leading) questions; this however, was weighed against 
the benefit of exploring the responses given in more detail and allowing for unexpected issues to 
emerge in the process. In addition, the interviews were understood not to be a neutral form of data 
gathering, but a negotiated interaction in a contextually sensitive situation (Knight, 2007).  
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40 Interviews Conducted (53 Individuals) 
42 Architects 
5 Developers 
2 Work place strategists 
2 Construction Managers 
2 Planners 
Table 5.4 Breakdown of stakeholder roles from the interviews 
Interviewees were contacted by email, were introduced to the nature and objectives of the research 
and assured confidentiality. The interviews were conducted face-to-face generally lasting between 
one and two hours and consisted of three overlapping sections that transitioned from a higher 
practice level to a more detailed project level. They were conducted with senior members of staff 
who had been involved in the practice either directly from the beginning (a founder) or for the 
majority of the practice’s existence (a director or partner). Their seniority in the practice allowed 
them to speak confidentially about the practice and projects which most often they played a leading 
role. Table 5.5 provides an interview schedule supplying some basic characteristics of the interviewee, 
their practice and the interview conducted. 
The first part of the conversation asked the interviewee(s) to describe their design practice both 
from a quantifiable perspective (number of staff, year started, etc.) and from a more qualitative 
perspective (design approach, philosophy, etc.). This transitioned easily to the second part which 
asked the interviewee(s) more specifically about their practice’s view on designing for adaptability 
and subsequently to the third area of exemplifying that perspective(s) through project examples. The 
minimally structured manner allowed for the flow of the conversation to remain natural and allowed 
for the majority of the project examples to come unprompted. The interviews were tape recorded, 
transcribed and supplemented with simultaneous note taking which focused on how the interviewees 
responded beyond the content of what they said.  
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Table 5.5 Interview schedule 
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As a first step of analysis, transcriptions were read through thoroughly and thematically coded (a form 
of content analysis) manually in Microsoft Word (Figure 5.3). According to Fereday and Muir-
Cochrane (2006) thematic analysis is conducted by a careful reading and re-reading of the data in 
search of patterns that emerge as important to the description of the phenomenon and become 
categories for analysis – i.e. a ‘good’ code seizes a qualitative richness. Coding was guided by the 
initial framework (section 6.2) and the research questions; an attempt was made not to force 
responses into pre-described categories and allow for a level of organic development – i.e. new 
codes and relationships could emerge. Good codes can provide the decisive links between the ‘raw 
data’ and the framework (concepts and models) (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996). It is also recognised 
that three types of instances are important to recognise: typical or representative, negative or 
disconfirming and exceptional or discrepant (Miles and Huberman, 1994). In this light, an effort to 
compile and verify themes was conducted by generating a large table from the excerpts of each 
interview in Microsoft Excel (Appendix J - the extensive size of this table has required it to be included 
on CD) based on the emergent themes (Table 5.6). The themes fell into one of three high-level 
categories: individual/practice, designing for adaptability and contextual contingencies. The use of 
tables, networks and other visualisation techniques as part of this thesis help prevent the loss of 
information through a rigorous process (Knight, 2007) and adds to the researcher’s understanding 
of the data immensely - as each visualisation requires one to think about the research questions and 
organise the data coherently (Miles and Huberman, 1994).  
 
Figure 5.3 Snapshot of Interview transcription illustrating the coding of excerpts 
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Individual/ Practice Adaptability Contextual Contingencies 
Personal Experiences Adaptable Buildings 
are… 
Stakeholders User Appropriation 
Architectural 
Influences 
Adaptability 
Perception 
Client Financial scheme 
Architect Roles Critical Parameters Culture Market 
Values (general) Design Strategy Policy/ Industry 
Guidance 
Products 
Interests (specific) Design Tactic Brief(ing) Budget 
 Layers Master plan Design Intelligence 
 Time Use types Business case/ Market
 Metaphors Procurement process  
Table 5.6 Emerged Themes from Interviews 
Several of the excerpts from the interviews were coded under multiple themes – e.g. architectural 
influences and client. The excerpt was located within the table based on what was deemed its primary 
theme; however, tactics were utilised to reinforce the overlapping nature of many of the responses. 
For example, additional themes were added in blue text to each cell to identify sub-themes that cut 
across columned themes. The technique allowed for the quick assembly of responses by searching 
themes using the ‘find’ command. Emerged clusters of excerpts were also identified by colouring cells 
(e.g. particular building types). In addition, comments were used to capture notes (additional 
information, proposed links) regarding the responses. Lastly, emergent reflections with regards to 
developing a set of propositions were captured with red text within the cells which again allowed for 
a quick way of tracking the evidence constructing the propositions (Figure 5.4). 
 
Figure 5.4 Snapshot of Interview table highlighting analysis 
A series of thematic tables (Table 5.7) were then generated pertaining to the research questions. 
The tables listed (rows) the identified elements for a theme (e.g. design strategies, building 
characteristics, design resources) in relationship to the interviews (columns) – i.e. each table 
illustrates which interviews mentioned the emerged element and thus visualises which responses 
occurred more often across the interviews. The tables assured frequent responses were addressed 
properly and not at the discretion of the author’s potential bias – this is not to say the importance of 
responses were based solely on their frequency, as each response was evaluated individually for its 
merit. This process of visualising the data from multiple perspectives and integrating cases into a single 
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tabular display allows good cross-case comparison to emerge and forces the researcher beyond initial 
impressions (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Hence the thematic tables underwent multiple iterations 
of review as part of the continuous data collection process which led to some of the elements being 
considered redundant (merged together), vague (split into two) or improperly located and moved 
to another theme – lateral movement occurred by scrutinising concept definitions set forth in the 
framework.  
Design Characteristics Contingencies 
Design Strategies Perspectives on Adaptability 
Design Resources Related Themes
Table 5.7 Thematic Tables based on research questions 
The analysed data was then used to write up the empirical part of this thesis (Chapters 7, 8 and 9) - 
excerpts from the table were copied back into Microsoft word and organised based under their 
identified elements within the emergent themes.  
5.3.3. Building Case Studies  
Building case studies were then selected as a strategy to further investigate the topic with a more in-
depth yet bounded context-based understanding (Remenyi et al., 2002). Case studies are ‘stories’ 
that draw on multiple sources of evidence to provide a holistic understanding of an issue within a 
particular context (Knight, 2007). Building case studies are a highly relevant method in an industry 
that is project-driven and composed of an array of stakeholders (Proverbs and Gameson, 2008) – 
“as the interaction between a phenomenon and its context is best understood through in-depth case 
studies” (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). The unit of analysis for the case studies was the building (a highly 
complex problem space) and more specifically the adaptable design solutions (a sub-level of the 
building) deployed – it is not uncommon for case studies to have multiple levels of analysis (Yin, 1984). 
Buildings were initially identified as part of the interview process; however, data was subsequently 
collected through additional interviews, project documentation, and practice observations. The 
multi-method approach is not unusual for case study research in order to corroborate and triangulate 
data (Yin, 2003). 15 building case studies were selected as primary case studies, while solutions from 
an additional 50 case studies were collected as part of the interview process – the reduced number 
reflects the depth, variety and theoretical contribution of the selected ‘primary’ case studies as to 
allow a broad investigation of the research questions yet not allow the study to become unwieldy 
(Miles and Huberman, 1994). All of the buildings included were designed with some intent on being 
adaptable and exemplify a range of use types, specificity, location characteristics and soft issues. A 
list of the primary case studies (A1-A15) and a handful of key building attributes are provided in Table 
5.8 – Appendix J provides a list of the secondary (B1-B45) and tertiary case studies (C1-C10). A 
protocol (Appendix K) was developed to assure a replication logic in that similar information was 
gathered from each of the cases (Yin, 1984). The research attempted to avoid what Easton (1995) 
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suggests are the three weaknesses of case study research: rich descriptions (lack explanations), partial 
support of theory (quasi-deductive) and statistical generalisation.  
 Case study  Architect Building type Scale Cost Year  Place  
A1 
Kentish Town Health 
Centre (KTHC)  
AHMM Architects
healthcare 3,432m2 £10.1m  2008 UK 
A2 
85 Southwark Street  Allies & Morrison 
Architects office  2,276m2 n.a. 2003 UK 
A3 
Folkstone Performing 
Arts Centre  
Alison Brooks 
Architects 
theatre 1,550m2 £4m 2009 UK 
A4 
Cedar Rapids Public 
Library  
OPN Architects
library 8742m2 n.a. 2013 USA 
A5 Melfi Headquarters Medir architects  office 3000m2  £2.1m 2006 Italy 
A6 
Dato Onn International 
Medical City  
Nightingale Associates 
(Harwell) 
healthcare 80,000m2 n.a. 2014 Malaysia 
A7 
Bio Innovation Centre  Nightingale Associates 
(Rochdale) 
laboratory 7256m2 £28m 2014 UK 
A8 Carl Jacobsens vej  
Vandkunsten 
Architects 
residential  9200m2 £13.5m 2014 Denmark 
A9 Islington Square  Fat Architecture 
residential  
2300m2 
(98m2) £2.3m 2006 UK 
A10 The Cube  Make Architects mixed use 4,100m2 n.a. 2010 UK 
A11 Oxley Woods  
Rogers, Stirk, Harbour 
+ Partners residential  145 houses £13m 2008- UK 
A12 
CPC 
Schwartz Besnosoff 
Architects 
office/ light 
manufacturing 
7000m2 n.a. 
2009 
Israel 
A13 
Chesterfield 
Auditorium  
Child Graddon Lewis 
(CGL) theatre 350m2 
£1m 
2011 
UK 
A14 
Vodaphone 
Headquarters  
Fletcher Priest 
Architects  office 40,000m2 
£60m 
2000 
UK 
A15 
Kettering Old Persons 
Unit   
Nightingale Associates 
(Harwell) 
healthcare 1500m2 £6m 2014 UK 
Table 5.8 Primary Case studies 
Information gathered from the building case studies were separated into one of two excel tables – 
design solutions or soft contingencies. This division reinforced how the literature was treated as 
either a physical feature related to the building (design solution) or a non-physical influential factor 
(soft contingency). Very simply the design solutions table provides rich descriptions in response to 
the research question (Q5) – what design strategies and deisgn tactics do architects consider and deploy? 
While the soft contingencies unpacked the contextual narrative around the solution helping provide 
the explanations for why the given solution exists. Each design solution compiled was associated with 
concepts from the emerged themes (interview data) and initial framework (Table 5.9). The table 
underwent several passes to help ensure a consistency of language across projects and data – 
Appendix L.  
Emerged Themes Initial Framework 
Design Approaches Adaptability Typology 
Design Characteristics Layers 
Contingencies Guidelines 
Table 5.9 Elements associated with each solution 
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A number of gaps in the evolving framework were identified – e.g. some design solutions were unable 
to relate to the given building characteristics defined. Thus, adjustments were made to the emergent 
framework (e.g. five design characteristics were added) – the freedom of these adjustments are a 
key feature of theory-building from case research (Eisenhardt, 1989). In addition, several of the causal 
relationships suggested in the models were evidenced (e.g. layers model) and evolved – this iterative 
process between data and theory assured a theory that closely fits the data (ibid). In addition, each 
primary case study was scrutinised on whether or not it addressed each of the emergent design 
characteristics (section 8.3). This allowed for relevant areas of uncertainty in case study data to 
emerge and required follow up correspondence with practitioners - a case study verification sheet 
was made for each project marking each characteristic believed to have been achieved as part of the 
building design (Appendix M). Practitioners were asked to verify the applied characteristics and make 
any adjustments they felt were applicable. Based on the data from the case study solutions table, a 
set of comparative tables were constructed regarding concepts from the emerged themes and initial 
framework (Table 5.10) – these tables form the basis for many of the causal relationships put forth 
in Chapters 9 &10.  
Emerged Themes Initial Framework
Approaches to Approaches Adaptability types to Adaptability 
types 
Approaches to Adaptability types Adaptability types to Guidelines 
Approaches to Guidelines Adaptability types to Layers 
Approaches to Layers Layers to Layers
Characteristics to Characteristics Guidelines to Guidelines 
Characteristics to Tactics
Table 5.10 Comparative tables of Concepts 
Lastly solutions from the secondary case studies and the original 10 case studies (an initial set of case 
studies that influenced the initial framework – see Chapter 6) while not used as a mechanism to ‘test’ 
or further develop the framework (primary case studies only) they are included in the empirics to 
help exemplify (support) the emerged design strategies and characteristics by providing additional 
examples – Table 5.11. The additional solutions are captured in a separate design solution tables as 
well (Appendix N).   
Primary Case Studies 15
Secondary Case Studies 50
Tertiary Case Studies (original) 10
Table 5.11 Building Case Study Types 
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5.3.4. Matrix-based Product Modelling  
There are several ways to visualise complex systems beyond conventional 2D/3D drawings, one 
‘architecting’ tool being a matrix. Several product matrix modelling methods exist that model a 
variety of relationships between elements of different domains (e.g. Dependency Structure Matrix, 
Axiomatic Design, Quality Function Deployment). Matrix-based modelling has been deployed 
successfully in a range of applications including product modularisation (Sharman and Yassine, 2004) 
and change impact analysis (Clarkson et al., 2004) as it provides a concise way of visualising a view of 
a system (Malmqvist, 2002) and lends itself to computational analysis through sequencing or 
clustering, sometimes with dedicated algorithms (Eppinger and Browning, 2012). DSM was chosen 
as a proven analytical tool that can yield powerful results when analysing complex system structures.3 
5.3.4.1. DSMs explained  
As Eisenhardt and Gaebner (2007) point out, “quantitative evidence can indicate relationships which 
may not be salient to the researcher. It can also keep researchers from being carried away by vivid, 
but false, impressions in qualitative data…” As Dainty (2008) adds regarding methodological 
pluralism, “Theory building often requires ‘hard’ data for uncovering relationships and ‘soft’ data for 
explaining them.” A dependency structure matrix (DSM) is a square N x N matrix that highlights 
relationships between elements within a single domain – Figure 5.5. DSMs can be static (product, 
organisation) or time-based (activity) (Browning, 2001). Static DSMs are optimised through clustering, 
while the latter represents a temporal flow or process architecture and are optimised through 
sequencing (Eppinger and Browning, 2012). Clustering involves rearranging elements into chunks or 
modules that have a high amount of interactions internally and low interactions externally (Browning, 
2001). Another strategic maneouver is to isolate elements that have high interactions across several 
chunks as bus or integrating components (Sharman and Yassine, 2004). Alternatively, sequencing or 
partitioning orders activities into a logical sequence identifying sequential, parallel, coupled and 
conditional relationships between tasks (Austin et al., 2000).  
 
Figure 5.5 DSM composed of 6 elements (A-F) 
                                                            
3 A brief introduction and comparison between Dependency Structure Matrix, Axiomatic Design and Quality 
Function Deployment is offered as Appendix O - the comparison supports a rational for selecting DSM as the 
modelling technique used.  
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DSMs represent a single domain; however, as Eppinger and Browning (2012) point out complex 
projects are often a collection of inter-related complex systems, each with their own architecture 
and thus, multi-domain matrices (MDMs) help explore cross-domain effects. A MDM is made up of 
a series of DSMs (along the diagonal) and a series of domain mapping matrices (DMMs) either side - 
the label given to matrices that map the domain of one DSM to that of another. Danilovic and 
Browning (2007) propose a ‘periodic table’ of DSMs using Browning’s (2006) five domains (goals, 
product, process, organisation and tools). MDMs and DMMs extend DSMs beyond a single domain 
and create a framework for project architecting. 
Most DSMs are binary but several authors have proposed numerical DSMs that capture additional 
attributes of the system applying numerical values, color, or additional symbols to indicate the 
importance, strength or type of interaction (Eppinger and Browning, 2012) – e.g. Table 5.12 
illustrates different ways in which relationships have been quantified in the literature. Pimmler & 
Eppinger (1994) found that identification of relationship types, while not always used for analysis, 
helps gather and verify relationships between elements. The literature puts forth several sets of 
relationship types, most of which evolve from Pimmler and Eppinger’s (1994) proposed four types: 
spatial (adjacency), energy (energy transfer), information (data or signal exchange) and material 
(material exchange) – Table 5.13 compares the different types from the literature. In the design 
process of the construction industry, Austin et al. (2000) describe a classification system of three 
degrees weighing the strength of the interaction, where  A=strong and C=weak. The types of 
interactions should be modified based on the system and context as it determines the coordination 
requirements that become the focus of the analysis or reorganisation (Pimmler & Eppinger, 1994). 
Schmidt III et al., 2011 establishes a table (Table 5.14) populated by dependencies classified as three 
distinct types of flows: 1. structural (e.g., gravitational, lateral), 2. spatial (e.g., adjacency, circulation), 
and 3. service (e.g. energy, water). These types build upon types proposed in the literature (e.g. 
physical, energy, structural), but have been translated to accommodate building terminology and 
change. 
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Table 5.12 Quantifying relationships 
 
Table 5.13 Relationship types 
 
Table 5.14 Relationship types used
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Once constructed, matrices can be manipulated manually by the modeller or automatically using a 
clustering algorithm. The danger of manual clustering, which Sharman and Yassine (2004) point out, is 
the ease with which different cluster boundaries can be identified making the decision somewhat arbitrary 
and in need of a some form of automated process. However, manual clustering does offer several benefits 
to the modeller, bringing in to play their tacit knowledge, but requires a systematic process to ensure 
logical rules are followed. One benefit is that it allows the testing of predetermined modules by 
individually adjusting the boundaries with rules (c.f. Schmidt III et al. 2011). In an effort to utilise both 
methods, Schmidt III et al. (2011) define a set of component types as a quick way of learning component 
tendencies from automated clustering algorithms to inform manual clustering. Sharman and Yassine 
(2004) define a vocabulary to describe characteristics displayed in a product DSM. For example, pinning 
refers to a component that overlaps or is pinned in place between compound elements (two modules). 
In addition, components can be held away from each other when they are part of a series of dependencies 
in which a linking component holds one component away from another. 
For automated clustering Loomeo v2.5 uses a spectral clustering algorithm based upon Laplacian matrices 
(Luxburg, 2007). There are three types, two of which are normalised and one unnormalised. Loomeo 
offers a choice of such algorithms and the number of clusters sought. In model-based clustering, where 
knowledge of the system is known, there are a number of well-justified approaches to selecting the 
number of clusters based on log-likelihood of the data; whereas, if few assumptions can be made about 
the system a large variety of indices are available from ad-hoc measures (ratio of within-cluster and 
between-cluster similarities) to stability approaches (Luxburg, 2007).  
In addition to clustering, there are a growing number of studies using change propagation or impact 
analysis with DSM product models. The concept of following dependencies within a DSM to assess the 
impact of change is rooted in DSM’s process origins (c.f. Steward, 1981). More recently, Eckhart et al. 
(2004) applied the concept to a product DSM to classify components based on their behaviour during 
change events, quantifying the number of changes a component absorbed (dependencies in) against the 
number of changes propagated (dependencies out). The work later goes on to include a probability or 
risk factor associated with each change by including a degree of likelihood the change would occur (Giffin 
et al., 2009). The classification system has recently been applied to a retail project in the construction 
industry and proven applicable despite its limitations to address the cost magnitude of change (Grinnell 
et al., 2012). 
DSM was chosen as the matrix technique because it provides a narrower focus than other techniques 
that may or may not be optimal for inter-related systems, but can be expanded based on need (DMMs, 
MDMs). As Eppinger and Browning (2012) suggest, “Keeping the distinctions between systems enables 
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focused modelling and the generation of insights that might not have been as apparent otherwise.” 
Additionally, it is worth noting while DSM models are quantifiable and relatively objective, the techniques 
are subject to the modeller’s personal experiences and understanding of the process and system. The 
method relies on thorough validation of dependencies, complicated by different ways (and degrees to 
which) elements can depend on another. Thus, measures were put in place to verify the modeller’s 
understanding of the system through checks with system and modelling experts.  
5.3.4.2. Analytical method 
A single case study was chosen given the unique nature of the project and the importance of providing a 
richer and more nuanced understanding of it (Yin, 2003). While selecting a single case study has 
limitations (e.g. may not turn out as foreseen, increased chance of misrepresentation (Yin, 2003)), the 
chosen building’s extreme level of industrialisation at the building scale, combined with excellent access 
to product personal and documents provided the opportunity for novel insights. The Cellophane House™ 
(CH) is an exemplar industrialised building that explicitly sought to reorganise the production and product 
conditions compared to conventional construction and therefore well suited to a discussion of 
adaptability.  
The chosen case was designed by Kieran Timberlake Architects and the result of a competition held in 
2007 by MoMA – The Museum of Modern Art in New York – as a part of the exhibition Home Delivery 
– Fabricating the Modern Dwelling in 2008 (Bergdoll & Christensen, 2008). The unique context of the 
competition allowed for a more self-contained product reducing many of the complexities found in a 
conventional building. Key to the design concept was transparency, lightness, and mass customisation of 
a standardised (structural) product platform through the use of standardised ‘infill’ products. The majority 
of the building was produced off-site as volumetric elements in New Jersey and came to New York on 
trucks. The building was designed for disassembly (DfD) through discrete industrialised products joined 
primarily by dry connections. 
While the design life of the Cellophane House may be much shorter than that of a conventional building, 
the high degree of industrialisation at the building scale is a unique feature offering the opportunity to 
uncover original findings regarding the relationship between industrialisation and adaptability (Proverbs 
and Gameson, 2008). Furthermore, being ‘just’ a full scale prototype makes the system architecture 
relatively simple comparatively, while still being sophisticated from the point of view of an industrialised 
building -  providing a clearer analysis and enabling a more specific focus and discussion. 
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A product DSM was created for the Cellophane House™. As an initial step, an SS model4 was used to 
advise the decomposition of the system into a product breakdown structure (PBS). The SS model proved 
extremely useful to grasp the hierarchical composition of components in relation to their production and 
assembly processes beyond the typical 2D/3D drawing and helped inform the logics behind the PBS and 
the chosen granularity visualised. However the SS model did not present a full compositional 
understanding and was supplemented where needed with building drawings and photographs. 
Components were organised in the DSM as building layers (e.g. skin) and relationships were identified as 
spatial, structural or service. Descriptions for each dependency were captured in the cells as a record. A 
discussion was then held to verify the DSM with the building system expert regarding the granularity of 
elements, layer categorisation, and the dependencies between elements. A short list of follow-up 
questions was generated for the architect and the DSM revised accordingly. Lastly, the DSM was verified 
with a DSM expert that resulted in some duplication of structural dependencies across connecting 
components being removed. The sophisticated dependency typology is subsequently ‘flattened’ upon 
importation to Loomeo. A combination of manual and automated clustering was undertaken in Loomeo 
v2.5 to obtain the final matrix, as explained in the results section.  
Regarding impact analysis, 30 scenarios were selected from the Adaptable Futures’ change scenario 
database (Appendix P) representing a mixture of change strategies and actions5 that were more likely to 
occur.6  An impact analysis was carried out on each of the scenarios as follows: 
1. Identify component(s) which would be affected.  
2. Trace the row of the component that is identified, highlighting the horizontal component’s 
dependencies.  
3. Assess each dependency regarding the affect the change of the horizontal component would 
have on the vertical component.  
4. If the vertical component is physically affected it is highlighted and its row is assessed in a 
subsequent iteration (e.g. round 2). 
5. Steps 2-4 are repeated until propagation ends.  
A feasibility rating for each of the scenarios was then assigned based on the number of components 
affected via the propagation and the nature of those changes (e.g. amount of work and cost). A simple 
                                                            
4 SS model stands for system structure model which visualises, as a hybrid between supply chain and product 
architecture, the way buildings are put together. SS model was developed by Viabek (2011) and was used here initially as 
part of a collaborative study. Appendix Q provides more of an explanation and the SS model of the Cellophane House™. 
5 There were three types of actions considered: altered (an existing component is changed in someway, e.g. location), 
replaced (an existing component is removed and a new one installed) and add (a new component is installed).   
6 The AF change scenario database is an accumulation of proposed and/or implemented scenarios from case studies 
along with imagined scenarios by the designer or AF team.  
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three-level scale was adopted identifying whether the scenario was feasible, somewhat feasible or not 
feasible.  
In parallel to the DSM impact analysis, assessment of the scenarios was carried out by the system 
expert (an architect with extensive knowledge of the building system), who rated the feasibility of the 
system to accommodate each scenario using the same scale and offered a rationale for that decision. 
The results are then aggregated and compared.  
5.3.5. Practitioner Surveys 
Following the completion of the primary data collected for this research (interviews, building case studies, 
DSM analysis), a practitioner survey was undertaken with the specific intent to validate the evolving 
framework and its application in practice. The survey was a quick, cheap and standardised way to conduct 
validation over a wide geographic location. This was weighed against the inability to probe respondents 
to elaborate on answers. Caution was taken to ensure the survey was easy to follow, questions were 
clear and unambiguous structured as ‘closed’ questions and of reasonable length (not too many questions) 
in an effort to reduce the risk of respondent error and fatigue (Bryman et al., 2009). A web-based survey 
was used, which had the advantages of: the ability to employ filter questions (based on responses); only 
one question appears on the screen at a time (reducing influence of reading ahead); and responses 
automatically tallied in a database (ibid).  
The survey was conducted in two phases – the pilot survey tested the ease of completion, interpretation 
and analysis of the questionnaire, prior to undertaking a broader survey of designers using a slightly 
refined and improved questionnaire (main survey). A convenience sample7, a nonprobability sampling 
technique, was taken from practicing designers in various locations across the USA, England and Japan – 
with the initial sample approximately half of the respondents knew nothing regarding the Adaptable 
Futures project (USA and Japan), while the other half (UK) had been engaged at varying times and levels. 
In addition, it was recognised that the types of practices and projects they work on will make a difference, 
thus an attempt was made to cover a range of practice scales and project types the practices’ were 
involved in.  
The pilot was emailed and invited to go to the website via a link to fill out the survey. Appendix R presents 
a MS word version of the survey which is also viewable online: http://adaptablefutures.com/survey/. 
Of the 68 designers who received the survey, 60 responded within a two week period constituting an 
88% response rate. The second patch was open to anyone who visited the website, as well as 
                                                            
7 Convenience sampling involves selecting individuals who are convenient to act as respondents. Convenience sampling is 
likely to produce biases, but is often used particularly for getting a feel for an issue (Robson, 2002).  
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respondents from the first batch were asked to invite industry colleagues (snowball sampling). Thus, the 
vast majority of the second patch of respondents knew nothing of the research, however, practice within 
the same geographic locations. The main survey received 71 responses and was a mixture of random 
responses from the website and prompted requests from additional designers. It is recognised that a 
potential limitation is a sampling bias given the number of responses gathered (131) and that the majority 
of respondents are within two degrees of knowing the researcher. On the other hand, the respondents 
make up a wide demographic of designers and the responses are not used to generate new theory only 
to confirm/reflect on what has already emerged – thus a limitation of its application has been put in place. 
The survey contained three sections concerning designers’ approaches to adaptability, which in addition 
to validation were designed to help direct future work (outside the realm of this PhD) – e.g. which models 
are most useful and in what way? 
Section 01:  Designing for Adaptability consisted of 7 questions initially, 5 of which were ranking questions, 
1 multiple choice and 1 free text which asked the participant to add any examples/comments regarding 
the previous ranking question. The first 6 questions remained the same for the revised survey; however 
the seventh question (text field) was removed in an effort to reduce the amount of time to take the 
survey (all open ended questions were removed). However, an additional two ranking questions were 
added (7 & 8) to reflect additional areas of the research - one regarding the physical building and the 
other the soft contingencies.     
Section 02:  Design concepts consisted of a total of 16 questions regarding 4 models – number of questions 
per a model depended on responses between 2 and 4 (filtered questions). The foundation question for 
each model asked whether they considered the concept in practice. The subsequent questions changed 
between batches administered with the initial batch probing if not, why and how regarding the 
visualisation of the concepts to a subsequent ranking question of the elements that make up the model.  
Section 03:  AF Website consisted of 4 questions pertaining to the respondents perspective on the 
Adaptable Futures website since it was seen as a primary form of communication - have they visited the 
website before, was it helpful, if so which aspects and what would they change about it. This section is 
not considered with regards to this research.  
Results were then reviewed from the online database and partially completed surveys were omitted. The 
results are presented in Chapter 10 (section 10.4).  
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5.3.6. Workshop 
The AF research group hosted the event Challenging Time(s): activities to untangle change at The Building 
Centre in London on 3 October 2012.8 This interactive and team-based event involved 16 invited 
teams in a friendly competition arranged around a series of discussion exercises, design problems and 
presentations. The 3 or 4 participants in each team were challenged to:   
 Think - three exercises to challenge participants’ understanding of adaptability from a 
semantic, building and stakeholder perspective.  
 Do -   a design brief to challenge participants’ capacity to respond to the need for adaptability 
in the context of a design problem. 
 Reflect - guidance to challenge participants’ proposed solution and how they might consider 
alternative solutions  
The experimental format was intended to provide a fun and interesting day, influencing how participants 
think about and approach the issue of adaptability. The exercises offered a mixture of ways of working 
together as individuals, teams, groups and plenary. This allowed participants to showcase their 
knowledge and skills on the topic, and for elements of the developing framework to be validated by 
practitioners through practical design applications.  
5.3.6.1. Session 1: Think 
The initial session provided a series of quick warm up exercises, offering an opportunity to deconstruct 
participants’ understanding of adaptability before approaching a design problem. Each exercise was 
designed to challenge their understanding of adaptability from a different perspective – semantic, building 
and stakeholder – and in doing so challenge different models of the framework. A detailed breakdown 
of each exercise, is provided as Appendix Q - method, time allotted, activity description, models tested, 
comments and outputs.  
   Exercise 1: What is adaptability?  
For the first exercise participants were given a stack of post-its and asked to jot down words (one per a 
post-it) they associate with adaptability (M3, Figure 10.4; M11, Figure 10.7). They were given 4 minutes 
to do this before coming together as a team to identify over-arching concepts (labels) for clusters of 
words forming (6 minutes) – Figure 5.6. Each team assembled their semantic mapping of adaptability on 
                                                            
8 For clarification, the workshop in 2012 was administered by the AF group with funding secured by the author and the 
author’s supervisor and was conducted with the author’s developing framework.  
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an A1 sheet and presented their thoughts for discussion in their group9 (15 minutes).The exercise 
wrapped up with one member of each group summarising key points that arose in the conversation as a 
plenary (10 minutes).  
 
Figure 5.6 Sample of post-it notes from workshop (multiple teams) 
Exercise 2: How adaptable is it?  
The second exercise asked teams to plot 10 buildings along an adaptability continuum from non-
adaptable to extremely adaptable (Figure 5.7). The buildings were selected to offer a range of building 
types and comparisons of both well known and unknown buildings. The exercise prompted the teams 
to think about why they plotted the buildings where they did (15 minutes) – i.e. what made them 
associate the building with being adaptable or not? The group discussion (15 minutes) focused on the 
similarities, differences and whys regarding where each team chose to locate the buildings (M6, critical 
adaptability parameters).  
                                                            
9 All of the exercises moved between scales – individual, team (3 or 4 people), group (4 teams) and plenary (everyone).  
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Figure 5.7 Building plots for group C (4 teams) 
Exercise 3: Who said what?  
Teams were given an A3 sheet of paper with 10 quotes and a list of stakeholder roles – quotes were 
taken from the interviews (section 5.3.1). Teams were asked to match each quote with a stakeholder 
from the list provided (1 stakeholder per a quote) and identify whether they agreed or disagreed with 
the quote (10 minutes) – Figure 5.8. After the initial exercise, teams clustered in their groups to discuss 
why they agreed or disagreed with the quotes (15 minutes). Lastly, the sheets were ‘scored’ to see how 
each team did (10 minutes). 
 
Figure 5.8 Sample sheet from exercise 3 
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5.3.6.2. Session 2: Do 
The second session of the day asked the teams to design (in 90 minutes) an outhouse that could 
be used for a housing development with a variety of sites and users located in Sheffield. Below is 
the design brief:   
Premium Homes plc would like you to prepare a concept design for an “outhouse” that 
can be included as a standard feature at its new housing development in Burngreave, 
Sheffield. Premium Homes describes an “outhouse” as a small building away from the 
main building that may be used for a variety of purposes to supplement the home.  
Purchasers of its homes include single young professionals, families and retired couples. 
Not all the housing units are identical and several plots have differing site adjacencies 
which may require different solutions. Your proposed “outhouse” should be suitable for 
use with housing schemes that include a range of property sizes and a variety of house 
types - from five bedroom detached units to one-bedroom apartments. Each house type 
is provided with a garden space. 
As a minimum, your design should be:  
• Environmentally sustainable 
• Value for money  
• Unique 
It is also the aspiration of Premium Homes to use the outhouse design for future housing 
developments. 
In addition to the design brief each team was provided an area description, maps of the area and 
plots of the land. Teams were provided with a stack of A1 sheets of paper to work with (Figure 
5.9). After the first hour, each team was given a subsequent task from ‘the client’ to provide a 
guide book that illustrated how their design could respond to the six adaptability types (M6) – 
teams were given an additional 30 minutes as well (120 minutes total).  
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Figure 5.9 Teams working on their proposals 
5.3.6.3. Session 3: Reflect  
Each team was given 20 minutes to prepare a 5 minute presentation to sell their idea(s) to two 
‘board members’ from Premium Homes plc (judge and facilitator) and a handful of users (other 
teams) – this was done at the group level. Each presentation was followed by a 10 minute Q&A 
session. Based on their presentation and Q&A session each of the two judges selected one team 
from their group to pitch to the other judges for discussion of a winning proposal. The winners were 
announced and the top team gave their ‘sales pitch’ for all to hear (Figure 5.10).  
 
Figure 5. 10 Presentation of winning proposal  
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5.4. Chapter Summary 
This iterative process reflects well against Miles and Huberman’s (1994) three flows of analysis activity: 
data reduction (focus, simplify, transform), data display (organised, compressed assembly of information) 
and conclusion drawing/ verification (regularities, casual flows). It was felt that the mixed methods 
approach provided an appropriate way of investigating the phenomenon with the interviews providing 
an overview and the building case studies and subsequently the DSM analysis adding finer levels of 
analytical detail. The practitioner survey and workshop provided a kind of ‘gut check’ (external validation).  
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6. Initial concepts and models  
This chapter presents a set of concepts and models as an initial framework for adaptability and 
provides the reader with an understanding of how the constituting elements came about. The initial 
framework for adaptability was constructed with regards to three influential sources: 
 Early data collection (exploratory workshops, case studies and interviews) – built a 
foundation 
 A critical review of the literature - verified and linked burgeoning themes and relationships, 
 Personal experiences of the author and other AF team members – ‘rounded out the edges’  
Prior to presenting the initial framework, section 6.1 provides a concise account of the preliminary 
data collection methods and hence a partial evidence trail for the initial framework. If a direct link is 
identifiable between the preliminary data collection activity and a concept or model a reference to 
that activity is made when presenting the constituent element. In addition, references are made to 
the literature review where appropriate (Chapters 2, 3 and 4). With regards to the third source, 
personal experiences, which undoubtedly played a role shaping the initial models, there is no attempt 
to articulate the specific influences these have had in the overall process. The author’s reflexivity 
presented in (section 1.1.1) is worth noting, along with the caveat that members of the AF research 
group contributed along the way primarily through internal discussions, offering a balanced collection 
of discipline backgrounds (e.g. structural engineering, architecture, construction management, 
quantity surveying, sociology) with extensive experience in academia and practice. Figure 6.1 
illustrates the flow of the chapter, which results in the (re)presentation of the research context to 
clarify the contributions the AF group made to existing theory.  
 
Figure 6.1 Organisation of Chapter 6 
6.1. Preliminary data collection 
The AF project research burgeoned on a simple premise that adaptability could take place before the 
building was occupied through the preconfiguration of initial design choices by way of industrialised 
building systems or after the building is occupied through the reconfiguration of the building for 
subsequent changes in use (Gibb et al., 2007; Beadle et al., 2008a). The distinction was given to 
represent the two different approaches by the primary collaborators on the research project - GSK 
and their Newways system (preconfiguration) (Fuster et al.; 2009), and 3D Reid’s Multispace 
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approach (reconfiguration) (Davidson et al 2006). Pre-configuration dealt with speed and quality of 
project delivery through the standardisation of building components focused on the initial use (a kit-
of-parts approach). In contrast, re-configuration represented the spatial geometry and interior 
furnishings focused on the prolonged use or re-use of the building ameliorating whole life cost. The 
initial distinction presented by the two concepts was eventually deemed unhelpful, since both 
strategies are inclusive to initial design decisions and if successful, both will accommodate or ease 
some form of change after initial occupation. They are mentioned here however as they set the stage 
for the initial workshop and framework development.  
6.1.1. AF workshops 
An initial workshop held in December 2007 brought together 12 industry experts to discuss 
adaptability in the context of pre-configuration and re-configuration. The participants were broken 
into three focus groups and the conversations were facilitated and documented by a pair of internal 
AF members. An internal report was produced by the AF team (Beadle, 2008) that presented a list 
of themes emerged from the discussions related to each concept and were exemplified with built 
projects from the participants’ experience. The themes are listed in Table 6.1.  
Pre-configured Re-configured 
Components (standardised, modular, 
connections) 
Building (systems, components, standard units,  
component integration) 
Building design (prototype building vs. replicate 
components) 
Flexibility (spatial configuration,  polyvalence,  
relocatable, reuse and extendibility 
Design team (type of design work) Predicting change
Industry processes (site, supply chain) Planning (multi-use buildings)
Market (scale, brand) Sustainability (extending useful life) 
Planning (external appearance, local context, 
use) 
Society (mindset/ perception, aesthetics/ 
fashion) 
Properties (time, cost, quality, volume) Time-scale (ownership models) 
Society (external appearance, choice, 
perception) 
Systems (e.g. panelised, modular) 
Table 6.1 Emerged themes from the workshop 
A second workshop was held in May 2008 that brought together 18 industry experts and 5 internal AF 
members to discuss critical parameters (building, economic, social) pertaining to the building’s 
capacity to adapt. Participants were broken into 4 groups and a conversation was facilitated and 
documented by an internal AF member. A final discussion brought everyone together as a single 
group to feed their findings back to the group as a whole. The internal report (Beadle et al., 2008b) 
offers a list of 11 themes that arose to loosely form a set of critical parameters (Table 6.2) – the 
hypothesised themes were not defined in significant detail and as a result represent different levels of 
abstraction.   
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Critical parameters 
Base build and fit-out (interfaces; layer classification)  
Building use (banding use types, mixed use)
Customisation (kit-of-parts)
Ease of reconfiguration (change readiness)
Economic case (first use, life-cycle costs, value)
Rules (spatial, physical) 
Services (location, access, building use)
Site Context (surrounding area and land use policy)
Standardisation (level of, reuse)
Structure (scale, type)  
Users (knowledge, needs)
Table 6.2 Emerged parameters from the workshop 
A third workshop was held in December 2008, which aimed to clarify the motivations and hesitations 
of stakeholders towards adaptability. Industry participants were broken into two groups, the 
participants were asked to role play a particular stakeholder’s role (e.g. owner, funder, constructor) 
– many of which related to their daily role in industry. They were presented a project scenario and 
given sheets of hypothesised benefits/hesitations in accord to their stakeholder role. Each participant 
was asked to confirm the benefit (yes or no) and if deemed appropriate provide a level of significance 
(high, medium or low). A small number of changes to the hypothesised benefits arose from the 
workshop with many of the stakeholders confirming the list of potential benefits. The confirmation 
of specific benefits proved to be of lesser significance compared to the improved conversation 
amongst stakeholders when motivations were clarified and tensions were able to be addressed. A 
list of the higher-level motivations/hesitations that cut across stakeholders is presented as Table 6.3. 
Each one of the higher-level motivations/hesitations can be further decomposed to offer a 
differentiated set of motivations/hesitations more specific to each stakeholder role (Appendix T).    
Available  (pre-use) Flex/Scal/Refit/Mov - able (in use) Recyclable (after-use) 
‘Done before, pre-
assembled  
Easier to sell/ lease Select materials 
Faster speed to occupation Over design for initial use Recognition 
Simpler design process Easier to change Minimum embodied energy
Faster speed of construction Increased maintenance Reusable 
Faster Design  Prolonged lifecycle Renewable 
Repeatable Easier to resell/ lease Easier to resell/ lease 
Table 6.3 Confirmed benefits from the workshop 
A fourth workshop was held in May 2009 as an internal workshop (9 AF members attended) to discuss 
the internal hypothesised classification of change objectives (adaptability types) that fell under the 
umbrella of adaptability (we had termed them as 6 ‘design strategies’ for adaptability at the time). 
Early in the project six strategies to achieve adaptability were identified as a series of ‘ables’ to 
describe the physical capacity of the building to be adaptable - the building is available, extendable, 
flexible, refitable, moveable, and recyclable. As part of the iterative thought process some of the 
keywords shifted marginally to incorporate slightly different connotations (extendable to scalable, 
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recyclable to reusable). After reviewing the literature, a plethora of design strategies (adaptability 
types) were found; however, the result presented a mixture of terminology and correlating 
definitions leaving no clear way of easily deciphering the semantically tangled typologies. The task was 
to test the hypothesised set of strategies against the literature. The typologies from the literature 
were positioned in relationship to the extant AF strategies (Figure 6.2 – next page).  
The discussion and analysis that followed led to the elimination of two of the strategies (available and 
reusable) as they were deemed outside the revised scope of adaptability (limited to the use phase). 
Available was concerned with the speed of design and construction by shortening the delivery of a 
building (through a standard set of components) largely in regards to the commercial benefits of early 
occupation, although such a kit might lend itself to subsequent modification for new uses or sites. 
Reusable focused on the building’s capacity for its components to be reused or recycled after the 
building’s life; while the capacity to deconstruct a building is of particular relevance to refitable as a 
characteristic it was determined to be outside the framework in regards to prolonging the life of the 
building itself. In addition to finding these two strategies outside the revised scope, the large cluster 
of definitions surrounding our interpretation of flexible led to the splitting its meaning into two specific 
strategies. Our initial definition of flexible covered a spectrum of possibilities from how the space was 
defined physically to how the space was being used functionally. In this regard, flexible was split into 
versatile to represent the physical change of space (i.e. spatial layout), and convertible to signify change 
of use. The dissolving of flexible as a strategy along with the more specific meanings of versatile and 
convertible resulted in one last addition of adjustable to correspond to equipment and/or furnishing 
changes that respond to changes in task or user. The added advantage of removing flexible as a type 
(subset of adaptability) allowed for the term to be applied interchangeably with adaptability within 
the literature and industry lingua franca. Further clarification was gleamed by simplifying the definition 
of each strategy as a different type of change the building may accommodate – task, space, 
component, use, size and location. The above exercise resolved the desire to map AF’s strategies 
against the literature and assure a level of comprehensiveness. Further distinctions were clarified 
through the development of the AF links table (M5).  
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Figure 6.2 Literature typologies mapped onto initial AF types 
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6.1.2. Case studies 
Ten exploratory building case studies were collected based on a theoretical sampling of projects that 
were known to have included adaptable tactics. A case study protocol was created with respect to 
three areas:  general information (e.g. location, cost, building type), organisations (e.g. client, designer 
and contractor) and building specifications (e.g. structure, services, finishes). Project stakeholders 
were interviewed (1 to 2 per a project) along with the collection of project drawings and publications. 
The retrospective case studies were summarised creating a short project narrative that focused on 
the design tactics deployed and whether or not they had been implemented. No cross case analysis 
was conducted, but the individual narratives provided initial data from which to draw from. Table 6.4 
provides an overview of the case studies collected highlighting the tactics (physical features) 
implemented and the contingent factors that were documented to influence the design. A complete 
list of tactics with descriptions is provided as Appendix U.  
Project Building type Tactics(physical features) Contingent factors
Sainsbury Centre Museum Standardised cladding and details, kit 
of parts, large open space, large 
service space & easy access, 
adjustable and moveable furniture 
and equipment. 
High profile client/ project, 
university site (multiple 
agendas), loose 
programme, multiple 
extensions 
Chiswick Park Office Park Standardised parts, modular 
coordination, open floor plan, mixed 
use, raised floors & dropped ceilings, 
moveable partitions 
management strategy, 
section 106 agreement, 
previous plan  
Civil Engineering, 
Loughborough 
University 
Higher 
Education 
Tartan grid, orthogonal plan, 
standardised componentry, high 
floor heights w/ large service void, 
structural redundancy, reversible 
connections 
High cost, rigid master plan 
Halley VI laboratory Standardised components; 
standardised, moveable, and 
dismantlable modules; multi-
functional spaces, standard grid, plug 
and play services  
Extreme environment, 
mobile, complicated 
logistics, minimal 
environmental impact 
Mary Elliot 
School 
Primary 
school 
Standard grid, oversized circulation, 
access to services, good daylighting 
and thermal mass, standard 6m grid, 
standardised structural components 
Prominent feature in the 
brief, special needs school, 
acoustic regulations, 
educational philosophies, 
use of a system building 
Silk Street Offices Office Standard materials, simple details, 
service access, two new atria, 
service upgrade and access, screed 
removal (increased floor height), 
adjustable desks, wide corridors  
High privacy constraints, in 
house maintenance team, 
two existing structures 
adapted into one, central 
London location 
Igus Factory Manufacturing Wide-span structure, standardised 
components, exposed services, 
moveable pods, elevated walkways, 
Fire regulations, highly 
dynamic demand, high 
initial cost 
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roof domes, central courtyards, 
modular coordinated systems, 
legible construction 
Myton Road Temporary  
facility 
Simple dismantlable timber structure Low cost, temporary, 
planning regulations  
Mossbourne 
Academy 
Secondary 
school 
Standardised spaces (generic 
classrooms), multi-functional 
exterior spaces, standard materials, 
structural timber grid, operable 
vents, wind towers (natural 
ventilation), top-lit voids (good 
daylighting), exposed concrete soffits 
(thermal mass), interior partitions, 
accessible floor panels, adjustable 
desks  
New type of school, 
neighbouring rail tracks, 
triangular site shape, 
multiple client voices, space 
standards (classrooms, 
social spaces & circulation), 
security, expensive 
maintenance,  
Terrapin Registry 
Drop 
Temporary  
facility 
Standard system of structure and 
skin components used, standard 
grid, standardised components, 
dismantable, resusable system of 
components 
Temporary, short design 
and construction time, cost 
constraints, Part L building 
regulations, communication 
Table 6.4 Physical and Contingent factors for initial case studies 
6.1.3. Interviews  
High-level personnel from six architectural practices were interviewed; a representational sample of 
two practices from each of the three distinct categories of Japanese practices1 was selected (large 
general contractors, large architectural design firms and small design ateliers). Questions regarding 
adaptability were developed and emailed to interviewees prior to the interviews directed at exploring 
a high-level understanding from a practice and professional perspective (e.g. as a company, do you 
tend to think about future changes?; as an architect, how do you design for adaptability?), and a more 
specific understanding espoused at a project level (e.g. what enabled or impeded adaptability to 
manifest in this project?). In the email, the questions were preceded by the AF definition of adaptability 
and illustrated through the six adaptability types (e.g. flexible, refitable – see Figure 6.2). Data from 
the interviews were tabulated (generating three A3 size pages) mapping the responses (as a cell) of 
each practice typology to each question. A thematic content analysis was conducted through a 
systematic comparison of each cell revealing several themes (e.g. spatial, functional, componentry) - 
Appendix V presents the full table.   
The conversations resulted in: a) narratives that painted a wider picture of the contingent factors 
which surround designing for adaptability (a verification and expansion of the critical physical and 
social parameters defined in the second workshop); and b) the need to better clarify the research 
framework. With respect to the latter finding, some participants had difficulty pinpointing what was 
                                                            
1 The preliminary set of interviews took place in Japan, because a) timing of the trip and b) it was viewed as an 
excellent opportunity to gather an industry perspective from an established culture of practicing adaptable design 
strategies and tactics.  
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meant by adaptability. It was clear that amongst the six interviews there were broader interpretations 
of adaptability and how it could be applied in industry either through the ‘adaptability’ of process, 
product or people. This was made evident from their responses including communication, 
technologies, regulations, and experiences - alluding to a wide range of sources from which 
adaptability could manifest itself. Whilst the adaptability types were comprehensible, their links to 
other factors discussed were not explicit and left to interpretation. All were capable of talking about 
adaptability; however, it was clear a finer degree of articulation would augment the discussion 
concerning future changes and the affects they might have on their proposed designs. The experience 
clearly demonstrated the limits of the existing framework2 and led to the revision of the AF definition 
of adaptability (Schmidt III et al. 2010) along with the creation of additional models illustrating key 
dimensions (Schmidt III et al. 2009a). The lessons accumulated had a direct impact on five of the 
consequential models presented as part of the initial framework (6.2.3) –sources (M2), design 
perspectives (M3), framecycle (M6), project pull (M8) and linking table (M10).  
6.1.4. Preliminary Data Collection Summary 
The intent of this section was to offer a brief overview of the preliminary data collected that 
influenced the formation of the initial theory – providing a succinct summary of the proceeding 
elements (4 workshops, 10 building case studies and 6 interviews). The collection of these elements 
took place over a two year time period and are coupled with an evolution of thinking through internal 
and informal conversations within the AF research group.   
6.2. Theory Generation & Initial Framework 
This section presents the initial or a priori framework as a set of concepts and models (see Figure 
5.2 for a visualisation of the initial framework). As noted previously in the research approach (section 
5.2), the theoretical framework continuously evolved to match the evidence accrued (theory 
development rather than theory generation). Hence the evolving framework looks to explain 
adaptability by defining a set of concepts and models that best represent the empirical world.  
6.2.1. Concepts 
A concept is defined here as a fundamental building block to comprehend relations between 
objects. This section, broken into two parts, defines a set of concepts as part of the initial 
framework. The number in brackets after the concept refers to the section within the literature 
review (and preliminary data collection) the concept is presented and discussed.  
 
                                                            
2 The ‘existing’ framework which is referenced here predates the initial framework for this thesis as the initial AF 
framework consisting of a single model and a handful of concepts.  
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6.2.1.1. Designing for Adaptability  
1. Adaptability (3.1):  the capacity for a building to accommodate effectively the 
evolving demands of its users and environment, thus maximising value 
through life. 
2. Adaptability type (3.2, 6.1.1): a classification for a particular change objective 
which relates to subset of approaches and methods under the umbrella of 
adaptability.  
a. Adjustable –  change of task/ user 
b. Versatile –  change of space 
c. Refitable –  change of performance 
d. Convertible –  change of use 
e. Scalable –  change of size 
f. Moveable – change of location 
3. Design strategy (3.3): an overarching approach towards a way of doing things 
(methodology) that can be defined through a set of characteristics (e.g. 
modularity, convertible) and methods - i.e. provides a way of thinking. 
4. Design resource (3.4):  a source or tool used as a means to accomplish 
designing for adaptability. 
5. Design parameters (3.4.1, 6.1.1):  different units or decisions that make up the 
building; e.g. height, width, material, colour. Parameters can be ranges 
(continuous variables, e.g. storey height) or options (nominal variables, e.g. 
partition system).  
a. Critical Adaptability Parameters (CAPs) – a subset of design parameters 
that have a high importance towards adaptability. Parameters will 
have varying levels of importance based on the type of adaptability 
considered. 
6. Design Guideline (3.4.2): general rules that help designers make decisions on 
the design parameters and structure, but are not absolute and can be 
adjusted based on the specific context.   
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a. Components – a group of parts that can be identified as a constituent 
of a system. 
b. Component relationships - how two components relate to each other 
either structurally, spatially or through service flows (e.g. visualised 
through product structures). 
c. Space – the physical void inside, between, and outside the physical 
bits. Spatial characteristics include size, proportion, height, depth, 
etc.  
d. Spatial relationships - how two spaces relate to each other through 
access, proximity or separation (e.g. visualised through bubble 
diagrams).  
7. Change scenario (3.4.3):  a narrative for how the building could change; 
provides a measure for envisaging and testing adaptability strategies. 
8. Design tactic (3.4.4, 6.1.1): a specific method to achieve a goal/approach 
(strategy) - i.e. provides a way of doing. 
9. Evaluation tool (3.4.5): evaluate a design or an existing building’s capacity to 
adapt through numerical techniques. 
10. Soft issues (3.5): project contingencies or parameters that are not specifically 
defined by the physical and spatial building (design parameters). 
11. Benefits & Barriers (3.6): application of the general variables that either enable 
(benefit) or hinder (barrier) the deployment and/or implementation of 
adaptability strategies and tactics.  
12. Stakeholders (6.1.1): people that are engaged in the building development 
process and influence how buildings are designed and constructed (Olander, 
2007). 
6.2.1.2. The physical object  
13. Building (4.1): a complex product constructed from parts and components (a 
set of systems) with varying service lives that change at different rates 
demanding strategies to mitigate against the cost and time of accommodating 
change. 
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14. Decomposition (2.3.3): the categorisation of building elements into discrete 
labels that can enable a better understanding of the building by investigating 
the relationships between the different categories (levels, layers or 
subsystems).   
15. Building layers (2.3.3.2): nominal categorisations that describe the building at a 
given scale that allow for the stratification (decomposition) of the building as a 
way of gaining further insight into how it will change over time.3  
a. Site - the legal boundary in which the building sits 
b. Structure - components which support the primary transferring of 
vertical loads and horizontal bracing 
c. Services - components that supply and transport physical flows - 
energy, water, communications, elevators 
d. Space plan - components that enclose the spaces users inhabit 
e. Stuff - components/ objects that reside inside the space users inhabit 
16. Module (4.2):  a group of ‘functionally’ or ‘structurally’ independent 
components. 
17. Interaction (5.3.3.1): a dependency between two elements  
a. Structural flow - transferring of a physical load, either vertically or 
horizontally/directly or indirectly (e.g. gravitational, lateral).  
b. Spatial flow - transferring of a spatial constraint through the physical 
relationship of two elements (e.g. adjacency, proximity, boundary). 
c. Service flow - transferring of a material element which services the 
inhabitability/function of the building (e.g. water, energy, air, data). 
18. Function (3.1): the way the building is being used at a particular point in time 
(a use classification). 
                                                            
3 Criteria to define something as a layer: can be defined at a similar abstraction scale with other layers, has a 
different role (within an entity of that of other layers), has a relationship ‘interacts’ with other layers (e.g. structural, 
spatial, service), has an approximate lifecycle (which is different than other layers) and change in one affects change 
in another (a level of interconnectedness). 
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6.2.2. Models 
This section presents a set of models as the latter part of the initial framework – a model is defined 
as a simplified representation of reality (process, product or people) that illustrates the relationships 
between concepts. Models as a design aid can be both explanatory and predictive.  
6.2.2.1. Product  
M1. Building Layers  
 
Figure 6.3 Building layer model adapted from Brand, 1994 
The research adopted Brand’s (1994) model for building decomposition, which envisions a building 
as a set of ‘shearing’ layers that change at different rates - the more the layers are connected, the 
greater difficulty and cost of adaptation. Building layers become a way of elucidating possible tensions 
over time for a given solution and suggest an organisational and relational structure when considering 
the effects of change on a building.  
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M2.  Sources 
 
Figure 6.4 Sources model 
 
The ‘sources’ model takes the six types of adaptability (WS4) and places them in a broader 
contextual spectrum of responses regarding adaptability which arose from the interviews and WS1. 
Thus, the sources (of know how) emerged to explain where our knowledge, resources, and 
constraints of adaptability come from - aspects that hinder, enable and/or accommodate change. 
The four additional elements include: design intelligence (e.g. philosophy, experiences,), rules (e.g. 
services, structure), policy (e.g. planning and building regulations, taxes) and products (e.g. standard 
details, iso standards). The elements are organised in relation to their permanence or fluctuation - 
ranging from more timeless, enduring aspects (intelligence, culture) to more time-bound (products, 
market). 
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M3. Design Perspectives 
 
Figure 6.5 Design perspectives model 
This model suggests design can be conceived as the interplay between function, space, and 
components and how they might evolve over time (independently, together, sequentially or in 
tension). A snap shot of this perspective is often tied to achieving the client’s immediate goals – the 
‘first use’ which can isolate the building in a single moment in time – here time is a fourth and 
encompassing perspective that ‘moves’ architecture from a static product (noun) to architecture as a 
dynamic process (verb).
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M4. Building Lifecycle (critical decisions) 
 
Figure 6.6 Building lifecycle model 
 
An owner’s projected length of involvement is often the basis over which they are willing to plan/invest for 
future change. How much they invest up front (critical decision point 01) and for operational maintenance 
(CDP 02) will help determine the point in time and their actions for when the building is no longer suited for 
their needs (CDP 03).  
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M5. Specificity 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Specificity model 
The specificity for which one can understand and design buildings can be characterised at five 
distinct levels - from the most generic (level 01, all buildings) to the most specific (level 05, 
tailored to a specific use, client and site) - i.e. the degree to which one tailors a design and 
associates a specific use and ownership of a space. The model also alludes to the derogatory 
relationship between being responsibly specific and sensibly indeterministic (continuums on the 
left side of the model). 
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6.2.2.2. Process 
M6. Framecycle 
 
Figure 6.8 Framecycle model 
The ‘Framecycle’ integrates the six adaptability types (WS4, green text) with collected tactics (case 
studies, orange text between types) and stakeholder benefits (WS3, outside green/orange circle). 
The purpose of the model is to make explicit the nature of adaptability that is desired – to improve 
on the imprecision in language identified in the literature and initial interviews as stakeholders often 
struggle to articulate their goals through the design process. The model is centred on the AF definition 
of adaptability with the six motivational goals (types of change) moving, clockwise, from relatively 
high-frequency changes on a daily scale (adjustable) to those that occur, if at all, over decades 
(movable). Such a comprehensive vocabulary can assist briefing and clarify goal-setting.  
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M7. Design Process 
 
Figure 6.9 Idealised design process model 
The sources (M4) play-out at different points in the design process (clockwise). The simple 
idealised illustration suggests a sequential condition between the sources in time.  
M8. Project Pull 
 
Figure 6.10 Project Pull model 
This model proffers that architectural design can be seen to be ‘pulled’ by factors that either sit 
inside the practice, inside the specifics of the project, or outside both (exogenous factors). The 
model provides a theoretical space for a dialogue around understanding the social context in which 
design takes place, dimensionalising the complexity of forces at play.  
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6.2.2.3. People 
M9. Stakeholder Benefits 
 
Figure 6.11 Benefit mapping for scalable type 
This model is focused on understanding stakeholder motivations and hesitations. At the centre is an adaptability type (scalable is shown 
in Figure 6.11, but maps were created for all six types), moving outwards, six general benefits are identified and stratified for each individual 
stakeholder describing a particular means and ends - i.e. moving outwards describes the why and inversely the how. Some are not 
applicable and are greyed out, while others may not always be positive (red text). 
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6.2.2.4. Crossover 
M10. Links Table 
 
Figure 6.12 Adaptability linking table 
This tabular model proposes theoretical linkages between the six adaptability types and the building 
layers. In addition, it correlates physical and time scales associated with the types and how stakeholders 
are related to the different types based on their actions and benefits - e.g. who carries out the change?   
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6.3. Chapter Summary  
The intent of this chapter was to present (and evidence) the initial framework. As discussed in 5.2.2 
this serves as a guiding instrument for the subsequent research methods described in the following 
chapters - a process which continually reviewed and evolved the framework allowing it to remain 
close to the data. The construction of an initial framework can be viewed as a set of theoretical 
assumptions (in the form of models) that were abducted from the three influential sources – i.e. while 
an evidence trail is presented, it is not a ‘requirement’ to justify its origins at this stage. However, as 
a result of formulating an initial framework based in part on preliminary data collected by the AF 
research group, it is worth revisiting the research context at this point to help clarify what 
contributions were made by the AF research group – visualised as research context 2.0 (Figure 6.13).  
The AF workshops presented in 6.1.1 propose and clarify some of the concepts that were left unclear 
within the literature – critical adaptability parameters (WS2), benefits & barriers (WS3) and 
adaptability types (WS4). The 10 case studies (6.1.2) provide examples of design tactics and soft 
issues to build a foundation for those two concepts. A unique example, is the organisation of the 
guidelines (3.4.2) which is not an AF research group contribution, but it is noted here because of its 
construct early on prior to the primary data collection - this organisational structure is used for 
verifying the design guidelines later on (10.2.1). Lastly the models themselves (6.2.2), propose/clarify 
several of the concepts – building decomposition (M1), soft issues (M2), stakeholder roles and 
benefits & barriers (M9) and concept definitions and adaptability types (M6). In addition, the models 
propose and clarify links between concepts – e.g. concept definitions and adaptability types (M6) and 
adaptability types and building decomposition (M10). Subsequent evolutions of the research context 
(Figure 11.1) and the framework (Figure 10.1) are presented later on.  
6.4. Bridge to the next three chapters 
The next three chapters present and analyse the empirical data and make links to the initial 
framework (theory development chapters). They are divided thematically and build upon each other 
towards the emergent theory for adaptability (see Figure 5.2). The emergent theory is presented in 
Chapter 10 and is referenced back to the evidence found in Chapters 7-9. Chapter 7 situates 
adaptability in the building industry by revealing perceptions and contextual contingencies that 
influence it (interviews). Chapter 8 puts forth the main findings regarding ‘designing for adaptability’ 
– design strategies, building characteristics and design tactics along with design resources (interviews 
& building case studies). Lastly, Chapter 9 focuses on the findings that evidence four of the core 
models – building layers (M1), framecycle (M6), links table (M10) and sources (M2) - as a way of 
evaluating adaptability (interviews, building case studies & DSM modelling).
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Figure 6.13 Research context 2.0 
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7. Contextualising Adaptability 
This initial theory development chapter presents a contextual picture regarding designing for 
adaptability by first introducing a handful of perceptions that emerged with respect to adaptability 
(7.1) and secondly by discussing a series of ‘soft’ factors (outside the physical building) that affect the 
capacity to delivery an adaptable solution (7.2-7.5). These latter factors are labelled contextual 
contingencies and will be referred to throughout the remaining chapters using the (CON) referencing 
system. A lexicon is provided as Figure 7.1 on the previous page - an A3 foldout that includes the 
contextual contingencies along with other elements that will be signposted throughout the remainder 
of the thesis. The data for this chapter was abducted from the interviews (section 5.3.1) - see also 
Figure 5.2.  
7.1. Perspectives on Adaptability 
This section starts by explaining some perspectives on adaptability that emerged from the interviews. 
These were important as they frame designers’ thinking regarding adaptability and what influences 
might exist in regards to their motivations and/or hesitations. Hence, benefit and barrier references 
are made back to the summarised list presented in Table 3.11 (e.g. barrier 2 = higher initial costs). 
As a few architects hinted, adaptability may merely be a state of mind of those involved (CON4) 
rather than a technical capacity, “there’s no substitute for good clients, good designers and a 
reasonable budget for solving these problems” (I3). The perceptions are discussed here under three 
abducted headings: motivations & hesitations (7.1.1), level of specificity (7.1.2) and building-centric 
vs. human-centric (7.1.3).  
7.1.1. Motivations & Hesitations 
Table 7.1 illustrates an emergent list of perspectives (rows) from the interviews (columns), the most 
significant of which are discussed below – PR# system is used to make references back to the table.1 
The perspectives are organised based on time – lessons from the past are embodied in precedent 
or building types, the present is broken into design and people/stakeholder mindsets and the future 
incorporates uncertainty and use perspectives. Table 7.1 also indicates whether the perspective was 
communicated as being positive or negative.  
 
                                                            
1 Not all interviewees discussed a perspective(s) regarding adaptability (blank columns, 25%), rather some simply 
discussed how they approached it (design strategies) and the characteristics that they believed facilitated the 
adaptability of the buildings they designed (Chapter 8). 
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Table 7.1 Perceptions to interviews mapping 
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7.1.1.1. The Past  
Some interviewees articulated building types as exemplars to describe their perspective (PR1-PR4). 
From a positive perspective Victorian warehouses (PR1) and Georgian terraced housing (PR2) were 
often mentioned, “the closer these buildings get to warehouses the better they are…it is the most 
adaptable, easy going place I’ve ever lived in and you can change it all the time.”(I4). Many felt terrace 
housing had proven to be an excellent benchmark that had been adapted in unlimited ways. However, 
the perception conveyed regarding how adaptability can be manifested as a building type was not 
always positive. There were mixed perspectives regarding post-war office blocks (PR3) which some 
felt were built rather robustly, while others felt they were designed too specifically for their use and 
hence unadaptable to modern conditions. A last example is the generic ‘big box’ typology (PR4) - 
the perception reflected here is that ‘everything can move around freely’ (I26) and ‘anything can take 
place’ (I22) inside an unobstructed large shell (CAR20). This was quickly invalidated by many as it 
was felt in reality these places offered, “very little light, no definition of place, anonymity, everything 
you as a human being would not want to do, a complete loss of character” (I26) – an affirmation of 
how little the building type addresses the broader spectrum of characteristics described by 
interviewees that make a building adaptable (Q4) - i.e. adaptability is about more than providing open 
space. The buildings were viewed as cheap, quick economic assets that tended to be knocked down 
and built again within very short timetables suggesting as one architect (I2) coined them the 
“antithesis of adaptability”. The discussion of this typology related to a broader concern expressed 
by some that adaptability equates to a utilitarian (and bland) solution rather than an aesthetic one 
(Q4); presenting a challenge to designers – does an adaptable solution suggest a bland, generic building? 
Or as one designer suggested, ‘too much’ flexibility, results in doing nothing with the space, “The 
danger of saying that everything is flexible is that you commit to nothing. Sometimes what you need 
is certainty…to give you something to work around” (I24). 
7.1.1.2. The Present 
An alternative scepticism for several architects arose with the use of technology as a means to 
promote flexibility, which was often associated with the High Tech movement (section 2.3.2.1). This 
was viewed more broadly as aestheticising flexibility (PR9) through componentry rather than 
implementation of it in reality, “a certain kind of nuts and bolts excitement of boy scout mentality, 
than a genuine interest in flexibility” (I15). This solution type was perceived to be accompanied with 
a high price tag (barrier 2) and often complicated by the bespoke nature of the solution. The 
manifestation of adaptability in this case was felt to be driven by commercial interests, “how the 
object can make them money or save them money” (I26). One architect (I6) went as far as to suggest 
that adaptability’s market perception, a way of mitigating risk in fear of obsolescence, is the only 
reason why it remains a consideration of design, not from its implementation success – “If I make it 
flexible, maybe I can extend its valuable life or I can add a premium onto its value because they’re 
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buying one thing, but I’ve given them three, I can charge more for that. That’s the promise of flexibility” 
(I6; benefits 3&4). This pessimistic perspective was not shared by all, in the sense that those options 
do provide value to the client as a legitimate form of risk mitigation (benefit 1). However, the 
affirmation of flexibility being reduced to an aesthetic was justified through precedents (e.g. Sainsbury 
Visual Arts Centre; Lloyd’s Building) that showcased “a lack of evidence of its implementation as 
intended” (I20) and “the rhetoric exceeding the reality” (I15) - “You could have more Lloyds building 
because it is got the bolt hole for where you put the next escalator but is that really that adaptable 
to have a bit more of the same thing” (I15 – dismisses benefit 3 and relates to barrier 1). 
As hinted with the previous statement, the technology-driven approach was also thought to limit 
adaptability (PR16) because the solution was restricted to a set number of pre-determined conditions, 
“even though it is changing a space, by moving a few walls around, actually it is more limiting, because 
that’s the only three or four states that that room can be in. I can be completely closed, half open or 
completely open and there’s actually not really any adaptability or flexibility in that space” (I5). The 
pre-determination of the solution was linked to a modernist notion of adaptability by limiting the 
solution to a very specific type of lifestyle, scale or work pattern (section 2.3.2) - adaptability through, 
“physical movement, changing partitions, grids with connections in them” (I6). Suspicion towards 
these types of solutions were combated with what many interviewees felt were the true enablers of 
a more adaptable solution – simple, subtle aspects (PR7) that don’t often get talked about, architect 
(I15), “the more lasting and important things about it are subtler, the fact that the rooms are well 
planned and generous and the materials will last well” (CAR10 & 22). Another architect (I27) 
mentioned,  
“If you look at some of the buildings that are most adaptable they are like the terraced 
house that has proved to be an infinitely adaptable form of building. It is not a technology 
or an innovation driven approach to adaptability but it may be to do with the size and 
the shape and how it fits into context and things like that” (CAR32&58). 
This aligned with others who, while admitting certain tactics will add costs (barrier 2), suggested 
much could be resolved through good planning (PR5), “A lot of these things are about thinking them 
through early. For example the ability to sub-let on a floor by floor or half floor basis, that just comes 
from good architectural planning. If you plan the building and design the core so that they can be 
accessed from both sides and so the sub-lets work, then there’s no cost at all. That’s just about timing” 
(I24- CAR24&50). Another architect made a helpful distinction by stating, “It depends if the flexibility 
is inherent or whether the flexibility is equivalent to redundancy” (I25) - the latter of which will almost 
always add costs (barrier 2).  
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The simplified approach regarding adaptability was conveyed as purely making sensible decisions 
rather than a quantifiable amount of redundancy - understanding how people may use a space, “if 
there is a possibility that something might happen on the other side, we don’t want to make this a 
solid concrete wall” (I14). Adaptability in this worldview is about catering to an occupational process 
rather than a built product, “the whole project has been about process and methodology rather than 
physical outputs and it is actually helped them as an arts organisation to understand more about what 
they’re doing and how they work with space” (I14) – benefit 8. This brings forth two important 
conceptual perspectives regarding adaptability - human vs. building and process vs. product (section 
7.1.3). 
Hence some felt the inclusion of adaptability was the result of ‘second guessing’ or a ‘cop out’ on the 
client’s part (PR8). This position was articulated by the need to work through what the client actually 
needed as opposed to utilising a generic descriptor (barrier) to accommodate not actually thinking 
about how they want to use the building, “Once you get into that and work out what they actually 
want to do, it is actually nothing to do with moveable walls. It is just that they haven’t quite decided 
what sized classes they’re going to teach” (I24). The attempt by the architect here is not to hone in 
on a single pathway (no adaptability), but to start to eliminate the improbable (infinitely adaptable). 
Thus as one developer (I36) proclaimed, “adaptable doesn’t mean throwing every conceivable 
option or addition to a building in trying to make it adaptable or even flexible; [however] there’s a 
temptation in industry to just decide that the answer is if you have everything in that building, it must 
be adaptable.” Thus, adaptability like most things operates best under appropriate conditions. This 
position aligns itself well with brief(ing) as a process (CON3) to define a more specific adaptability 
and is cautious of “the Meisen view of universal space” (I23; section 2.3.1.2). However the idea of 
‘second guessing’ in and of itself is not always a wasteful act, as one architect (I8) commented on 
regarding a project, “We hadn’t been asked to design it to this standard, but let’s just put ourselves 
in the place of a couple of 14 year olds…so we raised the lighting, made it robust by lining the walls 
to make sure they could take impact damage and it is standing up very well for kids running around 
in the space on a daily basis.” Here the architect ‘second guessed’ the client’s intended use of the 
space merely as a large meeting space and designed it to be used for more active activities (PR13) 
which have taken place in the space daily.  
7.1.1.3. The Future 
Adaptability was perceived by many as a means to help achieve a more sustainable built environment 
(PR15) by enabling buildings to accommodate change better and thus, last longer (benefits 1 & 8). 
This perception of an increased longevity was confirmed by one architect (I3) who stated, “There’s 
a sustainability argument for it, because if you can make a building that’s flexible, it is much more likely 
to last the course. Usually buildings get knocked down because they’re not flexible enough. So if it is 
flexible, it is more likely to get reused.” This position was also supported by one architect’s (I16) 
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motivation to create a good legacy, “I want to build buildings I can show my kids and show them, it 
is still there, but the one next door got torn down because it over-heated or they couldn’t turn it 
from office to housing or whatever.” While many perceived adaptability to play a strong role with 
regards to sustainability, some felt that the connection was not made by all stakeholders leaving 
adaptability at the margins of sustainability (PR11), as one architect (I35) pointed out, “Adaptability 
reads sustainability, sustainability isn’t just about green materials, it is about using spaces again and 
again for different purposes.” But it was often correlated that adaptability’s overall marginalisation in 
relationship to sustainability relates to its lack of quantifiable and immediate benefits (CON19&21; 
barrier 1). In addition, the sustainability argument also ties into the perception espoused regarding 
adaptability being about doing more with less – an approach that tries to get the ‘most’ out of each 
component (or space) – e.g. reducing material use by designing out elements. The flip side of that 
argument is that it embeds multiple functions into a single component - integration rather than 
modularisation – which can hinder the capacity to change in the future. 
At the same time, almost all interviewees acknowledged the uncertainty with regards to how a 
building will change in the future (PR19-23). Some saw this as a reason to design for adaptability 
(attempts to ameliorate inevitable changes – benefit 1); while others saw it as a reason why not to 
(waste of money; minimum effect) – as one architect (I24) summarised the conundrum, “if you don’t 
do it, it is impossible [to do later]; if you do it there’s a chance it won’t be utilised.” Put this way, 
adaptability, for the second time, is about risk mitigation (the added cost of the solution is positioned 
against the probability of its need – M14) or as architect (I25) stated “it is all about an attitude towards 
resilience”. One interviewee (I32) suggested applying a law of reasonable limits, “We’ll design you a 
10% looseness of fit around your organisation in terms of expandability… beyond that you’ll need a 
different building. But you’ve got a good building which will be relettable” (CON17). Along the same 
line, a few interviewees expressed a concern that deploying adaptable strategies compromises the 
ideal conditions of a first use (PR17) for an uncertain future use, “The optimum office building that 
would have a depth from the core to the window of 18 metres is hopeless for residential because it 
is too deep…so you’ve got to either chop off a bay to thin it out or you’ve got to put a big hole in 
the middle of it” (I36).  
A handful of architects took the position that it does not matter what they designed, that anything is 
adaptable (PR22), “There are very few things which are so physically immovable that they resist 
adaptability. Masonry, you smash it around all the time - add holes in it, they make it bigger, they 
make it smaller. That’s what humans do” (I6). As another architect (I3) put it, “It doesn’t matter 
whether they’re built of brick and timber, or whether they’re built of concrete or whether they’re 
built of steel. If you want to change them, change them…any construction or technical challenge that 
gets thrown up is just something you can deal with very easily.” One architect (I27) exemplified 
getting around low ceiling heights by implementing an alternative technology (chilled ceiling) rather 
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than the conventional solution. The ‘anything can be adapted’ mentality was depicted by others as 
only being a matter of costs (PR21) from a deployment and implementation perspective, “Basically if 
you’ve got a column in the wrong place or if you’ve got a ceiling that’s too low or whatever, you 
chuck a little bit of money at it and it goes, it is not there anymore” (I3).  
A handful of others were more conservative than the ‘anything is adaptable’ perception by suggesting 
what gets adapted is completely accidental (PR19) – i.e. it is impossible to foresee the conditions that 
will allow (or not) for a building to be adapted, “The beauty in their [Victorian warehouses] 
adaptability is something that is completely accidental. It hasn’t been designed for, it is just sort of 
happened. Whereas, as designers, we’re trying to find ways of designing for the accidental, which by 
definition is impossible” (I1). This perspective was affirmed by another architect (I35), “It works 
because we can make it work, not necessarily because that’s the way they thought it would work in 
the future.” One architect pointed out this was aided by, “the micro-scaling of technology which 
allows [more] things to happen in the same space.” The perspective of adaptability being completely 
accidental chimes well with those who felt that adaptability is not an explicit characteristic to design 
for; that it is merely inherent in what they do, “Would you ask a writer whether he was writing an 
adaptable novel or whatever?  He’s just doing what he does” (I14) – i.e. adaptation is the result of 
good design (not a particular design tactic).  
The positive and negative perspectives presented here have already begun to broaden the 
conventional grasp of adaptability that encompasses a wider range of factors, both soft (see 7.2-7.5) 
and physical (discussed at length in Chapter 8), along with the possibility of the user adapting rather 
than the building. They stretch from the positive as a means to a more sustainable built environment 
(adaptability should be carefully planned for) to the neglectful as a combination of unknown elements 
(uncertainty is too great). Most importantly, the perspectives begin to question the conventional 
understanding of architecture - to the extent of it being defined as an occupational process opposed 
to a physical product.  
7.1.2. Level of Specificity: ‘Tight-fit vs. Loose-fit’ 
“They’d be more adaptable if they weren’t so designed. This country [UK] tends to be particularly bad 
at having too much design.”  
I32 
When discussing how one designs for adaptability many of the approaches and tactics were 
congruent with each other. However, one clear distinction that emerged and framed interviewees’ 
perspectives on adaptability was with regard to the level of spatial specificity (tight-fit vs. loose-fit) – 
this discussion relates to M5 of the initial framework. While both camps are a partial reaction to 
failed aspects of the Modernist ideal for universality or endlessly ‘adaptable’ design – an architecture 
that could be situated anywhere by anyone for any need – there remains a fundamental disparity 
between how each reacts to this and consequently envisions and designs for adaptability.  
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The level of specificity in architecture can mean being ‘precise’ or not about various factors and in 
different ways. In this context, the consideration is for spatial specificity with regards to spatial 
dimensions and the prescribed function of that space. The level of spatial specificity can also be a 
reflection of a project’s level of specificity regarding the stakeholders’ interpretation of adaptability. 
This is a critical notion pointed out by the ‘tight-fit’ camp as any abstract use of the word adaptability 
is quickly scrutinised as potentially compromising actual need – i.e. a non-precise understanding of 
the need cannot result in a useful application of adaptability. Spatial specificity is linked to and partially 
representational of, but should not be substituted for, the character a building may possess 
(CAR52&53) e.g. through its materiality, image or formal specificity. As one architect revealed, “even 
though it has a very specific kind of geometry and articulation of the facades, the space inside with 
the central core and stair, if you stripped all of this out, would be an open plan office space.” The 
quote suggests, despite having a particular form and image that made up the exterior of the building, 
the building provided fundamentally a ‘loose fit’ open plan underneath.  
The ‘loose-fit’ camp represents the more mainstream approach found in the literature – providing a 
level of spatial redundancy. The ‘loose-fit’ approach embodies a broader interpretation of how a 
building may be used, as one architect (I2) cogently stated, “we are always trying to make a ‘loose-
fit’ between the programme and the architecture.” The core rationale offered by proponents of a 
‘loose-fit’ approach is the dynamic demand posed by the constantly changing world in which buildings 
exist within, “changes in demography, changes in the age of the population, changes in technology 
and economics, family patterns, you name it, everything has changed as radically as it has ever done 
in the last hundred years at the very same time as we’ve had this notion of a fixed immutable 
architecture” (I19). This is a reaction to the perceived Modernist, or architecture more generally, 
tenet of architecture’s static nature (section 1.1.4); this group expressed a shared perspective that 
one must accept the notion of fluid change and attempt to design with this in mind (CON2), thus “it 
is about being under-specific rather than over-specific, designing things to be capable of doing several 
things, or things that you don’t know about” (I32). It was added that this was believed to be at odds 
of what architectural education often presented to students regarding specificity, “education in 
architecture schools says you’re nothing unless you come up with a really fresh shape” (I19).  
Champions for this perspective held a mutual discontent of being overly specific, as one architect (I4) 
epitomised, “The more you try to solve the problem and solve the problem and solve a problem, 
the more you are actually just getting caught up in something that is so highly cultured to a particular 
solution that it, sort of, forgets all of the other things.” This led to the presumed danger of 
compromising the evolving needs of the user and eventually premature obsolescence. As another 
architect (I3) affirmed, “The reason why things like Georgian houses work when they do work is 
because they’ve got a certain generosity. In other words – instead of being designed down to the nth 
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degree, each room, has a little bit of flex in the dimensions.” One architect (I25) made the analogy 
that adaptability is about,  
“trying to find the Berne Gauge, the hoop you put over railroad tracks in which everything 
should be able to pass. The problem is that in the UK we went our own way with our 
Berne Gauge and made it a little smaller than continental Europe which makes everything 
cheaper. When we are talking about adaptability, you’ve got to always be looking for 
the Berne Gauge – the thing that is going to work for everybody.”  
On the contrary, even within the loose-fit group, there was an acknowledged danger of the flipside 
as well - designing a solution that is ‘too loose’ and unable to accommodate the immediate needs of 
the user as the architect (I3) continued, “if you make it too loose fit, then anything goes and it means 
that the organisation has got no way of structuring their change and their expansion.” This reflects 
the danger expressed earlier about compromising the initial use.  
On the other hand as a reaction to the generic blandness that Modernism revealed, was as one 
architect (I11) metaphorically expressed, “there’s something very nice about a tailor made suit that 
only fits me.” The ‘tight-fit’ camp expressed adaptability does not require spatial redundancy, 
“adaptability can be very specific, but it is still adaptability. It is trying to take them [the client] with 
you and make sure they understand the limits of what they can do and that those limits are 
appropriate really” (I24). It was stressed that being specific does not inherently mean it is difficult to 
adapt, “I would say it is very, very specific in its organisation, spatial quality, but I would argue that it 
is also relatively easy to extend” (I6). Promoters of a ‘tight-fit’ approach felt in reality buildings were 
not adapted for their ‘loose-fit’ approach typically associated with adaptability, “Some of the more 
specifically designed buildings, actually prove to become adaptable for certain reasons that are not 
predicated on adaptability” (I14). This group shared the belief that ‘good architecture’ trumps any 
explicitly designed spatial ‘adaptability’,   
“…the architecture was so good and so good for the city that it is useful regardless of 
what it is used for. It is useful politically, it is useful as a civic space, it is useful as places 
where people can gather and meet and that’s the kind of engine of the city, that kind of 
social and political space. I don’t think somebody said, ‘Let’s build a generic space where 
people can meet’. They built a very specific space where very specific things can happen 
and that lends a kind of specificity, a kind of typography to a place which makes it useful, 
which makes it capable of being meaningful and therefore being valued for more than 
its real estate qualities, for more than its heritage qualities, for more than its functional 
potential” I6.  
This position was substantiated through human nature in that society tends to keep things that ‘we’ 
value and that are done well; i.e. design a good building for today that is capable of being knocked 
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around and it will go beyond any single use (Q4). The ‘fear’ of being ‘overly-specific’ was perceived 
to be held in check (to an extent) by assuring certain fundamental architectural qualities such as 
natural light, views (visual connections), divisible proportions and a level of durability are in place -
e.g. a floor plan can’t be too deep since it wouldn’t allow natural light to penetrate the space very 
well (CAR 10, 24, 39, 51). Despite designing for the immediate needs (what we know now at a 
particular point in time), defenders of this approach remained critical of the brief, even more so to 
an extent, an effort to ensure a proper fit between the client’s immediate needs and the design. For 
them as one architect  (I35) summarised, “it is important to have a purpose for a particular space at 
a point in time, rather than being flexible for flexible’s sake…[where] you end up putting flood wiring 
everywhere and floor boxes everywhere and nothing on the walls and it doesn’t really suit anybody.” 
While all respondents seemingly approached adaptability starting from one side or the other (loose-
fit or tight-fit), a majority of respondents acknowledged the importance of incorporating aspects of 
the two polarities. The starting point for many can be reflective of the type of clients they often deal 
with. Some architects suggested that the role of the architect is to determine which parts need to be 
highly specific and which parts are better served as more generic. This distinction suggested a more 
greyscale approach allowing for a degree of both approaches to co-exist within the same design, “it 
is about optimum rather than the lowest common denominator which is the great risk of property 
industries speculative developments which tend to be lowest denominator.” (I25). A few architects 
then made the connection to modularity (DS1), spatial planning (DS6) and unfinished design (DS8) 
as design strategies to help make that determination, “it chimes well with the idea of the generic 
which becomes maybe what’s fixed and specific becomes maybe what’s flexible in that sense” (I25).  
It is worth mentioning that a designer’s approach to specificity is not solely shaped by their own will. 
One designer commented on how the degree of specificity is often a result of the process and not 
something the designer can wholly determine (CONs). He exemplified this by stating one design they 
had done could literally fit anywhere in the world; while the other one could only be in that one 
particular place fitted for that particular moment. In another example, one developer (I36) 
commented on how the level of specificity is often a result of the longevity of the ownership strategy 
(CON1), “we were going to do a lease issue, but they’ve bought it on the basis that it is such a 
bespoke building…do you try and make that building loose-fit or do you just accept that TV studios 
are TV studios and you make it best for that particular use?” This discrepancy was also reflected in 
the tension between immediate client demands and unknown future users’ needs. Moreover, it was 
expressed that a ‘loose-fit’ approach will not always be available given site and/or budget restrictions 
(CON20). In such a case, the multiplicity of spatial use (CAR43) was conveyed as a supplementary 
characteristic for a ‘loose-fit’ approach.  
Lastly, the level of specificity does not inherently make a space more or less adaptable; it may 
however shift how change can be accommodated. An argument can be made that a ‘loose-fit’ 
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approach allows the architecture to ‘work’ less and requires the users to adapt more (human-centric 
approach), “in terms of flexibility, there’s almost less is more and not making it too specific…you’re 
giving them the freedom to adapt the space by the use of furniture or fit-out to maximise their benefit 
and their gain.” (I35) – i.e. less at the space plan level provides the user more freedom to adapt at 
the stuff level. Whereas, a more specific approach requires the building to be more accommodating 
to the user (building-centric) – i.e. there are only so many spatial interpretations a user may deploy. 
This suggested dichotomy between building and user led to the discussion that the building is not the 
only aspect capable of adapting.  
7.1.3. Building-centric vs. Human-centric 
The idea that the building had to be what was adapted was questioned by some who suggested the 
organisation or the human aspect as being what could be adaptable. One developer (I36) gave an 
example of a client who had built their own building where everything was adaptable with 
standardised, modular components, moveable partitions, etc. (CAR2&16). At the same time, they 
occupied an older building in another part of the UK where everything was fixed with brick and block 
work partitions. The developer went on, “What was interesting was that their cost of managing the 
buildings, the older one was incredibly cost effective and the adaptable one was very expensive. The 
reason for that was that the adaptable one, because it could be adapted, they just did and they never 
stopped moving things around…and for the one that was fixed, they didn’t try to, they just moved 
people around and adapted to the building.” In this extreme case, it was communicated that 
organisational adaptations worked better than building ones (at least from a cost management 
perspective), but most interviewees communicated that the organisation and the building must 
change together – that it cannot be one extreme or the other. This was related back to understanding 
organisational need rather than pre-subscribing or superimposing physical solutions (CON13) - 
rethinking the organisation and how they do things rather than attempting to use a technology to 
resolve an issue. One interviewee (I23) applied the building layer concept (M1) to people – e.g. end-
users, owner and developer/investor. The thinking here is that each stakeholder has a different role 
(function) and conceiving them as individual layers (rather than lumping them together) can allow for 
change to be accommodated easier. The separation was also applied to the occupying organisation 
itself (scaling of the concept) from the individual user to a particular group and broader department 
to the company as a whole – moving up and down decision ‘levels’ (section 2.3.3.1).  
In addition, one architect (I25) claimed that the speculative market is based on the basis that people 
are more adaptable than buildings - which they can adjust to a variety of conditions. As another 
architect added, “Generally if you’re uncomfortable, you won’t sit there in an uncomfortable state if 
you don’t have to, you’ll move or you’ll change it yourself.” Thus, humans are (can be) adaptable and 
as some architects suggested they rely on the users’ capacity to take initiative rather than the building 
itself. Most importantly this added perspective broadens how change can be accommodated.  
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7.1.4. Summary 
Designers’ perceptions regarding adaptability revealed there are several hesitations with regards to 
designing for adaptability (section 7.1.1). One designer confessed to implementing adaptable 
solutions simply to appease the client, despite knowing that “it would unlikely fulfil its potential” (I9) 
– barrier 1. Another expressed that moving furniture is perceived as quite easy, but moving a wall 
(no matter the method) is often perceived as quite traumatic. Some buildings do get adapted and 
others don’t, but whether it is completely accidental, a result of an explicit consideration, a matter 
of cost or simply good design is difficult to untangle and likely “a combination of unpredictable 
elements” (I32). The complexity was further exemplified through the level of spatial specificity 
described by the designers (section 7.1.2) and the interplay of accommodating change through the 
building itself or the users (section 7.1.3). The next section explores the contingencies that surround 
the building at a certain point in time and supports the complexity afforded to adaptability as being 
more than the physical properties of a building.  
7.2. Unravelling Contextual Contingencies (CONs)  
Interviewees were asked what (project) factors play a role in their ability to deliver an adaptable 
solution (Q7).  This presented a wider picture regarding adaptability and provided a deeper 
understanding of the complexity at hand. All interviewees recognised a multitude of factors, many 
finding inspiration from them as an approach to derive design character, “we all really enjoy problem 
solving and it is like bring it on, the more the merrier” (I28). It was observed that within each project 
the identified factors took on a particular form that resulted in complimentary and conflicting 
perspectives (i.e. an influential factor can be either positive or negative depending on the particular 
context). Thus, many expressed it was important to find ways of handling the factors at play, “you 
can’t change them, you can’t control them, you can’t tell your client to shut up. Your job as an 
architect is to make sure that all these things are balanced” (I22). 
This section discusses the reoccurring factors by highlighting general themes and discussing emergent 
perspectives evidenced from excerpts taken from the interview discussions. Table 7.2 maps the 
emergent themes and factors across the interviews – it is worth reiterating that the table is a result 
of an iterative process thus factors (contextual contingencies) merged, split, emerged and were 
(re)moved based on the process. Table 7.3 highlights themes most frequently raised. 
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Table 7.2 Contingences across interviews 
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It is worth noting that the issues identified in this section are not unique or isolated to adaptable 
design, but play a role in  the broader design consciousness - they produce the underlying synergies 
and tensions for designing a building in a particular way, “architecture is not a monothematic thing, it 
isn’t just about adaptability. It is got to be part of a whole menu of different things that you’re looking 
at” (I21). Many recognised adaptability as one of many design themes and one of which is not always 
a top priority, “I think you have to put that into a value system and I think it is fairly low down the list 
to be really honest, because there are lots of other things that the building needs to have in terms of 
its key values and adaptability might be in there, it might not” (I14). This was felt to reflect 
adaptability’s long-term value position (opposed to other immediate short-term issues; barrier 1). In 
another example, one architect described a tension between adaptability and durability that polarised 
their characteristics across value systems - adaptable is a cheap solution that could change easily 
(client desire); whereas, durable is difficult to change but much more permanent (architect desire). 
Thus, the importance is not only to convey the contingent issues that arose, but to offer links, 
clarifying the role they play in relation to adaptability and one another, as one architect ‘eloquently’ 
summed it up, “any one of these things can actually just fuck the whole thing up.” (I3).  
CLIENT 90%
BUDGET 70%
PLANNING LAWS  68%
USER APPROPRIATION/ APPRECIATION 62%
STAKEHOLDER MINDSETS 53%
PROCUREMENT ROUTE  53%
BUILDING REGULATIONS 53%
Table 7.3 Percentage a factor was mentioned in the interviews 
Organising the content of the interviews by themes helped provide a structure to communicate a 
narrative, but it was felt impossible to disentangle the factors in their entirety, as one interviewee 
noted, “It is trying to decouple these things which is difficult” (I29). In this vein, the section signposts 
to other contingencies and other adaptability elements when noted. The contingencies are clustered 
and presented as four themes: 7.2 stakeholders (the client, user appropriation), 7.3 rules (regulations, 
taxes), 7.4 phases (briefing, procurement) and 7.5 economics (market, budget). The clusters were 
abducted as similar contingencies arose and provide a higher-level framing of the elements.  
7.3. Stakeholders  
7.3.1. The Client (CON1) 
“We have to do it by guerrilla warfare because we can’t... if we tell people what we’re doing, they just 
wouldn’t accept it.”  
I19 
Most interviewees (36/40) discussed the client as playing a critical role in developing an adaptable 
building. Many stressed the importance for a good client/architect relationship and an enthusiastic 
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and engaged client as being critical to developing not only an adaptable solution, but a good building 
more generally. A handful of client attributes were identified as being influential in the process with 
regards to developing an adaptable solution (Table 7.3).  
ID Attribute Positive View Negative View 
C01a Mindset Open Rigid
C01b Intended User Client, Known User Speculative 
C01c Time perspective Long-term Short-term 
C01d Familiarity Unfamiliar Formulaic  
C01e Churn rate Low High
C01f Organisational complexity Single Individual or Group Multi-headed 
C01g Relationship Established New
C01h Enthusiasm Design Champion Lack of care 
C01i Responsibility Architect and Client Client only  
Table 7.4 Positive & negative views of client attributes 
7.3.1.1. Client mindsets and types 
Regarding the client’s mindset, according to one architect (I35) the amount of adaptability does not 
matter if the client has no intention of using it, “Sometimes you put stuff in to be flexible and the 
client says that’s the way I’m going to do it so the flexibility’s lost”. The architect went on to add, “It 
costs quite a lot of money to make it ultimately flexible and they’ll only use it one way for the next 
30 years.” Through conversation it became clear that some clients were perceived to be more open 
to ideas about how to obtain their interests, while others had a very fixed idea about what they 
wanted. As architect (I28) characterised two of their current clients, “The two clients couldn’t be 
more different. One is up to you, we want to make money, we want to have a good number of this, 
that and the other but you can tell us how you might want to do that. Whilst the other one has strict 
models for this is the way it works.”   
Clients who were more willing to engage in a conversation about design tended to be more open to 
suggestions from the architect regarding the quality of the design, as architect (I17) succinctly stated, 
“These types of things [adaptability] always come down to how much the client wants to engage in 
that discussion.” Architect (I26) explained, “we always start by asking all the questions even if some 
of them seem ridiculous, there’s a sort of why not rather than, you know, trying to consider 
everything and not being bound by well normally this happens and normally that happens.” The 
wiliness of the client to engage in the design process openly was found to be critical for allowing a 
fluid response to the various factors that arise as part of the design process. Architect (I18) affirmed 
this when expressing how certain NHS trusts (which operate within the same general framework) 
will be quite flexible in their interpretation of national guidelines while others will be quite rigid and 
impinging on the nuanced process. Interestingly as one architect (I25) labelled it ‘a sophisticated 
client’ (in regards to adaptability) will understand they do not know what they need and want to 
manage that understanding rather than pretend to know the future. This was characterised by the 
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architect as considering a broader market position rather than just their own particular context – i.e. 
a purpose-built monument vs. a neutral container that is ready to occupy and de-occupy quite 
quickly.  
If it does not add value from the client’s perspective (or legislation is not forcing it) then it is not often 
on the client’s agenda. As one architect stated, “They [clients] are highly unlikely to put a speculative 
premium on their building based upon our prediction of the future – They’re just simply not going to 
do that.” With regards to differing client value systems discussed, the type of client can be simplified 
into two types:  short-term (merchant developers) and long-term interest (investment developers) 
– the value of designing for adaptability tends to be tied to the time span of a client’s vested interest 
(i.e. there is no established market value for adaptability – barrier 4, M4, & M16). Architect (I5) 
enounced the difference between the two well, “Sometimes you have great people who can see that 
this building’s going to be there for the next 25 years and they’re looking after that legacy. Other 
people they’re saying, I just need to get this building briefed, completed on time and I’m not that 
interested deep down; maybe superficially, but not deep down.” Clients who could understand the 
value of constructing a building that could be used in multiple ways were often referred to as an 
‘intelligent client’ or a ‘thinking developer’. 
Clients with short-term perspectives were considered less likely to find value in deploying adaptable 
strategies & tactics and usually implement a very simple value equation - immediate economic return 
(selling price) over capital costs. This position was well portrayed by one of the planners (I31) who 
shared a recent conversation he had with the head of housing from one of England’s leading property 
developers, “…it is cheaper for us to build this way [non-adaptable] but we don’t want people 
adapting their houses anyway, when they have more kids we want them to go and buy a new house.” 
This critical realisation suggests even when developers realise the benefit from a future owner’s 
perspective (benefit 8), they intentionally construct redundancy into their developments as part of 
their business plan (M4) – i.e. not simply an issue of awareness, but of business models/values. When 
adaptability was considered from a short-term perspective, it was viewed to be used to appeal to 
the broadest tenant base with the highest net lettable floor space possible. Moreover, several 
architects noted that while clients were becoming more responsive regarding green agenda items, 
they had not necessarily made the connection to designing for adaptability. A few architects discussed 
in such instances, adaptability becomes a covert operation,  
“sometimes we are trying to get something into a project that the client might not actually 
want if he knew enough about it. That sounds horrible but you have to almost take that 
approach sometimes because you can’t really have that dialogue with them as a client. 
Because if you have that dialogue with them they are going to be thinking well is he more 
interested in somebody else or me?  I am paying you to do a service why are you talking 
to me about somebody else’s interest 30 years down the line” I27. 
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On the other hand, clients who value (and often are tied to) a longer-term perspective of the building 
were both proactive in suggesting adaptable design tactics and also more amicable to their suggestion. 
When asked about the difference, architect (I19) proclaimed energetically, “Absolutely! And I can 
absolutely show you different buildings that we’ve done for one type and for the other.” This position 
was affirmed by other architects who stated that it fundamentally changes the way they specified 
materials. Architect (I28) explained, “A developer who is maintaining the property does not want 
solutions that will be a hassle. We always want to specify things that age well, however, if the 
developer is simply looking to sell the building on, we might be under pressure to look at the cheapest 
option and not to do that.” It was indicated that when dealing with clients who have long-term 
interests, adaptability becomes about how they are going to use the space (rather than a mitigating 
risk strategy) – operational as well as business. One architect (I25) explained the importance of 
finding a balance between the division of ‘buildings for use’ and ‘buildings as investment units’ – 
balancing investment criteria and functional criteria – swayed too much in either direction and one 
may find a building that is unusable or one that is in administration (both diminish future efforts).  
All four of the developer’s interviewed would be considered investment developers - two tend to 
own their buildings for their longevity (over 20 years), while the other two typically look at a 10 year 
business plan for each development. One of the life-long investment developers (I33) expressed their 
position, “we have to make sure that it can adapt to different usages and things like that over the 
years but also we have interest in things like running costs and how well things last, because as 
landlords in 10 years’ time we will be the ones to pick up the pieces when it all falls apart really.” This 
perspective evidences well the slightly more complicated value system of the latter type of clients 
(investment) which in addition to capital costs will include rental income, operational costs, 
depreciation and legacy – see Figure 7.2. It should not be misunderstood that investment developers 
are not interested in maximising their profits; however, the fact that they are invested well into the 
operational period of the building allows for a broader interpretation of how the building will equate 
value which includes a use and cultural value. Architect (I40) points out, “while it can be a costly thing 
to do, the client, in this case,  knows the benefits, because flexibility allows them to let the building 
easily, so the smart developers, that’s what they do.” Clarity regarding the additional elements varies 
– rental income, operational costs and certain aspects of depreciation (materials) are reasonably 
calculable; while other aspects of depreciation and legacy (society’s appreciation) are more difficult 
to gauge. One university client asked the architect (I25) to explore a 400 year lifespan for their new 
building from experience of their existing buildings, whereas rebuilding every 60 years was considered 
too costly of an endeavour.  
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Figure 7.1 Contrasting value equations for short-term and long-term developers 
The latter of the two equations in Figure 7.2 caters better to adaptability, as adaptability’s immediate 
market value came across as quite weak (if anything) and was reduced to within use rather than 
across uses (funding silos) - section 7.3.21. Hence, the deployment of adaptable strategies and the 
implementation of adaptable tactics often means clarifying or expanding a client’s value system (gross 
development value); this was suggested in many cases to be extremely difficult and was seen to 
perpetuate adaptability as an additive design quality rather than a functional necessity – keeping it at 
the margins (PR11). The added value sought could come through local appreciation and use, as 
developer (I30) pointed out,  
“Birmingham doesn’t have anything special really in terms of roofing space unless you 
are a private person going to an apartment that happens to be high up or a city council 
office that’s high up. The restaurant on the roof and the hotel have always been loss 
leaders for the development appraisal. You can’t take all those services, all the goods 
lifts and everything else that they need to the top of the building and make any money 
on it. That was known from day one. However, we’re trying to set about doing a building 
that we’d enjoy doing and would be a bit of a legacy, to leave something for the city.” 
The developer went on to add, “the numbers are one thing, but actually the brand and the strategy 
is quite another. You’ve got to stabilise this living breathing thing for a period of time - it makes you 
think harder about the longevity and durability of the building when you’re planning to stay involved 
for a longer period.”  
Long-term clients, such as government agencies can present an even slightly more favourable position 
given they are not strictly concerned with the future market. As architect (I35) proposed, “They’re 
not working like a speculative office where we’re not going to put twice as much insulation in, because 
I’m going to pay more money and I’m not going to get anything back.” On the other hand, there can 
sometimes be a tension between an organisation that should have a long-term interest in their assets 
and a senior member making decisions. Architect (I18) stressed, “There is a lack of long-term 
foresight from the trust caused partly by the high churn rate of senior NHS members wanting to hit 
their 5 year targets and move on.” The disjunction between senior members of an organisation and 
the actual users was mentioned in other cases as well, “sometimes there’s a kind of a cut off where 
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the exec says, ‘We don’t want you to think about anything more than five years. We want the building 
to focus on what they [the users] need to do now. Beyond that, they [the users] will have to manage 
with the space they’ve got’” (I24). This condition can be exacerbated by the long length of many 
construction projects, several instances discussed a change in staff often carries with it a change in 
values or perspectives. Architect (I35) communicated a case where, “that project manager’s gone, 
someone else has come in, doesn’t necessarily know the history of the job and is looking purely at 
function and cost.”  
In addition, most talked about the difference regarding knowing who the user would be or not and 
whether or not the user was the client. Architect (I24) nicely articulated the difference, if you know 
the user…“the more you’re forced to focus on exactly how they work and that tends to lead you 
into thinking about how that might change;” whereas on the other hand, “If the client is speculative, 
like spec office, where the market is the view and to come in and challenge that, you’re kind of 
pushing at a locked door.” Designing adaptability for a speculative user demands a more generic 
approach (market based) – one which allows the user to customise or finish the space to suit their 
needs; whereas designing for a specific client inherently suggests a more nuanced approach to 
adaptability. If the user is speculative, architect (I40) points out, “the client will want to remove any 
potential obstacles; they don’t want a potential tenant to say we’re not taking your space because 
we can’t do X”, i.e. appeal to the widest user base possible with a generic ‘common-denominator’ 
container (possessing the highest net lettable space). While designing for a known user allows the 
designer to focus their attention on how the user operates (a tailored approach), from an adaptability 
perspective it can allow a broader band of working methods or uses to be accommodated that does 
not necessarily conflict with the current mode of operation (appropriate limits).  
When a known end user is different from the client (e.g. estates management), several architects 
stressed the importance of engaging in user workshops and tactics to allow their perspective to be 
communicated as well. The intent is to address the gap that typically exists between the different 
stakeholder value systems and bringing that to the forefront can help develop a more adaptable 
solution. This fits well with the architect’s conundrum positioned by one architect (I40), ‘There’s a 
derogatory relationship between being responsibly specific and actually being responsibly 
indeterministic.’ 
The client’s enthusiasm and attitude more generally toward the project was portrayed as an 
important dimension. One architect (I8) relayed, “Geoff is very strong in belief of certain things within 
creating the buildings and I like Geoff because he just says it as it is. There is a difference between a 
strong client and an abusive client.” This position was affirmed by architect (I5), “we really enjoy 
being with a very demanding client, because you tend to get better buildings out of a demanding 
client – someone who can be difficult, someone who’s maybe not quite sure what they want. They 
know what they want, but they’re not quite sure how to get there and you’ve got to help them.” On 
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the other side, architect (I16) revealed, “I think a lot of times a client may not even care and just say, 
‘Get it done, let’s just do this.’  You do need a client who says - I’m happy for you to go off and look 
at those sorts of things and come up with the alternative solution.” Thus, a client interested in ‘good’ 
architecture is important. Architect (I18) explained, “an enthusiastic client who can act as a design 
champion often helps elevate the importance of design quality, which might not otherwise be the 
case with a contractor-led team.” And for some clients, this extends past the building itself into the 
public realm, “We’ve got some good clients who believe in quality; not just in their buildings, but 
beyond the outside of their buildings, how things are landscaped, public squares and that sort of thing 
and about how that raises aspirations and everything else for places that they develop and that’s quite 
important as well” (I5). Again reinforcing a broader value equation.   
7.3.1.2. Client-architect relationship  
Many discussions mentioned the importance of having a good client-architect relationship as “you 
can’t force ideas onto a client” (I22) and “if you’re using someone else’s money they’ve got to believe 
in what they’re doing” (I13). In this vein, having an established relationship with the client was 
perceived to enhance the dialogue capacity. It allows everyone to “just bounce ideas around” (I33), 
to “share a mutual knowledge base” (I26) and as architect (I24) differentiated, “It is hard to transfer 
lessons explicitly from one client to another. It is very easy job to job because you can stand there 
with the client and say, ‘It works great, but this is what we want to do next time’.” The architect 
went on to add, “Some clients we have to go through this process with them of explaining why this 
is important and sometimes it takes two or three projects.” Having a good working relationship was 
seen to also allow compromises to be made easier. As one architect (I12) noted, “it was very, very 
rare that they (the client) actually expressed a desire to do something that was right at the other end 
of our professional recommendation.” 
A good relationship establishes a level of trust in both directions between the client and the architect. 
According to one architect (I13) good design is as simple as a good client and architect relationship. 
The vision and confidence expressed from the relationship can ‘move mountains’ (I13) and ‘make 
you do things you haven’t thought of’ (I13), but as the architect (I13) denoted, ‘it is not enough for 
the architect to have that because that can be displayed as arrogance.” A good relationship fosters 
good communication and allows the architect to ‘remain in regular contact’ (I35), ‘have more 
influence’ (I24), and assure the client, ‘they won’t go over the cost too much” (I11). Communication 
was regarded as something not explicitly taught to architects, but as something that is accrued over 
time and often requires alternative methods to drawings to help communicate design ideas such as 
physical models (section 8.3). It is important to understand the language that your client speaks as 
one architect (I29) pointed out in the course of doing three primary school projects, all three have 
very different preconceptions about what they do. One developer (I10) commented, “We would 
like to be in a more productive relationship between client and architect that does go beyond the 
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completion of the building and maybe we need to think about that a little bit more.” Thus, it is 
something that is thought about from both sides of the coin, but is often constrained by conventional 
procedures and the fragmented process (CON12; barrier 4).  
7.3.1.3. Roles and Responsibility 
When it came to comments regarding where the responsibility of designing for adaptability lies, three 
camps emerged – a) it is the responsibility of both the architect (push) and the client (pull), b) it is 
the client’s responsibility and only they can determine the level of adaptability (architect absolution) 
and c) it is the architect’s responsibility to society. Most of the time, the architect aligns themselves 
with the long-term value having a strong interest in the long-term success and legacy of the building. 
In the case of merchant developers often the architect finds themselves as the gatekeeper of long-
term interests. This was exemplified in several of the projects discussed by architects. Architect (I4) 
stated, “one of the things that’s kind of a shame is that the ground floor is parking because they 
couldn’t, well the developer didn’t want to dig underground parking and so these are metal mesh 
screens and bins and bikes and cars all under here but, we suggested that this could be a crèche and 
a community centre.” In this example, the cost to dig underground parking and allocate the ground 
floor for community uses wasn’t viewed to create a greater economic return for the developer, only 
an increase in capital costs (barrier 2). The architect’s ‘lost’ desire to create a better sense of place 
(CAR60) is linked to long-term thinking and society’s appreciation of a place – both of which were 
found to be characteristic of an adaptable building.  
In another project, architect (I12) pointed out the reoccurring tension,  
“Sometimes our beliefs and our designs are not actually viable within the market forces. 
There’s no way that we could actually produce a commercial viable office plate that would 
satisfy the client’s brief which is to let the building and to have a wholly naturally ventilated 
building with an incredibly high sustainability agenda.”  
In this example, despite the developer retaining ownership of the building, the costs related to the 
location in central London creates immense demands on the ability to use the site as efficiently as 
possible ‘forcing’ the developer to maximise the size of the floor plate to ensure a positive economic 
return (i.e. market trumps sustainability – CON17). A separate example within the same building 
illustrated how the architects values of creating a high quality communal and aesthetic place (CAR 52 
& 60) could be aligned with the developer’s values of increasing the leasable floor space,  
“This lifting system is the perfect example. We use an intelligent system to save floor 
area so they make more money. It works for us because the architecture is better for it 
and the unsaid agreement or the unspoken agreement is the fact that because we’ve 
saved them all that money, they give us a little bit more of a leash, a longer lead to 
actually spend a little bit more capital on a beautiful solution.” 
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After clarifying the client’s responsibility, the architect (I9) reflected in discussion about a project, “I 
don’t think they considered what that wall would do…however, they might want to make it a little 
bit bigger or smaller. I don’t think they considered that working as one large area.” On the other 
hand, architect (I12) puts forth, “a lot of times projects come to us with a very prescriptive brief and 
we have a degree of responsibility to actually open up the client’s eyes to the potential for flexibility.” 
Several architects felt while they had a responsibility to illustrate to the client possible options on 
how things might change, at the end of the day it is the client’s decision and their wiliness to buy into 
that foresight. As architect (I13) conveyed, “in a sense you’re trusting the client to know what they’re 
wanting to do.” While others were more extreme pronouncing the covertness that is needed, 
architect (I4) asserted, “On the whole, designing for adaptability is done by stealth rather than by the 
brief. Most clients, when the issue of adaptability is discussed realise it is a good idea, but that aspect 
does not yet seem to influence the value of the project to them.”  
7.3.2. Designer Fluidity (CON2) 
“Everybody has got to have open channels – you can’t be just on broadcast…it is a very fluid process.”  
I25 
Several interviewees expressed an importance regarding the architect’s attitude and openness to 
change in both the process and product. This was partially characterised by a fluidity within the 
designer’s approach to allow the architecture to adapt to the context and factors at play in the design 
process, “There is a danger of becoming too attached to a particular vision of what one designs that 
one doesn't allow it to evolve for better or worse” (I3). This approach was portrayed as “viewing 
forces as opportunities rather than constraints” (I22) and “remaining open to opportunities enabling 
one to make the best possible decision” (I1) through a “very open-ended way of approaching design” 
(I13). Furthermore it was described as,  
“A fluidity of thinking and a fluidity of what the building needs to do, both spiritually and 
emotionally as much as functionally. It is an interesting approach to adaptability, which 
is non-physical but it leads to a very specific physicality at the end.” I14  
The architects who conveyed this position all felt that this openness enabled the process to take 
them in interesting directions (i.e. they were not restricted by their own vision or desires) and 
allowed the design to become better suited for the user needs (CON13 – briefing as a verb). A few 
architects suggested this could be enhanced by setting up a simple design strategy or parti that could 
allow for the design to be more fluid in response to all of the issues/changes that will arise as part of 
the design process. It was also suggested the danger of having a rigid and closed process is that even 
if the architecture is designed to be adaptable, it won’t adapt, because it is a ‘fixed’ product of the 
designer’s ideas. Thus, the (building’s) response capacity within the process not only better shapes a 
building for use, but enables it to respond better to future changes. In other words, “the process is 
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adapting, the architecture’s adaptable because it is adapting to context and situations as opposed to 
(merely) having movable walls” (I14).  
Fluidity or openness was also reflected in the realisation that the architect is only one of many in the 
process. That their role is time-bound – entering at one point and exiting at another – thus, their role 
is not to control the process but to help enable it and allow for change to occur – good or bad, “you 
don’t know what’s going to happen... If they don’t fulfil that or they change, knock them down or 
adapt them or whatever, but part of it is actually providing spaces which can anticipate all sorts of 
things” (I13). It was pointed out on multiple occasions that retaining the flexibility of the scheme for 
as long as possible allowed the building to be more in tune for when it reached market at which time 
a more informed decision can be made. Another architect (I1) framed the situation well, “I think 
there’s a general culture of fear when it comes to any kind of change. The fear, the idea that people 
might want to do anything with a building or with the environment that you design. I think that’s the 
very first thing that architects have to lose.” Several admitted that this was easier said than done. One 
developer (I10) shared an instance of where several items needed to be changed on a project,  
“We went to the architect and asked their opinion and the architect said that it had to 
be done in a certain way and the development manager was saying its empty, it is not 
making any money and they didn’t have any money to put in place what the architect 
wanted, the architect stated it was his building, and you shouldn’t destroy the concept 
of the building.” 
In this case, the proposed solution by the development manager may or may not be appropriate; 
however, the architect has limited the possibilities of how the building can adapt by retaining a rigid 
vision of the building. Additionally in this case, the unwillingness to adapt an alternative solution also 
strained the architect/client relationship (CON1). Hence, it was asserted that designer fluidity 
extends beyond the design process into the occupation process and the designer’s capacity to ‘let 
go’, “I would be perfectly happy if it completely changed use. I would consider it a great success if it 
changed” (I2). Interestingly, it was recognised that architects who have the experience of working 
with older buildings tend to be more embracing of the idea of the building evolving over time – 
stressing experiential design over form-based (CON3). 
7.3.3. User Appropriation (CON3) 
“As an Architect you only really learn once the people walk in the front door and start using the building"  
I13 
The ways in which users occupy buildings and appropriate spaces can be understood as the 
implementation of the designed adaptability, this section highlights some of the considerations that 
arose regarding user appropriation. One architect (I19) argued the appropriation is the interesting 
bit and used a computer metaphor to explain,  
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“It would be very hard for you to have a long conversation with me about the difference 
between your laptop and my laptop, because you’ll have two USB ports and I’ll have one; 
you’ll have dropped it and the corner would have been a bit scratched and so on. But if 
we were to have a conversation about what’s in your laptop, we could spend the rest of 
the afternoon here. I could keep that conversation going for a day; and it is the same 
with buildings. The building containment itself is interesting. It is the laptop. But it is not 
half as interesting as what goes on inside it and what spills out of it.”  
This is something the same architect (I19) suggested gains a richness over time,  
“You see of a building that has then been occupied and colonised in one way, and 
changed in another way, and it makes interesting parts of cities; so if you were to walk 
down here you would see this street next door is fantastic – you know, it didn’t start out 
like that, but it is got better and better and better.” 
This was affirmed by others who were interested in the way users appropriated space - learning from 
that process, talking to users, photographing spaces, interrogating the pragmatic adjustments, the 
individual values or the different ways in which one approaches a task. The learning process from 
buildings as one architect (I16) advised is, “something that’s woefully neglected across the industry.” 
Feedback from buildings was mostly considered to come from continued relations with clients via 
informal conversations (i.e. friendships). Some architects made trips to past buildings to learn, “I go 
back to Liverpool where I worked before coming here and I sit and talk to the receptionist. It is a 
hotel, I ask the customers what they think, I’ll go and ask the guy who runs the restaurant if my 
restaurant design worked” (I16). A few used Post-occupancy evaluations or other forms of survey-
based or performance monitoring techniques. Ultimately, understanding user behaviour was viewed 
as an important aspect, “I think what we’re not quite clear of at the moment is how people behave 
in the buildings at the end anyway, because that’s such a large issue in terms of designing sustainable 
buildings and what processes can get you to the point where people can understand” (I21).  
As a starting point, a developer (I36) asserted that the user’s perception of their need will always be 
a result of their experience, so if they have had a poor experience regarding a particular feature of a 
building they will always tend to want to over specify that. Moreover, an architect (I35) pointed out 
that users will have a settling period in which they will need to condition the building to get it working 
properly, “People think as soon as you hand the keys over that’s it and if it doesn’t work on day two, 
then it is just not working.” Also, no matter how much planning goes into the process there is often 
a misalignment between how one anticipates occupants will use a space against how they actually 
use it from day one, “After agreeing months before that he [artistic director] would work in the open 
plan and we designed it that way. He has just moved in [to the meeting room] and made it his own 
secluded office” (I3). Some architects found not knowing what was going to happen to it great, “we 
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all actually enjoy the idea that…all kinds of things might happen and that’s wonderful” (I11) while 
others struggled with it, “Facilities managers just sort of bought a temporary building and just put it 
in our yard, the yard that we fought to keep every little drain out of and everything” (I3). And no 
matter how much ‘extra’ space one provides, occupants will always fill the space, “There’s a bit of 
kit that came in which was never on the agenda and all the blank space was accounted for. Then all 
of a sudden there’s twice as much kit that had never been mentioned before” (I24). It was also 
believed that there is a level of resistance to change (people do not want to change), however, 
occupying a new building/space was felt to be when people are most accepting of change as well, 
“So some of them responded really well in terms of really enjoying that, engaging with that and the 
connection that gives. And others tried to recreate their secret space by piling as much up as possible, 
with shelves and plants” (I24). Thus, issues around user appropriation often raises the question 
whether it is better to finish a speculative space to a particular specification (e.g. BCO specifications) 
or to leave it an empty canvas to be filled by the user (e.g. shell and core).  
According to the interviews, most users do not have the knowledge or the care to understand how 
the building is supposed to work. One developer (I36) found despite putting all the information in an 
O&M manual and spending time talking to all the occupiers, the occupants still did not understand 
how the building works, “They’ll sit on top of a floor grille that’s actually blowing cold air out and 
complain that it is blowing cold air out and if you ask them if they know they can just pick this up and 
move it – their shocked.” Thus, even if a space is designed to be adaptable it does not mean the users 
will implement that adaptability (knowledge gap, lack of care). Flexi-lab by GSK was used as an 
example by one of the architects to have not typically implemented any of the various permutations 
possible (as of yet). One interviewee related the lack of user implementation to his experience of 
owning a car,  
“I think in the seven years I owned one I never took the hard top off once, even though 
it was removable. I never lowered the windscreen. I don’t think I did any of the adaptable 
things that that Tonka toy was capable of. I just drove it round as a car for the image. 
People’s perception of what they would require of something in terms of its adaptability 
and what they actually need indicate to me that it is easier for people to adapt and a lot 
cheaper for them to adapt than to design the structure or the equipment to adapt to 
them” (I32).  
On the other hand, users can be incredibly adaptable as well, one architect (I24) reflected despite 
not telling the end-users how to use the space they went about it “by accident” or intuitively. Another 
architect (I25) cited how they simply designed a set of buildings to market size segments for the 
known user and they simply adjusted and fit to the building as needed (this enabled the user the 
ability to sell a building on easier as needed).  
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From a design perspective, it suggests an experiential perspective to designing as one architect 
explained,  
“The notion of thinking about users a lot and actually thinking about the user experience. 
So rather than designing buildings from some kind of intellectual high point where one’s 
thinking this is what I’m trying to do with my building, we’re all the time thinking about 
what does it feel like to be in this building?”   
It is important to be interested in how the building works and the users’ experience of that. On the 
other hand, several architects mentioned the importance of a creative user, “you need people who 
have a creative response to a building” (I3). In addition, it was suggested that a happy user will be i) 
more tolerable to inefficiencies and ii) have a greater appreciation of the building, “Murray Grove has 
the lowest - when we last spoke to Peabody - churn of tenants of any of their 20,000 properties and 
it had something like 80% of the original residents still in it when a survey was done of it. They love 
it” (I39). As one developer (I10) noted, “once landed they [tenants] are by far the best ambassadors 
for the scheme.” This was affirmed and broadened by several who conveyed the belief that society’s 
appreciation of a building can be invaluable to its capacity to adapt, “Society’s perspective on the 
longevity of the building is the primary driver for its life” (I37). It was conveyed that there is an 
aesthetic appreciation, but buildings are far more likely to earnest society’s appreciation through a 
combination of aesthetic and functional performance, “So, yes, you want something that’s wonderful 
and beautiful and evocative and emblematic and all those types of things, but if it isn’t also a useful, 
functional thing that people cherish because it helps them and it enriches their lives in terms of being 
practical, then the chances are it won’t be there for a hundred years”(I28). Society’s appreciation is 
cyclical – what may be liked today, will go out of fashion tomorrow and come back again; “But frankly, 
that only probably applies to about two to five percent of buildings and all the rest get knocked down” 
(I36). 
7.3.4. Stakeholder Mindsets (CON4) 
“Then the human side kicks in and all sorts of weird things happen” 
 I3 
Stakeholder mindsets or conventional perceptions of stakeholder mindsets and values was viewed 
to play an influencing role by many (17/40). This broadly titled section ‘stakeholder mindsets’ has a 
strong overlap with several of the other sections and thus will only touch on a few points not 
mentioned in other sections. The client’s mindset is explored in the type of client (CON01a); the 
planners’ mindset a bit in the regulations and quasi-regulations section (CON10); the user in the user 
appropriation section (C0N3) and the architect in the designer fluidity section (CON2). The 
recognition put forth here is that each stakeholder will be coming at the problem from a different 
perspective.  
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A handful of interviewees conveyed, at the end of the day it all comes down to the people, “You 
have all these different policies and organisations in place which are supposed to support and create 
this sort of adaptability, but it still comes down to the individual actors and their mindsets” (I1). A 
few conveyed that it can be as particular as certain individuals inside an organisation, citing good 
experiences on one project and bad on another with the same organisation. It was conveyed 
primarily as an attitude towards change - how an individual or organisation perceives change and to 
what extent are they open to it or not (CON2 & 3). This was also reflected in comments regarding 
a necessity to look at buildings in a much more open way and that buildings are much more 
complicated when you begin to see them through other stakeholder perspectives. This was affirmed 
by some who stressed designing for adaptability requires people to think outside of the normal way 
of thinking and is often exacerbated by the limited position people have regarding issues (barrier 5), 
as one architect (I37) pointed out, “People tend to think in boxes, its green issues one day and on to 
something else the next. They aren’t looking at the whole picture and their thinking changes quickly.” 
Some of the architects felt stakeholder education limited the perception of the role they could play 
in the design process, “a lot of these people come from a straight engineering background rather 
than a design background so it is a different thought process. I think they see their role as quite tightly 
defined whereas there is opportunity for it to be wider” (I27). The importance of the stakeholder 
mindset was reiterated when adapting an existing building rather than designing new build, “You need 
cleverer designers and executors I suppose. You need project managers and quantity surveyors and 
clients who are willing to think a little bit harder, coz it is harder to think about how to do this than 
it is to do a new building” (I3). The architect went on to state more generally, “there’s no substitute 
for good clients and good designers and a reasonable budget for solving these problems.” It takes an 
individual who can drive the issue, who can be convincing and sell it to the other stakeholders 
involved.  
Some comments were made more specifically about particular stakeholder roles. It was expressed 
that the contractor does not appreciate the value of selecting more expensive (often more durable) 
materials; that they only see the capital cost. As a result, they are constantly trying to switch materials 
and products for cheaper ones; contractors were articulated by one architect (I18) as “primarily 
guardians of the budget restricting adaptability ambitions” (CON20). One developer (I36) voiced his 
concern regarding the cheapness of materials selected, “A lot of our buildings aren’t that adaptable. 
I have a real fear on residential that some of the curtain wall buildings that have been built have been 
really cheap, bottom end of the market, you know, and people who buy apartments in high rise 
buildings think they’re going to last, like, forever, almost like a house and of course they’re not like 
that at all” (CAR10). The contractor was also perceived not to like working with architects as they 
were perceived to consider architects a risk that insisted on ‘design quality’ which was a hindrance 
to finishing the project on time and on budget. In an effort to minimise this, many conveyed how the 
contractor prefers to change architects to finish the job, as in one example, “Incidentally, if you let us 
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[contractor] use our own architects we can give you [local council] a reduction of about £120,000” 
(I3 quoting the contractor). The value gap was summed up by one architect (I39),  
“You have [construction] companies like Mace who essentially started as project 
managers/construction managers, but they basically are interested in all the things 
architects are not interested in. They’re an incredible example of a very successful 
business. They do virtually everything you can think of, but not architecture.” 
In essence, the contractor has taken on the ‘business’ of producing buildings, while the architect is 
minimised to fill the role of ‘beautician’ (CON14). 
Local authority officers were portrayed to be more interested in whether the design complies with 
regulations than if the design quality was good or improved the quality of the area – a mindset viewed 
to hinder design innovation and creativity. Related was the perspective that despite planner’s long-
term view, adaptability was not something that was engrained as part of their thinking. This however, 
was something that architects felt was much more in tune to the way they saw the world, “Most 
architects are actually interested in the idea of adaptability slightly in different ways but they’re open 
to it. It is part of the training in a way and part of the way that architects are interested in the world” 
(I1). However, one developer (I10) noted that he sees the architect, “only when they want promo 
photos.”  
7.3.5. Design Team Collaborations (CON5) 
“what you have was an imaginative client with a good professional team which was ourselves and a group 
of consultants…if any one of those [three] components setting back and saying well that’s all well and 
good it would have led to a more ordinary solution.”  
I25 
In line with stakeholder mindsets, design team collaboration was seen to be extremely important. 
Getting the right people together with a positive and creative mindset was perceived as invaluable to 
deliver the best solution for adaptability. In order to create effective collaboration one interviewee 
(I23) stressed the need to “put all of our cards on the table” and accept that each stakeholder is 
coming at the problem from a different perspective (CON4). In other words, good collaboration is 
fostered by understanding everyone’s agenda (communication) and evolving a common 
understanding of the project to drive it forward, “I think that’s one of the things that give us a 
framework on adaptability. I think it is really important to make sure everyone understands what 
adaptability is built in. So it is about the kind of feedback through from the initial briefing through the 
development process” (I24).   
Collaboration was viewed to improve the clarity in dialogue, enhance learning and influence each 
other’s approaches. Many stressed the importance of established relationships (C01g) as a way of 
strengthening design team collaboration. Many acknowledged knowing the collaborators allowed for 
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a level of trust to be present from the beginning creating a greater feeling of honesty amongst 
stakeholders which allowed for a ‘good spirit’ to be formed amongst the team members. One 
architect went as far as to say having an established relationship with the contractor can be more 
important than with the client, as the architect (I40) felt “you’re not there trying to cover your 
backside in terms of legalities.” In addition, all expressed the benefit of creating a more open-ended 
response to the design (CON2). Collaboration provides a chance to engage with other perspectives 
and to challenge their own in an effort to enhance the design. This was confirmed by many 
emphasising the desire to get team members on board as early as possible, allowing for increased 
possibilities, greater influence and less re-work. Co-location was suggested by one architect (I28) as 
another beneficial method to enhance collaboration,  
“The clients were very clever that right from the beginning they wanted all of the 
consultants working in one office. We were sitting in the same room as all of the engineers, 
the client and the cost consultants. So it wasn’t kind of like the designers here and the 
cost people there, we were all the design team all together.”  
While interviewees stressed the importance of collaborating with different disciplines they also 
consistently mentioned aligning themselves with stakeholders who shared (some of) their values. This 
thinking lead to an interesting differences in who the interviewees mentioned they like to collaborate 
with - from artists and philosophers (concept, image) to manufacturers and sub-contractors 
(construction quality). The latter particularly being beneficial to adaptability by creating a more legible 
construction system (CAR13), “Our most successful projects have come from working not only with 
the client, but also working with the people who are gonna put this thing together and understanding 
the construction” (I5).  
Collaborating with sub-contractors and manufacturers as early as possible allowed components to 
play a greater role in shaping the building and not simply being shaped by an idea or form, “What’s 
nice is that we work quite closely with the manufacturers they’re influencing the design, we’re 
influencing the construction. And it is a very dynamic process, it is very quick. I never would have 
thought it end up looking that way when we started” (I17). This type of collaboration early on and 
with the supply chain was viewed as not to be common in practice. Another architect (I39) added, 
“before we finish the concept design of our buildings, we’re interviewing three light gauge steel 
manufacturers, three pre-cast concrete manufacturers, three cladding type system manufacturers 
and two or three timber system manufacturers.” Not only did this improve the quality of the 
construction, the architect went on to say that it generally saves about 20% off the costs simply by 
bringing the supply chain in early on (CON12). Further development of the design considered here 
was communicated as being important in developing an adaptable building; this can be exemplified 
through adaptability’s reliance on the coordination between systems (CAR25) that are often 
controlled by different disciplines (for an example see section 8.2.3). One architect (I17) went as far 
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as to say, “We will not do buildings where the engineer comes along and takes our drawings and 
puts a structure on… [the team] starts at the beginning and goes all the way to the end.”  
7.3.6. Culture (CON6) 
Culture as an influence came up numerous times (14/40) and was considered to play an important 
role at two scales:  national scale (international context) and organisational scale (national context). 
The former was evidenced quite heavily with regards to several projects that were located in different 
parts of Asia. The architect (I18) listed off several issues regarding a healthcare facility in Malaysia 
accredited to cultural differences – the concept of the building and how it is used, bed divisions and 
room size standards (CAR27), local laws (CON7), conventional materials (barrier 4 - masonry walls 
over stud walls) and climate conditions (CAR35 & 58 -completely air-conditioned building) – a 
reflection of a poorly developed brief (CON13) and fragmented design process (CON12). As 
architect (I22) suggested, “Each culture will have their own economic, social, technological, legal, 
political situation that are all very specific and unique (to that culture).” Architect (I17) exemplified 
this,  
“Adaptability in China, it is hard to have a straight-forward conversation. They have 
different expectations about what the architect is delivering. They have very prescribed 
rules and regulations. There is almost a feeling that they will deliver what they can and 
hopefully the architect can produce some magic to make it all look wonderful.”  
The differing cultural conditions were considered to be related to the country’s stage of development 
as depicted by the same architect (I17) with his comment on Taiwan (as opposed to China), “We 
are doing quite a lot of work (in Taiwan) because it has gone post-industrial and people have started 
to think we have got this environment, but these buildings aren’t really up to it. They are old and 
tired. We need to think of something more durable.” Hence the stage of development (evolved 
mental state) influenced the type of buildings constructed and the desire (or need) for adaptable 
buildings. 
In another interesting example architect (I25) illustrated the dissimilarity by describing a meeting for 
a swimming pool project they won in Dubai which would be used for the World Swimming 
Championships. The architect recommended that while they would need 15,000 seats for the one 
event, that the building could scale down to 3,000 seats as a more appropriate size for other events. 
In a comparative fashion, the architect added that there was only one other swimming event of this 
size (the Olympics), but in such a case they would need 32,000 seats. The point of the architect’s 
message (to scale the building down to a more ‘every day’ size) was lost and the client came back 
and said they wanted a 32,000 seat swimming complex (the building more than doubled in size) - 
importantly however, the cultural differences were not seen as a complete barrier, as architect (I17) 
revealed,  
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“But it doesn’t mean to say that we don’t design it without that in mind (adaptability), 
but it makes it more difficult to explain why we’ve done this – well actually we are 
thinking of the future and you might this need. That’s more complex, whereas, if you’re 
working in the same culture it is easier to explain.”  
The enlarged swimming pool in Dubai per the architect’s suggestion, became a multi-sports complex 
that could adapt to various sporting events given its new scale and would house other uses as well 
to support a more continual use. Hence, cultural differences at a national level were regarded as 
relating strongly to the capacity to communicate to a client and their openness.  
A building can culturally identify with patterns, colours, form, etc. lending itself to a type of symbolic 
ownership that can enhance its relativity. More generally, cultural perspectives have the power to 
shape market demand. In one example architect (I14) pointed out, “those building types (large 
theatre spaces) haven’t adapted because they were so specifically designed to their function that 
society hasn’t caught up with them yet or provided new functions.” In other words, they are of 
sufficient physical quality to be (re)used, but culturally there is no use for them now. Our cyclical 
cultural capacity to accept (and appreciate) different spatial and environmental qualities influences 
how the capacity for buildings to accommodate our needs (CON3). When it comes to UK 
residences, “the British culture puts a huge value on older buildings - even if they’re leaking, falling 
apart, cost more to run, need more maintenance…” Moreover the UK residential culture is a culture 
of suburban ownership as opposed to urban rental which restricts demand and reduces the amount 
of churn as individual investments.  
Culture at an organisational level (national context) was often observed as unpredictable and fluid 
trends within use types. School design was observed as a good example of a use type that cyclically 
moves back and forth between a classroom & corridor style approach and a large open & integrated 
space approach. Libraries were also referred to as a use type that has transformed dramatically over 
recent years from a focus on protecting books (e.g. not letting light in) to becoming more of a 
dynamic community hub. Office work trends have seen shifts as well with the type of office space 
(e.g. cellular to open plan) to the way in which space is allocated and shared. Organisational mindsets 
were seen then as setting user tolerances when it came to how spaces could be used and what was 
‘culturally’ acceptable use of a space.  
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7.4. Rules 
7.4.1. Building regulations (CON7) 
“adaptability can come about by dividing something into smaller bits both physically and in legal terms.”  
I25 
The topic of government rules – regulations (building regulations, planning laws, heritage, tariffs) and 
quasi-regulations (industry standards) - was discussed in almost all interviews (34/40) presenting 
mixed perspectives. Interestingly, some felt an increase in statutory requirements was necessary to 
get clients to address the issue of adaptability while others found existing legislation to be a limiting 
factor and advocated for its removal or loosening – “it is something I believe passionately, our biggest 
issues are legislative” (I19). The former felt the role of policy is to act as a catalyst to bring the issue 
to the forefront which otherwise may not be present, “if you want change in the industry it almost 
[always] has to come through regulation then there is no choice in the matter” (I10). It was felt the 
role of policy is to promote and safeguard a better built environment for society which may not 
always come through market forces, as one architect (I4) noted, “they’re [regulations] not there to 
prevent things from happening… [they] try to get the best out of something and appeal to people’s 
better sense of responsibility.” On the other hand, others saw government initiatives hurting more 
than helping by creating ‘strong constraints’ (I7) in the design process. One architect went as far as 
to suggest, “The guys who are doing the Building Regulation updates are the people who are designing 
London and the UK, they set certain guidelines and all have to commit to a certain way of working, 
good or bad.” In a policy example, The Mayor’s London Housing Design Guide, which raises the bar 
in terms of spatial standards, was viewed as an attempt for policy to define a particular way that 
adaptability can be manifested in a housing model.  
Others felt policy generally took the form of “a tick box approach which is never good” (I21). This 
was illustrated by architect (I4), “I can’t prove it to planners, but it is one floor higher than policy will 
allow and despite them accepting these things are better, they can’t approve it ‘cause the 
consequence of this is that it is higher.” The architect (I4) concluded that because there are so many 
policy layers planners no longer ask whether a proposal is doing something good or better than their 
intentions, only if it is complaint with policy. All to a certain extent complained about the black & 
white nature of regulations; however, a handful of architects stressed the importance of human 
relations allowing a softening of the situation. As the same architect (I4) went on to say, “you have 
to go beyond the custodians of the system and appeal to a higher authority.” On a couple of 
occasions, another architect (I2) was able to illustrate how they were able to appeal to the planning 
authority by creating a strong historic narrative to bolster what they viewed as ‘good’ design despite 
being completely against planning guidelines and development policy. The architect’s narrative 
intertwined local material, optical scaling techniques and local symbols to receive planning permission 
for a building more than twice the outlined size. Thus, the capacity to appeal to a building control 
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officer or a planning board was felt to be important, allowing for a bit of leeway in the regulations, 
which can enable a design better suited for adaptability.  
Some felt regulations while making one aspect ‘better’ made another worse (unforeseen 
consequence), e.g. architect (I9) stated acoustic requirements for schools create ‘sealed’ boxes with 
no visual connectedness (CAR51). Others stated the tension between policies is exacerbated by a 
lack of priorities or a lack of understanding regarding the knock-on effects of policy, “they positively 
encourage environmental design from a green point of view, a sustainable design, but the reality is 
that they put many of their other policies first and it becomes a very poor countenance of that” (I37). 
A developer (I36) expressed frustration that despite the planners making it mandatory for them to 
include residential in their development, they were against providing air conditioning for the units so 
it meant windows needed to be operable on a very noisy site in the centre of the city. This conflictive 
context was considered to extend to a lack of shared knowledge or ignorance between departments 
(e.g. Planning and Building Control). This was evidenced by a planner (I31) announcing, “Now 
amazingly I’ve worked here for 21 years and in all that time I’ve never once spoken with a building 
control officer two floors below.” With no coalesced vision, each department was seen to focus on 
the success of what they prioritised without knowing the effects that might have on another 
department’s agenda. This was exemplified by the same planner (I31) who explained how the 
planning department requires developers to show how micro-flats for university students can be 
converted into family accommodation (i.e. a group of 6 or 7 micro flats can be connected by 
removing non-load bearing partitions to form one conventional 2 or 3 bedroom apartment). The 
planner conveyed this was done by showing them a set of plans at the planning approval stage, but 
the planner confessed not having the proper knowledge to verify the technical capacity for that to 
happen and that by the time the building was built the plans could have changed. In other words, all 
the planner was doing was at a very early stage in the design process was checking to see if partition 
walls between apartments were ‘non-structural’; whereas, a building control officer could follow up 
quite easily with better technical knowledge and much later in the process.  
Many interviewees perceived the fluidity of regulations (or lack thereof) to be a hindrance for 
adaptability. Some found that given the lengthy time period it takes to construct a building, often 
regulations can change between the start and finish of a project. As one architect confessed regarding 
a newly completed building, “it is a little bit of a dinosaur already…the latest Part L for example 
wouldn’t allow us to build this building anymore because it is an all glass office building that’s air 
conditioned.” Adapting ‘out-of-date’ buildings that normally have to comply with revised regulations 
can carry additional expenses with them (e.g. asbestos removal). Change in regulations or even just 
the way in which they are interpreted is often driven by cultural shifts in values. While some 
regulations changed quite quickly others were perceived to be out-of-date, not keeping up with 
today’s building types and technologies. Fire regulations were noted in this regard by a few architects 
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as being out-of-date, derived from historic incidences, whereas if you take the time to understand 
how fires are fought, you can design to that, not the code, “it is not something you always get to test 
but if you want to free up, increase flexibility, then it sometimes can be advantageous to push these 
things quite hard” (I16). Residential parking space requirements insisted upon by the Highway 
Authority were viewed to limit the capacity for buildings to be adapted as well. Many authorities have 
loosened this policy.  
Some architects illustrated how they were able to interpret regulations to provide the owners/ 
occupants with a more adaptable solution. One architect (I15) conveyed how regulations dictated 
that every home needed to be provided a parking space. The design cleverly allows for the car space 
to be used for parking (per regulations) or as an additional front garden space if desired. The 
versatility is created by pairing two homes with an L shape plan as a courtyard type space and carrying 
the façade across the front. The plan not only created a ‘hidden’ courtyard space it also allowed for 
doors and internal walls to be moved around easily providing the users an additional degree of layout 
freedom. In another example, the architect (I17) stated the plot ratios in the city were fixed based 
on the gross floor area. Thus the architect decided to move all the vertical service elements outside 
of the building envelope which allowed them to negotiate an extra 20% of floor area in the building, 
because they were then taken out of the equation – putting the gross area back into the net. A very 
logical outcome to a regulation with a financial benefit creating a very simple, versatile floor plate and 
easy to change services (access).  
In addition, a few noted that once something became policy it almost becomes too influential to the 
point of where, “it is a waste of resource and energy because we’re putting all this stuff in to every 
building for a small minority of what might happen” (I27). This was often cited as a backlash to Lifetime 
Homes standards being required for every unit and whether or not that kind of ‘ultimate flexibility’ 
for every user tries to do too much. The knock on effect (in this case) is that it reduces the number 
of units that could be provided due to the increased space standards - begging the question, “would 
it be better to provide the standards only for a proportion of the units rather than all the units” (I32).  
7.4.2. Tariffs (CON8) 
In theory, the empty building tax was introduced to provide incentive for building owners to occupy 
their buildings and not allow them to become derelict. In reality the tax has led to owners knocking 
their buildings down immediately (upon vacancy) and often using the land for parking, whereas in 
previous downturns owners kept their building up as long as possible, finding alternative uses and 
sub-letting them until the next upturn. The advantage of this from the city’s perspective is that vacancy 
rates stay low which allows rent rates to remain stable, as one planner commented, “So strangely, 
we don’t want the buildings adapted. We even had recently a lot of interest in alternative uses for 
sites, for vacant sites and they’ve all gone away ‘cause people aren’t looking that far forward with 
their site remaining empty.” 
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A few architects felt the cost of demolishing a building in the UK was still cheap compared to other 
European countries and there was a need to introduce/increase waste and demolition taxes in order 
to provide more incentive to adapt existing buildings. Another architect (I29) mentioned how even 
VAT was set up to promote demolition and rebuild as listed organisations don’t pay VAT on a new 
building whereas alterations to an existing building pay VAT.  
7.4.3. Listed Buildings (CON9) 
Buildings reaching a certain stature were seen to have landed on a double edge sword. They are 
valued enough to be preserved (CON3, society’s appreciation); while on the other hand, preserving 
those qualities limits the types of interventions that can take place (CON7), often limiting the capacity 
for the building to adapt. Many felt there were a lot of buildings with the physical capacity to be 
adapted, but their preservation statue kept them from being adapted, “there’s an inability to fix 
anything into the existing building” (I5) and “it was meant to be totally adaptable and totally flexible, 
and now you can’t even add partitions” (I23). One architect (I5) explained what happens is, “they’ll 
wait for the right person to come along with the money to do it who’s got the passion, commitment, 
but it is a problem coz those buildings aren’t getting any younger and they’re not repairing 
themselves.” In a unique case one architect (I17) worked with English Heritage (EH) to assure that a 
building they designed with a grade I listing did not become ‘frozen’ and that EH recognised that the 
building was about its ability to adapt and change (as opposed to a static reading of its materiality).  
Listing a building was also seen as a reason for adapting a building. In one case, the developer would 
have liked to tear the building down, but because it was listed did not have the opportunity. They 
were forced to adapt the existing building which proved in their opinion to be a quite heavy 
adaptation given it was 100 years old and completely out-of-date. It was suggested that there needs 
to be a more appropriate balance, that the conservation officer has to understand that there are 
market forces that determine the capacity for a building to be reoccupied and that sometimes there 
will be tensions between ‘full conservation’ and what the market would like (CON17). One architect 
stressed the importance of establishing a good relationship with all those involved (CON5) as the 
only way to strike a balance in the process otherwise the building would simply remain empty.  
7.4.4. Planning Laws (CON10) 
One of the key issues to arise regarding regulations was how the planning use class system works in 
the UK, “planning is the single biggest barrier to building what you want in the UK. It is always the 
thing you wrestle with; even if you wanted to turn a shop into a flat, you’d have a major planning 
issue. It always has to be negotiated and agreed” (I38). The system was viewed as being overly 
prescribed and exclusive rather than inclusive (e.g. it can only be A not B, C or D) which made it 
relatively resistant to change. Thus, anytime an owner would like to change the use of their building 
they need to reapply for planning consent which can be a costly and time consuming obstacle. A 
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developer (I36) commented that one of the buildings they recently adapted would have adapted 
better to residential given its physical configuration, but planning policy never would have allowed 
that building to become residential in that location (use class restrictions). It was conveyed that the 
majority of planners (and policy) have loosened their approach, after going through a long period of 
mono-functional zoning, they have become more open to mixing uses and allowing for changes in 
use. One approach that is not always possible is a flexible planning consent that instead of having exact 
areas for usage, one has minimum and maximum areas for each use which allows one to blur the 
boundaries as one moves into a bit more detail. This flexible approach can also be implemented for 
a larger area (multi-ownership) which allows for development to be set by the market and gives 
flexibility regarding building shape, size and function to a degree (rather than dictating an exact 
process and location).  
In addition, with large urban developments, planning policy now can require the developer to include 
a mix of uses (usually residential) which as one developer (I36) commented hinders the long-term 
adaptability because it divides ownership up, unless people are prepared to only rent. The developer 
also stressed additional knock on effects regarding adaptability, e.g. “for every square foot of office; 
you have to have a square foot of residential – in order to fit that all in and make the numbers work 
you no longer can provide a generous floor to floor height for the residential in order to get the 
residential to fit in the same stack (height)” (I36). Despite the more responsive approach, people 
remain very sensitive to change of use classes. Thus, the role of planning remains an integral 
contingency to adaptability,  
“I’m inundated with applications to convert buildings to hotel use, which indicates to me 
that it is not the physical ‘unadaptability’ of buildings that have been put up over the last 
20 or 30 years that’s the problem. It is entirely to do with whether we (planners) think it 
would be a good thing to lose office accommodation in the future when demand returns.” 
(I32).  
In this example the planner assumes the danger of a greater market return for a hotel than office 
space. At the same time they can only do so much as the planner went on to say, “if somebody says 
to me they want to put up a building that’s going to only last ten years, I can’t refuse or recommend 
the refusal of Planning Permission just because it is only going to last ten years. I can’t demand 
longevity as a feature of the building.”  
7.4.5. Standards (CON11) 
Guidance was perceived to work in both directions – it can be constraining if it is too prescriptive 
and doesn’t allow the principles to adapt to the specific conditions of the building, but it can also 
drive adaptability as it provides evidence of good practice that can be used to help promote a higher 
quality of design. When discussing the BCO office standards many expressed a positive side to them, 
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“provides a common language for letting agents” (I16), “helps maintain an ongoing sales value” (I34) 
and “assures performance for a wide range of potential tenants” (I36). The BCO’s fitout categories 
were perceived not as if you include adaptability, but how you include it (e.g. suspended ceiling, raised 
floor or both). Despite the positive, a trouble that was cited with standards is that people will often 
only design to the standard (minimum). This was however cautioned with not having them would 
result in buildings constructed to an even lower standard (an effect of a supply-driven market). It was 
described that a good architect makes the standards invisible, “You can see room data sheets written 
all over the entrance rather than this is a great space. Was there a room data sheet, oh it just works” 
(I17). Another architect (I16) added, “nobody comes back to you and says, “This is a great piece of 
room data sheets…it really responds to the BCO, it is bang on the nail and provides exactly the 
requirements.”  
Hence many felt striving to meet standards should not be a substitute for good design. In the context 
of schools, BB98 standards were expressed to often set unrealistic aspirations as a default goal that 
got striped away as the process progressed. Such an approach lacked clarity regarding the client’s 
actual needs (CON13) and was seen to hurt the adaptability of a scheme since it is often not 
considered an immediate necessity. Many felt the problem with a rule based approach is that people 
will always find ways around them. While many were viewed to have good intentions, people found 
issues with a lack of detail (no real strategic direction), a lack of power to implement them (best 
practices) and a lack of follow through to confirm compliance (CON12). Despite some legislative 
documents dealing with adaptability explicitly it was believed that issues were not strictly enforced 
unless it was a particular concern of the local authority at the time. In discussing the role of 
sustainability officers within the planning department, “I think in principle adaptability should come 
into it but I don’t think it is something they particularly enforce.” (I31)   
One architect pointed out that industry standards generally have nothing to do with what industry is 
actually doing – they are an historic reference to a worst case scenario with safety factors applied on 
top – i.e. industry standards and actual need can be very different. The complexity of having any 
number of requirements or standards to address can “create trade-offs between design elements” 
and while they attempt to provide an objective platform for evaluation there is always a tension 
moving between a very generic level (policy) to a very specific application (a particular building). One 
architect (I38) offered, “there is cost associated with that and I think a number of our clients have 
got issues with the way the BREEAM system works which penalises certain building types.” In other 
words, it was viewed that certain project types and locations are at an advantage inferring greater 
costs and penalties to others. Another constraining example offered was with regards to NHS 
guidelines which were viewed to present strict rules regarding the capacity for spaces to be used for 
different functions, e.g. gender separation requirements created separate spaces for female lounges. 
Furthermore, industry standards and regulations can conflict as well – in one case the developer was 
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unable to install raised floors as they would have liked (industry standard) because of the building 
being listed (CON9). The irony is the building is now occupied by a tenant who was keen about the 
space not having raised floors.  
7.4.6. Alternative Ideas 
Some of the interviewees went on to offer alternative solutions to the current system. One 
interviewee suggested rather than specifying for something in particular, for example family units, the 
authority should merely require larger residential units which could be adapted to family units if the 
market changed. The concept suggested here is for policy to build in a ‘loose’ capacity rather than 
being particular and saying the development is required to have a certain number of family units. A 
similar illustration was offered regarding Lifetime Homes standards – assure all of the standards 
potential rather than their initial inclusion in case the home needed to be adapted for a particular 
condition. An interesting built example was provided were the homes were required to be built to 
Lifetime Home standards, but somewhere along the line someone suggested adding an en suite 
bathroom that compromised the spatial requirements for wheelchair access. Despite the homes 
being already purchased, English Partnership made the developer rip the bathrooms out. The 
example illustrates a lack of flexibility in how the policy is administered and suggests whether or not 
this type of legislation should be more flexible in its application. In this way, there is an attempt to 
recognise a difference between what is needed in place ‘now’ and what could be done later - instead 
of insisting on everything now.  
One architect (I20) suggested a more open-ended approach to regulations were developers would 
have to demonstrate how their design responds to a criterion. Building for Life, a tool developed by 
CABE, was encouraged as a good example of 20 design criteria a developer has to illustrate their 
proposal responds to - one of which is adaptability/flexibility. The same architect conveyed how they 
were commissioned by a local authority to create a pattern book of housing types as a set of 
benchmarks that developers would have to demonstrate how their plans meet the parameters 
illustrated. In essence, the housing types designed became archetypes for the developers to respond 
to. Some architects promoted the idea of design review panels or design authorities (e.g. Design for 
London, CABE) that can, like formerly in the case of BSF schools, be utilised to allocate funding to 
help assure a better quality design (adaptability/flexibility were one of the 10 criteria for schools). 
One architect (I20) suggested what we never get asked for is to design for a certain lifespan (e.g. 60 
years). While the architect admitted that would probably pose liability issues, they felt that it was an 
important aspect to raise given adaptability’s reliance on how robust (CAR10) a building is. One 
interviewee (I31) suggested building control should require deconstruction plans for all developments 
in addition to construction plans to help firstly with demolition but also with the adaptation process. 
Another interviewee (I32) recommended introducing a full energy audit that would only allow so 
much energy per square metre including embodied energy to help encourage developers to reuse 
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materials, but also to adapt buildings over building new. Similarly, architect (I25) stated he could 
imagine the EU making a law in the near future that restricted investments by pension funds to certain 
levels of sustainability. While many proposed alternative legislative approaches, this was not without 
an opposing opinion, I’ve always thought you achieve a lot more through education based on good 
examples, award schemes, people winning prizes for doing things better than you ever do on trying 
to raise the bar in terms of standards” (I32).  
7.5. Phases 
7.5.1. Fragmented Process  (CON12) 
The concept of a ‘fragmented process’ emerged as a clear influential characteristic as a result of the 
‘long’ time span associated with the generative ‘life’ of a building. Fragmentation was revealed to be 
twofold – between stakeholder mindsets and stages in time - suggesting the need for improved 
communication and crossover between stages. One architect acknowledged, “by the time we even 
open the building whatever they ask us will be three years out of date and they are probably operating 
only 2-3 months in advance” (I25) – the quote illustrates an enormous time scale gap between 
procurement and business cycles. Thus, the long length of the procurement process itself was seen 
to create fragmentation with operational, legislative and staff shifts, “I remember going around it and 
it was an anachronism of legislation six or eight years ago because it takes time to gestate, but by the 
time it was complete, the staff had already gone, the brief was set three, four years even before it 
went out to competitive tender, but by the time it gets to the end, it is over ten years and the thing 
is a dinosaur” (I18). Change in stakeholder staff can be extended to the supply side as well as a 
hindering characteristic, “I get very cross and frustrated when you go through all this pain and then 
there’s a bloke at the end who’s joined the job as a contracting point of view and all he’s doing is his 
job, but he’s trying to get the money back, he would change anything” (I8). The long length of the 
procurement process also meant that many of the stakeholders were not part of the entire process 
– people come into the process at different points and leave the process at different moments – as 
one architect (I27) commented, “the initial stages in a project once you have been commissioned the 
client will be quite wary of employing a whole team right at the offset (CON5).” In addition, some 
architects expressed a realisation that they themselves were involved in only a short part of the 
process, “knowing that you are only part of a much bigger story of something else of change or 
continuity” (I1). Acknowledgement of this perspective was conceived to help designer’s be more 
open to other stakeholder perspectives (CON2).  
Many interviewees stressed the fragmentation between stages of the process particularly between 
design (architect), construction (contractor) and use (FM). The shift in stages often brought with it a 
change in stakeholders and/or a shift in the relationship balance (CON14). Fragmentation between 
stakeholders was frequently cited as a reason why a particular building had not been constructed to 
be as adaptable as it could have been. This disconnect was exemplified early on in the process 
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through poor briefing which was felt to partially be a product of the procurement route (CON14). 
As previously noted, the fragmentation between design and construction was felt to be amplified 
through particular procurement routes that exacerbated the entry/exit points of team members, 
“we can’t often have those sensible conversations with structural engineers or other consultants who 
might influence the form of construction because the client always just wants to leave it to the 
contractor to decide” (I20).  
The transition between procurement and use was seen to be a critical transfer for which a lack of 
stakeholder carryover existed. Some insisted on the importance of getting Facility Managers (FM) 
involved much earlier in the process to help, “There is an acoustic problem in the foyer, I’m sure if 
we had had a good FM team in here originally they would have picked up on that. It is all about 
working with the FM teams as well to make sure the design is practical” (I10). While one architect 
(I37) proposed the inverse,  “we have an approach where we try and offer facilities management to 
a developer so that having built the building we then carry on looking after the building in use and 
then learn from what we’ve produced for that client and we’re there as an ongoing service.”  While 
a crossover between FM and design teams were stressed by the interviewees, it was expressed that 
the way fees are traditionally structured creates a barrier to this (barrier 4). The fragmentation 
between the procurement of the building and the use was depicted to be supported by the way 
public buildings were often funded where capital expenditure is separate from the revenue streams 
used to operate and maintain the building (CON18). While PFI was perceived to provide a greater 
incentive for the contractor to take a long-term perspective, tying them to the building beyond 
construction in a FM role; it was felt that this did little in the way of providing more adaptable 
solutions. The disconnect between procurement and use was affirmed with the short-term interest 
of the client (CON1) “… the person who pays initially is not the person who will get the benefit 
eventually” (I18).  
The ‘handover’ period was viewed as a transition time where the client wants, “us out of the way 
and they want to get on with what they do” (I24) and the architect (I37), “…guilty of feeling phew 
I’ve got rid of that one, I’ll move on to the next one.” While some architects expressed a desire to 
continue involvement, it was not often met from the client side post-completion, “most buildings 
that we produce and kind of hand over to the client, like the minute you’ve handed it over it is sort 
of “Adios” you know, not interested, don’t care, don’t really ever want to see you again” (I2). In 
addition, many felt that the individuals that worked on the project from the client side did not remain 
part of the organisation for a very long time, leaving them without a point of contact inside the 
organisation. 
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7.5.2. Brief(ing) (CON13) 
“The worst projects are where the briefs are done before you start working; the best one is where you 
write the brief as you go…the building will match the brief perfectly.”  
I25 
Briefing (13/40) came out in several of the discussions. The brief (noun) was expressed as a written 
document that outlines or specifies the needs of the client. The document(s) could be very simple (a 
single page) with a list of terms or intractably complex with pages of room descriptions and 
dimensions – described as “…someone’s best interpretation of the situation at the time…” (I25). 
Participants revealed that some clients will know ‘exactly’ what they want while others will not have 
a clue (CON1g). As a result, different types of clients (C0N1d) will create very different types of 
briefs and briefing processes. A developer was depicted as generally having a formula regarding 
square footage and the spaces they are looking to provide. They have a good understanding of the 
market they operate within and as one architect (I5) labelled them, “…target clients; this is what they 
expect [the brief] - an office building with this many square feet for this price.” On the other hand, a 
public client was viewed to be generally less informed and more open to dialogue (CON1); however 
the briefing process can be much more compact due to the procurement route in place (CON14).  
It was suggested that the brief tries to bring together various elements to create a level of specificity 
by prioritising aspects and defining project objectives (M5). All the interviewees felt it was a critical 
part of the design process that significantly influenced the ‘completed’ building. Some shared the 
feeling that ‘the industry’ does not do a good job at developing the brief which stems from a lack of 
understanding at the start of the process from the client’s perspective (barrier 4). This view was 
remedied by others who considered brief(ing) to be more of a process than a document. (I25) As 
one architect summarised the intent of the dialogue is to draw out “all the things the client doesn’t 
know they know” – the hard part being the architect does not know what the client knows either. 
Many of the architects felt that it was important to spend a lot of time interrogating the brief, that it 
was “where we spend our money” (I24) since “nine times out of 10 it isn’t right” (I5). This was 
exemplified by one architect (I5) prompting the questions, “Do you really need those three rooms, 
or could you build one bigger room and a slightly different room with more specialised…” 
Understanding which parameters should be challenged (standards are more difficult to challenge) and 
when is an important skill for shaping a more amendable solution. Developing a well-defined brief 
was regarded as an integral part of stakeholder engagement (CON1a) allowing the architect to 
understand how the building can service the client’s purpose better and be designed to adapt more 
attuned to their needs (benefit 6). The workplace strategist (I23) went so far as to equate briefing to 
designing and is the result of the effort people (client & architect) are willing to put into it (CON1h); 
thus, “the brief is going to be good or bad depending on how far people are willing to go through a 
process of expanding their understanding of what they want and don’t want” (CON2).  The fluidity 
suggested here was said to be at its worst when one deals with project managers (opposed to the 
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client directly) “the brief becomes a tool of a [static] mechanical project process” (I25). However, 
the workplace strategist added that briefing is a continual process that carries into the use phase, 
“day by day we’re making decisions about what we’re doing, how we want to use the space. It never 
stops, because the building is never something which is finished.” 
The desired level of specificity to a brief varied amongst interviewees and depended upon how they 
viewed the brief (document or process). Some were happy with a very loose brief allowing for 
greater interpretations (brief as noun), while others sought more specificity by clarifying client needs 
(brief as verb). It was suggested that the former allows an architect to arrive at a problem with a pre-
designed aesthetic or a superimposed attitude to form, while the latter suggested the need to 
understand organisational issues. Thus, a well-defined (developed) brief was desired by all to lead to 
a more nuanced and adaptable solution; however, the level of pre-described specificity which 
accompanied that differed. One architect felt that the level of specificity often reflected the use type,  
“Hotels particularly of all the client groups we’ve got, the hotel clients do tend to have a 
very specific brief, to the extent that they’ll give you window sizes, really, really strict. So 
there’s probably less [design] flexibility there or you’d have to really argue hard to do 
something that deviates from their standard brief because they run their buildings more 
like a piece of plant, so in terms of the planning they tend to be very, very restrictive.”  
Architect (I4) affirmed a cautious position regarding an overly-tuned brief,  
“the more determined the programme is the less successful the building often will be 
because you find with a highly geared programme, that the programme itself will have 
changed within two or three years. And in fact the more specific the programme, the 
more you’re likely to build in early redundancy into the building itself and so we are highly 
suspicious of things that are not capable of change within themselves.”  
This reflects the observation asserted by one of the planners, “buildings from the 80s are now 
reaching the end of their life in the City, that a 25 year lifespan wasn’t unusual over the last couple of 
decades, principally because buildings were being designed too specifically around the then known 
brief.”  
It was conveyed that when included in the brief, adaptability or flexibility tends to be an umbrella 
adjective merely ‘thrown in’ without a clear understanding of how and to what extent it is needed. 
Briefing thus becomes an important process to help clarify this need and to translate the need into a 
more nuanced design solution. One architect (I35) offered a general interpretation of the term from 
their experience to be focused on the short-term in use changes (rearrange the space) rather than 
the longer term changes (change of use). Whereas others, emphasised questioning the client,  as 
architect (I5) indicated, “We tend to really try and get them to find out what they do mean, because 
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it is very easy just to throw it in the pot and say, ‘Yeah, adaptable and fully flexible’, without really 
understanding that.” This was reiterated succinctly by architect (I25), “We’ve got to understand what 
they really want - if we give them an innovation centre and what they wanted was a spec office, then 
it is equally unadaptable and inflexible.” This gap in understanding between what is written in the brief 
or communicated and what they may actually need can strain a design (to adapt) right from the 
beginning. This can particularly be an issue with over-specifying system requirements for worst case 
scenarios which can be mitigated with alternative measures (e.g. user tolerances/attire). Moreover, 
the architect (I18) pointed out in the context of briefing for a hospital ‘People don’t apply themselves, 
clinicians don’t apply themselves so there are huge gaps, especially with operational policies. Those 
just don’t exist at all. Very often, they don’t have a clear idea of how they operate.” Some found that 
a better clarification of needs may result in not actually needing a building at all; that the problem may 
be solvable through organisational management for example. In this sense, the workplace strategist 
(I23) claimed that designers all too often want to jump to solving the problem through a nifty building 
solution when many problems can be solved through organisational or use management.  
7.5.3. Procurement Route (CON14) 
There were several critical comments that arose in relationship to the shifting nature of procurement 
routes – from a more traditional method where the supply-side is led by the architect to more 
modern routes where the contractor has the leading role. Just over half of the conversations (21/40) 
illustrated examples of how the procurement route influences the ability to deliver an adaptable 
solution. In general, PFI and design/build contracts were considered negatively, described as a change 
in who controls the process creating a shift in primary values - “we [architects] are now part of the 
supply chain. They [contractors] are controlling it, they are directing it, we are playing our part in it” 
(I29). Another architect (I2) professed, “the procurement process has been hijacked away from 
architects by people like project managers and what they’re interested in doing is finding what’s 
measurable because they can deal with measurable things, but they can’t deal with immeasurable 
things.” As suggested in the previous quote and clearly communicated by many others, construction 
has become a numbers game with a much narrower focus on specific goals - “it is about programme 
and cost, rather than about quality” (I11). One architect (I5) characterised it more specifically, “if 
you’re 1m2 over for your PFI contractor, the classroom doesn’t work because it doesn’t work in 
what they want to pay for that classroom.” The fact that the client (developer) is no longer the end 
user sets a particular value chain in place which is more about risk management than use. Thus, many 
declared the process itself as yielding bad results “there is no understanding of where you are; the 
things that make you feel comfortable in a space are missing; and it is the process that causes that” 
(I17); while others felt it came down to the people involved (CON4), “It comes down to the human 
relationships and it helps if you know the people to begin with, because they know how you work 
and vice versa” (I35). Thus acceptance of the PFI process was premised on if they were ‘lucky’ to 
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have a “long standing relationship” (I18) or “a non-standard relationship” (I16) with the contractor 
and as a consequence were able to produce a good building (CON1g). Others were completely 
dismissive of the process altogether as ‘an extraordinary waste of money and energy’ (I4) where 
“one can lose millions of pounds for coming in second” (I13), and be “nearly 18 months into a process 
and still haven’t got a job out of it” (I28). One project example illustrating waste is where the architect 
designed the building to be completely naturally ventilated; however, due to the PFI contract 
guarantee that the school’s indoor temperature cannot go over 30 degrees for a single day, a 
mechanical system was added.  
Furthermore, some noted how the procurement route was set up to “sell the client the dream at 
the start” (I9) only to be powerless as the quality of the design deteriorated through a value-
engineered process which greatly affected the adaptability of the design. One architect (I20) drew a 
literal distinction in the process with regards to a design and build scenario,  
“You can plan for flexibility but then the contractor might come in and do the whole thing 
in load bearing masonry with short spans and then actual flexibility of use is limited. So I 
think there’s one aspect which is designing for adaptability and then there’s another 
aspect which is actually constructing for adaptability.”  
Some of the architects viewed CABE and the local authority as safeguarding the inclusion of the 
original architect when many contractors desired to remove them after securing the job. Thus, quality 
assurance was no longer believed to be controlled by the architect, “it is never gonna produce as 
good a project as a conventional contract because in a conventional contract towards the end where 
I would see corners being cut, I’d go round and make a list and have them sort it all out and it would 
get sorted because the contractor would know he wouldn’t get his money unless it was sorted” (I3). 
The assumption then is the responsibility of upholding quality moves to the client who many times 
isn’t that bothered as one architect (I3) suggested, “they are simply anxious to get in the building” – 
nor may they have the knowledge.  
The quality issue depicted here is exacerbated by the fragmentation of the process (CON12) which 
was perceived to be partially attributed to the procurement route endured. As another architect 
(I11) recalled as a result of a design/build project,  
“The M&E consultant that we used for the design wasn’t the same as the main 
contractor who had their own M&E and they just plonked the whole thing on the roof. 
We thought that the maximum height would be 1.2 metres, but the machinery we ended 
up with was a bit cheaper and two metres tall, so it was visible from the outside. The 
client then asked them to build a screen which doesn’t really go with the design.”  
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As a result of the power and value shift, the architect is often viewed as a risk, as architect (I2) noted 
“they see us as a problem.” Another architect (I3) affirmed this, “They found that every time we got 
involved it caused them more problems and more delay. All we were trying to do was to build what 
they had priced for, but it was too problematic for them.” 
The two procurement processes were also believed to “limit design time” and “limit dialogue with 
consultants” both of which “don’t allow for trust to nurture” (I29) (CON1 & 5). The architect went 
on to sum up the situation, “the main problem with these routes is you end up with more prescriptive 
and recipe type forms because that’s what the contractor is set up to do”  (CON2). Long-term 
advocates proclaimed that the structure limited their capacity to promote long-term design strategies 
to the client as all conversations with the client had to be through or in the presence of the contractor. 
In addition, it was also considered that PFI and design/build routes brought strong design team and 
sub-contractor limitations to the job. Many clearly had issues with the points in which design team 
members came on board (including themselves) (CON5 & 12). Despite the negative viewpoint 
voiced towards the contractor by many of the architects, there was an admittance that, “we like 
having input from the contractor, and we like working with the contractor, and working with their 
sub-contractors in terms of specific skills, but it is at a particular moment. We are not being told right 
at the very beginning right it can only be two stories and built out of concrete” (I29). Getting everyone 
on board early is beneficial to allow for proper dialogue to take place and to reduce the number of 
‘surprises’ or value-engineering that can take place later on. It was acknowledged that conditions 
within the procurement routes differ and that coming in later in the process after certain decisions 
have been made and having the brief already set significantly hinders the process of developing an 
adaptable building.  
Despite PFI contracts tying the contractor to the building for (usually) 25 years, it was viewed by the 
interviewees that they took a very limited long-term perspective towards what they were 
constructing. One architect (I18) suggested that the contractor typically constructed a building to be 
changed only once within that time period. The facility management or use phase of a PFI contract is 
a very important issue to discuss relating to adaptability. While PFIs remove responsibility from the 
occupying organisation to the contractor; they come with lots of guarantees and contractual 
limitations. One architect (I18) reflected regarding the PFI contract from a school client, “even if they 
wanted to reconfigure some of the spaces, the penalties involved meant they couldn’t do that in 
terms of the contract. So again, a non-physical factor impacting on how a building can be changed.” 
Another architect (I29) added,  
“We hear nightmare stories as far as Heads are concerned, in that you’re not allowed 
to use blue-tack because it takes the paint off and then, you know, we haven’t costed 
for that and there’s the whole risk management and that they tend to only provide that 
when the school is more than 70% new build.” 
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P21 procurement route was considered not to be used very much anymore; however, it was viewed 
as a short-term focused route where the contractor has no stake in the building after handing it over 
which dramatically impacts any long-term thinking including the adaptability of the design. One 
architect (I18) enounced a list of issues, “there are not opportunities to tease information out of the 
client to develop the brief (CON1 & 13), we are paid on a time basis based on a set of tasks assigned 
to us by the contractor (i.e. no time allocated to develop the design) and there is no lifecycle costing 
which is usually done with LIFT or PFI contracts.” Framework contracts came up numerous times 
with varied responses. They were positive in relation to adaptability in that “the architect and 
developer can grow together” (I10) (CON1) through “an established relationship over a period of 
time” (I35) and they produce “an increased desire to do well, because they don’t want to lose that 
relationship” (I18). On the other hand, once on the framework, teams get jobs because “we just 
happened to be next on the list” (I8) which puts the architect into “a rolled out process where they 
have very set processes” (I27) that can promote a lower quality of work as new work is earned off 
of the relationship and not necessarily the quality of work. 
The negative views regarding alternative procurement routes voiced by many only perpetuate the 
problem. A few architects attempted to keep a positive attitude, one stating, “we have to get into 
their (contractor) mindset and offer a best value to them as well as to the school and understanding 
where the priorities lie” (I29). On the other hand, some suggested alternative routes such as 
partnering contracts which were viewed positively by most. Architect (I39) explained, “The key 
designers, the contractor and the client are all equal. We are employed by the contractor, but the 
form of contract basically means that the architects are not gagged and kept out. They’re allowed to 
express their professional opinions all the way through the project so it is a much more collaborative 
way of doing things.” Another architect (I4) described an alternative procurement method to a PFI 
in which they were teamed with a contractor to start with and the client set the budget as X and 
asked each team to propose what they could delivery for that budget. The architect commented that, 
“it is utterly transformed the way everybody’s thinking about it - how can we make the building so 
flexible and so simple that actually you can afford to introduce into the design all the things that you 
otherwise wouldn’t have got.” In other words, the best chance of winning the competition is to 
produce the best quality building for a particular budget, rather than finding the cheapest building that 
fits the criteria. 
7.5.4. Good Management (CON15) 
Delivering good management was seen as a key operational phase delivery that helped the building 
to adapt to changes in the context. One developer (I36) referred to the soft aspects of their business 
park as being more important regarding tenant satisfaction than the physical elements, “I think it has 
a lot to do with the soft side more than the hardware…there’s a lot of softer issues that are actually 
part of our product…there’s a wrapper of things which are not physically to do with the buildings as 
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well as things that have never been done before” - e.g. dry cleaning, shopping, events. High tenant 
satisfaction (CON3) has led to the buildings accommodating change well – e.g. businesses who have 
switched spaces because they did not want to leave the park. One architect (I24) went a step further 
by referring to the building itself as “architecturally bland with nothing really exciting about it at all”; 
however, the tenant support from regular reviews by the management has kept occupation high – 
i.e. management is responding to their evolving needs. And as one developer (I10) mentioned, “they 
[the tenants] are by far the best ambassadors for the scheme” – which again was viewed to enhance 
the adaptability of the building by transferring to new tenants. Good management has to do with 
creating constant feedback loops. One developer (I33) noted regarding their residential 
developments, “We are quite choosy about our building managers and it is trying to nurture that 
feeling almost like a hotel. That doesn’t mean that service charges are cripplingly high or anything like 
that, but it does mean that they take a bit more active a role in trying to make sure the tenant is 
happy…there’s lots of feedback going each way.” 
7.5.5. Building First Use (CON16) 
It was felt at a philosophical or a design strategy level that adaptability principles could be applied 
across building types, “I don’t see any difference in the philosophy of designing for adaptability 
between small scale domestic and large scale commercial in a way because you can still apply all of 
the same design philosophies but you’re just doing so on a smaller scale” (I37). However, regarding 
specific design tactics, several interviewees felt that there was a difference between building types 
suggesting that each type will have its own set of conditions that adaptability will need to respond to, 
“There is a much shorter kind of time scale. So in terms of relating to adaptability it is quite different 
to some other building types, so there are different lessons and different issues” (I27). A few 
interviewees believed that deploying adaptability strategies across uses could compromise the 
building’s first use, “The optimum office building would have a depth from the core to the window 
of 18 metres which is hopeless for residential ‘cause it is too deep…so fundamentally, to change that 
building you’ve got to either chop off a bay, if you like, to thin it out or you’ve got to put a big hole 
in the middle of it” (I36). The example affirms a position that the building should be designed 
specifically for its first use; while on the other hand, some felt despite the different ‘optimum’ sizes 
and change demands; a more universally appropriate system could be applied to a ‘band’ of use 
typologies opposed to a specific response for each typology (M5). Regarding the definition and 
blending of uses, an additional link can be made to culture (CON6) – both at a national level and at 
an organisational or user level regarding tolerances.  
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7.6. Economics 
7.6.1. The Market (CON17) 
The supply/demand context was talked over in approximately half of the interviews (19/40) and 
was believed to be driven largely by cultural trends (CON6). One developer (I36) noted how the 
recipe (physical features) for each building will be different depending on the demand, “So if, for 
example, we think the market requires a very big floor plate because that’s the kind of people we 
want to attract and we’ll have a higher floor to floor height in order to compensate for it being a 
deeper, more flexible floor plan.” An architect after discussing several ways in which they have looked 
at adapting theatre spaces admitted, “But what we keep coming up against is there’s no market, 
there’s no real function.” (I14) So despite a physical capacity to adapt (and an owner’s desire to) the 
lack of demand leaves the space unused and the architect’s ideas on paper. Correspondingly, many 
interviewees commented on the cyclical nature of the market and the effects it will have on the 
capacity to develop and occupy different types of buildings at different points in the cycle, “supply 
and demand; things coming in and out of focus and redundancy in certain buildings or functions being 
replaced by other functions in time…the market is a big player I think in adaptability” (I14). Some 
perceived that in a buoyant market there’s less incentive to adapt since there are more development 
and occupancy options; whereas in a downturn, “instead of moving to a shiny new building people 
start looking at well what about refurbished buildings or let’s stay where we are and do something 
to improve it or whatever” (I33) - this claim affirms adaptation as a second option theory (M4) – if 
we can’t afford to build new, we’ll adapt.  
Deploying adaptable tactics is not always a full proof counter measure, “At the height of the market, 
there was lots of easy money…There was a notion at the time that if you build something really good 
then you create your own market” (I10). While the implementation of adaptable tactics has allowed 
this building to accommodate tenants outside their original scope, the building has struggled to be 
commercially viable given the lack of real demand. In another case, the perception of an elevated 
market pre-empted owner actions, “The landlords now turfed all these out, ended all their leases, 
got them out the buildings, then they found they have to pay council tax on the vacant buildings so 
they knocked the buildings down” (I31). Sparked by the inflated selling and development of one 
neighbouring site, land owners ‘jumped’ at the perceived opportunity to sell their sites (M4); 
however, the market hit a downturn and four years later all the sites remain derelict (and because of 
the empty building tax, CON8, owners no longer have an existing building to lease). In a contrasting 
context, a supply shortage (high demand) often works against the inclusion of adaptable features, a 
situation referred to by a handful of architects regarding the UK housing market, resulted in a lack of 
quality, “the producers don’t have to pay too much attention to what the market wants because they 
can pretty much sell anything” (I19). In other words, there is no motivation for them to include 
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anything beyond the minimum necessity. Limited availability of space also put commercial owners in 
a strong position for high rent returns (law of supply and demand).  
In addition, many tied the market to location (CAR57), “Some buildings are adaptable to those, kind 
of, requirements (change of use), but you have to find the circumstances of the right building, the 
right location and the right [market] cycle in order for that exchange to take place” (I36). One 
architect (I26) expressed an experience with trying to motivate a client in New Castle regarding 
adaptability in a way which from their perspective was commonplace in London,  
“[the client is] saying there is no value in the market today for any of it. So there’s no 
impetus for the client to spend money, extra money, on things that are perceived to be 
sustainable in order to add value to his buildings. It is a kind of worrying condition, this is 
in the North East and they are unable to look ahead.” 
Furthermore, the locational viability of the market can hinder the capacity to deliver industry 
standards (CON11) to secondary or tertiary markets (e.g. BCO office specifications). This is because 
the capital cost they can spend is heavily linked to the rents that they can charge which in a lower 
market results in value-engineered buildings outside primary markets, “you couldn’t justify the same 
rents, you couldn’t justify the same build costs, you couldn’t build the same sized buildings”, (I36). 
Thus, often it was considered very difficult for the market to regenerate on its own in some locations 
and it was presumed this was partially the role of government policies to ignite/support market 
forces (CON7 – role of regulations).  
7.6.2. Funding Methods (CON18) 
Some viewed the banking system to be at fault since developers generally do not fund their own 
projects, “The fact that the building might have to be pulled down after 30 years is immaterial, if they 
can design and build a building, they can prove it can make a good profit within the year 20, and for 
5 years turn in a huge profit, then that’s enough. So there’s no financial incentive as far as they can 
see” (I31). While a handful voiced the need to convince the funders (pension funds, insurance 
companies, investment trusts, and commercial banks) that an adaptable building is worth 
constructing; they also alluded to possible tensions, “People that fund buildings in the UK are used 
to having a career in one building type. Absolutely specific funds which only know that” (I37). In other 
words, if the funders exist in these perceived silos, there is no thinking or perceived value to construct 
a building that can adapt to a variety of uses. In addition, it was noted that funding is often split 
between phases (M4) - organisations which fund the development (secured through other assets, 
overdrafts, nothing in the height of the market) and organisations which fund the use or management 
of the building (secured by the value of the building itself). In an effort to keep the risk of the loan 
down, most development loans seek to minimise the gap between phases and keep additional 
expenditures at a minimum operating on a short-term return plan (e.g. 3 years). It was also 
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acknowledged that most management funding performs at five year intervals generating perpetual 
short-term goals which again work against consideration of long-term benefits, as one developer 
(I10) noted, “we operate with a 10 year life so a lot longer than most companies, most start-ups have 
to show returns very quickly otherwise the backers wouldn’t want to pump in any more money - 
most business models do not look long-term.”  
In a public funding example, several architects described how schools only receive funding if there is 
a shortage of space or something is totally wrong with the existing building fabric. This need is then 
translated into an amount of square footage by placing numbers into a standard form/process (BB98) 
which the school then receives funds based on a cost per a square foot. This formulaic approach to 
funding was viewed by some not to consider and/or to put a stress on the capacity to deploy 
adaptability tactics. Moreover, the approach limits contingency funding as one architect (I20) asserted, 
“There’s never any contingency sum for discovering things on site or adapting things, even during the 
course of construction or once the residents move in.” Again, others discussed the detachment 
between capital expenditures and revenue streams for operation and maintenance which is usually 
the case in public projects (CON12). The funding fragmentation found many architects questioning 
whether a small lump funding process based on delivery of a continual service was more appropriate 
than the conventional lump sum funding based on delivery of a product – Figure 7.3. Long-term 
financial schemes with future costs and benefits were viewed to be complicated particularly by 
industry’s time preference for now over the future by discounting future costs and benefits. Switching 
to a more long-term financial scheme would also have effects regarding tenure, “it would be easier 
to manage the way in which that space is then delivered and adapted for by renting space rather than 
allowing people to own” (I37). This approach could be supported from a tenant’s perspective with 
flexible leasing giving tenants’ additional options.  
 
Figure 7.2 Conventional funding method vs. an alternative method 
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7.6.3. Risk (CON19) 
  “Risk can be very creative, but they love to frighten people.” 
 (I23) 
Many felt that construction industry was incredibly conservative and was “desperate to avoid 
unpredictability” (I2 – barrier 5). There was a communicated tension between the architect’s desire 
to create something unique and a quantity surveyor’s (QS) role that adds a risk factor to anything 
they have not encountered before. The QS’s role was characterised as managing developmental 
risks, “Private development is all about finding a formula that worked and replicating it as much as 
you can, in essence taking a lot of the risk out of it” (I10). Thus, the developer succinctly concluded, 
“Standard business models are not good for innovation or driving adaptability and flexibility” (barrier 
4 & CON18). Architects viewed risk registers (a tool used by project managers to document risks, 
their probability, impact and countermeasures) to enounce a “nothing is possible attitude” and is “an 
entirely negative way of thinking about the project” (I3) given any potential bit of complexity. The 
issue that most interviewees took was that, “risk is seen as being about time and money so that’s 
what it protects, but often at the expense of quality” (I20). This short-term view of risk hinders long-
term risks because the building “doesn’t have the quality to sustain or reduce your maintenance or 
allow for flexibility” (I20).  
It was disclosed that any kind of unforeseen cost or problem creates jitters amongst the mortgage 
lenders and insurers. In one instance, a developer had a tenant come along who wanted to use the 
space as a lab rather than an office space. The building itself could sustain this change in activity; 
however, the insurance purchased on the building was an issue and hindered the process. The 
uncertainty and cost in time that risk attempts to capture was revealed both as a reason to develop 
more adaptable buildings (counter-measure), but also a reason not to, because the benefits of 
adaptability were uncertain (unnecessary expenses), “you can never take all risk out of it as risk and 
reward are inextricably linked” (I10). 
7.6.4. Budget (CON20) 
Regarding the size of the budget there were two positions that were expressed - the budget often 
restricts the amount of adaptability one can design for and in contrast, a tight budget ignites designer 
creativity which creates a more adaptable solution (CON2 & 3). The latter was expressed by a 
handful of architects who took a slightly opposing position that a tight budget forces the designer to 
be creative, “we also enjoy being budget driven. We find that some of the lower cost projects that 
we do, the constrained budgets are often some of the most productive, because you’ve really got to 
work hard to get it within that envelope.” (I5). This perspective fits with the perception of adaptability 
as trying to do more with less, which might mean “trying to enclose as much space for the minimum 
amount of cost” (I14), “you import things that are extremely cheap and make the most of them” 
(I21) or providing a ‘light touch’, loose-fit economic building that does not become an overly designed 
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object with precious materials (CAR8, 22 & 42). It was felt that defining a simple system not only 
helps to keep costs down, it adds the adaptability as well (CAR19). It forces the designer to know 
where to spend the money; not to try and design everything anew (CON2; M2). Architect (I14) 
added, “the most serious level of adaptability seems to come when people are working really hard, 
to think really hard about what the problems are because they don’t have any money, they don’t 
have any time, they’re under a lot of pressure.” Moreover, many architects acknowledged the 
discrepancy between client aspirations (CON1) and the limitations of the budget (CON18) as a 
starting point. In this sense, the briefing process becomes a very important part of prioritising needs 
over wants (CON13).  
The opposing angle is that many architects stressed that a lot of the adaptability principles that one 
would strive for are counteracted by the budget, “everything’s measured by cost per square metre 
so it is very hard to build in a spatial adaptability” (I4) - barrier 2. This was exemplified by another 
architect (I18) who pointed out that educational buildings are allotted budgets based on their floor 
area and the government is trying to reduce the capital cost per a square foot (15% for secondary 
schools and 5% for primary schools) – CON18. Taller floor heights and longer structural spans were 
often mentioned to have an associated cost that many clients did not want to pay for (CON1). As 
one architect (I21) said, “It is a balance between what they can sell those things for against the build 
cost and huge amounts of value engineering goes into that” (CON17). Another architect (I28) on 
trying to acquire an iterative balance added, “Now that balance might involve us redefining, 
redesigning, respecifying things, but what we have to do is to recognise is the mindset of the client 
(CON1). What we have to do is we have to constantly challenge what comes back to us. We can’t 
simply through our toys out of the pram.” One architect (I9) expressed that often the initial 
enthusiasm for adaptable tactics is consistently reduced to the point that they are no longer viable 
through the design process as certain tactics get changed or removed to help reduce initial capital 
costs. The confrontation was also seen to be tied to PFI procurement (CON14) “the contractors 
are primarily guardians of the budget restricting adaptability ambitions.” In a project reference to the 
quote the contractor removed the clearstory and roof lights (CAR35 & 39) and removed the first 
floor level (CAR40) – leaving a conventional single storey building reliant on artificial systems. The 
example illustrates how a contractor can provide the cheapest solution (minimal budget) and provide 
for the client’s needs without being concerned with the quality of the space – which is counterintuitive 
to trying to maximise what the client can get for a particular budget.  
The challenge also extends to the tension between capital costs and long-term costs or whole life 
costing, “whole life costing which is quite hard to convince clients to invest more upfront in, for let’s 
say structure or a higher performance skin because it will last longer and reduce maintenance. Often 
with funding streams, you are forced to work within a short term budget rather than your long-term 
budget” (I20). The lump sum approach to funding means the client has X amount of money to make 
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the building work today and often doesn’t have the luxury of considering the impact of future costs 
(CON18). In such a case, adaptability is slowly eroded over the primacy of getting the building up 
and running for today, as one architect (I9) argued “What’s more important is making the school 
work for the money at the time isn’t it?” The situation is made worse by the supply team’s general 
involvement moving between briefing and occupation as a one-off design, leaving little consideration 
for post-occupancy costs. One developer (I36) bottomed out the question, “how much do you invest 
in something to try and future proof it?” The irony is later down the line budget restrictions was often 
commented on as the main reason why a client chooses to adapt an existing building over 
constructing a new one – reinforcing the economics of today rather than tomorrow and the 
conventional view that a new building suited for today’s needs is always the preferred choice (barrier 
5). 
7.6.5. Building Value (CON21) 
 “a lot of the drivers for value of trying to get the optimum amount on the site and make it attractive to 
the occupiers means that you end up with a different recipe every time…”  
I36  
The way in which we give value to buildings, land and uses influences the adaptability of a building. 
One way in which value was discussed was through labels. It was depicted that the market favours 
straightforward and definable classifications (CON17, standardised definitions). This was felt to be 
the driver for the BCO fit-out categories (CON11) establishing quality standards that provide value 
to the lease (tenant) and in turn provide value to the building (owner). This was articulated to be 
increasingly important with shortening lease lengths that move from a ‘lease and forget’ mentality to 
a ‘lease and lease again’ mentality requiring a stronger commitment to maintaining the value of the 
space (benefit 6). One developer (I10) discussed how they had moved to a flexible leasing policy that 
allowed companies to grow/shrink their space within the building as their needs changed and there 
would be no ‘red tape’ in doing so. The developer expressed that tenants had already taken 
advantage of this policy within the first three years of the building being in use (CAR24). Continued 
value was perceived to be partially defined by assigning the flexibility (versatility) label. In this sense, 
the theory of flexibility adds or extends value to the space because rather than it being one thing (e.g. 
one spatial arrangement) it can be five things – “you’ve reduced the risk of obsolescence by making 
it appealing to a larger market” (I6; CON19). This was exemplified by one architect’s (I25) project, 
“The Vodafone headquarters is naturally ventilated. But if it has £5 million worth of air handling kit 
within the buildings it made £17 million worth of difference to the institutional value of the buildings.” 
This example illustrates how an unnecessary solution is added to allow the building to be labelled a 
higher standard (providing a future user a ventilation choice) – (CAR35) whereas if it is only naturally 
ventilated, it would be labelled a lower quality office space. In a contrasting case, another architect 
(I2) illustrates how the desired versatility is not of value to the developer,  
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“We really have to fight hard to have this additional room on the ground floor just at the 
front of the house. You can see, this is the study, which we show as a bedroom, ‘cause 
the only way to get developers to agree to build this room is to call it a bedroom, but 
basically it is a study where people can run their businesses from, you know.” 
In this example, providing an extra room may add some value for the future user, but labelling it an 
extra bedroom adds more value to the market. In other words, the architect’s intent is to provide a 
multi-functional space that can offer the owner a more versatile, convertible solution (a place to run 
a business from); however, that does not provide any real (economic) value for the developer to 
build it, but if it is marketed (labelled) as an extra bedroom then the (economic) value is greater and 
the developer is willing to construct the home with the extra room in the front. It is also worth 
noting, that labelling (the way value is assigned here) was viewed to work against adaptability with 
regards to blurring a building or individual spaces’ uses (CAR19), “Blurring works against the 
saleability or the market value. It works against people understanding what it is and buying into it” 
(I21). In the examples discussed, labelling tended to help adaptability within use, but not across uses 
and this was believed to be related to the silo structure of markets (barrier 4). This example also 
reflects how some interviewees communicated the value in providing a ‘uniqueness’ to the market, 
but their explanations were cautious in how the added value was applied within the definable market 
format (i.e. we can challenge and offer something unique in respects to X as long as the approach 
complies with Y and Z).  
Another tension which was revealed was between land value and building value. This focused on the 
assumption that if the land value is significantly greater than the building value there will always be the 
tendency to knock the building down and build something new particularly if the building value is 
incredibly low. Thus, in order for a building to be adaptable (despite its physical capabilities) it would 
have to maintain or reach a certain level of value in relationship to the land – a ‘cheapness’ threshold. 
In a related note, the way in which we value land in itself was conveyed as highly relevant,  
“People go around and assess these buildings about whether they are or are not 
adaptable. And the criteria that they use is quite interesting, a lot of it is about location, 
not about specification, having gone over the location issue, is it in the right place for 
their people, we then get onto is it the right size and the right shape” (I36).  
Thus, what is an acceptable adaptability tactic will vary depending on the location of the building (e.g. 
the capacity for an extra storey in central London vs. a green field site in Derbyshire). One architect 
(I6) suggested, “Things go from being worthless to very, very valuable through very subtle changes 
in boundary conditions and legislative things” (CON7 & 10). In other words, value is not static. One 
legislative example that was often mentioned was as soon as a property obtained planning permission 
the value of that site shot straight up (removes a large legislative barrier). The market perception of 
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a commercial building’s lifecycle was expressed to be important and something that is continually 
getting shorter. The ’20 year lifecycle’ was depicted as a critical decision point from an owner’s 
perspective of how to handle the building (M4). At the same time, if a building can ‘live’ beyond a 
certain point society tends to regain interest in it – it becomes representational of an era (that for 
the most part no longer exists) and we begin to assign value back into it (CON3). This also relates 
to cultural perceptions and how a space can be used (or labelled) – urban gentrification was described 
as an example of this.  
A reoccurring tension is between capital costs and whole life costing (CON20). Several individuals 
admitted that the industry still does not understand or have the proper data to analysis whole life 
costing very well which makes it hard to evidence the long-term cost benefits to a client upfront. In 
addition, funding streams were indicated to force short-term budget focuses rather than long-term 
budget issues. This argument was broadened to include larger ‘social’ costs, “one of the big barriers 
to adaptability is the way we measure value and often we’re getting steered towards demolition and 
redevelopment purely because you’re looking at the capital cost of construction versus the gross 
development value. You’re not looking at the environmental impact, the questions of social 
sustainability and continuity of community and residents –cultural value” (I20). Some interviewees 
expressed that public estate clients (e.g. universities) were in a better position to consider whole life 
costing and it was something that was on their agenda.   
Lastly, many discussed building value by simply being determined by the size and use of a space. One 
planner (I32) confessed, “Almost all of the buildings, the office buildings I can think of around London 
where they’ve kept a 20 or 30 year old building and refurbished it rather than replacing it, was a 
second choice after they discovered they wouldn’t get another one even bigger.” In this narrative, 
adaptation is a result of spatial limits. And if possible, the adaptation is not of continued use, but of a 
change of use as the planner (I32) went on to add, “that same amount of space [in today’s market] 
is worth an awful lot more for residential than for offices.” Thus, in this case, adaptability is 
determined by the amount of buildable space and the use of that space before even looking at the 
building’s physical capacity to adapt. Interesting, a handful of architects prompted a particular issue 
with valuing buildings by sqm because the capital cost to market value equation is not always 1:1. 
One architect (I17) expressed that the developer had a hard time understanding that by taking 
advantage of the way in which the houses were assembled and delivered more m2 could be added 
at a fraction of the cost in relation to the increased sales price. In this example, the panels were 
constructed off-site and delivered to the site. The original scale of the panels left 2m empty on the 
truck that could be ‘filled’ at a small cost of extending the size of the panels a bit. In a separate 
example, the architect (I28) stated rather than reduce the capital costs by selecting cheaper materials, 
they increased the floor area slightly to allow for an additional two floors of residential to be added 
which raised the annual income significantly and bolstered the client’s business plan. 
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7.7. Chapter Summary 
The chapter revealed stakeholder perspectives on adaptability and several non-physical factors that 
can influence the deployment and implementation of adaptability in reality. The contextual 
contingencies (CONs) shape a broader context in which the concept of adaptability can be 
understood, communicated, designed for, deployed and implemented. They also provided examples 
of when adaptability was able to prosper (add value) and when it was at odds. Significant patterns 
that emerged include the following.  
1. Adaptability is not generic and requires a more specific understanding of client and market 
needs (section 7.1). 
2. Adaptability is best accommodated through an appropriate combination of building and user 
capacities (section 7.1). 
3. Opinions on responsibility for adaptability are divided: some believe it to be the designer’s 
on behalf of society, while others the client’s (market-driven) or government’s (policy-
driven) (section 7.3.1).   
4. Stakeholders should remain fluid throughout the process - enabling their understanding 
and deployment of adaptability to remain fluid as well (section 7.3.2). 
5. Adaptability is experiential; society’s appreciation is often a combination of aesthetic and 
functional performance (section 7.3.3).  
6. Establishing good relationships between supply and demand stakeholders is invaluable and 
opens up lines of communication, establishes a common understanding, aligns values and 
develops trust (section 7.3.5). 
7. A lack of communication between regulatory bodies can reduce the fulfilment of adaptability 
requirements and create tensions between conflicting priorities (section 7.4.1). 
8. Statutory requirements can force clients to address adaptability, but can also limit it through 
prescriptive remedies, tick-box compliance and decontextualisation (section 7.4.1).  
9. Communication is vital, particularly during the briefing process, to reduce the common 
mismatch between the needs expressed as part of the brief and the actual evolving needs of 
the client (section 7.5.2).  
10. Modern shifts in the procurement process were generally described as negative, creating a 
fundamental shift from user experience (quality) to risk management (section 7.5.3).   
11. Soft aspects can be more important to tenants than physical, including good management 
which creates feedback loops that can fuel the adaptation process (section 7.5.4).  
12. Defining buildings as bands of use types that reflect similar physical characteristics improves 
and are a more appropriate ‘scale’ for adaptability (section 7.5.5). 
13. Both risk (section 7.6.3) and value (section 7.6.5) are primarily defined through economic 
gain, and negate a cultural dimension and long-term risk. 
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14. Budget can restrict the amount of adaptability (particularly spatial adaptability), but it can 
also ignite it through creativity (section 7.6.4). 
15. There is a “cheapness threshold” that can negate any building adaptability if the land value 
greatly surpasses the building value (section 7.6.5).  
The causal links between contextual contingencies revealed a mixture of positive and negative 
influences, many of which depended on the form of the cause – i.e. the influence could be positive 
or negative. Figure 7.4 presents an evidence-based, abductive model to visualise many of the causal 
relationships discussed in the chapter. It aslo reveals residual knock on effects, as well as loops of 
influence. One example was the effect the mindsets of stakeholders have on the brief(ing) process 
and how in turn this sets the project’s priorities and allocation of the budget. This also provided 
insight into the interplay between the influence exerted by different stakeholders, regarding the 
degree to which buildings are constructed to be adaptable, and the level of benefit derived by that 
particular stakeholder from more adaptable buildings. For example experienced, repeat-order clients 
were seen to have a significant influence on how adaptable buildings were designed to be; however 
in projects with inexperienced clients it was often the architect that was the driving force – this 
relationship is explored in a new model - stakeholder/benefit plot (M15).  
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Figure 7.3 Visualisation of casual links between contextual contingencies 
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8. Designing for adaptability 
This theory development chapter presents the analysis and findings with regard to designing for 
adaptability. The initial section (8.1) presents the abducted design strategies (DS), building 
characteristics (CAR) and design tactics (DT). Section 8.2 exemplifies and further articulates the first 
design strategy (DS1) and its nested building characteristics (CAR1-4) through related design tactics 
derived from the building case studies1- this is also evidenced with supportive quotes from the 
interviews. Section 8.3 discusses briefly the distribution of the strategies and characteristics across 
the 15 primary case studies as an alternative perspective. Design resources are presented and 
discussed in section 8.4 that emerged from the interviews and the collection of case study documents 
(Figure 5.2) as tools used by designers to help design for adaptability. Lastly a summary of the chapter 
is provided (section 8.5).  
8.1. Design strategies, building characteristics & design tactics 
The final version of the design strategies, building characteristics and design tactics was abducted 
from an iterative process of collecting and analysing the interview and building case study data (Figure 
5.2). Definitions for the concepts and their constituting elements were abducted from the data 
presented in this chapter and Appendix W (i.e. meaning was derived from how terms were 
communicated in the interviews and applied in the building case studies).  
8.1.1. Design strategies 
As a result of the interviews, a set of design strategies were abducted from the data. As defined in 
Chapter 6 (section 6.2.1), a design strategy is considered an overarching approach towards a way 
of doing things (methodology) that can be defined through a set of building characteristics (features, 
capabilities) and design tactics (methods, solutions). It provides the designer with a way of thinking 
about the building and in this context - adaptability. Thus, the design strategies should be thought of 
as high-level labels for approaching adaptability and more generally design - the design strategies 
presented here are not limited to designing for adaptability (noted earlier) as adaptability exists as 
one of many inter-related design considerations.  
Table 8.1 maps the design strategies (rows) to the interviews (columns). The table illustrates how 
the strategies emerged as explicit statements (x), e.g. the practice approaches adaptability with a 
loose-fit strategy. On the other hand, many of the interviewees did not state a strategy explicitly, 
however a strategy could be implied through the building characteristics mentioned (o) – e.g. the 
interviewee may not have mentioned a loose fit strategy (DS5) explicitly, but talked about open plan 
(CAR20) and over-sizing space (CAR22) – characteristics that clustered as inclusive to a loose-fit 
                                                            
1 Given the length at hand, the remainder of the design strategies (DS2-12) and building characteristics (CAR5-60) 
are evidenced in Appendix W.  
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design strategy (DS5). Thus, abducted characteristics were grouped under the abducted design 
strategies in relation to their intent; however, two clusters of characteristics did not ‘fit’ under any of 
the explicitly expressed strategies and thus were clustered without a clear (explicit) label. A label for 
those characteristics was chosen to represent their larger intent and subsequently developed and 
tested as part of the process (highlighted in lavender) – maximise building use (DS9) and increased 
interactivity (DS10). For example, while no interviewee explicitly mentioned ‘maximise building use’ 
(DS9), 80% of the interviewees mentioned at least one of the characteristics clustered under the 
strategy. 
The design strategies should be thought of as a menu of options – each distinctively different yet 
some of the nested characteristics blur the higher-level distinction and could fit under multiple 
strategies. The strategies were grouped into one of four areas - Table 8.2 (next page). 
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Table 8.1 Design strategies as mentioned explicitly and implicitly in the interviews 
 
Physical elements Spatial aspects Building character Contextual
DS01: Modularity DS05: Loose fit DS11: Aesthetics DS12: Multiple scales
DS02: Design ‘in’ time DS06: Spatial planning
DS03: Long life DS07: Passive techniques
DS04: Simplicity & Legibility DS08: Unfinished design
DS09: Maximise building use
DS10: Increased activity
Table 8.2 High-level decomposition of design strategies 
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The connectivity between design strategies was also explored. Table 8.3 is a binary table (X=yes) 
that shows there are only 6 potential relationships (yellow boxes)2 where there is absolutely no 
interaction between strategies. Half of the 6 empty cells relate to the modularity strategy (DS1) and 
the other half to increase interactivity (DS10), while 5 out of the 6 relate to physical strategies 
(yellow). In an effort to refine the relationships (weight), a degree of connectivity (%) between each 
of the strategies was determined by calculating the percentage of connections between each of the 
two strategies’ characteristics – e.g. DS1 has 4 characteristics and DS2 has 5 characteristics which 
presents 20 possible links from which 5 relationships were determined to exist affording their 
relationship a connectivity of 25%. Table 8.4 illustrates the ‘level of connectivity’ between each design 
strategy and internally amongst the characteristics within each strategy (grey diagonal). The colour 
coding of Table 8.4 represents connectivity bands3 – 0 (10%, no connectivity), 1-9% (20% very low 
connectivity), 10-19% (27%, low connectivity), 20-29% (27%, moderately connected) and 30%-
higher (16%, well-connected). In addition, the grey diagonal boxes indicate the internal connectivity 
of the characteristics within their defined design strategy – most of which are highly connected, the 
exception being design ‘in’ time (DS2). 
 
 
Table 8.3 Binary relationships between design strategies 
                                                            
2 There are a total of 12 yellow boxes in the table, but because the table is a DSM which illustrates both directions 
of a relationship - the number of relationships are halved (6).  
3 Connectivity bands are illustrated with increasingly darker shades of red.  
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Table 8.4 Percentage of relationships between characteristics between the design strategies 
Table 8.5 presents a final iteration in which the well-connected strategies (X – 30% or higher) and 
moderately connected strategies (O – between 20% - 30%) are marked. The loose-fit strategy (DS5) 
is quite heavily linked to almost every other strategy - the exception being design ‘in’ time (DS2) the 
least connected strategy. The remaining strategies were linked to between 2-6 strategies. Regarding 
the physical (DS1-DS4; yellow) and spatial (DS5-DS10; blue) clusters (grey boxes) of strategies, the 
spatial cluster was connected more internally (67%) and externally (36%) than the physical strategies 
(50% and 31%) – both clusters were clearly linked more heavily internally. The two building-scale 
strategies - aesthetics (DS11) and multiple scales (DS12) - linked only to spatial strategies. 
 
DESIGN STRATEGIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 MODULARITY    O     X  X  O    O  O        
2 DESIGN 'IN' TIME O                 O        
3 LONG LIFE         O O      O           
4 SIMPLICITY & LEGIBILITY X     O     O  X     O          
5 LOOSE FIT X    O  O    X  X  X  X  X  O  O 
6 SPATIAL PLANNING  O      X  X        O  O  O      
7 PASSIVE TECHNIQUES          X            X    O 
8 UNFINISHED DESIGN  O   O  O X  O      O         
9 MAXIMISE BUILDING USE O O       X  O    O          X 
10 INCREASE INTERACTIVITY          X  O X         X  O 
11 AESTHETICS          O          X      
12 MULTIPLE SCALES         O    O   X  O      
Table 8.5 Matrix showing connectivity between design strategies 
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8.1.2. Building characteristics 
In describing their approach to adaptability many interviewees described characteristics of the 
building that they strived to include - e.g. the building is adaptable because of A, B and C. Thus, a 
building characteristic is defined as a prominent feature pertaining to the building and/or its 
constituting parts (section 10.1.1). As part of the iterative process characteristics merged (e.g. 
architecture primary qualities + good design = spatial quality), split (e.g. plan depth = divisible floor 
plate + shallow plan), emerged (not originally observed, e.g. multi-functional component) and were 
removed (recoded as another theme e.g. stakeholder engagement) and labels adjusted accordingly 
(e.g. component development = mature component). Table 8.6 matches building characteristics 
(rows)4 against the interviews (columns) – the totals on the far right indicate the frequency of the 
characteristic being mentioned across interviews. Table 8.7 highlights the most frequently mentioned 
characteristics in the interviews.5  
                                                            
4 It is worth noting that 4 rows (characteristics) are highlighted in purple as characteristics that did not emerge 
initially as part of this evolution, but were added as part of the verification process (section 10.3).  
5 Please note, counting is not used to indicate statistical importance, but to help identify emerging patterns and 
themes. 
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Table 8.6 Abducted building characteristics from the 40 interviews
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Building Characteristic Section
# of 
times 
% of 
interviews 
OVERSIZE SPACE  8.6.3 31 78% 
DURABILITY  8.4.1 28 70% 
JOINABLE/ DIVISBLE SPACE 8.7.2 26 65% 
OPEN SPACE 8.6.1 26 65% 
SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION METHOD 8.5.3 23 58% 
GOOD DAYLIGHTING  8.8.4 23 58% 
SIMPLE PLAN 8.7.8 23 58% 
STANDARDISED COMPONENTS 8.5.1 21 53% 
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SPACES 8.10.1 20 50% 
Table 8.7 Most frequently mentioned building characteristics (across interviews) 
Characteristics were not found to be in isolation but represent an entangled web. This was evidenced from 
the 15 primary case studies from which a total of 290 solutions were collected (an average of 19.7 solutions 
per a project). Section 5.3.2 describes the data collection process and is presented as a large table in Appendix 
L. The table relates each solution to the abducted concepts – characteristics (CT8), design strategies (CT6) 
& tactics (CT10) - along with concepts of the initial framework – building layers (CT17), adaptability types 
(CT2) and design guidelines (CT9). Of the 290 solutions collected, 165 solutions (57%) related to a single 
characteristic (unconnected) while 125 (43%) were linked to multiple characteristics. The relationships 
between characteristics captured from the solution table (Appendix L) were then displayed in a binary matrix, 
illustrating their distribution – Table 8.8.6 Table 8.9 illustrates the spread of connectivity amongst the building 
characteristics with the majority (66%) of them having between 1 and 11 connections to other building 
characteristics. 
                                                            
6 Please note this table is an example of a DSM matrix – where the rows and columns are the composed of the same 
elements.  
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Table 8.8 Relationships between characteristics 
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0% (no connectivity) 1 2%   no connections 
1-9% (very low connectivity) 14 25%
66% (1 to 11 connections) 
10-19% (low connectivity) 23 41%
20-29% (moderately connected) 9 16%   12 to 17 connections 
30-39% (well connected) 6 11%   18 to 23 connections 
40% or above  (highly connected) 3 5%   24 or more connections 
Table 8.9 Spread of Connectivity amongst characteristics 
Table 8.10 puts forth the most connected elements (majority are spatial characteristics), while Table 8.11 
the least connected (majority are physical characteristics). The connectivity between all of the 
characteristics is visualised as a network graph included as Appendix X. 
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SPACES 29 48%
JOINABLE/ DIVISIBLE SPACE 24 40%
STANDARDISED COMPONENTS 24 40%
SIMPLE PLAN 23 38%
OPEN SPACE 21 35%
A COMMUNAL PLACE  20 33%
OVERSIZE SPACE 19 32%
MULTIPLE VENTILATION STRATEGIES 18 30%
SUPPORT SPACE 18 30%
Table 8.10 Highest 'connected' characteristics 
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS 0 0%
 'EXTRA' COMPONENTS 1 2%
GOOD CRAFTMENSHIP 1 2%
 'EXTRA' COMPONENTS 1 2%
ATTITUDE & CHARACTER  1 2%
BUILDING ORIENTATION 2 3%
TYPOLOGY PATTERN 2 3%
Table 8.11 Least 'connected' characteristics 
8.1.3. Design tactics 
A third concept that was abducted from the data regarding designing for adaptability is design tactics. A design 
tactic is a specific method to achieve a goal/approach (strategy) - i.e. provides a way of doing (section 6.2.1.1). 
The tactics were rationalised through several iterations of consideration in an attempt to consolidate overly 
similar ones (assure differentiation), but also to assure coverage across the wide-spread of solutions. It is 
worth noting that design tactics were rationalised after the design strategies and building characteristics. This 
is the result of making a (later) distinction between design tactics and specific solutions. It was decided that in 
order for the design tactics to be part of the theory, they needed to act as a defined set which a limitless 
number of applications could fit underneath.7 135 design tactics were abducted from the data and are 
                                                            
7 The specific solutions from each of the case studies were considered to be the design tactics initially.  
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presented in Table 8.12 - all characteristics were represented by at least two design tactics (up to 7). In 
undergoing the process, a handful of patterns (1-3) emerged with a set of connected prompts:  
1. A characteristic emerged as a design tactic under another characteristic (blue cells in Table 8.12) 
a. Are the characteristics redundant?  
b. Should the (re)emergent characteristic simply become a design tactic? 
2. A tactic was repeated under multiple characteristics (yellow cells in Table 8.12) 
a. Does such a condition suggest a level of redundancy at the characteristic level?  
3. A characteristic is represented by several design tactics (Table 8.13) 
a. Is the characteristic too high-level (possibly a design strategy) or too general? 
b. Are other characteristics embedded within the characteristic (e.g. with overlapping 
tactics)?  
c. Is there redundancy within the set of design tactics? 
In relation to pattern (1) noted, seven characteristics (re)emerged as design tactics under other characteristics. 
While these characteristics are enmeshed, it was observed that they are distinguishable in their fulfilment and 
can be achieved in isolation of each other. Furthermore, the embedded characteristics were decomposable 
into a further set of design tactics, reconfirming their position. Thus, the repeated characteristics are viewed 
as one way of satisfying another characteristic (not the only way). With regards to pattern (2), it was 
concluded that redundancy amongst the tactics between the characteristics (particularly at a categorical level) 
was inevitable given the entangled relationship between the characteristics themselves. This was further 
supported with evidence that further delineation could be made with the application of the design tactic at 
the specific solution level in relationship to the multiple characteristics served.
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Table 8.12 List of 135 design tactics
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Regarding pattern (3), 13 characteristics (22%) were represented by 4 or more design tactics – Table 
8.13. Many of these characteristics were composed of design tactics that were repeated across 
multiple characteristics (e.g. CAR43, CAR19), while one offered a unique set of design tactics 
(CAR40). In response to the prompts, many of the characteristics at hand represent broad 
characteristics that allow them to be achieved in multiple ways.  
Characteristic # of 
tactics
repeated 
tactics 
CAR43  MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SPACES 7 5 
CAR21  SUPPORT SPACE 6 3 
CAR40  SPACE TO GROW INTO  6 0 
CAR19  SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION METHOD 5 4 
CAR46  MULTIPLE/ MIXED TENURE 5 4 
CAR6  CONFIGURABLE STUFF 4 2 
CAR15  READILY AVAILABLE MATERIALS   4 2 
CAR22  OVERSIZE SPACE 4 1 
CAR23  TYPOLOGY PATTERN  4 3 
CAR24  JOINABLE/ DIVISIBLE SPACE 4 2 
CAR28  SPATIAL VARIETY 4 2 
CAR29  SPATIAL AMBIGUITY 4 1 
CAR49  MULTIPLE ACCESS POINTS 4 3 
CAR50  PHYSICAL LINKAGE 4 2 
CAR47  SHARED OWNERSHIP  4 1 
Table 8.13 Characteristics represented by several tactics 
8.1.4. Resulting structure 
The structure between these three key concepts is exemplified in Figure 8.1. As stated in their earlier 
presentation, the building characteristics are clustered within a design strategy creating a nested (1: 
many) relationship, while the design tactics and building characteristics have a categorical relationship 
(many : many) – i.e. one characteristic relates to multiple tactics and vice versa.  
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Figure 8.1 Example relationship structure between key abducted concepts 
In addition, Table 8.14 provides definitions for all of the design strategies (DS1-DS12) and their 
constituting building characteristics (CAR1-60). Section 8.2 presents the evidence behind the first of 
the 12 design strategies (DS1) which are further stratified under each of the 4 nested characteristics 
(CAR1-CAR4). While it was the intent of this thesis, to present all the evidence for the abducted 
concepts within the main body of text, the length to describe each strategy and characteristic meant 
the majority of this text has been moved into an appendix. Hence, section 8.2 is representational (an 
example) of the evidence behind the abducted strategies and characteristics and Appendix W 
includes the remainder of the evidence (an 89 page supplement).  
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Table 8.14 Definitions of 12 design strategies and 60 building characteristics  
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8.2. Modularity (DS1) 
 “Thinking about the way stuff goes together to give you a place or space that you can tune to your 
needs.”  
I15 
As a design strategy, modularity can be defined as the separation of the physical parts of the building 
into defined functional entities. This strategy focuses on the way in which the physical bits are defined 
as functional entities, put together and the capacity for them to be separated again. As one architect 
suggested, adaptability is “a loose-fit approach to materials and their relationships…” as well as, 
“…the volumes they enclose” (I13). In this vein, the conceptual model presented in Chapter 6 
(building layers, M1) identifies six functional descriptions of the building that tend to have differing 
lifespans i.e. speed of change. The separation between the shortest (stuff and space plan, L3 & L4) 
and longest (structure, L7) lifespan components was often mentioned as the cliché example of 
enabling a user to reconfigure their space. One architect expressed an approach that moved as many 
elements as possible outside the structural layer, allowing it to act as an immutable infrastructure for 
around which change can occur. While the stuff and space plan layers were often cited as layers of 
frequent change; on multiple occasions, independence of the service layer was referred to as the 
layer that can make the biggest difference in terms of savings.  
Four characteristics surfaced as representational of this strategy: reversible, moveable stuff, 
component accessibility and functional separation. With this particular strategy, all four 
characteristics possess a level of overlap between them and the tactics evidenced. Thirteen out of 
the fifteen primary case studies enacted at least one modularity characteristic, while four projects 
(project A4, A5, A14 & A15) embodied all four of the characteristics.8 
8.2.1. Reversible (CAR1)  
As a characteristic, reversible is referred to as the capacity for the construction to be separated into 
its constituting parts (with minimum if any damage). The characteristic was identified in eight projects 
with examples regarding elements of the skin layer (AT3, AT4), services (AT2, AT3) and examples 
between the space plan and stuff layers (AT1, AT2). One architect (I39) regarded the ‘ultimate 
reversibility’ as, “…if there’s no wet trades at all. You could unbolt that entire structure, dismantle 
it, put the nuts and bolts in the box, take the whole building apart and ship it somewhere else.”  
From the perspective of the skin layer, several interviewees described framed solutions (CAR4) that 
enabled the use of a panellised cladding system, simply connected to or hung off the edge of the slab. 
For most projects, exposed fasteners allowed easy access (CAR3) and the capability of changing the 
panels quickly. However as one architect (I9) stated in the case of a building he worked on, “You’d 
                                                            
8 As a reminder, please note that how the characteristics are dispersed across case studies is discussed after the 
presentation of the strategies and characteristics in section 8.14.  
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have to get rid of all the plasterboard lining to actually get to the panel, so we didn’t actually build in 
some sort of perfect way of unbolting them, because you’d have to consider security wouldn’t you?”  
In the case of Cedar Rapids Public Library (CRPL) (A4) the majority of the building is cladded in Swiss 
pearl panels with exposed fasteners as a rain screen system with the panels clipped on an inner layer 
back to the structure, creating a thermal break and allowing for the panels to be switched out easily 
(DT1). A similar rain screen detail was used in Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) and Murray Grove 
(B30) with natural terracotta panels – the panels in the case of Murray Grove (B30) are hung from a 
light metal framing on the outside of the prefabricated modules (CAR18). The wood cladding of 
Almen+ (B12) is mounted with frictional fixations to avoid penetrating the substrate. The size and 
weight of the dry-connected exterior panels of Melfi Headquarters (A5) (metal and sandstone) were 
measured for a single individual (Figure 8.2). Similarly, the 1.8m by 1.2m metal cladding panels of 
Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts (SCVA) (C1) were designed to be removed easily by two men 
unfastening six bolts in less than five minutes. As with Oxley Woods (A11), the architect explained 
the rain screen panels are easily replaced with any material that complies with planning requirements 
(CON7 & CAR54). 
 
Figure 8.2 Substrate for dry attachment of veneer panels for Melfi Headquarters (A5) 
In another instance, Dato Onn International Medical City (DOIMC) (A6) used a modular curtain wall 
system (CAR16) that could be changed easily from the outside. The façade acts as a double skin 
consisting of a bolted on mesh positioned one meter away to hide individual air con units while 
providing an ample gap between inner and outer layers allowing the inner layer to be maintained 
freely (CAR3). The windows are designed in strips which size and composition allow them to be 
changed with minimum effort (A3, L6) and to reflect changes in the uses behind them (CAR43; AT2, 
L4). The Jubilee wing of King’s College Hospital (B8) utilises a similar modularised curtain wall system 
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(CAR16) that allows panels and windows to be switched easily in support of functional or aesthetic 
changes. The metal panels of Igus Factory (C7) are held in place with aluminum clamps secured to 
composite mullions, the clamps are simply turned to remove the panel. Kettering Old Persons Unit 
(KOPU) (A15) considered the use of clipped window details that allow the windows to be replaced 
easily without affecting the exterior wall –however this was not included due to the high cost 
(CON20) and limiting future replacement options as a closed system (CAR15).  
On several occasions Kentish Town Health Centre (KTHC) (A1) used an intermediate component 
(DT2) (top rail system) as a standard solution (CAR16) to allow the separation between space plan 
and stuff layers to be eased. The top rail system is a simple uniform system comprised of two fixed 
rails that allow for a variety of objects (e.g. storage units, shelves, furniture, fixtures) to be suspended 
from them and moved around without any difficulty. The simplicity of the system allows users to 
change the use of rooms without the need to use builders or special tools (e.g. drill holes into the 
walls; CAR43). Architecturally, the system required a stronger partition wall (CAR10; gypsum with 
ply-backing) to provide the additional strength needed to support the various objects (slight 
additional cost, CON20). The system in this case is used throughout the building to maximise inter-
changeability in offices, consultant rooms, GP hot desk area and corridors (Figure 8.3). 
 
Figure 8.3 Top rail system used to hang community artwork in KTHC (A1) 
In multiple healthcare facilities (including projects A1, A15 & B8) refillable trays (DT2) for stocking 
rooms with general supplies was mentioned as an adaptable tactic (modular storage - CAR16). The 
trays (intermediate component) are either delivered to the facility pre-stocked or (re)filled in a 
central store. The new trays are brought in and the partially used ones are removed from the cabinet. 
This allows all clinical spaces to be restocked quickly without having to check each room. Retail design 
offers an example of drawing a ‘clean’ line between the owner’s physical infrastructure and the user’s 
infill. In the majority of retail cases, there are restrictions (M2, rules) on how the user can attach to 
the owner’s infrastructure: a) without damaging it and b) allowing for the infill to be removed 
relatively quickly and easily. One architect (I27) discussed how they used a modular system (CAR16) 
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that runs along the perimeter of the retail store so that the shelving, lighting or any other fixture can 
‘plug into’ the modular system, which again acts as a standardised intermediate component (CAR16). 
This example is reflective of speculative construction which separates the construction into two parts 
(CAR41):  an infrastructure level (shell & core) and an occupant fit-out level (infill).  
Some examples related to the ability to reverse or improve the changeability of services by using 
modular services and plug and play solutions (DT1; projects A7, B5 & C4) – e.g. Flexilab (B5) uses 
plug and play service connections to increase layout versatility by enabling stuff (e.g. work benches) 
to be easily disconnected from service elements. When David Wilson Library (B42) was originally 
constructed in the 1970s the services (L5) were integrated within the reinforced concrete frame (L7) 
– binding the two layers together. When the building was refitted (AT3) and scaled (AT5) the existing 
solution was maintained as it was non-reversible and the storey height was too low to add a new 
system (CAR22). Rather than separate the two layers for the new section of the building (restricted 
to the same storey heights; CAR26), the architects decided to replicate the integration as a way of 
allowing the duct work to be ‘hidden’ as part of the structure rather than exposed underneath the 
structure (CAR19). Another architect discussed the trade-off of using radiators compared to 
underfloor heating pipes. The use of underfloor heating pipes allows more versatility (AT2) within 
the room as it frees up wall space (display area and storage) and is safer for kids. The problem is if 
the space plan/use is to be reconfigured (e.g. move a wall) it will likely require a change in the layout 
of underfloor heating layout which is embedded in the screed (L5 & L7 embedded again). The latter 
example here improves the performance of the use initially at the expense of future change; whereas, 
the previous example does not necessarily effect performance, but will potentially add cost later on 
if the services need to be changed – both examples reduce change efficiency (benefit 1).  
In a few instances, interviewees acknowledged an approximate timeframe for the use of a space as a 
driving force for equipment and installations to be reversible (and possibly relocatable) - projects 
B11, C4, C8 & C10. Given that the design life of the fit-out for Joplin Interim High School (B11) is 
three years (until a permanent home for the school is constructed) many of the space plan (L4) and 
service (L5) elements were designed as ‘furniture’ and could be picked up and reused for the new 
school (this idea was driven by the client – CON01) – e.g. carpet tiles, movable walls, and lighting 
(which is not tied into the grid). Another similar type of example would be the temporary enclosure 
of exterior space with a clear understanding that the solution is only temporary and will require to 
be (re)moved (AT6). The degree of closure varied between projects, but in essence solutions 
provided additional space for special events or temporary increases in occupational capacity. Often, 
these were light-weight structures that could be readily constructed and demounted. The Lift (B18) 
is a temporary event space that utilised a standard steel-truss kit-of-parts (CAR16) covered with a 
tensile fabric roof and can be fully demounted and placed inside two shipping containers that double 
as a box office and back of house space when in use (CAR43) and moved to another location (AT6). 
Lastly, a few projects (project A14, B27 & C7) included demountable bridges (walkways) as a method 
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to enable circulation versatility (CAR50). For example, Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) consists of 
seven buildings currently used by a single tenant, but the buildings are designed to work 
independently as well at which time a bridge(s) can be removed over the span of a weekend (CAR26).  
8.2.2. Moveable stuff (CAR2) 
Moveable stuff refers to furniture, equipment or fixtures that can be moved to different locations 
throughout the building or site freely. The solutions are primarily of the stuff (L3) and space plan layer 
(L4) purposefully separated from other space plan elements and the service layer (L5). The size and 
weight of the object will influence the users’ capacity and likelihood of moving an object. The key as 
one interviewee (I25) pointed out is “when somebody wants to move a desk it doesn’t require 
someone with technical expertise – they have to be moveable by the people who use them.”  
Moveable stuff (DT3) was used in several projects (projects A2, A4, A5, A7, A13 & A14), and for 
the most part, this can be commonly associated with moveable furniture or equipment that is not 
fixed - allowing a room to be reconfigured. For example, Chesterfield auditorium (A13) consisted 
mainly of a large theatre space that contains several moveable elements to allow the space to function 
in a variety of ways (CAR43) including loose chairs, modular stage units, moveable side wings and 
adaptable lighting rigs. Other use types exemplified distinct moveable solutions as well – work 
benches for labs (A7), compact shelving systems and floating kiosks for a library (A4), large projection 
screens for offices (A14) and work stations (desks) for schools (B1). Many times the key to making 
a space adaptable, as one architect (I35) put it, “…is more a fit-out development which goes hand 
and hand with how the space is developed, but tends to be much more of a kind of a looser fit item 
at the end of the job.” The original design of the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts (SCVA) (C1) included 
configurable (CAR06) and moveable free-standing displays cases, stands, plinths and partition screens 
to occupy the open plan space (Figure 8.4); however after more than 20 years of use in primarily the 
same locations they were replaced with less moveable and more stable ones (CAR10).  
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Figure 8.4 Large open gallery space of SVAC (C1) filled with moveable stuff (CAR2) 
In addition, many of the projects had moveable wall solutions (DT4; projects A5, A7 & A14) that 
allow rooms to vary in size as needed (CAR24). Many of the projects provided moveable partitions 
for shared multi-functional (CAR43) spaces (e.g. meeting room) that could allow the space to be 
divided - projects A7, A15, B5, B46, C1 & C2. Melfi Headquarters (A5) used moveable storage units 
to separate spaces (CAR29). Another architect (I9) expressed the tension of having a demountable 
wall solution that was filled with services effectively embedding the service (L5) and space plan layers 
(L4) together and stated it would be a nightmare to actually move the wall which was designed as 
demountable because of all the services inside. SCVA (C1) and Igus Factory (C7) both include 
volumetric spaces (CAR18; study rooms and offices) that can be considered moveable ‘furniture’ 
within large open plan spaces (CAR20) – these however require special equipment to be moved 
(generally not done by the user). Lastly, representing a non-conventional situation, the large self-
contained modules that make up Halley VI (C4) can be towed (moved) several kilometers by the 
large skis attached to four legs (AT6).9   
8.2.3. Component Accessibility (CAR3) 
Component accessibility refers to the easy access of components within the building without 
damaging other components in the effort. Examples of component accessibility were often illustrated 
as access to service elements (L5) via dropped ceilings (DT1; projects A1, A5 & C5) or raised floors 
(DT1; projects A2, A4, A14 & C2). Seven of the case study projects (projects A1, A2, A4, A5, A8, 
A14 & A15) conveyed this characteristic. While accessibility is a key feature with regards to 
reversibility (CAR1), a component’s accessibility did not always mean the solution was reversible. 
                                                            
9 The concept has subsequently been applied conceptually to a commercial project within the architect’s office. 
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For example, in KTHC (A1), while the dropped ceiling (L4) provides access to the services (L5) 
above, it was found to be very difficult to change them, because of how they were installed. According 
to the architect, the M&E contractor “went off on their own” (CON5) and because the contractor 
was in control of the finished work (CON14) the architect had no capacity to amend the situation. 
The result is “a sea of duct work” with no coherent understanding behind its distribution which 
drastically reduces its future capacity to adapt (time, cost).  
To increase the accessibility, it was conveyed that main service distributions will often run above 
circulation routes and/or in centralised locations (e.g. service cores). While some cited the use of 
trays, buzz bars and conduit as mechanisms for organising service distributions (projects B4 & B30), 
one interviewee (I34) stressed the visibility of service elements in easing their change capacity by 
simply laying cables directly on the slab (DT5) or screwing them directly to the slab above (project 
B3; CAR19) - an increase in construction speed and decrease of cost was also expressed (CON20). 
Some projects implemented occupiable spatial voids for services (DT6) – SVAC (C1) contains a 2m 
wall cavity and Civil and Building Engineering (C3) a 1.5m ceiling void (CAR30) – see Figure 8.5. In 
addition, services were located along the outside of the building to make them more accessible from 
both the inside and outside (projects A15 & C1). Capacity to separate service elements from other 
layers and provide proper access to them often requires ample floor to floor height (CAR23). 
Exposing service elements (DT5) as part of the finished space (projects B2 & C7) can reduce the 
number of elements and reduce complications (CAR19). Accessibility to services was also 
considered important regarding a potential future push to refit energy sources - e.g. to be able to 
plug in CHP or Biomass at a later date (CAR12). From an equipment perspective, multiple access 
points (CAR49) to services were also considered important particularly for such uses as laboratories.  
 
Figure 8.5 Occupiable service zones for SVAC (C1; left) & Civil and Building Engineering (C3; right) 
8.2.4. Functional Separation (CAR4) 
Functional separation corresponds to the separation of functions into different constituting parts; 
i.e. rather than a single component providing two functions, two components provide one function 
each. This 1:1 function to component relationship is the primary trait of modular design. The 
correspondence with adaptability is often one function may need to change while another may not 
which can reduce the impact of change. While combining functionalities within a single component 
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(CAR7) may reduce initial costs, the result may lead to unwanted knock-on dependencies and 
complications when a change is required.10   
Here again the use of a framed solution (DT7) separates the function of structure (L7, columns and 
beams), space plan (L4, internal partitions) and skin (L6, exterior façade), while a load-bearing 
solution would combine two or more layers. In eight projects (projects A1, A2, A3, A4, A7, A12, 
A14 & A15) the use of non-load bearing partitions allowed internal walls (L4) to be adapted without 
disturbing the structure. Providing non-loading bearing partitions was often referred to as the best 
solution for interior walls providing a satisfying middle ground between load-bearing partitions (highly 
restrictive) and demountable walls (high cost for infrequent use; CON20). While not being the 
optimum solution potentially from a waste management perspective, non-load bearing partitions 
such as stud and plasterboard proved useful on several projects (e.g. project C6). The versatility 
(AT2) this provides has already been evidenced in the first few years of Melfi Headquarters (A5) 
where several rooms have changed uses (e.g. laboratory to flexible meeting space) and have been 
joined together by the removal of drywall partitions and doors (CAR24). A school project (C9) 
provides an additional example, “The walls are not demountable, but they are not structural. There 
is nothing structural in terms of the enclosure…when they moved in they [the client] felt they needed 
to rearrange some of the room sizes and they were amazingly surprised that they could; where they 
were used to a traditional school where the whole thing is fit around a series of rigid boxes” (I17). In 
a contrasting opinion, one architect (I3) raised a potential trade-off between plasterboard and using 
block work walls which can provide additional thermal capacity (CAR7). While block work walls are 
not as versatile as plasterboard, they can be relocated or holes can be punctured through them to 
allow for a level of connectivity between spaces if needed (CAR24). The architects of DOMIC (A6) 
expressed the desire to use a plasterboard solution for the interior walls; however, the conventional 
solution in Malaysia (CON6) is masonry walls creating a significant cost difference (CON1) - the 
value of such a solution needs to be understood by the client if to be implemented (CON1).  
The possibility to move interior partitions is not just a reflection of the wall solution in itself. For 
example, KTHC’s (A1) framed solution uses stud wall partitions, but because of the geometry 
(CAR53) created by the design concept (Jenga, pushing and pulling of spaces – Figure 8.6) there is a 
greater level of rigidity caused by the structural layer (L7) in terms of where the partitions (L4) could 
actually be located. Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) and Aeblelunden (B28) illustrates how adaptability can 
be achieved and limited at the same time as a conscious cost decision (CON20). Partition walls inside 
the residences are non-load bearing and can be moved around as needed; however, the walls 
between units are load-bearing and restrict the ability to ‘openly’ combine units (something which is 
quite common in Copenhagen; CON6). Because BP3 (B24) uses structural concrete panels it has 
much less choice with the location of openings in the façade – the advantage is the versatility (AT2) 
                                                            
10 Potential tensions between characteristics is discussed in sections 8.5 and 9.4.1.  
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in core location. While potentially remaining as separate components (e.g. structural panels covered 
with a veneer system), the configuration of the structural layer creates a relationship between the 
two layers that restricts the configuration of the skin layer. In addition, the different tolerance levels 
between the structural panels (30mm) and standard cladding panels (5mm) make coordination of 
the openings trickier (CAR25).  
 
Figure 8.6 Spatial form of KTHC (A1) 
On 85 Southwark Street (A2), the exterior walls (L6) are conceptualised and constructed as three 
separately functioning layers (DT9): the outside one for the building’s image (L6), the middle layer 
for weathering (L5, waterproofing and thermal) and the inside layer (L4), related to the versatility 
(AT2) of the room. The separation of the wall functions into three layers allowed each layer to be 
more tuned to the individual function it delivers and for them to act independently of each other. For 
example, the inner glazed layer uses a 1.5m module (in line with the 4.5m structural grid) so that the 
interior space could be partitioned every 1.5m, accommodating almost any number of spatial layouts 
(CAR25; AT2). Moreover, several interviewees discussed the use of a rain screen system that 
separates the functions of the façade into two layers; the outer layer keeps water out and the inner 
layer provides thermal insulation – block work was used with a framed solution in projects A7 & B37.  
8.3. Primary case studies: distribution of characteristics  
In the previous section and the associated appendix (Appendix W) a conscious decision was made 
to present the data in the form of the developed framework (strategies and characteristics) rather 
than as individual case studies since the framework is a major portion of the output. As a reference, 
each case study is mapped against the characteristics (columns) it was written under and provided as 
Appendix Y - the blue cells under the primary case studies reflect embodied characteristics not 
described in the thesis (not every embedded characteristic was written). However, this section 
provides a brief overview of how the framework (data) was represented within each case study. 
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Table 8.15 maps the characteristics (rows) across the primary building case studies (columns). It 
shows that eight of the characteristics were embedded in most of the projects (top quartile: 
characteristic used in 12-15 projects). 11  Those eight characteristics are: multi-functional spaces 
(CAR43; 15 projects), good daylighting (CAR39: 14 projects), simple plan (CAR32; 13 projects), 
oversize space (CAR22; 13 projects), visual linkage (CAR51; 13 projects), overdesign capacity (CAR14; 
12 projects), open space (CAR20; 12 projects) and functional separation (CAR4; 12 projects) – multi-
functional spaces (CAR43) is the only characteristic to be deployed in every building. Interestingly, 
the eight characteristics cut across seven design strategies (five spatial and two physical) – open space 
(CAR20) and oversize space (CAR22) are both part of the Loose-Fit strategy (DS5). On the other 
side, of the ten characteristics that make up the bottom quartile six are physical characteristics, two 
each from three of the four strategies - multi-functional components (CAR7), not precious (CAR8), 
mature component (CAR11), efficient services (CAR12), standard component locations (CAR17) and 
off-site construction (CAR18). The spread of characteristics is summarised in Table 8.16. 
                                                            
11 The 4 quartiles of the fifteen case studies breaks down as: top quartile (15-12 projects), top middle (11-8 
projects), bottom middle (7-4 projects) and bottom (3-0 projects). 
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Table 8.15 The 60 building characteristics mapped against the fifteen primary case studies (A1-A15) 
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TOP QUARTILE (12-15) = 8
TOP MIDDLE (8-11) =  23
BOTTOM MIDDLE (4-7) =  19
BOTTOM QUARTILE (0-3) = 10
Table 8. 16 Spread of characteristics across projects 
The number of characteristics embedded in each project ranged from 17 to 41 (out of 60) - the mean 
of which was calculated as 30.5 indicating on average a case study implemented approximately half 
of the characteristics. The residential project of Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) deployed the most 
characteristics with 41, while the least 17 was Chesterfield auditorium (A13) - which logically makes 
sense given the small scale of the project only entailing a section of an existing building. Given the 
explicit intent to design for adaptability in many of these projects it would suggest accommodating all 
60 characteristics in a single project would be unlikely and not necessary (i.e. wasteful) - this reflects 
the untenable ideal of universal adaptability. Radar charts for each project were constructed to see 
if any visual patterns were identifiable that may indicate a particular approach to designing for 
adaptability – Figure 8.7 presents all 15 radar charts.12  
Visually, the overall shape of each project is relatively unique with some overlapping tendencies. This 
supports the proposition that each project will require its own mix of strategies and characteristics. 
For example, Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) displayed a broad tripartite form highlighting modularity 
(DS1), passive techniques (DS7) and increase activity (DS10). However, many of the projects 
(projects A5, A7, A9 & A13) displayed thin forms with points accentuating one or two particular 
strategies used – e.g. Melfi Headquarters (A5) with modularity (DS1) and increased activity (DS10). 
CRPL (A4) and The Cube (A10) illustrated similar shapes with a much heavier tendency with regards 
to the strategies on the left side of the chart creating lop-sided shapes – emphasis on building scale 
and spatial characteristics (DS8-12). On the other hand, DOIMC (A6) and Bio Innovation Centre 
(A7) designed by the same architectural practice (different geographical locations/offices) present 
similar shaped ‘pulls’ with multiple strategies suggesting a common ethos within the practice centred 
around modularity (DS1), loose fit (DS5), spatial planning (DS6), and maximise building use (DS9). 
This is somewhat representational in the practice’s KOPU (A15) project as well, but with a broader 
overall approach. Overall, design ‘in’ time (DS2) and long life (DS4) appeared to be the two strategies 
utilised holistically the least, while many of the projects displayed strong ‘pulls’ with regards to loose-
fit (DS5) and increase activity (DS10). Figure 8.8 overlays all fifteen projects on a single chart. Given 
the different briefs, uses, stakeholders, contexts, etc. of each project, one would expect varied results 
(as seen), but the broad kaleidoscope range is of particular interest as it visually reinforces the 
complexity that adaptability affords.  
                                                            
12 A projects accommodation of a strategy was ‘calculated’ by the percent of characteristics embedded over the 
total number of characteristics for that strategy – the dot on the strategy line represents the percent 
accommodated. For example, accommodating 2 out of 3 characteristics under the Loose-fit strategy would place 
the dot at 67% for a project.  
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Figure 8.7 Primary case studies visualised as a set of radar charts 
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Figure 8.8 All fifteen projects overlaid 
In addition to mapping the individual projects, relationships were considered at the building use level 
for healthcare, residential and office projects – Figure 8.9. The radar diagrams reveal whether a set 
of strategies/characteristics are discernible for each particular building use type (CON16) – i.e. do 
the cases depicted here establish a clear pattern for the three building uses? The area that all the 
projects cover (the inner defining boundary) is outlined in black. Regarding the residential projects 
(centre chart) similarities were observable for the Loose-fit (DS5) and Long-life (DS4) strategies. The 
inner defining boundary is shared by Islington Square (A9) and Oxley Woods (A11) – in many regards, 
the projects mirror each other’s approaches with overlaps at loose fit (DS5) and unfinished design 
(DS8). The shape does not suffer from any extreme conditions. The outer shape is defined by Carl 
Jacobsens vej (A8) for 9 out of the 12 strategies which is not surprising given it embedded more 
characteristics than any other of the 15 primary case studies. Regarding healthcare projects (left 
chart), similarities were observable regarding all three projects for modularity (DS1) and long life 
(DS4) strategies, while the inner and outer boundaries are defined by a mixture of all three projects. 
While the office projects (right chart) displayed a split between the four projects with Melfi 
Headquarters (A5) and CPC (A12) defining the inner boundary (11 out of 12 strategies) and 85 
Southwick Street (A2) and Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) defining the outer boundary (11 out of 
12 strategies) - the exception being unfinished design (DS8).  
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Figure 8.9 Radar charts for building use types 
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Comparing the three use types, the outlined area (black line) for the healthcare projects displays a 
much larger common baseline for the strategies than the other two uses, particularly modularity 
(DS1), loose fit (DS5) and spatial planning (DS6) – suggesting a high demand for adaptability. In 
addition, the mixed overall approaches for the healthcare projects contrasts the clarity of the office 
projects. This could be reflective of the more straightforward approach for adaptability within the 
office sector (and to a certain extent residential) compared to the additional complexity healthcare 
projects afford (high and uncertain demand). At the other end of the spectrum, certain strategies 
were consistently used across the use types - e.g. increase activity (DS8) and loose fit (DS5) - while 
most strategies were defined by one or two projects, e.g. modularity (DS1), spatial planning (DS6), 
passive techniques (DS7) and unfinished design (DS8).  
8.4. Design Resources 
This section highlights the design tools that were mentioned in the interviews either designing for, 
communicating or evaluating adaptability. This was not necessarily an explicit prompt in most 
interviews and as a result is an area that could be explored more as further research looks to make 
the toolkit more amendable to designer use and appropriation. Table 8.17 maps the resources across 
the interviews, while the most frequently mentioned resources are listed in Table 8.18. The following 
text presents many of the design resources mentioned.  
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Table 8.17 Design resources mapped against interviews 
SCENARIO PLANNING 40% 
PROJECT PRECEDENTS 40% 
CRITICAL PARAMETERS 38% 
DESIGN GUIDELINES 33% 
DIAGRAMS/ PARTI 30% 
Table 8.18 Frequency of design resources across interviews 
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8.4.1. Critical (design) Parameters (DR1) 
Critical parameters refers to the units or decisions that make up the physical building; e.g. height, 
width, material, colour, etc. (section 6.2.1). The reference to critical parameters is sprinkled 
throughout the design tactics collected and stretches across many of the building’s aspects. Standards 
for critical parameters offered by industry should be perceived more as rules of thumb than absolute 
limits as the architect of Angel Building (B44) stressed,  
“BCO’s very clear on quite short distances and this project is a case in point. There are 
some areas of that which are twenty metre single aspect space but because the ceilings 
are tall, because they’re open floors, you can see glazing a hundred and eighty degrees 
around you, it might be some distance away but the feeling of space is still good.”   
The architect’s explanation shows plan depth as a defined parameter dependant on storey height and 
spatial configuration (in an effort to achieve good daylighting - CAR39). The architect went on to 
further comment on how they have challenged BCO specifications regarding uniform light 
distribution throughout the space as well which can be a significant cost (CON20) and can clutter 
the ceiling plan with light fixtures (CAR9). Rather than provide a uniform blanket, the architects try 
to tune the lighting in terms of time of day, context and user, which they claim reflects the fluctuation 
in natural lighting, user moods and activities.  However, in an effort to reduce cost (CON20) and 
unnecessary redundancy (CAR9) – the architecture loses a level of generality attempted to be 
safeguarded by the standards (CON11). 
The same architect discussed how they have taken a number of these design principles (working with 
the same development team; CON01g) and evolved them over a series of projects to create a 
typology (CAR23) that they believe represents the future of office design. The five principles are not 
a strict way of designing, but help inform design decisions without controlling them: concrete 
structure, tall ceilings, deep plan, smart servicing and simple passive façade (Figure 8.10). The 
exposed concrete frame (CAR19) maximises thermal storage (CAR37), provides a pleasing aesthetic 
feel (CAR53), allows bays to be removed to add connectivity for tenants occupying multiple floors 
(CAR50), offers 4 metre floor to floor heights (CAR22) and the concrete ‘upstand’ perimeter wall 
eliminates the need for perimeter columns. The design includes a compact core of lifts and stairs 
along with fire sprinklers so the space can remain open and connected (CAR20 & 51). The taller 
floor height allows for on floor plant to be contained in the core space above the WC where lower 
ceilings are okay (2.4m). The size of the floor plates (12-18m to core) are dictated by the amount of 
natural light (CAR39) and potential for natural ventilation (CAR35). The size, position, and location 
of windows are adjusted for solar orientation (CAR38) removing the need for expensive shading 
devices (CAR37). The windows are operable by the user (CAR6) and are positioned above desk 
height. Chilled water pipes are cast into the bottom of the floor slabs (integrates L5 & L7) and cool 
the space as the hot air rises reducing the need for air conditioning (CAR37). The base building 
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additionally includes universal artificial lighting throughout the space (CAR9) which goes against their 
previous example of tuning the lighting fixtures. The Angel Building (B44) is an example of a refitted 
1980s office building (single tenant) that reused the positive characteristics of the original design (e.g. 
concrete frame) to create a new image (CAR54) and mixed use development (CAR44 - office/retail) 
encompassing many of the principles laid out here - exposed concrete, varying window sizes and 
positions, and lots of natural light and ventilation.  
 
Figure 8.10 AHMM’s critical parameters visualised (2010) 
Architect (I37) communicated several rules of thumb for developing good space for speculative office 
developments that could in turn be used for other uses. The architect commented, “I was simply 
looking at the various design codes for different building sector types and looking for an overlap 
between them, seeing where the various codes overlapped and, where they did, pick out that set of 
rules as a notional adaptable design set of rules for that group of sectors of buildings.” For example, 
plan depth should not exceed 5x the ceiling height (5h) and should be in a 1.5m module, which is the 
BCO recommended planning module (CAR25). Storey heights are suggested at a module of .15m 
to coordinate easily with stair height (CAR25). Figure 8.11 illustrates the ability to stretch the plan 
depth based on defining two spatial zones (CAR30; permanent workspace and temporary work 
space). Lastly, the space between buildings (w) should be at least 1/3 of the total building height (3w) 
– it was suggested that 18m between buildings provides for a good public realm (CAR60).  
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Figure 8.11 Section illustrates increased plan of depth by creating spatial zones 
The 3D rendering (Figure 8.12) is another example that illustrates the ability of a generic frame (7.5m 
standard grid, 15m plan depth and 4m storey height) to accommodate a range of conventional uses 
- residential, school/office and retail (CAR22, 33 & 36). The uses are defined by standard dimensions 
for critical parameters. The illustration shows different floor to ceiling heights, façade patterns (size 
of window openings) and materials and spatial configurations (open plan – cellular) which require 
different beam depths and servicing strategies. Lastly, a few architects (I20) related the concept of 
critical parameters to planning considerations that set codes for massing, height, balcony type, parking 
conditions, streetscape and amenity.  
 
Figure 8. 12 Section illustrating generic solution accommodating different use types (Buro Happold, 2011) 
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8.4.2. Scenario Planning (DR2) 
“It is actually about imagination, isn’t it? What happens if…they do a video show or have to hang 
something from the ceiling?” 
 I6 
Change scenarios are narratives for how the building could change; they provide a measure for 
envisaging adaptability strategies - this happens at the scale of a room, building or complete 
neighbourhoods. They ask the ‘what if’ (demand) or ‘how can’ (supply) questions that help resolve 
future possibilities since one can safely assume change will occur, just not always how and when. The 
idea of scenario planning then is to imagine scenarios that the building may have to accommodate – 
the benefit of enabling a scenario may not come as imagined as it could be implemented under 
different conditions (i.e. one does not have to get the scenario exactly right to benefit from it). 
Architect (I19) gave an example of how the banking system (Wall Street) prepared for the disaster 
of changing the date on their system’s from 1999 to 2000 (which turned out to be nothing), but was 
able to use that preparation (scenario) to restore their systems quickly after the terrorist strike on 
September 11th (2001) which took out half of its infrastructure.  
Many of the interviewees conveyed from a client perspective, if they are thinking about change it is 
usually in the form of a short-term perspective. This was reflected in the most common reference to 
using scenarios to illustrate how a space could be reconfigured to accommodate different working 
conditions (AT2) – this is conventionally done by laying out furniture and equipment in plan 
accompanied with standard spatial dimensions for operation (typically illustrate 3 to 4 options). One 
drawing will show how the client intends on using the space initially and further drawings illustrate 
the possibilities of how the space could be reconfigured – which usually requires moving furniture 
and equipment around and sometimes space plan (walls) and service elements (distribution boxes). 
Figure 8.13 shows eight spatial configurations for the theatre space of Wyley Theatre (B17) that allow 
the space to accommodate a wider range of performances and increase the likelihood of the space 
being used more often.  
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Figure 8.13 Different configurations for the theatre space of Wyley Theatre (B17) 
While the client may not be thinking about long-term scenarios, many architects (e.g. I4 & I12) talked 
about thinking past the initial use of the building and imagining how the building could be used after 
its initial use faded away – the challenge expressed was how to explain it to the client, particularly if 
it required any kind of additional costs. Architect (I38) added,  
“We’re always looking at scenarios but you have to be grounded and you’ve got specific 
constraints to do with cost and the site and pre-existing planning and all the rest of it. 
But yeah, obviously we’re always looking for an angle or something that will add value to 
the service that we offer and flexibility’s obviously a key part of that.”  
The importance of long-term thinking was stressed by another architect (I17), “Even though it wasn’t 
required…I think that’s what makes a building adaptable is thinking beyond its specific role and 
thinking more of its ability to do other things…imagining it being a gym or a little nursery school, or 
various other things.” In Figure 8.14 the architect (I22) imagined different scenarios over time for 
how the building could be used and in turn how the building could accommodate different window 
openings.  
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Figure 8.14 Different scenarios over time (TSA, 2011) 
Architect (I24) described scenarios as two types - specific scenarios that are tuned to the client’s 
nuanced needs and come from the client and market scenarios which the architect can provide based 
on their experience and understanding of industry standards, allowing them to extend adaptability 
beyond the particular client and to things the client may have forgotten. The perspective implies there 
is a certain amount of predictability in adaptability that should be built in and the rest should come 
from the specifics of the client limiting the range of scenarios that are applicable. For example, a 
speculative office developer may want to look at different ways of dividing a floor plate or the 
requirements for accommodating different markets (e.g. lab space or brokers). Scenarios are more 
common for multi-functional spaces (CAR43) as a quick and simple method for checking to confirm 
the space can be used for a variety of activities and demands which are likely to arise, “If we 
[architecture practice] can show a track record, particularly if people are looking at buildings we did 
twenty years ago and they hold up well, then that’s part of adding value, isn’t it?” (I38). Figure 8.15 
illustrates the changing use of a school building (initially) over different cycles and scales of time – 
day/night, seasonal (school terms) and use.  
 
Figure 8.15 Building timeline (Buro Happold, 2011) 
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In addition, some architects mentioned ‘a day in the life’ type scenarios as a way of imagining 
narratives for how the user may experience the building throughout the day. Thus, they are more 
about accommodating the daily needs of the user, how does one…open a window, go from their 
desk to a meeting space, take a break, eat their lunch, communicate to a colleague, adjust the 
temperature or lighting levels - the various activities that compose a ‘normal’ workday. Hence, they 
are focused heavily on experientially-based scenarios – while different from change scenarios their 
inclusion is important to help imagine different ways users may appropriate the building. 
8.4.3. Film/Animations (DR3) 
Film/Animations offer motion graphics to illustrate how the building may be used or changed over 
time. Films add time to the representational medium and thus are well-suited to communicate the 
life of the building whether a day, week, year or decade. Animations are commonly used in the design 
process to produce a ‘walk-through’ or a ‘fly-through’ which can help communicate different spaces 
of the building from either an experiential perspective (walk-through) or from an abstract/holistic 
perspective (fly-through) – this style however does not exploit the time dimension of the medium (in 
relation to the architecture). On the other hand, architect (I3) used an animation to tell a story of 
change through the combination of photographs, maps, sound bites and illustrations - Figure 8.16. 
The narrative communicates a brief evolution and analysis of the area, the desire of its stakeholders 
and applies a set of basic design concepts to help enable change to bring about a better environment 
for the future.  
 
Figure 8.16 Snapshots of Leicester Waterside film (Ash Sakula, 2011) 
In addition, it was also suggested that ‘everyone’ enjoys watching films and thus it is a format that is 
‘user-friendly’ – unlike conventional architectural representation which may appear quite unreadable 
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to the layperson. As one architect (I3) added, “They’re actually, in some senses, a tool for the future. 
I think in understanding adaptability and understanding for the occupants of their own space and how 
it works.” Thus, it was felt that films can supplement conventional forms of representation well, 
because they can convey a clear message and add the dimension of time which is not easily illustrated 
in conventional methods affording an educational and marketing value.  
8.4.4. ‘Active’ drawings (DR4) 
Active drawings are illustrations that include people and show how the building could be used (e.g. 
communicates scenarios) – Figure 8.17. They are like visual scenarios that help imagine possibilities. 
Active drawings were referred to by one architect (I3) as creating a graphic manual for the building 
and that the illustrations provide suggestions to the users. Architect (I3) commented,  
“We draw the objects and the human mess in the space, the clutter, and that’s 
something that for us is the real architecture. That’s far more exciting drawing shelves 
with all the stuff on it than shelves without all the stuff on it because you can’t judge how 
those shelves are working until you see the thing as a living, breathing, you know, useful 
apparatus.”  
Another architect (I22) uses collages as a technique, “I can show that to a client and they get it; 
whereas if I show a plan of a building or a section of a building, most clients can’t read it.”    
 
Figure 8.17 'Active' drawings for LCB Depot (B10) (Ash Sakula, 2010) 
8.4.5. Organogram (DR5) 
Organogram is defined as a spatial organisational diagram. This is often used as part of the 
conventional way of accomplishing the brief – to be able to communicate to the client that all the 
spaces have been accommodated particularly for a large organisation or building. For example, BB98 
bases its funding (CON18) for schools on providing standard spatial dimensions for each space 
required for the school (e.g. x number of classrooms gets y amount of money). Figure 8.18 illustrates 
the spatial diagram used for the Angel Building (B44) – showing the different uses within the building 
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(colour; CAR44), number and size of spaces (blocks; CAR28) and the spatial configuration (cellular 
or open plan; CAR20). Studies as such can also illustrate spatial dependencies (the need for certain 
spaces to be adjacent or separated; CAR30) - for another example see Figure 2.43. Like physical 
dependencies, such knowledge can help conceive which spaces can be joined or separated in the 
future to allow for different ways of using the building (AT2, AT4, AT5).  One architect (I29) 
mentioned that they have created software to generate scaled organograms to save time.  
 
Figure 8.18 Spatial diagram for Angel Building (B44) 
8.4.6. Project Precedents (DR6) 
Project precedents are expressed as previous projects that provide some guidance/influence 
towards the solution. Ultimately project precedents are grounded in experience and they help 
illustrate what has worked and what has not worked for a specific context – i.e. they are not 
comparable holistically, but aspects are extractable. The Cube (A10) used precedents in three 
capacities – iconic building form, identity of the building’s context and successful economic model - 
Figure 8.19. One architect (I27) referred to precedents as a kind of shortcut that enables architects 
the ability to show how concepts or spaces translate into real buildings as several architects 
mentioned project precedents as a very common way of how they work and communicate with a 
client.  
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Figure 8.19 Precedent types for The Cube (A10) 
Many architects mentioned the great capacity for 19th century warehouses to be adaptable, “because 
they’re framed, so they don’t have cross walls; they generally have good floor to ceiling, they have 
robust structure so they can take big loadings, changes in loadings, and they can take a lot of knocking 
around” (I19). Some projects (projects A14, B6, C1 & C2) discussed taking clients to see buildings 
to get a feel of what they liked or did not like and to use the opportunity to point out facets that 
work extremely well or not – for example, one architect (I25) commented, “We took them to British 
Headquarters building which is approximately the same amount of people, but cost much more and 
it builds in characteristics that they didn’t want.” Another architect (I1) mentioned it as a good way 
to get multi-bodied clients together to enable a conversation on site particularly since many of them 
never leave their office environment. One architect (I24) mentioned how clients may also bring up 
precedents to stress the types of spaces which have worked well for them in the past and it becomes 
a good frame of reference to benchmark those examples and why they are appropriate – e.g. what 
makes them different? At a technology or subsystem level, one architect (I16) discussed going to 
Holland with a client to look at an under floor system that embeds the pipework into the slab 
(integrating L5 and L7), but also allows versatility (AT2) in terms of separating areas and circuits 
(CAR05 easier to zone system, CAR03 difficult to move/ access requires soft spots).  
Understanding what to extract from precedents is important, “It is a big issue for the architectural 
community… because precedent studies are not treated as intellectual pieces of work…it is just 
hovering” (I21). According to some, rather than looking for some quick imagery, the essence of 
precedents is to  understand the fundamental principles of what makes certain buildings stand the 
test of time. Proven examples - particularly the appropriation/use of adaptable tactics - can be a very 
convincing piece of evidence. As another architect added, “You’ve got to have a critical eye for what 
works and what doesn’t work because otherwise if you just select 15 business schools, take an 
average and that would be what you get and it wouldn’t work for anybody.” 
8.4.7. Stakeholder workshops (DR7) 
Several interviewees promoted the success of a building based on the fact that a variety of 
stakeholders were engaged from an early point in the design process – allowing a variety of 
perspectives to be clarified and embraced (CON3, 4, 5 and 12). This might be through client 
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workshops, end-user engagements or public consultation as methods of gathering wider perspectives 
on the design. Interestingly, this was sometimes expressed as a personal initiative (designer driven) 
and other times as a forced engagement because of a standardised process – which if not taken 
seriously led to superficial engagements. For example, one interviewee (I7) pointed out how the staff 
stressed the need and proper location of storage space for the cleaners on multiple occasions yet 
the building was delivered without the proper amount of storage space (CAR21) and was forced 
from day one to function inefficiently. This is not to say that the process of taking on user perspectives 
is not a delicate one which often is a balancing act, as one architect (I24) stated,  
“You’re expected to mediate between the wants of the users and the needs of the budget 
and there’s no direction from the client body. Invariably, everyone ends up falling out 
because everybody perceives they’re not getting what they want and it can be a complete 
nightmare.”   
This relates quite well, to the desire of having a space champion or a project sponsor (CON1h) who 
is able from the client–side balance the array of voices and provide an informed decision which is not 
at the whim of the architect who is trying to understand and make informed decisions from a quite 
removed perspective.  
Interestingly, one architect (I1) expressed how they try to create a ‘spatial constitution’ as a result of 
the workshops that effectively works as a visual brief, “It turns some of the aspirations that people 
express through the consultative brief building process into things that are more visual or spatial but 
they are not a design.” Many of the architects stressed using very simple exercises in workshops as 
an informative way to gather information to influence the design and to get people to define, visualise, 
and agree upon various aspects. One architect compared the process to a SWOT analysis enabling 
them to define the opportunities and challenges. One architect ‘wrapped’ the stakeholder workshops 
as social events, e.g. they held a series of coffee shop sessions that offered the users in an informal 
and relaxed setting to think about how they would work in the new building (Figure 8.20). Another 
example cited the development of a board game that is now being used by local authorities to 
develop their core strategies.  
 
Figure 8.20 Community forum ran by the architect to build interest in the development 
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Stakeholder workshops are very much about what was mentioned under project precedents 
(DR6) – they are about listening to people and understanding their likes and dislikes and 
recontextualising them to apply to the new building, “…though they’re [end users] not trained 
architecturally, they know what they want, they just don’t know how to put it together” (I11). 
Another example communicated was the architect shadowing the end users throughout their 
day and observing how they interacted with the building which helped them develop spatial 
arrangements and how the different users could improve their various interactions.  
Public consultation is a ‘forced’ permutation of engaging with a broader stakeholder group. This 
is conventionally viewed as a challenge by the architects as typically it provides a forum for the 
community to voice their concerns about a particular design (oppose to their praise). This allows 
the design team to be aware of those concerns and take them on board – the extent to which 
they have to take a concern on board varies depending on who, what and why. One architect 
(I12) expressed the problem often lies in the disconnect between someone who is working with 
the design on a daily basis (the architect) and someone who may have only seen a single image 
in a magazine or at a planning committee.  
8.4.8. Parti/Conceptual diagrams (DR8) 
“A simple architectural diagram can set a very rigorous system of working.”  
I22 
A parti or conceptual diagram is defined as a reduction of reality to a simplified visualisation that 
illustrates a basic scheme or design concept. The diagram helps communicate a driving idea (concept) 
that typically has a very specific application within the project, but the diagram will usually remain 
somewhat abstract for communication purposes. Figure 8.21 communicates the financial benefit of a 
versatile plan (multiple configurations) compared to a rigid plan (single configuration). While 
communicating the same benefit or concept (plan versatility – AT2), Figure 8.22 conveys the 
functional benefit of a versatile plan by visualising how the floor plan (with furniture) allows the ‘fixed’ 
kitchen stuff to be removed from the main ‘leg’ of the plan – the arrangement affords the main portion 
of the space to remain open plan (CAR20).  
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Figure 8.21 Conceptual diagram for Wyley Theatre (B17) 
 
Figure 8.22 Conceptual diagram for Islington Square (A9) 
Concepts can derive from a variety of inspirations and be applied in a very literal sense such as 
material applications to extremely abstract and formal – “we kind of try to get very early to what’s 
the heart of this project, what is the thing that’s driving it, and there might be a form or it might be a 
place or it might be a principle or something” (I28). For example, KTHC (A1) consists of two driving 
applications illustrated in Figure 8.23. The image on the right illustrates the ‘jenga’ concept of pushing 
and pulling the blocks of spaces to create an interesting spatial volume (CAR53) filled with spatial 
voids and projections, while the diagram on the left illustrates the concept of the ‘street’ which 
connects the ‘displaced’ blocks of spaces with a clear, over-sized and legible circulation path (CAR50).  
Both concepts effected the versatility of the spaces in different ways – the former hindering it and the 
later enabling it. The parti provides the design with a foundation or a structure around which to make 
decisions. It was stressed by several that it allows the design to absorb change easily, to overcome 
the obstacles of the design process because it sets a basic guiding rule (M2) that allows for the 
integrity or architectural strength to remain.  
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Figure 8.23 Two driving concepts for KTHC (A1) 
8.4.9. Photographs (DR9) 
Photographs as a design resource suggest the use of annotated visuals that illustrate existing 
conditions and can prompt design issues. One of the first steps in the design process for Islington 
Square (A9) was a series of design workshops (DR7) in which the architects photographed and 
discussed with users their existing housing units to help understand how the units accommodated 
certain changes over time (e.g. reconfiguring the kitchen, overlaying of personalised decoration) and 
ways in which they could not (e.g. redefining the circulation path off the living room). The 
photographs illustrated transformations to what were very conventionally planned 1970s terrace and 
cul-de-sac council housing – Figure 8.24. Analysis of the photographs and conversation served as the 
source to develop the brief for the project (CON13).  
 
Figure 8.24 Existing resident's self-customised fireplace, Islington Square (A9) 
Figure 8.24 illustrates the transformation between existing conditions of the space (left) and the newly 
built space (right). The sketches in the middle illustrate the conceptual idea for the space which bridge 
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the two through the design process. It was felt in this case that the photographs help orientate and 
communicate design features/enhancements and can help the user appropriate their new space.  
 
Figure 8.25 Transformation photographs for KTHC (A1) 
8.4.10. Other forms 
Physical models (DR10) were also mentioned as being important as an alternative representation for 
clients to understand the design, “I think people still like to have something that they can actually get 
their head down into and have a look around what it is actually going to feel like. It does I think 
influence the way we work” (I29). As built records (DR11) were also mentioned as a documentation 
method for what was built (CON15),  
“We have a map of all the unfilled conduits that are behind the wall. We can see where 
there are built in a whole series of routes and voids that stuff can be channelled 
through…We made sure that there was a very good record of that when it was built and 
covered up.” 
Pattern books (DR12) create an architectural language often in the form of a set of components or 
building blocks that can be used as archetypes (CAR9, 16 & 19), “We need a different kind of 
architecture, and to find that we need to look at patterns that we think have worked very well” (I19). 
The architect went on to evidence his point with how terraced housing was delivered through pattern 
books and have lasted much longer than anyone ever intended, despite not being as adaptable as 
they could be (cross walls, load-bearing structure), they are still adaptable, identical and they work. 
Almost all the interviewees talked about site analysis (DR13) as a form of gathering important features 
within the physical context which can influence the design – this may take on various forms from 
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gathering maps, photographing the site, talking to residents, surveying or conducting a survey. One 
architect (I3) coined the phrased ‘loitering with intent’ as they spent time walking around the site and 
simply engaging the local community (Figure 8.24), “you’re trying to get some rich soil to work within 
your head before you actually start thinking well, okay, what kind of shape does this building want to 
be in?” Or as another architect worded it, “…[the building] feels like it has roots deep down into the 
ground, so that you can’t just push it away…it forces you to talk to people, to photograph the site, 
to smell it, to sleep there...” Figure 8.25 is an example of a site analysis map showing buildings deemed 
of cultural value in the area. 
 
Figure 8.26 One individual's perspective as part of the architect’s site investigation (ASA, 2011) 
 
Figure 8.27 Site Analysis (Ash Sakula, 2011) 
Lastly, some architects talked about methods to stay in contact with users and enable a feedback 
loop for the building’s performance (CON15). One practice (I3) designed individual websites (DR14) 
for each of their last four projects - both for promotion and for user engagement as a tool to grow 
over time and track the development of the building. Another approach was much simpler in that 
several architects stressed the use of friendship (DR15) as a way of staying connected to buildings 
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(CON01g) – the type of friendship defined was distinctively different for one-off organisations than 
for repeat clients like developers (personal to professional). One architect conveyed, “It is a very 
human level thing. It is not as an organisational, professional, after-care package. It is a slightly 
vulnerable, anxious response really.” 
8.5. Chapter Summary 
This chapter presented the findings about designing for adaptability in the form of design strategies, 
building characteristics, design tactics and design resources. They were structured according to the 
developed framework (rather than the case studies) to support the abducted concepts. Important 
findings from the chapter include:  
1. There are more characteristics (CARs) than conventionally considered that 
influence/promote adaptability. 
2. A broadened conceptual breadth of design strategies (DS) expands the designers’ toolset.  
3. Many of the characteristics (CAR) were found to be synergetic; however some tensions 
were identified requiring consideration for when and how they are applied (Appendix W - 
section W.3.3 and section W.10.5). 
4. The design strategies (DS) & characteristics (CAR) suggest building simply and legibly 
(physically & spatially) to allow for user comprehension, appropriation and appreciation.  
5. Design of spaces outside the brief often influence the level of adaptability more than spaces 
listed in the brief. Many are support spaces (CAR21) that tend to be inexpensive, public and 
multi-functional yet the most memorable. 
6. Each project requires a nuanced mix of strategies and characteristics to produce a tuned 
level of adaptability – a mixture of specific (client-based) and generic (market-based) forms 
of accommodation (section 8.4.2). 
7. The best (or most appropriate) solution for a particular project may not always be the most 
adaptable - a tactic must be resolved as part of a value judgement that includes cost, 
probability of implementation, frequency of change and up-cost.  
8. While a solution might enable one type of adaptability (AT), it can also hinder another.  
9. The value of an adaptable solution is hindered by a lack of holistic cost consideration 
amongst tactics.   
10. Adaptability is the combination of elements that provide a stable infrastructure that support 
the change of in-fill elements. 
11. Design resources that promote interactions with stakeholders and include time-based 
and/or activity-based thinking can improve the project team’s understanding of adaptability. 
12.  Two types of scenarios are relevant to adaptability – change scenarios and ‘a day in the life’ 
scenarios – stressing user experience/evolution.  
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9. Evaluating adaptability 
Buildings are not equal. As demonstrated in the previous two chapters both their physical 
characteristics and contextual contingencies play a role in the decision process of whether or not to 
adapt. This last theory development chapter evaluates  adaptability based on four of the models 
(section 6.2.2) – framecycle (M6), building layers (M1), links table (M10) and sources (M2). These 
four models are explored in more depth given their founding importance for conceptualising the core 
concept (M6), the building (M1), contextual contingencies (M2) and crossover between elements 
(M10). As a reminder, Figure 5.2 (section 5.3) illustrates which methods feed into each model.  
9.1. Framecycle (M6) 
With regards to the framecycle, the adaptability types were explored to evaluate the adaptability of 
building case studies. This was done in two ways – first by analysing the data from the primary building 
case studies (section 5.3.2). This initially establishes how the types relate to each other (ATs) and to 
the building characteristics (CARs) as a precursor for the evaluation. Then a brief evaluation is offered 
regarding how the 15 building case studies (A1-15) perform with regards to the types (intent vs. 
fulfilment). The second approach evaluates a single case study in much more depth analysing a DSM 
model with impact analysis (section 5.3.3.2).  
9.1.1. Primary building case studies 
9.1.1.1. Evidencing the types 
In documenting the solutions for the primary case studies (290 solutions), there was a clear 
hierarchical spread across the types - versatile (54%) and convertible (49%) dominated with 
approximately half of the solutions related to them; refitable (17%), scalable (16%) and adjustable 
(15%) were all related to a similar percentage establishing a second tier, while moveable (0%) was not 
considered by any of the primary case studies.1 Table 9.1 (a DSM) shows how the adaptability types 
related to the design solutions (290). 
ADAPTABILITY TYPES 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 ADJUSTABLE (task) 27 13 2 2     
2 VERSATILE (space) 13 59 4 73 9   
3 REFITABLE  (performance) 2 4 25 11 8   
4 CONVERTIBLE (use) 2 73 11 45 12   
5 SCALABLE (size)   9 8 12 18   
6 MOVABLE  (location)           0 
Table 9.1 Design solutions (290) in relationship to the types 
60% of the solutions (174/290) pertained to a single adaptability type (grey diagonal) meaning a 
relatively large chunk of solutions were linked to multiple types (white boxes). Table 9.2 shows four 
                                                            
1 Moveable was a goal for a few of the secondary & tertiary case studies – thus it remains a possibility despite being 
rare.  
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patterns of relationships established between the types: strong mutual link (related solutions represent 
a large portion of solutions for both types), strong directional link (a large portion of one type relates 
to a small portion of another type), mutually weak link (representational of a small portion of both 
types) and no link.  
Strong 
mutual link 
1 51% of convertible solutions tied to versatile solutions (46% inversely) 
2 17% of scalable solutions tied to refitable solutions ( 16% inversely) 
Strong 
directional 
link 
3 30% of adjustable solutions tied to versatile solutions (8% inversely) 
4 26% of scalable solutions tied to convertible solutions (8% inversely) 
5 19% of scalable solutions tied to versatile solutions ( 6% inversely) 
6 22% of refitable solutions tied to convertible solutions ( 8% inversely) 
Mutually 
weak link 
7 4% of refitable solutions tied to adjustable (5% inversely) 
8 1% of convertible solutions tied to adjustable (3% inversely) 
9 3% of versatile solutions tied to refitable solutions ( 8% inversely) 
No link 10 no adjustable solutions tied to scalable solutions
Table 9.2 Summary of relationships between types 
Interestingly, reconceptualising the types along a physical – spatial spectrum (Figure 9.1) helps explain 
the correlation amongst the hierarchical tiers - versatile and convertible (heavily spatial), scalable, 
refitable and adjustable (blending the two) and lastly moveable. It is also supportive regarding the 
relationships found – establishing strong or weak links within a tier and directional links across tiers.  
 
Figure 9.1 Reconceptualising types along spatial-physical spectrum 
This data suggests that there is a clear implementation priority amongst types that could be the result 
of an explicit consideration for particular types or a stronger hidden correlation between certain 
types and other design ambitions – the perceived hierarchy and correlation are discussed more in 
the next section with regards to the case studies.  
9.1.1.2. Linking types to characteristics 
Types were mapped against the building characteristics by use of the tactic table (Appendix L; 
explained in section 5.3.2) – from this, a handful of characteristics were identified that related to each 
type. Table 9.3 maps the characteristics (rows) to the types (column).  
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Table 9.3 Characteristics (CAR) mapped to Adaptability types (AT) 
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Table 9.4 illustrates the distribution of characteristics to types with all except two varying between 
1-3 types (number of x’s across a row in Table 9.3). The exceptions are reversible (1) and standardised 
components (16) which each pertain to five types.  
# of related 
types 
# of 
CARs 
1 20 
2 25 
3 13 
4 0 
5 2 
6 0 
Table 9.4 Number related types for each characteristic 
In addition, characteristics were assigned a simple hierarchy with regards to how they linked to the 
types – key characteristics relative to a particular adaptability type are illustrated as an orange cell. 
This ranged from one for adjustable to four for convertible. Key characteristics were established 
given their prevalence and crucial role suggested from the data. 2  Key characteristics then are 
considered highly important to enable the type’s fulfilment. The remaining identified characteristics 
are considered ‘nice to have’ as they will most likely enhance the capacity of the adaptability type. 
Lastly, unmarked characteristics are considered not necessary – as they most likely will not enhance 
the particular adaptability type.3 Table 9.5 summarises the number of characteristics related to each 
adaptability type.  
TYPE KEY NICE TO 
HAVE 
NOT 
NECESSARY
ADJUSTABLE 1 5 54 
VERSATILE 3 27 30 
REFITABLE 2 14 44 
CONVERTIBLE 4 41 16 
SCALABLE 2 12 46 
MOVEABLE 0 8 52 
Table 9.5 Number of characteristics by hierarchy pertaining to each adaptability type 
9.1.1.3. Linking types to building case studies 
With the previous section’s framing, types could then be evaluated with regards to the building case 
studies. This was considered and compared in two ways – did the building meet all of the key 
characteristics for an adaptability type (Table 9.6) and what percentage of all the relevant 
characteristics (‘key’ + ‘nice to have’) did the building met (Table 9.8)? Regarding key characteristics, 
                                                            
2 No key characteristics were identified for moveable given the small amount of data captured for that particular 
adaptability type. 
3 The vast majority are not considered harmful, however it is recognised that based on particular solutions the 
achievement of some characteristics for one adaptability type may hinder another (this is explored more in section 
9.4.2) 
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Table 9.6 illustrates how the primary building case studies map against them with the yellow cells 
indicating a building’s fulfilment of all of the type’s key characteristics – this is summarised in Table 
9.7, illustrating a reasonably tight spread across the types.  
 
Table 9.6 Key characteristics for each adaptability type mapped against primary case studies 
TYPE # of PROJECT ID 
ADJUSTABLE 10 A1, A2, A3, A4, A7, A11, A12, A13, A14, A15 
VERSATILE 6 A2, A4, A7, A13, A14, A15 
REFITABLE 7 A1,  A4, A5, A6, A8, A12, A14, A15 
CONVERTIBLE 8 A1, A3, A4, A5, A7, A8, A10, A12 
SCALABLE 9  A2, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A11, A12, A15 
Table 9.7 Case studies that embedded key characteristics for a particular adaptability type 
In addition, all relevant characteristics for each type were considered and a percentage identified for 
each type (Table 9.8) – e.g. building A2 contains 3 of the 6 relevant adjustable type characteristics 
and thus received a mark of 50%. Projects which fulfilled over 60% of the characteristics were 
considered to represent a high percentage of the relevant characteristics (highlighted in yellow in 
Table 9.8). 
 
Table 9.8 Highlights adaptability types a case study embedded as a high percentage of relevant 
characteristics 
Considering both key characteristics and all relevant characteristics, four categories were abducted 
regarding the possible fulfilment of a type: presented in Table 9.9 and highlighted in relevance to the 
case studies in Table 9.10. In comparing the two perspectives, one can see six instances were 
identified in Table 9.10 where a project did not fulfil the key characteristics of a type, but embedded 
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over 60% of the relevant characteristics: versatile – A1(80%), A4(70%) and A8 (63%); convertible - A2 
(60%) and A14(64%); and scalable - A14 (79%). 
  Key characteristics and a high percentage of all relevant. 
   Key characteristics, but not a high percentage of all relevant 
   High percentage of relevant characteristics, but not key characteristics 
   Didn't fulfill either 
Table 9. 9 Fulfillment categories for each adaptability type 
 
Table 9.10 Links between types and building case studies 
The bottom row of Table 9.10 tallies the three coloured categories illustrating how many adaptability 
types a building case study fulfilled either by implementing the key characteristics (yellow & orange) 
and/or a high percentage of relevant characteristics (green & orange). The numbers illustrate a wide 
range from 0 to 5 with no project fulfilling all 6. The mean value calculated for the 15 projects is 
exactly 3 or half the types. Interestingly, no project implemented the same pattern – the highlighted 
columns are all different. This reinforces the finding from Chapter 8 that projects attempt to 
implement a particular type (or combination) of adaptability and that most buildings are not designed 
across all the types.  
A last consideration is how the building case studies faired in comparison to their intent – Table 9.11 
maps designer intent (X) against the previous fulfillment categories defined in Table 9.9. There are 
four possible outcomes from this mapping – explicitly considered and fulfilled (X inside a colored box; 
38%), explicitly considered and not fulfilled (X inside a white box; 20%), not considered yet fulfilled 
(colored box without an X; 12%) and not considered and not filled (empty white box; 30%). This would 
suggest that 65% (34/52) of the intended types were successfully designed for and that a handful of 
unintended types (11 cases) were successfully accomplished through embedded design solutions. An 
important limitation is the black and white nature regarding the interpretation of the characteristics. 
There is no indication to what extent a characteristic has been embedded - i.e. is just one or two 
solutions reversible (CAR1) or are all the solutions reversible - this lack of clarity can provide a false 
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sense of achievement - a simple example is with the fulfillment of four buildings as being moveable, 
none of which would be easily achieved.4    
 
Table 9.11 Designer intent (X) mapped against fulfillment of adaptability type 
In addition, the relationships within and between use classes were explored as a series of radar charts 
for three building use classes - healthcare, residential and office (Figure 9.2). The ‘central’ areas 
outlined in black indicate the area covered by all the projects within the use class – i.e. its boundaries 
are determined by the ‘least’ adaptable project for that particular type. Conversely the boundaries 
of the outer shape are defined by the ‘most’ adaptable project for that type. The different uses classes 
displayed a similar pattern to the adaptability types as they did regarding the characteristics (Figure 
8.64). The healthcare projects illustrated a distributed pattern (multiple projects defining inner and 
outer boundaries) whereas the office projects visualised a clear single project pattern (A12 inner; 
A14 outer) – residential is similar however less clear cut in comparison (A9 inner; A8/A11 outer).  
                                                            
4 Oxley Woods (A11) would probably be the most moveable and could reuse a large portion of a home’s 
components. Some of the residential units were designed to be moveable for Carl Jacobsens vej (A8), but the 
building in its entirety would be very difficult to move.  
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Figure 9.2	Building case studies mapped  
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Interestingly, the black (inner overlapping) area for the healthcare projects is more than twice the 
size of the residential and 1.5 times the size of the office projects (Figure 9.3) – similarly suggesting a 
higher baseline demand for adaptability in healthcare projects.  
 
Figure 9.3 Inner shapes for each use class overlaid 
The size of the outer shapes (Figure 9.4) represents a relatively similar overall area with distinct ‘pulls’ 
– residential to the bottom left (scalable, convertible and refitable), healthcare to the top right 
(versatile and adjustable) with the office class stretched slightly thinner and closer to both ends 
(reducing a preference for refitable and moveable). The residential pull to the bottom left is 
controlled by a single building case study while the healthcare (and office) pull to the top right is more 
consistent through multiple projects.  
 
Figure 9.4 Outer shapes comparing building use types 
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9.1.2. Impact Analysis  
This second application of the concepts embedded in the framecycle (M6) uses an exemplar case 
study (Cellophane House™) to examine change propagation for various components with specific 
change scenarios (30) by tracing dependencies within a DSM constructed. For an explanation of 
DSMs (section 5.3.3.1), the analytical method and case study (section 5.3.3.2) please refer back to 
section 5.3.3.  
A breakdown of the thirty scenarios applied is presented in Table 9.12 providing an overview of the 
adaptability types investigated and their associated action(s). Many demonstrate the refitable type (13) 
and the ‘add’ action (12) which reflects the relatively bare nature of the Cellophane House™ as a 
starting point. 
Adaptability Type Action 01 Action 02
Adjustable (3) Alter (2) Add (1)
Versatile (6) Alter (5) Add (1)
Refitable (13) Replace (8) Add (5)
Scalable (6) Add (5) -
Convertible (1) Replace (1) Alter (1)
Moveable (1) Alter (1) -
Table 9.12 Strategy and Action breakdown of change scenarios 
Table 9.13 presents the results of the analysis for the thirty scenarios. The feasibility level assigned to 
each scenario is captured in columns 5 and 6 – A (system expert5) and B (DSM modeller6). The 
numbers (1-3) reflect the feasibility level of the scenario - feasible (1), somewhat feasible (2) and not 
feasible (3). In addition, some of the scenarios were determined to be impossible to assess based on 
the information presented in the DSM and are labelled - unclear (4). The feasibility levels are 
accompanied in the adjacent columns with abbreviated positive and negative rationales offered by 
each assessor. The comments highlight aspects that had the greatest impact on the feasibility decision. 
The last column indicates whether the rationale offered by A and B was determined to be the same 
(S) or different (D). 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
5 For clarity, ‘system expert’ refers to an architect who studied extensively and worked alongside the case study for 
an extended period of time – however, not the design architect.  
6 Again for clarity, the author is the DSM modeller.  
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 Scenario Strategy Action A B System Expert (A) DSM modeller (B) R
1 Move a 
partition 
Versatile Alter 3 2 (-) Component scale,  
(-) relationship w/ 
installations (22) 
(-) Flooring (23) D
2 Add a new 
partition 
Versatile Add 2 2 (-) Component scale, 
(-) lack of space 
(-) Flooring (23) D
3 Replace a 
partition 
Refitable Replace 2 1 (-) Component scale, 
(-) lack of space 
(+) Bolts (39) D
4 Move bathroom 
pod 
Versatile Alter 3 3 (-) Fixed position w/ 
partition walls (19) and 
vertical shaft 
(-) Partition walls 
(19), (-) assembly 
S
5 Replace 
bathroom pod 
Refitable Replace 2 3 (-) Volumetric 
assembly (22), (+) 
Structurally 
independent  
(-) Partition walls 
(19), (-) volumetric 
assembly (22) 
D
6 Change room 
temperature 
Adjustable Alter 2 2 (+) Natural ventilation, 
(-) poor air tightness 
(+)Natural 
ventilation, (-) 
system limitations 
S
7 Add mechanical 
heating 
Refitable Add 2 4 (3) (-) Poor air tightness (-) Partition walls 
(19), (-) electrical 
cables (16),   
D
8 Change flooring Refitable Replace 1 1 (+) Simply lifted out (+) Kitchen 
cabinets (33), 
appliances (32) 
S
9 Add ceiling Refitable Add 2 4 (1) (+) Simple to install, 
(+) enhance acoustics 
(+) Bolts (39) S
10 Remove 3rd 
floor 
Scalable Remove 2 4 (x) (+) Partial disassembly wrong granularity X
11 Add space 
horizontally 
Scalable Add 2 4 (x) (-) Creates a deep plan insufficient 
information 
X
12 Replace façade 
panel 
Refitable Replace 1 1 (+) Easy to 
disassemble & insert 
different solution 
(+) Bolts (39), (+) 
copper tape (40) 
S
13 Change façade 
panel 
Refitable Replace 1 1 (+) Easy to 
disassemble & insert 
different solution 
(+) Bolts (39), (+) 
copper tape (40) 
S
14 Change 
material of 
panel 
Refitable Replace 2 4 (x) Take panel off & 
change in factory 
wrong granularity X
15 Add shading 
device 
Refitable Add 1 4 (1) (+) Could be installed 
on exterior or 
integrated into panel 
(+) Bolts (39) S
16 Change to 
commercial use 
Convertib
le 
Replace 
& Alter 
1 2 (-) Acoustics, (-) 
thermal control, (-) 
lighting control 
(+) Panels, (-) 
lighting, (-)  
bathroom pd, (-) 
kitchen cabinets 
D
17 Change 
locations 
Moveable Alter 1 1 (+) Good reusability of 
materials, (-) climate 
conditions 
(+) Bolts (39) S
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18 Replace 
ventilation fans 
Refitable Replace 1 2 (+) Unbolt (-) Partition wall 
(20) 
D
19 Move staircase Versatile Alter 3 3 (-) Structural 
composition 
(-) Flooring (23), 
(-) assembly (24) 
D
20 Enclose terrace 
for winter 
Refitable Add 2 4 (x) (+) Light-weight 
solution 
insufficient 
information 
X
21 Enclose terrace 
complete 
Scalable Add 3 4 (x) (-) Insufficient load 
capacity 
insufficient 
information 
X
22 Make lower 
floor an interior 
Scalable Add 3 4 (x) (-) Insufficient 
foundation; (-) floor 
height 
insufficient 
information 
X
23 Adjust lighting Adjustable Alter 1 3 (+) Capacity within 
Fixtures (26-29) 
(-) Electrical cables 
(16), (-) fixtures 
(26-29) 
D
24 Add new 
lighting 
Refitable Add 1 3 (+)  Redundancy in 
electrical cables (16) 
(-) Electrical cables 
(16) 
D
25 Add additional 
furniture 
Adjustable Add 1 4 (1) (+) No problems Flooring (23) D
26 Split dwelling 
into two 
Scalable Add 3 4 (x) (-) Circulation insufficient 
information 
X
27 Alter structural 
frame 
Versatile Alter 3 3 (-) Specific capacity of 
each member 
(-) Number of 
dependencies 
D
28 Replace 
structural 
member 
Refitable Replace 2 3 (-) Structural integrity (-) Number of 
dependencies 
D
29 Add structural 
member 
Scalable Add 1 4 (2) (-) Depends on 
structural capacity 
(-) Number of 
dependencies;  
D
30 Alter Kitchen 
layout 
Versatile Alter 2 2 (-) Component 
specificity  
(-) Cables (16) D
Table 9.13 Results of analysis for thirty change scenarios applied to the Cellophane House™ 
Table 9.14 aggregates the feasibility scores of the system expert and the DSM modeller.12 scenarios 
were at first deemed unclear by the DSM modeller for one of two reasons: the scenarios and the 
DSM were at a different granularity level. In such a case, additional information of the system is needed 
to either decompose a component further or collapse the DSM to a higher level. As the DSM was 
not constructed with such nesting both scenarios were left unclear. The second type which posed 
difficulty for the DSM was ‘adding component’ scenarios. This is primarily a result of the new 
component not existing in the DSM – of the 12 ‘add’ scenarios, 10 consisted of components not 
existing in the DSM. In such a case, additional information of the system is needed to propose a 
possible solution that may or may not be captured in the DSM. If the additional information was 
available, dependencies could be assumed with existing component(s), and the impact analysis 
carried out from this point. If the additional information needed was unavailable, then the capacity to 
accommodate the scenario remained unclear. It proved possible to determine the feasibility of half 
the 10 scenarios. This revision is indicated in column 6 of Table 9.13 by providing the revised number 
(1-3) in parentheses if additional information was available to make an assessment (e.g. scenario 25), 
while an (x) indicates the scenario remained unclear (e.g. scenario 22). This left 7 scenarios unclear 
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(2 granularity; 5 insufficient information) which proved to represent a large number of the scalable 
scenarios (5 of 6) and a small number of refitable ones (2 of 13). 
System Expert DSM modeller
Feasible (11) Feasible (8)
Somewhat feasible (12) Somewhat feasible (7)
Not feasible (7) Not feasible (8)
 Unclear (7)
Table 9.14 Feasibility ratings 
Table 9.15 illustrates how often the system expert and DSM modeller agreed on the feasibility scale 
and whether or not the same rationale was provided - approximately half (12) of the 23 scenarios 
assessed were agreed upon, from which 7 used the same rationale. As can be expected, all of the 
disagreed feasibility levels used different rationale for their assessment. Interestingly, versatile 
scenarios were the most compatible (5 out of 6 agreed) and the ’alter’ action (6 out of 9). On the 
other hand, out of the 11 refitable scenarios only 3 were agreed upon, of which 8 were given a lower 
feasibility score by the DSM modeller. The three where the system expert gave the lower score 
(scenarios 1, 3 and 9) often reflected additional knowledge of the system as a whole.  
Rationale Agreed on Feasibility Disagreed on Feasibility 
Same 7 0
Different 5 11
Table 9.15 Comparison of feasibility ratings and rationale 
The assessment of three scenarios, one from each of the populated categories of Table 4, is 
presented in more detail to illustrate factors that were raised. 
9.1.2.1. Add a new partition (versatile, AT2)  
In this case, both agreed on the feasibility level - somewhat feasible (2), but offered different rationales 
for coming to the same decision. In this example, the DSM already consisted of interior partition 
walls (19) making the impact analysis possible. Review of the component’s row (round 01) indicated 
there are 8 dependencies that should be considered (Figure 9.5). All but two dependencies, 
structural frame (4) and flooring (23), were dismissed of which only the latter was deemed damaging 
due to the structural frame (4) having enough redundancy. The flooring, however, would need to be 
removed to attach the partition to the frame. The flooring (23) is simply laid on top of the structural 
frame (4); however, review of the dependencies in its row (round 02) highlights a dependency with 
kitchen cabinets (33) that may have to be moved to lift the flooring out. In such a case, propagation 
would continue, moving appliances (32) and re-routing electrical cables (16).  
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Figure 9.5 Impact analysis for new partition wall 
The propagation path for the scenario was given a score of ‘somewhat feasible’ (2), as there are no 
binding connections, and the change only requires the replacement or alteration of the flooring and 
potential movement of other components. However the propagation path spans all layers (space 
plan, structure, services, and stuff) except the skin layer breaking the layer separation model. Review 
of the scenario by the system expert was also deemed ‘somewhat feasible’, but highlighted different 
difficulties: while the flooring (23) is simply laid on top of the structure, they are large sheets that 
prompt issues with size and weight in a small house (a tension not obvious from the DSM).  
9.1.2.2. Replace bathroom pod (refitable, AT3) 
The following scenario created disagreement on the feasibility level. Review of the bathroom pod’s 
(22) row reveals five dependencies, three of which have no propagation paths (LED lights (29), 
plumbing accessories (30) and fixtures (31)). The DSM reveals the bathroom pod (Figure 9.6) simply 
sits on the structural frame (4) and acts as an intermediate component (auxiliary bus) of which the 
three previously noted components can be easily changed. Difficulty arises if a different pod is desired 
as it is spatially dependant with interior partitions (19) for enclosure, whose spatial proximity requires 
their removal to swap the pod intact unless - a) the pod is deconstructed as a series of panels or b) 
the building is partially disassembled, unstacking the chunks above and the bathroom pod is lifted 
directly out of place (an unlikely scenario). Disassembly of the pod (conceivable despite being a 
volumetric unit with large panels), would necessitate prior removal of components (29), (30) and 
(31). Alternatively, removal of the pod intact would require additional work which is not highlighted 
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in the product DSM, such as the removal of an exterior smart wrap panel(s) to create a sufficiently 
large void to crane the existing pod out and a new pod in. As long as the new bathroom pod doesn’t 
affect the location of the interior partitions (19) propagation has ended. If the new pod requires the 
partitions to be in a new location, the additional impact of scenario 1 (Move a partition) would come 
into play.  
 
Figure 9.6 Bathroom pod - designed by Hopkins Architects (photo by KieranTimberlake) 
Given the potential difficulties the scenario was allocated ‘not feasible’ (3) by the DSM modeller. 
While propagation within the DSM didn’t break the layer model (interior partition and bathroom 
pod are both within the space plan layer), knowledge of the process to remove and install led to a 
poor feasibility rating. This however, was viewed slightly better by the system expert, despite 
acknowledgement of displacing interior partition walls and façade panels, the system expert felt the 
scenario was ‘somewhat feasible’ (2) given its low frequency and highlighting the possibility of 
alternative flat-pack solutions which would make replacement easier.  
9.1.2.3. Replace exterior facade panels (refitable, AT3) 
The feasibility level for ‘replace exterior façade panels’ (Figure 9.7) is an example of a scenario that 
was agreed upon with the same rationale. Examination of the dependencies for the exterior SW 
panel (round 01) shows relationships with three components, of which structural frame (4) and bolts 
& fasteners (39) were unaffected whilst the dependency on copper tape (40) was considered to 
remain attached to the panel propagating dependencies to electrical cables (16) that are attached via 
a plug ‘n’ play solution ending propagation. The simple unbolting of the panel and unplugging of the 
copper tape allowed this scenario to be ‘feasible’ (1) by both the system expert and DSM modeller. 
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The system expert felt the scale and probable location of the component would require a lift to 
remove and install.  
 
Figure 9.7 Detail of SmartWrap™ panels (photo by Peter Aaron/OTTO) 
9.1.2.4. Summary of findings 
In summary, both the system expert (75%) and the DSM modeller (65%) awarded a high percentage 
of scenarios as being either feasible (1) or somewhat feasible (2). With the majority of scenarios 
explored, propagation was restricted to a few components and only 2 or 3 rounds. This compares 
well to a previous study of a retail centre (Grinnell et al., 2012) where change was found to propagate 
for several more components/rounds. Figure 9.8 is a graph of the retail study that shows the number 
of components affected for each round prior to propagation ending by each of the four scenarios 
investigated.  
 
Figure 9.8 Graph plotting number of components and rounds for 4 scenarios (Grinnell et al., 2012) 
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Despite the relatively simple propagation in this ‘sparse’ worked example, a comparison of the 
analyses of the DSMs and system expert revealed that the DSM offered several insights beyond the 
intuition of the expert (in line with Alexander’s (1964) assertion regarding the complexity afforded 
by today’s design objects):     
1. Access to the ventilation fan (21) was not considered; however was captured through the 
service dependency with the partition wall (20).  
2. Aware the flooring (23) would have to be removed to add or move an interior partition 
(19); however, did not initially acknowledge that the flooring (23) would have to be replaced 
or cut because of its spatial relationship with the partition wall.  
3. Did not consider the ‘hidden’ dependency of the electrical cables (16) routed inside the 
kitchen cabinetry (33) and structural frame (4) as a potential issue.  
4. Regarding replacement of the bathroom pod (22), did not foresee the complications of 
having to move a partition (19) and the impact of that propagation.  
More generally the system expert’s considerations beyond the direct dependencies (second round) 
were unreliable, highlighting the potential for a DSM to reveal propagation beyond what the individual 
can comprehend. On the other hand, the exercise also revealed aspects that the DSM could not 
cope with but the system expert was able to prompt:   
1. Additional component information (e.g. structural capacity of members, tolerances, 
configurations) to assess some scenarios more accurately.  
o The scale of components in some cases had an added effect on their capacity to 
be altered or replaced (e.g. interior partitions).  
o Exact component locations (e.g. lighting locations on the structure) 
2. Scenarios at a different granularity level than the DSM (e.g. insertion of materials into 
panels, removal of a chunk and assembly of the bathroom pod).Disassembly process (e.g. 
displacement of exterior panels to remove bathroom pod).  
o Spatial characteristics (restrictions) of the system as a defined building (e.g. floor 
height, corridor width).  
3. Policy restrictions  
o The effect change will have on the building’s performance (e.g. increase acoustic, 
thermal performance).  
The analysis of the thirty change scenarios illustrated that the building could respond well to a 
majority of the change scenarios and adaptability types (scalable being an exception). It also revealed 
a handful of problems, e.g.  
1. Binding the electrical cables (16) with the structural frame (4) creates a significant problem 
in terms of layer separation and access for future change.  
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2. Volumetric solutions, such as the bathroom pod (22), provide difficulty in regards to future 
change in terms of removal and installation.  
3. While bolts & fasteners are a good solution for final disassembly, they require additional 
work (drilling new holes, replacement of bolts, and numerous connections) compared to 
other connection methods (e.g. plug ‘n’ play).  
9.2. Building Layers (M1) 
Similar to the framecycle model, two applications are used to explore and evaluate the building 
layers concept with regards to the adaptability of building case studies – using the 15 primary case 
studies (290 solutions) and a more in depth clustering analysis of a single case study.  
9.2.1. Primary case studies 
9.2.1.1. Evidencing the layers 
Using the solutions table derived from the primary building case studies (section 5.3.2), Table 9.16 
(a DSM) was constructed to illustrate relationships between the building layers (M1) captured 
through the implemented solutions. It is important to note that the relationships between layers 
illustrated in this table are not inherently deemed harmful given the implemented solutions (only that 
the tactic affected multiple layers) – e.g. a tactic could affect both skin and structure, but provide a 
reversible connection between the two. On the contrary, only 4 of the 88 inter-related solutions 
were deemed harmful (5%). Thus, while the vast majority of the solutions were deemed helpful 
rather than harmful the relationships show the propensity for them to exist. Most inter-related 
solutions combined two layers (76%) with a few combining three (22%) and four (2%). Positively, 70% 
of the total solutions pertained to a single layer (202/290) – represented in the grey diagonal. 
Isolation may be enhanced since only solutions that related to adaptability were captured as opposed 
to all design solutions. Layer relationships were evidenced across most layers with the stuff (L3) and 
surroundings layers (L9) representing the least amount of relationships – 80% of the blank cells.  
BUILDING LAYERS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 SOCIAL 7 4 3 4 1 2 - 4  - 
2 SPACE   4 24 1 2 2 2 2 2  - 
3 STUFF 3 1 34 11 5 - -  -  - 
4 SPACE PLAN 4 2 11 60 15 17 16 2 1 
5 SERVICES 1 2 5 15 8 7 10 1 -  
6 SKIN 2 2 - 17 7 37 9 4 2 
7 STRUCTURE - 2 - 16 10 9 12  -  - 
8 SITE 4 2 - 2 1 4 - 12 6 
9 SURROUNDINGS - - - 1 - 2 - -  8 
Table 9.16 Layers relationships evidenced from building case studies 
Figure 9.17 aggregates the total number of solutions related to a layer from Table 9.16 (total of a 
row) and indicates the percentage that number represents of the total solutions (e.g. social layer - 
25 out of 290 = 9%). The space plan layer (44%) and the skin layer (28%) were the two most related 
layers indicating an inclination for those layers to be designed to accommodate change. Additionally, 
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given the high number of space plan related solutions (Table 9.16) many of those relationships 
represented a large percentage of another layer’s solutions - a third of structure (33%) and services 
(31%) and a fifth of structure (21%) and stuff (20%) – i.e. there is a propensity for other layer solutions 
to be tied to the space plan layer (L4). Another two relationships worth mentioning are between 
structure (L7) and services (L5) representing 20% of each of their solutions and structure (L7) and 
skin (L6) representing almost 20% of structure’s solutions.  
SOCIAL 9%
SPACE  13%
STUFF 19%
SPACE PLAN 44%
SERVICES 17%
SKIN 28%
STRUCTURE 17%
SITE 11%
SURROUNDINGS 4%
Table 9.17 Percentage of solutions related to each layer 
Table 9.18 illustrates the tendency for a layer to be related to another layer – the lower the 
percentage the less likely a layer will relate to another layer. The stuff (L3) layer illustrated the highest 
level of independence of Brand’s (1994) original layers and services (L5) the most dependent. 
Furthermore, of the relationships between layers, 71% make up what would be Brand’s (1994) 
original layers indicating an additional 105 relationships (29%) that were captured with the additional 
3 layers proposed – social, space and surroundings (section 10.1.2.1).  
SOCIAL 72%
SPACE  38%
STUFF 37%
SPACE PLAN 53%
SERVICES 84%
SKIN 54%
STRUCTURE 76%
SITE 61%
SURROUNDINGS 27%
Table 9.18 Percentage of layer related solutions that were related to another layer 
9.2.1.2. Linking layers to characteristics 
The characteristics displayed three identifiable patterns in relationship to the layers summarised in 
Table 9.19. As a general rule, for a characteristic to qualify as ‘concentrated’ it needed to illustrate 
one or two dominate layers and not spread across more than four layers. Characteristics were given 
the label ‘too few instances’ if there was not enough data to support one of the three classifications. 
The table indicates that characteristics were relatively evenly dispersed amongst these four 
classifications. Table 9.20 presents the characteristics (rows) mapped against the layers (columns) 
highlighting which category each characteristic fell into.  
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1 Concentrated 18
2 Dispersed with a focus 14
3 Dispersed with no focus 14
4 Too few instances 10
Table 9.19 Categories classifying layer relationships with characteristics 
 
Table 9.20 Characteristics (CAR) mapped against layers (L) 
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Characteristics which displayed categories 1 or 2 (a focus) were linked to either one or two layers 
(Table 9.20) – characteristics under categories 3 and 4 were not linked to any layers specifically (no 
focus). Combining the top two categories (concentrated and dispersed w/a focus) indicates that just 
over half of the characteristics (59%) established links with particular layers. Two characteristics 
spread across all nine layers – multi-functional spaces (43) and a communal space (60), while a handful 
only missed 1 or 2 layers – overdesign capacity (14), spatial ambiguity (29) visual linkage (51) and good 
daylighting (39). At the design strategy level it was hard to identify a consistent pattern amongst the 
characteristics that would link a layer to a particular strategy – i.e. layers linked better at the 
characteristic level opposed to the strategy level. The few notable exceptions are simplicity & legibility 
(DS4) linked well with the space plan (L4) and structure layers (L7), loose-fit (DS5) and spatial 
planning (DS6) with the space plan (L4) layer and multiple scales (DS12) with surroundings (L9) layer.  
All layers were identified to be associated with at least one characteristic (Table 9.21). The space 
plan layer (L4) was clearly linked to more characteristics (16) than any other layer while the skin (L6), 
structure (L7) and space (L2) layers linked to a handful of characteristics. Identifying relationships 
between layers and characteristics establishes a conceptual middle ground between the more 
abstract adaptability types (AT) and design strategies (DS) with the more specific building 
characteristics.  
Layer # of CARs Characteristics (IDs)
Social 2 47, 60 
Space 6 21,22,27, 28, 32, 43
Stuff 2 2,6
Space Plan 16 4,16,19,20,21,22,24,27,29,30,32,35,36,42,43,50  
Services 1 3
Skin 7 1, 10, 15, 35, 39, 54, 56
Structure 5 4, 14, 16, 19, 33, 
Site 3 26, 43, 60
Surroundings 3 26, 57, 59
Table 9.21 Characteristics that linked well with layers 
9.2.1.3. Linking layers to case studies 
Figure 9.9 presents the layer relationships for each of the primary case studies7  (via individual 
matrices8). Only three projects contained adaptable solutions that considered all the layers (projects 
A2, A8 & A14) – all three accented the space plan and skin layers with 85 Southwark Street (A2) 
exhibiting a relatively flat distribution across layers. Conversely, Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) was 
the most uneven with little focus on surroundings, social, site and structure.  
                                                            
7 Table 9.9 broken into 15 project sub-tables. 
8 A red number within the matrix indicates a harmful relationship was identified. The grey box in the centre of the 
matrix indicates Brand’s original layers (1994).  
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Figure 9.9 Layer relationships for each primary building case study 
A few projects illustrated a compact concentration on what could be considered a core set of building 
layers – space plan (L4), services (L5), skin (L6) and structure(L7) – this was most clearly illustrated 
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with DOIMC (A6), The Cube (A10) and Oxley Woods (A11). Chesterfield auditorium (A13) 
represented a reduced subset focusing only on the stuff (L3) and space plan (L4) layers – this is 
representational of the project being an adaptation of a portion of a building. Other projects clearly 
stressed particular layers: KTHC (A1) – stuff (L3), Melfi Headquarters (A5) – space (L2), Islington 
Square (A9) – skin (L6) and CPC (A12) – space plan (L4), while KOPU (A15) stood out for its 
consideration of the site (L8) layer – a result of the project being on a tight site and part of a larger 
complex. The surroundings (L9) layer (solutions which considered the physical context outside of 
the specific site) was the most likeliest to get not considered (twice as likely as any other layer). After 
which social (L1), space (L2), stuff (L3) and site (L8) were equally dismissed (regarding adaptable 
solutions). The remaining layers (space plan, services, skin and structure) were considered for all 
projects with the exception of services (13 out of 15 projects).  
In addition, the distribution of single layer solutions vs. inter-related layer solutions differed on a 
project basis. Several projects showed a strong tendency to implement solutions around a single layer 
– KTHC (A1), FPAC (A3), Melfi Headquarters (A5), Bio Innovation Centre (A7), Islington Square 
(A9), Chesterfield auditorium (A13), Vodaphone headquarters (A14) and KOPU (A15). The 
remaining projects showed a relative balance with the exception of two projects – 85 Southwark 
Street (A2) and DOMIC (A6) – these two projects had a high level of inter-related layer solutions in 
comparison to single layer solutions.  
The distribution of solutions across layers (rows), a particular concentration (cell) and tendency 
between single layer and inter-related layer solutions (diagonal vs. periphery cells) reinforce the 
unique composition presented for each project. The limitation of the solutions presented in the data 
corresponding to only solutions pertaining to adaptability restricts the capacity to offer an objective 
assessment of the building case studies based on the building layers. This limitation is overcome with 
the subsequent application by modelling the entire system of the Cellophane House™.  
9.2.2. Clustering Analysis  
The second way building layers (M1) are used to analyse adaptability consists of the same DSM model 
constructed for the Cellophane House™ (section 5.3.3.2), but this time using a clustering analysis. The 
analysis assesses the case study on generic principles of change by identifying and isolating functional 
modules (i.e. how well does the building’s components group into isolated layers?). As mentioned 
previously (section 4.6), functional modules and layers should not be confused as being exactly the 
same, however, the two concepts are used here harmoniously as an organising (layers) and analytical 
method (modules) – hence a goal of the analysis is to see how the building’s system (made up of a 
series of solutions) aligns with and/or breaks the layers concept model. Figure 9.10 presents the 
initial DSM highlighting 5 layers (‘modules’) plus connection materials. With exception of the 
structure layer, the remaining layers are sparsely defined. Inside the remaining layers are small groups 
of components (e.g. 12-14, 30-31 and 32-33). The addition of connection materials as bus 
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components (section 4.3) shows a split in that some carry dependencies across layers while others 
appear sparse and limited to a layer.  
 
Figure 9.10 Initial DSM highlighting layer decomposition 
Figure 9.11 illustrates an initial manually clustered matrix restricted to within the layers, with the 
exception of components identified as buses and the distribution of connection materials which were 
sparsely populated. Steps taken were:  
1. Moved two bus components to the bottom – structural frame (4) and electrical cables 
(16). 
2. Distributed connection materials (35-40) throughout with the exception of bolts & 
fasteners (39).  
3. Reordered space plan elements closer to the diagonal. 
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Figure 9.11 Manually manipulated DSM 
From this 10 clusters were identified. If a dominant functionality or spatial adjacency was formed a 
cluster is given an identifying name in brackets under its associated layer (left most column). Six 
dependencies were highlighted that existed outside the identified clusters (referred to here as 
‘floating’ dependencies). In addition two components, wall partition (19) and flooring (23) pin clusters 
(6), (7) and (8) together respectively within the space plan layer (section 5.3.3.1 explains the DSM 
language used here, e.g. ‘pin’). A quick visual check also reveals that some of the IPD elements9 are 
separated from each other (e.g. Bathroom Pod).  
The next step used the original DSM as a starting point to run Loomeo’s three spectral clustering 
algorithms. Unnormalised and normalised symmetrical algorithms generated minimal and repetitive 
results on every attempt, regardless of the cluster size, providing relatively zero insight. On the other 
hand, the normalised unsymmetrical algorithm (recommended by Luxberg 2007) manipulated the 
matrix extensively and varied with the number of clusters chosen and attempts. It was therefore 
selected as providing the most appropriate results to investigate. A target of 2 to 12 clusters was 
chosen and 10 iterations were carried out for each cluster size. Cluster sizes below 4 and above 10 
proved ineffective (visually there were little signs of clean clusters) and were discarded. Within the 4 
                                                            
9 Following Mikkelsen et al., (2005) an integrated product can be defined as ‘a multi-technological complex part of a 
building’ that can ‘be configured and customised’ to a specific construction project, produced as a separate product 
process and when delivered to a customer becomes an integrated product delivery (IPD). Cellophane house was 
designed as a series of IPDs and are visible in the System Structure model presented in Appendix Q.  
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to 10 range, a handful of permutations were selected to investigate further based on their cleanliness, 
visual compactness to the diagonal and variety of cluster sizes.  
Out of the subsets explored, normalised 10.05 (10 indicates the cluster size and 5 the iteration 
number) is presented as a permutation that led to interesting results. The software does not explicitly 
identify clusters, which is at the discretion of the modeller. Ten clusters were identified tightly bound 
along the diagonal (Figure 9.12) placing anomalies at the top left corner, including three integrating 
components along with a handful of components with no dependencies outside of the integrating 
components. The exception to this is the first cluster ‘Services (ventilation)’ that appears to have 
been pinned between bus components bolts & fasteners (39) and structural frame (4). The cluster 
sizes are quite compact, varying between two and four components. Seven dependencies (2 
asymmetrical) were highlighted outside the clusters. LED lights kitchen (26) appears to pin clusters 9 
and 10 (binding the space plan and stuff layers). This pinning (in relationship with kitchen appliances 
(32)) appears to hold away kitchen cabinets (33) from flooring (23). Upon completion of the analysis, 
two questions were prompted:   
a. Should the components at the top of the matrix be left independent or should 
they form a cluster(s)?  
b. With approximately half the floating dependencies, should wall partition (19) form 
an auxiliary bus which multiple clusters are pinned to?   
 
Figure 9.12 Loomeo's automated clustered DSM 
Observations from the manual manipulation (Figure 9.11) and automated clustering (Figure 9.12) 
led to the final three steps of manual manipulations on top of the automated clustered DSM. Step 
one attempted to remove the ‘floating dependencies’ as documented here:   
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 floater (1): Flashing tape (36) and aluminium grate (14) were swapped to allow for 
aluminium grate (14) to become pinned between clusters (3) roof and (4) foundation.  
 floater (2): LED lights bathpod (29) was shifted to cluster (8) space plan (bathroom). 
 floaters (3&4):  cluster (2) STUFF was shifted adjacent with partition walls (19). 
 floater (7) – flooring (23) and doors (25) were swapped to enlarge cluster (12) stuff to 
include LED lights (26) and flooring (23).  
After step one floating dependencies (5) and (6) remained:  
o floater (5): Partition wall (19) is pinned between two clusters within the space 
plan layer holding Bathroom pod (22) away.  
o floater (6):  flooring (23) is pinned between a space plan cluster and stuff 
cluster holding it away from staircase (24).  
The second step investigated the remaining clusters and component classifications in comparison to 
the IPDs.  
 Cluster 1 Services (ventilation):  While not structurally tied together functionally rely on 
each other and represent an alternative grouping compared to the IPDs.  
 Cluster 2 Stuff:  Integrated with Cluster 9.  
 Cluster 3 Skin (roof): Could be separated into two smaller clusters ROOF and CANOPY 
mimicking their separation as IPDs - linked by acrylic batten system (12).   
 Cluster 4 Structure (foundation): Tightly bound and constructed together onsite.   
 Cluster 5 Skin (south):  Tightly bound and assembled onsite.  
 Cluster 6 Space Plan (bathroom):  Tightly bound and assembled in the factory as an IPD, 
but has a spatial coordination with partition walls (19) which pin it to another cluster.  
 Cluster 8 Space Plan (staircase):  Tightly bound cluster and IPD.  
 Cluster 9 Space Plan:   With the addition of Cluster 2, Cluster 9 is largely connected 
through partition wall (19) as an integrating component. The order of components is 
adjusted to allow partition wall (19) to be pinned next to cluster 6 (bathroom) which has 
swapped positions with cluster 8 (stairs) removing floater (5). While improving the 
clustered solution, Cluster 9 contains multiple IPDs.  
 Cluster 10 Stuff:  Consists of multiple IPDs and is pinned to cluster 9 by LED lights kitchen 
(26) along with flooring (23) which has dependencies in both clusters as well. 
 Non-clustered elements (8-11, 17 & 18): These components consist of skin layer 
components from different façade orientations. As non-dependant components to each 
other, they make sense to be nestled against bus elements from a pure clustering 
perspective. However, given knowledge of their production dependencies it makes sense 
to cluster them with their associated components as IPDs. Elements (17) and (18) were 
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moved together with the other SW panel components to form cluster (3) skin (smart 
wrap panels, an IPD). The remaining four components are then identified as cluster (4) 
skin (north façade) representing the elements of the north façade, despite having no 
dependencies between each other (8-11). 
The last manoeuvre ‘sequenced’ the modules as an indication of their rate of change - structure, the 
longest lasting building layer (L7), at the top left to the quickest stuff layer at the bottom right. The 
result of the three steps is presented as Figure 9.13. The relationship between flooring (23) and stairs 
(24) remains as the only floating dependency (floater 1). This is due to the flooring (23) being pinned 
between two clusters, cluster (10) stuff and cluster (9) space plan. An alternative solution would 
visualise the flooring (23) as an auxiliary bus changing how the dependency is viewed. On the other 
hand, partition wall (19) also has dependencies within three defined clusters, but is resolved to a 
certain extent by pinning flooring (23) and LED lights kitchen (26) to cluster (10) - creating an overlap 
between the three clusters. It is also worth mentioning that two overlaps in clusters are not due to 
a component being pinned between multiple clusters, but because the same component has two 
different applications in the system yet only represented once in the DSM (aluminium grate (14) and 
acrylic batten skylight (12)).  
A last observation relates to bus components. The system was designed for elements to tie back to 
the structural frame (4), so it makes sense that this component is acting as an integrating element. 
Bolts & Fasteners (39) acting as a second bus component is a result of modelling connection materials 
and the dependency between structural frame (4) and attached components splitting into two types 
(structural and spatial). The third bus component electrical cables (16) are interwoven into the 
structural frame (4) and can become a serious propagation issue.  
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Figure 9.13 Final clustered DSM 
Upon reflection, the system clustered quite well into discrete clusters that were for the most part 
isolated within a single layer and integrated by three bus components (structural frame, bolts & 
fasteners and electrical cables). Previous clustering attempts of other building systems have generally 
left extensively more binding dependencies between layers (c.f. Schmidt III et al., 2009); whereas, a 
single ‘floating’ dependency within the same layer can be viewed as extremely favourable. There were 
two instances where components were pinned between layers. Aluminium grate (14) reflects two 
different applications of the same component within the system (a representational issue, not a 
system one). Whereas, flooring (23) and LED lights kitchen (26) are pinned between layers as a 
consequence of the design. This is worth further investigation as it links change between elements of 
the highly changeable stuff layer with elements of the slower space plan layer. It is additionally 
problematic because the partition wall (19) is pinned to another space plan cluster linking (8) Space 
plan (bathroom) to the stuff layer as well.   
Regarding the categorisation of components within layers, there were three instances where 
components were initially categorised in one layer and ended up in a cluster associated with a 
different layer. The interior SW panels (17 and 18) were considered as part of the space plan layer 
(L4) since they formed the interior portion of the wall and were physically separate from the exterior 
SW panels which were considered part of the skin layer (L6). In the end, the three components were 
clustered together – (3) Skin (smart wrap) – reflecting an IPD and nestled against the structural frame 
(4) and bolts & fasteners (39) buses. In this case, assembly or production logic lent itself as a more 
logical way of clustering them rather than leaving the components isolated (a potential limitation of a 
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product DSM). A second pair of space plan (L4) elements – partition walls w/ louvers (20) and 
ventilation fans (21) - were clustered together and determined a service (L5) function – (6) Services 
(ventilation). Lastly, some swapping occurred between the stuff (L3) and space plan (L4) layers. 
Three elements (29-31) left the stuff layer (L3) to form the bathroom cluster bundling them with 
their integrating component bathroom pod (22). Another approach would have been to leave the 
three components clustered together within the stuff layer (L3) and allow the bathroom pod to act 
as an auxiliary bus, given the likelihood of those components changing more frequently than the 
bathroom pod itself.   
9.3. Linking table (M10) 
The first two sections 9.1 and 9.2 moved between a set of motivational goals (adaptability types) 
and a way of conceiving the building as a set of shearing layers. These two perspectives formed 
bookends for the initial theory and theoretical linkages were proposed between the two in the 
form of a tabular model (M10). In this section, the theoretical linkages are tested with the 
solutions from the primary case studies (section 5.3.2) and reflections offered regarding the case 
studies. As a note, since moveable was not evinced from the solutions in the primary case studies it 
is removed from the tables in this section. 
Table 9.22 illustrates the relationships between types (rows) and layers (columns) from the solutions 
collected. Eight relationships (26%) stood out as being ‘strong’ between layers and types and are 
listed in Table 9.23. An additional six relationships (20%) were recognised as secondary and are noted 
in Table 9.24 - both categories of relationships are highlighted in Table 9.22 (a DMM) – yellow (strong) 
and orange (secondary). Upon reflection spatial types (versatile and convertible) appeared to be 
more dispersed throughout the layers - versatile spreads across all layers (with particular emphasis 
on the space plan layer) and convertible spread across the layers as well with the exception being 
the stuff layer. On the other hand, physical strategies illustrated a narrower relationship with the 
layers – adjustable focused on the stuff and space plan layers, scalable the skin and structure layers, 
while refitable spread across space plan, services and skin. Interestingly, from a layers perspective the 
skin layer had the widest dispersion being relatively equally spread across four adaptability types – 
the exception being adjustable. Other layers were spread across two adaptability types (the 
relationship between space plan and refitable is not included given the large gap with the other two 
types). 
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ADJUSTABLE (AT1)  34 9 3 3 0 0 
VERSATILE (AT2) 24 86 17 22 17 12 
REFITABLE (AT3) 3 16 13 20 7 2 
CONVERTIBLE (AT4) 4 60 16 35 26 13 
SCALABLE (AT5) 1 7 5 15 11 15 
Table 9.22 Populated matrix of relationships between types and layers 
space plan and versatile (30% of solutions) structure and convertible (9% of solutions)
space plan and and convertible (21% of solutions) stuff and versatile (8% of solutions) 
skin and convertible (12% of solutions) skin and versatile (8% of solutions) 
stuff  and adjustable (12% of solutions) skin and refitable (7% of solutions) 
Table 9.23 Strong relationships between layers and types10 
services and versatile (6% of solutions) structure and versatile (6% of solutions) 
space plan and refitable (6% of solutions) site and scalable (5% of solutions) 
services and convertible (6% of solutions) skin and scalable (5% of solutions) 
Table 9. 24 Secondary relationships between layers and types 
Table 9.25 presents the same data, but illustrates the strong and secondary relationships that were 
theoritically proposed as part of the initial framework (different cells are coloured). In comparison a 
handful of the suggested relationships were confirmed: stuff (L3) and adjustable (AT1), space plan (L4) 
and versatile (AT2) and space plan (L4) and convertible (AT4). Some relationships emerged that were 
not foreseen by the initial model (illustrated, but not proposed), primarily reflecting versatile’s 
dispertion across the layers - versatile (AT2) and services (L5), skin (L6) and struture layer (L7); and 
scalable (AT4) and site (L8). In addition, some which were proposed initially were not evidenced 
(proposed, but not illustrated), primarily reflecting the increased concentration of the scalable type 
– scalable (AT4) and space plan (L4), services (L5) and structure (L7); and refitable (AT3) and 
services (L5). The remaining identified relationships were highlighted in both versions but switched 
relationship type from either proposed as a strong relationship and evidenced as a secondary (1 to 
2): refitable (AT3) and space plan (L4), convertible (AT4) and services (L5) and scalable (AT5) and 
skin (L6) or suggested as a secondary and evidenced as a strong relationship (2 to 1): versatile (AT2) 
and stuff (L3), refitable (AT3) and skin (L6) and convertible (AT4) and skin (L6). The most observable 
differences between what was proposed and the data is the increased dispersion of the versatile type 
and increased concentration of the scalable type - this shift can bee seen as a result of the disparate 
                                                            
10 Percentages are the numbers from the cells in Table 9.22 divided by the total solutions (290).  
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behaviour identified between spatial and physical types which in turn discredits the cascading linkage 
proposed initially.  
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ADJUSTABLE (AT1)  34 9 3 3 0 0 
VERSATILE (AT2) 23 86 17 22 17 12 
REFITABLE (AT3) 3 16 13 20 7 2 
CONVERTIBLE (AT4) 4 60 16 35 26 13 
SCALABLE (AT5) 1 7 5 15 11 15 
Table 9.25 Initial theoretical linkages highlighted in table 
Turning more specifically to the case studies, the intent here was not so much to evaluate the 
adaptability of the case studies, but to help confirm links between the motivational goals and the 
layers of the building which in turn can help focus conversation and design efforts with regards to 
linking desired demands with the physical object. For the sake of presenting an example, one can 
look at the data presented in Table 9.11 – take for example, The Cube (A10) where the intent was 
to establish a versatile (AT2) and convertible (AT4) building solution of which (according to the 
analysis) it only fullfilled the convertible (AT4) type. According to the links table, versatile is linked to 
several layers (Table 9.22) – one of which the building deploys zero adaptability solutions in regards 
to – the stuff (L3) layer (see A10 matrix in Figure 9.9). Thus, the revealation here would be to 
consider solutions that evolve around the stuff layer to enhance the building’s versatility. Furthermore, 
both versatile and convertible are linked to the structure layer (Table 9.22) a layer in the case of the 
The Cube (A10) included multiple harmful solutions (Figure 9.9) – thus, providing another subset of 
solutions to consider to bolster both adaptability types desired. It is worth noting that the specific 
adaptability capacity could also be augmented by focusing on linked building characteristics (CARs) – 
either through the specific adaptability type (Table 9.3) or layer (Table 9.20). 
Similarly, looking at the above links (Table 9.22), it is no surprise that KTHC (A1) scored well 
regarding adjustable (AT1) and versatile (AT2), but refitible (AT3) and convertible (AT4) were 
substantially weaker because of a  lack of skin related considerations. The two brief examples 
presented simply exemplify how the established links can help move between conceptualisations and 
potentially help evaluate and direct design. Multiple linkages amongst theoretical elements improves 
conceptualisation as stakeholder mindsets operate from different perspectives – e.g. object vs. desire. 
In addition use of such conceptualisations is not necessarily a conventional way a designer would 
approach thinking about adaptability, but hopefully could be appealling giving the ability to explicitly 
map design solutions to client desires.  
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9.4. Adaptability Sources (M2) 
The intent of the sources model is to embody the various aspects in which adaptability can emerge 
from and/or be limited by. There was no attempt in the initial model to capture the relationships 
between elements – thus this section explores the associations and causation between elements that 
have been identified from the data and whether or not that relationship is positive (syergetic) or 
negative (in tension). In this light, links occurred between and within the building (physical and spatial) 
characteristics and contextual contingencies. Two sets are discussed here: characteristics to 
characteristics (CAR to CAR -  the object), and characteristics to contextual continencies (CAR to 
CON – the holistic context). Links between contextual contingencies were previously discussed 
briefly in secton 7.7 (and throughout Chapter 7 more generally). It is worth noting in reference to 
the model (M2) itself that the data not only evidenced relationships, but confirmed the identification 
of high-level elements and elements nested underneath them (see section 10.1.2.1 which presents a 
revised version of the model). Furthermore, some clarity is added with regards to contextualising the 
variables within stakeholder mindsets (see blackbox model – M11; section 10.1.2.1).  
9.4.1. CARs to CARs (the building) 
The entangled relationship between characteristics has already been discussed in section 8.1, 
however little has been said regarding the possible effect the relationships may promote (causation) 
amongst each other. Most relationships were viewed as synergetic in the sense that often a single 
tactic allowed for multiple characteristics to be met (killing two birds with one stone). For example, 
providing a shallow plan depth (CAR36) can enable multiple ventilation strategies (CAR35) and good 
daylighting (CAR37). Or by making a portion of the building isolatable (CAR49) can result in multiple 
access points (CAR49), providing service zones (CAR5) and catering to mixed demographics 
(CAR45). There are many ‘straightforward’ examples of synergies and positive causation between 
characteristics; however, the relationships may also be indirect as well. For example, simple 
construction method (CAR19) was cited numerous times to influence (relieve) budget (CON20) 
constraints which allowed designers to increase space standards – i.e. oversize space (CAR22). Here 
a physical characteristic is indirectly linked through a contextual contingency to a spatial characteristic 
(explored more in the next section 9.4.2).  
In addition, not all causal relationships were simple or positive – it is worth clarifying some that may 
appear in tension. Table 9.26 provides eight examples of potential tensions betweens two 
characteristics – CARx and CARy. The last column entitled source provides the section location 
where the tension was identified in the previous chapter - the ones not discussed explicitly under the 
charcteristics are expanded on here as examples. Many of the tensions revolve around a perceived 
‘oppositeness’ of two characteristics – e.g. functional separation (CAR4) and multi-funtional 
components (CAR7). Functional separation suggests a 1:1 relationship between function and object; 
while multi-functional components suggests objects having multiple functions (1:many). The 
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important distinction here is between primary, permanent functions such as structure or skin and 
temporary, additive functions such as a projection surface. Thus, multi-functional components 
suggest an additive function on top of a primary function as opposed to combining two primary 
functions which can severely restrict change. In this sense, the tension is relieved by suggesting a finer 
grain regarding functions. On the other hand, the potentional tension between configurable stuff 
(CAR6) and functional separation (CAR4) arises in the instances where a configurable object(s) is 
nested together with another object(s). Here configurability is typically not a result of the 
combination and generally is somewhat limited because of its dependency with the other object. The 
bed pod solution presented in 8.3.2 is a good example of combining several conventionally separate 
(configurable) objects into a single solution that can enhance the versatility (AT2) of a space, but 
potentially hinder the adjustability (AT1) and/or refitability (AT3) depending on the future needs. 
Thus, the adaptability types are not always synergetic either. Another example was given by mulitple 
interviewees (I29 & I36) who both mentioned that a shallow plan depth (CAR36) designed to be 
converted from office into residential (AT4) could limit the versatility (AT2) of the office floor plate 
– i.e. a deeper floor plate could provide more spatial configurations.  
# CARx ID CARy ID Source 
1 functional separation  CAR4 multi-functional components CAR7 8.2.4 
2 configurable stuff CAR6 functional separation CAR4 W, 8.3.2 
3 moveable stuff  CAR2 durability  CAR10 8.2.2 
5 configurable stuff    CAR6 durability   CAR10 W, 8.4.1 
4 not precious CAR8 durability   CAR10 W, 8.3.5 
6 good craftsmanship CAR13 quirkiness CAR55 W, 8.4.3 
7 
divisible/ joinable 
space CAR24 daylighting, views & ventilation CAR35,37, 51 W, 8.7.2 
8 shared ownership  CAR47 user customisation CAR42 W, 8.10.1
Table 9.26 Characteristics found to be in possible tension with each other 
Another set of potential tensions was identified between durability (CAR10) - seen as a characteristic 
of high quality and robustness often a result of an inherent level of rigidity - and moveable (CAR2) 
and configurable stuff (CAR6) which qualities inherently require less rigidity often resulting in a light-
weight, flexible tactic – i.e. the antithesis of durability. Here there are two important facets worth 
mentioning – first is layer separation and understanding that certain long-term functions are more 
suited for durable solutions (e.g. structure, skin) while other short-term functions are more suited 
for moveable functions (e.g. stuff, space plan). In other words, both characteristics can co-exist as 
part of the building with an appropriate assignment of functional longevity. The second dimension 
that helps clarity is that many solutions operate somewhere inbetween the two extremes offering an 
appropriate mix of each. A good ‘balanced’ example that was often cited is the use of a stud wall as 
an interor partition rather than a ‘flimsy’ moveable wall or a ‘rigid’ load-bearing masonry wall. The 
stud wall while not instantaneously moveable is a relatively easy solution to move over a short period 
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of time (a weekend) and at the same time provides a level of rigidity. Additionally given the 
appropriate mindset, there are ways to enable the two characteristics to co-exist within a single 
soluiton - e.g. Chesterfield auditorium (A13) designed the arm rests of the theatre seats to have an 
end grain wood (durable solution) because of the fact that the seats retract (collapsable ‘legs’ – 
configurable stuff) which will cause additional wear and tear on the arm rests. Similarly, a tension was 
suggested between not precious (CAR13) and durability (CAR10) that can be resolved through layer 
separation and the ability to easily change not precious solutions (reversible – CAR1).  
9.4.2. CONs & CARs (the whole picture)  
The two elements (CONs & CARs) have been for the most part presented throughout the thesis in 
isolation (however signposted) for communication purposes. They however, as it is proposed here,  
make up a complex world in which adaptability must be communicated, designed, deployed and 
eventually implemented. Table 9.27 captures many of the relationships between characteristics and 
contextual contingencies presented in the data, while Figure 9.14 visualises a portion of those links 
and describes their positive or negative nature as presented in the data. Many of the links evidenced 
here may seem relatively straightforward, but they are presented to help illustrate why designing for 
adaptability is not a straightforward issue - that its delivery is tied up in a very complex design, 
construction and use process(es).  
The general pattern displayed is for a contextual contingency to influence one or more building 
characteristics; however there were instances uncovered where characteristics influenced contextual 
contingencies signifying relational loops. One interesting example is the uncertainty that the market 
(CON17) creates, emerging as a significant contingency to developing more adaptable buildings. The 
data revealed a paradox, in which uncertainty was considered to be both a reason to develop more 
adaptable buildings but also a reason not to, because the benefits of adaptability were uncertain – 
suggesting an interesting interplay between cost and uncertainty and how risk (CON19) is handled 
through the chosen solutions – this is proffered as a new model – cost certainty (M12). In addition, 
the common perception of ‘adaptability equals extra costs’ will continue to hinder adaptability until 
stakeholders broaden their limited understanding of what constitutes adaptability. One evidenced 
example which combats this perception are the characteristics that were cited to reduce costs – 
simple construction method (CAR19), simple plan (CAR32) and use of non-precious materials 
(CAR8) - stakeholders’ perceptions of these issues is proposed in a new model – black box (M11).  
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variable 1 - affect (dependent) ID variable 2 - cause (independent) ID source expression
reversible  CAR1 client thinking CON1a 8.2.1 positive 
reversible CAR1 
budget & readily available 
materials 
CON20 & 
CAR15 8.2.1 negative 
 (moveable stuff) CAR2 culture CON6 8.6.1 positive 
component accessibility CAR3 
design team relationships 
(coordination) CON5 8.2.3 negative 
component accessibility CAR3 
procurement route (decision-
maker) CON20 8.2.3 negative 
functional separation 
(material choice) CAR4 culture (national) CON6 8.2.4 negative 
functional separation 
(structural system) CAR4 budget CON20 8.2.4 negative 
material choice CAR10 owner timespan CON1c 7.2.1 negative 
(durability) CAR10 budget CON20 8.4.1 negative 
mature components CAR11 (repeat) client CON1g 8.4.2 positive 
mature components CAR11 
good management (feedback 
loops) CON15 8.4.2 positive 
good craftsmanship CAR13 design team relationships CON5 7.2.5 positive 
overdesign capacity CAR14 budget CON20 8.4.4 negative 
overdesign capacity CAR14 regulations (general) CON7 8.4.4 positive 
readily available materials CAR15 regulations (planning) CON10 8.4.5 positive 
standardised components CAR16 regulations (planning) CON10 8.5.1 negative 
standardised components CAR16 culture (organisational) CON6 8.5.1 positive 
simple construction method CAR19 designer fluidity  CON20 8.5.3 positive 
open plan (spatial 
configuration CAR20 culture (organisational) CON6 8.6.1 positive 
open plan (spatial 
configuration CAR20 culture (organisational) CON6 8.6.1 positive 
open plan CAR20 fire regulations CON7 8.6.1 negative 
support spaces CAR21 Brief CON13 8.6.2 negative 
oversize space CAR22 client thinking CON1a 8.6.3 negative 
oversize space CAR22 planning rules (building height) CON11 8.6.3 negative 
typology pattern (plan size) CAR23 market  CON17 8.7.1 negative 
joinable/ divisible space CAR24 market  CON17 8.7.2 negative 
multiple ventilation strategies CAR35 market  CON17 8.8.1 negative 
joinable/ divisible space CAR24 regulations (fire) CON7 8.7.2 negative 
modular coordination CAR25 design team relationships CON5 7.2.5 positive 
standard room sizes CAR27 culture (organisational) CON6 8.7.5 positive 
spatial variety CAR28 culture (work trends) CON6 8.7.6 negative 
spatial ambiguity CAR29 building value CON21 8.7.7 negative 
space to grow CAR40 regulations (planning) CON10 8.9.1 negative 
space to grow CAR40 culture (national) CON6 8.9.1 negative 
phased CAR41 market (uncertainty) CON17 8.9.2 negative 
multi-functional space CAR43 standards (BB98) CON11 8.10.1 positive 
multiple access points CAR49 user appropriation CON3 8.10.7 negative 
physical linkage CAR50 standards (guidelines) CON11 8.11.1 positive 
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attitude/ character CAR52 client thinking CON1a 8.5.1 negative 
spatial quality CAR53 designer fluidity  CON2 8.12.2 positive 
building image CAR54 regulations (planning) CON10 8.2.1  negative 
building image (unique) CAR54 broadest market appeal CON17 8.12.3 negative 
building image CAR54 listed buildings CON9 8.12.3 negative 
time interwoven CAR56 user appreciation CON3 8.12.5 negative 
Compliance of future 
regulations CON7 durability & oversize space 
CAR14 & 
CAR22 8.6.3 positive 
smoke control regulations CON7 oversize space CAR22 8.6.3 positive 
planning law CON11 readily available materials CAR15 8.4.5 positive 
standards (warranty) CON11 durability CAR10 8.4.1 positive 
market (local) CON17 location CAR57 7.5.1 positive 
budget CON20 oversize space CAR22 8.6.3 negative 
budget CON20 simple construction method CAR19 8.5.3 positive 
budget  CON20 simple construction method CAR19 8.2.3 positive 
budget  CON20 simple construction method CAR19 8.6.1 positive 
budget  CON20 not precious CAR8 8.6.1 positive 
Table 9. 27 Casual relationships established from the theory development (Chapters 7 &8)
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Figure 9.14 Example mapping of causal links 
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9.4.3. Adaptability sources Summary 
While the synergies and tensions discussed above deal with the defined building characteristics and 
contextual contigencies it should be stressed that synergies and tensions exist amongst all of the 
proposed elements within the larger research context (Figure 11.1) through the relationships 
evidenced in this and the previous two chapters. And more importantly those relationships were 
found not to be stactic even within a particular project. Hence, the intent of the sources model (M2) 
is to help illustrate the capacity to deliver an adaptable solution often goes beyond what one sees as 
the ‘final’ product and is tangled within the complex web of contextual contingencies. Contextual 
contingencies often inhibit the capacity to deliver ‘good design’, but experience and understanding of 
alternative ways often help mitigate constraints – as the intent here is to help expand an 
understanding of the contingent issues at play and illustrate how they produce underlying synergies 
and tensions for designing a building in a particular way. Lastly, it is proffered that the sources model 
can be used similarly as with other models in two forms (blank & predetermined) to help 
communicate project issues (predetermined) and improve evaluation of alternative options (blank) 
regarding adaptability.  
9.5. Chapter Summary 
This chapter focused on four of the models to evaluate adaptability - framecycle (M6), building layers 
(M1), links table (M10) and sources (M2). The analysis The study of the models as evaluation tools 
through case studies (e.g. sections 9.1.2 and 9.2.2) and hypothetical application (section 9.3) 
supported the proposed concepts and confirmed, removed or introduced links in the theory. The 
key findings are:  
1. Reconceptualising adaptability types (AT) on a spatial – physical spectrum (Figure 9.1) better 
aligned the adaptability types with their abducted hierarchy and relationships than their 
proposed rate of change (M6, Framecycle) – section 9.1.1.1). 
2. Building characteristics (CARs) were linked to adaptability types as key, nice to have or not 
necessary (section 9.1.1.2).  
3. Building case studies could be evaluated by identifying key characteristics and/or a high 
percentage of relevant characteristics (over 60%) – Table 9.8 (section 9.1.1.3). 
4. A simple evaluation could be conducted between intent and fullment of the adaptability 
types– 65% of the intended types were designed for (section 9.1.1.3). in each primary case 
study 
5. Healthcare projects illustrated both increased complexity and higher baseline demand for 
adaptability compared to office and residential types (section 9.1.1.3). 
6. The application of DSM’s impact analysis provides a useful tool to evalute a building’s capacity 
to respond to change (using change scenarios and adaptability types (section 9.1.2)).  
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7. The most comon layers designed for adaptaptability were space plan (L4) and skin (L6) (Table 
9.17).  
8. The stuff layer (L3) proved the most independent and the services layer (L5) most dependent 
(Table 9.18). 
9. The characteristics (CARs) illustrated three patterns in relationship to the layers: 1) 
concentrated; 2) dispersed with a focus; and 3) dispersed without a focus (Table 9.21).  
10. Each project offered a unique mapping of the layers; some stressed a particular layer, while a 
few projects were spread through the layers - reinforcing a unique approach with regards to 
adaptability for each project (section 9.2.1.3).  
11. DSM’s clustering analysis provided an effective tool to measure a building’s capacity to 
accommodate change in general, by applying the concepts of layers and modularity.  
12.  With regards to the links table (M10), theoritical linkages between adaptability types (AT) 
and building layers (L) were either confirmed, emerged, not supported or adjusted as a result 
of the case studies. 
13. Hypothetical scenarios illustrated how links between the adaptabilty types and building layers 
could focus on particular solutions to help improve (fullfill) desired goals. 
14. Casual links between the characteristics (CARs) and contextual contingencies (CONs) 
demonstrate the complexity of adaptability. 
15. While many of the concepts were found to be synergetic (charactersitics, adaptability types), 
this was not always the case and requires consideration when they are applied.  
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10.  Theory stitching 
This chapter is broken into four parts. It begins with 1) the presentation of the emergent theory (section 10.1) 
composed of the resultant framework (concepts and models). Many of the models proffered as part of the 
initial framework (section 6.2.2) have been refined and expanded, based on regularities and patterns identified 
in the data (section 10.1.2). In addition, new concepts (section 10.1.1) and models (section 10.1.2) emerged 
from the findings supplementing existing ones. These have been described in the theory development chapters 
(7-9) when appropriate, with the remainder presented here (concepts and models presented earlier are 
signposted). In addition the emergent theory is 2) linked back to the literature (section 10.2) as a way of 
making connections (what is supportive) and clarifying differences (contradictions) and improvements –as 
Eisenhardt (1989) points out this process is important as it enhances the ‘internal validity’ (verification) by 
relating the emergent theory to supporting evidence (i.e. other researchers’ attempts – Robson, 2002). The 
last two sections present the findings from an additional verification and validation process – 3) a set of 
additional case studies from a PhD (section 10.3) and 4) the theory applied to practice through a practitioner 
survey and workshop (section 10.4). Validation was conducted to assure the theory is well-founded and 
corresponds to the real world.  
10.1. Presentation of the theory 
The emergent theory is a middle-range theory signifying a limited scope or aspect of social life tested with 
empirical evidence (Bryman et al., 2009; section 5.2.2). The emergent theory evidences the complexities and 
project intricacies that are contingent to the communication, design, deployment and eventual 
implementation (or not) of adaptability strategies, building characteristics and design tactics. An overview of 
the models and concepts is provided through the resultant framework (Figure 10.1) illustrating relationships 
between concepts and models. The models are categorised based on their applications - product, process, 
people and crossover (colour of the box) – and are marked on how they are applied – explanatory, evaluation 
or both. For graphical simplicity, lines (links) are only drawn for the ‘lowest’ concept within the three-tiered 
hierarchy and should be assumed that the higher level concepts are embedded in the models. For example, if 
design strategies (CT3) is embedded in a model (line drawn), the reader can assume design resources (CT5) 
and adaptability (CT1) are present as well (no line) - a line for adaptability (CT1) would be drawn if no 
concepts underneath it are dealt within the model. 
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Figure 10.1 Resultant framework (links between concepts and models) 
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10.1.1. Concepts  
The set of concepts put forth in section 6.2.1 remain intact as fundamental building blocks to 
comprehend relations between objects. Definitions of two elements pertaining to the research context 
(Figures 3.5, 6.13 and 11.1) were added – briefing questions (CT5) and building characteristics (CT8). 
This is complemented with Table 8.1 that provides definitions for each of the design strategies (12) and 
building characteristics (60) that were abducted, adding a greater level of detail to the initial framework. 
In addition, two layers (CT17) were added to supplement/expand the building layer model (M1). 
CT5. Briefing question - prompts for clarifying client/user needs 
CT8. Building characteristics – a prominent feature pertaining to the building and/or its constituent 
parts (section 8.1) 
CT17. Building Layers 
o Surroundings – the larger physical context that a building sits, outside of its specific lot 
boundaries, comprised of both man-made objects and natural geographic conditions 
o Social - humans in and around the building that interact with and play a role in the life of the 
building 
10.1.2. Models  
The initial 10 models (section 6.2.2; M1 – M10) are presented along with 13 additional models (M11 – M23) 
that emerged as part of the theory development. Brief explanations are provided that evidence what was 
verified, what was changed (added or removed) and what was not covered. The explanations for the initial 
models (M1-M10) in section 6.2.2 are not reiterated although some have been re-visualised to improve 
communication and are organised based on the product (10.1.2.1), process (10.1.2.2), people (10.1.2.3) and 
crossover (10.1.2.4) format presented in the initial and resultant frameworks (Figure 5.2 & Figure 10.1).1  
 
 
 
 
                                                            
1 For clarification, maintaining the initial organisational structure without renumbering the models means the models are not 
presented in sequential order M1-M23, rather under each heading (category) the initial models are presented followed by the 
new models.  
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10.1.2.1. Product 
M1. Building Layers  
 
Figure 10.2 Revised building layers model 
The building layers model (Figure 10.2; originally Figure 6.3) was evidenced relative to the case study solutions 
(section 9.2) – links between the layers (Table 9.16) and between other elements (Table 9.21 & Figure 10.20). 
In addition, the model has been expanded to cover a broader interpretation of the layer concept as revealed 
within the data (e.g. section 7.1.3 & 8.13). The broadening does not re-compose the physical parts that 
constitute the building itself, but adds two layers that are crucial when considering the building in time – social 
(humans in and around the building, e.g. users, owners, neighbourhood community) and surroundings (larger 
physical context in which the building sits, e.g. neighbouring buildings, public space). This is a clear reflection 
that buildings (and their constituting parts) cannot be thought of in isolation to their surrounding context 
(DS12, section 8.13) and that users along with their social perceptions and agendas ‘shear’ against the building 
layers (stakeholder contingencies CON1-6, section 7.3). The additional layers (social2, surroundings) can be 
subdivided into their own series of layers, e.g. the surrounding layer (urban scale) is presented with the seven 
‘surrounding’ bubbles (e.g. natural elements, transportation links). The explicit labelling of a layer lifespan has 
been removed from this version as the data suggested that the life spans of components will vary based on 
use typologies, chosen solutions and contextual conditions (section 8.2). The model does however illustrate 
rates of change through the proximity of arrows for each layer – e.g. the arrows on the space plan layer in 
red are much closer together (faster) than the arrows on the structure layer in yellow (slower).  
 
                                                            
2 Social layers could include: individual, work group, department, branch and organisation 
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M2. Sources 
 
Figure 10.3 Revised sources model  
Chapter 7 identified and discussed many of the elements listed in the sources model (Figure 10.3; originally 
Figure 6.4) as contextual contingencies (sections 7.2-7.6) and sections 7.7 & 9.4 discussed the causal 
relationships between factors – see Figures 7.3 & 9.13. The sources for adaptability places the six adaptability 
types (red) in a broader spectrum with the contextual contingencies (e.g. policy, section 7.3 and design 
intelligence, section 7.2.2) and the physical building (products, sections 8.2 and rules, section 8.3). Two higher 
level sources have been added in Figure 10.3 that were not included in the initial version of the model, but 
were felt to be evidenced quite clearly in the data, namely market (CON17, section 7.6.1) and culture (CON6, 
section 7.3.6). While the casual relationships between adaptability types and contextual contingencies were 
touched upon indirectly by relating (CONs) with (CARs) in Figure 9.13, a further area of research could look 
at this relationship more in more detail. 
M3. Design perspectives  
 
Figure 10.4 Revised design perspectives model 
While the design perspectives model was not explicitly studied as a model, the concepts instilled were 
fundamental to data collection (e.g. sections 8.9 and 8.10). The model was (re)visualised (Figure 10.4; 
originally Figure 6.5) to illustrate the time dimension over the length of the three perspectives (coloured bars) 
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rather than a box encompassing three circles. The breaks in the bars (white vertical lines) suggest a change in 
that element, illustrating varying moments and rates of change for each perspective and how they may 
align/misalign over time. A change of componentry does not suggest ‘all components’ are changed, but can 
represent a localised change and/or a particular component’s replacement. Each building could then be 
‘tagged’ with a unique ‘bar code’ image representing its evolution over time. The new version of the model 
moves beyond simply communicating the inclusion of time as a design concept and suggests a way of 
documenting a narrative for the building which can be appropriated easily for each project. 
M4. Critical decisions  
 
Figure 10.5 Revised critical decisions model  
Formerly referred to as building lifecycle (Figure 6.6), the critical decisions model (Figure 10.5) was not 
formally explored within the scope of this thesis. The concept of the owner’s wiliness to invest cash initially 
and over the life of the building was relative and discussed in several sections of Chapter 7 (CON1, CON17, 
CON18 & CON20) and is expanded with the inclusion of the owner timescale model (M16; Figure 10.15) and 
can be connected with the three critical decision points (CDP) put forth in this model. Researching 
(unpacking) how each CDP is decided upon by building owners/occupiers would provide valuable insights in 
directing future design efforts.  
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M5. Specificity  
Figure 10.6 Revised specificity model 
The revised specificity model (Figure 10.6; originally Figure 6.7) suggests five levels of specificity that move a 
project from its most generic form simply as a building to its most specific form customised for use, client and 
site. Perspectives on the concept of specificity embedded in the model was studied to an extent with the 
contentious relationship discussed and put forth as two separate camps (loose-fit & tight-fit; section 7.1.2) – 
which relates to a handful of building characteristics - oversize space (CAR22), attitude & character (CAR52) 
and building image (CAR54). It is also reflective of the harmonising approaches model that emerged (M14; 
Figure 10.10).  
M11. Black box 
 
Figure 10.7 Black box model 
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The abducted black box model (Figure 10.7) contextualises the factors put forth as part of the sources model 
(M2; Figure 10.3) within the context of a conventional stakeholder’s mindset  (section 7.2.4) – the high-level 
categories from the sources model are presented along the bottom and used as a colour reference for the 
‘cross’ of each factor. The model suggests factors at the centre (black box) are often considered (standard 
thinking) while factors towards the edges of the model are often overlooked as being relative to adaptability. 
The size of each cross and text are used as a way of indicating a level of importance communicated through 
the data (particularly through Chapter 7; e.g. section 7.3.1.1 & 7.6.1) – the level of importance here however 
is less a consideration in comparison to acknowledging their influence.  
M12. Cost certainty  
 
Figure 10.8 Cost certainty model 
The concepts of uncertainty and risk (CON19; section 7.5.3) came up within the data both as a reason for 
and against adaptability. The interplay between cost (CON20; section 7.5.4) and uncertainty is visualised in 
the new quadrant model (Figure 10.8) using examples of solutions collected from the building case studies 
(Appendix L) – the model explores relative costs and frequency of change – suggesting indicative locations 
for each solution. In the bottom left-hand corner are examples of what could be termed “good buys” – low 
cost solutions that are almost certain to be used in the future, such as demountable partitions or raised floors 
in an office building (CAR24, section 8.7.2; CAR3, section 8.2.3), or the overprovision of power outlets in a 
retail scheme (CAR9; section 8.3.5). In contrast, some low cost solutions, “cheap tricks”, might be worth 
investing in, even if they might not be used to support future adaptation, because they add little to the cost of 
construction but mean that the building could be adapted more easily and cheaply in the future should the 
need arise; for instance, the included lintels of 85 Southwark (A2) of which the additional cost was marginal 
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but will allow for new openings to be made much easier in the future (section 8.3.5). The top left quadrant 
contains examples of “life savers” – more expensive design solutions that are worth investing in because 
otherwise adapting the building at a later date may be technically impossible, prohibitively costly or disruptive 
to users. For example, providing additional plant room capacity to support an increase in the number of 
building users was a solution that was included in some building case studies (CAR14). The design solutions 
in the top right hand corner could be described as “luxuries”, because they are expensive and there is a high 
level of uncertainty as to whether they will ever be exploited for future adaptability. Examples include 
oversized foundations and increased storey heights (CAR14; CAR22). 
Furthermore, a complementary quadrant model (Figure 10.9) was constructed from the design solutions of 
the case studies to illustrate the cost difference between the additional capital cost of a solution (cost uplift) 
compared to the downstream cost of the change without the solution (cost change). The frequency of the 
change is suggested by the colour of the solution – rarely (light blue), sometimes (magenta) or often (purple) 
– which hints towards the certainty of the change. As with the previous model, placement of the solution is 
suggestive from the data and not to be understood as scientific as contextual variables will often shift a 
solution’s location.     
 
Figure 10.9 Cost certainty model variation 
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 M13. DSM product model 
A basic explanatory version of a DSM product model is provided in the research methodology chapter (Figure 
5.5). The model is applied in two ways in Chapter 9 – impact analysis (Figure 9.5) and clustering analysis 
(Figures 9.10-9.13). The product model decomposed the exemplar case study building into a list of constituent 
parts (work breakdown structure) and visualised dependencies (spatial, structural and service) between those 
parts – see section 5.3.3 for more detail. The construction of the model allowed for two forms of quantitative 
analysis to be performed in an effort to evaluate the adaptability of the case study based on specific change 
scenarios (impact analysis; section 9.1.2) and generic change principles (clustering analysis; section 9.2.2). The 
model operationalised the building layers model (M1; Figures 6.3 & 10.2) and the framecycle model (M6; 
Figures 6.8 & 10.12). In addition, DSM models were used throughout the data chapters as a compact 
visualisation to illustrate the relationships between elements of a particular ‘system’ – e.g. Tables 8.11, 9.1, 
9.16 and 10.2.  
 M14. Harmonising approaches 
 
Figure 10.10 Harmonising approaches model 
The harmonising approaches model (Figure 10.10) visualises the complexity adaptability affords as a unique 
mixture of physical, spatial and human approaches (section 7.1). The model is constructed on the framework 
of two spectrums encompassing an overall approach to design: the top one (green to yellow) as a level of 
spatial specificity (‘loose-fit’ to ‘tight-fit’; section 7.1.2) and the bottom one (orange to blue) as a solution-
based spectrum (soft to hard; section 7.1.1). The central grey indicator signifies the push/pull relationship 
between human and building agency in relation to the spectrums (building-centric vs. human-centric; section 
7.1.3). Projects can be plotted on the two spectrums to represent a method of characterising the design 
approach taken for a particular building – stereotypical examples are provided to exemplify relationships 
between the two spectrums for ‘adaptable design’, ‘good design’ and ‘conventional design’ (white dots and 
black lines). For example, the plotting of ‘conventional design’ suggests the construction of a highly efficient 
building for an initial use with change being accommodated through componentry (e.g. sections 7.4.3 and 
7.4.5). The plotting of ‘adaptable design’ and ‘good design’ reflect the tension suggested in the findings 
discussed in section 7.1 in that ‘good design’ is often a result of a highly tailored spatial form fulfilled through 
indeterminate design solutions, while ‘adaptable design’ can be depicted inversely - a non-tailored spatial form 
supplemented with determinate solutions. Neither stereotypes comply to the propositions proffered (P1-P4, 
section 11.1) and in this sense, successful adaptability may not always need to come from the capacity of the 
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building itself (P1), but from the user or owner’s capacity to adapt and/or any other of a number of variables 
that support the dynamic interplay between building and context (P2). This model ties well with the specificity 
model (M5, Figure 10.6) and black box model (M11, Figure 10.7).  
An alternative plot diagram was produced (Figure 10.11) to allow for projects (project examples are plotted 
as points A, B, C & D)3 to be considered in quadrants – spatial (‘loose-fit’ – ‘tight-fit’) and solution-based 
(technology - user).  
 
Figure 10.11 Alternative plotting for harmonising approaches model 
 M15. Adaptability Types  
An alternative way to present the adaptability types (CT2) was proposed in Chapter 9 (Figure 9.1). The 
findings (sections 9.1.1.1 and 9.3) supported a strong correlation between other elements and the adaptability 
types related to their physical/spatial preference rather than their relationship to time proposed in the 
Framecycle model (M6, Figure 10.12). The re-organisation also benefits from relating the adaptability types 
to the three Rs of sustainability – reduce, reuse and recycle which more explicitly ground their relationship to 
the sustainability agenda.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
3 The projects plotted here are not any of the case studies used in this thesis. They are projects developed by collaborators 
and not within the scope of the thesis – thus they are merely representational.  
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10.1.2.2. Process 
M6. Framecycle (adaptability types)  
 
Figure 10.12 Revised framecycle model  
Much of the elements within the framecycle model (Figure 10.12, originally Figure 6.8) were verified through 
the findings - the existence of the six types of adaptability and their relationships (section 9.1). All six, with the 
exception of movable, were exemplified strongly through the 15 primary case studies. Moveable (AT6) 
however was present within the scope of the secondary and tertiary case studies. Thus, moveable can be 
considered an ‘extreme’ type of adaptability, but one that should be considered particularly with a growing 
interest in constructing buildings that can be disassembled easily - moveable as an adaptability type provides 
an area for further research. The five remaining typologies were identified, evidenced through case study 
solutions (Table 9.1) and associated with the abducted building characteristics (Table 9.3 and M23, Figure 
10.19). In addition, their relationship to other elements (layers and guidelines; Table 9.25, Figures 10.20 & 
10.21) of the initial theory were demonstrated. Moreover, the associated tactics under each type were also 
revised based on the findings.  
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M7. Design Process  
 
Figure 10.13 Revised design process model 
The design process model (Figure 10.13, originally Figure 6.9) conceptualises the adaptability sources (M2, 
Figure 10.3) as a ‘design’ process (starting from 12 o’clock). This was not explicitly reviewed as a sequential 
process, but links established between elements through the visualisations presented between contingencies 
and characteristics (Figure 9.14). Further work could use a DSM model (M13, Figures 9.10-9.13) to 
sequentially explore the relationships between the elements clearly showing sequential paths and feedback 
loops. The revised model includes the two additional categories added to the sources model (culture and 
market). In addition, the revised version attempts to delineate clearer the influence (and timescale) of each 
element with separated coloured lines, emphasising the continuous influence of design intelligence and culture 
(green). The distance of the purple line for ‘unbuilt solutions’ from the other lines has no significance other 
than its lack of inclusion in the built solution.  
M8. Project Pull  
 
Figure 10.14 Revised project pull model 
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The project pull model (Figure 10.14, originally Figure 6.10) was not explored explicitly within this data set; 
however, the author has implemented it in a study not included here due to the additional scope required 
(see Appendix Z for the paper drafted by Schmidt III and Dainty (2014). In summary, the study illustrated 
how the model can be mobilised to capture practice typologies and project perspectives as a way of 
characterising approaches regarding adaptability. As a result, a meso-level of granularity4 was established and 
displayed here for reference as Table 10.1.  
ARCH PRACTICE PROJECT SPECIFICS EXOGENOUS FACTORS 
DESIGN TOOLS DESIGN TEAM SOCIAL AGENDA 
PHILOSOPHY SITE POLICIES & 
REGULATIONS 
ROLE TYPE OF CLIENT MARKET 
EXPERIENCE DESIGN BRIEF  
PROTOCOLS BUDGET  
INSPIRATION PROCUREMENT ROUTE  
NEW WORK    
REWARD    
ORGANISATIONAL 
STRUCTURE    
EVENTS    
LEARNING    
Table 10.1 Meso-level of granularity established for project pull model 
M16. Owner Timescales 
 
Figure 10.15 Owner timescale model 
                                                            
4 As a reference, the macro-level signifies the three corners (e.g. project specifics) and the micro-level represents the specific 
examples from the projects. Thus, the meso-level of granularity represents a way of organising the specific findings under the 
three corners.  
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Relating in part to the critical decisions model (M8, Figure 10.5), the owner timescales model (Figure 10.15) 
visualises different ownership models and their propensity to include the adaptability types (CT2) as a result 
of their intended life of involvement with the project (four grey boxes). Theoretical links are also proposed 
related to the cost of the intervention (adaptability type) as a vertical dimension to the model.5 Thus the 
model reflects the strong influence of the client (CON1, section 7.2.1) communicated throughout the findings 
– e.g. someone who develops to sell immediately may not deploy any adaptability tactics as the findings 
suggest a very limited (if any) market value for an adaptable building (CON17, section 7.6.1); whereas, 
someone who may retain ownership and be responsible for maintenance and future changes may consider 
tactics to ameliorate their costs (CON20, section 7.6.4).  
M17. Funding 
The funding model (Figure 7.2) visualises both the conventional method of funding a building and an alternative 
method described in the findings (section 7.6.2). Unpacking how a shift to alternative funding methods could 
take place is an important area for further investigation (see recommendations section 11.4).  
M18. Designing for adaptability 
The model (Figure 8.1) visualises the relationships between the abducted concepts in regards to designing for 
adaptability: design strategies (12), building characteristics (60) and design tactics (130). The elements and 
their relationships are discussed throughout the bulk of Chapter 8 (and Appendix W) and represent the 
primary findings of this thesis with regards to designing for adaptability. 
M19. Casual links 
The casual links model (Figure 9.14) visualises many of the relationships articulated in the findings amongst 
and between the building characteristics (CARs) and the contextual contingencies (CONs) – the relationships 
between CONs is also visualised in Figure 7.3. As noted under the design process model (M5, Figure 10.13) 
further work could use a DSM model to sequentially explore the relationships between the elements.  
10.1.2.3. People 
 M9. Stakeholder Benefits  
The stakeholder benefits model (Figure 6.11) was not explored in the context of this thesis nor was it 
revisualised. Stakeholder benefits are explored partially in the stakeholder influence model presented below 
(M22, Figure 10.17) – this reflects the discussion around the role and influence stakeholders play (CON1-6, 
section 7.3).  
 
 
                                                            
5 While some cost data was collected as part of the research, not enough was accumulated to suggest ‘real’ 
numbers particularly given their contextual sensitivity.  
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M20. Fragmentation 
 
Figure 10.16 Fragmentation model 
The fragmentation model (Figure 10.16) is proffered to reflect the fragmented nature of the construction 
industry and process – which as the findings suggest can be an obstacle to implementing adaptability. 
Fragmentation is stratified in the model in two ways – as a process (across the model; CON12, section 7.4.1) 
and through stakeholder roles (vertically; CON4&5, sections 7.3.4 & 7.3.5) and timescales (3D horizontal bars). 
The fragmented process is illustrated in the model as a sequential set of phases (black bar) in relationship to 
three stages for implementing adaptability: communicating the proper demand or desire for adaptability (first 
grey section), its design and deployment as a particular capacity (middle grey section) and lastly its realisation 
as being implemented by the users (right grey section). Stakeholder fragmentation is represented by the 
different colour bars  with their differing starting/ending points which reflect conventional budget structures 
(CON20, section 7.5.4) and alternative procurement routes (CON14, section 7.4.3)  – both of which were 
found to hinder communication pathways and timescales of involvement. The lower sections of the bars 
(coloured yellow) indicate a possible stakeholder change – i.e. despite continuity of a stakeholder role, the 
individual filling that role may change. Further investigation into the impact of the various fragmentations 
described in the model would be beneficial to help pinpoint significant hindrances.  
M21. Value equations  
The value equations model (Figure 7.1) depicts contrasting value systems based on intended timescales 
(related to owner timescales, M16, Figure 10.15) and is presented in section 7.3.1 in coordination with its 
findings.  
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M22. Stakeholder Influence 
 
Figure 10.17 Stakeholder influence model 
The stakeholder influence model (Figure 10.17) explores the interplay between stakeholder influence and 
benefits in relation to adaptability and is based on the accumulated knowledge interpolated from the 
interviews and case studies (section 7.2 and particularly 7.3). The position of each stakeholder is not meant 
to be absolute but indicative of general conditions in practice: influences and benefits will ultimately vary 
depending on project specifics. In the top left quadrant are the “champions” – stakeholders that influence 
whether or not buildings are developed to be adaptable but are also likely to benefit from the adaptability in 
the future because they have a long-term interest in the buildings. It should therefore be both in their interest 
and their power to develop a building that is more adaptable. Adjacent to the “champions” are the 
“gatekeepers”, stakeholders that have some degree of influence over whether buildings are adaptable or not, 
but are less likely to benefit from the adaptability. Examples include members of the design team, merchant 
developers, design and build contractors, and property agents. Stakeholders in this quadrant have less 
incentive to develop more adaptable buildings, as they often only have a short-term interest in the buildings, 
and it is sometimes in their interest not to, for instance because increased adaptability may impact on their 
first cost bottom line. In the bottom left quadrant are the “outsiders”, those stakeholders that stand to benefit 
from adaptability but have little or no influence over the degree to which buildings are constructed to be 
adaptable. Examples include end-users, facilities managers and society in general. The final quadrant includes 
“bystanders” – stakeholders, such as local authority planners and traditional construction contractors, who 
are less likely to benefit from more adaptable buildings and have little or no influence on adaptability. Certain 
stakeholder roles have more potential to exercise influence (even though they may not typically) and 
depending on the context can - this is particularly the case for local authority planners who may be able to 
improve the situation for the sake of the ‘outsiders’ such as the general public.  
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10.1.2.4. Crossover 
M10. Linking model 
 
Figure 10.18 Linking model 
The heart of the linking model (Figure 10.18) is the relationships between adaptability types (M6, Figure 10.12) 
and building layers (M1, Figure 10.2) which have been modified to reflect the evinced relationships from the 
data (section 9.3, Table 9.25). In addition, a finer granularity has been added to the model in regards to the 
types of change – separating cause (social) and effect (physical). Moreover, the identification of a stakeholder 
in relationship to each adaptability type has been stratified to reflect a distinction between enabler, benefactor 
and funder. This reflects the realisation of the often cited gap between who pays for adaptability and who 
benefits from it (e.g. stakeholder influence M22, Figure 10.17). Further research could expand the table to 
include economic costs (e.g. initial capital cost and downstream cost; see Figure 10.9). Lastly for clarification, 
the links under the building layers are separated as two types indicated by the key – coloured boxes are 
probable; while lower, white boxes are possible (lesser chance). 
M23. Supply/Demand Paths 
These three models (Figures 10.19, 10.20 and 10.21) link the supply (design strategies, C3) and demand 
(adaptability types, C2) entry points to three elements of the theory. They are a product of the links 
established in Appendix L - the table produced from the design solutions of the primary case studies.6 
The first model (Figure 10.19) links the design strategies (DS) and adaptability types (AT) to the building 
characteristics (CARs) - obtaining the desired building characteristics can be seen as a central goal of a 
project and link adaptability to other design desires. As noted earlier the relationship between the design 
strategies and building characteristics is nested (1 to many), while the adaptability types is categorical 
(many to many) and are distinguished between primary links (solid line) and secondary links (dotted line). 
The second model (Figure 10.20) links both to the building layers (M1, Figure 10.2) and the third model 
(Figure 10.21) does the same for the design guidelines (sub-categories, Table 3.6).  
                                                            
6 Additional evidential tables are provided as Appendix AA.  
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Figure 10.19 Supply/demand paths 
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Figure 10.20 Links to building layers 
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Figure 10.21 Links to design guidelines 
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10.2. Relating the developed theory back to the literature 
To a certain extent, the findings have already been compared to the literature in the presentation of the 
revised models (section 10.1.2) given the literature’s role in their initial development (section 6.2.2) - changes 
to the initial models (section 6.2.2) and new models represent where the findings differed from the literature 
and/or offered something new (not present in the literature). This is particularly true with regards to the 
adaptability types (M6, Figure 10.12) and building layers (M1, Figure 10.2) which, in addition to being 
presented as a revised model, were linked to the findings more extensively in the previous chapter (sections 
9.1 and 9.2). Notwithstanding, design guidelines (section 10.2.1) and design strategies (section 10.2.2) are 
discussed here in more detail as two pertinent elements of the emergent theory – the list of 24 sub-categories 
of design guidelines were aggregated and assimilated from the literature (Table 3.6) and have been mapped 
in relation to the emergent theory (Appendix L); while the abducted design strategies are linked back to what 
arose from the literature review (Chapter 2), illustrating supportive and contradictive aspects. In addition, a 
succinct comparison of building characteristics (CARs) and soft issues (CONs) is provided (section 10.2.3).   
10.2.1. Design Guidelines 
The assimilated list of guideline sub-categories was mapped against each of the design solutions from the 
primary case studies (Appendix L) – this illustrated the relevance of the guideline sub-categories to the 
deployed design solutions (CT10) and in doing so, how the guidelines relate to the abducted building 
characteristics (CT8). Secondly, the abducted building characteristics and the design parameters (CT7) 
gathered from the literature, were mapped against the accumulated list of guidelines from the literature 
(Appendix C) – this second activity offers a finer granularity between the guidelines and abducted building 
characteristics as well as a comparison of how they correlate to the guidelines compared to the design 
parameters from the literature.7  
The first activity mapped the guideline sub-categories to the design solutions and thus evidencing relationships 
between the guideline sub-categories. Table 10.2 maps the relationships between the guidelines showing the 
total number of instances that a guideline related to a design solution. 64% of the solutions were related to a 
single design guideline (centre grey diagonal) – this is relatively consistent with adaptability types (60%) and 
building layers (70%). 
 
                                                            
7 This section differs slightly from the conventional method of linking a developed theory back to the literature in that the 
comparison is not directed back to specific literature sources, but to the guideline sub-categories that were the result of the 
literature review (accumulated literature).  
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Table 10.2 Guideline DSM - number of solutions 
Interestingly, 41% of the relationships could be considered internal (within the same category, e.g. 
component-based or spatial), while 59% were between categories – the inter-category relationships are 
presented in Table 10.3. While it was not surprising to see the high number of relationships between space 
and spatial relationships it was compelling to see the number of relationships between component and space 
categories. This is partially contributed to the high number of instances and the strong relationships between 
component type (DG5) and component capacity (DG6) with spatial form (DG13) – c.f. Guy, 2008; Islen and 
Lamer, 1993; Lynch, 1958.8 These relationships can be attributed to the use of a framed structure (CAR4, 
section 8.2.4) providing open plan space (spatial form) and the ability by a component to divide/join space 
(CAR24). Another relationship that occurred several times was between type of component (DG5) and spatial 
uses (DG17) – c.f. CSA, 2006; Cowee and Schewer, 2009 - bound by designing a familiar/generic building 
image (CAR54) that allowed for multiple uses to exist within the building.  
Component and component relationships 14 
Component and space 29 
Component and spatial relationships 2 
Component relationships and space 8 
Component relationships and spatial relationships 0 
Space and spatial relationships 25 
Table 10.3 Number of relationships between guideline categories 
Lastly, the strong relationship between space and spatial relationships can be accounted for in that many 
spatial tactics enhanced the spatial quality of a particular space and its relationship with other spaces – thus 
ticking both boxes. For example, the outdoor space provided by the L shaped plan of Islington Square (A9) 
                                                            
8 Literature references are provided here as examples of sources that stressed the guideline sub-category (in this instance 
DG5, DG6 and DG13). This is done as a reminder that the DG sub-categories are a result of the literature review and hence 
what is being compared to with respect to the empirical data (e.g. building characteristics, design tactics).  
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not only provided a multi-functional (CAR43) and support space (CAR21), it enabled the circulation plan of 
the ground floor to change based on the user’s preference of door location (CAR42) – this is supportive of 
the strong relationship between support spaces (DG14) and spatial relationships (DG23) – c.f. Rabeneck et al., 
1973; Schneider and Till, 2007. This also relates to another strong relationship that happens to be within a 
category rather than across between spatial relationships (DG23) and circulation relationships (DG24) – c.f. 
Bijdendijk, 2005; Brand, 1994. This was often the case when the given tactic provided an additional 
characteristic beyond good physical linkage (CAR50). For example, the circulation plan of the Cube (A10) 
intentionally provided separate spatial zones (CAR30) for the residential levels which were split between 
rental (west-side) and owner-occupied (east-side).  
Some sub-categories were related to a high number of design solutions compared to others – e.g. DG5 (53, 
18%), DG6 (40, 14%), DG17 (35, 12%) and DG23 (47, 16%) – cutting across three of the four sub-categories 
with component relationships being the exception. While, on the other hand, the guidelines that were the 
least linked to the deployed design solutions collected (all guidelines were represented at least once) were 
component records DG9 (1), number of interactions DG8 (2) and number of components DG3 (3) – two out of 
three falling within the component relationships sub-category. It was felt the low numbers were representative 
of the particular design solutions covered within the primary case studies and not of their relevance to 
adaptability. The strong presence of independent relationships between guidelines and solutions suggested an 
inability to purge any of the guidelines, while only one guideline did not have an isolated relationship with a 
design tactic – number of components (DG3) – one of three guidelines that had a low number of relationships.  
The design guidelines in the literature were found to be poorly organised and lacked a clear and cohesive 
structure. The design guideline categories and sub-categories that emerged as a product of the literature 
review process provided a comprehensive list that were identifiable in the design solutions deployed (Table 
3.6). However, the proposed structure did not suggest what should be thought of in tandem (relationships 
between guidelines) particularly across guideline categories.9 The findings illustrate relationships between 
guidelines and guideline categories that were not suggested in the literature and are presented as an important 
consideration for designing for adaptability as neglect can lead to unforeseen tensions and the inability to 
ultimately fulfil the guideline as well as missed opportunities to capitalise on synergetic instances. 
                                                            
9 For clarity, explicit links between design guidelines were not present in the literature itself and rarely made reference to.  
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Table 10.4 Building characteristics (rows) mapped against design guidelines (columns) 
Table 10.4 maps the building characteristics (findings, rows) to the guideline sub-categories (literature review, 
columns) based on the design solutions table (Appendix L). The relationships spread across 22% of the 
possible cells (300/1344) – over half of which (56%) were only represented by a onetime occurrence 
(167/300). This was considered to reflect the multiplicity afforded by each design tactic in relationship to each 
variable in the table (e.g. a design tactic may be linked to multiple characteristics hence tying multiple guidelines 
together). Thus, there was a recognition that certain characteristics paired well (were repeatedly found 
together) with certain design guidelines, but were occasionally clustered together with other characteristics 
and guidelines because certain solutions established ‘links’ (or clutter) that are ‘true’ at the tactic level, but 
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not necessarily directly obvious between characteristics and guidelines - hence, the residual floating ones in 
many of the boxes (Figure 10.22).  
 
Figure 10.22 Theoretical example of characteristics paired with design guidelines for three solutions 
Notwithstanding, several characteristics mapped closely against the guidelines. Table 10.5 displays the number 
of times a guideline sub-category mapped to a particular building characteristic. These numbers are however 
representative of different patterns, for example multi-functional spaces (CAR43) is spread across 17 out of 
24 guidelines (71%) illustrating a distributed pattern, while configurable stuff (CAR6) relates to only 5 out of 24 
(21%) suggesting a more focused distribution.  
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SPACES 56 
STANDARDISED COMPONENTS 38 
A COMMUNAL PLACE  30 
CONFIGURABLE STUFF 29 
SUPPORT SPACE 28 
Table 10.5 Number of times a guideline sub-category related to a characteristic 
Hence certain characteristics were tied to particular guideline sub-categories – see Table 10.6 below. The far 
right column indicates the percentage that the single dominant relationship accounts for amongst all of the 
characteristic’s relationships. Referring back to Table 10.4, many of the 56 characteristics were able to identify 
with a single, dominant guideline sub-category (26 characteristics, highlighted in yellow). While others were 
either dispersed across 2 or 3 characteristics (17 characteristics, highlighted in orange) illustrating multiple 
dominant guideline sub-categories or illustrated no dominant sub-categories generally a reflection of being 
poorly represented (13 characteristics, highlighted in pink). 
Characteristic Guideline # Total # % 
CONFIGURABLE STUFF DG6 20 29 69% 
OVERSIZE SPACE DG12 17 28 61% 
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SPACES DG17 15 56 27% 
OVERDESIGN CAPACITY   DG2 13 26 50% 
STANDARDISED COMPONENTS DG5 13 38 34% 
SUPPORT SPACE DG14 13 29 45% 
GOOD DAYLIGHTING DG6 18 26 69% 
Table 10.6 Highest repeated relationships between characteristics and guidelines 
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Within the last group mentioned, a handful of characteristics (5) did not relate directly to the guideline sub-
categorisation – extra components (CAR9), good craftsmanship (CAR13), building orientation (CAR38), phased 
(CAR41) and quirkiness (CAR55). The lack of relationships established here can be seen not as much as a lack 
of relevance, but more as the way in which the relationships were interpreted. For example, good 
craftsmanship (CAR13) may not have been stated explicitly in relationship to type of component (DG5) or 
type of interaction (DG7), but nonetheless is an important consideration and directly connected. A concluding 
point to be made here is not only does the categorisation of the guidelines from the literature tie well to the 
abducted tactics they relate strongly across the abducted building characteristics as well. 
Regarding the second exercise noted above, Appendix C maps the characteristics against all of the guidelines 
accumulated from the literature (total = 395 with 367 pertaining to the physical characteristics and 29 
pertaining to soft issues or contextual contingencies). In all instances one or occasionally multiple 
characteristics (2 or 3) were able to be mapped against every guideline. Some characteristics consistently 
related with all of the guidelines presented within a sub-category, while other guidelines within a sub-category 
linked to different characteristics. The initial scenario offered a more direct match between guideline sub-
category and a characteristic, e.g. overdesign capacity (CAR14) with capacity of component (DG2; Cowee and 
Schewer, 2009; Gold and Martin, 1999), oversize space (CAR22) with spatial dimensions (DG12; Gorgolewski, 
2005; Rabeneck et al, 1973) and component accessibility (CAR3) and modular coordination (CAR25) with 
component coordination in location (DG10; Utida, 1991; Schneider and Till, 2007). While the latter situation 
meant less of a direct match such as, e.g. functional separation (CAR4), durability (CAR10), readily available 
materials (CAR15) and standardised components (CAR16) with type of component (DG5; Guy, 2008; Minami, 
2009) and visual linkage (CAR51), building image (CAR54) and a communal space (CAR60) with spatial 
identity (DG22; Bijdendijk, 2005, Multispace, 2004). The findings from this secondary exercise support the 
findings from the design solutions table in that some guidelines will relate to a particular building characteristic 
(single application) while others will be dispersed across several (multiple applications). While the exercises 
supported each other, different characteristics were occasionally identified as being marginally relevant to a 
design guideline (core relationships did not change).  
Most importantly, the building characteristics from the findings proved a much more effective way of relating 
to the guidelines than the design parameters identified from the literature (section 3.4.1). The design 
guidelines often cut across multiple parameters (all material options & all material relationships, see appendix 
C) and do not consider all the relevant aspects mentioned within the guidelines, e.g. the use of a space (not 
applicable). Hence, the building characteristics offered a more appropriate relationship matching the 
guidelines more exclusively and directly, suggesting the building characteristics serve as a better system and 
indicator for designing for adaptability than design parameters as the conventional approach. 
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10.2.2. Design strategies 
Chapter 2 presented eight historic strands that relate strongly to adaptability and classified them under three 
approaches: spatial (section 2.3.1), component design & capacity (section 2.3.2) and building configuration 
(section 2.3.3) – the first two columns of Table 10.7. The 12 design strategies that emerged from the data are 
categorised primarily as spatial and physical with the addition of building character and context (Figure 8.1). 
An exercise investigated how the abducted strategies related to the approaches/strands from the literature 
- Table 10.7 summarises the results. The numbers in columns three, four and five represent the abducted 
design strategies (DS1-12). The strands from the literature each presented a unique mixture of the abducted 
strategies (synergic, columns 3 & 4), while some of the strands appeared at odds with an abducted design 
strategy (tension, column 5).  
Literature Synergetic
Tension 
Approaches  Historic strands Primary Secondary
Spatial 
Loose-Fit 5 3,7  
Open Plan 1,5 4,6,8 7 
Component 
Industrialisation 2, 4 1,5,6,8,9 3,5,11 
Kinetic Architecture 4 1,2,8 12 
Unfinished  8 6,9,11  
Building 
Config 
Levels 1 4,11, 12  
Layers 1 4, 12  
System Design 1 4  
Table 10.7 Linking design strategies from the literature w/ abducted strategies  
The first two strands, loose-fit (section 2.3.1.1) and open plan (section 2.3.1.2) represent the spatial 
approaches from the literature. The first of the two has the same name as one of the emergent design 
strategies– loose-fit (DS5), however, in the context of the literature takes on a narrower focus representing 
only oversize space (CAR22). Nonetheless, it is Alex Gordon’s (1972) theme for the RIBA presented under 
loose-fit that actually suggests its harmonious nature with two other strategies - long life, loose fit, low energy 
buildings (long life, DS3, is again worded the same, while ‘low energy’ is not an exact word match, but can be 
interpreted as passive techniques, DS7). While the latter of the two spatial approaches, open plan, starts from 
a similar disposition, it is broadened over time in the public domain to cut across several of the design 
strategies. Its basic principle spans across two strategies, loose-fit (DS5) - open space (CAR20) and modularity 
(DS1) – functional separation (CAR4) - c.f. Watkin (2000). The concept began with Le Corbusier and 
Modernism’s small residential applications (Jordan, 1972), but moves to much larger office plans - symbolising 
‘ubiquitous space’ (Weston, 2011) that not only included oversize space (CAR22) but standardised 
components (CAR16) and standard component locations (CAR17) under the simplicity & legibility (DS4) 
strategy. Attempts to further reduce any obstacles within the open plan led to the inclusion of spatial planning 
(DS6) as a strategy that created spatial zones (CAR30) – served and service (Venturi and Brown, 2004) 
reinforced with a simple plan (CAR32) and standard grid (CAR33). Interestingly, the growth of the concept 
put it at odds with passive techniques (DS7) during the mid to latter half of the 20th century as it led to the 
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construction of deep plans that relied on mechanical systems and artificial lighting (van Meel, 2000). Lastly, 
the concept is standard practice in speculative office development nowadays (Schneider and Till, 2007) which 
links it to unfinished design (DS8) – phased (CAR41) and user customisation (CAR42). Upon reflection, two 
very different patterns are visible amongst the first two approaches – one that is very direct and static (loose-
fit) and another that started dispersed and further evolved into other strategies over time (open plan).  
The first sof the component design & capacity approaches, the industrialisation strand (section 2.3.2.1) has its 
roots in simplicity & legibility (DS4) – standardised components (CAR16), standard component locations 
(CAR17), off-site construction (CAR18) and simple construction method (CAR19) – c.f. Gibb, 1999. In 
addition, the approach favoured configurable stuff (CAR2) to enable multi-functional spaces (CAR43) (c.f. 
Rabeneck et al., 1973) – thus the ‘do more with less space through components’ puts the approach at odds 
with the loose-fit strategy (DS5). The literature included two particular ‘sub-movements’ underneath the 
industrialisation title (section 2.3.2.1) – big shed and high-tech. The former adds the loose-fit strategy (DS5) to 
the industrialisation approach making very large open space (CAR20) and oversize space (CAR22) boxes 
(Christensen, 2008). The latter accumulates several more aspects and becomes the broadest approach from 
the literature for adaptability including characteristics under spatial planning (DS6), unfinished (DS8) and 
modularity (DS1) (Davies, 1988). However, these two movements have suffered from a backlash of criticism 
(c.f. Christensen, 2008) regarding their spatial quality (CAR53), building image (CAR54) and durability 
(CAR10) which puts the approach at odds with aesthetics (DS11) and to some extent long life (DS3) which is 
particularly the case in regards to big shed buildings.  
The fundamental basis of kinetic architecture (section 2.3.2.2) unites the five characteristics under simplicity & 
legibility (DS4) with the four characteristics under modularity (DS1) to create a large, standardised structure 
(CAR16&17) that allows for off-site constructed volumetric units (CAR18) to plug in and out (CAR1) of a 
‘long-lasting’ structure (CAR10) – c.f. Alison et al. (2006). This then enables and promotes all three 
characteristics under unfinished design (DS8) as the infrastructure allows for growth (CAR40), customisation 
(CAR41&42) and diversification of people (CAR45) and uses (CAR44) (c.f. Lerup, 1997). While many of 
these structures were designed to be quite large and operate almost as a city in of itself, most paid little 
attention to their surrounding context (c.f. Davies, 1988) – thus rather than being synergetic with multiple 
scales (DS12), the approach is at odds, e.g. contextual (CAR58) and a communal place (CAR60). Later 
iterations of kinetic architecture (responsive, intelligent architecture) brought elements of the design ‘in’ time 
(DS2) approach to the forefront, allowing the architecture to respond (CON6) to stimuli in the environment.  
Lastly with regards to the component design approaches, unfinished design’s (section 2.3.2.3) most basic 
premise begins with empowering the user to appropriate their space (CAR42) and links quite well across all 
of the characteristics under the same named strategy unfinished design (DS8) – c.f. Lerup, 1977. Adaptability 
then comes about through the use of many of the characteristics related to spatial planning (DS6) in an effort 
to afford (in addition to DS8) many of the characteristics under maximise building use (DS9) – multi-functional 
spaces (CAR43), use differentiation (CAR44), isolatable (CAR48) and multiple access points (CAR49) – c.f. 
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Leupen, 2005. Furthermore a less obvious relationship forged is with aesthetics (DS11) because of the 
particular value given within this approach for built-in possibilities through quirkiness (CAR55), spatial quality 
(CAR53) and attitude & character (CAR52) – c.f. Hertzberger, 2005. Unfinished design then is somewhat 
different from the other two strands in the component capacity cluster of approaches as it is less concerned 
with the technical (Jencks, 1973) - reversibility (CAR1) and the standardisation (CAR16) and more with how 
one allows for possibilities (CAR42).   
The building configuration strands (section 2.3.3) all start with a fundamental relationship with two of the 
physical strategies - modularity (DS1) and simplicity & legibility (DS4) – c.f. Utida, 1983; Brand, 1994; Alexander, 
1964. Their principle association is with modularity as they are primarily concerned with the integration of 
components and the ability to allow components to be changed easily – reversible (CAR1), component 
accessibility (CAR3) and functional separation (CAR4) – c.f. Slaughter, 2001; Rush, 1986. But holistically this 
approach is enhanced through simplicity & legibility – standardised components (CAR16), standard 
component locations (CAR17), off-site construction (CAR18) and simple construction method (CAR19) – 
all of which are common place within their language (c.f. Kendall, 1999; Bruno-Richard, 2006). Further on, a 
distinction alluded to in Chapter 2, is levels (urban scale, section 2.3.3.1) and layers (site, section 2.3.3.2) scale 
beyond the building as an object – thus there is a correlation with multiple scales (DS12). For example, 
Habraken (1998) presents and discusses the urban tissue level and a cluster of elements that exist at a 
neighbourhood scale – e.g. good location (CAR57) and neighbourhood circulation (CAR59). In addition, 
levels on its own, is inclusive of the human perspective with the term preciousness (Leupen, 2005) signalling 
emotional value (Leupen, 2005) that ties well to the building character or aesthetics (DS11) – attitude & 
character (CAR52), spatial quality (CAR53), building image (CAR54), quirkiness (CAR55) and time 
interwoven (CAR56).  
In summary, the aim of this thesis is to present a more unified and revised approach for designing for 
adaptability that extracts the positive and overlapping qualities and alleviates tensions amongst the approaches 
identified in the literature. Thus, while the approaches accumulated from the literature cover many of the 
design strategies and characteristics that have emerged from the data, particularly at the higher design strategy 
level – all reflect a unique combination, none of which span across the entire spectrum and all of which leave 
key characteristics out. For example, explicit consideration for increased interactivity (DS10) was neglected 
across the approaches and any meaningful consideration beyond mentioning of long life (DS4) and passive 
techniques (DS7). Of the three ‘missing’ design strategies, it is worth noting that long life (DS4) was identified 
in the construction literature in Chapter 3 as a missing strand (section 3.3). An additional clarification was 
made in section 3.3 with regards to the human aspect of adaptability which is applicable here also, in that it is 
broadened to include humans not only as the enabler for change, but as the object of change. In addition, the 
approaches stop short of linking the who and why behind the how – an explicit consideration of the work 
presented here.  
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10.2.3. Building characteristics (CARs) & soft issues (CONs) 
The eight categories of soft issues identified in the literature cut across the four emergent clusters of 
contextual contingencies (CONs) presented in section 7.2 – stakeholders, rules, process and economics 
(Table 10.8). In addition to validating the issues found in the literature, the twenty-one CONs provide 
additional breadth and further stratification - i.e. more specific identification of issues and types of issues. 
Furthermore, the concept definitions provide additional clarity and the models visualise confirmed/emerged 
relationships between CONs – a dimension lacking in the literature.  
Stakeholders (CON1-6) Rules (CON7-11) Process (CON12-16) Economics (CON17-21) 
SI04 Stakeholders 
(CON4) 
SI01 Legislation 
(CON7) 
SI08 Design Process 
(CON12) 
SI02 Market (CON17) 
SI03 Organisation/ 
Ownership model 
(CON1) 
 
SI06 Procurement 
route (CON14) 
SI07 Financial Scheme 
(CON18) 
SI05 Culture (CON6)  
Table 10.8 Soft issues from the literature organised across emergent CON clusters 
A brief comparison can be made between the building characteristics (CARs) and the positive attributes that 
were captured from the historical approaches in Chapter 2 (see tables at the end of each section). The 
positive attributes related to 29 out of the 60 CARs – in Table 10.9, greyed CARs were not covered. For the 
most part, the aggregated attributes either covered the majority of CARs for a particularly design strategy 
(DS) or not – only one strategy doesn’t fit this dichotomy (DS11). A further observation is that the literature 
clearly favours the physical strategies (DS1-4) over the spatial and contextual (DS5-12) – the exceptions being 
DS2, DS5 and DS6.  
DS1 
CAR1 
DS3 
CAR11 
DS5 
CAR21
DS6 
CAR31
DS8 
CAR41 DS10 CAR51
CAR2 CAR12 CAR22 CAR32 CAR42 
DS11 
CAR52
CAR3 CAR13 
DS6 
CAR23 CAR33
DS9 
CAR43 CAR53
CAR4 CAR14 CAR24 CAR34 CAR44 CAR54
DS2 
CAR5 CAR15 CAR25
DS7 
CAR35 CAR45 CAR55
CAR6 
DS4 
CAR16 CAR26 CAR36 CAR46 CAR56
CAR7 CAR17 CAR27 CAR37 CAR47 
DS12 
CAR57
CAR8 CAR18 CAR28 CAR38 CAR48 CAR58
CAR9 CAR19 CAR29 CAR39 CAR49 CAR59
DS3 CAR10 DS5 CAR20 CAR30 DS8 CAR40 DS10 CAR50 CAR60
Table 10.9 Coverage of positive attributes from the literature across the emergent CARs 
10.3. Verification of characteristics w/ Grinnell’s case studies 
10.3.1. Introduction  
A research colleague, Rachael Grinnell, collected adaptability solutions from 24 building case studies – the 
studies were taken from a Technology Strategy Board (TSB) funded study entitled ‘Design for Future Climate 
Change.’ The competition provided successful applicants with up to £100,000 to undertake (climate) 
adaptation studies and produce a report - projects included new build and refurbishments of a contract value 
greater than £5M. Thus, the competition provided Grinnell with a large amount of accessible information and 
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a unique opportunity to look at buildings specifically designed for adaptation. She extracted the data (design 
solutions) from the case studies into three typologies: adaptability (designed for general change, 329 
solutions), climate adaptation (designed specifically for climate change, 906 solutions) and low carbon (designed 
to significantly reduce carbon emissions, 535 solutions). The solutions were compiled from TSB adaptation 
reports, planning applications, construction media articles and online publicity material regarding the 24 
building projects.  
The building characteristics from this thesis (section 8.1) provided Grinnell with a framework to code the 
extracted adaptability and climate adaptation solutions. The iterative process involved Grinnell coding the 
1,235 solutions initially with a review of the coding being done by this author in an effort to confirm 
interpretation and clarify any potential gaps. Appendix AB includes the coding for the 329 adaptability 
solutions. The characteristics were able to cover 100% of the adaptability solutions and 82% of the climate 
adaptation solutions. However, this process also evolved the list of characteristics. For example, reviewing 
the additional solutions and conversations with Grinnell prompted slight adjustments to some of the labels 
(renaming) and definitions (redefined) for clarity as shown in Table 10.10. In addition, rather than trying to 
force the coding to cover the remaining 18% of climate adaptation solutions not covered, the characteristics 
were expanded. For example, several solutions were listed regarding shading – use of overhangs, higher value 
glass, trees – these could have been forced to fit under several solutions such as multi-functional components 
(CAR7), configurable stuff (CAR6) or building orientation (CAR38). However, by including passive climate 
control (CAR37) as an individual characteristic it allowed other solutions from the primary case studies 
(Appendix L) to be reconsidered from an evolved perspective – e.g. use of structure for thermal mass. 
Furthermore, three additional characteristics were added: efficient services (CAR12), standard component 
locations (CAR17) and spatial proximity (CAR31). Given their late addition, the four ‘new’ characteristics were 
not covered within the data chapters (7-9) and are presented here briefly (sections 10.3.1 – 10.3.4).  
RENAMED REDEFINED 
LABEL PRIOR LABEL AFTER NOT PRECIOUS 
TYPOLOGY TRENDS TYPOLOGY PATTERN USER CUSTOMISATION
COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT MATURE COMPONENT A COMMUNAL SPACE
LOCAL MATERIALS READILY AVAILABLE MATERIALS DIVISIBLE/ JOINABLE SPACE
 SPATIAL QUALITY 
Table 10.10 Characteristics which were renamed or redefined as part of the verification process 
While the climate adaptation solutions spread across the characteristics, overwhelming large chunks were 
identified as extra components (256, 37%, CAR9) and overdesign capacity (189, 27%, CAR14). This is a result 
of many of the climate adaptation solutions trying to build in an additional capacity to accommodate future 
changes in the climate through an increased performance capacity that is unnecessary when considering only 
current climate conditions – i.e. future proofing the building so that it does not have to change in the future 
(the change in demand is absorbed) rather than designing the building to enable that change later when 
deemed necessary (the latter is considered an adaptability tactic – a refitable type).  
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10.3.2. Added Characteristics 
10.3.2.1. Efficient Services (CON12) 
The characteristic efficient services is defined here as the reduction in the use and amount of off-site energy 
or water (services) required. Installation of efficient services was perceived to improve building longevity (DS3 
and thus adaptability) by reducing demand/operational costs. For example, Gateway College (B4) utilised a 
mixture of solutions to improve services – e.g. water is metered, while rainwater is harvested and used as 
grey water. Moreover, the project used a biomass boiler, wind turbine, PV panels and photovoltaic glass as 
energy sources – much of which was intentionally put on display to educate users (students) about alternative 
energy. In addition, Gateway College used automated systems (CAR6) to assure equipment was turned off 
when not in use – e.g. computers, smart board projectors, lights, aircon units, etc. A second example, is 
Cedar Rapids Public Library (A4) which was designed to exceed LEED platinum (CON11) by harvesting 
rainwater for the vegetated roof and permeable pavers on the ground while heating and cooling is provided 
by a localised geothermal pump. The Hot House (B21) uses photovoltaic panels above a roof-top glazed 
corridor that is used as a gallery space (CAR43), not only to generate energy but as a shading mechanism 
(CAR37). Lastly, various technologies were implemented to reduce heat gains as a method to reduce service 
demand – e.g. high spec lighting, highly efficient glazing assemblies and solar control glazing (Projects A4, A11, 
B4, B9).  
10.3.2.2. Standard Component Locations (CON17) 
The characteristic standard component locations describes components that are easy to find in regular 
locations throughout the building with the intent to make the construction more legible (DS4). The location 
of services (hidden components) is a good example of an opportunity to benefit from standard locations – 
e.g. all the installations for Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) are ducted in vertical shafts located in standard grid 
locations (CAR33). Projects that utilise nested grids (Projects AI, C1 and C3) to locate components enable a 
strong coordination (CAR25) throughout. Lighting, power and ventilation of the large, open spaces for the 
addition to Queens Central Library (B14) are all laid out evenly to enhance the versatility of the spaces along 
with an assortment of non-fixed furniture and movable shelving (CAR2).  
10.3.2.3. Spatial Proximity (CON31) 
Spatial proximity refers to the central location or close proximity of related physical elements. This 
characteristic suggests elements are easier to change the closer they are located – e.g. the central positioning 
of an element can allow for an increase ease of access (CAR3) and multiplicity of directions. For example, the 
Ely house (B45) located its service riser centrally to allow the kitchen to be positioned either in the front or 
the rear of the home (versatility). Other notable examples from the additional case studies cited central 
locations of the smoke extract panel and BMS panel to reduce the distance and allow for easier wiring along 
with centrally locating plants to more efficiently scale up capacity if necessary.  
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10.3.2.4. Passive Climate Control (CON37) 
Passive climate control embodies solutions that reduce the need to mechanically control the internal 
environment – hence its location under passive techniques (DS7). While the use of technology to reduce 
service demand is considered efficient services (CAR12), passive approaches are separated here. Solutions 
that arose in the case studies include: roof overhangs (B12), overhanging eaves (C9), louvered solutions (B9), 
night cooling (A1), solar gain in the winter (B32), stack effect (B31), etc. For example, the Cedar Rapids Public 
Library (A4) uses overhangs where appropriate to help reduce solar gain and building orientation (CAR38). 
Another tactic that a developer (I33) mentioned as an alternative to providing thicker concrete slabs for 
thermal mass is laying pipes inside the slab to ‘activate’ the thermal mass by pumping cold water through 
them. The caveat to this tactic is the caution required when attempting to drill holes in the slab for partitioning 
that can lead to costly repairs – thus it can be seen to limit future adaptability options with regards to 
penetration (space plan versatility). However, it can also be seen to enhance adaptability as grilles do not have 
to be moved around when a space is changed (distribution is even throughout the slab) and half the ducts are 
no longer necessary (ventilation is still required). In addition, many interviewees cited the advantage of using 
natural materials to benefit from their thermal mass – e.g. Mary Elliot (C5) chose to use brick and block work. 
Furthermore, exposed structural members (e.g. concrete soffits) were noted in several projects as 
additionally providing thermal mass (e.g. A2, C5). 
10.3.3. Summary 
While climate adaptation solutions were not an explicit consideration of the case studies collected for this 
thesis there was a considerable overlap found (noted above) with what was collected by Grinnell. The ability 
to cover all the adaptability solutions and the majority of the climate adaptation solutions (with the slight 
modifications) was viewed positively by this researcher as an additional and opportunistic verification process 
of the findings. While the scope of adaptation may have broadened, the intent of the characteristics remains 
the same – as desired features to enhance the capacity of the building to accommodate change (in demand) 
easier – more cost effective and time efficient.  
10.4. Relationship to Practice  
As noted in Chapter 5, a web-based survey (section 5.3.4) and a practitioner workshop (section 5.3.5) were 
conducted to validate the evolving framework and its application in practice. Results from the first two parts 
of the survey are presented below – part 1(section 10.4.1), a series of ranking questions regarding designing 
for adaptability and part II (section 10.4.2) a series of questions concerning a subset of concepts and models. 
The findings from the practitioner workshop that was held in London with 60 practitioners are then put forth 
in two subsequent sections – session I (10.4.4) three exercises to prompt practitioners’ thinking about 
adaptability and sessions II & III (10.4.5), a design exercise.  
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10.4.1. Survey (part I) - designing for adaptability 
Part I of the survey consisted of a set of ranking questions and are presented here reflecting their weighted 
ranks. The weighted ranking was determined by summing (the position x count) for each choice divided by 
the total responses. For example, if there were three choices and 10 responses with one choice receiving 5 
1st place rankings, 3 2nd place rankings and 2 3rd place rankings – it would be given a weighted rank of  1.7 
(5x1 + 3x2 +2x3 / 10). Not all of the ranking questions had the same number of choices, thus a response 
receiving a weighted rank of 2.1 with eight choices will not mean the exact same as a response with the same 
weighted rank (2.1) with only five choices. More value however, was given to the identification of conditions 
(existence) rather than the importance (rank) – this was considered a more appropriate way to use the data 
and draw links to the qualitative data collected and the literature.  
 
Figure 10.23 Result of Question 01 
Questions 1 and 2 considered the priority of adaptability from a project perspective (Q1) and in comparison 
with other design criteria focused on sustainability (Q2). The results aligned with the findings reinforcing 
adaptability's consideration and importance amongst designers (section 7.1) – 2 out of 3 designers consider 
adaptability on most projects (Figure 10.22) and in high regards as a design criteria for sustainability (Figure 
10.23). With regards to Q2, it was surprising to see ease of disassembly’s weighted rank so low given 
adaptability’s rank toward the top - on a par with operational energy. The disconnect between adaptability and 
ease of disassembly (DS1, section 8.2) suggests respondents separated a spatial understanding of how to 
achieve adaptability with a physical one and/or disassociated refitability (AT3) and disassembly. Interestingly, 
one respondent commented that operational energy moves straight to the top because it is dictated by 
regulations (CON7, section 7.4.1) – as a way of setting priorities. 
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Figure 10.24 Weighted ranking of sustainability design elements 
Questions 3 (people) and 4 (rules and phases) deal with the contextual contingencies presented in Chapter 
7 (sections 7.2 – 7.6). The top three stakeholder responses for Q3 (Figure 10.24) are the three stakeholders 
that were pulled out as individual contextual contingencies: client (CON1, section 7.3.1), designer (CON2, 
section 7.3.2) and end-user (CON3, section 7.3.3) aligning well with the emergent theory. The influence of 
the client is the clearest #1 rank amongst all the questions at 1.9 – 76% of respondents ranked the client 
either first or second. Given how often designers discussed the (negative) influence of the contractor through 
revised procurement routes (CON14, section 7.5.3) it was a bit puzzling to see the contractor’s lower 
position, however this is congruent to the lack of emphasis given to procurement route (CON14, section 
7.5.3) in Q4 (see Figure 10.24 for visual comparison). Property agents/valuers position at the bottom could 
be a reflection of the finding that adaptability has little to no established market (CON17, section 7.6.1). With 
regards to Q4, it is not surprising to observe culture of your practice as being the most influential dimension to 
designers’ thinking, culture of your practice is nested in the respondents’ approaches to adaptability (design 
strategies) as each one talked about how their practice approached adaptability and design more generally as 
a set of beliefs, values and behaviours (section 7.1). Given the repeated emphasis on the client, one would 
also expect to see project brief (CON13, section 7.5.2) quite high amongst influences - while 25% of 
respondents ranked project brief as their number one influence its weighted rank suffered from a broad 
distribution - a distribution that may reflect the fact that others commented on adaptability’s lack or superficial 
inclusion in the brief.  
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Figure 10.25 Weighted ranking responses for questions 3 & 4 
Questions 5 (design strategies and building characteristics) and 6 (design resources) deal with the findings put 
forth in Chapter 8 (sections 8.2 – 8.15). With the exception of the bottom two choices for Q5 (Figure 10.25), 
the majority of design strategies/characteristics are clustered quite tightly together (no real statistical 
separation). Given multi-functional spaces (CAR43) was the only characteristic to be implemented in every 
primary case study project (Table 8.15) it is not surprising to see it at the top along with durability (CAR10) 
having been mentioned in 73% of the interviews (Table 8.6). The one possible inconsistency would be the 
location of overdesign capacity (CAR14) which could reflect the ordinariness of the characteristic – i.e. it fits 
within a common practice that is not necessarily recognised as an explicit action.  
 
Figure 10.26 Weighted ranking responses for questions 5 & 6 
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Similar to Q5, Q6 offers a relatively tight hierarchy – this time more so with a bottom cluster (Figure 10.25). 
Defining critical parameters or design principles was commonly cited in the interviews (Table 8.17; DR1). 
Interestingly, 40% of respondents ranked scenario planning (DR2) as one of their top three choices, which 
would align with the findings however its overall ranking suffered from a lower distribution – i.e. a sharp 
contrast found in its value. This is similar to stakeholder workshops with 27% selecting it as a top three choice 
but with even worse disparity. One observation is there may have been a perceived difference between what 
the respondents viewed as an important design resource for design in general (e.g. stakeholder workshop, 
project precedents) and what they viewed as an important resource with respect to designing for adaptability. 
Another possibility could be related to their frequency of use rather than their importance (despite this being 
clearly stated in the question). The logic for this observation is based on the importance given to such methods 
as stakeholder workshops (DR2) and project precedents (DR6) in both the interviews (Table 8.17) and in the 
open text box question (part of the survey) that followed the ranking question highlighting the importance of 
stakeholder workshops more than any other method, “stakeholder workshops are used on every job. 
Stakeholders don't often know how to translate their needs into physical space so we need these types of 
exercises to understand their day to day experiences.” In that regard, the number of respondents that 
mentioned in the follow-up text field the use of a particular design resource as part of their design process 
are listed in Table 10.11 - the text field received 33 responses out of the 60 total respondents.  
Design resource Responses %
Stakeholder workshops 13 40%
Design parameters 5 15%
Project precedents 4 12%
Lifecycle analysis 3 9%
Design guidelines 3 9%
User Feedback 3 9%
Table 10.11 Top responses from comments written in regarding resources used 
Questions 7 and 8 were only presented in the main survey (71 respondents). Question 7 explores the impact 
of the different design parameters (DR1, 8.4.1) that were defined in the literature review (section 3.4.1) as a 
way of compartmentalising adaptability through a series of high-level generic descriptors (Figure 10.26). The 
relevance of plan (depth, shape) reinforces the finding of versatility as a key typology. This matches well with 
the empirics (Table 9.1) and the later questions positioning space plan as the most important layer (Figure 
10.29) and versatile as the second highest adaptability type (Figure 10.31). In addition, the position of 
circulation plan is congruent with the previous findings given its stated role (importance) in the interviews as 
providing support and multi-functional space (Appendix W) - particularly as a key characteristic for the 
versatile and convertible typology (Table 9.3). Given the importance of convertibility as the highest ranking 
adaptability type (Figure 10.31) it is slightly puzzling to see the disparity between plan and storey height. On 
the other hand, this might be the result of poor wording as structural morphology (meant to describe column 
spacing) could be viewed as somewhat redundant to storey height. With the importance given to the skin 
layer from the emergent theory (Table 9.16), one would have expected ‘cladding system’ not to be clustered 
at the bottom with interior fixtures/furniture. This however is consistent with the ‘skin’ layer’s lower 
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consideration in Q9 (Figure 10.29). This could be two-fold – first, cladding plays a small role concerning the 
highly regarded spatial typologies (versatile and convertible, Figure 10.31) and/or panelised systems with 
reversible connections (CAR1) have become conventional practice similar to moveable/configurable 
furniture (CAR2&CAR6) – hence lessening its perceived importance.  
 
Figure 10.27 Weighted ranking responses for questions 7 and 8 
Question 8 explores what needs to happen to produce more adaptable buildings. The response suggests an 
overwhelming human-orientated need (Figure 10.26) – primarily from the client (1) but also industry as a 
whole (2). The results reflect one written response well: “Adaptability requires a certain mindset from 
designer, user, authorities, society and the public. It is not a hardware issue, so much.” The large gap 
separating client from the rest of the options (56% listed it as the top factor) is in line with the earlier Q3 
(Figure 10.24) and the influence given to the client from the previous data (CON1, section 7.3.1) resulting in 
the stratification of several client aspects. There was no significant statistical difference between the remaining 
four factors. The response would suggest that establishing more adaptable buildings needs to focus on 
educating the client in an effort to shift values/thinking (CON4, section 7.3.4). This was developed more in 
the comments section with responses stressing that it is not necessarily an issue of know-how by the designer, 
but a lack of opportunity to implement such solutions given the client’s budget and schedule (sections 7.5.3 
and 7.6.4). One response stated, “On the whole, designing for adaptability is done by stealth rather than by 
the brief. Most client, when the issue of adaptability is discussed realise it is a good idea, but that aspect does 
not yet seem to influence the value of the project to them. It is therefore not a market-led issue, more an 
owner occupation issue.” The quote also provides insight into the earlier reflection regarding the location of 
the brief as being influential in that the brief cannot be influential with regards to adaptability if it doesn’t 
acknowledge it (CON13, section 7.5.2).  
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10.4.2. Survey (part II) – concepts and models  
Part II of the survey explored practitioner perspectives regarding the main concepts embedded in four models 
and the potential value of the models’ visualisation - building layers (M1, Figure 10.2), framecycle (M6, Figure 
10.12), links table (M10, Figure 10.18) and stakeholder benefits (M9, Figure 6.11). With regards to these 
questions, there is a significant difference to note between the pilot survey and the main survey. The vast 
majority of comments from respondents of the pilot survey who stated ‘they would not use the models as 
visualised’ suggested simplifying them and the ability to make them more project-specific. The responses are 
summarised well by one respondent’s comment, “If it takes me as an architect more than 30 seconds to 
understand, it is too complicated - needs to be quickly understood and used to steer conversation.” Thus, 
this feedback was taken on board for the main survey and rather than give the respondents a single model to 
choose from they were offered two models for each concept – the polished version (same as the pilot survey) 
and a simplified hand sketched version (new – Figure 10.27 is provided as an example) that contained blank 
spaces to suggest the ability to be appropriated for specific projects. Thus the respondents for the main survey 
could choose between the polished version, sketched version or neither; whereas, the pilot survey 
respondents only had the polished version.  
   
Figure 10.28 Sketch version of framecycle model 
10.4.2.1. Layers (M1, Figure 10.2) 
Over 80% of the respondents communicated that they think of the building as a series of layers at least 
sometimes. Only a small percentage 13% (consistent across both batches) said they would not use the model 
(Figure 10.28). The percentage of respondents who would use (one of) the model(s) without changing it 
increased with the choice of the simpler one from 45% to 60%. The percentage of people who would use the 
polished model (45%) compared to the sketched was split (42%).  
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Figure 10.29 Response for the use of the building layer model10 
Regarding the individual layer prioritisation (main survey only) space plan, structure and service layers top the 
list (Figure 10.29). The priority issued to space plan is congruent with the overwhelming number of solutions 
relevant to the layer in the previous data (Table 9.1) and its relevance across the majority of building 
characteristics (Table 9.3). Interestingly, the structure layer (34%) and social layer (26%) were ranked as the 
most influential layer by more respondents than the space plan layer (24%) however the space plan layer was 
ranked in the top three by 77% of respondents (higher consistency) whereas the remaining structure and social 
responses were more dispersed – particularly social representing the lone human aspect. Lastly, the 
surroundings layer was completely detached at the bottom potentially reflecting its only influence on a single 
adaptability type – convertible (Table 9.3).  
 
Figure 10.30 Ranking of building layers 
 
                                                            
10 For clarity the references to the top and bottom model in the responses signify the polished model as the top model and 
the sketched version as the bottom model.  
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10.4.2.2. Framecycle (M6, Figure 10.12) 
Overwhelmingly, more than 90% of practitioners said they conceived different types of change for a project 
most of the time – with a 53% YES which is a good margin higher than 32% for the layers concept. In this case 
the percentage of respondents who would not use a version of the model lowered slightly with the choice of 
two from 11% to 7% (Figure 10.30). This reflected a modest increase in the number of people who would 
use a version of the model unchanged from 57% to 65%, while a clear preference was indicated for the 
polished model (58%) compared to the sketched version (35%).  
 
Figure 10.31 Response for the use of the framecycle model 
With regards to ranking the adaptability types (CT2), the result was the most clearly dispersed amongst all 
the ranking questions indicating a clearer and more established hierarchy amongst the options (Figure 10.31). 
There is a clear spread amongst all the types except for the clustering of versatile (AT2) and adjustable (AT1) 
toward the top. Convertible (AT4) and versatile (AT2) at the top is no surprise given their dominance 
throughout the case studies (Table 9.6) as repeatedly being related to the vast majority of solutions and other 
conceptual elements. However, observing adjustable (AT1) lumped together with the two is a bit of a puzzling 
inconsistency – e.g. ‘interior fixtures/furniture finishing’ at the bottom of Q7 (Figure 10.26) and the stuff layer’s 
position in the previous ranking (Figure 10.29).  
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Figure 10.32 Ranking of adaptability types 
10.4.2.3. Linking table (M10, Figure 10.18) 
8 out of 10 respondents (80%) said they try to associate types of change with particular building elements 
(Table 9.25). The percentage of those who would not use the model was cut in half by providing the sketched 
option from 42% to 19% (highest percentage of respondents that would not use a model) which is reinforced 
by the fact that the sketch option was chosen 2 to 1 over the polished version (54% to 27%) increasing the 
percentage of respondents who would use (one of) the model(s) from 37% to 54% (Figure 10.32). Additional 
suggestions included adding pictures of real building elements to help communicate information.  
 
Figure 10.33 Response for the use of the linking table 
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10.4.2.4. Stakeholder Benefits (M9, Figure 6.11) 
90% of respondents said they try to capture the benefits at least some of the time (42% consistently). Those 
who said they would use both or one of the models increased slightly from 61% to 67% (Figure 10.33). In this 
particular instance both batches of the survey asked the respondent whether they would use a blank version 
of the mapping, however in the second batch similar to the other models a blank sketched version was 
provided (i.e. no visual was provided for the pilot survey). In the latter case, use of the blank version jumped 
dramatically from 7% to 42% - reflecting the decrease in use of the predefined map and the option of using 
them both together. Furthermore, a decrease in not mapping the benefits (30% to 14%) was mirrored with 
an increase in developing a map another way (9% to 19%). Respondents in addition pointed out the 
importance of weighing the different attributes and highlighting which aspects are relative to the specific 
audience at that particular time. Many could see the value of using both the blank version (to capture benefits) 
and the pre-described (steer conversation), one respondent commented, “I would use the map for 
structuring the argumentation or to integrate with/inform a LCC analysis. It works well as a tool of inspiration 
when applied to a concrete project environment.” 
 
Figure 10.34 Response for the use of the benefit mapping model 
10.4.3. Survey summary 
Responses between the two phases (pilot survey and main survey) varied very little – out of the seven ranking 
questions typically only one choice (out of 6 to 9 choices) would change rank and by only one position 
(up/down one rank) – illustrating a relatively consistent response between groups. However, upon reflection, 
some respondents (4) mentioned the difficulty of the ranking questions – partially because of the number of 
elements (6 to 9 choices) and the time needed to properly consider each element and partially because of 
the abstract context of the questions removed from any project specifics – e.g. one adaptability type could 
be incredibly important on one project and not at all on another. Hence, there is an issue of context that 
reflects programme, site, users, etc. and the fact that the elements themselves are not static. This was 
attempted to be nullified by stating ‘across all projects’, but it is acknowledged as a limitation of the survey. 
This was confirmed by other responses as well that simply acknowledged the complexity at hand, “These 
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issues are hard to discuss with clients.” On a positive note many picked up on the fact that the research and 
the models in particular are an attempt to ameliorate that condition, “From my experience some clients don't 
really understand the jump from conceptual ideas to actual architecture. I feel that using your website [models] 
as a tool could bridge the gap between these two realms.” While one critical comment regarding the models 
was that, “they suggest a certain one-way-of-doing-it for adaptability - when in fact thinking about adaptability 
is a creative and imaginative act, not so much a technical one.” It should be noted that this is the antithesis of 
the intent – with the aim of developing resources that can be appropriated (and a set of design strategies, 
tactics, etc. that can be selected based on the context at hand).  
Many issues picked up on in the previous data were also reflected in the comments. Owner timescales (M16, 
Figure 10.15) came up again reinforcing the misalignment between costs (now) and benefits (later) – 
reemphasising a lack of an established market for adaptability (CON17, section 7.6.1). Adaptability is a 
concept easily confused (section 7.1) and tends to be under-utilised in a poor economic climate that restricts 
budgets and limits focus (CON20, section 7.6.4). In addition, the need to better clarify needs (CON13, 
section 7.5.2) and value user appropriation and appreciation (CON3, section 7.3.3) were stressed as 
important parts of designing for adaptability. The value of case studies and imagery in the construction industry 
cannot be understated (DR6, section 8.4.6). Figure 10.34 is a simplified variation of the ‘framecycle’ model 
that exemplifies each adaptability type through an image of a case study annotating the relative tactic. The 
illustration provides another example of how the validation process allowed for the concepts and models to 
be reapplied in a way practitioners found useful. 
 
Figure 10.35 Adaptability types illustrated with precedent examples 
The characteristics (CARs), contextual contingencies (CONs) and design concepts that emerged as part of 
the previous data have proven relatively consistent with the survey results with the anomalies being discussed 
above (part I). The majority of practitioners engaged the concepts on a project-basis and found the models 
useful – reinforcing their value in practice (part II). While most accepted the models as is, some suggested 
valuable alternatives and very few rejected the models completely. For example, the feedback from the pilot 
survey produced a complimentary set of simplified models that can be appropriated and serve broader 
applications in the design process (e.g. Figure 10.28). 
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10.4.4. Workshop (session 1) – Think 
The first session of the workshop was broken into three exercises to challenge practitioners understanding 
of adaptability from a semantic (section 10.4.4.1), building (section 10.4.4.2) and stakeholder (section 10.4.4.3) 
perspective. Each exercise was approximately 30 minutes long and moved between teams, groups and plenary 
activities – teams can be considered the primary activity module.  
10.4.4.1. Exercise 1 – What is adaptability? 
During this exercise teams explored adaptability from a semantic perspective discussing concepts that they 
associated with adaptability. Figure 10.35 visualises the concepts that arose with the scale of the word 
reflecting the number of times it was mentioned (colour bears no importance) – e.g. change was written down 
35 times, flexibility 27 while other concepts much less, modular 4 times, financial 1, etc. 
 
Figure 10.36 Word cloud for words associated with the concept of adaptability 
Teams were then asked to organise the concepts that arose in their group. For some of the teams, labels 
(clusters of concepts) emerged as a way of differentiating approaches towards adaptability – e.g. soft vs. hard, 
strong vs. weak, ideal vs. reality, micro vs. macro (section 7.1). Many teams picked up on the complexity of 
the terminology, listing many of adaptability’s perceived synonyms - e.g. flexible, extendable, demountable 
(section 3.1.1). Several teams identified change as a key association (and driver), emphasising the temporal 
nature of buildings and their constituting elements (section 3.1.2.2). Other teams included more exogenous 
influences from economics to politics (sections 7.4 & 7.6). Key themes that emerged as part of the discussion 
were:    
1. Adaptability is something that is inherent in nature (an inescapable part of the evolution process), 
and will happen inevitably depending on the context (section 7.1). 
2. There is a need to consider three important variables – the environment, humans (intangibles) and 
the physical building (architecture) with regards to time and change (e.g. sections 7.1.3 & 8.13).  
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3. Adaptability tactics are meant to help reduce future resource consumption, but there is a tension in 
that certain strategies/solutions may require additional resources upfront without certainty of use 
(e.g. Appendix W, sections W.2.5, W.3.4 & W.5.3).  
4. Space is an evolving concept and stratifying its defining parts into layers that change at different rates 
is a key approach (e.g. Appendix W, sections W.1.1 & W.8.3).  
5. Do we simply design for what we know or do we try to include the unknown? If the latter, then how 
do we do that – e.g. trends, looking back to look forward (section 8.4)?   
In addition, discussion of the emergent themes produced a handful of implications for practice:  
1. A clearer definition of what adaptability constitutes and a common structure which articulates a finer 
grain of types would be helpful in communicating ideas, particularly between supply and demand 
sides; enhancing the effort to produce more nuanced responses (M6, Figure 10.12 & M23, Figures 
19-21).  
2. Broadening our understanding of adaptability to contain the three dimensions of environment, 
humans and the physical building will provide a more contextual and refined response to the need 
for adaptable solutions (M14, Figure 10.10).  
3. Consideration for how elements of the building will evolve and need to be changed at different 
moments in time is an important perspective to embrace when considering the connectivity between 
elements (M1, Figure 10.2). 
10.4.4.2. Exercise 2 – How adaptable is it? 
The second exercise asked teams to plot a list of buildings on an adaptability spectrum (0 for not adaptable 
to 10 for highly adaptable). A box plot and whiskers diagram is used to quickly visualise the spread of data by 
breaking it into 4 quarters: the box perimeters equal the upper and lower quartiles (25 and 75 percentiles; 
Q2 and Q3), while the whiskers (the lines) represent the outer two quartiles (Q1 and Q4) – see Figure 10.3.6. 
The vertical bars illustrate the lowest and highest scores with the exception of the outliers (shown as dots) – 
these are responses that deviate greatly from other members of the sample. Thus, approximately a quarter 
of the responses lie on each whisker and a quarter of the responses lie on either side of the median line within 
the box – this helps show the skew of data as well by illustrating the length of each quartile relative to each 
other. The range of responses can be found by subtracting the lowest data point from the highest data point 
(excluding outliers). A smaller range represents more agreement amongst the teams – Figure 10.37 presents 
the box plots for each building.  
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Figure 10.37 Generic boxplot explaining various aspects 
 
Figure 10.38 Box plot and whisker diagrams for the 10 projects 
Many of the buildings displayed a great deal of variability in where they were plotted on the spectrum, signifying 
a lack of agreement amongst teams about what constitutes adaptability (section 3.1 & 7.1). The Walmart 
building (brown plot) was the most disparate with a range almost equal to the entire spectrum (9.5 out of 
10); the polarised views are apparent with the short whiskers on both ends indicating 25% of the teams rated 
Walmart as highly adaptable between 8.5 and 9.5 and 25% who rated it highly non-adaptable between 0 and 
1. Positive characteristics advocated for were open space (CAR20), oversize space (CAR22), not precious 
(CAR8) and joinable/divisible space (CAR24). A follow-up discussion was centred on the quality of 
construction (CAR10 & CAR13) and its value relationship to the land it sits on (CON21, section 7.6.5)– i.e. 
is there a ‘cheapness’ threshold regarding adaptability, where the land is more valuable than the building, 
making the building disposable (albeit being physically capable of adapting)? An interesting ‘big-box’ (section 
2.3.2.1) comparison was suggested between the Walmart and Sainsbury Visual Arts Centre (red plot and 
case study C1; referred to by one participant as a Walmart with an architect). The range of opinion is still 
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relatively large here, but unlike Walmart, 75% of the teams ranked SVAC at or above 5.5, resulting in a much 
higher median (6.5 vs. 3.5) illustrating greater agreement that SVAC is an adaptable solution. So why was 
SVAC seen as more adaptable than the Walmart building? Quality of construction (CAR13, section 8.4.3), 
legacy of the architect and client (CON1, section 7.3.1 & CON2, section 7.3.2), location (CAR57) and use 
(CON16, section 7.7.5) were mentioned as influential variables.  
Another comparison that arose was within the residential typology between Victorian terraced housing 
(green plot) and the Islington Square project (bronze plot, case study A9 and a modern example of terraced 
housing). This comparison highlighted the influence of time on how we view the adaptability of a building 
through a proven track record and an acquired taste (e.g. Victorian terraced houses were not always liked). 
Many of the teams cited several examples of how Victorian terraced houses have been altered to 
accommodate a variety of household sizes (AT2, versatility) and alternative small-scale commercial or public 
uses (AT4, convertible) because of their durability (CAR10) overdesign capacity (CAR14), spatial quality 
(CAR53), simple construction method (CAR19) and standardised components (CAR16). The contrasting 
(less positive) view conceded this fact (thus not many low scores), but questioned the ease of these 
transformations and more importantly the ease of future transformations in light of increasing thermal 
performance and climate change adaptations (CAR12). Another common comparative point was the 
aesthetic ornamentation of Islington Square (CAR54). Some participants completely dismissed the project on 
a dislike of its style alone, while others cited the appearance of small spaces. In contrasting fashion, one team 
pointed out that the Victorian terraced housing was actually more ornate and harder to alter given the three-
dimensionality of its ornamentation compared to the surface treatment of Islington Square – hence the 
question arose regarding an apparent gap between stakeholder mindsets and reality and to what extent and 
how often does this gap hinder adaptability (CON4, section 7.3.4).  
Another interesting point to note is that two buildings produced by the same architect fell on contrasting ends 
of the spectrum. Sir Norman Foster’s Gherkin (purple plot) was the lowest ranked building while SVAC was 
the second highest, illustrating the importance of the two buildings’ very different forms, uses and contexts 
(section 3.1.2). The Gherkin represents one of two buildings where there was a relative consensus 
(Travelodge is the other). With the exception of just three teams, everyone plotted the Gherkin between 1 
and 3, giving it the lowest median score of 2. The Gherkin’s form, location (central London) and iconic nature 
left most to suggest the building would remain relatively ‘static’ with the exception of maintenance and the 
refitting (AT3) of components. This brought forth a discussion on the different adaptation conditions (e.g. 
CON6, CON9 & CON20) an iconic building will face opposed to an everyday ‘grey’ building and how the 
key qualities for adaptation will often differ – e.g. iconic building (CAR13, CAR52 & CAR54) and everyday 
‘grey’ building (CAR10, CAR20 & CAR43).  
Three projects - Victorian terraced housing, SVAC and Royal Liver Building (magenta plot) all received no 
responses in the bottom quarter of the scale (Royal Liver Building does have one outlier) and are the only 
three to have their medians above half way on the adaptability scale. All three of which are older, well-known 
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buildings that have reached a level of appreciation amongst society (CON3, section 7.3.3). As a result of the 
discussion, a series of points were proffered as implications for practice:  
1. If a building is made too cheap there is a point at which the value of the land exceeds the value of 
the building, making its adaptability capacity irrelevant (CON21, section 7.6.5).  
2. Buildings that reach a certain stature are ‘forced’ to be preserved and ‘adapted’ by policy, but 
legislation limits the type of interventions possible and can increase the cost of adaptation (CON9, 
section 7.4.3).  
3. Buildings that embrace a universal standard of aesthetics better transcend time (CAR54, Appendix 
W, section 8.11.3).  
4. A building should have a good degree of ‘knockability’ to accommodate change (CAR10, Appendix 
W, section 8.3.1).  
5. What is it about ‘over-designed’ buildings that make them perceivably less adaptable?  It was 
suggested that ‘design’ can move away from simple, proven methods (e.g. CAR15, CAR19 & 
CAR34).  
6. Is there a gap between buildings that are designed to be adapted and buildings that are adapted?  If 
so, what does this gap symbolise (section 7.1.1)? 
10.4.4.3. Exercise 3 – Who said what? 
The teams were given ten quotes for the third exercise and asked if they agree/disagree with the quote and 
to guess which stakeholder role the quote came from. Figure 10.38 shows all ten quotes and highlights the 
percent of teams that agreed and disagreed with the quote – it also references a few statements raised in 
discussion. With a lack of context to the quotes, the exercise proved difficult to accurately match the correct 
stakeholder to the quote as scores ranged from 0 to 3 (out of 10). However, the matching was done more 
for practitioner fun, while the discussion around the quotes on whether they agreed or disagreed raised some 
interesting points.  
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Figure 10.39 Quotes by stakeholders and how they fared with participants (% of agreed or disagreed) 
Most of the quotes (statements) generated a strong consensus on whether they agreed or disagreed 
(between 70% and 92%). The two statements that offered the biggest mix of responses were quotes 6 and 
9. Quote 6, “buildings would be more adaptable if they weren’t so designed”, raises again the issue of ‘more 
design’ and what does that equate, e.g. an increased level of specificity and/or additional complexities (section 
7.1.2)? What was particularly surprising, given the high number of designers participating, is that 62% of teams 
agreed with the quote. The negative relationship suggested here could correlate to Quote 3 as well, “There’s 
also the design issue in terms of people designing for ego and I think there’s a whole issue around what the 
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clients and tenants expect.” – this was overwhelmingly agreed to (92%) and suggests an explicit disjunction 
between supply and demand (in the case of a designer’s ego, section 7.3.2) .  
The other less agreed upon quote, Quote 9 “… it is easier for people to adapt and a lot cheaper for them to 
adapt than to design the structure or the equipment to adapt to them” places the often difficult 
comprehension of human tolerances against what the building can do (section 7.1.3). It also moves the 
question of adaptability beyond the building itself into the realm of the three contingent factors mentioned 
previously (building, humans and environment). What capacity to change can one expect from the user while 
remaining within an appropriate tolerance margin of the user’s capacity to perform? A handful of questions 
arose from the discussion of the quotes that include:    
1. How can design become an opportunity rather than an obstacle (CON2, section 7.3.2)? 
2. What incentives are needed to enable a more long-term perspective from all stakeholders (e.g. 
section 3.6 & 7.3)?   
3. What impact does planning policy have on adaptability and how can it be reshaped to have a 
more positive influence (CON10, section 7.4.4)?  
4. How can the (perceived) gap between who pays for adaptability and who receives the benefits 
be alleviated (M22, Figure 10.17)?   
In addition like the first two exercises a set of implications for practice were put forth as a result of the 
discussion:   
1. Clarifying with clients early on about how they could imagine the building changing is important for 
developing a more nuanced approach to adaptability (M6, Figure 10.12).  
2. Establishing a clear and definable value for adaptability in the property industry will help shift 
property investor mindsets (CON17, section 7.6.1). 
3. Adaptability would benefit from policy reform, but is not an excuse to refrain from the topic (e.g. 
CON7, section 7.4.1 & CON9, section 7.4.3).  
4. Design should become an opportunity for adaptability not an obstacle, possibly implying that client 
timescales (CON1, section 7.3.1; M16, Figure 10.15) and/or designer values (CON2, section 
7.3.2; M14, Figure 10.10) regarding what constitutes ‘good design’ may need to shift.  
5. Establishing set points to measure or check for adaptability early on would be helpful (M13, Figures 
9.10-9.13).  
6. Looser planning regulations would make it easier (and therefore cheaper) to change the use of a 
building (CON10, section 7.4.4).  
7. Improved evidence about the costs and benefits of adaptability would allow stakeholders to make 
more informed decisions (sections 3.6 & 6.1.1; M12, Figures 10.8 and 10.9; & M16, Figure 10.15).  
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10.4.5. Workshop (sessions II & III) – do & reflect 
For the second part of the workshop each team was given a simple programme and asked to design an 
outhouse (see section 5.3.5 for more details). Teams were then asked to create two boards to present to a 
client (judges). At the root of many of the designs appeared to be the question of how do you create a 
repeatable ‘infrastructural’ solution (CAR16) that allows for a variety of users to customise that ‘platform’ in 
different ways (DS8)? This approach ranged from more straight-forward individual ‘boxes’ (CAR34), some of 
which emulated the blank stage presented by Le Corbusier’s Domino house (CAR41), while others looked 
to create a framework for the entire site either individually or collectively redefining boundaries completely 
(e.g. CAR47 & CAR60). An example of the former is Figure 10.39 - a low-cost open-frame skeleton structure 
(produced off-site) that could be customised by the user depending on the time of year and need (e.g. CAR4, 
CAR16, & CAR42). Some designs embraced a more tectonic focus, looking at how the bits could come 
together and apart (DS1, section 8.2), while others were interested in using the opportunity to enhance social 
conditions and broaden the possible uses by engaging at a community or neighbourhood level (DS12).  
 
Figure 10.40 Team proposal that creates an open, customisable platform 
Regardless of the focus, almost all embraced a level of modular (DS1, section 8.2) and/or standardised 
components (CAR16) as an efficient method to augment their proposed solution’s capacity to accommodate 
future changes. Some attempted to take on all six of the adaptability types (C2) mentioned in the framecycle 
(M6, Figure 10.12) while others focused more on how the outhouse could accommodate different activities 
over time (the two emergent primary types – versatility, AT2 & convertible, AT4). A board provided by one 
of the teams (Figure 10.40) is centred on their response to the different adaptability types and illustrates four 
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different uses (AT4) and how the spatial configuration (AT1, AT2), the exterior wall make-up (AT3) and the 
outhouse’s size (AT5)11 evolve based on the different uses.  
 
Figure 10.41 Team board illustrating 'guidebook' for the six types of change 
Potentially a product of time restraints, few solutions engaged with the specific site and its surrounding 
conditions. One group did take on the topographic form of the site using it to their advantage to create a 
more dynamic cut and infill space while a couple of others attempted to ‘mobilise’ their outhouse into the 
community - one literately (AT6), one figuratively through improved access (CAR49) and one by simply 
redefining the site completely (CAR60). ‘Opening’ the outhouse up allowed for a variety of other possibilities 
engaging alternative public uses (CAR43 & CAR47) with the surrounding sites and larger community – 
redefining public, semi-public and private spaces. Figure 10.41 is a set of evolutionary images produced by a 
team as an example of how the neighbourhood may change over time as isolated conditions at first (left side) 
to an integrated community (right side).  
                                                            
11 Scalable (AT5) is applied only in the summerhouse option were a deck is added to the outhouse. 
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Figure 10.42 Evolution of the neighbourhood over time and growth of a community 
Some of the solutions were more practical, ready to be delivered to a developer (or B&Q) tomorrow (Figure 
10.42), while others were more ‘raw’ yet innovative and attempted to use the issue of adaptability to address 
issues of community engagement, planning policy and materiality (e.g. CON10, section 7.4.4; CAR11, 
CAR18). All provided an interesting mixture of solutions, which as one of the judges, Peter Wynn Rees noted, 
‘if given more time it would have been interesting to see how theme-inspired teams could have been clustered 
together to further develop their ideas.’    
 
Figure 10.43 The physical pieces of how the shed comes together and can be adapted 
10.4.6. Workshop summary 
The day provided a fun format for the practitioners to engage and capture food for thought - a chance to 
rethink some adaptability tenets and showcase their skills and thinking as well. For the research, it validated 
many of the findings and helped refine the delivery to industry. Themes/issues that arose as part of the 
discussions (part I) were congruent with topics and concepts that emerged from the previous data (several 
CARs and CONs as referenced above) and have been visualised in the models (most explicitly M6, Figure 
10.12; but also e.g. M11, Figure 10.7; M14, Figure 10.10; & M16, Figure 10.15). The variability with how 
adaptability was interpreted in all three initial exercises reinforces the broad spectrum of stakeholder mindsets 
present in industry (simply within a room primarily of designers). During the discussions, many of the long life 
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(DS3) and aesthetic (DS11) characteristics came through as being vital to the adaptability of buildings that 
have stood the test of time - durability (CAR10), mature component (CAR11), good craftsmanship (CAR13), 
building image (CAR54) and time interwoven (CAR56). This exemplifies the finding that the discussions gave 
importance to many of the abducted building characteristics that are outside of being conventionally 
associated with adaptability, but have proven to be important pieces to the overall puzzle. Sessions II and III 
of the workshop provided a unique opportunity for many of the concepts (design strategies, adaptability types 
and building characteristics) to be operationalised by practitioners. The examples provide not only evidence 
of the applicability of the concepts, but alternative ways of visualising them through appropriation. 
10.5. Chapter summary 
In setting out to explore the concept of adaptability, the research has established an expanded and refined 
theory of adaptability providing a comprehensive approach to designing for adaptability. This chapter 
presented the developed theory in its two constituting parts – concepts and models – providing references 
back to the evidence throughout the data chapters (and to the initial framework in Chapter 6). As a result, 
the study evolved many of the key models (M1, Figure 10.2; M2, Figure 10.3; M6, Figure 10.12; & M10, Figure 
10.18) and presented a set of complimentary ones – some of which visualise key findings that emerged from 
the data – M18, Figure 8.1; M19, Figures 7.3 and 9.14; & M23, Figures 10.19-21 – and link many of the central 
elements.  
Linking the developed theory back to the literature was two-fold, less explicitly through the presentation of 
the models (10.1.2) and more explicitly with regards to two elements (section 10.2) – design guidelines 
(section 10.2.1) and design strategies (section 10.2.2). With regards to the models, changes to the initial 
models (section 6.2.2) and new models represent where the findings differed from the literature and/or 
offered something new (not present in the literature). Static elements within the initial models (if tested) 
suggest the literature and findings to be conforming (verified). With regards to the comparative studies of the 
design guidelines and design strategies, both evidenced overlaps and divergences grounding the findings in 
relation to existing practices.  
The validation process presented by the additional solutions from Grinnell’s PhD study along with the 
practitioner survey and workshop provided further refinements and confirmations of the concepts and 
models presented as the developed theory. In different ways, all three tested the validity of the emergent 
theory by applying the theory to additional (external) contexts (generalisability) in academia and practice. 
While none duplicated the results, the results were supportive and corroborated the framework providing 
additional confidence in the findings. It is worth mentioning, that there is an acknowledged danger here that 
adaptability cannot encompass everything, but needs to find limitations within its defined scope and the 
context specifics of the project – here is where establishing the finer grain of adaptability types and associating 
a hierarchy between amongst characteristics and other elements becomes an important condition of the 
theory. 
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11. Conclusions 
Every building is adaptable – however to what extent - and at how much effort, cost, inconvenience and time 
- are variable factors that weigh in the stakeholders’ value judgement whether to adapt or not (c.f. Brand, 
1994; Kronenburg, 2007). Designing for adaptability is an explicit attempt to ease these transformations. This 
thesis has looked into this endeavour and has abducted five evolved and tested conclusions (section 11.1) 
that reflect the findings of the thesis drawn from the empirical data studied in Chapters 7-9 and in support of 
the emergent theory (concepts and models) proffered in Chapter 10. Research context 3.0 (Figure 11.1) 
helps clarify what concepts have been developed as part of the iterative process. The second part of this 
chapter provides a reflection on the research aim and questions put forth in Chapter 1 (section 1.3.1) and to 
what extent each have been studied (section 11.2). This is followed by a review of the contributions of the 
work (section 11.3) and lastly a section discussing the limitations and recommendations (section 11.4).  
11.1. Conclusions 
This research deployed Dubois and Gadde’s (2002) strategy of systematic combining (theory-matching) in 
which abductive matching takes advantage of the systematic character of both the empirical world and 
theoretical models – implying a learning loop (Taylor et al., 2002). As a research approach, systematic 
combining is a continuous confrontation between the empirical world and model world as theoretical 
framework, empirical fieldwork and case analysis evolve simultaneously (Dubois and Gadde, 2002) – hence 
systematic combining is more about theory development (refinement, expansion) than theory generation 
(new theory) and allows for more freedom to construct a ‘working’ theory ahead of time from the literature 
(and other sources). Kovacs and Spens (2005) outlining of the abductive process puts forth five steps with 
iterations of feedback (Figure 5.1): prior theoretical knowledge (Chapter 6), real-life observations (Chapters 
7-9), theory matching (Chapter 10), final conclusions as a set of hypothesis or propositions (section 11.1)1 
and application of conclusions (sections 10.3 & 10.4). Hence five propositions are abducted here as a set of 
tested and evolved conclusions to best explain the observed regularities regarding adaptability (Blaikie, 2000).  
Good propositions should account for the how and why behind the theory (Miles and Huberman, 1994), be 
simple and clear (Paul, 1993), be able to be judged as true or false (Hollinger, 1995) and mostly consistent 
with all the cases (Eisenhardt and Gaebner, 2007). From a critical realist perspective, propositions explain the 
interplay between structure and agency which produce the observed regularities (c.f. Pawson and Tilley, 1997) 
– thus, the abducted set of concepts and models presented in the previous chapter (section 10.1) are 
supported by the five propositions (P-number) proffered. Each proposition is accompanied by a body of text 
that evidences the abducted conclusions and provides references back to the relative data sections.2 In an 
                                                            
1 The conclusions (propositions) were originally placed after the presentation of the concepts and models (section 10.2) and 
before the validation process (application of conclusions in practice). The current format however follows a more traditional 
approach by placing them in the final chapter.  
2 An alternative way of writing the conclusions could list the set of supportive statements as propositions from which the 
conclusions (P1-P5) are abducted from – a clear two-step process. However, to remain more in line with the abductive 
process it was chosen to write these statements out in paragraph form as evidence, treating the propositions as conclusions.  
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attempt to be inclusive of the broad range of findings (and limiting in the number of propositions), some of 
the propositions may appear general, but a greater level of specificity (expansion) is intended through the 
explanations accompanying the propositions and references back to the data chapters helping the reader link 
back to the evidence presented.  
11.1.1. Proposition P1 (a broadened scope for adaptability) 
P1. Designing for adaptability goes beyond conventional limits of consideration (M11, Figure 10.7) and is enmeshed 
in a broader spectrum of building characteristics (CARs; chapter 8) and project contingencies (CONs; chapter 7).  
This proposition is a clear reflection of the broadness and entanglement presented by the design strategies, 
building characteristics and design tactics (M18, Figure 8.1) - many of which overlap with other design 
ambitions. Thus, adaptability should be considered in conjunction with other design considerations rather 
than in isolation and is exemplified through adaptability’s revealed need to instil architecture’s fundamental 
qualities (e.g. light, views) as much as any conventionally applied design parameter or tactic (sections 7.1.2 & 
8.1.4). This is also evidenced by the importance stressed on human or organisational-based strategies to 
supplement building-based strategies (M14, Figure 10.10) – identifying adaptability demands a mixture of 
physical, spatial and human strategies (section 7.1.3). Furthermore, the separation between physical elements 
(CARs) is not always as simple as the levels or layers approach may suggest (M1, Figure 10.2) because of the 
complex web of physical and social dependencies (CONs) – expressing the non-straightforwardness the 
design, deployment and implementation of adaptability affords (Figure 9.14).  
With this first proposition we can begin to see the interplay between the stratified layers of reality put forth 
by the ontological assumptions of a critical realist position (Table 5.1) – i.e. the influence the social context 
(e.g. CONs) has on the generative mechanisms (e.g. CARs) that shape our experiences. This is further 
supported by the proffering of proposition P2 in that all knowledge (including adaptability) is situated in geo-
historical time (c.f. Easton, 2010).  
11.1.2. Proposition P2 (adaptability is context specific) 
P2. The recipe for designing for adaptability is never the same; each project requires a nuanced mix of strategies, 
building characteristics and tactics in an effort to produce a tuned level of adaptability – the result is often a mixture 
of specific (client-based) and generic (market-based) forms of accommodation (e.g. section W.3 and W.5).  
In other words, universal adaptability does not exist nor is it desirable – application of the building 
characteristics (CARs) is not ubiquitous and needs attention to why and how they are applied (CONs). For 
example, the best (or most appropriate) solution for a particular project may not always be the most 
adaptable – the selection of a design tactic should be resolved as part of a complex decision-making process 
(value-judgement) that includes cost, probability of implementation (likelihood/frequency of change) and the 
degree of rigidity it provides (Appendix W, section W.6.6). Clarifying client needs is an important step in 
providing a more nuanced response – hence briefing (CON13, section 7.5.2) becomes an important process 
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that is often limited in time, communication and format to allow for an appropriate solution to arise (specific 
response) rather than a pre-conceived solution (generic response) (c.f. CON14, section 7.5.3 & P6). To this 
extent, establishing links between the desired goals from the demand side (adaptability types) with the ‘sub-
elements’ (layers) of the building can help design efforts focus on particular design tactics to help fulfill the 
desired goals expressed (M10, Figure 10.18). This is in accordance with the findings that:   
1. Spatial types of adaptability – versatile (AT2) and convertible (AT4) - are much more prevalent than 
physical types (section 9.1.3).  
2. Spatial and physical types of adaptability behave differently - spatial types are spread throughout the 
building layers, while physical types are more concentrated (M10, section 9.3). 
3. Space plan (L4), services (L5), skin (L6) and structure (L7) form a core set of building layers (section 
9.2.1) with the space plan layer being the most dominantly designed for and linked layer (section 
9.2.3).  
4. Achievement of adaptability types (AT) require key building characteristics (CARs) and can be 
augmented through a sub-set of additional characteristics (section 9.1.1.3).  
As stated, each case study presented a unique mixture of design strategies, building characteristics and design 
tactics (section 8.3); nevertheless, patterns within and between case studies allowed for a framework to be 
constructed that provides a menu of options when considering designing for adaptability (c.f. M18, Figure 8.1). 
This was illustrated by the discussion and application of a different set of rules between buildings that operate 
in the architectural foreground (icons) and buildings that function in the architectural background (grey 
buildings) (section 10.4.4).  
11.1.3. Proposition P3 (adaptability is supported by simplicity & familiarity)  
P3. Efficient (unforeseeable) change is bolstered by simple design (physically and spatially).  
Much of the abducted design strategies, building characteristics and design tactics (section 8.1) support 
simplicity in design (e.g. CAR15, CAR19 & CAR34) – something which was found not to be a conventional 
characteristic of (overly) designed buildings (sections 7.1.2, 7.3.2 & 10.4.4). Hence the use of known and 
proven materials and techniques were found to enable a higher quality of construction (e.g. CAR11 & CAR13). 
Moreover, familiarity of materials increases user confidence in their ability (or wiliness) to adapt a space 
(CAR42). Spatially, inclusion and design of support spaces (CAR21) outside the brief (often inexpensive, 
public and multi-functional) enhance the capacity for many adaptable tactics (DTs) to be implemented. This 
also prioritised the valuing of well-used social spaces rather than complicated building forms (CAR60).  
It was also found that the implementation of simple and familiar design tactics can be augmented through the 
use of design resources (DR) that allow for conventions to be spread and designs to be evaluated. This is 
supported through the application of the design resources to evaluate adaptability, namely:  
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1. Change scenarios and building layers with the DSM models (M13) provided beneficial insights 
regarding the building’s capacity to accommodate change (sections 9.1.2 and 9.2.2).  
2. Impact analysis based on specific scenarios exemplified well the potential issues identified within the 
clustering analysis based on general principles of change (sections 9.1.2 and 9.2.2).  
3. Design guidelines and strategies linked well to the desired building characteristics and adaptability 
types (section 10.2).  
This was further communicated through the clarifying of the contingent relationships between the CARs and 
CONs which emerged as critical concepts (section 9.4).  
11.1.4. Proposition P4 (adaptability stresses process over product) 
P4. A degree of looseness in form and components allows for a social process over time to continue to ‘finish’ the 
building through a mixture of physical and human adaptability.  
In this manner architecture is conceived as an occupational process (experiential-based design) rather than a 
completed product (form-based design) (section 8.4.2) - which goes beyond the ‘final’ product and is 
entangled within the complex web of contextual contingences (M2, Figure 10.3; M19, Figure 9.14). This 
revealed adaptability’s demand for designers (and stakeholders more generally) to maintain a degree of fluidity 
to allow for changes to be accepted and dealt with more easily (sections 7.3.2. & 7.3.4) and thus requiring an 
effort to be responsibly specific and indeterministic at the same time (M5, Figure 10.6; M14, Figure 10.10). 
For example, leaving ‘space’ for someone else to change the design in a way that the originator can allow their 
ego to be undisturbed (e.g. DS8, Appendix W, section 8.8). This is augmented through the use of design 
concepts that are permeable to time and context (M3, Figure 10.4) – e.g. enfolding an historic narrative 
engages the human perception of time and associates the design as a new layer of historic reference (Appendix 
W, section 8.11.5). This was bolstered through the implementation of adaptable tactics that consider user 
comprehension, appropriation and appreciation (e.g. Appendix W, sections 8.1.2, 8.2, 8.2.2, 8.2.4, 8.8 & 
8.8.3) and the design of a particular quirkiness into a building that can define character and allow the building 
to be appreciated and for adaptability to be sought after (Appendix W, section 8.11.4). These supporting 
statements all emphasize process-orientated thinking which is reflective of the inclusion of time (and change) 
as a core design consideration (M3, Figure 10.4).  
11.1.5. Proposition P5 (industry’s standard conditions hinder adaptability) 
P5. Many of the building industry’s standard conditions hinder the inclusion of adaptability and force it to remain at 
the margins.  
These conventional conditions emerged often as a result of increasingly shorter business and social time-
scales shearing against the long-term consideration needed for adaptability. The tension between short and 
long-term timescales is manifested in several models (M4, M20 & M21) and is fundamental with respect to 
the owner timescale model (M16, Figure 10.15). This is supported by a lack of education amongst 
stakeholders as adaptability is often the result of individual actors and their mindsets (CON5, section 7.3.4). 
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The difference stakeholder mindsets can have was expressed not only in the interviews (section 7.3.4), but 
as a critical component to the success of several of the primary case studies (e.g. A1, A10, A14) through 
design champions and team collaborations (CON1 & CON5). In conjunction, stakeholder mindsets are often 
restricted to functional use classes rather than a building’s physical characteristics (section 7.3.4) – limiting 
how one sees and values a building (particularly in terms of adaptability).  
These conditions continue to evolve how buildings are delivered and the role stakeholders have in the process, 
such that modern procurement methods stress risk management (construction) rather than occupational 
experience (use) – section 7.5.3 and in direct opposition of P4. It was abducted that for some stakeholders, 
buildings are simply financial assets rather than inclusive of cultural and occupational values (section 7.3.3). 
This reflects the two distinctive ownership models that emerged: one solely focused on the business value 
(merchant developer) with the other a more complicated value equation including use and cultural aspects as 
well as business (Figure 7.1). For the former group, the inclusion of adaptability is only about mitigating risk 
(M16, Figure 10.15), reducing adaptability to an initial capital cost (M12, Figure 10.8). Furthermore, the long-
time-scale to design, construct and occupy a building creates a fragmented process often forming the basis 
for tensions amongst stakeholder positions – (M20, Figure 10.16).  
However, at the end of the day the fundamental problem with deploying adaptability (within industry 
conventions) is that adaptability has little immediate and quantifiable market value due to the way buildings 
are valued and conceived within use rather than across uses. For example, the value of adaptability is often 
limited to floor space flexibility (versatility, AT2) - and hence designing for adaptability (in the broader sense) 
is often conducted as a covert operation (CON17, section 7.6.1). Moreover, the relationship between the 
often much higher land value and building value can act as an additional deterrent to adapt a building regardless 
of the building’s capacity (CON21, section 7.6.5). This limited view is tunnelled through conventional funding 
methods (lump-sum funding, split between phases, formulaic, functional silos) that place an emphasis on initial 
capital costs over downstream costs (discounting), particularly the cost of change against the probability of its 
need (M12, Figure 10.9).  
Merely fixating on the initial capital costs hinders the capacity to deliver an adaptable design as adaptability 
often gets subdued against other more pertinent (immediate) design considerations in an effort to produce 
the most efficient design option (CON1, section 7.3.1) – e.g. designers described how adaptable tactics often 
get “value-engineered” out of a scheme (CON14, section 7.5.3). This condition results in the broader benefits 
(and hesitations) for adaptability not being holistically considered and thus isolated as particular tactics and 
cost increases (e.g. section M17, Figure 7.2). Financial decisions should be considered holistically (e.g. simple 
form and plan allows for oversized circulation), rather than simply an increase in costs (enlarged space).  
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11.1.6. Summary of Propositions 
Section 1.1 set the context for the research by putting forth three assertions (section 1.1.4) resulting in the 
underlying premise that a gap remains between what architecture wants to be (sculpted, static) and what 
architecture is in reality (messy, dynamic). Many of the prepositions abducted from the empirical data confirm 
this disjunction (e.g. P4 & P5) and advocate large-scale transformations in industry. The propositions provide 
concise extractions from the findings that evidence conditions abducted by the emergent theory regarding 
designing for adaptability – a broadened scope for adaptability (P1), adaptability is context specific (P2), 
adaptability is supported by simplicity & familiarity (P3), adaptability stresses process over product (P4) and 
industry’s standard conditions hinder adaptability (P5). Moreover, they suggest adaptability is a multi-
dimensional problem interwoven in our thinking (the fundamental way we conceptualise architecture), 
processes (how we go about it) and physical artefacts (manifestations of a built architecture).  
As a visual summary, Figure 11.1 presents the research context (version 3.0) at this stage. The three colours 
of the circles illustrate the development of each concept as part of the research findings – black (verified), 
grey (emerged) and white (not dealt with). The diagram highlights which concepts have been developed and 
which can use further work. Similar conditions are conveyed with the links between concepts either having 
been clarified or proposed and directional (arrow). In addition, as a final iteration the concepts within the 
research context have been revisualised (primarily reorganised) based on the hierarchy of concepts presented 
in the resultant framework (Figure 10.1).3  
                                                            
3 It is possible that alternative visualization techniques would better clarify the links between concepts, e.g. a DSM. 
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Figure 11.1 Research Context 3.0
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11.2. Review of aim and research questions  
The aim of the research was to gain a systematic overview of the concept of adaptability in the 
construction industry and provide an improved framework to communicate, design for, deploy and 
implement adaptability. As such a loose research question was posited to guide the inquiry: how can 
architects a) understand (concepts), b) communicate (models), c) design for (strategies, tactics and 
resources) and d) test (analytical tools) the concept of adaptability in the context of the design process? 
The over-arching question was then mobilised through a sub-set of researchable questions (Table 
11.1).4  
# Question 
Concepts 
(6.2.1 & 10.1.1)
Models 
(6.2.2 & 10.1.2) 
Propositions
(11.1) 
2 What does adaptability mean? C1, C15, C22 M3, M6, M14 P3, P4 
3 
What causes and how does a building 
change throughout its life? 
C2, C4, C5, C15, 
C16, C17 
M1, M3, M4, M6, M10, 
M16 
P1, P2 
4 What makes a building adaptable? C8, C!0 M2, M5, M14, M18 P1, P2, P3, P4
5 
What design strategies and design tactics 
do architects consider and deploy? 
C3, C10 M6, M12, M14, M18, M23 P1, P2, P3, P4
6 
What design resources are available to 
design for adaptability? 
C6, C7, C8, C9, 
C10, C11 
M6, M18, M23 P3 
7 
What contingent factors (soft aspects) 
enable/ hinder adaptability to be 
deployed/ implemented? 
C12, C13, C14 
M2, M4, M7, M8, M9, 
M11, M12, M16, M17, 
M19, M20, M21, M22 
P2, P5 
8 
How can one evaluate their proposed 
design for adaptability? 
C16, C17, C18, 
C19, C20, C21 
M1, M2, M6, M10, M13 P3 
Table 11.1 Sub-research questions and their relationship to the developed theory 
Table 11.1 links the research questions to the three constituting elements of the emergent theory – 
concepts (section 10.1.1), models (section 10.1.2) and propositions (section 11.1). The table 
illustrates which aspects of the middle-range theory can be applied in response to a particular 
question. Each question (2-8) is discussed briefly below and a summary is provided.  
11.2.1. What does adaptability mean? 
A definition for adaptability was abducted as part of the initial framework (section 6.2.1.1) based on 
the literature review (section 3.1) and preliminary work (section 6.1). It was inserted at the core of 
the framecycle model (M6, Figure 10.12), stratified as six types of change, evidenced through 
empirical data (section 9.1) and reconceptualised on a spatial-physical spectrum (Figure 9.1) - 
highlighting the revealed relationship and hierarchy amongst the six adaptability types (nested inside 
P2). The question of what adaptability means is further reflected upon in the abducted understanding 
of what it constitutes and what it demands (e.g. P3, P4) – reflecting an underlying problem with 
industry’s disposition regarding time and change (CON6, section 7.3.6) and the more fundamental 
                                                            
4 The reader is reminded that the sub-questions’ relationship to the main question and the locations of their 
discussions throughout the thesis is provided in Table 1.1.  
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challenge presented by this thesis of what architecture is…or how we understand architecture 
(section 1.1.4). This is a particular reflection on rebalancing the architects’ modern interpretation of 
Vitruvius’ three pillars of architecture – commodity, firmness and delight (section 1.1.4 & c.f. 
Rybczynski, 2001). As Shepard (1995) stated “What is architecture?” is not the same question as 
“what should architecture be?” – this is reflected in P4 and the design strategies, building 
characteristics and design tactics proffered.  
A conclusion of this research suggests that the response lies in a re-conceptualization of time that 
goes beyond matters of durability to a more nuanced view of a building as a socialized product 
constantly in the making (P4), a view that chimes with what Till (2009) describes as ‘thick time’ - here 
architecture can no longer be thought of as a noun, but as a verb - always on the move - responding 
to a milieu of change. The importance of time surfaced throughout the models (e.g. M3, M6, M16 
and M20) and is also demonstrated in the interplay between building (physical and spatial) and human 
adaptability (section 7.1.3). It is also described in the harmonising approaches model (M14, Figure 
10.10) which incorporates a level of spatial specificity (section 7.1.2) and an approach towards the 
design tactics deployed (section 7.1.1).  
11.2.2. What causes and how does a building change throughout its life? 
There was an explicit attempt to respond to this from both why and how perspectives. From a 
demand side (why) a finer grain of change is captured in the concepts of the adaptability types (CT2), 
change scenarios (CT4) and briefing questions (CT5) and evidenced through both case study (section 
9.1.1) and DSM analysis (section 9.1.2). On the supply side, the concepts of decomposing (CT16) 
the building (CT15) into a series of shearing layers (CT17) captured a finer understanding of how a 
building might change (M1, section 9.2) - again evidenced through case study (section 9.2.1) and DSM 
analysis (section 9.2.2). The two perspectives come together in the linking model (M10, Figure 10.18) 
that evolved from its initial version (theoretical) based on the empirical evidence presented in 
Chapter 9 to reflect the relationships between a finer grain of whys and hows surrounding change 
(section 9.3) – linking the desired demands (motivational goals) with the physical object (specific 
solutions). This is further evidenced with the established pattern of links between the abducted 
building characteristics and the adaptability types - key, nice to have, not necessary (section 9.1.3) and 
building layers - concentrated, dispersed w/ a focus and dispersed without a focus (section 9.2.3). The 
response is also embedded in the propositions - clarifying the broader than conventional whys (P1) 
and the more detailed hows (P2).  
11.2.3. What makes a building adaptable? 
Conventional approaches with regards to adaptability tend to wrap it neatly in a black box and limit 
its applicability to a narrow selection of design solutions (e.g. movable walls, open spans, floor height). 
This is supported through the literature generally focusing on physical parameters over social 
dimensions (e.g. Geraedts 2006, Graham 2005, CSA 2006). However, the ability to design for, 
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deploy and implement adaptability was found to be entangled in a more expansive range of physical 
characteristics (CARs) and contextual contingencies (CONs) – see (P1). This was evidenced through 
the emergence of 60 building characteristics (section 8.1) and 21 contextual contingencies (section 
7.2). The complexity these concepts afford was modelled with the casual links model (M19, Figure 
9.14) and the question is further addressed with the list of design tactics provided (Table 8.12). This 
is supported by several of the propositions distilling a strong level of confidence regarding what makes 
a building adaptable – context specific (P2), simplicity & familiarity (P3) and a loose-fit process over 
product (P4).  
11.2.4. What design strategies & tactics do architects consider and deploy? 
A core result nested inside the emergent theory is the primary response to this question and is 
visualised as the designing for adaptability model (M18, Figure 8.1). The result of which is the 
development of the design strategies, building characteristics and design tactics as a set of relational 
design concepts abducted from the interview and case study data (section 8.1). Furthermore the 
emergent concepts were linked to the initial framework through the case study analysis (Appendix 
L), discussed throughout Chapter 9 and visualised as the supply/demand paths model (M23, Figure 
10.19) – which provide convergence on designing for adaptability both from the design side (supply) 
and the client perspective (demand). In addition, the emergent design strategies were discussed and 
compared to the approaches found in the literature (section 10.2.2) and provide a more 
comprehensive over-arching approach that can be easily applied based on the specifics of the project. 
Another key distinction from the literature is the linking of particular building characteristics and 
design tactics (Figure 8.1) as a clear pathway for deciding on and deploying the desired strategies.  
11.2.5. What design resources are available to design for adaptability? 
From the broadest (and most holistic) interpretation of a design resource one could assume all the 
concepts within the research context to be a potential design resource. In such a case, figures 3.5, 
6.13 and 11.1 illustrate the development of the concepts as part of the thesis. More specifically design 
resources (as originally defined in this thesis) refer to the available tools or sources to accomplish 
designing for adaptability. Existing resources were presented in section 3.4 and summarised in section 
3.7 as part of the initial research context (Figure 3.5). Abducted design resources from the interviews 
were discussed in section 8.4 and were described to bolster interactions with stakeholders (DR6, DR7, 
DR14 & DR15), include time-based (DR2 & DR3) and activity-based thinking (DR4 & DR5) and 
improve documentation (DR9, DR11 & DR12).  
The database of change scenarios (Appendix D) collected from the literature and early data collection 
was operationalized as part of the DSM impact analysis (section 9.1.2) and proved effective as a 
means to evaluate change propagation (P3) based on specific events (change scenarios) – this is 
discussed in more detail as an evaluation tool in section 11.1.7. The categories and sub-categories of 
design guidelines that resulted from the literature review (section 3.4.2) were mapped against the 
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design tactics extracted from the case studies (section 10.2.1). The guidelines mapped well against 
the implemented solutions and allowed relationships between the guidelines to be identified and 
discussed (section 10.2.1). The guidelines were also related to the building characteristics and proved 
to have a more applicable relationship with the guidelines than the conventional use of design 
parameters (Appendix C) – further substantiating the value of the building characteristics. The 
collection of building characteristics and design tactics (Figure 8.1) mentioned in the previous section 
also augment the response to this question as a design resource. The discussion of the four models 
in Chapter 9 illustrates the possibility of the models being activated as evaluation tools (another 
design resource).  
11.2.6. What contingent factors enable/hinder adaptability to be 
deployed/ implemented? 
While conventional solutions for adaptability may help to accommodate change, disregard for a 
wider spectrum of building characteristics (CARs) and contextual contingencies (CONs) leaves many 
of the deployed design tactics under-performing at best. Section 3.5 introduced the soft issues (CT12) 
from the literature and section 3.6 the benefits/barriers (CT13). Specific benefits/barriers related to 
the stakeholders (CT14) were absent from the literature and investigated as part of the preliminary 
work (section 6.1.1). Unravelling the contingent factors at play was studied extensively as part of the 
empirical data. The primary bulk of Chapter 7 (section 7.2-7.7) explored the findings uncovered from 
the interviews conducted – organised based on stakeholders (CON1-6), rules (CON7-11), phases 
(CON12-16) and economics (CON17-21). Section 7.7 discussed the casual relationships between 
the contingent factors (Figure 7.3) and section 9.4 explored the relationships between the contingent 
factors and the building (characteristics) – Figure 9.14. Three quarters of the models instil one or 
more of the contingent factors – some explore a factor in more depth (e.g. M9, M17 and M21), some 
in relationship to other contingent factors (e.g. M2, M11 and M20) and others in relationship to the physical 
building (e.g. M12, M16 and M19). Proposition (P5) is specific to the contingent factors and puts forth 
a series of statements that characterise industry conventions and more specifically economic 
conventions in industry that generally hinder adaptability’s implementation in practice.  
11.2.7. How can one evaluate their proposed design for adaptability? 
Chapter 9 operationalises several of the concepts and models in response to this question. Two 
applications were conducted from a quantifiable perspective using DSM models (M13) to investigate 
specific change scenarios (CT4) through the impact analysis of change propagation and the use of the 
layer (CT17) and module (CT18) concepts through clustering analysis based on the building 
decomposition (CT16). The DSM analysis provided quantifiable evidence regarding the impact a 
change would have on the building, providing a more confident understanding and risk assessment 
(despite some limitations). In addition, case study analysis evidenced concepts within the models (e.g. 
adaptability types, section 9.1.1.1) and their relationship on a project-basis. For example, by linking 
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the adaptability types to the building characteristics (section 9.1.1.3) an evaluation of the case studies’ 
achievement of each of the adaptability types was possible – particularly if the adaptability type was 
explicitly considered or not (this however was limited in the binary assessment of each characteristic). 
Use of the building layers model to evaluate the case studies was limited by the collection of only 
adaptable tactics (rather than all tactics) – section 9.2.1.3. Evidencing of the linking model (section 
9.3) established empirical relationships between the motivational goals (adaptability types) and the 
layers allowing for design iterations to be more focused regarding how to achieve a particular 
adaptability type in relation to the built object. Lastly, evidencing the sources model (M2, section 9.4) 
exhibited the capacity to deliver an adaptable solution goes beyond the physical object and is 
entangled in a web of contextual contingencies (CONs).  
11.2.8. Summary  
The reflections presented above on each of the seven sub-questions illustrate the extent to which 
they have been addressed and, taken as a whole, the research aim achieved. The over-arching 
research question was studied through a mixed methods approach utilising interviews, building case 
studies (analysed in multiple ways), DSM models and validated through a practitioner survey and 
workshop. The overall response can be succinctly summed up through the three constituting 
elements of the developed theory - concepts (what), models (what visualised in context) and 
propositions (why and how) - put forth in Chapters 10 & 11 and evidenced in Chapters 7, 8 and 9. 
More importantly, the resultant framework and emergent theory push beyond academic research to 
be an appropriable menu of concepts that can be deployed in practice - reinforcing the Pragmatist 
epistemological perspective of the thesis of praxis over theoria.  
11.3. Contributions 
In Chapter 1 (section 1.4) three potential contributions of this thesis were proposed (two to 
knowledge and one to practice). Each contribution is discussed below. In addition as part of the 
research process – conference papers, journal articles and book contributions were published and 
are listed in Appendix AC.  
11.3.1. Knowledge: clarifying adaptability  
It was proposed in Chapter 1 that the fundamental contribution of this work is in regards to our 
knowledge and understanding of adaptability by providing a holistic, high-level and coherent picture 
from which a more nuanced and informed conversation can be held through semantic clarity and 
better established links. The lack of clarity and understanding described in the first half of the thesis 
(section 3.7) has been addressed through the emergent theory - an abducted set of concepts, models 
and propositions that provide clarity in definitions and understanding through revealed relations in 
the models and propositions. Table 11.1 highlights the relationships between the three elements of 
theory  and the subset of research questions posed (section 11.1). The resultant framework (Figure 
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10.1) visualises the nested and relational nature of the concepts and models. Three abducted models 
that most explicitly visualise this contribution by linking the abducted concepts are: Designing for 
Adaptability (M18, Figure 8.1) by abducting a set of relational design strategies, building characteristics 
and design tactics; Causal Links (M19, Figures 7.3 & 9.14) by capturing the conditional relationships 
between building characteristics and contextual contingences; and Supply/Demand Paths (M23, 
Figures 10.19-10.21) by linking the abducted concepts (design strategies and building characteristics) 
with concepts of the initial framework (adaptability types, building layers and design guidelines).  
Development of the concepts (and relationships) that composed the research context were 
presented in three iterations to help clarify what was established or problematic from the start of the 
research (Figure 3.5), what was developed as part of an initial framework based on the AF research 
group’s work (Figure 6.13) and what was the result of the additional individual work taken on by this 
thesis (Figure 11.1). This displayed a clear evolution of what was investigated with regards to clarifying 
adaptability and where future work could be conducted.  
11.3.2. Knowledge: analysing change through DSM  
As stated in Chapter 1, the construction industry has yet to take advantage of the use of DSMs with 
regards to product-based analysis and thus is ripe for novel insights. Data and analysis related 
specifically to this contribution can be found in sections 9.1.2 (impact analysis) and 9.2.2 (clustering 
analysis). The two different applications of a component-based DSM provided evidence that the use 
of DSMs are applicable to buildings and that insights beyond the intuition of the designer are tenable 
and can be used to better organise building elements in an effort to improve change propagation 
(both for design and evaluation purposes). The applications evaluated a building’s capacity to 
accommodate change through selected change scenarios (CT4) organised based on desired 
adaptability types (CT2) and the building’s decomposition capacity (CT16) through the layer (CT17) 
and modularisation (CT18) concepts. As an evaluation tool, the analysis provided a clear and 
quantifiable way to discuss designing for adaptability - beyond existing tools (section 3.4.5), by not 
only being able to highlight a potential problem but being able to provide insight with how to amend 
it (c.f. section 9.1.2.5). Moreover, the DSM analysis, unlike existing evaluation tools for adaptability, 
provided multiple (and quantifiable) analytical perspectives tuned to specific project needs with a 
clearly defined and replicable process.  
Insights regarding the applications of the models are presented within the data chapter (c.f. section 
9.2.2) and are applicable to the DSM community with regards to other complex engineering systems. 
This is enounced with the understanding that DSM analysis has certain limitations (as stated in 
Chapter 9) and should be used in relationship with other complimentary methods as both the DSM 
analysis and the intuition of the system expert provided valuable insights beyond the scope of the 
other. For example, when scenarios involved the addition of components, the spatial quality of 
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drawings allowed a quicker understanding of the system in helping identify an alternative solution that 
could then be augmented through impact analysis.  
11.3.3. Practice: Designing for adaptability 
From the beginning, the author has had a strong desire to conduct research that can be directly 
applicable in practice and has taken steps to test and allow for practitioner use.5 Section 10.4 
(relationship to practice) provided validation through a practitioner survey and workshop that the 
concepts, models and propositions that emerged as part of the emergent theory are applicable and 
beneficial to practice. For example, a result of the survey was the simplified versions of the models 
that allow project-specific information to be characterised and captured. In another way, the 
practitioner workshop helped to evolve a set of exercises that challenge practitioner thinking and 
design efforts (i.e. exercises operationalise concepts and models in practice). Furthermore, the work 
has been put on the Adaptable Futures website (www.adaptablefutures.com) as another way to 
support interested parties by giving access to appropriated models.  
The packaging of the research as a toolkit is still underway but includes the concepts presented in 
the research context (Figure 11.1; e.g. communication models, design resources). Figure 11.2 
illustrates potential applications for the toolkit as a service and product.  
 
Figure 11.2 Toolkit applications 
Additional project-based workshops applying the toolkit have already been undertaken successfully 
by the author (outside the scope of this PhD) and embraced enthusiastically by practitioners. Figure 
11.3 further exemplifies the service-based applications that could be provided. The workshops to 
date, have been a combination of training staff (red box) and applying the toolkit to a new project 
(blue box).  
                                                            
5 This is partially due to the author’s involvement in the AF research group, but also his role as a practitioner.  
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Figure 11.3 Service-based applications 
Future iterations of the toolkit may offer a clear process for each application type that starts with an 
initial prompt and moves between models and design resources based on responses and further 
prompts (Figure 11.4 - illustrates three examples). Constructing a ‘user-guide’ or a series of pathways 
will be an important part of development and will hopefully cultivate through feedback and 
discussions offered through continued practitioner collaborations.  
 
Figure 11.4 Example pathways for moving through the toolkit 
11.4. Limitations and Recommendations  
With any research, particularly one enmeshed in a complex socio-technical area, there are inevitable 
limitations, particularly given the breadth of the research goal - to establish a more holistic framework 
– hence, concepts within the developed framework were studied to varying depths. This is made 
clear with the evolution of the research context (Figures 3.5, 6.13 and 11.1). With respect to Figure 
11.1, future work should be directed towards briefing questions (CT5) as the remaining element ‘not 
dealt with’ along with stakeholder roles (CT14), benefits and barriers (CT13) and critical adaptability 
parameters (CT7) as merely ‘clarified’ not ‘verified’ concepts. It is also worth noting that sub-concepts 
within each concept have also been studied to varying depths. For example, while the adaptability 
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types were exemplified well as a whole, moveable (AT6) was not explored in proper depth and is an 
area for further research. 
Another follow-on recommendation is that several of the soft aspects (CONs) should be explored 
in more depth. This is particularly imperative regarding the economics perspective (CON17-21, 
section 7.6) and could benefit from number-based evidence as a critical step to change industry 
conventions (P5). For example, a better understanding and development of feasible alternatives to 
current funding methods (M17, Figure 7.2), establishing ‘real’ numbers behind the value equations (M21, 
Figure 7.1) and illustrating how alternative owner timescales (M16, Figure 10.15) can be of benefit to 
all involved. Further understanding of the economics at hand would allow the linking table (M10, 
Figure 10.18) to include (and stratify) economic costs as well - (e.g. initial capital cost vs. downstream 
cost; see M12, Figure 10.9). 
In addition to the concepts themselves, the links between them are an important consideration for 
further research. For example, the links between CONs & CARs (M19, Figures 7.3 & 9.14) could be 
investigated in more depth - one could use a DSM model (M13, Figures 9.10-9.13) to sequentially 
explore the relationships between concepts clearly showing sequential paths and feedback loops. 
This would also support a better understanding (and linking) of the adaptability types to the contextual 
contingencies – providing clarity regarding how and when the CONs play an influential role and could 
unpack valuable insights regarding the decision making criteria for the building owners/occupiers 
needed at each critical decision point (CDP; M4, Figure 10.5). Another DSM application, could conduct 
a clustering analysis using the relationships captured in Table 8.8 between characteristics to further 
examine which characteristics are more tightly related and which ones may be more of an anomaly 
in relationship (a more nuanced degree of connectivity). 
With regards to evaluating the adaptability of the case studies (sections 9.1.1.3 and 9.2.1.3), there 
were certain limitations with the given framework and methods deployed. Despite varying levels of 
implementation of each characteristic, the achievement of each characteristic reflects a binary coding 
of YES or NO – an improved analysis would allow for a level of gradation (section 9.5). This was 
coupled with the fact that only adaptable solutions were captured, not every solution deployed – this 
limited the ability to evaluate the building’s overall performance for adaptability particularly in regards 
to its decomposition (e.g. section 9.2.1.3). The limited evaluation of only adaptable solutions was 
overcome with the DSM modelling of the entire system of the Cellophane House™ (sections 9.1.2 
and 9.2.2). The DSM modelling presented other limitations including the ability to capture all the 
needed information with regards to testing the change scenarios (section 9.1.2). Future work could 
ameliorate this by constructing an assembly and disassembly DSM (in addition to the product DSM) 
to explore the system’s capacity to augment system change (section 9.2.2).  
Lastly, conventions of architectural education and practice are in part ‘guilty’ with regards to the 
premise of this thesis, in that adaptability is not dealt with in a meaningful way. This should be changed 
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by students studying adaptability and learning about tools that challenge their design ideas with the 
concepts of time and change. For example, developing films (motion graphics) is an interesting 
intervention for students to investigate architecture beyond the object in space, allowing a more 
accurate depiction of its spatio-temporal reality and complex interplay of contingencies. It allows 
students to think about the building as a series of events rather than just what the building looks like, 
or how it will function at a single moment in time - how will it transform with users and in space, 
performance, scale, use, or location. Similarly with practice, engaging in activities that conceptualise 
architecture beyond its physical form, utilising time-based and activity-based scenarios can help open 
up the possibilities of spaces and their use. Lastly, designers must learn how to remain fluid in their 
thinking and limit their preconceptions, as they engage in the linear and circular social processes of 
(re)design, (re)construction and (re)occupation.   
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WP1:??Framework?
? Literature?review?and?dialogue?with?industry?examining?past?and?existing?schemes?in?the?UK?and?abroad
? Define?adaptability?and?critical?terminology?against?literature?and?create?a?framework?to?map?adaptability
? Develop?a?set?of?critical?design?parameters?for?the?design/?evaluation?of?adaptable?buildings
WP2:??Potential?Product?Architectures?
? The?use?of?Design?Structure?Matrix?(DSM)?to?identify?component?interactions?and?key?interfaces
suggesting?preferred?combinations?and?an?optimized?level?of?standardization
? Work?along?side?‘live’?projects?through?analysis?of?proposed?systems?bolstering?future?iterations
? Development?of?a?generic?framework?as?a?tool?for?design?guidance?providing?insight?into?buildings
capacity?for?change
WP3:??Exemplar?Adaptable?Building?solutions?
? Multispace?–?The?development?of?design?specifications?for?the?accommodation?of?a?range?of?building?uses
into?a?single?building?typology.
? Newways?–?Dramatically?shorten?facility?delivery?through?the?development?of??a?minimum?number?of
standard?parts,?while?maximizing?variety.
? Verbus???A??modularized?structural?system?using?off?site?shipping?container?technology?to?enhance?the
quality,?speed,?and?flexibility?of?construction.
WP4:??Life?Cycle?Costing?
? Create?a?framework?for?valuing?the?economic?benefits/?cost?of?adaptability?for?buildings?and?their
constituent?parts?over?their?life?cycles
? Investigate?the?risks?from?extended?functionality?and?impact?on?capital?&?recurrent?budgets
? Reconcile?lifecycle?cost?benefits?between?non?adaptable?and?adaptable?solutions
WP5:??Business?case?scenario?
? Predict?potential?demand,?highlight?early?adopters,?develop?market?mix
? Clarify?stakeholder?motivations?and?hesitations?for?adaptability
? Understand?legal?restrictions?to?adaptability?(e.g.?land?use?regulations)
WP6:???Design?Process?
? Conduct?a?comparative?study?between?UK?and?Japan?benchmarking?industry?standards?and?practices
? Understand?what?influences?designers,?and?how?current?practices?impede/?enable?the?application?of
adaptable?parameters,?strategies,?and?solutions
? Benchmark?current?adaptable?practices?and?look?at?what?is?innovation?regarding?adaptability
Appendix A: Work Packages (WP) for the Adaptable Futures' research group
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Source Type Context Definition
WordNet 2.0 
(2003)
online General The ability to change or be changed to fit changed circumstances.  X X X
Dictionary.com 
(v1.1)
online General able to adjust oneself readily to different conditions. X X X
Webster 
Dictionary (2007)
online General
to make fit (as for a specific or new use or situation), often by 
modification.
X X X
Addis and 
Shouten (2004)
journal Buildings
a building that has been designed with thought of how it might be easily 
altered to prolong its life
X X X X
Anderson and 
Salomon, 2010
book
nature/ 
buildings
evolutionay biology adaptation is typically described as a necessary and 
unconscious response to change in an organism's environment (in design 
this process is actively directed by a designer, who mediates conflicting 
conditions through invention).  
X X X
Arge, 2005 journal Buildings
Adaptability is the ability to meet changing user or owner needs in three 
ways:  without changing the properties of the building, by changing the 
properties of the building easily, or by extending or partitioning the 
building as needed. 
X X X
Atlas Buildings
The term ‘adaptation’ is defined as the adaptability (ability) for changes 
and alterations to adapt environment to the changing needs of the 
occupants in time.
X X X X
Australian 
Standards (AS 
4299), 1995
industry Buildings
a move away from designing special accomodation for different 
community groups with different needs.  It is design which avoids the 
personal and economic costs that accompany social dislocation.
X X
Baldwin and 
Clark, 2000
book
nature/ 
products
Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems, John Holland:  Adaptation 
whatever its context, involves a progressive modification of some 
structure or structures. 
X X X
Barlow, J. et al 
(2009)
report Buildings
The facility to accommodate changes of use and function, which result in 
the need to alter the building and its services physically or organizationally
X X
Beam, 2009 industry Buildings
Adaptability refers to the capacity of buildings to accommodate 
substantial changes.
X X X
Blakstad, S. 
(2001)
thesis Buildings
the ability to change, responding to internal or external changes – the 
reduction in mismatches betweeen buildings and their user organizations. 
X X X X
Blok, 2006
conferenc
e
Buildings
the capacity of the building layer to accommodate changes to the layer 
itself, without or with minor consequence to other building layers.
X X X X
Blue Mountains 
City Council, 
2005
governme
nt
Buildings
a structure that has the ability to be modified or extended at minium cost 
to suit the changing needs of the occupants.  
X X X
Blyth and 
Worthington
book buildings
adaptability is concerned with larger scale changes over longer periods of 
time (long-term and strategic) – shape and size of room (accommodate a 
variety of different functions over time).
X X X
Built for Life 
(2008)
industry Domestic
Allowing for changes to and addtion of spaces both indoors and out; 
making spaces large enough for multiple functions and keeping internal 
walls non-load bearing
X X X
Bullen, 2007 journal buildings
Adaptation describes rehabiliation, renovation, or restoration works that 
do not necessarily involve changes of use. Rehabilitation is the recycling of 
buildings involving restoration and new construction .  Renovation 
modifies a building so that it meets current standards and codes.
X X
Canadian 
Standards, Z782-
06
industry Buildings
Design that considers the accommodation of a larger variety of uses 
(beyond specific function given to each space) a characteristic of a 
product’s design that enables the product to be modified, relocated, or 
adapted during its useful life to accommodate a new or adapted use.  
X X
Carthey et al., 
2010
conferenc
e
healthcare
flex & adapt is to plan and implement an organized system whereby a 
health facility can fulfill its long term potential by being able to respond to 
the necessity of future changes of purpose or use.  
X X X
Chin+Kunzler, 
2006
conferenc
e
Product The ability for the product to change/ be changed (address change). X X
Dalziel R. and 
Qureshi Cortale, 
S., 2012
book buildings
And there are wholesale changes of use, which could reflect an evolving 
urban or commercial context. The ability to respond to these influences, 
we call adaptability (reinterpretation of space without  the need for 
radical physical change in the primary structure).
X X X
de Neufville, Lee, 
& Scholtes, 2008
journal healthcare
Flexibility and Adaptability can be defined as the provision of options for 
the future use of healthcare buildings, without the obligation to 
necessarily exercise those options. Flexibility is often described as an 
option – the right but not obligation to a specific future action. 
X
 (DfES) website, 
2008
online Buildings
in the long term, adaptability is needed over the life of the school to allow 
internal walls to be moved, to change the size or use of spaces or suites 
of spaces.  
X X X
Douglas, J. (2006) book Buildings
any work to a building over and above maintenance to change its 
capacity, function, or performance (i.e. any intervention to adjust, reuse 
or upgrade a building to suit new conditions or requirements).   
X X X X
Engel, A.; 
Browning, T. 
(2008)
journal Product
is a characteristic of a system amendable to change to fit altered 
circumstances, where “circumstances” include both the context of a 
system’s use and its stakeholders’ desires.
X X X X
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Hoberman & 
Schwitter, 2008
web 
article
Buildings
Performance-based buildings – adjust their shape and function in real time 
to environmental changes, which is time-based, responsive, and dynamic. 
Use less energy, offer more occupant comfort, and feature better overall 
space efficiency.
X X X
Fernandez, 2003 journal Buildings
flexible and adaptable (predetermined alterations; e.g. moveable 
workplace partition systems, recyclable carpet materials, kinetic 
enclosures, knock-out panels for expansion- devices that allow the 
reconfiguration of the physical systems and spaces).  
X X X
Friedman , A. 
(2002)
book Housing
provides occupants with forms and means that facilitate a fit between 
their space needs and the constraints of their homes either before or 
after occupancy. 
X X X
Gausa et al., 2003 book Buildings
Adaptation is the flexible capacity of fitting and/ or moulding a 
conceptual, abstract, strategy to specific, concrete, conditions. 
X X X
Gerwin (1993) journal
Manufactu
ring
the ability to respond effectively to changing circumstances X X X
Gold and Martin, 
1999
report buildings
Adaptability of a building is defined as its ability to accommodate a change 
in use or occupation, ie future refurbishment for a change of use, 
occupation or upgrade.  In structural terms, this relates to the choice of 
structural grid and the range of loadings which the structure can support.  
X X
Gorgolewski, M. 
(2005)
conferenc
e
Buildings
Adaptable building is a concept that incorporates, at the design and 
construction stage, the ability to make future changes, easily and with 
minimum expense, to meet the evolving needs of its occupants. 
X X X
Gosling,(2013) journal Buildings the overall characteristic of adaptability is the ability to respond to change X X
Graham, P.  
(2005)
industry Buildings
maximizing the item that buildings, building components, and materials 
remain in productive use.
X X
Groak, S. () book Buildings ‘capable of different social uses’ X X
Hasemian, M., 
2005
thesis Product
Adaptability is the extension of usage into different operational modes 
(the ability of a product to adapt to varying service requirements.) The 
ability of a product to adapt to varying service requirements. 
X X X
Hill, 2006 online Software
Adaptive design is the process designed to enable careful articulation and 
evolution
X X X
Israelsson and 
Hansson. 2009
journal Buildings
Flexibility is defined as the ability to change and adapt a building to altered 
activities through its physical and administrative environment 
X X
Juneja, (2007)
conferenc
e
Offices
(workspaces) supports quick transformation of a workspace’s micro-
environment into open, partially-open, and closed environment;  and 
allows multi-functionality (i.e. individual work, two-person discussion, or 
team work, etc.) at the same workspace, without disturbing adjoining 
workspaces.  
X X
Kasarda, M. 
(2007)
conferenc
e
Product
A feedback process with inputs, actuators, and control algorithms (a 
product can be designed to respond effectively to changing inputs).  
X X X
Kendall, 2005
conferenc
e
Buildings
“accommodation capacity” is the measure by with a buildings 
effectiveness and value can be assessed.  
X X X X
Kingston Uni
research 
report
buildings
Building adaptability relates to design, form, materials, and the extent to 
which a building is appropriate for its purpose.  
X X
Kronengburg , R. 
(2007)
book Buildings
respond readily to different functions, patterns of use, and specific users’ 
requirements. 
X X X X
Larssen and 
Bjorberg. 2004
conferenc
e
Buildings
A building’s properties regarding ability to change according to changes in 
demand is determined by its adaptability.  Possibilities for building 
changes are determined by technical parameters.  
X X
Leamman and 
Bordass, 2004
book Buildings
Adaptability offers greater potential for larger-scale changes over longer 
periods, without cutting off crucial options or making things uncessarily 
costly or complicated – adaptability involves additional knowledge of 
context, purpose, and application. 
X X X X
Leicester Local 
Plan (2006)
governme
nt
Urban
Adaptability provides opportunities for the changing needs of its users 
and allows for the greatest variety of possible future uses to be 
accommodated.  
X X X
Leupen, 2005 book Buildings buildings that can cope with changes (i.e. respond to the time factor). X X X
London Housing 
Design Guide 
(2009)
governme
nt
Domestic
The ability to modify spaces for a new use or purpose by altering the 
physical fabric of the building, such as removing or movign internal walls 
or extending a property.  
X X
Lynch, 1958 journal buildings
the generalized adjustability of an environment or artefact, with minimum 
effort, to future changes of use. 
X X X X X
Macozoma , D., 
(2006)
conferenc
e
Buildings
building’s ability to adjust to the demands of a changing environment - 
versatile enough to accommodate the changing requirements of the 
physical environment  and its users.  
X X X
Madden, P. 
(2008)
report Buildings
adaptable architecture is a way of addressing sustainability providing it is 
capable of responding to unpredictable changes in the future or 
alternatively sufficently flexible to accept a multitude of new situations.  
X X X
McGregor (1994)
journal Buildings
Ensuring the environment, both interanl and external, can be configured 
and re-configured to suit different building users, their changing needs, 
works processes and layouts.
X X X
Mckee and Konell, 
1993
journal Product
adaptability refers to the capability for adjustment to environmental 
conditions (Websters, 1973) Product adaptability is an organization’s 
ability to change its products and product support systems in response to 
changes in competitive, technological, and market environments 
(multifaceted).  
X X X
Monahan, T. 2002 journal Buildings
Flexibility refers to the ability of built space to accommodate for 
unforeseeable changes such as demographic shifts, community needs, or 
policy mandates 
X X
OECD , (1976) report Buildings
the quality of a building which enables subsequent alteration to be made 
to its physical form (fabric)– i.e. facilities adaptation;  essentially large 
magnitude/ low frequency change.   
X X X
Pressler, 2006. journal healthcare
Measured as the physical ability to change to accommodate differing 
operational or functional requirements. 
X X X
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Pressler, 2006. journal healthcare
long-term flexibility:  areas that can be planned, designed and constructed 
in a way that allows the facility to accommodate future change. These 
changes include adaptations in operational models (centralized nursing 
team to a decentralized patient care environment), site and facility design 
to accommodate future expansion of services.
X X X
Rabeneck et al., 
1973
magazine buildings
Adaptable – emphasizes planning and layout rather than constructional 
technique and services distribution. 
X X
Ridder+Vrijhoef , 
(2008)
conferenc
e
Buildings
keeps built objects ‘fit for purpose’ and ‘up to date’ ; to resolve the 
difference between economic and technical life spans. 
X X X X X
Roser and 
Kazmer (1999)
journal Product
to change performance while requiring minor time and cost to change the 
design parameters
X X X X
Russell and 
Moffatt, (2001)
report Buildings the capacity of buildings to accommodate substantial change. X X
Saleh et al., 2003 journal Product
define flexibility as ‘a property of a system that allows it to respond to 
changes in its initial objectives and requirements – both in terms of 
capabilities or attributes
X X
Slaughter, 2001 journal Buildings
ability to accommodate change regarding functions, capacity of services, 
and the flow of the environment and people within and around the facility
X X X
Schneider, T.; Till, 
J.,  (2007) 
book Housing
Housing that can adjust to changing needs and patterns, both social and 
technological.  These changes may be personal (expanding family), 
practical (i.e. onset of old age), or technological (i.e. updating of services). 
X X X
Smit, 2010 PhD buildings
Adaptability: the ability to change as a result of internal or external 
influence in the process, in the building, in the use of a building, in 
contrast, and in the finance
X X X
Southampton City 
Council
governme
nt
Buildings
development that can respond to changing social, technological, and 
economic conditions
X X X
SPA Project 
(2006)
research Buildings
Building adaptability relates to design, form, materials, and the extent to 
which a building is appropriate for its purpose.  
X X
Spuybroek, 2005 book buildings
adaptability/ definition Flexibility has always been associated with the 
engagement of the building with events that are unforeseen, with an 
unpredictable or at least variable usage of space.  
X X X
Suh (1998 journal Product
defines a flexible system as one whose functional requirements are time 
variant.
X X
Urban Design 
Compendium 
(2000)
governme
nt
Buildings
Flexible (adaptable) builidngs offer occupiers the opportunity to modify 
and personalise their homes and workplaces to suit individual preferences 
and changes in use.  
X X X X X
Woodcock et al. 
1988
journal Buildings
(adaptive reuse) a development process by which structurally sound 
(listed) buildings are developed for economically viable new uses.  
X X X
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Design Characteristic Design Parameter Specificity # Guideline Type Design Guideline Resource
reversible cladding system general 1
component 
configuration Integrate connection points into façade elements (skin) Cowee, 2009
reversible all material options general 1
component 
configuration
Design to a human-scale (consider size and weight of the component, 
maximizes handability, manageability) CSA,  2006
standardised components; simple 
construction method all material options general 1
component 
configuration Standardize  connections, size, shape, and position tolerances Geraedts, 2006
simple construction method; 
functional separation; reversible all material options general 1
component 
configuration Simplicity often aids future change – independence of systems Gorgolewski, 2005
reversible
all material 
relationships general 1
component 
configuration
Design the interfaces between platforms and modules for easy 
attachment and detachment. 
Gu, Xue and Nee 
(2009) 
standardised components; simple 
form all material options general 1
component 
configuration
Standard components and generic forms should replace product-
specific designs when possible. (e.g. use more regular surfaces) Hashemian, 2005
functional separation all material options general 1
component 
configuration
Subsystems should be functionally autonomous and their functions 
should be meaningful and recurring. Hashemian, 2005
Standardised components & 
Component accessibility all material options general 1
component 
configuration Use modular and small, lightweight elements Nielsen, 2010
durability all material options general 1 configuration wear resistance Sundin, 2005
reverisble all material options general 1
component 
configuration Ease of handling Sundin, 2005
functional separation, simple 
construction method, 
standardised components all material options general 1
component 
configuration
Divide components based on standard shapes, durability level, 
function, cooresponding usability, types of constructor, construction 
process, logistics, avoid constraining the changeability, price, 
stakeholder ownership, Utida, 1991
overdesign capacity
structural system; 
foundation design general 2
capacity of 
component Provide a high load bearing capacity
Bijdendijk, 2005 (in 
Leupen)
overdesign capacity structural system general 2
capacity of 
component 
Overbuild structure so that heavier floor loads or extra stories can be 
handled later Brand, 1994
overdesign capacity
heating/ cooling 
system, ventilation 
system, power system general 2
capacity of 
component Provide excess services capacity Brand, 1994
overdesign capacity (open) structural system general 2
capacity of 
component Provide structural redundancy Cowee 2009
overdesign capacity, extra 
components
heating/ cooling 
system general 2
capacity of 
component Duct dimensions include reserves for future need Cowee 2009
standardised 'components' fire system general 2
capacity of 
component 
Standardize fire ratings (fire components have same resistance as 
structural elements) Cowee 2009
overdesign capacity (max. 
possible)
fire design; structural 
system specific 2
capacity of 
component 
Structural elements are calculated for the highest possible structural 
load, fire load, and future number of floors  related to possible uses Cowee 2009
overdesign capacity (open) structural system general 2 component foundation allowances) CSA,  2006
overdesign capacity all material options general 2 component Ensure that there is a surplus capacity Geraedts, 2006
overdesign capacity floor loading specific 2
capacity of 
component 
provision for higher floor loadings (4 kN/m2) will allow the 
positioning of storage spaces, corridors, and plant and computer 
rooms in the future. 
Gold and Martin, 
1999
overdesign capacity structural system general 2
capacity of 
component 
Rationalize perimeter with interior column sizes:  greater load 
capacity than necessary (cladding has generally increased in weight 
over time)
Gold and Martin, 
1999
overdesign capacity structural system general 2
capacity of 
component 
Allowance for future cut outs in walls or slabs:  Flat slabs do not 
accommodate holes at a later stage without plate bonding
Gold and Martin, 
1999
overdesign capacity structural system general 2
capacity of 
component 
Reinforcement design:  (do not be too sophisticated, instead 
rationalize bar sizes).  
Gold and Martin, 
1999
overdesign capacity foundation design general 2
capacity of 
component Design foundations to allow some additional capacity Gorgolewski, 2005
overdesign capacity all material options general 2
capacity of 
component 
Allow some redundancy so that additions and changes to the building 
can be accomodated. Gorgolewski, 2005
overdesign capacity services specific 2
capacity of 
component over-size service capacity (20%) and branch distribution (30%) Hanitchak, 2005
overdesign capacity capacity of services general 2
capacity of 
component Design utilities capacity that do not inhibit future expansion
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
overdesign capacity foundation design general 2
capacity of 
component overdesign the foundation to permit the addition of new loads Mouilek, 2009
overdesign capacity foundation design general 2
capacity of 
component Design structural foundations  to allow additional floors de Neufville, 2008
overdesign capacity foundation design general 2
capacity of 
component Design the foundation for potential vertical expansion.  
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
overdesign capacity floor loading specific 2
capacity of 
component Design the lower 3 floors for 4.8 kPa live load.  
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
overdesign capacity foundation design general 2
capacity of 
component Install isolation joints to prevent differential settlements (foundation)
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
overdesign capacity all material options general 2
capacity of 
component Design for overcapacity (e.g. foundations)
Schneider and Till, 
2007
overdesign capacity
y
partitions general 2
p y
component Create predefined openings in 'party' walls with lintels 2007; 
durability; overdesign capacity; 
good craftmenship structural sysetm general 2
capacity of 
component Ensure high structural standards (capacity, quality) York City, 2006
overdesign capacity foundation design general 2
p y
component Design foundations for future expansions Guy, 2008
overdesign capacity floor loading specific 2
p y
component 
g ( ) g
containing construction costs. Harrison, 2002
overdesign capacity
g
structural system general 2
p y
component Allow for expansion by constructing "extra" structure and foundation 1993
overdesign capacity floor loading general 2
p y
component 
p
different functions to take place. 1993
overdesign capacity vertical circulation general 2
p y
component 
g
for single use. Multispace, 2004
multi-functional space fire design specific 2
p y
component 
g p y y p p q
(ground floor) and 1 person per 6sqm (upper floor) Multispace, 2004
overdesign capacity foundation design general 2
p y
component Ensure foundations can bear extra storeys. NSDG, 2005
multi-functional components all material options general 3 components
p p
the cost should be considered.  Hashemian, 2005
component accessibility service elements general 3 components Embedded elements free space for easier modifications Cowee 2009
simple construction method all material options general 3 components Mininimize number of components (simple construction method) 1994
simple construction method all material options general 3
number of 
components Minimise the number of parts, types of materials and fastners
Dowie & Simon, 
1994p
standardised components all material options general 3 components Employ only a small number of elements 2007
multi-functional components all material options general 3 components
g p g p p ( p
dematerlize the building) Guy, 2008
standardized components all material options general 3 components Minimize different types of materials Guy, 2008
standardized components all material options general 3 components Minimize number of different types of components Guy, 2008
standardized components all material options general 3 components Minimize number of fasteners and connectors Guy, 2008
simple construction method space plan  elements general 3 components Avoid secondary finishes Guy, 2008
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simple construction methods; 
readlily available components all material options general 3
number of 
components
Use simple and robust construction techniques, which allow future 
intervention - e.g. taken off-the-shelf (catalogue architecture; a range 
of standard, and not necessarily industralized solutions).  Schneider and Till, 
2007
extra components
g g
system, ventilation general 4 components (installed, but not activated) Cowee, 2009
multi-functional spaces fire design specific 4
additional 
components
Number of staircases and emergency exits designed for a scenario of 
maximal future capacity Cowee, 2009
multi-functional components all material options general 4
additional 
components
Provide extra features and functionalities in a design for possible 
future needs.
Gu, Xue and Nee 
(2009) 
phased all material options general 4
additional 
components
insulate, ventilate, and damp proof basements - prep for future 
expansion York City, 2006
extra components; all material options general 4
additional 
components Provide spare parts Guy, 2008
readily available materials all material options general 5
type of 
component 
Make extensive use of reycled and renewable construction materials 
and techniques York City, 2006
components
y
fixtures general 5
yp
component 
g g
prefabricated components; BEAM, 2009
standardised components; 
reversible all material options general 5
type of 
component Use modular components (standardized components)
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
standardised components structural system general 5
type of 
component Design an additive structure (modules, lattices) Lynch, 1958
standardised components all material options general 5
type of 
component standardization of equipment Olsson, 2010
readily available materials; simple 
construction methods all material options general 5
type of 
component 
Subsystem choices should be as technically simple as possible, based 
on the long term availability of materials rather than on sophisticated 
manufactured products. Rabeneck, 1973
standardised components fixtures general 5 component (standardised components) 2007
functional separation all material options general 5
type of 
component Make designs as modular as possible, with separation of functions.
Dowie & Simon, 
1994
off-site construction all material options general 5
type of 
component 
Prefabricated components can be assembled on site and can be 
disassembled for reuse/ recycling Gorgolewski, 2005
readilty available materials all material options general 5
type of 
component Use materials close to the site, they will be easier to match/ replace.  Brand, 1994
configurable stuff, component 
accessibility
ventilation system; 
heating/ cooling 
system specific 5
type of 
component 
Use air diffusers on flexible ducts can be relocated at minimum cost 
with minimum disruption to occupants ASTM, 2005
service zones
heating/ cooling 
system general 5
type of 
component Restrict distribution facilities and ducts Geraedts, 2006
multiple ventilations strategies; 
efficient services service elements general 5
type of 
component 
Use hybrid HVAC systems (balance centralized and distributed 
components).  
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
component?, durability? structural system specific 5 component Use steel or concrete  and steel for structure Cowee 2009
functional separation structural system  specific 5
type of 
component 
Give preference to use of reinforced concrete, since it enables the 
shifting of internal and external elements without affecting the 
building's structural integrity
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
Functional separation
structural systems; 
location of services general 5
type of 
component 
Choose a structural floor system that accommodates a number of 
mechanical and electrical service distribution schemes
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
off-site construction; standardised 
components; overdesign capacity; 
component accessibility location of services general 5
type of 
component 
pre-wired horizontal distribution systems in ceilings or floors, with 
spare capacity and easy access to accommodate change of workplace 
layouts; BEAM, 2009
reversible, readily available 
materials all material options general 5
type of 
component 
Use recyclable, refurbishible, remanufacturerable and reusable 
products CSA, 2006
durability all material options general 5
type of 
component Design components to last a long time (durability) CSA, 2006
simple construction method all material options general 5
type of 
component Avoid moulded-in metal inserts or reinforcements in plastic parts.
Dowie & Simon 
1994
readilty available materials all material options general 5
type of 
component Avoid complex composite materials that are difficult to separate Gorgolewski, 2005
simple construction method; 
standardised components all material options general 5
type of 
component Seek robust, generic solutions (robust simplicity) Leaman, 1998
all material options general 5
type of 
component Work with a  malleable form of construction Marsh, #
durability all material options general 5
type of 
component Greater thickness of surfaces usually results in longer durability. Mostafavi
simple construction methods all material options general 5
type of 
component 
The smaller and less complicated elements, the better potential for 
reuse Nielsen, 2010
durability all material options general 5
type of 
component Choose materials that weather and age well
Bijdendijk, 2005 (in 
Leupen)
functional separation, reversible wall partitions general 5
type of 
component partition walls are easily removed and fully salvageable ASTM, 2005
functional separation, reversible, 
moveable stuff wall partitions specific 5
type of 
component 
Use of interior partitions that are demountable, resusable, and 
recycleable, etc. BEAM, 2009
reversible; moveable stuff wall partitions general 5
type of 
component 
install interior partitions that are demountable, reusable, and 
recyclable.
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
functional separation
wall partitions; 
structural system; 
service elements general 5
type of 
component 
Partition walls should not be loadbearing and not contain electrical or 
other services.
Schneider and Till, 
2007
readily available materials all material options general 5
type of 
component Use high-quality reused materials Guy, 2008
readily available materials all material options general 5
type of 
component Avoid toxic and hazardous materials Guy, 2008
readily available materials all material options general 5
type of 
component Avoid composite materials Guy, 2008
off-site construction all material options general 5
type of 
component Use prefabricated subassemblies Guy, 2008
Component accessibility all material options general 5
type of 
component Use lightweight materials Guy, 2008
simple construction method all material options general 5
type of 
component Avoid overly specialized engineering solutions Leaman, 1998
durability all material options general 5
type of 
component Durability of material; deterioration measures Minami, 2009
durability all material options general 5
type of 
component Ease of maintanence and renewal Minami, 2009
efficient services all material options general 5
type of 
component Energy Efficiency; Energy Conservation Minami, 2009
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oversize space (maximise storey 
height) structural system specific 5
type of 
component 
Use a (two way) post-tensioned structural slab system to minimise 
slab depth and maximise economical span (260mm @ 9x9m; 330mm 
slab @ 12x9m) - typical spacing between tendons is 900 to 1500mm. 
Multispace, 2004
off-site construction fixtures; water system specific 5
type of 
component 
Consider pre-fabricated pods or pre-plumbed panel systems for 
wc/bathroom fit outs. Multispace, 2004
visual linkage window specific 5
type of 
component 
Maximise amount of glazing 40 to 100% and allow for an operable 
option Multispace, 2004
reversible; off-site construction cladding system general 5
type of 
component 
Choose cladding systems to maximise pre-fabrication, avoid 
scaffolding and allow interchangeability of components (e.g. 
rainscreen, curtain wall, pre-cast systems). 
Multispace, 2004
standardised components; 
standardised interfaces all material options general 5
type of 
component 
Use interchangeable system components (e.g. standardized 
components, interfaces, dimensions) Slaughter, 2001
durability all material options general 5
type of 
component design for longlife as a wiser investment Edwards, 2005
user customisation; configurable 
stuff service elements general 6
capability of 
component Provide local and central control facilities Geraedts, 2006
good daylight, shallow plan depth, 
multiple ventilation strategies
building orientation, 
plan depth, window, 
storey height, etc) general 6
capability of 
component 
Utilise passive measures (e.g. openable windows, exposed thermal 
mass, solar shading)
Gold and Martin, 
1999
user customisation all material options general 6
capability of 
component 
Enable users to manage the at-hand information and interactions 
(surface layers) Hill, 2006
user customisation; simple 
construction method; all material options general 6
capability of 
component 
Under-design products, or rather not overdesigned; to invite the user 
in, to encourage evolution Hill, 2006
movable stuff furniture system general 6
capability of 
component 
No equipment, storage or furniture should be built into the fabric of 
the building Rabeneck, 1973
configurable stuff furniture system general 6
capability of 
component Any Built-in furniture should fold/ ‘hide away’ 
Schneider and Till, 
2007
user customisation all material options general 6
capability of 
component Allow action (change) as close as possible to the points of need Leaman, 1998
configurable stuff
cladding system, 
windows, general 6
capability of 
component 
Building skin (openable windows, responsive solar control).  
Mondulating the external and internal environment to local 
requirements, whilst minimizing energy and maintenance costs.  Harrison, 2002
service zones service elements general 6
capability of 
component 
Separate major user areas into zones served by independent 
mechanical and electrical components to facilitate equipment 
updating and modification.
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
divisible/ joinable space wall partitions general 6
capability of 
component 
Utilise changeable, movable, and demountable enclosure and 
partitioning systems.
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
functional separation, reversible, 
configurable stuff, moveable stuff wall partitions general 7
type of 
interaction
Relocation of interior partitions cause minimum damage to other 
elements – e.g. floor and ceiling systems (space plan) ASTM, 2005
configurable stuff, reversible
fixtures, lighting 
system, ceiling system general 7
type of 
interaction
Interior spatial components are easily relocatable – e.g. on a ceiling 
grid,  lighting system, sprinkler heads (space plan, services) ASTM, 2005
standardised components all material options general 7
type of 
interaction use universally recognized connection methods CSA, 2006 
simple construction method; 
reverisble all material options general 7
type of 
interaction exposed and reversible connections CSA, 2006 
reversible
wall finish system, 
floor system general 7
type of 
interaction Choose finishes which do not damage the substrate CSA, 2006 
reversible all material options general 7
type of 
interaction Fasteners should be easy to remove.
Dowie & Simon, 
1994
readilty available materials all material options general 7
type of 
interaction
Ensure replace-ability so as to make simple the upgrading of 
components or systems.  Edwards, 2005
reversible all material options general 7
type of 
interaction
installation components should be easily disconnected, removed, or 
respositioned Geraedts, 2006
reversible; functional separation all material options general 7
type of 
interaction
Avoid using penetrating connections between support structures and 
installation systems Geraedts, 2006
user custimsation; reverisble furniture system general 7
type of 
interaction Make removable user facilities Geraedts, 2006
functional separation all material options general 7
type of 
interaction
Separate structure from infill elements (well-interfaced, two different 
decision levels) Geraedts, 2006
reversible
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction Avoid irreversible process Gorgolewski, 2005
reversible
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction
Incorporate each component so that it can easily be removed or 
recycled Gorgolewski, 2005
reversible finish elements general 7
type of 
interaction Finishes should be designed to allow for easy upgrade/ replacement Gorgolewski, 2005
reversible
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction
Wet construction such as in situ concrete or plastering cannot be 
reused Gorgolewski, 2005
reversible
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction
Consider methods of jointing material to material or component to 
component, whether repeat or different Groak, 1992
standardized interfaces
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction Define vocabularies, or basic patterns of interaction Hill, 2006
reversible
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction
Favour indirect relation between the subsystems through 
intermediary connections Mouilek, 2009
reversible
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction Use reversible connections - mutual independency between elements Nielsen, 2010
reversible 
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction
Design for disassembly (allow changes to be made without damaging 
the host) reversible connections
Schneider and Till, 
2007p y p
zones location of services general 7
yp
interaction
g (
raised floors/ dropped ceilings) 2007
reversible all material options general 7
type of 
interaction Ease of seperation Sundin, 2005
reversible; standardised interfaces
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction
Interfaces between components is contingent on their sequence in 
construction; the latter component should provide the final finish.  Utida, 1991
functional separation; durability all material options general 7
type of 
interaction
Components with a long life span should not be damaged when 
compoents with a short life span are removed Utida, 1991
component accessibility, simple 
construction method
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction
Connection require access, readability, and simplicity in terms of 
tools and actions that are required Guy, 2008
reversible
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction Elimination of caulking and sealants Guy, 2008
reversible; component 
accessibility
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction
detail structural connections to be as accessible and dissasemblable 
as possible Guy, 2008
reversible; durability
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction Design joints to withstand repeated assembly/ disassembly Guy, 2008
good craftmenship
all material 
relationships general 7
type of 
interaction Provide adequate tolerances Guy, 2008
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reversible; functional separation; all material options general 7
type of 
interaction
Facilitate the replacement of components which are likely to require 
upgrading, such as components that undergo rapid technological 
obsolescence. Hashemian, 2005
reversible all material options general 7
type of 
interaction
Design the interface between platforms and modules for easy 
attachments and detachments, such as self-aligning and lock-and-
release mechanisms. Hashemian, 2005
reversible; functional separation
fixtures; structural 
system general 7
type of 
interaction
Toilets and bathrooms to be treated as fit out items and kept 
separate from shear walls (located at cores) Multispace, 2004
reversible all material options general 8
number of 
interactions Temporary structures Lynch, 1958
functional separation 
cladding system (and 
other elements?) general 8
number of 
interactions Facade elements independent from adjacent elements Cowee, 2009
simple construction method all material options general 8
number of 
interactions Design simply reduces the number of elements CSA,  2006
functional separation, component 
accessibility, reversible service elements general 8
number of 
interactions
Reduce the use of embedded infrastructure for power, data, and 
HVAC systems, etc. BEAM, 2009
reversible, functional separation
all material 
relationships general 8
number of 
interactions
Separate long-lived components from short-lived components to 
reduce  complexity BEAM, 2009
functional separation
location of services, 
structural sysstem, 
cladding system general 8
number of 
interactions
Use building systems that isolate structural and building enclosure 
systems used for housing building services components BEAM, 2009
reversible, functional separation
all material 
relationships general 8
number of 
interactions
Design the building as a set of shearing layers based on estimated 
lifespans Brand, 1994
reversible, functional separation
all material 
relationships general 8
number of 
interactions design building systems or layers to stand independantly CSA, 2006 
functional separation all material options general 8
number of 
interactions use a system approaches to building Dekker, 1998
functional separation
structural system, 
cladding system general 8
number of 
interactions
Separate structure and cladding to allow independent alteration and 
replacement. Gorgolewski, 2005
reversible; functional separation
structural system; 
fixtures general 8
number of 
interactions
Separate toilets from structural walls (demountable fit out items) - 
allow provision and location to vary Gregory, 2011
reversible; functional separation; all material options general 8
number of 
interactions
Physical dependencies among various assemblies should be 
minimized (e.g. by using flexible interfaces and manufacturing 
adjustments).  Hashemian, 2005
functional separation; all material options general 8
number of 
interactions
Build with an architecture of layers - enable fast layers to change 
rapidly (learning); slower layers enable stability Hill, 2006
functional separation all material options general 8
number of 
interactions
Use hierarchical layering to minimize dependencies between elements 
with different functions and timescales Leaman, 1998
functional separation
all material 
relationships general 8
number of 
interactions
Separate the four functions of a building (load bearing, enclosing, 
servicing, and partitioning) Mouilek, 2009
simple construction method
all material 
relationships general 8
number of 
interactions Minimize number of connections and increase their flexibility Mouilek, 2009
functional separation all material options general 8
number of 
interactions Hierarchically organize components as a set of building layers Nielsen, 2010
modular coordination; standard 
grid all material options general 8
number of 
interactions Use standard dimensioning Nielsen, 2010
functional separation location of services general 8
number of 
interactions Service systems should be disintegrated from the basic building fabric Rabeneck, 1973
functional separation
structural system; 
cladding system general 8
number of 
interactions Make the building envelope independent of the structure
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
off-site construction; reverisble
cladding system; 
structural system general 8
number of 
interactions
Prefabricated panels reduce inter-system dependencies by not being 
connected to the structure.  
Schneider and Till, 
2007
reversible
all material 
relationships general 8
number of 
interactions
Reduce the number of interactions between systems (inter-
dependencies) Slaughter, 2001
reversible 
all material 
relationships general 8
number of 
interactions
Reduce the number of interactions within a system (intra-
dependencies) Slaughter, 2001
functional separation all material options general 8
number of 
interactions Separating long-lived components from short-lived components Guy, 2008
functional separation all material options general 8
number of 
interactions
Reduce functional dependencies between components (functional 
simplicity) Guy, 2008
functional separation
structural system; 
cladding system general 8
number of 
interactions Separate structure from cladding Guy, 2008
functional separation
cladding system; 
ceiling system general 8
number of 
interactions
Set the ceiling zone back from the perimeter to minimise interference 
with cladding and maximise daylight penetration. Multispace, 2004
CON12 fragmented process general 9
component 
records Maintain accurate design/construction records Brand, 1994
CON12 fragmented process general 9
component 
records
Each layer that corresponds to a function needs to be clearly detailed 
by a listing of its components Mouilek, 2009
CON12 fragmented process general 9
component 
records
Produce advice for operation and maintenance  which includes 
descriptions of materials and instructions for disassembly. Nielsen, 2010
CON12 fragmented process general 9
component 
records
Provide identification of materials chemistry (e.g. RFID tags in 
materials) Guy, 2008
CON12 fragmented process general 9
component 
records
Provide as-built drawings, photographs of hidden components and 
connections, Nielsen, 2010
CON12 fragmented process general 9
component 
records provide a deconstruction plan Guy, 2008
CON12 fragmented process general 9
component 
records
Maintain accurate design/construction records (soft issue; 
documentation)
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
CON12 fragmented process general 9
component 
records
Long-term maintenance planning (plans for periodical inspections and 
future maintenance – written maintenance plans) Minami, 2009
component accessibility location of services general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Ensure that service installations are easily accessible, preferably on 
outer or spine walls for future flexibility. NSDG, 2005
component accessibility service elements general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Provide Accessible Service Areas (component accessibility) 
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
extra' components; standardise 
components
capacity of services; 
service elements general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Use easily extended, accessible services NSDG, 2005
component accessibility location of services general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Services should be easily accessibele Rabeneck, 1973
component accessibility location of services general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Place the services on the outside of a building where they are most 
accessible. Rogers, 2011
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component accessibility; 
reversible cladding system general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Provide means of access to exterior wall system - inside and outside 
–  e.g. change materiality, transparency
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
component accessibility location of services general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Services should be accessible, maintainable and exchangeable.  
Schneider and Till, 
2007
component accessibility all material options general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Allow for good physical access to enable change implementation Slaughter, 2001
component accessibility all material options general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Provide good physical proximity to access points to reduce the 
amount of change propagation Slaughter, 2001
component accessibility all material options general 10
component 
coord  
(location) ease of access
Sundin, 2005
component accessibility
location of services, 
service elements general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Design utilities to be easily accessible and changeable York City, 2006
reversible, component 
accessibility
all material 
relationships general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Make components of a shorter-life span easily approched and with 
minimum damage on it and adjacent materials CSA, 2006 
component accessibility all material options general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Locate parts with the highest value in easily accessible places.
Dowie & Simon, 
1994
component accessibility all material options general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Fastening points should be easy to access
Dowie & Simon, 
1994
component accessibility all material options general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Make construction and installation components readily accessible Geraedts, 2006
component accessibility; 
functional separation service elements general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Separate Services into clearly accessible locations (not connected to 
other layers, easily changed) Gorgolewski, 2005
oversize space; component 
accessibility; standardised 
component ventilation system general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
exhaust air ducts for special exhausts are easy to install, and space 
and capacity are available in ceiling and duct shafts; BEAM, 2009
spatial zones; functional 
separation; component 
accessibility location of services general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Services zoned in carefully positioned shafts and floor systems
Bijdendijk, 2005 (in 
Leupen)
standard grid structural morphology general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Regular structural grid Cowee 2009
modular coodination
cladding system, 
shading system general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Shading elements in line with façade modules (skin) Cowee, 2009
modular coodination
cladding system, 
power, 
communication 
system general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Power & telecommunication elements are in line with facade modules Cowee, 2009
modular coodination
all material 
relationships general 10
component 
coord  
(location) modular and dimensional coordination Dekker, 1998
modular coodination all material options general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Use modular coordination Geraedts, 2006
modular coordination
structural system, wall 
partitions general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Base the structural design and installations on a maximum partition 
plan (support structure is partitionable) Geraedts, 2006
open plan; standard grid structural morphology general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Optimise structural girds to allow changing uses of space. Gorgolewski, 2005
modular coordination
window, cladding 
system specific 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Window every 3m on main elevations which would be consistent 
with likely room widths Gregory, 2011
modular coordination
window, cladding 
system specific 10
component 
coord  
(location) 1.5m glazing module (to match partition module) Gregory, 2011
spatial zones; component zones?; service elements general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Group services with stairs – most services (mechanical, electrical) 
have a comfortable reach of 30m before needing some form of boost 
or additional risers (structure, services) Gregory, 2011
divisible/ joinable space wall partitions specific 10
component 
coord  
(location) Spaces in a multiple of 1.5 m to support planning module Gregory, 2011
modular coordination all material options general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
dimensional coordination of different components and materials – 
often on the basis of a three-dimensional rectilinear grid and a 
standard modular dimension Groak, 1992
spatial zones structure general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Zoning and concentration of structure (wide span) Lynch, 1958
simple construction method; 
standard grid
structural 
morphology; plan 
shape general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Standardize the structural layout by decomposing it into simple forms 
with standard dimensions. Mouilek, 2009
modular coordination 
cladding system; wall 
partitions general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Design a versatile envelope capable of accommodating changes to the 
interior space plan.  
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
open plan structural morphology general 10 coord  Use a wide structural grid upward of 6m 2001
modular coordination relationships general 10 coord  Coordinate dimensions throughout the building 2007
standard component locations all material options general 10 coord  lighting) Song, 2008
modular coordination all material options general 10 coord  Use dimensional referencing systems (modular coordination) Utida, 1991
modular coordination all material options general 10 coord  center-to-center face to face etc.) Utida, 1991
modular coordination storey height general 10 coord  vertical dimensions, with a dimension of 240 mm between them. Utida, 1991
spatial zones all material options general 10 coord  free from other components and systems Slaughter, 2001
multi-functional components location of core general 10 coord  Use Central Core for lateral bracing (allows local modifications) 2001
accessibility location of services general 10 coord  located close 2007
divisible/ joinable spaces core location(s) general 10 coord  locations of the  most permanent elements (e.g. kitchen & bathroom) 2007
simple construction method all material options general 10 coord  not fit in the long term. Edwards, 2005
standard component locations all material options general 10 coord  positions of elements) Slaughter, 2001
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standard component locations all material options general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Establish standard locations for compoents even for piping and 
wiring. Utida, 1991
spatial proximity all material options general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Locate unrecyclable parts in one area which can be quickly removed 
and discarded
Dowie & Simon, 
1994
functional separation location of services general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Segregate services from user-occupied space to reduce the constraint 
on the user space and facilitates modification and updating of services 
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
standard grid structural morphology general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Use standard structural grid Guy, 2008
spatial zone service elements general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Consolidate MEP into core units Guy, 2008
modular coordination wall partitions specific 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Planning and partitions grids (900m or 1.35m) to maximize the 
frontage and flexibility of room size. Harrison, 2002
component accessibility; 
functional separation 
communication 
system specific 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Communication infrastructure (distributed risers 2 percent of gross 
floor area).  Distribute vertical risers and include knock-out panels to 
reduce bottlenecks. Harrison, 2002
space to grow into cladding system general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Assure that exterior walls in areas where expansion may take place 
remain free of site obstructions to ease the transformation. 
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
standard grid structural morphology specific 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Use a structural grid which is amendable to a car park grid (e.g. 
7.5x8m or 7.5m x 12m)
Multispace, 2004
spatial zone; space to grow into location of services specific 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Plant packaged on roof or basement with space provided for 
expansion.
Multispace, 2004
space to grow into core location(s) general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Position core(s) at perimeter of floor plate to allow for additional lifts 
and riser as needed. 
Multispace, 2004
joinable/ divisble floor space core location(s) general 10
component 
coord  
(location)
Place core(s) to allow for logical sub-division – horizontally and 
vertically. 
Multispace, 2004
spatial zones location of services general 10
component 
coord  
(location) Allow for vertical and horizontal zoning around cores. 
Multispace, 2004
modular coordination
cladding system; wall 
partitions specific 10
component 
coord  
(location) Cladding should coordinate with planning grid (1.5 module).
Multispace, 2004
reversible all material options general 11
component 
coord  (in time) Design parts for stability during disassembly.
Dowie & Simon, 
1994
support space circulation general 11
component 
coord  (in time)
Provide sufficient space for machinery needed for renovation, 
addition and dismantling Gorgolewski, 2005
CON2 designer fluidity general 25
component 
coord  (in time) Develop contingency planning strategies (what if…) Leaman, 1998
reversible; standardised 
components; all material options general 11
component 
coord  (in time)
Design components or systems to enable both growth and removal 
of all or a portion of a system Slaughter, 2001
CON12 fragmented process general 11
component 
coord  (in time) Consider production and assembly tolerances Groak, 1992 
CON12 fragmented process general 11
component 
coord  (in time) Allow for parallel disassembly Guy, 2008
component accessbility all material options general 11
component 
coord  (in time) Identify point of disassembly Guy, 2008
oversize space; support space circulation general 12
spatial 
dimensions Provide generous vertical access for people and services
Bijdendijk, 2005 (in 
Leupen)
oversize space storey height specific 12
spatial 
dimensions
Provide generous floor to floor heights (ground floor 4.5-5m; upper 
floors 3.3-3.6m) 
Bijdendijk, 2005 (in 
Leupen)
oversize space storey height specific 12
spatial 
dimensions 3.5m floor to floor height provides ample space  for different uses
Gold and Martin, 
1999
spatial variety space configuration general 12
spatial 
dimensions
dimensions of space are appropriate for the functions they may be 
expected to serve.  Hertzberger, 2005
oversize space plan depth, plan width general 12
spatial 
dimensions
Loose fit – allow some redundancy to accommodate future addition 
(plan) Gorgolewski, 2005
oversize space space configuration general 12
spatial 
dimensions long life, loose fit Harris, #
oversize space space configuration general 12
spatial 
dimensions Over capacity (extra space - plan) Lynch, 1958
oversize spaace space configuration specific 12
spatial 
dimensions
10% increase in net area (i.e. about 6% cost increase) would provide 
the additional ‘slack’ Rabeneck, 1973
oversize space total floor area general 12
spatial 
dimensions Provide more than the minimum spatial areas (loose fit)
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
oversize space, support space
corridors (location, 
width) specific 12
spatial 
dimensions
Increase circulation dimensions to allow for other functions (1.1 m, 
1.6m, 2.5 m)
Schneider and Till, 
2007
oversize space space configuration general 12
spatial 
dimensions
form accommodates functions as a mitten rather than as a glove, to 
allow wiggle room for the varying fingers inside!
Venturi and Brown, 
#
oversize space storey height general 12
spatial 
dimensions
Higher floor to ceiling heights – office use requires greater ceiling 
heights than residential Gorgolewski, 2005
oversize space storey height general 12
spatial 
dimensions Provide more than the minimum floor heights
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
oversize space storey height general 12
spatial 
dimensions Add sufficient height to the lower floor to enable a range of uses
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
oversize space
storey height; total 
floor area general 12
spatial 
dimensions Provide generosity in space both in plan and height Song, 2008
oversize space storey height specific 12
spatial 
dimensions
Sectional Height (4-4.5m), which the capacity to accommodate a 
variety of servicing solutions, while minimizing construction costs Harrison, 2002
oversize space storey height specific 12
spatial 
dimensions
Floor-to-floor heights of 15 to 16 feet are typical to accommodate a 
segregated service space. 
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
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oversize space space configuration general 12
spatial 
dimensions Universal deign for the elderly and handicapped Minami, 2009
oversize space space configuration general 12
spatial 
dimensions Floor space for each unit  (reasonable living standards) Minami, 2009
oversize space storey height specific 12
spatial 
dimensions
Storey Height of upper floors a minimum of 3.3m (min. 2.7m clear 
internal height) preferably 3.5m-3.6m. Multispace, 2004
functional separation location of services specific 12
spatial 
dimensions
Allow for a ceiling zone of 0 to 500mm and a floor zone of 100 to 
350mm Multispace, 2004
oversize space; space to grow 
into; storey height specific 12
spatial 
dimensions
Double height ground level zone provides for a variety of uses and 
potential for mezzanine level (5 to 7m). Multispace, 2004
oversize space
corridors (location, 
width) general 12
spatial 
dimensions
provide slightly wider circulation spaces that can be used for other 
activities (permanently or intermediately) – (space plan, social) SEW, 2011 
oversize space storey height specific 12
spatial 
dimensions
The mimimum ceiling height is 3.0m within the standard office buiding 
floor height of 4.1m. Takenaka, 2005
simple plan, simple form plan shape general 13 spatial form
Work with shapes and materials than can grow easily, both interior 
and exterior (easy to add on to) Brand, 1994
simple plan plan shape specific 13 spatial form
The only configuration of space which grows and subdivides well and 
is really efficient is a rectangle. Brand, 1994
simple plan plan shape general 13 spatial form Geometry should be uniform in plan
Gold and Martin, 
1999
support space space configuration general 13 spatial form
Provide soft space – space that is lower intensity use that can be 
relocated in the future to provide additional high-intensity uses Hanitchak, 2005
simple plan space configuration general 13 spatial form e.g. Unspecialized forms (of generic spaces) Lynch, 1958,
divisible/ joinable spaces space configuration general 13 spatial form Incorporate spaces which can be split, shared or joined
Schneider and Till, 
2007
simple plan; divisible/ joinable 
space
total floor area, plan 
shape specific 13 spatial form
Floor size and configuration (500-2,500 sq.m.), providing for 
flexibility of planning and subdivisibility. Harrison, 2002
divisible/ joinable space space configuration general 13 spatial form
Adaptability – measures should be taken which permit the 
modification of room layouts according to changes in the lifestyle of 
occupants.    Minami, 2009
shallow plan depth plan depth specific 13 spatial form
Plan depth minimum 13.5m (preferably 15m to 18m) – ground floor 
can be larger (to 45m). Multispace, 2004
typology pattern; divisible/ 
joinable spaces plan depth general 13 spatial form Provide a variety of plan depths (single and double sided). Multispace, 2004
divisible/ joinable space; standard 
grid
plan shape; depth; 
width general 13 spatial form Use adaptable floor plans, including large grids that can be subdivided 
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
 Divisible/ Joinable space
wall finish system, 
floor system general 13 spatial form
Consider the continuation of wall and floor finishes past or under 
partitions
Schneider and Till, 
2007
durability; space to grow into; 
phased?
roofing system; 
building form specific 13 spatial form
Favour pitched roofs over flat roofs (less maintenance, additional 
usable interior space and ready locations for solar panels). York City, 2006
support space space configuration general 14 support spaces When in doubt, add storage Brand, 1994
space to grow into; standardised 
components space configuration general 14 support spaces
Leave space to evolve (if physical/ spatial, build with modular shapes 
which can extend easily) Hill, 2006
support space space configuration general 14 support spaces A 'spare' room should be provided if possible, Rabeneck, 1973
support space space configuration general 14 support spaces Provide excess space; more space with less specification
Schneider and Till, 
2007
communal place; multiple access 
points; space to grow into site amenity general 14 support spaces
Design a generous courtyard space (social, surroundings) (Acts as a 
social focus, a service access, and a space for expansion) Gregory, 2011
communal place  plot density general 14 support spaces
Allow for public realm spaces/ Contribute to the public realm (open, 
not turn your back) Gregory, 2011
support space; communal place exterior space general 14 support spaces ‘Green’ exterior spaces (courtyards, intermediate spaces) SEW, 2011
support space; multi-functional 
space roof system general 14 support spaces
Make the roof an active space  - grow plants, food, collect energy, 
water, habitable SEW, 2011
support space space configuration general 14 support spaces include storage space which can be used for future expansion York City, 2006
support space space configuration general 14 support spaces make good use of the roofspace NSDG, 2005
Phased all material options general 15 spatial quality
Think of platforms, not solutions - overbuild infrastructure, 
underbuild features Hill, 2006; 
user customisation, phased finishes general 15 spatial quality
Some areas in the building should be “cooked” (highly finished and 
flashy) and some areas left “raw” (unfinished but usuable). Brand, 1994
user customisation finishes general 15 spatial quality user orientated design and construction Dekker, 1998
user customisation finishes general 15 spatial quality Invite/ encourage users to evolve spaces Hertzberger, 2005
user customisation space configuration general 15 spatial quality
Differences in levels increase possibilities for attachment (user 
personalisation) Hertzberger, 2005
37-39 finishes general 15 spatial quality Create an aesthetic of ongoing process Hill, 2006
phased all material options general 15 spatial quality Construct unfinished ‘shell’ space for future growth.  
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
user customisation all material options general 15 spatial quality Enable improved user control (vs. management) Leaman, 1998
phased all material options general 15 spatial quality Construct areas that are built but not fitted out de Neufville, 2008
support space space configuration general 15 spatial quality
Provide slack space which can be appropriated by the users over time 
(flat roofs, courtyards, large communal space, an alcove)
Schneider and Till, 
2007
phased; user customisation space configuration general 15 spatial quality
Provice raw Space which is 'not cooked' and suggestive rather than 
determining
Schneider and Till, 
2007
user customisation finishes general 15 spatial quality Create an aesthetic of an ‘ongoing process’ Hertzberger, 2005
spatial ambiguity finishes general 16 spatial barriers Growth forms (low-intensity buffer zones; blurred spaces) Lynch, 1958
divisible/ joinable space space configuration general 16 spatial barriers Provide generous openings between spaces Rabeneck, 1973
spatial ambiguity finishes specific 16 spatial barriers
use furniture, partial height partitions, movable walls to expand/ 
shrink spaces on a need basis Song, 2008
multi-functional spaces; non-applicable general 17 spatial uses   
Create pop up (temporary) activities (daily, weekly, seasonally, 
annually) Ash, 2011
communal space site amenity general 17 spatial uses   Activate public spaces, flea market, garden Ash, 2011
communal space; multi-functional 
space non-applicable general 17 spatial uses   
Enroll spaces for events  (an evening, a day, a weekend, one week) - 
e.g. music festival, local food tasting, art show Ash, 2011
multi-functional spaces fire design specific 17 spatial uses   May influence fire design - number of staircases/ emergency exists Cowee, 2009
multi-functional spaces non-applicable general 17 spatial uses   Consider multiple/ temporay uses for spaces (polyvariant spaces) CSA, 2006; 
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user customisation; multi-
functional spaces finishes general 17 spatial uses   
Avoid functional specificity (over-specific buildings are inherently 
inflexible) Edwards, 2005
typology pattern finishes general 17 spatial uses   Generic buildings reduce the number of unnecessary variables Leaman, 1998
user customisation finishes general 17 spatial uses   Rooms should be 'neutral' in terms of form (simple volumes) Rabeneck, 1973
multi-functional space door, windows general 17 spatial uses   
Doors & windows should be placed as far as possible to allow a 
variety of uses Rabeneck, 1973
simple construction method; user 
customisation finishes general 17 spatial uses   
Avoid expression of room functions in external walling (e.g. extreme 
variations in window sizes, balconies to living rooms only). Rabeneck, 1973
simple plan space configuration general 17 spatial uses   
Plan form should allow many different allocations of functions to 
rooms, Rabeneck, 1973
user customisation finishes general 17 spatial uses   
little overt expression of room function (not predetermined by built-
in furniture Rabeneck, 1973
user customisation non-applicable general 17 spatial uses   
names can be given to rooms based on the uses to which they are put 
at a given time of day. Rabeneck, 1973
user customisation finishes general 17 spatial uses   Design rooms without labels (designation of rooms)
Schneider & Till, 
2007
user customisation space configuration general 17 spatial uses   Provide functionally neutral rooms (used in a variety of ways)
Schneider & Till, 
2007
multi-functional space all material options general 17 spatial uses   
Design rooms that may be refitted for medical purposes other than 
their original use.   de Neufville, 2008
multi-functional space non-applicable general 17 spatial uses   Consider multiple/ temporay uses for spaces (polyvariant spaces)
Russell and Moffatt, 
2001
33-36 (shallow plan depth)
building orientation, 
plan depth, window, 
storey height, etc) general 18
spatial 
orientation/ 
form Use passive design techniques (reduce need for mechanical) Cowee 2009
good daylight, shallow plan depth, 
multiple ventilation strategies
building orientation, 
plan depth, window, 
storey height, etc) general 18
spatial 
orientation/ 
form Maximise access to daylight and natural ventilation through form Edwards, 2005
good daylighting
plan depth; storey 
height; window specific 18
spatial 
orientation/ 
form
The depth of the room should be no more than 2.5 times the height 
of the window serving it (1 to 5 open plan w/ windows on both 
sides) Gregory, 2011
shallow pland depth plan depth specific 18
spatial 
orientation/ 
form Under 15m depth is less likely to require mechanical assistance Gregory, 2011
33-36 (shallow plan depth)
building orientation, 
plan depth, window, 
storey height, etc) general 18
spatial 
orientation/ 
form
“design out” active services and replace these with passive measures 
that have a longer life-span Guy, 2008
shallow plan depth, good 
daylighting, multiple ventilation 
strategies
plan depth, ventilation 
system specific 18
spatial 
orientation/ 
form
Floor Depths (13.5-18m glass to glass), which provide both aspect 
and access to natural light and ventilation and flexibility to 
accommodate varying styles of layout. Harrison, 2002
33-36 (shallow plan depth)
building orientation, 
plan depth, window, 
storey height, etc) general 18
spatial 
orientation/ 
form Utilize passive solutions Leaman, 1998
good daylighting plan depth specific 18
spatial 
orientation/ 
form
The proportion of deep, reduced day-lit space (more than about 6-
7m from a window) should  not exceed 30% of the overall.
Multispace, 2004
contextual Number of storeys specific 18
spatial 
orientation/ 
form Building height (urban) should be between  4 to 12 storeys
Multispace, 2004
building; spatial proportions space configuration general 19 spatial sizes  
Consider the proportional systems and geometries of architectural 
composition Groak, 1992
room standardisation space configuration general 19 spatial sizes  standardization of room sizes allows for interchangeability Hanitchak, 2005
spatial variety space configuration general 19 spatial sizes  
Different types of spaces which can support a variety of activities  
(certain amount of variation is good) Lynch, 1958
spatial variety space configuration general 19 spatial sizes  standard room categories Olsson, 2010
Standard room sizes & Typology 
pattern space configuration general 19 spatial sizes  Spaces should avoid extremes of size (small or large) Rabeneck, 1973
spatial ambiguity circulation general 19 spatial sizes  
Consider permeable Circulation with a matrix of connected rooms 
dissolving room hierarchy
Schneider and Till, 
2007
spatial zones  space configuration specific 20 empty space   
Concentrate ‘support’ or temporary occupied spaces in the central 
area which do not need natural day light or ventilation (up to 33% of 
total depth - which can increase the possible plan depth) Gregory, 2011
building orientation building orientation general 20 empty space   
Maximise access to renewable energy through correct orientation and 
location Edwards, 2005
space to grow into plot density general 20 empty space   Leave room to expand Gregory, 2011
good daylighting window general 20 empty space   Allow sufficient daylight into the building Gregory, 2011
building proportions
plan width; building 
height specific 20 empty space   Height of building no more than 3 times the width (preferably 2x) Gregory, 2011
space to grow into; support space plot density general 20 empty space   Design to allow for expansion of living areas and storage needs. NSDG, 2005
space to grow into plot density general 20 empty space   Leave space for growth on site Multispace, 2004
functional separation
structural system; wall 
partitions general 21
unconstrained 
space Use non-structural internal walls NSDG, 2005
open span structural morphology general 21
unconstrained 
space
Utilize large spans, minimum structural obstructions (few fixed 
vertical structural elements)
Bijdendijk, 2005 (in 
Leupen)
open plan structural morphology specific 21
unconstrained 
space
largest economical grid is in the region of 15m by 6m to give 
optimum column-free spaces(maximize column-free spaces, 10.5m x 
7.5m grid)
Gold and Martin, 
1999
open space structural morphology specific 21
unconstrained 
space
24-to 30- foot column spacing provides unconstrained interior space 
without excessive increases in structural costs.
Islen and Lamer, 
1993
open plan space configuration general 21
unconstrained 
space Avoid central lights & other space constraints Rabeneck, 1973
open space structural system general 21 space Provide clear spans across the width of a (residential) unit   +/- 6 m 2007
functional separation
structural system; wall 
partitions general 21
unconstrained 
space Use non-structural or framed internal walls York City, 2006
open space structural morphology general 21
unconstrained 
space Use as wide of a structural grid Guy, 2008
standard grid; open plan structural morphology specific 21
unconstrained 
space Structural grid minimum 6m span (preferably 7.5m to 9m) Multispace, 2004
visual linkage singage general 22
Spatial Idenity 
(place)
Utilise surreal and unusual signage to create visual links (e.g. sky signs 
graphics glitter with sun and LED lighting) Ash, 2011
shared ownership; visual linkage; 
physical linkage area quality general 22
Spatial Idenity 
(place) Create a community (physically & socially opening up) Ash, 2011
building image; shared ownership
cladding system, door, 
window general 22
Spatial Idenity 
(place) Provide an inviting and attractive (shared) entrance, tall and broad
Bijdendijk, 2005 (in 
Leupen)
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spatial quality; building image skin elements general 22
Spatial Idenity 
(place) Embellish the base building with ornament
Bijdendijk, 2005 (in 
Leupen)
soft issue area quality general 22
Spatial Idenity 
(place) local exchanges (e.g. town hall meetings, online forum) Ash, 2011
visual linkage; physical linkage
window, cladding 
system general 22
Spatial Idenity 
(place) Open up facades/ project success and busy-ness (show activity) Ash, 2011
visual linkage
window, cladding 
system general 22
Spatial Idenity 
(place) Open the building up, showcase, exchange, activate underused spaces Ash, 2011
a communal place site amenity general 22
Spatial Idenity 
(place)
maintenance and the improvement of the living environment and the 
landscape in the surrounding area.  Minami, 2009
communal place site amenity general 22
Spatial Idenity 
(place) Provide communal spaces (e.g. courtyard space) Multispace, 2004
physical linkage
fire design; core 
locations specific 23
Spatial 
Relationships
Stairs spaced 30m apart where there is a choice of routes and 18m in 
one direction will cater for most uses Gregory, 2011
spatial zones, spatial proximity space configuration general 23
Spatial 
Relationships Separate high and low volatility areas (classes of spaces) Brand, 1994
visual linkage space configuration general 23
Spatial 
Relationships Space should have good proximity to the outside Genevro, 2009
shallow plan depth plan depth specific 23
Spatial 
Relationships
Up to 33% of total depth (which can increase the possible plan 
depth) Gregory, 2011
shared ownership; contextual amenities general 23
Spatial 
Relationships
Locate parking lots to be shared by different buildings (at different 
moments in time) Song, 2008
contextual surrounding buildings general 23
Spatial 
Relationships Consider the building in its context - the way it slots into its setting.
Bijdendijk, 2005 (in 
Leupen)
contextual; visual linkage; 
circulation (neighbourhood scale) cladding system general 23
Spatial 
Relationships Assure the building communicates with its surroundings
Bijdendijk, 2005 (in 
Leupen)
spatial zones, spatial proximity, 
spatial ambiguity space configuration general 23
Spatial 
Relationships Consider the location of spaces (relationships between) Song, 2008
contextual surrounding buildings specific 23
Spatial 
Relationships
A generic limit of 18 -21m is suggested for neighboring building 
proximity Multispace, 2004
multiple access points circulation general 24
p
circulation provide variable options for access, circulation and separation/ Marsh, #
spatial ambiguity space configuration general 24
Spatial 
circulation
no “circulation” space; each room is an antechamber to another
Rabeneck, 1973
space to grow into 
corridor locations; 
location of services general 24
Spatial 
circulation
Design access (& services) for where extensions might go (circulation 
pattern is important)
Schneider and Till, 
2007
good physical linkage all material options general 24
Spatial 
circulation
Allow for good circulation (flow) of people and objects throughout a 
space via the strategic location of components Slaughter, 2001
physical linkage max. distance to core specific 24
Spatial 
circulation Design travel distance for fire as 30m two way (12m one way) Multispace, 2004
physical linkage doors, stairs, ramps general 24
Spatial 
circulation
Maximise ‘passive’ building access (gradients, entrance position, 
ramps) York City, 2006
CON2 designer fluidity general 25 Soft Don’t anticipate future technology Brand, 1994
CON12 procurement process general 25 Soft
Sequence of construction is important establishing a hierarchy of 
relations Freidman, #
CON4 stakeholder mindset general 25 Soft Flexible Thinking Geraedts, 2006
CON3 user appreciation general 25 Soft Design a building people like to use and see.  Gregory, 2011
CON12 fragmented process general 25 Soft Support, engage the occupancy process over time Hill, 2006
CON5 design team general 25 Soft Make sure the right people ‘own’ the problems Leaman, 1998
CON4 stakeholder mindset general 25 Soft Avoid fantasies and wish lists Leaman, 1998
CON2 designer fluidity general 25 Soft Don’t rely too much on performance specifications Leaman, 1998
CON2 designer fluidity general 25 Soft expected to deliver. Leaman, 1998
CON2 designer fluidity general 25 Soft Develop clear strategies and keep them under review Leaman, 1998
CON12 procurement process general 25 Soft Privledge a parallel scenario for the assembly sequence Mouilek, 2009
CON15 good management general 25 Soft
flexibility in terms of organization, management, and the use of 
facilities. Olsson, 2010
CON12 fragmented process general 25 Soft Regular site visits Ash, 2011
CON3 user appropriation general 25 Soft Consider how users could adapt their behaviours to the building. Ash, 2011
CON15 good management general 25 Soft Use a social media to communicate (e.g. website, facebook) Ash, 2011
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typology building type change scenario reference
scalable residential add a balcony Altas and Ozsoy, 1998
versatile residential transform balcony space into interior space Altas and Ozsoy, 1998
versatile residential subdivide living room to create an additional bedroom Altas and Ozsoy, 1998
refitable residential add a toilet to the kitchen Altas and Ozsoy, 1998
cause office speed of society (speed of change) Arge, 2005
cause office new ways of working (more innovative and flexible wo Arge, 2005
cause office high rebuilding costs Arge, 2005
cause office increased focus on environmental costs Arge, 2005
cause general change in resources Ashworth, 1996
refitable general general wear and tear Ashworth, 1996
refitable general decay in the building fabric Ashworth, 1996
cause general change of ownership Ashworth, 1996
convertible general change in use Ashworth, 1996
cause general government incentives through grants Ashworth, 1996
cause general changes in life styles Ashworth, 1996
refitable general change in technology Ashworth, 1996
cause general change in demographics Ashworth, 1996
refitable general Change (maintain) image Ashworth, 1996 
cause residential  Change of ownership Beam, 2009
convertible residential changing use of premises Beam, 2009
cause residential  changing demography of family units Beam, 2009
cause residential change in occupant size Beam, 2009
cause general change in market enviroment Blakstad, 2001
cause general speed of change Blakstad, 2001
cause general change in industry Blakstad, 2001
cause general Organizational changes Blakstad, 2001
cause general societal changes Blakstad, 2001
cause general change in user preferences Blakstad, 2001
cause general change in fashion Blakstad, 2001
cause general change in surroundings Blakstad, 2001
cause general change in workplace style Blakstad, 2001
cause general From focus on delivery to a life-cycle perspective Blakstad, 2001
cause general cultural currents Brand, 1994
cause general changing real estate values Brand, 1994
convertible general changing usage Brand, 1994
cause general organizational change Carthey et al. 2010
cause general change in operational costs Carthey et al. 2010
cause general change in reconstruction costs Carthey et al. 2010
cause general shifting demographics Carthey et al. 2010
cause general change in technologies Carthey et al. 2010
cause general workforce capacity Carthey et al. 2010
cause general change in budget   Carthey et al. 2010
refitable general change in medical technologies Carthey et al. 2010 
cause general change in workforce supply Carthey et al. 2010 
cause general change in market (price) Dahmus, 2001
refitable general change in performance Dahmus, 2001
cause general change in market standards  Dahmus, 2001
refitable healthcare unforeseeable advances in medical technology De Neufville et al., 2009
cause healthcare rapid regulatory changes. De Neufville et al., 2009
cause healthcare Change in operational model (care model) De Neufville et al., 2009
versatile healthcare Spatial organization De Neufville et al., 2009
cause healthcare change in policy (patient choice and private practice).  De Neufville et al., 2009
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cause healthcare
Local and national demographic changes in the wake 
of globalization
De Neufville et al., 2009 
cause healthcare
changing epidemiological patterns driven by lifestyle 
changes
De Neufville et al., 2009 
cause general Change in environmental standards Douglas, 2006
cause general Speed of change Douglas, 2006
convertible general change in function Douglas, 2006
scalable general change in size Douglas, 2006
refitable general change in performance Douglas, 2006
cause general economic change Douglas, 2006
cause general demographic change Douglas, 2006
refitable general change in technology Douglas, 2006
versatile general change in spatial needs (layout/ size) Douglas, 2006
cause general Change in organizational objectives Douglas, 2006
cause general Change in work practices Douglas, 2006
cause general Change in user needs Douglas, 2006
cause general Change in competition Douglas, 2006
cause general Change in communication/ information Douglas, 2006
cause general Change in construction standards and regulations Douglas, 2006
cause general Change in staff size Douglas, 2006
refitable general Change in component condition (wear and tear) Douglas, 2006
refitable general Change in public image Douglas, 2006
cause general Change in government policy Douglas, 2006
cause general Change in staff (staff churn) Douglas, 2006
cause general Change in resources Douglas, 2006 
cause general Change in energy perception/ efficiency Douglas, 2006 
convertible general change in use pattern Fernandez, 2003
versatile general change in spatial arrangements Fernandez, 2003
refitable general change in performance prefernces of users Fernandez, 2003
versatile general change in activity Fernandez, 2003
cause general change in corporate policy Fernandez, 2003
cause general change in ownership Fernandez, 2003
cause general change in user type Fernandez, 2003
cause general change in working philosophy Fernandez, 2003
refitable general change in building system Fernandez, 2003
refitable, scalable general change in load Fernandez, 2003
refitable general change in performance   Fernandez, 2003
refitable general change in technology Fernandez, 2003
refitable general change in material Fernandez, 2003
cause general change in information Fernandez, 2003
cause general
change in demographics (age, education, numbers, 
composition)
Fernandez, 2003
cause general change in zoning Fernandez, 2003
cause general change in building codes Fernandez, 2003
cause general change in value market Fernandez, 2003
cause general
change in market standards (acceptable standards for 
a use)
Fernandez, 2003
cause general change in muncipal, regional or national economy Fernandez, 2003
cause general change in industry Fernandez, 2003
cause education a greater variety of courses Fianchini, 2007
cause education fewer students per teacher (class size) Fianchini, 2007
cause education changes in teaching methods Fianchini, 2007
cause education changes in students way of working Fianchini, 2007
cause education attendance of Erasmus students  Fianchini, 2007
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cause residential change in family make up Friedman, 2002
cause residential new ways of working Friedman, 2002
cause residential high rebuilding costs (phased change) Friedman, 2002
cause residential change in user age Friedman, 2002
cause residential change in technology Friedman, 2002
cause residential change in lifestyle Friedman, 2002
cause residential speed of change Friedman, 2002
cause residential change in demographics  Friedman, 2002
cause residential change in economy Friedman, 2002
refitable office add solar shading Gold and Martin, 1999
refitable office remove floor screed Gold and Martin, 1999
scalable office add lift shafts, risers and escalators Gold and Martin, 1999
refitable office improve ventilation and air conditioning Gold and Martin, 1999
scalable office extend floor plates (up to 20% increased floor area) Gold and Martin, 1999
scalable office additional floors Gold and Martin, 1999
refitable office change in technology Gold and Martin, 1999
cause office change in lease Gold and Martin, 1999
cause office changes in regulations Gold and Martin, 1999
cause office changes in working patterns Gold and Martin, 1999
convertible office changes in building use Gold and Martin, 1999
cause office changes in occupational habits Gold and Martin, 1999
cause office changes in regulations Gold and Martin, 1999 
cause office change in working patterns Gold and Martin, 1999 
cause general Demographic changes Groak, 1992
cause general change in communications Groak, 1992
cause general workplace changes Groak, 1992
cause general change in organisational structure Groak, 1992
cause general change in the location of the workplace Groak, 1992
cause general workplace changes Groak, 1992
cause general change in social awareness (energy impact) Groak, 1992
cause general change in legislation Groak, 1992
cause general change in aesthetic conventions Guy and Shell, 2003
cause general change in cultural expectations Guy and Shell, 2003
cause general Economic conditions regarding land use Guy and Shell, 2003
refitable general change in technology Guy and Shell, 2003
convertible general change in function Guy and Shell, 2003
cause general change in environment Guy and Shell, 2003
adjustable residential Individuality and personal identification Habraken, 1974
cause residential Changes in life-style Habraken, 1974
refitable residential New technological possibilities Habraken, 1974
cause residential changing family Habraken, 1974
cause product change in regulations Hashemain, 2005
refitable product change in technology Hashemain, 2005
cause product changes in the needs or expectations of the user Hashemain, 2005 
cause product operational changes Hashemain, 2005 
cause general change in fluctuating market Kendall, 2009
refitable general change in equipment and facilities Kendall, 2009
scalable general Change in size of buildings, Kendall, 2009 
cause general Workplace changes Kendall, 2009 
versatile general change external circulation (80%) Kincaid, 2002
versatile general Change site access Kincaid, 2002
scalable general  change building depth Kincaid, 2002
scalable general eliminate poor previous extensions Kincaid, 2002
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refitable general increase site amenity Kincaid, 2002
refitable general Change cladding-glazing ratio Kincaid, 2002
refitable general  reconfigure core area Kincaid, 2002
versatile general add access points Kincaid, 2002
versatile general reconfigure spatial configuration Kincaid, 2002
scalable general add/ remove a storey Kincaid, 2002
scalable general add floor area (marginal) Kincaid, 2002
scalable general add parking Kincaid, 2002
scalable general change site density Kincaid, 2002
versatile general change internal circulation (60%) Kincaid, 2002
versatile general  change vertical circulation (100%) Kincaid, 2002
refitable general replace HVAC units Kincaid, 2002
refitable general replace HVAC distribution Kincaid, 2002
versatile general alter means of egress Kincaid, 2002
refitable general change external image Kincaid, 2002
refitable general change interior character (100%) Kincaid, 2002
refitable general  change floor to floor height (30%) Kincaid, 2002
refitable general change basic structure (0%) Kincaid, 2002
cause general change in information technology Kinkaid, 2002
cause general change (global increase) of competition Kinkaid, 2002
cause general change in environmental concerns Kinkaid, 2002
cause general change in employment arrangements Kinkaid, 2002
cause general change in organizational structures (requirements) Kinkaid, 2002
cause general flexible employment arrangements Kinkaid, 2002
cause general change in working practices Kinkaid, 2002
cause general change in transport facilities Kinkaid, 2002
cause general change in size of industry Kinkaid, 2002
cause general changing user expectations Kinkaid, 2002
cause general change in regulatory requirements Kinkaid, 2002
cause general change in facility management Kinkaid, 2002
adjustable general Change in lighting levels Kronenburg 2007
adjustable general Change in acoustics Kronenburg 2007
adjustable general Change in temperature Kronenburg 2007
versatile general Change in circulation  Kronenburg 2007
versatile general Change of space Kronenburg 2007
adjustable general Change in shape Kronenburg 2007 
adjustable general Change in colour Kronenburg 2007 
refitable general Change in physical condition (decay) Langston et al., 2008
refitable general Change in performance Langston et al., 2008
cause general Change in ownership Langston et al., 2008
convertible general Change in use Langston et al., 2008
cause general Change in owner objectives/ needs Langston et al., 2008
refitable general Change in technology Langston et al., 2008
cause general Change in user behavior Langston et al., 2008
cause general Change in fashion Langston et al., 2008
cause general Change in safety regulations Langston et al., 2008
cause general Change in building ordinances Langston et al., 2008
cause general Change in environmental controls Langston et al., 2008
cause general Change in lease lengths
Leaman and Bordass, 
2004
refitable healthcare Change in medical technology Olsson, 2010
cause healthcare changes in regulations Olsson, 2010
cause healthcare change in organization Olsson, 2010
refitable healthcare change in services Olsson, 2010
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cause healthcare change in demographics Olsson, 2010
cause healthcare changing epidemiological patterns. Olsson, 2010
cause residential fashion Rabeneck et al., 1974
cause residential change in family make up Rabeneck et al., 1974
cause residential family activities Rabeneck et al., 1974
cause residential perceived quality of the home Rabeneck et al., 1974
versatile, scalable general spatial change Rush, 1986
refitable general thermal change Rush, 1986
refitable general air quality change Rush, 1986
refitable general accoustics change Rush, 1986
refitable general visual change Rush, 1986
refitable general building integrity change Rush, 1986
cause residential demographic (rise of single person household) Schneider and Till, 2007
cause residential economic (rise of the rental market) Schneider and Till, 2007
cause residential environmental (climate change) Schneider and Till, 2007
refitable residential Change in technology Schneider and Till, 2007
cause residential Change in demographics Schneider and Till, 2007
cause residential Change in economy Schneider and Till, 2007
cause residential Change in environment Schneider and Till, 2007
versatile residential Change in spatial layout Schneider and Till, 2007
refitable residential Change in building performance Schneider and Till, 2007
versatile residential Change in unit type Schneider and Till, 2007
cause residential change in user capacity Schneider and Till, 2007
cause residential change in neighbourhood Schneider and Till, 2007
cause residential change in job Schneider and Till, 2007
cause residential Change in family size Schneider and Till, 2007 
cause residential Change in user age Schneider and Till, 2007 
convertible general new uses Sutherland, 1984
refitable, scalable general increased loads Sutherland, 1984
refitable general extra insulation Sutherland, 1984
refitable general more sophisticated services Sutherland, 1984
cause product shrinking product lifecycles Vuuren, 2001
cause product change (growth) of competition Vuuren, 2001
cause product rapidly changing technologies Vuuren, 2001
cause product changing customer wants Vuuren, 2001
cause product changing customer needs Vuuren, 2001
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characteristic type layer tactic type design tactic building type Reference
component accessibility, 
open space
versatile services, 
space plan
building control EIB/LonWorks (building control 
system)
office  Arge, 2005
open space refitable space plan ceiling system flat and soundproof suspended ceilings office  Arge, 2005
overdesign capacity versatile, 
convertible
services electrical 3D/ zone-based electrical office  Arge, 2005
moveable stuff; joinable/ 
divisible space
refitable, 
versatile
space plan, 
services
access Raised floor office  Arge, 2005
configurable stuff convertible services HVAC system VAV ventilation (variable air volume) office  Arge, 2005
standardised component
refitable space plan, 
services
Industrialised 
components
plug and play systems office  Arge, 2005
simple construction 
method
versatile space plan partition walls movable partitions office  Arge, 2005
standard grid, modular 
coordination
refitable services reduce heat gain expose thermal mass (possible building 
regulation problem – fire)
office  Barlow (3D Reid 
presentation)
visual linkage; physical 
linkage
adjustable skin reduce heat gain shading devices office  Barlow (3D Reid 
presentation)
space to grow into adjustable skin reduce heat gain solar control films office  Barlow (3D Reid 
presentation)
reversible adjustable skin windows operable windows office  Barlow (3D Reid 
presentation)
standard rooms versatile space plan partition walls non-load bearing partitions healthcare Barlow 
andKoberle-
Gaiser, 2009
reversible refitable all heirarchical 
layering
permanent and non-permant elements 
(McMaster health sciences centre in 
canada)
healthcare Carthey, 2010
passive climate control scalable all Industrialised 
components
flexible extensions may be added - 2.4 
x7.2 - building floor area can be 
increased by up to 10%
healthcare Carthey, 2010
reversible refitable all Industrialised 
components
modularization healthcare Carthey, 2010
standardised component refitable skin, 
structure
Industrialised 
components
prefabricated uniform building blocks 
and facade panels
healthcare Carthey, 2010
user customisation refitable all Industrialised 
components
prefabrication healthcare Carthey, 2010
functional separation refitable structure, 
services
interestial space interstitialism healthcare Carthey, 2010
moveable stuff scalable, 
convertible
structure, 
services
overdesign excess capacity healthcare Carthey, 2010
component accessibility versatile space plan partition walls demountable:  walls healthcare Carthey, 2010
standard grid refitable services service access riser shafts healthcare Carthey, 2010
passive climate control scalable, 
versatile
space space ‘looser planning and horizontal 
contiguity’ Davis 1966, pg. 1678
healthcare Carthey, 2010
standard rooms versatile space space rooms in outpatient departments are 
standardised for all specialities
healthcare Carthey, 2010
functional separation convertible space space ward can be converted to outpatient 
rooms
healthcare Carthey, 2010
configurable stuff flooring Matura infill system (product): 
minimizing interfaces. two new 
components were introduced the 
Matrix tile which rests on the floor, 
and an L-shaped baeboard channel, 
which rests on the matrix tile (the two 
together hold all cables and conduits)
Cuperus, 2001
open space, multi-
funcitonal component, not 
precious
refitable skin roof Passe-partout (product): a roof frame 
and a complimentary set of 
accessories (the total roof should not 
Cuperus, 2001
configurable stuff versatile space plan core staircase positioned to allow 
permeability
residential Daizel, 2012
moveable stuff, 
configurable stuff
refitable structure structure generic and simple structures residential Daizel, 2012
component accessibility convertible structure structure two to five storeys in height residential Daizel, 2012
functional separation versatile structure wide span modest clear spans of 4 to 5 metres, residential Daizel, 2012
moveable stuff scalable services service access locating critical servicing at sub-ground 
level allowing the efficient 
accommodation of additional servicing 
requirements for expansion.
healthcare de Neufville, 2009
standardised component refitable structure, 
space plan
Industrialised 
components
 toilet and bathroom pods Douglas, 2006
standardised component refitable structure, 
space plan
Industrialised 
components
modular cassettes Douglas, 2006
standardised component refitable structure, 
space plan
Industrialised 
components
roof pods Douglas, 2006
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standardised components refitable structure, 
space plan
Industrialised 
components
room pods Douglas, 2006
standardised components refitable structure, 
space plan
Industrialised 
components
vestibule/ porch pods Douglas, 2006
functional separation refitable space plan flooring recyclable carpet tiles (tiles vs. role) Fernandez, 2003
functional separation; 
component accessibility
adjustable space plan, 
stuff
moveable stuff mobile storage units Fernandez, 2003
functional separation refitable space plan, 
services
service capacity wireless environments Fernandez, 2003
support space versatile space plan shared space ‘hot’ desks Fernandez, 2003
simple construction 
method
versatile structure, 
space plan
structure 
knock out panels
Fernandez, 2003
functional separation refitable structure, 
services
interestial space interstitial (service) floors healthcare Finch, 2009
modular coordination refitable services service access service corridors healthcare Finch, 2009
standard rooms versatile space space modular laboratory and process area 
layouts
healthcare Finch, 2009
standardised component refitable structure, 
space plan
Industrialised 
components
increase in the number of 
premanufactured components 
Friedman, 2002a
oversize space versatile space plan structure A reduction in bearing partitions in the 
interior
Friedman, 2002a
standardised components refitable structure, 
space plan
grid dimensional coordination  with 
multiple integrated grid.  Traditioanl 
Japanese wooden houses are designed 
based on a 900 mm grid.
Fukao, 2008
physical linkage adjustable stuff moveable stuff The idea of the container (chest, 
cabinet, etc.) as an object-furnishing 
‘deposited’ in the space 
Gausa, 2003
component accessibilty; 
functional separation
adjustable stuff moveable stuff Working furnishings or convertible 
mobile objects 
Gausa, 2003
component accessibility versatile space plan partition walls sliding (folding or removable) panels Gausa, 2003
spatial zones, functional 
separation
versatile space plan partition walls soffits or removeable partitions Gausa, 2003
user customisation refitable space plan ceiling system acoustical ceilings (enclosure system) office Gelis, 2000
moveable stuff; joinable/ 
divisible space
refitable, 
versatile
space plan, 
services
flooring raised floor systems (enclosure 
system)
office Gelis, 2000
divisible/ joinable space, 
open space
adjustable stuff moveable stuff furniture systems (enclosure system) office Gelis, 2000
component accessibility versatile space plan partition walls demountable walls (enclosure system) office Gelis, 2000
open space  versatile services, 
structure, 
space plan
core (select location of core) change the 
position of the kitchen, toilet and 
bathroom
residential Geraedts, 2006
open space scalable, 
refitable
skin demountable 
façade
Demountable Façade residential Geraedts, 2006
joinable/ divisible space
scalable, 
refitable
skin demountable 
façade
Demountable Façade residential Geraedts, 2006
compoent accessibility scalable, 
refitable
skin demountable 
façade
Demountable Façade residential Geraedts, 2006
efficient services refitable space plan flooring industrial flooring system residential Geraedts, 2006
moveable stuff scalable structure foundation 1.50 m of strip foundation residential Geraedts, 2006
functional separation, 
open space
scalable structure foundation additional foundation piles residential Geraedts, 2006
functional separation scalable structure foundation additional strip foundation residential Geraedts, 2006
moveable stuff, joinable/ 
divisible space
scalable structure Industrialised 
components
Industrialised components residential Geraedts, 2006
moveable stuff scalable structure Industrialised 
components
Industrialised components residential Geraedts, 2006
standardised component refitable structure, 
skin
Industrialised 
components
re-usable timber frame components 
and window frames
residential Geraedts, 2006
service zones versatile space plan partition walls Demountable interior partition walls residential Geraedts, 2006
versatile space plan partition walls Moveable light-weight partition walls residential Geraedts, 2006
standardised grid refitable services service access Accessible pipes (lacks description of 
solution)
residential Geraedts, 2006
standardised component versatile structure wide span Timber frame w/ 6m spans residential Geraedts, 2006
spatial variety
versatile space plan
space
employee mobility within a building by 
providing many different work areas 
(complimenting of small individual 
work spaces with shared common 
areas; the utilization of mixed 
neighborhoods, the central location.
office Gibson, 2001
reversible scalable skin, services core  new plant room, staircase and toilets 
added externally.  
office Gold and Martin, 
1999
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reversible, standard 
interfaces
convertible structure floor loading, 
storey height
reduced floor loading by removing 
screed (increased storey height by 
60mm),
office Gold and Martin, 
1999
moveable stuff, 
configurable stuff, 
joinable/ divisible space
refitable, 
versatile
space plan, 
services
flooring Raised floors provide ventilation paths 
(and routing of power and 
communications) and reduce footfall 
noise.
Gold and Martin, 
1999
durability, convertible structure; 
space plan
reduce heat gain  exposed ceiling slab soffits Gold and Martin, 
1999
extra' component convertible skin reduce heat gain double or triple glazing Gold and Martin, 
1999
phased convertible skin reduce heat gain external solar shading Gold and Martin, 
1999
component accessibility convertible skin reduce heat loss airtightness testing Gold and Martin, 
1999
reversible; standardised 
interfaces; component 
accessibility
convertible skin reduce heat loss insulation Gold and Martin, 
1999
user customisation versatile, 
convertible
structure structure Allowance for future cut outs in walls 
or slabs:  Flat slabs do not 
accommodate holes at a later stage 
without plate bonding or edge 
stiffening because they lose shear 
capacity.  Permissible sizes and 
locations should be stated on the 
drawings.  Prestressed concrete would 
be difficult to cut through in the future.  
Gold and Martin, 
1999
moveable stuff scalable skin, 
structure, 
space plan
structure extended floor plates 1m to allow 
extra floor area.  
office Gold and Martin, 
1999
simple construction 
method
versatile structure structure Use of alternative bracing (instead of 
using shear wall and/ or building cores 
to provide lateral stability, steel 
bracing can be adopted.
Gold and Martin, 
1999
overdesign capacity convertible skin windows  glazed cladding Gold and Martin, 
1999
reversible adjustable skin windows  openable windows Gold and Martin, 
1999
multi-functional 
components
refitable skin, services roof Roof designed for future 
accommodation of PV panels when 
the cost comes down (Wilson et al, 
1998) BAD
Guy and 
Ciarimboli, 2008
modular coordination; 
standardised grid
refitable services service access Easily accessed wiring  (molded 
raceway)  GOOD
Guy and 
Ciarimboli, 2008
configurable stuff; 
joinable/ divisible space
refitable, 
versatile
space plan, 
services
flooring Raised floor system Guy and Shell, 
2003
simple construction 
method
versatile space plan partition walls Platform-type wall construction (walls 
sit on top of the floor structure) (e.g. 
pre-cast concrete floor panels)
Guy and Shell, 
2003
service zones versatile space plan partition walls Wheat-straw interior partition panels Guy and Shell, 
2003
component accessibility 
(handeability)
refitable structure structure Bolted roof trusses and offset tie-
downs or roof to wall connectors
Guy and Shell, 
2003
standardised grid, open 
space
refitable skin façade Windows can either be glass or closed 
panels.  
residential Hertzberger, 2005
space to grow into versatile space plan space  A square depression within the large 
circulation space again creates playful 
interaction and can be filled when not 
in use.
school Hertzberger, 2005
functional separation versatile space plan space  within the large circulation space they 
provide a raised platform which 
provides a space for students to 
cluster around and perform different 
activities
school Hertzberger, 2005
support space versatile space plan space has extra wide ledges over doors 
between classrooms and hallways with 
a pane of glass allowing people to put 
objects up there (e.g. plants, books)
school Hertzberger, 2005
phased versatile space plan space open space under the small terrace 
deliberately left unclosed in spite of 
the usual decision to shut off such 
areas (to avoid clutter and untidiness)
residential Hertzberger, 2005
reversible, moveable stuff scalable space space The small terrace bounded by walls on 
three sides, is eminently sutiable for a 
lateral extension to the living room
residential Hertzberger, 2005
moveable stuff refitable space plan stuff Railings and bars invite one to hang 
things from them or to attach things
residential Hertzberger, 2005
reversible, standardised 
components
refitable space plan stuff The base of perforated blocks can 
have plants put in them.  
residential Hertzberger, 2005
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moveable stuff refitable space plan, 
skin
surfaces differences in levels occur everywhere 
– parapets, railings, post and gutters 
are forms of articulation and represent 
increased possibilities for attachement.
Hertzberger, 2005
moveable stuff refitable space plan surfaces Incentives are inherent in concerete 
perforated building blocks
Hertzberger, 2005
mulit-functional 
component
adjustable space plan material electro chromic glass, which is 
controlled by electrical currents to 
vary the amount of light transmitted.
Hoberman
efficient services adjustable services smart services Adaptive ventilation devices are often 
used in conjunction with double-glazed 
facades to direct air flows and exploit 
convective heat transfer for heating 
and cooling
Hoberman
reversible refitable structure, 
space plan
grid A 300mm grid and interface rules were 
used to enhance component 
interchangeability.  
residential Kendall and 
Teicher, 2000
modular coordination, 
standardised component, 
readily available 
component
refitable structure, 
space plan
grid Japanese construction was 
coordinated by the ken, roughly about 
1.8m
residential Kendall and 
Teicher, 2000
functional separation refitable space space three layer phased approach healthcare Kendall and 
Teicher, 2000
efficient services adjustable skin façade sophistication of building facade 
system
office Kendall, 1999
functional separation refitable space plan, 
services, stuff
fit out system complete ‘slab to slab’ fit-out systems office Kendall, 1999
standardised components refitable space plan flooring Carpets can be leased, and after 
removal returned to the mill for 
recycling
office Kendall, 1999
reversible refitable, 
versatile
space plan, 
services
flooring wire management access floors office Kendall, 1999
standardised component refitable space plan Industrialised 
components
modular ceiling and lighting systems office Kendall, 1999
multi-functional space refitable services Industrialised 
components
modular power and data cabling office Kendall, 1999
space to grow into refitable services service zones tenant-specificed mechanical and air 
conditioning systems
office Kendall, 1999
reversible adjustable, 
versatile
services, 
space plan
building control adaptive servicing (changes in lighting, 
heating and air movement, but also 
power and communications systems 
supply, security, fire alarms, and means 
of escape)
Kronenburg, 2006
standardised components, 
standardised interfaces, 
modular coordination
refitable skin Industrialised 
components
prefabricated modular constructional 
systems
Kronenburg, 2006
joinable/ divisible space adjustable skin reduce heat gain  brise soleil Kronenburg, 2006
joinable/ divisible space adjustable skin reduce heat gain  sun blinds Kronenburg, 2006
service zones adjustable skin roof open roofs for ventilation Kronenburg, 2006
visual linkage; good 
daylighting
versatle, 
adjustable, 
refitable
stuff service capacity Macro Fibre composites/ WAP-
enabled mobile phones
Kronenburg, 2006
communal place adjustable skin ventilation opening vents Kronenburg, 2006
reversible adjustable skin windows opening windows Kronenburg, 2006
standard spaces SmartWrap (Kieran Timberlake) 
polyester film substrate 
Kronenburg, 2006
efficient services, 
configurable stuff
adjustable skin façade  Vinyl curtain is used for the exterior 
wall where one can enter/ exit from 
anywhere.  The result is a strange wall 
that suggests both architecture and 
clothing, industrial product and organic 
entity
Kuma, 2005
simple form, building 
image
convertible skin, 
structure
exterior space top 2 floors setback 2.5 m, w/ roof 
terraces. 
mixed use Leupen, 2006
reversible convertible skin façade generic building with an air of 
architectural distinction
mixed use Leupen, 2006
standardised interfaces, 
moveable stuff
scalable structure foundation An extra piece of foundation was 
provided to enable the building to be 
extended into the garden. 
residential Leupen, 2006
standardised component refitable structure Industrialised 
components
3m x 3m building block office Leupen, 2006
moveable stuff scalable structure Industrialised 
components
Extension to the rear and upwards by 
means of light structures.  
residential Leupen, 2006
extra components? refitable services, 
structure
service access servant elements are taken up in the 
façade zone 
residential Leupen, 2006
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user customisation; space 
to grow into?
versatile space space All the rooms had more or less the 
same dimensions, and  
residential Leupen, 2006
spatial zones, functional 
separation
versatile space space an open zone in the middle of each 
floor which could be used to house 
vertical elements such as access 
structures and ducting.
residential Leupen, 2006
multifunctional space versatile space space made the proportions of rooms not to 
suggest any of the accepted categories 
of living space (e.g. too large to be an 
entrance and too small to be a living 
room or bedroom). 
residential Leupen, 2006
spatial zones versatile space space positioned differently relative to the 
shaft containing the service areas 
residential Leupen, 2006
component accessibility convertible structure storey height  6 m tall ground floor mixed use Leupen, 2006
standardised component convertible structure storey height upper floors 4 m high mixed use Leupen, 2006
functional separation refitable; 
moveable
structure structure The XX office technical life was  set to 
match its 20 yr economic life using 
demountable connections.
office Leupen, 2006
open plan versatile structure structure loadbearing facades mixed use Leupen, 2006
passive climate control versatile space plan ceiling system ventilated ceiling system university Madden, 2008
passive climate control versatile space plan divisible space sub-divisible nave church Madden, 2008
standardised interfaces, 
moveable stuff
scalable structure foundation over-sized foundations office tower Madden, 2008
open space versatile, 
connvertible
space plan generic space main space can be used for a variety of 
functions
church Madden, 2008
open space versatile, 
refitable, 
scalable
structure grid tartan grids university Madden, 2008
overdesign capacity moveable, 
refitable
structure Industrialised 
components
demountable industrial building system two storey 
office building
Madden, 2008
moveable stuff refitable structure, 
skin, services
Industrialised 
components
Kit homes Madden, 2008
modular coordination versatile structure Industrialised 
components
structural frame - cold-rolled steel 
channels (dimensioned to cladding 
panels)
Madden, 2008
moveable stuff scalable structure Industrialised 
components
Trussed rafters Madden, 2008
space to grow into moveable structure inflatable structure tent and inflatable structures Madden, 2008
standardised component refitable structure interestial space deep ceiling voids (interistial spaces) university Madden, 2008
overdesign capacity moveable, 
refitable
structure lightweight 
structure
Weighed 2.7 tonnes residential Madden, 2008
functional separation; 
component accessibility
adjustable space plan moveable stuff movable furniture and equipment, 
sliding screens (none to little changes 
to structure, fabric or services)
Madden, 2008
service zones versatile space plan partition walls moveable partitions university Madden, 2008
compoent accessibility versatile space plan partition walls sliding glass partitions university Madden, 2008
shared ownership versatile space plan partition walls sliding partitions, roller shutters folding 
partitions
Madden, 2008
simple construction 
method
versatile space plan partition walls sliding, demountable and re-locatable 
partitions
university Madden, 2008
reversible scalable skin roof temporary roof covering office tower Madden, 2008
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user customisation versatile, 
refitable
services service access continuous external ducts university Madden, 2008
standardised components refitable services service access Pre-moulded and pre-installed services 
(prefabricated services)
residential Madden, 2008
open space versatile structure, 
services
service access structural elments and services to 
perimeter
musuem Madden, 2008
standard rooms 
(proportions)
versatile structure, 
services
service access structural elments and services to 
perimeter
event space Madden, 2008
efficient services versatile services service capacity HVAC and electrical provisions university Madden, 2008
space to grow into versatile space plan shared space shared accommodation via 2 lecture 
theatres
university Madden, 2008
configurable stuff versatile; 
scalable
simple plan simple orthogonal brick chapel Madden, 2008
overdesign capacity convertible, 
refitable
space plan, 
structure
storey height high ceilings university Madden, 2008
reversible convertible structure structure simplicity of structure Madden, 2008
overdesign capacity convertible structure structurual 
capacity
heavy loads university Madden, 2008
configurable stuff versatile; 
scalable
structure wide span 67m x 67m glass box with steel frame Madden, 2008
user customisation versatile, 
convertible
structure wide span wide spans (deep lattice concrete 
beams w/ reinforced concrete 
columns)
university Madden, 2008
off-site construction refitable skin skin freezer-truck' foamed-core glass fibre-
reinforced roof sandwich panels as 
cladding
Madden, 2008
oversize space versatile space plan space the ramp was to be used as part of the 
gallery and also a space to charge the 
electric vehicle – The use of the 
double height space would be for a 
gallery and also formal entertaining and 
family gatherings -made possible 
through a separate entrance from the 
street
residential Marsh, 2009
oversize space versatile space plan space upper landing is used as a small library residential Marsh, 2009
shared ownership versatile space plan partition walls Relocatable partitions (dismountable 
and repositioned)
OECD, 1976
standardised interfaces, 
moveable stuff
scalable structure foundation provided extra capacity in the 
foundation and main construction to 
allow for a 20% increase in technical 
installations.
healthcare Olsson, 2010
functional separation refitable structure, 
services
interestial space  interstitial spaces above the most 
critical clinical areas
healthcare Olsson, 2010
functional separation refitable structure, 
services
interestial space interstitial spaces as intermediate 
service floors between primary floors
healthcare Olsson, 2010
configurable stuff versatile, 
refitable
services service zones Ventilation was decentralized to 
support defined building sections
healthcare Olsson, 2010
passive climate control scalable, 
versatile
space plan space a core building with other areas 
peripheral with possibilities for 
expansion.
healthcare Olsson, 2010
reversible, moveable stuff scalable space plan space a space reserve of 25%. (some of 
these space reserves have been used 
already because of changes and 
increases in the space programmed 
during planning and design)
healthcare Olsson, 2010
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overdesign capacity versatile structure structure a minimum number of supporting 
columns and walls
healthcare Olsson, 2010
simple construction 
method
versatile space plan the concept of a generic center 
(general and fundamental solutions 
common to all clinical centers in the 
hospital project)
healthcare Olsson, 2010
standardised component refitable stuff Industrialised 
components
inpatient unit (standardisation through 
bed and equipment?)
healthcare Pressler, 2006
component accessibility versatile stuff Industrialised 
components
Modular office system healthcare Pressler, 2006
standardised components refitable services service capacity integrated systems for communication, 
IT and lighting
healthcare Pressler, 2006
multifunctional space versatile space space room size standardization healthcare Pressler, 2006
simple construction 
method
scalable, 
versatile
space plan “shell” space between major 
diagnostic and treatment departments
healthcare Pressler, 2006
overdesign capacity versatile space Soft space facility planning healthcare Pressler, 2006
standardised components refitable space plan partition walls Partition joints (crafty partition details) 
are tongue and groove plus glue 
which, although demountable without 
damage, gives a more pernanent feel 
to the walls than the nailed on cover 
strips of Montereau (the latter have 
the disadvantage of making 
wallpapering difficult)
Rabeneck et al., 
1973
visual; physical linkage; 
configurable stuff
convertible space circulation no “circulation” space Rabeneck et al., 
1974
modular coordination; 
standardised grid
refitable skin façade choice of external wall infill Rabeneck et al., 
1974
passive climate control versatile space plan flooring continuous floor finish Rabeneck et al., 
1974
moveable stuff; joinable/ 
divisible space
refitable, 
versatile
space plan, 
services
grid electrical outlets on grid Rabeneck et al., 
1974
moveable stuff, joinable/ 
divisible space
refitable, 
versatile
structure, 
space plan
grid intricate planning grids Rabeneck et al., 
1974
extra components, 
standardised components, 
locations
refitable space plan, 
services
grid pre-planned relationship between 
basic space and services, wet, and 
electrical
Rabeneck et al., 
1974
standardised component refitable services, 
structure
interestial space service floor or drainage grid Rabeneck et al., 
1974
moveable stuff; joinable/ 
divisible space
refitable, 
versatile
space plan lighting lighting not in ceilings Rabeneck et al., 
1974
moveable stuff refitable, 
adjustable
stuff moveable stuff kits of detachable units Rabeneck et al., 
1974
open space, functional 
separation
versatile, 
refitable
space plan  partition walls ceilings able to take partition fixings Rabeneck et al., 
1974
functional separation versatile, 
refitable
space plan, 
skin
partition walls external walls to accept partitions Rabeneck et al., 
1974
simple plan; simple form versatile, 
refitable
space plan  partition walls floors to take partitions in any position Rabeneck et al., 
1974
simple plan versatile space plan partition walls moveable partitions Rabeneck et al., 
1974
multifunctional space versatile space plan partition walls non-load bearing internal sub-division Rabeneck et al., 
1974
configurable stuff; efficient 
services
versatile space plan partition walls partition systems Rabeneck et al., 
1974
standard spaces versatile space plan partition walls user demountable partition system Rabeneck et al., 
1974
space to grow into versatile space storage storage of unused partitions Rabeneck et al., 
1974
open space versatile structure wide span open structure or frame system Rabeneck et al., 
1974
support space, space to 
grow into, phased
shell and external wall Rabeneck et al., 
1974
open space refitable, 
moveable
structure Industrialised 
components
possibility of dismantling the units to 
upgrade the house, but also to recycle 
and even relocate them
residential Richard, 2006
component accessibility versatile space plan, 
stuff
Industrialised 
components
Super Skeleton & Intelligent Infill Richard, 2006
multifunctional space versatile space plan, 
services
partition walls, 
service access
a flexible partition sub-system with 
provisions to integrate the wiring will 
allow for a new planning layout with 
the same components, without 
destroying gypsum board walls or 
having to “wet-tape” the joints
Richard, 2006
configurable stuff versatile structure, 
space plan
core two fixed cores, one contains the 
staircase and the other one kitchen 
and bathroom on different levels,
residential Schneider and Till, 
2007
overdesign capacity refitable, 
scalable
skin façade the position of the façade is not fixed 
so that the size of the apartments can 
be varied.  
residential Schneider and Till, 
2007
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simple construction 
method
scalable all Industrialised 
components
extension comes as a pre-designed 
and fixed-dimensioned box of 2.5 by 
6m.  – “plugged-in” 
residential Schneider and Till, 
2007
phased versatile space plan partition walls (sliding and folding walls) from open 
plan to a series of physically (not 
acoustically) separated rooms
Schneider and Till, 
2007
space to grow into versatile services radiators Radiators are difficult solutions to 
move and restrict the ways in which a 
room can be finished.
Schneider and Till, 
2007
functional separation scalable all space  the tenant is provided with a basic 
‘shelf’ on which to start their home, 
which can then be expanded over 
time.
Schneider and Till, 
2007
oversize space versatile space plan space ‘sorting zone’ and the space became a 
social centre for the apartment.  a 
space which they call the sorting space 
is the hallway cum study cum storage 
cum ironing space
residential Schneider and Till, 
2007
configurable stuff scalable structure, 
space plan
storey height  several half-storey levels residential Schneider and Till, 
2007
standardised component
refitable space plan, 
services
partition walls demountable drywall panels  office Slaughter, 2001
standardised component refitable skin façade modular panelized cladding system office Slaughter, 2001
standardised components
refitable space plan partition walls a modular block partition wall office Slaughter, 2001
component access
versatile space plan flooring a raised panelized  floor with data 
interface boxes attached to selected 
panels
office Slaughter, 2001
standard component 
locations
refitable services, 
structure
service access locate critical service risers at the 
columns
office Slaughter, 2001
standard component 
locations
refitable services service access place electrical wiring within a hollow 
baseboard
office Slaughter, 2001
component access
versatile services, 
space plan
service access telecommunications and power 
systems were set out in a grid below 
the suspended  floor
office Slaughter, 2001
spatial zones
versatile structure, 
services
space building cores (e.g. utility risers and 
elevators) can be placed at either end 
of the building to 
office Slaughter, 2001
oversize space, space to 
grow into
versatile space plan partition walls  movable partitions and furniture units university Song, 2008
spatial zones, isolatable versatile space plan partition walls  shifts the wall position based on the 
functional need at a given time; the 
division between the kitchen and the 
guest bedroom ‘shifts’ to allocate the 
space between them to whichever 
function is primary
residential Song, 2008
support space versatile space plan, 
stuff
partition walls furniture as wall hotel Song, 2008
spatial zones adjustable structure, 
space plan
partition walls movable floor (vertically shifts) - a 
3x3.5m elevator platform that moves 
freely between the three floors, 
becoming part of the living space or 
kitchen or transforming itself into an 
intimate office space, and granting 
access to books, artwork, and the 
wine cellar
residential Song, 2008
open space, functional 
separation
versatile, 
refitable
services
ceiling system
Suspended ceiling grid designed to 
distribute exposed services school 
SWA, 2011
standardised component
refitable services, stuff
Industrialised 
components
‘Smart Wall’ (standard component for 
each classroom) school 
SWA, 2011
standardised component refitable structure Industrialised 
components
Cross-laminated (or solid) timber (flat 
pack) school 
SWA, 2011
reversible refitable space plan, 
services
Industrialised 
components Plug ‘n’ play connections school 
SWA, 2011
standard rooms versatile space plan partition walls Knock-out panels  school SWA, 2011
multifunctional space versatile space plan, 
services
core pressurized smoke control system 
allows for an ‘open and highly safe 
staircases’ which form the center of 
activity of the office - in the event of 
fire it is blocked off by fire-proof and 
smoke-proof shutters
Takenaka, 2005
mult-functional 
component
none skin, 
structure
integrated 
component
exterior skin integrates the building 
(skin), structure, and facilities 
(services). 
office Takenaka, 2005
user customisation convertible services service zones 10 modules each with their own EPS, 
air conditioning and pipe shafts.
office Takenaka, 2005
component accessibility convertible structure storey height a ceiling height with a minimum of 3.0 
m and a max. of 3.8 m achieving a 
large air space
office Takenaka, 2005
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standardised components; 
moveable stuff
versatile, 
convertible
structure, 
skin
structure By employing an outer brace structure, 
we were able to reduce the installation 
of earthquake-resistant elements 
inside the building, and eliminate the 
need for spatially and structurally rigid 
parts such as the core section of 
conventional office buildings.
Takenaka, 2005
contextual versatile structure, 
space plan
structure simple structure comprising 500mm 
CFT columns, and girder and beams 
with a uniform beam depth of 450mm, 
and using the outer brace structure, 
gives rise to a new office concept and 
a variety of new technologies which 
support this concept.  
Takenaka, 2005
multi-functional 
components
refitable structure structure The structural parts such as the 
columns, beams, and braces have not 
been coverered over, and are part of 
the design connected to the exterior 
skin which breathes and the direct 
celing system, improving easiness of 
any renewal work
office Takenaka, 2005
reversible versatile structure wide span 10.8 m uniform grid and the external 
bracing structure, there are no internal 
walls that restrict functions inside and 
no earthquake-resistance elemetns 
that imped the interior layout, enablign 
the workspace to adapt to changes
office Takenaka, 2005
user customisation versatile, 
convertible
space plan, 
services
cores cleverly positioned cores office 
(speculative)
Till, (presentation)
standardised components? versatile strucure, 
space plan
generic space load-bearing around the edge and then 
in between space
office 
(speculative)
Till, (presentation)
functinoal separation versatile; 
convertible
space plan generic space un-programmed and available office 
(speculative)
Till, (presentation)
open space  versatile services, 
space plan
building control fitted with sensors and computerized 
control systems (e.g. motorized 
lourves)
office Transl, 1998
multifunctional space versatile space space At the ends of the building, beyond 
the structured lab spaces, can be 
unique places, less generic, less 
adaptable, that serve as resting and 
social places (more human adaptable) - 
some spaces generic, some spaces 
specific
Venturi and 
Brown, 2004
open space adjustable stuff moveable stuff a series of pivoting and sliding screens 
and storage units, a stair that could be 
lifted and lowered, and other devices 
to accommodate its combined use as 
home and doctor’s surgery. 
Weston, 2011
support space Rainscreen cladding – Involves hanging 
a thin panel of material from a backing 
wall using proprietary systems of metal 
rails and clips that create a cavity, 
typically 25-30mm deep, to allow the 
movement of air
Weston, 2011
modular coordination; 
standardised grid, 
standardised interfaces
refitable skin façade accept many alternative cladding 
options
office Wilkinson, 1991
configurable stuff versatile structure, 
space plan
grid  10 x 20m grid office Wilkinson, 1991
functional separation versatile space open space big single-volume enclosure Wilkinson, 1991
component accessibility convertible structure storey height  7.5 m high office Wilkinson, 1991
moveable stuff scalable structure, 
space plan
storey height mezzanine floor -  same structure 
provides the spatial enclosure for all 
the different activities housed within 
the building and allows for the 
inclusion of a mezzanine floor level 
where required
office Wilkinson, 1991
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Typolology Soft Contingency Reference
Legislation
British land use planning was created in 1947 to stop land owners building freely 
within technological and typological regulations.   Abley, 2007
Market
Markets are becoming more and more fragmented; the management of product 
variety becomes even more critical. Alizon et al., 2007
Organisation management and maintenance policies and implementation (1998)
Stakeholders attitudes of neighbours (1998)
Ownership model 3 tiers of investment types of development Arge, 2005
Organisation maintenance policies and practice undertaken during its life Ashworth, 1996
Culture
society’s attitude toward the heritage value of everyday industrial buildings (a 
particular building type) Ball, 2002
Legislation local policy  Ball, 2002
Market 2000) Ball, 2002
Ownership model acquirer’s motivations (absentee owner vs. local business interest) Ball, 2002
Ownership model
ownership strategy – ‘sitting on’ buildings in the hope of ultimately finding a 
tenant, or selling at a low price to release capital   Ball, 2002
Stakeholders user demands, attitudes and approaches Ball, 2002
Stakeholders active marketing of the building (estate agents)  Ball, 2002
Procurement 
route procurement (impeding role of PFIs)
Barlow and Koberle‐
Gaiser, 2009
Contractural 
strategy Length of contracts Blakstad, 2001
External physical alternative locations and facilities Blakstad, 2001
Organisation financial muscles to handle changes Blakstad, 2001
Ownership model Own/ lease/ rent Blakstad, 2001
Stakeholders cooperation with other stakeholders Blakstad, 2001
Organisation understand the type of organization (static or volatile)
Blyth and 
Worthington, 2000
Ownership model development option
Blyth and 
Worthington, 2000
Procurement 
route procurement process
Blyth and 
Worthington, 2000
Culture
cultural perception‐ A building is not primarily a building; it is primarily property, 
and as such, subject to the whims of the market. Brand, 1994
Legislation
The lack of economic incentive suggests a role for government, using building 
codes, tax credits, and even direct sponsorship to get buildings that will serve 
the community for generations.    Brand, 1994
Financial Scheme
Economic constraints force sub quality construction or manufacturing to take 
place (Vanegas et al., 1995).   Bullen, 2007
Culture local culture Carthey et al., 2010
Culture prevailing construction practices Carthey et al., 2010
Culture standards Carthey et al., 2010
Legislation building codes Carthey et al., 2010
Legislation guidelines and legal requirements.  Carthey et al., 2010
Legislation
French hospitals require access to daylight in all rooms where people work, 
which has an effect on the layout and dimensions of buildings including sizes of 
courtyards (Building Design Partnership, 2004).   Carthey et al., 2010
Stakeholders consumer attitudes Carthey et al., 2010
Procurement 
route
Modern service models (PFI?) provide suitable solutions which not only consider 
construction but also maintenance – flexible contractual relationships
(offer a service not a product)
Cowee and 
Schewer, 2009
Design process Brief requirements Daizel
route infrastructure.  2009
Legislation tax levels Douglas, 2006
Legislation Flexible planning policies – to increase utilization of buildings (Flexi‐plan) Douglas, 2006
Legislation
Planning restrictions:  use‐class controls, density controls, height and width 
limits, datum lines,  Douglas, 2006
Legislation
The Construction, Design and Management (CDM) Regulations 1994 make it a 
requirement for designers to consider future use and demolition procedures for  Douglas, 2006
Market Inflation Douglas, 2006
Market economic growth Douglas, 2006
Market business cycles Douglas, 2006
Market interest rates Douglas, 2006
Market
Abundance of buildings (oversupply) markets outstripping economic realities 
(prices over‐reaching values) Douglas, 2006
Market
value of site vs. value of the buildng.  If the value of the existing site overcedes 
the value of the building it’s at the end of its economic life. Douglas, 2006
Appendix F: Soft issues from the literature
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Ownership model
Ownership strategy ‐ Mothballing is the process of deliberately vacating and 
closing a building, and protecting it until such time as the property can be 
brought back into benefecial use. Douglas, 2006
Stakeholders user demands    Douglas, 2006
Legislation
 Fannie May's policy of making loan guarantees only to single‐use projects, 
which deters the construciton of mixed‐use buildings and neighborhoods.   Duany et al., 2009
Legislation
st existing codes and standards effectively outlaw the construction of compact, 
diverse, walkable, and connected communities – remove the impediments that 
make smart growth impossible.   Duany et al., 2009
Legislation
The 2005 Spending Review (HM Tresaury, 2004) the Government raised landfill 
taxes to 15 pounds per tonne for active waste.  Property without the facilities to 
support a waste minimization strategy may suffer lower than expected rental 
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007
Legislation
(accessibility) ingress, egress, and circulation within the buildng, nad the 
accessibility of a building’s location.  – Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (took 
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007
Market 
Lack of business case ‐ the market simply has not found a reliable, mutually 
accepted way of identifying sustainability within the existing building stock.
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007
Contractural 
strategy lease length  Finch, 2009
Market periods Finch, 2009
Organisation the 'change readiness' of an organisation Finch, 2009
Ownership model
ownership of real estate ‐ radically new models for corporate real estate 
ownership, including sale and leaseback, virtual communities, interactive 
facilities management, as well as lifestyle support services.   Finch, 2009
Culture North America’s material culture, property value is a primary issue.  Friedman, 2002a
Legislation
Degree of control impedes change ‐ legislative tactics which have maintained a 
tight grasp on the development of our environments.  planning and architectural 
controls – zoning ordinances, building codes, design reviews and deed 
restrictions (slowed the pace of urban development and change)   Friedman, 2002a
Legislation
many different stages of approval end up increasing the cost of housing; the 
time between the period of design and that of construction should be 
minimized, developers continuoulsy lose money in the form of mortgage  Friedman, 2002a
Legislation
While standards ‘can of course help prevent the worst creativity, they can also 
stifle creativity and inhibit adaptation to local situations’ (Southworth and Ben‐
Joseph 1997) – explicit yet variable standards Friedman, 2002a
Legislation
Land use, minimum lot size, and the bulk of structures to be built must conform 
to existing zoning legislation.   Friedman, 2002a
Legislation
One study shows that obtaining permission to change use from agricultural to 
residential use can increase the price of the land by as much as 600‐700 fold, 
creating very substantial gains for the landowner and high costs for house  Friedman, 2002a
Legislation
Multifunctional land use explicitly requires integration of different and hitherto 
fragmented policy arenas and funding mechanisms.   Friedman, 2002a
Market speed of markets  Friedman, 2002a
Legislation municipal legislation Friedman, 2002a
Market
LINKED to Legislation ‐ the value of private property is determined very much by 
zoning, ‘any modification of the status quo may have profound economic  Friedman, 2002a
Stakeholders
requires new collaborations amongst interested and influential stakeholders, 
and recognition of the diversity of the motivations of land owners and  Friedman, 2002a
Culture investment mindset toward buildings (cultural value given to buildings) 1996
Financial Scheme financial methods 1996
Legislation planning legislation  1996
Legislation Building codes (fire safety)  1996
Market value gaps between market sectors 1996
Market market sector demands 1996
Organisation Workplace strategy ‐ closed and private vs. open and collaborative Gelis, 2003
Organisation Organizational scale:  expand vs. contract Gelis, 2003
Organisation Company organization:  centralized vs. dispersed Gelis, 2003
Organisation Management structure:  hierarchical vs. flattened  Gelis, 2003
Contractural 
strategy contractual (short‐term contracts, break clauses, service office space) Gibson, 2001
Culture hours of operation ‐ time (part‐time, school hours, term‐time)  Gibson, 2001
Culture
Working practices (hot‐desking, hotelling, teleworking.  alternative worksplace 
strategies:  non‐territorial environments, activity based settings, satellite offices) Gibson, 2001
External physical drivers Gibson, 2001
Organisation type of facility (headquarters, satelite office) Gibson, 2001
Organisation
organizational flexibility – flattening of hierarchies, focus on core competencies, 
employees have a range of skills for a variety of activities Gibson, 2001
Legislation policy ‐ introduction of landfill tax 1996.   1999
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Legislation
possible future legislations:  use of recycled material in construction, reduction 
in the amount of materials used, reduction of energy in construction/ use, tax 
incentives to improve energy efficiency, increased fuel taxes, carbon tax, 
Gold and Martin, 
1999
Legislation policy ‐ As builts are now mandatory under the CDM regulations 1999
Ownership model
 the developer (short term market, 5 yrs), the owner/ occupier (responsible for 
the building throughout ownership), and the pension fund (responsibility 
Gold and Martin, 
1999
Legislation planning (nature, location, and appearance of buildings) Groak, 1992
Legislation building control (health, safety, and sound construction) Groak, 1992
Market Market condition (slow, aggressive) Guma et al., 2009
Culture high labor costs  Guy and Ciarimboli, 
Legislation landfill tipping fees 2008
Legislation European Parliament on end‐of‐life vehicles 2008
Legislation Germany’s end‐of‐life vehicle act of 2002 2008
Legislation
Dutch tax laws were overhauled recently and no longer allows deduction of 
mortgage cost on fit‐out ownership while maintaining the privilege for ‘real’  Habraken, 2003
Market
Housing usually operates in a sellers market so there is no demand to innovate 
(the product sells anyways) Habraken, 2008
Financial Scheme
Limited resources that have pushed institutions to manage deficiencies in a 
piecemeal manner until there is no other solution other than a larger project.  
Hanitchak and 
Saba, 2009
Stakeholders
Professionals in general, and engineers in particular, usually do only what is 
required or paid for.   Harris, 2005
Stakeholders
So, unless clients, architects, or regulating authorities require quantitative 
performance specifications of sustainability, engineers are not likely to provide  Harris, 2005
External physical neighbouring facilities Heath, 2001
Financial Scheme financial/ economic Heath, 2001
Financial Scheme availability of gap funding Heath, 2001
Legislation legislation policies (planning, building and environmental) Heath, 2001
Market property market evaluation method Heath, 2001
Market interest rates Heath, 2001
Market demand within market sector Heath, 2001
Market price structure Heath, 2001
Stakeholders Attitudes of investors Heath, 2001
Stakeholders Attitudes of developers Heath, 2001
Market
The market for flexible buildings is relatively undeveloped and it is uncommon 
for buildings to be desigend with future change of use in mind (Greden, 2005; 
Israelsson and 
Hansson, 2009
Market Market sector segregation creates solutions for one market and not for another Teicher, 2000
Legislation incentives, legislation, penalties by city authorities Kincaid, 2002
Legislation
A planning requirement that all permissions should include a demonstration 
that proposals allow for a range of uses in the future; at least a demonstration 
that an appropriate range of future uses is not precluded by a particular design  Kincaid, 2002
Legislation Town and Country Planning Act 1990 Kincaid, 2002
Legislation Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 Kincaid, 2002
Legislation Building Act 1984 and Fire Precautions Act 1971 Kincaid, 2002
Legislation Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and Environmental Protection Act 1990 Kincaid, 2002
Legislation English Heritage Approval Kincaid, 2002
Legislation Planning Approval Kincaid, 2002
Legislation Fire Officer Approval Kincaid, 2002
Legislation Building Regulation Approval Kincaid, 2002
Legislation Site Works Approval Kincaid, 2002
Market market constrains and opportunities Kincaid, 2002
Market property value and land value Kincaid, 2002
Market exchange value and tradability Kincaid, 2002
Market rental value and lettibility Kincaid, 2002
Financial Scheme continual financial appraisal of project  Kurul, 2007
Legislation Listing of buildings (addition of conservation officers) Kurul, 2007
Stakeholders developer’s risk attitude  Kurul, 2007
Stakeholders local authority’s development objectives  Kurul, 2007
Stakeholders negotiations between development teams and statutory bodies Kurul, 2007
Stakeholders
Developer's skills, competences and re‐use experience, understanding of risks 
with re‐use projects, risk attitude Kurul, 2007
Stakeholders agent's leve of flexibility Kurul, 2007
Legislation  local planning institutions Land Uses Report
Market Local land markets Land Uses Report
Legislation
policy/ maintenance law (1276), King Magnus, “All farmers who live near the 
church must tar their church every third winter…” (who is responsible, what to 
Larsson and 
Bjorberg, 2004
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Contractural 
strategy rental lease periods reduced from 25 years to 5 years or even less
Leaman and 
Bordass, 2004
Design process renewed interest in briefing and further consolidation of business and design targets Bordass, 2004
Organisation
he rapid rise of businesses that offer high quality, short term office 
accommodation Bordass, 2004
Organisation more stress on property and estate strategies Bordass, 2004
Legislation SAR 65 – modular coordination along with the zoning principal of the 10‐20 grid.  Leupen, 2006
Stakeholders Client mindset ‐ positive encouragement of the client was a significant factor Mellor, 1974
Legislation 200 year housing law which promotes the longer life of housing in Japan Minami, 2009
Legislation
The client can apply for tax reductions and can receive subsidies by designing 
and building a house which complies with the new law and technical guidelines.  
for example, exempt from income tax up to a maximum value of 6 million yen 
over a ten year period according to the balance of the person’s housing loan at 
the end of each year.  Also, the fixed asset tax on long life‐span superior housing 
is reduced by ½ for two years longer than in the case of ordinary housing. Minami, 2009
Procurement 
route
without restructuring of how these projects are funded and pipelined, quality 
and design innovation will go out the window. Olcayto, 2010
Design process translation between program requirements to the physical design  Olsson, 2010
Design process other design considerations (some of which may be conflicting) Olsson, 2010
Financial Scheme
change responsibility (who has to pay for it; if the user is not responsible, they 
thend to demand more) Olsson, 2010
Culture operational and space standards ‐ space allocation rules and size for office Pressler, 2006
Legislation Parker Morris recommendations were made mandatory in 1967.   1973
Stakeholders like architectural psychology (designers mindsets), social and human factors. 1973
Ownership model The way units are let and the way they are managed on a day to day basis.  1974
Design process
design champions should be placed in government, Cabe‐approved design 
review panels, educating lay people involved in the procurement process, 
increased local community involvement,  Rogers, 2011
Ownership model
Architecture and urban planning is about the very long term:  what is really 
needed for the delivery of good design is commitment over a period of 15 years  Rogers, 2011
route
The overall approach to development needs to be more fluid, flexible, and 
pragmatic Rogers, 2011Procurement 
route
There is much to be done to ensure that better design can be achieved through 
better procurement, particularly the case in public buildings. Rogers, 2011
Procurement 
route
PFI are not always the best procurement solution; we should also ensure that 
designers do not have to enter competitions for funding in partnership with 
developers or contractors so that design issues can be assessed independently  Rogers, 2011
Market
Uncertainty and volatility are the main attributes of such markets in which 
important information needed to make investment decisions is either not 
known, or known to change with limited predictability  Salah, 2003
Legislation
user‐led flexibility is killed at its very roots; it is usual to provide the planning 
authority with a complete set of plans showing definitive layouts.  This can be 
passed sometimes by getting agreement for the principles of massing, 
circulation, and unit numbers, but leaving the approval of final layouts until near 
Schneider and Till, 
2007
Market
Market view of housing ‐ A disposable commodity – market‐led factors largely 
determine the shape of housing – massive excess of demand over supply due to 
the scaricity of land or at least land in the right places.  
Schneider and Till, 
2007
Market
Market value ‐ number of rooms is seen to be more important then the size of 
rooms (minimum space standards and designated room types)  (e.g. dining 
rooms are usually long and thin and have two doors thus making them difficult 
Schneider and Till, 
2007
Stakeholders
more to do with the exercise of common sense than it is the application of 
expert knowledge 2007
Market local and national economy Smit, 2011
Market capital markets Smit, 2011
Market property market value Smit, 2011
Legislation
The housing policies of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport are 
also shifting to stock‐oriented policies.  Takenaka, 2005
Legislation
1968 government publication (Space in the Home), which says I got to get 
certain furniture in.  I then do dimensions of the furniture and of people sitting 
on the furniture and moving around the furniture, then I put walls in – and that 
is called architecture. It is that kind of self‐fulfilling logic of space standards  Till (presentation)
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type benefit type benefit reference Type
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit wiliness to pay depends on perceived benefit over time Arge, 2005 adaptability
benefit Reduced Change Impact
any future rebuilding should be simple for the purchaser 
through awareness planning Arge, 2005 adaptability
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit
the real benefit depends on the ‘real’ demand  or the 
actual need to change functions, space Arge, 2005 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value
simpler for the purchaser to sell on than a building 
adapted for a single activity Arge, 2005 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value
there is an use‐value associated with an adaptable 
building  Arge, 2005 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset owners, users unaware of timescales Ashworth, 1996 adaptability
barrier Existing Quality Access Ball, 1999 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality External Image Ball, 1999 adaptation 
barrier Legislative constraint Planning constraints Ball, 1999 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation retention of style and character of buildings  Ball, 2002 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation appropriateness of their location Ball, 2002 adaptation 
benefit Existing Quality  ‘solid build’ qualities of existing building Ball, 2002 adaptation 
benefit Increased Building Longevity more sustainable, environmentally‐friendly  Ball, 2002 adaptation 
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs lower costs for the new user/ owner Ball, 2002 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation
develop modern commercial space w/o facing planning 
gains issues Barlow (3D Reid) adaptation 
benefit Improved Quality enhanced reputation in the market place Barlow (3D Reid) adaptation 
benefit unsure 
increase floor areas by working within planning 
boundaries
Barlow (3D Reid) adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build faster approval programmes as less contentious  Barlow (3D Reid) adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value financial return on improved investment Barlow (3D Reid) adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value increased rental income for fund holder, Barlow (3D Reid) adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value improved investment yield for developer Barlow (3D Reid) adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value improved competitiveness (clients pay more) Barlow (3D Reid) adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value
lower risk management/ improve cost of insurance 
premiums
Barlow (3D Reid) adaptation 
benefit Legislative incentive retain existing high densities & car parking Barlow (3D Reid) adaptation 
barrier Industry Conventions  the impeding role PFI contracts play
Barlow and 
Koberle‐Gaiser, 
2009 adaptability
benefit Legislative incentive
architects were required to demonstrate how the built 
form could be adapted satisfactorily for future use as a 
public library
Barlow and 
Koberle‐Gaiser, 
2009 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value enhances lettability  Baum, 1993 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions Lack of investment  (no public money)  BBC Article adaptation 
benefit Legislative incentive
PFI contracts have brough a resurgance of much needed 
(private) money into the public buildings BBC Article adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Enhance cultural, historical and social values Blakstad, 2001 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity Reduce waste (less demand for new buildings) Blakstad, 2001 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value Good management of capital Blakstad, 2001 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value Long‐term value for money (owners and users) Blakstad, 2001 adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation
community continuity through the continued use of well‐
known buildings 
Boyd and 
Jankovic, 1992 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build Quicker 
Boyd and 
Jankovic, 1992 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build
cheaper to convert to new use than to demolish and 
rebuild 
Boyd and 
Jankovic, 1992 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk higher uncertainty and perceived risk
Boyd and 
Jankovic, 1992 adaptation 
barrier Conventional mindset
owner, occupier and developer each have different 
objectives 
Boyd and 
Jankovic, 1992 adaptation 
benefit Increased Building Longevity more sustainable, environmentally‐friendly 
Boyd and 
Jankovic, 1992 adaptation 
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs lower costs due to tailored investment on tenant needs 
Boyd and 
Jankovic, 1992 adaptation 
barrier Project Complexity generally more complex compared to new build
Boyd and 
Jankovic, 1992 adaptation 
barrier Project Complexity (additional) design and construction constraints 
Boyd and 
Jankovic, 1992 adaptation 
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benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation retention of streetscape and sense of place Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation
valuable community resource from unproductive 
property  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
benefit Improved Quality enhancing aesthetic  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Industry Conventions easier for everyone to produce a new building Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality structural integrity  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk Economic constraints Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Industry Conventions
professional status of creating a new building vs. 
adapting an existing Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk More difficult to predict cost Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk Ongoing maintenance costs Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build
cheaper to convert to new use than to demolish and 
rebuild  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build reduced land acquisition and construction costs Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality difficult to match the performance of a new building Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality site capacity to apply passive techniques  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality availability, price of materials to match existing  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality aesthetics of existing building  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality higher ongoing maintenance costs over a new build  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit viability limited to lifecycle costs/ benefit Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk harder to estimate costs  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier unsure  difficult to quantify the social, environmental value Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
benefit Increased Building Longevity Longer lasting buildings Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
benefit Increased Building Longevity reclaim embodied energy Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
benefit Increased Building Longevity extending the useful life of a building  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
benefit Increased Building Longevity help contain urban sprawl  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
benefit Increased Building Longevity reduction of resource consumption  Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
benefit Increased Building Longevity Continue to meet demands (survive longer) Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Legislative constraint High energy performance requirements Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Legislative constraint difficult to match current standards, e.g. sustainability Bullen, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Industry Conventions
PFI structures are not conducive to good design nor do 
they allow for future proofing of facilities.  
Carthey et al., 
2010  adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions
PPP process is mismatched to healthcare facility 
lifecycles (contracts expect a life of 25 to 30 years; 
change cycles are 5‐10 year timeframes)
Carthey et al., 
2010  adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions Major penalties to suit changed needs
Carthey et al., 
2010  adaptability
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit lack of evidence regarding implementation of tactic
Carthey et al., 
2010  adaptability
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit
time lapse between deployment and implementation of 
tactic
Carthey et al., 
2010  adaptability
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit
it is important to different people at different points in 
time
Cowee and 
Schwehr, 2009 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity Longer life cycle CSA, 2006 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity Reduces the need for additional buildings CSA, 2006 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity
Improved reuse of materials can help sustainability 
issues
CSA, 2006 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value Accommodate a wider range of uses CSA, 2006 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions
The requirement for these features rarely appears in 
briefs. Daizel, 2012 adaptability
benefit Reduced Change Impact Reduction in time required (less down time) Davison, 2006 adaptability
benefit Improved Quality Improved Quality Davison, 2006 adaptability
barrier Higher Risk Additional capital cost Davison, 2006 adaptability
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs Reduction in cost over the buildings life time Davison, 2006 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions PFI financial structure
De Neuvfille et al., 
2009   adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation enables both stability and transformation Dekker,1998 adaptability
benefit Reduced Change Impact can redesign subsystems with less knock‐on effect Dekker,1998 adaptability
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benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation revitalization of run‐down area Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation attract tourists  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation architectural or historic value Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation retention of style and character of buildings Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation
psychological reassurance because of their 
distinguishing characteristics  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation
develop existing physical structures instead of building 
new ones  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation recycling, reuse of materials Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit Improved User Satisfaction
better health benefits for occupants, e.g. dampness and 
air quality Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality Geometry (proportions) Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Industry Conventions shortage of qualified labour Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality Locating matching components Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality Inadequate load capacity Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality Poor condition of existing components/ building Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality Original architectural integrity Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit Existing Quality high thermal capacity, conserve energy  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build Quicker Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build
cheaper to convert to new use than to demolish and 
rebuild  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build cheaper borrowing costs  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build
reduction in the energy required in producing and 
transporting them  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build ‘grandfather’ into planning policies Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality higher ongoing maintenance costs over a new build  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality lower rental income  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality higher energy costs  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality
extended life of the building is only half that of a new 
build
Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk higher uncertainty and perceived risk Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Project Complexity generally more complex compared to new build  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Project Complexity (additional) design and construction constraints  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Legislative constraint Possible conservation costs Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
barrier Legislative constraint full code compliance can be difficult  Douglas, 2006 adaptation 
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency
appropriate support of current and future business 
functions
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Better long term solution
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Reduced Change Impact endure longer periods between refurbishments
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Reduced Change Impact less radical refurbishments
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset Not a significant factor in longer term investments
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset Limited understanding of the subject
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity Important criteria for sustainability
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity reduce environmental impact.  
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value ease of subletting
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value
owner can demand higher rental levels (better rental 
growth)
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Legislative incentive
The 2005 Spending Review (HM Tresaury, 2004) the 
Government raised landfill taxes to 15 pounds per tonne 
for active waste.  
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value over the long term it will add to investment value
Ellison and Sayce, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity extends the useful life Fawcett, 2011 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity better material management for community and society  Fernandez, 2003 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value more functionally agile Fernandez, 2003 adaptability
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs future cost savings for the owner Fernandez, 2003 adaptability
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barrier Legislative constraint
legislative tactics – zoning ordinances, building codes, 
design reviews and deed restrictions all slow the pace of 
change and development
Friedman, 2002 
adaptability
benefit unsure  Saves time on build Fuster, 2009 adaptability
barrier Higher Risk Initial cost Fuster, 2009 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity Extends useful life Fuster, 2009 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value Improved net value Fuster, 2009 adaptability
barrier Legislative constraint Regulations can hinder solutions Fuster, 2009 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions Evaluating systems in isolation Gelis, 2003 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions Measuring the wrong criteria Gelis, 2003 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset Low initial cost mentality (no interest in lifecycle cost) Gelis, 2003 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset Conventional thinking Gelis, 2003 adaptability
benefit Improved User Satisfaction consumer/ user orientated  Geraedts, 2001 adaptability
benefit Reduced Change Impact less inconvenience for neighbours  Geraedts, 2001 adaptability
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit
(in general) the party bearing the initial cost is not the 
one that receives the benefit Geraedts, 2001 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity positive for environment  Geraedts, 2001 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity less new material use  Geraedts, 2001 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity minimize waste Geraedts, 2001 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity longer life span  Geraedts, 2001 adaptability
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs
reduced management and operation costs due to easily 
leased spaces Geraedts, 2001 adaptability
barrier Higher Risk It will cost more initially. Gibb, 2007 adaptability
barrier Higher Risk There is a reluctance in the industry to try new methods. Gibb, 2007 adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation building occupies favorable location 
Gold and Martin, 
1999 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation accommodate new services
Gold and Martin, 
1999 adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value attract new users 
Gold and Martin, 
1999 adaptation 
benefit Legislative incentive better plot ratio than current planning laws
Gold and Martin, 
1999 adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value retain existing users
Gold and Martin, 
1999 adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value increase yields
Gold and Martin, 
1999 adaptation 
benefit Legislative incentive accommodate statutory requirements 
Gold and Martin, 
1999 adaptation 
barrier Industry Conventions
Supply team fragmentation (discourages long‐term 
thinking)
Gorgolewski, 2005 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions Standard procurement method Gorgolewski, 2005 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions Lack of R&D focus of the industry Gorgolewski, 2005 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions Poor knowledge management systems Gorgolewski, 2005 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset Client focused on current needs  Gorgolewski, 2005 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
 faster and cheaper rather than slower and better 
(mindset)
Gorgolewski, 2005 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset Diverse Stakeholder goals Gorgolewski, 2005 adaptability
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit Future uncertainity which creates skepticism Gorgolewski, 2005 adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation address climate change issues better Gosling, 2013 adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation contribute to heritage and community interests Gosling, 2013 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity use resources more efficiently Gosling, 2013 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity extending the economic viability of buildings Gosling, 2013 adaptability
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs reducing maintenance costs Gosling, 2013 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
stakeholders hold varying values for most issues, e.g. 
forms and images, quality, performance, budget Groak, 1992 adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Remain at a single location vs. multiple locations Guma et al., 2009 adaptation 
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benefit Benefits over New Build 
faster and easier because (e.g. no excavations, 
foundations) Guma et al., 2009 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk
Increased capital costs (structure plus the cost of utility 
and building infrastructure capacity required to service 
the addition ‐ elevator shafts, service conduits, heating 
and cooling capacity, etc.).  Guma et al., 2009 adaptation 
benefit Legislative incentive
lock in the zoning as initial application (vertical 
expansion) Guma et al., 2009 adaptation 
barrier Project Complexity
Construction difficulties (e.g. hoisting steel girders, 
maintaining occupation) Guma et al., 2009 adaptation 
benefit Reduced Change Impact ease of maintenance Guy, 2008 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions
the dominance of ‘wet construction’ in the construction 
industry  Guy, 2008 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions lack of construction skill to ‘deconstruct’ Guy, 2008 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity reduce environmental impact, e.g. dust, noise, emissions Guy, 2008 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value maintain resale value Guy, 2008 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value accommodate market demand Guy, 2008 adaptability
benefit Legislative incentive tax benefits  Guy, 2008 adaptability
barrier Project Complexity
construction method (finishes, interfaces, materials) can 
all add complications Guy, 2008 adaptation 
barrier Industry Conventions depends heavily on the cooperation of others  Habraken, 2008 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
architects resent the idea that users would make design 
decisions
Habraken, 2008 adaptability
barrier Higher Risk risk associated with non‐conventional methods Habraken, 2008 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset architects are unable to take the lead in this initiative  Habraken, 2008 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity achieve the longest useful life with the least capital. 
Hanitchak and 
Saba, 2009  adaptability
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit
it is a long‐term issue that fits best with clients with long‐
term aims Harris, 2005 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
many professionals only do what is required of them by 
the client or authorities  Harris, 2005 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
clients dominate the degree to which sustainable 
construction can be delivered Harris, 2005 adaptability
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency improve building management Harrison, 1992 adaptability
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency improve space management  Harrison, 1992 adaptability
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency improve business management  Harrison, 1992 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity extend the utility of designs and products. Hashemian, 2005 adaptability
barrier Existing Quality Financial implications Health, 2001 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality Level of demand Health, 2001 adaptation 
barrier Benefits over New Build  Availability of gap funding Health, 2001 adaptation 
barrier Legislative constraint Planning constraints Health, 2001 adaptation 
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency
maintain optimized configurations relative to changing 
environmental conditions function more effectively
Hoberman and 
Schwitter, 2008 adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation manage the problem of climate change
Hoberman and 
Schwitter, 2008 adaptability
benefit Reduced Change Impact simpler to rebuild (adapt) for the owner
Israelsson and 
Hansson, 2009 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value
easier to sell on than a single function building  
(property owners have a marketing advantage)
Israelsson and 
Hansson, 2009 adaptability
benefit Benefits over New Build 
½ to ¾ the time 
Johnson in 
Langston et al., 
2008 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality
lack of product compatiability by different 
manufacturers  Kendall, 2005 adaptation 
benefit Reduced Change Impact minimize disruption and conflict  Kendall, 2005 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset value is placed on short‐term gratification Kendall, 2005 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity minimize waste Kendall, 2005 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value continual financial appraisal of project  Kurul, 2007 adaptability
barrier Project Complexity generally more complex compared to new build Kurul, 2007 adaptation 
barrier Industry Conventions
Distributed land management/ ownership ‐ Much urban 
land is now managed by a range of quasi‐public, private 
or market‐led management and delivery mechanisms, 
and are not easily coordinated.
Land Use Futures 
Report adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Recycling of materials Langston, 2008 adaptation 
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benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Intrinsic heritage value Langston, 2008 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation  Additional character Langston, 2008 adaptation 
benefit Existing Quality
Existing thermal mass ‐ reduce energy consumption 
(older buildings) Langston, 2008 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build 
Rehabilitated space can be created more quickly than 
new space. Langston, 2008 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build  Cost of conversion is less Langston, 2008 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build  No ground issues Langston, 2008 adaptation 
benefit Increased Building Longevity Reduction in landfill Langston, 2008 adaptation 
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit requires occupants activation 
Leaman and 
Bordass, 2004 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
stakeholders care about different types of changes 
associated with their values and responsibilities
Leaman and 
Bordass, 2004 adaptability
barrier Project Complexity too complicated  
Leaman and 
Bordass, 2004 adaptation 
barrier Effort too much routine effort 
Leaman and 
Bordass, 2004  adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions elements fall into gaps between professions 
Leaman and 
Bordass, 2004  adaptability
benefit Reduced Change Impact cope with changes Leupen, 2005 adaptability
barrier Higher Risk The initial investment will be higher (20‐30%) Leupen, 2005 adaptability
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs
maintenance costs will be lower (10‐15%) and most of 
transformation costs (60‐70%) Leupen, 2005 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity avoidance of capital destruction Leupen, 2006 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity more durable Leupen, 2006 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
we are concerned only when issues come to a boil, when 
they are close to us and fit within our perceptions
Liliendfeld and 
Rathje, 1998  adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset We tend to see issues in black‐and‐white
Liliendfeld and 
Rathje, 1998  adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
We are most concerned with issues when they are close 
to us in terms of time, space, and personal relationships.
Liliendfeld and 
Rathje, 1998  adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset We see only what we want to see
Liliendfeld and 
Rathje, 1998  adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset We are all very confident in our own judgements 
Liliendfeld and 
Rathje, 1998  adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset We look to maintain the status quo.
Liliendfeld and 
Rathje, 1998  adaptability
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit
lack of motivation, e.g. no regulatory or financial 
incentives
Macozoma, 2002 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset we fear change  Macozoma, 2002 adaptability
barrier
Timelapse between Cost & 
Benefit gap between ‘true’ and ‘hidden’ costs  Macozoma, 2002 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions
perspectives often shift from the beginning (positive) to 
the end (negative) of the process Olsson, 2010 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
conflicting interests between the demand and the 
supply side  Olsson, 2010 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
approaches to flexibility are closely held to their own 
incentives  Olsson, 2010 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
user involvement can create conflicts, unobtainable 
expectations
Olsson, 2010 adaptability
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency improved staff utilization Pressler, 2006 adaptability
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency
reduced square footage by minimizing space, staff and 
equipment redundancies Pressler, 2006 adaptability
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency cross‐utilization of space  Pressler, 2006 adaptability
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency increased operational efficiency Pressler, 2006 adaptability
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs future cost savings   Pressler, 2006 adaptability
benefit Improved User Satisfaction provide choice Rabeneck 1974 adaptability
benefit Improved User Satisfaction
provide a positive mindset on the user knowing that it 
can changed Rabeneck 1974 adaptability
benefit Improved User Satisfaction
advantages to the tenants to be variation of number, size, 
shapes, positions, connection between and demarcation 
between rooms.  
Rabeneck 1974
adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions lack of skill to construct Rabeneck 1974 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset Architects are not necessarily the instigators of flexibility.  Rabeneck 1974 adaptability
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benefit Improved Investment Value increased rental value Rabeneck 1974 adaptability
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency evolution of the layout over space and time Richard, 2006  adaptability
benefit Improved User Satisfaction freedom of choice for the first‐use users,  Richard, 2006  adaptability
benefit Improved User Satisfaction opportunity to modify the layout for successive users Richard, 2006  adaptability
benefit Improved User Satisfaction Individualisation Richard, 2006  adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity  elimination of renovation waste. Richard, 2006  adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions
buildings are unique (all prototypes) and constructed as 
monoliths (single final objects) Ridder, 2008 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions fragmentation of the supply chain   Ridder, 2008 adaptability
benefit Legislative incentive
government to safeguard the environment and society’s 
interests  Ridder, 2008 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset planners tend to work in two dimensions Rogers, 2011 adaptability
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency More efficient use of space
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Changeover of technologies easier
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Enable neighborhood modernization
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions
Intentionally designed adaptable building don't last the 
test of time
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions Developers are unlikely to see the benefits
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
barrier Higher Risk It is impossible to predict future requirements.
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
barrier Higher Risk Perception of rise in initial cost
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity Can reduce premature obsolescence.
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity reduces the demand for new buildings
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity increased building longevity
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity Reduced waste and air pollution (15%)
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs  Can reduce costs later on
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs reduced refurbishment costs (developer's profitability)
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity Reduction in embodied and replacement energy
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value Faster sales  (developer's profitability)
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value higher occupancy rates  (developer's profitability)
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value can use space for other purposes
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value can accommodate higher densities
Russell and 
Moffatt, 2001 adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Higher appreciation 
Schneider & Till, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Reduced Change Impact Quicker change (less downtime)
Schneider & Till, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Reduced Change Impact reduced scale and frequency of changes needed 
Schneider & Till, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Improved User Satisfaction fulfill the users expectations 
Schneider & Till, 
2007 adaptability
barrier Industry Conventions flexibility comes at a very long list of items 
Schneider & Till, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Reduced Lifecycle Costs
Offset any addition capital cost w/ long‐term economic 
calculations
Schneider & Till, 
2007 adaptability
barrier Conventional mindset
In the rush to construct short‐term expediency rules 
over long‐term sense 
Schneider & Till, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Increased Building Longevity buildings will last longer 
Schneider & Till, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Improved Investment Value Less occupant fluctuation
Schneider & Till, 
2007 adaptability
benefit Legislative incentive
higher proportion of construction costs qualify for tax 
relief along with quicker redemption
ScottBrownRigg, 
2009 adaptation 
benefit Legislative incentive
potential to claim 100% revenue relief for works of a 
repair and maintenance nature
ScottBrownRigg, 
2009 adaptation 
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benefit Legislative incentive
avoid Section 106 contribution ‐ on average section 106 
payments add an additional 7% to the development 
costs
ScottBrownRigg, 
2009 adaptation 
benefit Improved Quality compete better with local market 
ScottBrownRigg, 
Can do  adaptation 
benefit
Improved Operational 
Efficiency increase quality of workspace, open up workspace
ScottBrownRigg, 
Can do  adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation
address environmental issues (e.g. building services, target 
standards)
ScottBrownRigg, 
Can do  adaptation 
benefit Improved User Satisfaction address occupier needs and help secure tenancy agreements
ScottBrownRigg, 
Can do  adaptation 
benefit Improved User Satisfaction improve wellbeing of users 
ScottBrownRigg, 
Can do  adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build  up to 34% faster
ScottBrownRigg, 
Can do  adaptation 
benefit unsure  work can be done while in occupation 
ScottBrownRigg, 
Can do  adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value improve lettable value (increase net lettable floor)
ScottBrownRigg, 
Can do  adaptation 
barrier Industry Conventions undervalued by real estate investors () Smit, 2011 adaptability
barrier Existing Quality ceilings too low Sunderland, 1984 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality no extra load capacity Sunderland, 1984 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk lack of clarity of knowing users ‘nature and needs’ uncertain adaptability
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Retain social and cultural capital Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Revitalise area Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation Enhance existing stock Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality The standards won’t meet that of a new build. Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality Some building stock is too ugly (don't want to keep) Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
barrier Industry Conventions
Local market will drive for a new solution (rather than 
adapting) Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
benefit Higher Risk Less planning risk (in comparison to new build) Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk Higher initial cost Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
benefit Increased Building Longevity Lower material usage (in comparison to new build) Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build 
Lower overall embodied energy (in comparison to new 
build)
Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build 
Cheaper then demolition and rebuild (in comparison to 
new build) Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
barrier Conventional mindset Developers favour new builds Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
barrier Conventional mindset
End user preference is for new build (rather than 
adapting) Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value Higher resale value Wilkinson, 2008 adaptation 
benefit
Enables Stability & 
Transformation retention of social and cultural capital  Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality poor build quality can increase costs Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality air quality, thermal and acoustic performance  Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
barrier Existing Quality social stigma of previous use Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk higher uncertainty and perceived risk Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
barrier Higher Risk indirect costs Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
benefit Benefits over New Build 
cheaper to convert to new use than to demolish and 
rebuild  Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
benefit Improved Investment Value
increased value of property ‐ 9.8% higher value Chau et 
al.  Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
benefit Legislative incentive higher plot ratios favourable to achieve higher profits  Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
barrier Legislative constraint planning approval issues  Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
barrier unsure  loss of amenity during work Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
barrier unsure  disruption Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
barrier Conventional mindset loss of tenant goodwill Wilkinson, 2009 adaptation 
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Addis and Shouten (2004) x 1
Anderson and Salomon, 2010 x 1
Arge, 2005 x x x x x 5
Altas and Ozsoy, 1998 x x 2
Ash, 2011 x 1
ASTM, 2005 x 1
Ashworth, 2004 x 1
Australian Standards (AS 4299), 1995 x 1
Baldwin and Clark, 2000 x 1
Ball, 1999 x 1
Barlow, et al, 2009 x x 2
Beam, 2009 x x x 3
Blakstad, 2001 x x x 3
Blok, 2006 x 1
Blue Mountains City Council, 2005 x 1
Blyth and Worthington, 2000 x x 2
Boyd & Janovic, 1992 x x 2
Brand, 1994 x 1
Built for Life, 2008 x 1
Bullen, 2009 x x 2
Canadian Standards, Z782-06 x 1
Carthey et al., 2010 x x x 3
Chin+Kunzler, 2006 x 1
Cowee and Schwer, 2009 x x x 3
CSA, 2006 x x x 3
Cuperus, 2001 x 1
Dalziel & Qureshi Cortale, 2012 x x 2
Davison et al., 2006 x 1
Dekker, 1998 x x 2
de Neufville, Lee, & Scholtes, 2009 x x x x 4
DfES website, 2008 x 1
Douglas, J. (2006) x x x x x 5
Dowie & Simon 1994 x 1
Duffy, 1990 0
Edwards, 2005 x 1
Engel, A.; Browning, T. (2008) x 1
Elison and Sauce, 2006 x x x 3
Elsdonk and Fassbinder, 1990 x 1
Fawcett, 2011 x 1
Fernandez, 2003 x x x x x 5
Fletcher et al., 2009 x 1
Finch, 2009 x 1
Fricke and Schulz, 2005 x 1
Friedman, 2002a x x x 3
Fukao, 2008 x 1
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Fuster et al., 2009 x 1
Gann and Barlow, 1996 x x 2
Gausa et al., 2003 x x 2
Gelis, 2000 x x 2
Geraedts, 2006 x x x 3
Geraedts and de Vrij’s (2004) x x x x 4
Gerwin (1993) x 1
Gibb et al, 2007 x 1
Gibson, 2001 x 1
Gijselaar, 2010 x 1
Gold and Martin, 1999 x x x x x 5
Gorgolewski, M. (2005) x x x 3
Gosling,(2013) x x 2
Graham, 2005 x x 2
Gregory, 2011 x 1
Groak, 1992 x x 2
Guma et al., 2009 x 1
Gu, Xue and Nee, 2009 x 1
Guy and Shell, 2003 x 1
Guy and Ciarimboli, 2008 x x x 3
Harbarken, 1998 x 1
Harrison, 1992 x x x 3
Hasemian, M., 2005 x x x 3
Heath, 2001 x x 2
Hertzberger, 2005 x x 2
Hill, 2006 x x 2
Hoberman & Schwitter, 2008 x x 2
Hoekman et al., 2009 x 1
Isaac and Navon, 2011 x 1
Islen and Lamer, 1993 x 1
Israelsson and Hansson. 2009 x x 2
Juneja, (2007) x 1
Kasarda, M. (2007) x 1
Kendall and Teicher, 2000 x 1
Kendall, 1999 x 1
Kendall, 2005 x x 2
Kendall, 2009 x 1
Kingston Uni x 1
Kincaid, 2002 x x x x 4
Kronengburg , R. (2007) x x x 3
Kuma, 2005 x 1
Kurul, 2007 x 1
Langsten et al., 2008 x x 2
Larssen and Bjorberg. 2004 x x x x 4
Leamman and Bordass, 2004 x x x 3
Leicester Local Plan (2006) x 1
Leupen, 2005 x x x x 4
Leupen, 2006 x x 2
Liliendfeld and Rathje, 1998 x 1
London Housing Design Guide (2009) x 1
Lynch, 1958 x 1
Macozoma , D., (2006) x x x 3
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Madden, P. (2008) x x 2
Marsh, 2009 x x 2
McGregor (1994) x 1
Mckee and Konell, 1993 x 1
Monahan, T. 2002 x x 2
Moran, 1979 x 1
Mouilek, 2009 x 1
Multispace, 2004 x x 2
Nielsen, 2010 x 1
NSDG, 2005 x 1
OECD , (1976) x x 2
Olsson, 2010 x x 2
Pati, 2008 x 1
Pressler, 2006. x x x x 4
Rabeneck et al., 1973 x x x x 4
Rawlinson, 2009 x 1
Richard, 2006 x 1
Ridder+Vrijhoef , (2008) x x 2
Rogers, 2011 x 1
Roser and Kazmer (1999) x 1
Rush, 1986 x x 2
Russell and Moffatt, (2001) x x x x x 5
Rydeen, 2004 x 1
Saleh et al., 2003 x 1
Schneider and Till, 2007 x x x x x 5
ScottBrownRigg, 2009 x 1
SEW, 2011 x 1
Slaughter, 2001 x x x 3
Smit, 2010 x x 2
Song, 2008 x x 2
Southampton City Council x 1
SPA Project (2006) x 1
Spuybroek, 2005 x 1
Suh (1998 x 1
Sundin, 2005 x 1
Sutherland, 1984 x x x 3
SWA, 2011 x 1
Takenaka, 2005 x x 2
Transl, 1998 x 1
Urban Design Compendium (2000) x 1
Utida, 1991 x 1
Venturi and Brown, 2004 x 1
Weston, 2011 x 1
Wilkinson, 1991 x 1
Wilkinson, 2008 x 1
Wilkinson, 2009 x 1
Woodcock et al. 1988 x 1
York City, 2006 x 1
WordNet 2.0 (2003) x 1
Dictionary.com (v1.1) x 1
Webster Dictionary (2007) x 1
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This large table is provided by CD (or email).
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Case study Architect Building type Place
B1 Baron Road Primary School Nightingale Associates primary UK
B2 Nottingham Science Park Studio Egret West office UK
B3 BT Brentwood British Telecom office UK
B4 Gateway Sixth Form College Nightingale Associates (Harwell) higher UK
B5 Flexilab Glaxo Smith Kline (GSK) laboratory UK
B6 Creative Arts Centre Ash Sakula office UK
B7 Cellophane House Kieren Timblerlake Architects residential USA
B8 Jubilee Wing Nightingale Associates (London) hospital UK
B9 Takenaka Headquarters Takenaka Corporation office Japan
B10 LCB Depot Ash Sakula office/ UK
B11 Joplin Interim High School DLR Group primary USA
B12 Almen + Vandkunsten Architects residential Denmark
B13 Accordia Alison Brooks Architects residential UK
B14 Queens central Library 1100 Architects library USA
B15 Harlow Alison Brooks Architects residential UK
B16 Peabody Project Ash Sakula residential UK
B17 Wyley Theatre REX Architects theatre USA
B18 The Lift AOC Architects temporary UK
B19 South London Gallery 6a art gallery UK
B20 Winnerish Triangle EPR Architects office UK
B21 Hot House Ash Sakula office/ UK
B22 Nottingham Learning Centre CBP Architects educational UK
B23 Heelis Headquarters FCB Architects office UK
B24 BP3 3DR Architects office UK
B25 Ipswitch John Lyall Architects mixed use UK
B26 Madrid Barajas Airport Rogers, Stirk, Harbour + transportatio Spain
B27 St. Bolophs Nicholas Grimshaw Architects office UK
B28 Aeblelunden Vandkunsten Architects residential Denmark
B29 Bourbon Lane Cartwright Pickard Architects residential UK
B30 Murray Grove Cartwright Pickard Architects residential UK
B31 Health & Safety Headquarters Cartwright Pickard Architects office UK
B32 Milton Keynes Allies & Morrison Architects higher UK
B33 Kent School FCB Architects primary UK
B34 Dartford Judo Club Make Architects UK
B35 Open and Shut House Toh Shimazaki Architects residential UK
B36 Segro Energy Park Segro office UK
B37 Goldsmiths John Lyall Architects office/ UK
B38 BBC Project Allies & Morrison Architects office UK
B39 Derbyshire School Scape primary UK
B40 Park Hill Studio Egret West residential UK
B41 Blue House FAT Architecture residential UK
B42 David Wilson Library Associated Architects library UK
B43 Essex & Suffolk Water Faulkner Brown Architects office UK
B44 Angel Building AHMM Architects office UK
B45 Ely House MAE Architects residential UK
B46 Sunderland Gateway Faulkner Brown Architects higher UK
B47 Colton Square DNA Architects office UK
B48 Phoenix Square Marsh Grochowski Architects mixed use UK
B49 Tower Project FAT Architecture residential UK
B50 St. Giles Renzo Piano Building Workshop mixed use UK
C1 Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts Foster + Partners art musuem UK
C2 Chiswick Park Rogers, Stirk, Harbour + office UK
C3 Civil and Building Engineering Arup higher UK
C4  Halley VI Hugh Broughton Architects laboratory/ Artic
C5 Mary Elliot Scape primary UK
C6 Silk Street Sheppard Robson office UK
C7 Igus Factory Nicholas Grimshaw Architects factory Germany
C8 Myton Road Hampshire County Council temporary UK
C9 Mossbourne Academy Rogers, Stirk, Harbour + secondary UK
C10 Terrapin Registry Drop Mackenzie Wheeler temporary UK
Appendix J: Secondary & Tertiary case study log
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Our definition of adaptability is, ‘the capacity for a building to accommodate effectively the evolving 
demands of its context (i.e. change), thus maximizing value through life.  The above table highlights 
six types of change (e.g. change of function, size, space) we consider under the umbrella term of 
adaptability, which relate to the building differently.  We use Brand’s model to communicate how the 
building can be decomposed into a series of layers that change at different rates (e.g. space plan, skin, 
structure).  The two aspects become the foundation for structuring our investigation into adaptability - 
types of change (how) and building layers (what).  
The three stages below try to capture how adaptability may be considered similarly or differently at 
different points in time - e.g. what was desired in the beginning may not be what was built (e.g. budget 
constraints) or how the building was imagined to change actually happened in a different way.  Both 
successes and failures are vital to conveying a clear understanding of adaptability.  The example case 
study shows the kind of narrative we are looking for regarding what was built.     
01  Adaptability desired/ considered (briefing/ design phase):  
02  Adaptability built/ implemented (constructed building):   
03  Adaptability appropriated/ changed (use phase): 
General information 
Building Name:   
Location:  
Building type (use, uses):  
Cost:  
Finish Date:  
Construction duration:  
Procurement process (e.g. traditional, PFI/ PPP, design-build, competition, partnering): 
Market condition (e.g. excellent, fair, poor):   
Ownership model (e.g. develop-occupy, develop-lease, develop-sell): 
Organisations 
Client/ Developer: 
Architect: 
Engineer: 
Constructor: 
Appendix K: Case study protocol
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Physical Building 
The building parameters are organized based on Brand’s layers.  It’s anticipated that not all information 
will be available.  Parameters highlighted in yellow are considered more critical.    
Site layer 
Building orientation: 
Plot density: 
Block spacing: 
Transportation links: 
Adjacent buildings: 
Structure layer 
Storey height: 
Number of stories: 
Structural grid (morphology): 
System: 
Foundation design: 
Floor loading: 
Skin layer 
Cladding system: 
Roofing system: 
Window (type, size, shape): 
Service layer 
Capacity of services (% over specified): 
Location of services: 
Ventilation system: 
Heating/ cooling system: 
Power system: 
Fire system 
Communication system 
Space Plan layer 
Interior wall partitions/ finish: 
Ceiling system: 
Floor system: 
Lighting system: 
Acoustic design: 
Stuff layer 
Furniture system: 
Fixtures: 
Space layer  
Plan depth: 
Plan width: 
Plan shape: 
Total floor area: 
Core location + (max. Distance to core): 
Corridor locations: 
Room access/ organization: 
Fire design:  
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ID Solution explanation Design Strategy Characteristic Design Tactic layer Glne Type
A1
access door inside 
the vestibule
controls access to part of the building for after hour use by the 
community.  Limits access to a portion of the building by creating an 
alternative circulation path via an additional door
Maximise building use Multiple access points
PRIMARY/ 
TEMPORARY 
FUNCTIONS
4 24 2, 4
A1
4m wide cooridor 
width
Services as a sub‐waiting area and reception for diagnostic imaging while 
allowing for informal communication and providing a sense of openness 
and comfort for the users
Maximise building use; 
Loose fit  
Multi‐functional spaces; 
oversize space; support 
space
WIDE CIRCULATION 2 12,17 2
A1
Magnetic name 
strips
Allows the consultant rooms to be used by any physician  Maximise building use; 
Modularity
Shared ownership (reduced 
specificity); Reversible 
Design 
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION; 
MULTIPLE TENANTS 
3,4 5,7 1
A1 Physician boxes  Provides the physicians a space to store their instruments and allows 
them not to have a set room or working space.  Maximise building use Shared ownership  COMMON SPACE 3 6 1
A1
(consultant room) 
lighting 
configuration
Different lights and switches provided for different tasks the physician 
may need to carry out inside the consultant rooms.   design 'in' time configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 3 6 1
A1
(consultant room) 
magnetic boards
Magnetic boards are used inside every consultant room for messages/ 
posters can be changed easily without damaging the walls.    design 'in' time configurable stuff
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  3 6 1
A1
(consultant room) 
table 
configurations
Tables inside the consultant rooms were designed to allow doctors and 
patients better informal communication and allow for a variety of tasks 
to be conducted easier.  
design 'in' time  multi‐functional 
components 
PRIMARY/ 
TEMPORARY 
FUNCTIONS
3 1,5 1
A1
customised 
operable window 
systems
Windows are comprised of a large pane of inoperable glass and a smaller 
section of metal mesh with an operable shutter which can be open both 
horizontally to allow fresh air/ light in and at the top to allow for 
ventillation.  The mesh is safe against crime and due to its shape doesn't 
allow rain to enter the building.  This system has been used on a previous 
project.  
design 'in' time configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 6 1,6 1
A1
large and colorful 
wayfinding 
graphics
Incorporated a large budget for the building's graphics to increase 
legibility and present an overall feeling of increased comfort.   Aesthetics (image) attitude & character COLOUR 4 5 3,4
A1
open' spatial 
configuration 
(light wells, 
atrium, glass 
partitions)
The incorporation of several light wells, glass partitions, open/ atrium 
areas has increased the visual relationships (light/ lines of sight) between 
spaces and overall connectiveness both between spaces and to the 
outside. 
Passive technique; 
Aesthetics; Increase 
Interactivity
Good daylighting; Spatial 
quality; Good visual linkage 
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; CONNECTION 
TO EXTERIOR; VIEWS 
4,6 18,23 2,4
A1
public to private 
spatial 
organisation
Careful consideration was also given to the vertical stacking of 
programmatic elements moving from more public to private areas.  
There should be an ability to adjust the proportion of spaces between 
administrative, public, and clinical.
Spatial planning
VERTICAL 
ORGANISATION OF 
USES
2 23 2
A1
spatial voids, 
balconies, 
terracies
The Jenga (push and pull) concept created several voids, balconies, 
terracies, etc all of which add to the overall comfort of place. Loose fit; Aesthetics
Support space; Spatial 
quality
EXTRA SPACE (not in 
the brief); 
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR
2 14 2,4
A1 empty terraces
Users have begun to take ownership and appropriate  the different 
spaces by adding plants and other items appropriating the spaces for 
their needs  
‘Unfinished’ design User customisation EMPTY SPACE (stuff 
level)
3 15 2
A1
multiple surface 
levels in treatment 
rooms (multiple 
uses)
The treatment rooms which are larger than the consultant rooms were 
given two surface levels to allow them to be used as a consultant room if 
needed.  Treatment rooms are typically needed less (minor operation).  
The treatment typically only needs a higher surface, but has both types.  
The consultant rooms can’t be used as treatment rooms.
Maximise building use; 
Long life
multi‐functional space; 
Overdesign capacity
STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY (scale, 
daylight, non‐specific 
equipment)); SPECIFIC 
SURPLUS CAPACITY
3 4 2
A1
sink units in office 
spaces 
The second floor office spaces could have had IPS (sink units) added to 
them to allow them to become consultation rooms.  But it would have 
been an extra cost, and now there is a demand for additional 
consultation rooms due to their premium charge.  There would also be 
an issue of access/ security since the public can’t access the rooms 
without a swipe card unless they turn the security off.
Maximise building use; 
Long life
multi‐functional space; 
Overdesign capacity
STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY (scale, 
daylight, non‐specific 
equipment)); SPECIFIC 
SURPLUS CAPACITY
3 4 2
A1
top rail system 
(e.g. hanging art 
system)
Top rail system (www.toprail.com) is used as a standard solution for a 
variety of applications throughtout the building (e.g. offices, consultant 
rooms, GP hot desk area, corridors).  The system serves as an 
intermediate component to hold everything to the walls (e.g. shelving), 
i.e. it allows the user to change the stuff on the walls easy without 
requiring additional support.  Purchased in bulk. 
Modularity; Simplicity 
& Legibility
Reversible design; 
Standardised component
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION; 
STANDARD PRODUCT
3,4 6,7 1,2,3
A1
service grid 
accessible with 
drop down ceiling
The services are a mess! (mix mode – natural and mechanical) Hideous 
grid system – the M+E contractor just went off on their own, and 
because the contractor is in control they couldn’t do anything about it 
(result of the procurement process).  While the grided ceiling provides 
access it would be impossible to adjust the services.  There is no capacity 
in the plant for extra services.  The roof is a sea of duct work. 
Modularity Component accessibility REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  5 10 3
A1
non‐loadbearing 
partitions (tied to 
spatial 
configuration)
The internal partitions can be taken down/ moved.  But with all the 
voids/ open spaces causes a greater level of rigidity with the structural 
layer (complexity of form leads to a rigidness to the otherwise 
changeable)
Modularity Functional separation FRAMED STRUCTURE 4,7 5, 13 2,4
A1
divisible and 
convertible 
meeting rooms
The Health Centre was designed with eight meeting rooms, five of which 
can be divided up into three smaller rooms using acoustic separators. 
After occupying the building, they realised that they had too many 
meeting rooms, so two have been given over to counselling. 
Maximise building use; 
Spatial planning; loose 
fit
multi‐functional space; 
divisible/ joinable space
ADD/TAKE DOWN A 
WALL; STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY (scale, 
daylight, non‐specific 
equipment)
4
6, 13, 
17
2
A1
variety of 
furniture (linked 
to modular room 
layout)
Library, teaching room and staffroom can be used as meeting rooms or 
other activities because of the variety of furniture inside. Maximise building use Multi‐functional space
VARIETY OF 
FURNITURE
3 5 2
A1
modular room 
layout (linked to 
meeting rooms 
and multi‐
functional spaces
Converting rooms to different uses is also aided by the fact that the 
rooms have a modular layout. Spatial planning
Standardised room sizes; 
Standard grid
STANDARD ROOM 
SIZE; STRUCTURAL 
GRID
2 19 4
Appendix L: Design solutions table from Primary case studies 
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A1
no locks on 
drawers and 
standardised locks
They deliberately did not put locks on drawers in order to avoid people 
colonising them with personal items/equipment. However, each 
consulting room has a storage cupboard, but with standard locks so that 
they don’t have the problem of people losing keys.
Maximise building use Shared ownership (reduced 
specificity) 
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION
3 5 1
A1
community space 
(proportions, 
shape and floor 
design) ‐ linked to 
the vestibule
 The community space is very well designed. It can be partitioned into 
two rooms and has a sprung floor, so it can be used for a wide range of 
activities e.g. counselling, immunisation, dance + movement classes etc… 
Maximise building use; 
Spatial planning; Long 
Life
Multi‐functional space; 
Joinable/ divisible space; 
Simple plan;  Overdesign 
capacity
UNDEFINED SPACE; 
RECTANGLE; 
ADJUSTABLE 
PARTITION; 
4 5,13 2,4
A1 universal toilets  Loos:  No staff loos, All loos are single wc, All loos are suitable ‐ disabled, 
male, female, specimen Maximise building use
Shared ownership 
(changing the label on the 
door) 
NO LABEL  1 17 1
A1 refillable trays
Room stocking:  Done on a refillable tray ‐ tray filled out of room at 
central store and restocked new tray brought in and part used tray 
removed ‐ same for all clinical spaces ‐ allows quick restock instea dof 
checking each drawer or cupboard and working out what needs 
replacing.
Modularity; Simplicity 
& Legibility
Reversible Design; 
Standardised component
INTERMEDIATE 
COMPONENT; 
STANDARD PRODUCT
3 6 1
A1
community 
artwork
The corridors display community artwork which is changed regularly 
(easy to do because of how it is hung ‐ top rail system).  Displaying 
community artwork creates a sense of 'ownership' (appropriation) of the 
building to the community.
Aesthetics attitude & character ART 1,3 15 3
A1
wall‐mounted 
lighting (combine 
w/ lighting 
configuration)
Challenged the lighting needed for consultant rooms (HBN‐40 says it 
needs to be ceiling mounted), but they have uplight/ downlight (wall 
mounted).
Design 'in' time Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 3 5 1
A1
including an 
additional service
With the inclusion of the diagnostic imaging department there has been 
a large increase in the number of breast scans as opposed to the 
previous condition of having mobile units out in the community.  
Multiple scales A communal place MIXED 
DEMOGRAPHICS
9 23 4
A2
oversized and 
nondetrmimed 
space ‐ lobby
The space is way over scaled for a building of this size, but they never 
determined what the lobby should be used for ‐ its a place for parties, 
book launches, lectures, informal discussions, meetings, conert recitals, 
or dinners.  
Loose fit; maximise 
building use
Oversize space; Multi‐
functional space
UNDEFINED SPACE; 
ENLARGED GROUND 
FLOOR SPACE
2
12, 21, 
22
2,4
A2
back extension 
(neighbouring 
site)
We will close the road behind the building and plant eight apple trees 
and pave it with Dutch paving bricks and that will be a similar undefined 
space that we can use for a variety of events.  
Unfinished design Space to grow into EXISTING SITE 8,9 20, (23 5
A2
atruim (interior 
void)
The atrium space provides a visual connection between the three floors 
of studio space, but at some point if they wanted to add additional floor 
space the structure allows them to floor that out. 
Aesthetics; Passive 
technique; Increase 
interactivity 
Spatial quality;  Good 
daylighting; Physical & 
Visual linkage 
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR; DIRECT 
LIGHT (openings)
2 14 5
A2
floor/ structure 
capacity  extra capacity to fill in atrium void
Long life;  Unfinished 
Design
Overdesign capacity; Space 
to grow into
GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY; EXPAND 
ONTO ROOF; 
7 2 5
A2
lintels (laent 
capacicity/ 
overdesigned)
Exterior wall riddled with lintels so if they want to knock holes in the wall 
for windows they can simply remove that panel at a minimum cost.  It 
costs practically nothing to put the beam and day joint in as they are 
constructing it, but can cost a huge amount to do it later on.
Long life; Passitve 
technique
Overdesign capacity; Good 
daylighting
SPECIFIC SURPLUS 
CAPACITY; DIRECT 
LIGHT (openings)
6,7 2,4 3,5
A2
number of stories 
(latet capacity and 
permission)
The current building is four stories in height, but planning permission 
was granted for six and the foundation/ structure could also support two 
additonal floors.  
Long life;  Unfinished 
Design
Overdesign capacity; Space 
to grow into
GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY; EXPAND 
ONTO ROOF
7 2 5
A2
west extension 
(neighbouring 
site)
The building was also designed to allow for an extension to the west if 
the neighboring site was every purchased in the future.   Knock out panel 
:) 
Spatial planning; Long 
life
Connect buildngs; 
Overdesign capacity
NEIGHBOURING SITE; 
CREATE/REMOVE 
OPENING 
6,8,9 2,4,23 5
A2
exterior wall 
configuration
The exterior walls can be conceived as having three layers:  the outside 
one for is its image, the middle layer is for weathering (waterproofing 
and thermal) and the inside one has to do with the versitility of the room 
and that you can put a partition every 1.5 metres to change the spatial 
layout easily.  
Modularity; spatial 
planning
Functional Separation; 
Modular Coordination
LAYERED  EXTERIOR; 
GRID COORDINATION 4,5,6 1,7,10 1,2,4
A2
outside spaces 
(landscape) ‐ non‐
brief spaces
They have a roof deck on the top floor and a cascading garden so that 
each studio has a sense of greenery outside their windows.  The 
'fractured' south facing facade is also a reaction to complex rights‐of‐
light issues and the more intimate scale of the minor street.
Loose fit; Multiple 
scales
Support space; A 
communal place (good 
exterior spaces)
EXTERIOR SPACE; 
SOCIAL SPACE (sense 
of place)
1,8 14 2.,5
A2
non‐essential, non‐
brief, larger than 
necessary 
staircase
The basement, ground, and first floors are linked by a spiril stair which 
serves as a special architecture moment within the lobby space creating 
a linking and social experience between the three different levels.  
Loose fit; Multiple 
scales
Support space; Oversize 
space; A communal place 
(good exterior spaces)
ADDITIONAL 
CIRCULATION; WIDE 
CIRCULATION 
1,2 14,24 2
A2
orthogonal/ 
simple building 
shape/ skin
We can afford to spend extra money with the circulation (stairs, corridor 
widths), because they do fairly straight forward buildings (we are 
interested in making social space). 
Spatial planning; 
Simplicity & Legibility
Simple plan; Simple form; 
Simple Construction Form
BOX‐SHAPED; 
ORTHOGONAL 
SHAPES; 
4,5,6,7 1,5,13 2,4
A2
master plan 
(understanding 
the building in its 
larger context)
The building entrance and access fit into a larger area scheme that links 
circulation between St. Peter's church, the Tate Modern and its new 
extension, Bankside 1, 2, 3, this building and beyond.  The concept allows 
good movement and access through the site to other urban nodes.   
Multiple scales Circulation (neighbourhood 
scale)
LINKED CIRCULATION 
POINTS
8,9 23, 24 2,5
A2
linear lightwell 
(access to natural 
light)
The lightwell stretches the length of the site and provides natural light to 
the workshop spaces in the basement
Passive technique; 
Aesthetics; Maximise 
building use 
Good daylighting, Spatial 
quality; Multi‐functional 
spaces
ROOM W/ NATURAL 
LIGHT; DIRECT LIGHT; 
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR
6,8 18 2,4
A2
variety of meeting 
spaces
Each studio floor has enclosed formal meeting spaces while the ground 
floor lobby space typically provides a loose arrangement of tables and 
chairs that can be used for quick meetings with consultants or material 
reps.  The top floor provides the largest meeting space with a large glaze 
wall overlookng the roof deck and a prominant roof light giving the space 
a special character.  Meetings can also take place on the roof deck or in 
the adjacent cafe on the ground floor that the practice owns.  
Spatial planning Spatial variety ROOM SIZES; 
INTERIOR/ EXTERIOR 4 19 2
466
A2
simple, exposed, 
durable detailing
Materials and connections are simple, straightforward, and robust.  
Concrete columns, soffits, and walls are left exposed often.  
Simplicity & Legibility; 
Long life
Simple construction 
method (exposed 
structure; simple 
connections); Durability
SIMPLE & MINIMUM 
FINISHES
4,7 7 3
A2
standardised 
office furniture Standard office furniture is used Simplicity & Legibility  Standardised components STANDARD PRODUCT 3 5 1,2
A2
configurable 
workspace 
arrangment
Furniture is organized into blocks of six grouped around team meeting 
tables and storage spaces, but could be reconfigured based on team sizes 
to 3, 6, 9, 12, or more.  In addition 'hot desk' locations are provided on 
each level, which can also be used as lay‐out space for drawings.  Within 
the workspace there is no hierarchy everyone sits in the open studio 
space.
Loose fit; Modularity Open space; Moveable 
stuff
LOOSE FURNITURE; 
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
3 10,16 1,2
A2
universal form/ 
image ‐ 
nonspecific
Could be sublet or sold on if necessary (genericness of the space).   
Aesthetic not tied to a particular use or company. 
Simplicity & Legibility; 
Aesthetics
Simple form; Building 
Image (familarity)
Universal Image 
(familiar);  6 5,17 4
A2 raised floor The services are ran horizontally under the raised floor and can be 
changed according to the workspace configuration. Modularity Component accessibility
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  4,5 10 3
A2 natural ventilation
Natural ventilation was discarded even with the buildng's narrow plan 
due to the amount of noise and traffic pollution from the main street; 
however, some of the windows were made operable to allow for some 
natural ventilation after hours. 
Passive technique; 
Design 'in' time
Multiple Ventilation 
strategies; configurable 
stuff
CROSS VENTILATION  4,5,9 6,18 3
A2
lighting 
configurations
The workspaces receive a lot of light from the glazed facade to the north, 
and daylight sensors were installed to maintain the appropriate level of 
lighting in the space without relying on manual swtiches.  Each station is 
also provided a task light for personal control.  
Design 'in' time  Configurable stuff (good 
lighting)
ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 3,4 6 1
A2 color accents Color is used boldly and in bursts to punctuage the space (orangey‐red 
sofas, acid yellow screens to kitchens, etc.) Aesthetics Attitude & character COLOUR 4 6 3
A2 showers/ lockers Showers and lockers are provided in the basement level for employees.  Loose fit Support space (extra space) EXTRA SPACE (not in 
the brief) 1 14 4
A2
transportation 
links
BR statiions at London Bridge and Waterloo (within 10 minutes walk) and 
additional underground stations at Southwark, Blackfriars, and St. Paul's.  
Several bus routes as well alond Southwark Street and Blackfriars road.
Multiple scales Good location 
(transportation links)
TRANSPORTATION 
LINKS
9 23 4
A2
neighbouring 
buildings
Vibrant and busy area.  Mixed uses, continual development on going in 
the area transforming it into one of the premiere areas in London to 
work or live. 
Multiple scales Good location (variety of 
uses)
SUPPLEMENTARY 
USES
9 23 4
A3
historic narrative ‐ 
design concept 
interwoven w/ a 
sense of place
 The chief planning officer was against the use of expanded metal mesh 
for the facade given the historic Georgian high street.  However, the 
architect was able to appeal to the planning committee by weaving the 
materiality of the facade into a historic narrative of the place and 
illustrating its potential beauty through a strong concept of place.
Aesthetics Time interwoven HISTORIC NARRATIVE 
(design concept) 6 22 4
A3 retractable seats   The seats inside the theatre can be retracted so it can be used for 
conferences, weddings, a variety of events.  Design 'in' time Configurable stuff
ADJUSTABLE 
FURNITURE
43 6 1,2
A3 separate access
Separate access would have allowed for the space to be separated from 
the remainder of the building and have direct access to the street 
(proposed plaza area.)
Maximise building use Multiple access points
PRIMARY/ 
TEMPORARY 
FUNCTIONS
6 24 2,4
A3 large window
It would have been more adaptable if could have put a window in 
(daylight), but acoustical glass was outside the budget and thus the 
window was lost.
Passive technique Good day lighting DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings)
6 18 2
A3 large open space  large space can be used in a vareity of ways Loose fit; Maximise 
building use
Open space;  Multi‐
functional space
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
4 21 2,4
A3
defining the space 
(labelling)
 The theatre is used as a multi‐purpose community space as opposed to a 
fixed theatre. 
Maximise building use; 
Multiple scales
Shared ownership; A 
communal place
NO LABEL; SOCIAL 
SPACE (sense of place) 1 22 2,4
A3
open plan space 
(top floor)
Allows for the space to be used as one large space or sub‐divided into 
multiple spaces. The top floor plan was able to adapt to change in the 
market.  The spatial configuration allowed for what was to be a 
restaurant to easily become incubator offices with the addition of 
interior partitions.  
Loose fit Open space
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
4 21 2,4
A3
non‐load bearing 
partitions (framed 
construction)
Allows for them to be knocked down and/ or built in different locations.  
The partitions can easily be removed if there were to be another shift in 
the market to be developed as residential units. 
Modularity Functional separation FRAMED STRUCTURE 4,7 5,13 2,4
A3
Wide column 
spans
Good structural span.  Columns don't impinge on a variety of layout 
configurations.
Long life; Spatial 
planning
Open space; Standard grid
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; STRUCTURAL 
GRID
7 1 2,4
A3 depth of plan Allow for natural light and for the plan to be sub‐divided in different 
ways
Spatial planning; 
Passive technique
Divisible/ Joinable space;  
Shallow plan depth
SHALLOW PLAN 
DEPTH; ADD/TAKE 
DOWN A WALL
4 13, 18 2,4
A3
floor to floor 
height
Tall enough to allow for different uses (dimension)     Loose fit Oversize space TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS 4 12 2,4
A3
relationship with 
neighbouring 
buildings
The building while having a very different aesthetic value to its 
neighbouring 'Georgian' buildings, it has adapted relationships to the 
building height, storey heights and window heights.  
Aesthetic; Multiple 
scales
Spatial quality; Contextual RELATIONAL;  9 1 4
A3
ground floor open 
to the street ‐ 
gallery space?
The ground floor is open to the public allowing people to wonder into 
the building.  Allows for the public to enage the building and its uses and 
not have the conventional inside/ outside restriction
Maximise building use; 
Multiple scales
Use differentiation; Mixed 
demographics; A 
communal place
SOCIAL SPACE (sense 
of place); MIXED 
DEMOGRAPHICS
1 22 4
A3
restaurant open to 
public
The restaurants initial purpose was to serve the theatre when events 
took place; but it serves the community now and remains open a regular 
set of hours which is not restricted to theatre performances.
Maximise building use; 
Multiple scales
Use differentiation; Mixed 
demographics; A 
communal place
MIXED USES; MIXED 
DEMOGRAPHICS;  1 22 4
A3
neighbouring site 
(building 
extension)
 If this little café goes there’s actually an empty lot there that could 
become a really nice square as a forecourt for the art centre.  And they 
also wanted this to be a kind of memorial square to victims of bombs and 
the Second World War because Folkestone was bombed quite a lot, but 
it was also the point where most, or very many, soldiers from the 
Commonwealth and from the UK actually disembarked or embarked.
Unfinished design; 
Multiple scales; 
Maximise Building use; 
Spatial planning
Space to grow into; A 
communal space; Multi‐
functional space; Spatial 
ambiguity
NEIGHBOURING SITE; 
CREATE LINK; GOOD 
EXTERIOR SPACE
9 14,23 5
A4 small kiosks no main circulation (desk) area  Modularity Movable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE 3,4 6 1,2
A4
adjustable 
furniture
shelving, chairs, tables, desks Design 'in' time Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE 
FURNITURE
1 6 1
467
A4
Large, open 
collection areas very large spaces full of moveable stuff Loose fit Open space
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
2 21 2
A4 10m column spans  Large column spans allow for different spatial configurations within the 
large open collection areas
Long life; Spatial 
planning
Wide span Framed 
Structure; Standard grid
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; STRUCTURAL 
GRID
7 1 4
A4
raised access floor 
system  to run cabling and add in the flexibility of the space. Modularity Component accessibility
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  4,5 10 3
A4 large public plaza 
The space in front of the library is designed as a series of plateaus which 
can be used as tier seating for special events like local parades or 
marathons and is equipped with electrical power for temporary uses.  
Spatial planning; 
Mutliple scales
Spatial ambiguity; A 
communal space
GOOD EXTERIOR 
SPACE; OPEN TO 
OUTSIDE
8
14, 20, 
23
2,5
A4
Exposed fasteners 
w/ rainscreen 
cladding
The majority of the library is cladded as a rainscreen system using swiss 
pearl panels with exposed fasteners which allow the panels to be 
switched out easily without disturbing the thermal break.  
Modularity Reversible design REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  6 7 2
A4
Staircase and 
Façade (visualising 
the activity inside)
The monumental public stair in the two storey lobby space will convey 
the activity of people moving up and down the stairs on to the 
translucent panels of varying depths with programmable sensors which 
will light up.  
Increase interactivity Physical & Visual linkage
TRANSPARENT 
MATERIALS; WIDE 
CIRCULATION
1,4,5  14, 22 4
A4
Exterior outlets & 
urban furniture
The plaza is also equipped with electrical outlets throughout and urban 
furniture both of which support the use of the wireless internet signal 
the library will broadcast into the plaza and park area.  
Maximise buildng use Multi‐functional space
STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY (scale, 
daylight, non‐specific 
equipment)
1,5,8 17, 22 2
A4
Spatial 
organisation (fixed 
spaces/ flexible 
spaces)
The programme for the building was organized as contemporary (highly 
active, noisy spaces) on the ground floor – laptop bar, café, youth areas 
with more traditional, quieter areas on the second floor ‐ periodicals, 
computer, meeting spaces.  
Spatial planning Spatial zones FIXED VS FLEXIBLE 
SPACE  4 21,23 2,4
A4 temporary space  Relocate to a new location (shopping mall) temporarily while a new 
building is constructed. 
Maximise building use; 
Modularity; Design 'in' 
time
Multi‐functional space; Use 
differentiation; Moveable 
stuff; Not precious
LOOSE FURNITURE; 
CHEAP MATERIALS; 
MIXED USES; LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
3,4,5 17, 21 2,4
A4
transportation 
links
The library wanted the new facility to be downtown, on the bus route 
and have a sidewalk presence (something renovating the existing facility 
could not provide).  
Multiple scales Good location 
(transportation links)
TRANSPORTATION 
LINKS
9 23 4
A5 standard 6m grid  Design does not stray away from grided system  Long life; Spatial 
planning
Wide span Framed 
Structure; Standard grid
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; STRUCTURAL 
GRID
7 1 4
A5 orthogonal spaces  All spaces are rectangular Spatial planning Simple plan ORTHOGONAL SHAPES 2 13 2,4,5
A5
simple building 
technologies 
concrete framed building used simple building technologies to avoid skill 
polarization of the local labour  Simplicity & Legibility 
Simple Construction 
method  
STANDARD PRODUCT; 
MATURE  BUILDING 
TECHNOLOGY 
(industry)
7 5 3,5
A5
design of exterior 
panels  
 The exterior wall components (e.g. metal panels, sandstone) are 
connected using dry connections (screws) and are easily changed if 
necessary. The weight and scale of the components were also 
considered.  
Modularity Reversible design REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  6 1,5,7 3
A5 Floor loadings  Over‐designed to allow for future uses to be accommodated and 
potential shifts in Italian laws as well.   Loose fit Overdesign capacity
GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
7 2 4
A5 Building location Positioned on the site with consideration to allow for a future horizontal 
extension (double the volume).   Unfinished design Space to grow into  EXISTING SITE 8 20 5
A5
non load bearing 
partitions
Several rooms have changed uses (e.g. laboratory to flexible meeting 
space) and have been joined together by the removal of drywall 
partitions and doors to support the changing needs of the occupants.  
Modularity Functional separation FRAMED STRUCTURE 4 5,13 2,4
A5 movable wall units Movable units are used to supply storage/ support for the use in the 
space (standard component)
Modularity; Simplicity 
& Legibility
Movable stuff; 
Standardised component
LOOSE FURNITURE; 
STANDARD PRODUCT 3 5,6 1,2
A5
continuity of floor 
covering
standardised solution which runs underneath interior partitions 
increasing the versatility of the wall locations without having to redo the 
floor surface.  
Modularity; Simplicity 
& Legibility
Reversible design; 
Standardised component 
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  4 1 2
A5 legible circulation 
a legible circulation system makes orientation easy as well as it improves 
visual‐spatial relationships between the interior and exterior spaces.  
dividable and/or joinable?
Increase interactivity; 
Spatial planning
Physical & visual linkage; 
simple plan 
ORTHOGONAL 
SHAPES; VIEWS 
(outward looking); 
DIRECT LINKS
2 24 2
A5 large lobby space  
The lobby is a good example of a large ‘circulation’ space which can be 
used for events and/ or temporary exhibitions given its large size and 
natural daylight ‐ double‐height atrium void with light from above.
Loose fit; Maximise 
Building use; Passive 
technique
Oversize space; Multi‐
functional space; Good 
daylighting
UNDEFINED SPACE; 
ENLARGED GROUND 
FLOOR SPACE
4 12 2,4
A5
large adjacent 
shed
The adjacent shed (prefabricated concrete) is currently used for storage, 
but could be adapted to a variety of uses given its scale, spatial and 
structural capacity.  
Loose fit Support space STORAGE SPACE 4,7 2,21 2,4
A5
rooms vary 
between 8 ‐ 40 
sqm
Rooms come in different sizes (8 up to 40 square meters). This ensures
flexibility to changing needs  Spatial planning Spatial variety ROOM SIZES 2 10 2
A5
oversized 
circulation spaces
Ground and first floor: some of the circulation areas have been oversized 
in order to have enough
space in case of need to install an elevator properly and/or to connect to 
a building potential extension. 
Loose fit; Unfinished 
design
oversize space; Support 
space; Space to grow into WIDE CIRCULATION 2 12 4,5
A5 storage space A large storage is located on the basement Loose fit Support space STORAGE SPACE 2 14 4
A5 dropped ceilings Dropped ceilings have been installed in each room. Mechanical and 
technical equipments are located inside. Modularity Component accessibility
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  5 10 3
A5
structural 
redundancy (see 
floor loadings 
above)
Structure has been oversized in order to match with potential changes of
use. Long life Overdesign capacity GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
7 2 4
A6 Site Access
The only access is from one side (because of the motorway), thus making 
access to the site tight.  Being a fully acute hospital, separate access is 
needed for A&E, deliveries, etc.  The ring road for fire access has been a 
problem.  NA allowed for 6m, but local regulations were for 7m and 
regulations did not allow for the building to cantilever over the road 
albeit being 10m high in the air. 
Maximise building use Multiple access points USE DIFFERENTIATION 8,9 23,24 4,5
468
A6
4.5m floor to floor 
heights
Floor to floor height is 4.5 metres using a downstand beam structure as 
the cheapest solution.  If the client has additional money they will go for 
a flat slab which allows for a much freer service distribution and can 
reduce the floor to floor heights.  Right now, they want to keep their 
options open.  
Loose fit Oversize space (tall floor 
heights)
TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS 4 12 2,4
A6
Car park floor 
heights
The multi‐storey car park was first designed to maximise parking spaces 
providing the most efficient, economical solution given the compact 
nature of the site, but then the client asked NA to adjust the floor height 
to match the adjacent building.  In this case, the client is willing to reduce 
the number of car parking bays for a more convertible option.  
Loose fit Oversize space (tall floor 
heights)
TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS 4 12 4
A6 Structural Grid Consistent grid pattern throughout the wings.   Long life; Spatial 
planning
Wide span Framed 
Structure; Standard grid STRUCTURAL GRID 7 1 2,4
A6 Lift design
Lifts are standardised to the largest size due to the movement of beds.   
There are several lifts given the separation of floors, the need for 
patients and public access to be separate, and the minimum travel 
distance for fire regulations.  
Long life Over design capacity GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
5,7 2 4
A6 Façade design
The façade is a modular, curtain wall system which can be changed from 
the outside. It consists of a double skin – a mesh is positioned about a 
metre away from the curtain wall system.  The gap between the two 
layers allows for maintenance of the inner façade.  The mesh hides the 
individual air con units (office floors).  
Modularity; Spatial 
planning; Simplicity & 
Legibility
Reversible design; Modular 
Coordination; Standardised 
component
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION; GRID 
COORDINATION; 
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION
6 5,7,10 3,4,5
A6 Windows
Windows are designed in strips which can be changed easily (sizes, 
material) to reflect changes in the uses behind them (i.e. allows internal 
functions to change behind them easier).  
Modularity; Spatial 
planning; Simplicity & 
Legibility; Maximise 
building use
Reversible design; Modular 
Coordination; Standardised 
component; Multi‐
functional space
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION; GRID 
COORDINATION; 
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION
4,6 5,7,10 2,3,4
A6
Service 
distribution
Services are separated by each wing.  Air conditioning is localised on 
each floor, so that individual control is given to each department. More 
localised services mean that the air handling units and duct sizes are 
smaller due to the decrease in travel distance.   The width of the 
corridors is 2.4m providing ample space for service ducts.
Maximise building use; 
Design 'in' time
Multiple/ Mixed Tenure; 
Service zones
FLOOR CONTROL 
(horizontal slices);  5 1,6 3,4
A6
Wing 
configurations/ 
Standardised core
The wings can either function as a ward or a clinic (clinics have treatment 
rooms which are larger and create a dissimilar pattern).  Originally the 
client wanted everything to be the same, but then asked for the corridors 
not to be straight (wanted something different, curves).  However, the 
wings remain similar enough in configuration.
Maximise building use; 
Spatial planning; 
Simplicity & Legibility
Multi‐functional spaces; 
simple plan; spatial zones; 
Standardised components
FIXED VS FLEXIBLE 
SPACE; STANDARD 
ROOM LOCATIONS; 
STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY 
4,5,7
14, 17, 
19, 23 2
A6 Mixed uses
The hospital contains a retail portion which has separate access and must 
follow other mixed use regulations.  Retail space could be converted into 
hospital use, but it would be difficult to convert hospital use to retail 
(given regulations).   The amount of retail space is constantly changing.
Maximise building use Use Diffentiation USE ZONES  4,5,7 17, 23 4
A6 Unfinished Space
Phase I will involve constructing a larger building than is needed.  About 
70% will be fitted out as part of Phase I with the remaining 30% left 
incomplete (vacant upper floors and two wings) to flex with the market 
to meet sudden increases in demand. Phase II is the fit out of the 
unfinished capacity built into Phase I, thus Phase I and II are currently 
designed for.  The exact time scale for Phase II is unknown, but they 
anticipate they will need an additional 250 beds.
Unfinished design User customisation EMPTY SPACE (stuff 
level)
4,5,7 7, 15 2,4
A6 Expansion Space
Phase 1 & II are two fingers less.  Phase III is the extra capacity of the site 
on top of what will be built in the first two phases.   Unfinished design Space to grow into  EXISTING SITE 8 20 5
A6 ‘Soft Space’
This is space (e.g. storage, IT) which can change its use to allow for 
growth within and potentially between departments (expansion/ 
contraction of departments).  For example, the concentration of admin 
offices in one area which allows them to move to another area. 
Loose fit; Spatial 
planning
Support space; Spatial 
ambiguity
SPATIAL ADJACENCIES; 
STORAGE SPACE 4
14, 
17,23
2
A6
shared waiting 
area(s)
 a centralised waiting area or waiting areas for each individual 
consultant.  A centralised space reduces the need for additional spaces 
(floor size) and the larger space can usually support additional activities if 
needed.
Maximise building use Shared ownership; 
Multiple/ Mixed Tenure
COMMON SPACE; 
TENANT CONTROL 
(spatially)
4
22,23,2
4
2
A6 Room sizes The design team is trying to develop a set of consistent room sizes (e.g. 
grid widths of 8m x 8.5m).   Spatial Planning  Standardised rooms
STANDARD ROOM 
SIZE
4 19 2
A7
Standard, wide 
structural grid
A standard 6.6m grid, divisible to 3.3m, which aligns with the window 
module  
Long life; Spatial 
planning
Wide span Framed 
Structure; Standard grid
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; STRUCTURAL 
GRID
7 1 2,4
A7 Tall Floor Heights Generous 4.6m floor to floor heights that allow for most commercial uses 
().   Loose fit
Oversize space (tall floor 
heights)
TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS 4 12 2,4
A7
Redundant 
foundation design storey section has a foundation to withstand being increased to 5 storeys 
Long life; Unfinished 
design
Overdesign capacity (latent 
potential); Space to grow 
into
GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
7 2 5
A7
Connection to 
neighbouring 
site(s)
Designed to allow for a connection to be made from the main entrance 
lobby to future phases of the Science Park (scalable).
Multiple scales; Spatial 
planning
Circulation (neighborhood); 
connect buildings CREATE LINK 9 23,24 4,5
A7 Universal skin Contemporary architectural language of the building’s skin, which does 
not communicate a specific use typology   Aesthetics Building Image
Universal Image 
(familiar)
6 5,17 4
A7
Non‐load bearing 
interior partitions
 steel beams above block work partition (or stud) allowing them to be 
easily omitted. All designed with lightweight partitions to allow for future 
change. 
Modularity Functional separation FRAMED STRUCTURE 4,7 5,13 2,4
A7
Large open plan 
lobby space
Large open plan area left undefined as a ‘lobby’ space, which could be 
used for a variety of functions (). 
Loose fit; Maximise 
building use
Oversize space; Multi‐
functional space; Shared 
ownership
UNDEFINED SPACE; 
ENLARGED GROUND 
FLOOR SPACE
4 12,21 2
A7
Zoned Services w/ 
individual access 
and change 
capacity
Zoned M&E services that allow for parts of the building to be operational 
24/7 when others will not be. Services are designed so that internal 
modifications to lab layouts do not affect the servicing strategy of the 
building (versatility).
Maximise building use; 
Design 'in' time
Multiple/ Mixed Tenure; 
Service zones
TENANT CONTROL 
(spatially)
5 1,6 3,4
A7
Service access 
location
Service access to the building designed to be adaptable to future phases. Maximise building use Multiple access points SECONDARY 
ENTRANCE
8,9 24 4,5
469
A7
Location of cores 
(fixed items)
The building has been designed with structural, service and welfare cores 
at each end to allow for maximum versatility in between
Spatial planning; 
Loose fit Spatial zones; Open space
FIXED VS FLEXIBLE 
SPACE; LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
4 21,23 2,4
A7
Shared amenity 
spaces
‘Non‐ownership’ of shared spaces (versatility).
AND Shared storage space on the ground floor (versatility). Maximise building use Shared Ownership COMMON SPACE 1 14,22 2
A7
Mulit‐functional 
event space
Provision of seminar space and a foyer as a space to host special events 
(versatility).
Maximise building use; 
Spatial planning 
Multi‐functional space; 
Spatial variety
ROOM SIZES; LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
1,4 19,22 2,4
A7
Standard size of 
labs
100m2 standard size of a ‘lab’ space, making them interchangeable  Spatial Planning  Standardised rooms; 
Joinable/ divisible space
STANDARD ROOM 
SIZE; ADJUSTABLE 
PARTITION
4 13,19 2
A7 Lab configuration can facilitate a range of lab bench layouts.  Capacity to be converted into 
an office space, a market‐led change (versatility, convertibility).   Maximise building use Multi‐functional space
STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY (scale, 
daylight, non‐specific 
equipment)
4,5 21 2,4
A7 Lab benches   Layout can be adjusted to accommodate use.  Design 'in' time Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE 
FURNITURE
3,5 6 1,2
A7
Dividing walls in 
labs
Capacity to alter the ratio between lab space and admin space, a user‐led 
change (versatility). Modularity Moveable stuff 
MOVEABLE 
PARTITIONS
3,4 6,13 1,2
A7 Service layout
The labs have a rational layout of service drops and service runs for lab 
benching to allow for maximum versatility, i.e. capacity to have 
equipment and furniture reconfigured in different ways (versatility).
Design 'in' time  'Extra' components GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
5 4 1,2
A7
Standard office/ 
meeting room size
Meeting room and office module kept constant so that uses can be 
interchangeable
Spatial Planning: 
Maximise building use
Standardised rooms; 
Joinable/ divisible space; 
Multi‐functional space
STANDARD ROOM 
SIZE; STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY
4 13,19 2
A7
Demountable 
partitions
Meeting rooms design with demountable folding screens in between so 
sizes can be varied
Modularity; Spatial 
planning
Moveable stuff;  Joinable/ 
divisible space
ADD/TAKE DOWN A 
WALL;  MOVEABLE 
PARTITIONS
3,4 6,13 1,2
A8
Redundant 
Structural capacity
The concrete structure has extra load‐bearing capacity to support 
additional apartments (from 5 to 7 stories).  This is currently limited by 
policy. 
Long life; Unfinished 
design
Overdesign capacity (latent 
potential); Space to grow 
into
GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
7 2 5
A8
Ceiling height for 
Special needs 
housing
The ceiling height requirement for special needs housing is higher at 
3.25m which means it could be converted into offices.  This requirement 
is driven by policy.  
Loose fit Oversize space (tall floor 
heights)
TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS 4 12 2,4
A8 Carport spaces 
Exterior Flexible spaces.  Policy requires ½ parking space per a residential 
unit.  Most social housing residents in Copenhagen do not have cars 
given the cost.  Thus, many of these spots may be unused.  
Maximise building use Multi‐functional spaces
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; UNDERUSED 
SPACE
8 17 2,4
A8 Circulation widths Circulation paths are wider than required to allow for community/ 
recreational use (1.3m to 2.5m).   Loose fit
Oversize space; Support 
space;   WIDE CIRCULATION 2 12 2
A8
4m tall ground 
floor height
The ground floor has a high floor to floor height of 4m allowing for most 
commercial uses.  Loose fit
Oversize space (tall floor 
heights)
TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS 4 12 2,4
A8 Wood facades The wooden façade on top floors can easily be refit.  Modularity Reversible design REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  6 7 3
A8
Generic façade 
scheme
A universal scheme (pattern) was developed for the façade so that it was 
not functionally specific, limiting the types of activities that could take 
place in the spaces behind.   
Aesthetics; Maximise 
building use; Simplicity 
& Legibility
Building Image; Multi‐
functional spaces; 
Standardised components
Universal Image 
(familiar)
4,6 5,17 2,4
A8
Easy access to 
service core Amble space is provided to access and change elements.  Modularity Component accessibility ACCESS SPACE 5 10 3
A8 2 window types Bay windows and standardised window (minimum parts) Simplicity & Legibility Standardised components STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION
6 3,5 3
A8 Large windows The large windows facing the street could support a variety of functions 
(e.g. retail).   Passive technique Good daylighting
DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings)
6 18 2,4
A8
Reduced obstacles 
on ground floor
The ground floor has less floor plan restrictions: There are less load‐
bearing concrete walls on the ground floor and there are also no 
ventilation shafts.
Loose fit Open space
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
4 21 2,4
A8
Exterior colour 
scheme
Simple colour scheme (dark grey window frames); loss of copper 
material – universal applicability  Aesthetics Attitude & character COLOUR 6 17,22 4
A8
Vertical circulation 
plan
Few vertical circulation cores reduce floor plan restrictions, e.g.  direct 
access to roof terraces reduces the need for vertical circulation.  Increase activity Good Physical linkage DIRECT LINKS 4,5 3,21 2
A8
Shallow Plan 
depths
Natural light throughout the building.   Passive technique Good daylighting; Shallow 
plan depth
SHALLOW PLAN 
DEPTH
4 18 2,4
A8
Useable Roof 
space
Theatre of roof top tiers for all the users creates semi‐public spaces for a 
variety of activities (day/ night)
Loose fit; Multiple 
scales
Support space (extra 
space); A communal space
EXTERIOR SPACE; 
SOCIAL SPACE (sense 
of place)
1,4,6 14,22 2,5
A8 Add on Boxes Light‐weight boxes were designed to be added on as needed.  They were 
designed to be of wood construction with light weight facades.  
Unfinished design; 
simplicity & legibility
Space to grow into; 
Standardised components
EXPAND ONTO ROOF; 
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION
6,7 2,15 5
A8
Penthouse ceiling 
height
Ceiling heights are slightly higher than normal.  Loose fit Oversize space (tall floor 
heights)
TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS 4 12 2,4
A8 Bathrooms Constructed on site vs. prefabricated   Simplicity & Legibility Standardised components STANDARD PRODUCT 3,5 5 3
A8 Common Area
There is a common area that is used for parties on the ground floor 
(different buildings); We have two different kinds of spaces – outside 
space covered by canopy and inside space, i.e. the party room connects 
to the outside terrace.  
Maximise building use; 
Long life; Spatial 
planning; Loose fit; 
Multiple scales
Multi‐functional space; 
Shared ownership; Spatial 
variety; Open space; A 
communal space
COMMON SPACE; 
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; ROOM SIZES; 
SOCIAL SPACE 
2,8 17 2
A8
Courtyard 
(garden)
Could be used for a variety of activities during the off hours of the 
kindergarten.  All residents have access. 
Maximise building use; 
Long life; Spatial 
planning; Loose fit; 
Multiple scales
Multi‐functional space; 
Shared ownership; Spatial 
variety; Open space; A 
communal space
COMMON SPACE; 
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; ROOM SIZES; 
GOOD EXTERIOR 
SPACE
1,2,8 14,17 2
A8 Kindergarten  Could be used for a variety of activities during the off hours of the 
kindergarten.  The space is not locked; all residents have access.  
Maximise building use; 
Long life; Spatial 
planning; Loose fit; 
Multiple scales
Multi‐functional space; 
Shared ownership; Spatial 
variety; Open space; A 
communal space
COMMON SPACE; 
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; ROOM SIZES
2 17 2
A8
well‐connected 
location
location is now gentrifying and expanding within a large mixed use and 
well connected area Multiple scales
Good location 
(transportation links)
TRANSPORTATION 
LINKS
9 23 4
470
A9
photographed 
existing resident's 
homes
the architects photographed and discussed with users the existing 
housing units to help understand how the units accommodated certain 
changes over time (e.g. reconfiguring the kitchen, overlaying of 
personalized decoration) and ways in which they could not.
Stakeholder 
Engagement; 
Aesthetics
 Time interwoven HISTORIC NARRATIVE 
(design concept) 4
13, 14, 
23, 24 2
A9 L shaped plan
Knowledge of the changes and desired changes led the architects to 
provide an L‐shaped plan which allows for a variety of spatial and 
functional possibilities.  L‐shaped plan in which the living room could be 
slightly off the main circulation.  The kitchen is open both to the living 
room and the back garden.  a circulation plan which accommodates the 
needs of the users.
Spatial planning simple plan ORTHOGONAL SHAPES 2 13 2
A9
every room has a 
window
makes the uses of the spaces more easily exchangeable. Passive technique; 
Maximise building use
Good daylighting; Multi‐
functional space
ROOM W/ NATURAL 
LIGHT; DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings)
6 18 2,4
A9 open plan a possible open plan configuration (can be sub‐divided if desired) and 
proportions which allow for a variety of furniture layouts.   
Loose fit; spatial 
planning
Open space; Divisible/ 
joinable space
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; ADD/TAKE 
DOWN A WALL
4 21 2
A9
2.9m ground floor 
height
high ground floor ceiling heights (2.9m)  Loose fit Oversize space (tall floor 
heights)
TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS 4 12 4
A9
Large Bay window 
part of vertical 
circulation
The stairs going upstairs contains a bay window which creates an 
opportunity to activate the circulation space for other uses including as a 
desk for a home study. It’s just a sort of glorified window seat really but 
it’s just enough space to work and if you don’t want to put a computer 
there, it’s just a nice space to sit because you’ve got nice views out and it 
brings light into the centre of the plan and all those kind of things. 
adaptation with home studies/homework spaces or additional furniture.
Loose fit Support space (extra space) EXTRA SPACE (not in 
the brief) 4,6 14,17 2
A9
 'enclosed' 
exterior space
Regulations dictated that every home needed to be provided a parking 
space, the design cleverly allows for the car space to be used for parking 
or as an additional front garden space if desired which is defined by 
pairing two units as a courtyard type space and carrying the façade 
across the front.  The pairing of two houses with an L shaped floor plan 
not only created a ‘hidden’ courtyard type space.
Spatial planning; 
Maximise building use; 
Loose fit
Spatial ambiguity; Multi‐
functional space; Support 
space
OPEN TO OUTSIDE; 
UNDERUSED SPACE; 
GOOD EXTERIOR 
SPACE
6,8
16,17,2
4
2,5
A9 image of housing
While the units are developed as social housing, the fact that they 
transcend stereotypes and don’t look like 99% of other social housing 
schemes provides a sense of pride and appreciation towards their design 
and lends them to be more socially adaptable as well.  
Aesthetic Building image (unique) Striking image 
(unique)
6 22 4
A9
well‐connected 
spaces
We developed an L‐shaped plan where everyone was supposed to have a 
place to park their car, so we had a notional space they could park their 
car.  They’d come in here and then it had a living room there which was 
… and then the toilet and stairs here, and then the kitchen here and the 
dining room there and then the patio doors there and patio doors here.
Increased activity Physical linkage WIDE CIRCULATION 2 23,24 2,4,5
A9
names of factories 
painted on 
exterior
we had an idea that we might use painted lettering on the façade in the 
tradition of the Northern mill buildings which used to have big signage 
on them.  the idea that the name of that factory would be painted on 
their house now they thought was in considerably bad taste, and I have 
to say after they said that, I agreed with them!  
Aesthetic
Time interwoven; Building 
image
HISTORIC NARRATIVE 
(design concept) 6 22 4
A9
back garden 
additions
units could grow into the garden with conservatories  Unfinished design Space to grow into EXISTING SITE 4,6 20 5
A9
Lifetime Homes 
principles
 Main points are adaptable ground floor with WC capable of becoming a 
bathroom, wheelchair turning circle in al habitable rooms, removable 
panel between main bedroom and bathroom for hoist, joists trimmed for 
addition of lift.  
Long life; Loose fit Overdesign capacity; 
Oversize spaces
ENLARGED SPATIAL 
AREA; SPECIFIC 
SURPLUS CAPACITY
4,7 2, 12 3
A9
durable materials 
(exterior brick; 
interior 
blockwork)
 Manchester, it’s made from brick, a very standard material in a new 
tune that people can really appreciate very well, especially in this context 
of Manchester.  
Long life Durability; readily available 
material
KNOCKABLE; LOCAL 
MATERIALS
6,7 5 4
A9
 bird and bat 
boxes 
Certain DIY elements offered at start of the process including bird and 
bat boxes  Unfinished design User customisation CUSTOM FINISHES 6 5 3,4
A9 Back garden sheds
They were part of the brief in order to provide bicycle storage but also 
something that the client always offers to their tenants. Size was dictated 
by size of family. 
Loose fit Support space  STORAGE SPACE 8 14 2
A9
Exterior wall 
colour
chosen by the residents from a RAL swatch. Unfinished design; 
Aesthetic 
User customisation; 
Attitude & Character
COLOUR; CUSTOM 
FINISHES
6 5 4
A10
mixed use zones 
(floor level 
parameters)
each group of floor plates has been tailored to a certain extent to its 
intended use offering varying floor to floor heights, floor loadings, fire 
strategies, lift and service strategies (industry standards for the assumed 
use).  
Maximize Building Use Use Differentiation USE ZONES  4,5,7 2,10,21 2,4
A10 transitional floors
The uses are separated vertically as sections of floors with some 
transitional floors being able to be used as either use (e.g. level 8 can be 
either office or A1/A3); You have a car park, retail, office, residential, 
hotel, restaurant (six types of uses stacked vertically). 
Spatial planning Spatial ambiquity
VERTICAL 
ORGANISATION OF 
USES
5,7
2, 10, 
12, 17 2,4
A10 courtyard space
The central courtyard forms a dynamic shared space that links all the 
uses and permits a diagonal pedestrian route to slice through the 
building enhancing the connectivity of the surrounding area linking the 
street to the towpath, footbridge and the Mailbox. 
Long life; Passive 
technique; Increase 
Interactivity
A communal space; Good 
daylighting; Good Physical 
& Visual Linkage 
GOOD EXTERIOR 
SPACE; SOCIAL SPACE 
(sense of place); 
DIRECT LINKS; DIRECT 
LIGHT (openings)
1,8
18, 20, 
22
4,5
A10 shared lobby
The shared lobby for the hotel, sky bar, restaurant and east residential 
apartments has an entrance at the taxi‐drop on Commercial Street as 
well as an entrance onto the central courtyard.
Maximise Building Use Shared Ownership; 
Multiple access points
COMMON SPACE; 
MULTIPLE TENANTS 1,2 23, 24 4
A10
divisible floor 
plate
Office levels can be subdivided into quarters equipped with individual on‐
floor plant rooms allowing for greater occupational control. The floor 
plates can be subdivided into multiple tenancies.
Spatial planning Divisible floor plate; ADD/TAKE DOWN A 
WALL
4 13, 17 2,4
A10 mixed tenure
The west side is designated as ‘investor’ (predominantly rental property) 
and this is accessed via a lobby at level 6. The east side, ‘owner‐occupier’, 
is accessed from the shared hotel/sky bar lobby at level 7.
Maximimise building 
use
Multiple/ Mixed Tenure;  
Multiple access points
VARIETY OF 
CONTRACT 
ARRANGEMENTS; 
MULTIPLE TENANTS
1 23,24 4
471
A10
open fretwork 
screen
An open fretwork screen completes the geometry of the ‘cube’ while 
allowing light, air and view to the apartments. terracing Form ‐ While the 
retail and office floor plates completely surround the central courtyard, 
the residential floors terrace back on the canal‐side to open up the 
courtyard and bring light and views deep into the plan.
Aesthetics; Passive 
technique
Building image; Good 
daylighting
Striking image 
(unique); DIRECT 
LIGHT (openings)
6 18 2,4
A10
striking cube 
image
 the solid metallic exterior of the cube creates a strong landmark form in 
the cityscape. a strong destination with a clear identity Aesthetics Building image (unique)
Striking image 
(unique)
6 22 4
A10
jewelery box 
concept
Birmingham's manufacutring/ jewelery history ‐ the concept of a jewerly 
box
Aesthetics Time Interwoven HISTORIC NARRATIVE 
(design concept 6 22 4
A10
exterior paint 
colors
colours with a lot of red in them fade much quicker and colours with blue 
are more stable.  So then we’ve ended up with a scheme which on the 
surface of the ledges that face the sky are blue because we can get the 
warranty on those and the ones that are on the soffits, the underside in 
the shadow, that’s where we can have pink and purple.
Long life; Aesthetics Durability; Attitude & 
Character
COLOUR; 
WEATHERABLE 
MATERIALS
6 5 3,4
A10 rooftop element 
The two‐storey glazed rooftop structure ‐housing hotel rooms, 
restaurant and bar ‐ is a continuation of the twisting courtyard facades, 
acting as a dramatic beacon on the night skyline. The geometry of the 
rooftop structure naturally creates a facetted soffit, cantilevering up at 
the perimeter where possible to create panoramic views.
Increase interactivity; 
Multiple scales
Good visual linkage (good 
views); A communal space
VIEWS (outward 
looking); SOCIAL 
SPACE (sense of place)
5,6,7 22 4
A10
expressed vertical 
circulation
The different levels are connected by twisting escalators ‐ spiralling 
around the courtyard ‐ as well as by a passenger lift (serving only levels 5 ‐
8). The retail levels are animated by particular uses and entrances, as 
shown below.
Increase interactivity Good Physical linkage WIDE CIRCULATION 4 24 4
A10
unfinished hotel 
space
The hotel space will be shell and core only and the bedroom layout 
shown opposite is illustrative only. The soil stacks, which will be 
coordinated with the apartments below, will restrict possible hotel 
bathroom positions.
Unfinished design User customisation SHELL & CORE (two 
stage construction) 3,5,7 15 2,4
A10 office fitout  The office levels will be fitted out to Cat A standard and this is described 
in more detail in section 05 ‘Internal planning’.   Speculative specificity User customisation
EMPTY SPACE (stuff 
level)
4 15 2,4
A11 large windows
What we like is that we can get to a very high level (code level) without 
the normal things that are associated with that large windows, area, well‐
lit rooms.  the fabric is working so well you can afford to have larger 
windows and much more natural light.  
Passive technique Good daylighting DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings)
6 18 2,4
A11
standardised core 
of bits and large 
open living space 
two types of spaces: service and served spaces; make all that stuff that 
you need (staircases, toilets, bathrooms) into an efficient plan (a core) 
and allow for the living space to be open and completely flexible (no 
'fixed' objects) 
Spatial planning Spatial zones FIXED VS FLEXIBLE 
SPACE  4 21,23 2
A11 standardised core  
all that stuff that you need (staircases, toilets, bathrooms) make them 
work as tight as possible, standardize it, future proof it against 
regulations.  the one thing that the house builders took away from us 
was the idea of standardising those components because in every one 
they had a different bathroom, stairs, a lot of them not compliant with 
Part M.
Simplicity & Legibility Standardised components STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION
5 5 2
A11 open living space
 the living space is an open volume space with tall floor heights; the 
ground floor is 2.9m floor to ceiling; upstairs is part of the roof volume so 
you don’t have an attic you live in that volume.  
Loose fit Open space; oversize space
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; TALL FLOOR 
HEIGHTS
4 21 2
A11
standardised 
panel
When the office started we did the Zip up house (1968 as part of Team 
4?) …and then we went into the commercial side and did Lloyds of 
London – componentizing and making it legible, but also functionally it 
works really well because all the complicated bits are moved to the 
outside. 
Simplicity & legibility; 
Design evolution
Standardised 
components;Mature 
component
STANDARD PRODUCT; 
PRACTICE‐BASED 5,6 1,5 3,5
A11 panelised system
Flexibility of the system (vs. a perceived rigidness) Can adapt to a variety 
of site configurations.  The roof orientation/ fenestration is very flexible. 
Due to the bedroom space being part of the roof space we design the 
roof and fenestration 
Simplicity & legibility; 
Multiple scales
Off‐site construction; 
Contextual
PREFABRICATED 
SOLUTION; 
TOPOGRAPHIC
7 11 2
A11
additional space 
for 'free'
This is where off‐site manufacture figures in because a 3 storey house is 
more efficient than a 2 storey house all fits on one trailer – with a 2 
storey house there is a bit leftover on the trailer. 
Design evolution  Component development 
(delivery process)
MATURE  BUILDING 
TECHNOLOGY 
(industry)
4,6
11,12,1
4
2
A11
rectangular 
shaped plans
The living space and the core are generally broken into two slightly offset 
rectangles; other options illustrate a split living space (square plans) with 
the core in the centre. 
Spatial planning Simple plan MULTIPLE 
RECTANGLES
2 13 2,4
A11
a palette of parts 
which could be 
added on
The idea was that you could always make a 2 storey house into a 3 storey 
house (extensions).  We had a whole palette of things that you could 
stick on your houses which the planners liked, but there wasn’t a policy 
that would approve that.  But there would be ways of doing it, but it was 
a very prescribed plot.  
Simplicity & Legibility; 
Unfinished design
Standardised components; 
Space to grow into
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION
4,6,7 1,7,10 3,5
A11 storage space
You have storage under the staircase. We realised that we could create 
volume which isn’t at cost, that the houses were a bit short, they needed 
to be like 2m longer, because the main problem there is provision of 
storage.  The irony of a very efficient plan is the use of an inefficient plan 
space gets used for storage, but don’t exist in an efficient plan.  
Loose Fit; Design 
evolution
Support space; Component 
development
STORAGE SPACE;  4 14 2
A11
 all the glazing 
fixed with open 
panels adjacent to 
it.  
 Allows users large windows (natural daylight), but restricts their 
capacityfor natural ventilation without removing it completely (in order 
to retain thermal performance) 
Design 'in' time; 
Passive technique
Configurable stuff 
(operable windows); 
Multiple ventilation 
strategies
ADJUSTABLE 
FIXTURES; CROSS 
VENTILATION 
6 6,18 4
A11
no interior 
finishes/ build‐out 
(fire‐proof & 
water‐proof 
panelised system)
we are  providing housing that is just enough to get a mortgage on – 
limited provision.  The way the panel works now it comes fire‐proof and 
water‐proof so you don’t need plasterboard and the house can be sold 
unfinished on the inside.  So if you’re an architect you can buy one with a 
loo, roof and some windows and it can be pretty raw.  
Unfinished design User customisation BARE BONES (generic 
infrastructure)
4,5,7 7,15 2,4
A11
add an additional 
story onto the 
house
Remove roof panels, add additional wall panels, replace roof panels Unfinished design Space to grow into EXPAND ONTO ROOF 6,7 2,20 3
A11
expand out into 
the back garden Unfinished design Space to grow into EXISTING SITE 6 20 3
472
A11
change exterior 
panelling 
Absolutely. The external panel is a rain screen . It can be replace with any 
material as long as it appropriate with planning requirements and 
doesn’t offend the neighbours.
Modularity Reversible design REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  6 7 3
A11 new opening
Each house has it own set of drawings of manufacture. By coordinating 
with them a window may be cut into a panel provided it doesn’t create 
any structural problems. Due to the high performance of the panel the 
house has a high provision of windows and natural daylight. 
Unfinished design User customisation CUSTOM FINISHES 6 2 3,4,5
A11
manufacture 
drawing set Record of what was built Simplicity & Legibility Standardised components; 
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION
4,5,6,7 9 3,4
A12
variety of small, 
large; formal, 
informal; interior, 
semi‐exterior 
spaces
The building contains the production rooms, working spaces, clean 
(vacuum) rooms, offices, auditorium, gym rooms and office space for 
rent to startup companies. creation of different levels defining a variety 
of activity areas and informal seating areas that allow social interaction.
Spatial planning Spatial variety
ROOM SIZES; 
INTERIOR/ EXTERIOR; 
INFORMAL/ FORMAL; 
FINISHES/ 
FURNISHINGS
2 19 2
A12
simple 'cube‐
shaped' concrete 
structure w/ 
aluminum 
cladding
The external appearance of the building presents clean and simple lines. 
the building's exterior is designed as a simple structure which 
nevertheless accommodates the openings needed for the diverse 
requirements of the building. It is made from aluminum and glass.  The 
building is in the shape of a cube, whose sides fold inwards.
Spatial planning Spatial form VERTICAL WALLS 6,7 1,13 3,5
A12
central open 
space
The inside of the building reveals a central open space, which could serve 
as a patio or an atrium that functions as a platform with variable 
topography, for a variety of possibilities, such as holding exhibitions, 
conferences, or any other social or professional gathering.  
Maximise use; Passive 
technique
Multi‐functional space; 
Good day lighting 
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; UNDEFINED 
SPACE; DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings)
1,2
17, 18, 
21
2
A12
open space and 
transparent 
materials
from inside you can watch the production rooms and the internal 
crossing and bridges connecting the various levels of the factory. From 
the meeting rooms and dining room you can see the activities that take 
place in the atrium.
Increase interactivity Good visual linkage 
TRANSPARENT 
MATERIALS; LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
4 5,6, 16 2
A12
simple U shaped 
plan 
Its cube form is shaped by two wings connected by a service core 
forming a U shape which is filled by an atrium entrance space.  This 
organic image originates from outside the building and continues into 
the heart of the building.he new phase will act as a third wing, 
connecting to the existing building.
Spatial planning Simple plan MULTIPLE 
RECTANGLES
2 13 2,4
A12
informal furniture 
(type of finishes)
The use of the wooden deck, outdoor furniture, vegetation and natural 
northern daylight inside the atrium reinforces the feeling of a patio. The 
atrium provides a social space for events, informal meetings and consists 
of a series of undulating surfaces that adapt to the existing topography of 
the site encouraging the use of the space as a ‘patio’ with outdoor 
furniture, vegetation and a wooden deck surface.  
Aesthetic; Spatial 
planning; Multiple 
scales
Spatial quality; Spatial 
ambiguity; A communal 
space 
VARIETY OF 
FURNITURE; SOCIAL 
SPACE (sense of 
place); 'HUMAN' 
FINISHES
3,4 6, 22 2
A12 large openings the openings promote a sense of openness and visual connection 
between interior and exterior landscapes. Increase interactivity Good visual linkage 
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR
6 16 2,4
A12
non‐load bearing 
partitions 
 The wall that divides the office spaces, production halls and the corridor 
between them, was planned as a modular wall made out of panels, that 
allows to change its transparency (from total transparency to a "blocked" 
wall) and by that to allow the best use for each space.   The dividing walls 
were made of gibes panels that can easily be removed and the space 
divided easily anytime for any use.
Modularity; design 'in' 
time
Functional separation; 
Configurable stuff FRAMED STRUCTURE 4,7 5,13 2,4
A12
phase changing 
material partition 
wall
The wall separating office spaces and the corridor can change 
transparency levels to reflect the level of privacy needed by the internal 
use.  
Design 'in' time Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE 
PARTITION
4 6 2
A12
large open spaces 
with tall ceilings 
The production space, with its 6 meters high ceiling, was used during the 
first couple of years for the production of electronic circuits but today 
they are thinking about closing the electronic circuit production line and 
divide the space by forming a gallery, and to rent out the gallery level for 
a start up company. b) The dining room was located on the management 
floor (3rd floor).
Loose fit Open space; oversize space
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; TALL FLOOR 
HEIGHTS
4,7 12,21 2,4
A12
location of 
meeting rooms in 
relation to larger 
spaces
Please pay attention that some special meeting rooms were located in 
different locations in the project ‐ the "glass boxes" facing the atrium and 
some rounded (yellow) rooms on the other side‐ this was done in order 
to provide flexibility arrangements of the space in the future. 
Spatial planning Spatial ambiguity SPATIAL ADJACENCIES  4 23 2
A12 window solution
The windows are fixed but can easily be changed from a regular glass 
window to an opening that can serve as an opening for machines 
requiring special ventilation. 
Simplicity & legibility  Standardised components STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION
6 5 3
A12
modular ceiling w/ 
moveable lighting
The ceiling was also modular designed so that the lightening can be 
easily changed. 
Simplicity & legibility; 
Design 'in' time
Standardised components; 
Configurable stuff
STANDARD PRODUCT; 
ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 4 5,6 1,2,3
A12
fixed elements 
(core) strategically 
located to serve 
phase I and phase 
II
Phase 2 was designed in a way that uses the original core of the building 
(elevators and stairs, toilets) built in phase 1.  Spatial planning
Connect buildings; Spatial 
zones
FIXED VS FLEXIBLE 
SPACE; 
CREATE/REMOVE 
OPENING
4,5 23 5
A12 phase II building 
The new part of the building will be connected to the building by bridges 
and between the two buildings there will be an internal patio. In phase 2 
the new part will contain only floors and facades. Also the atrium of 
phase 1 will use as the entrance for phase 2. 
Unfinished design Space to grow into EXISTING SITE 4,6,8 20,24 3,5
A12
office space or 
production space ( 
abit redundant to 
237 above)
The additional office spaces were intentionally developed bigger then 
what the factory needed because of the understanding that they will 
need more space for the factory, and in the meantime they will be used 
for rent. As mentioned, because of the success of the building now CPC 
wants to move into the phase 2 part and rent the entire phase 1 part.
Maximise building use; 
Long life; Loose fit
Multi‐functional space; 
Over design capacity; Open 
space; Oversize space 
TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS; 
ENLARGED SPATIAL 
AREA; LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
2 12,21 2,4
A13
fixed spaces 
grouped together
Fixed support spaces for the hall (e.g. changing rooms, storage) were 
placed on either end of the open space to allow for the remainder of the 
space to be unfixed.  Our layout set the meeting rooms and storage 
below the balcony making best use of the single storey height and also to 
act as an acoustic buffer between the hall space and the school foyer 
area. 
spatial planning  Spatial zones (spatial 
buffer)
FIXED VS FLEXIBLE 
SPACE
4 21,23 2,4
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A13 large open space 
(26m x 13.5m and 6.7m high) the roof structure providing a clear span 
across the space. The double height volume measured 6.7m at the 
centre.
Loose fit Open space 
LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
4 21 2,4
A13
retractable seating 
system
seats can be fully open or retracted in 10 minutes by a single person. A 
system with motorised control to retract / extend and with a gasket 
dampening system to the seats themselves allows the seating system to 
be fully opened or retracted within 10 minutes.
Design 'in' time Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE 
FURNITURE
3 6 1,2
A13
additional loose 
chairs
 are provided for special events and stack on a trolley to be moved and 
stored easily (storage space). These were ordered with the same fabric to 
ensure a visual continuity with the seating system.
Modularity Moveable stuff  LOOSE FURNITURE 3 6 1
A13
a retractable 
curtain system
. The system allows for a wide range of scene set ups and can be fully 
retracted to the rear of the hall when not required. This allows the hall to 
be transformed easily from a theatre space to a exam room in a few 
minutes. 
Design 'in' time Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 3 6 1
A13
adaptable lighting 
rigs
 ‐ An adaptable and programmable lighting system was installed as part 
of the complex Audio / Visual installation. This system allows pre‐
programmed scenes to be set and controlled by the theatre technician 
providing a full range from black out to high lux for exam use. 
Modularity; design 'in' 
time
Moveable stuff ; 
Configurable stuff
LOOSE FURNITURE; 
ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 3 6 1
A13
modular stage 
units (removable 
staging)‐
 is used to form fixed stages as required. The size can be adapted to suit 
the particular requirements of each performance and can then be 
removed to the storage areas when not in use.
Modularity Moveable stuff  LOOSE FURNITURE 3 6 1
A13
movable side 
wings
Working in tandem with the retractable curtain system we designed two 
full height, movable side wings. When retraced these sat flush with the 
wall, opening up the hall space. When fully opened they form part of the 
proscenium in conjunction with the curtain system. Set at a midpoint 
between opened and closed they act as sound deflectors for musical 
performance.
Modularity Moveable stuff  LOOSE FURNITURE 3 6 1
A13 rear stage wall
 acts as a backdrop either to receive theatrical props or staging or to 
receive projections. This allows a wide range of media to be used for 
either theatrical, musical or lecture uses. 
Design 'in' time  Multi‐functional 
components 
PRIMARY/ 
TEMPORARY 
FUNCTIONS
4 5 2
A13
motorised and 
retractable blind 
system
allows for full black out to be achieved when necessary (capacity to 
create different lighting situations)  Design 'in' time Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 3 6 1
A13
extra WC 
provisions
Moreover, the architects illustrated to the school that if they increased 
the level of WC provision as part of the project they would not have to 
rely on other facilities within the school to meet public licensing 
requirements which enables the school to hire the theatre for private use 
and keep the rest of the school closed off.
Maximise building use; 
Spatial planning
Mixed demographics; 
Spatial zones
FIXED VS FLEXIBLE 
SPACE; MIXED 
DEMOGRAPHICS
3,4,5 23 5
A13
teaching, lectures, 
drama and music, 
theatre 
performances, 
community events
The end result has been fantastically well received by the school and has 
been widely used for teaching, lectures, drama and music. The hall was 
opened with an ambitious and wide ranging programme of events for 
the school, parents and the local community. It has transformed the way 
drama is taught within the school but the space has also been used for 
teaching other subjects, not just music and drama. 
Maximise building use Multi‐functional space
STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY (scale, 
daylight, non‐specific 
equipment); LARGE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE
3,4,5 17 2,4
A13
material 
specificed for 
seats (end grain 
wood)
An end grain wood was chosen for durability, particularly needed with 
the retractable seating system.   Long life   Durability KNOCKABLE 3 5 4
A13
walls & furniture 
colours 
The final solution was to use a neutral tone on the walls, using the fabrics 
to provide colour and accent, in conjunction with a dark wood floor. A 
mid tone was selected as the best choice that created atmosphere for 
theatre uses but did not restrict other uses by becoming too dark and 
overpowering.  
Aesthetic Attitude & character COLOUR 3,4 5 2
A13 large window  The hall benefitted from a high quality of natural light through large sash 
windows.
Passive technique Good day lighting DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings)
6 18 2
A13
theatre entrance 
(& spatial 
organisation)
simple, direct access from main entrance, traffic diverted away from 
other highly‐used space (dining area) 
Spatial planning; 
Increased interactivity
Simple plan; Good physical 
linkage
DIRECT LINKS 4 24 2
A14 Framed structure The structure is steel frame with a cladding system  1 Functional separation FRAMED STRUCTURE 6,7 5, 21 4
A14 Roof form
The roof is pitched with clerestory windows and roof lights.  The higher 
pitched portion is used to create a void in which to run services above 
the corridors.  A flat roof would possibly be more flexible allowing for 
possible occupation, additional floors to be added and for spaces below 
to be moved around easier. 
1,7
Good daylighting, 
Reversible
DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings)
2,5,6 13, 15 2, 5
A14 Single storey
Single storey buildings can generally be changed (refit) more easily, 
because there isn’t the issue of disturbing two storeys.  NA preferred a 
two‐storey option which would leave three trees on site and make better 
use of the site.
1 Component Accessibility ACCESS SPACE 5,6 10 3
A14 Building form
A modular approach with two ‘neighbourhoods’ of living spaces 
clustered around support and shared spaces. The form provides 
symmetry that is repeated (duplication of like spaces) and Rooms that 
are on a grid.  
6
Spatial zones, Standard 
room sizes
FIXED VS FLEXIBLE 
SPACE; STANDARD 
ROOM SIZE 
4 19,23 2, 4
A14 Extension
There is possible space to add a new building upon the demolition of an 
existing neighbouring building (phase 2 demo area) in which the curve 
could be duplicated for future expansion (the mirrored curve removes 
the issue of direct views in).  The design could also truncate on one end 
and connect to the existing hospital with a new entrance.
6,8,10
Space to grow into; Visual 
linkage; Connect Buildings EXISTING SITE 8,9 20, 23 5
A14
Split the building 
in two
Either side of the courtyard could be used as separate functioning 
buildings.  If they are able to keep some of the spaces more open it 
would allow for further possibilities. 
9
Isolatable, Multiple Access 
Points
SEPARABLE SPACE; 
SECONDARY 
ENTRANCE
2, 4 13, 24 4
A14 Operable windows Windows can be opened to100mm, but they can easily be changed to 
closed (non‐operable) or fully operable if needed.   2,7
Configurable stuff; Multiple 
ventilation strategies
ADJUSTABLE 
FIXTURES;CROSS 
VENTILATION 
6 6, 18 1, 4
A14 Services
The design places all modular services along the outside. They looked at 
putting the bathrooms on the outside which would give more flexibility 
for the rooms to change size (currently the bathrooms are located 
between rooms), but this works against getting good daylight, views and 
minimising the need for services (natural ventilation).
1,4
Standardised Components, 
Component Accessibility 5 5,10 3
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A14
Higher quality wall 
specification
This solution places a durable, second skin behind the plaster board 
layers by putting sheets of plywood between the studs to allow for ‘stuff’ 
to be hung easier by drilling into the plywood (e.g. increases wall 
strength for shelves, sinks, etc. – a small cost compared to other 
options). 
3
Durability; Overdesign 
capacity
KNOCKABLE; SPECIFIC 
SURPLUS CAPACITY 4 2 3
A14 Add handrails A suitable corridor width and the above mentioned plywood wall backing 
allows for handrails to be added later.   5 Oversize space WIDE CIRCULATION  2 12 3
A14
Corridor as an 
active space
Seating within the corridors provides not only a place where occupants 
can rest but a destination for their wandering, each being different.  This 
is one of the things the contractors are just accepting as part of the 
scheme.
9 Multi‐functional space WIDE CIRCULATION 2,3 17, 22 2
A14
Additional 
corridors
The intermediate corridors add variety to the wandering loop experience 
which will be a fight to keep (removed on newer scheme).   5 Support space
ADDITIONAL 
CIRCULATION
4 14 2
A14
Lounge Spaces/ 
Staff base
Additional staff space is needed at night time due to the length of the 
corridors.  Instead of adding a dedicated space for the staff, the lounge 
spaces used only during the day will be used as staff space at night, 
including lockers for stuff to be locked and stored (polyvalence of space).  
9
Multi‐functional space; 
Shared ownership   UNDERUSED SPACE 1, 4 17 2
A14 Centre Garden
An internal courtyard which allows natural light to enter the centre of 
the building and provides a safe external space.   There is a question of 
how it will be used and if the Trust really wants it?  NA have proposed a 
number of ideas to the Trust for how it could be used (versatile 
scenarios).
6,8,12
A Communal space, Multi‐
functional space, Space to 
grow into
EXTERIOR SPACE; 
EXPAND FLOOR 
PLATE; CONNECTION 
TO EXTERIOR
4, 8 14, 23 2,4,5
A14 Storage space Storage space is best as adjacent space to locate equipment.  Having soft 
space like storage space means it is less costly to move/ store things.  5 Support space STORAGE SPACE 4 14, 23 2,4
A14
Standardised 
room sizes
There are two standard bedroom sizes which allow for friends and family 
to stay overnight. The Trust originally wanted separate accommodation 
apartments for the family. In terms of bedrooms the 14sqm room 
accommodates the family over night. 
6 Standard room sizes MARKET STANDARD 2 19 2,4
A14 Room proportions
Sizes of the rooms can be changed, the plan allows for different 
configurations.  This would be enhanced if the bathrooms were located 
along the outside.
6 Divisible/ Joinable space ADD/TAKE DOWN A 
WALL
4 13 2
A14 Blurring spaces
The team has discussed whether or not there should be doors which 
would close off areas between patient types (they have to prevent 
patients from wandering over).  The matron is interested in the idea of 
obstacles rather than doors.
6 Spatial ambiguity SPATIAL TRANSITIONS 4 16 2
A14 Movable partition The seminar space has a movable partition.   1,6 Moveable stuff; Divisible/ 
Joinable space
LOOSE FURNITURE; 
MOVEABLE 
PARTITIONS
4 6, 13 2
A14
Combine activity 
& lounge function
NA found the social spaces too narrow in their specification and 
combined functions as larger social spaces (design‐led adaptability).   9 Multi‐functional space
UNDERUSED SPACE; 
OPEN SPACE 2 17 2
A14 Lighting levels Light levels can be adjusted by user or staff.  2 Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES  3 6 1
A14
Room 
temperature
Depending on the user, temperature levels can be adjusted by user, staff 
or automatically.  2 Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES  3 6 1
A14 Wash basin Sink height is adjustable for disabled users.   2 Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES  3 6 1
A14 Privacy curtains Privacy curtains are provided in each bedroom. 2 Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES  3 6 1
A14 Lockers
Staff will not be assigned desks and will be given lockers to store 
personal items. 9 Shared ownership HOT DESKING 1,3 5 2
A14
Room 
Personalisation
Every front door to a room should suit the identity of the individual, 
allowing the environment to take on graphics.  An example was given of 
‘monitors’ that have personal images relative to the patient.  Friends/ 
relatives can email photos directly to the ‘monitors’.
8 User Customisation CUSTOM FINISHES 4 5 1
A14 Adding Hoists Ceiling would need structural capacity and room size would need to be 
slightly larger. 3,5
Overdesign Capacity, 
Oversize room
ENLARGED SPATIAL 
AREA; SPECIFIC 
SURPLUS CAPACITY
4,7 2,12 3
A14 Modular storage 1871 works on tray modules and ‘refills’ are delivered on trays as 
runners.   4 Standardised Components STANDARD PRODUCT 3 5 1
A14 Windows
Windows that can be easily dismantled without taking out the walls 
(clipped in/ out), but are expensive. They also limit future choice/ 
replacement as a closed system.  
1 Reversible
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  6 7 3
A14 Bathroom pods Frees room space up. Can be replaced more easily. Can be tricky if they 
are located on the inner parts of the building. 4 Off‐site construction
PREFABRICATED 
SOLUTION
4 1,5 3
A14
Collapsible 
equipment
Equipment that can collapse and be stored easily.   2 Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE 
FURNITURE
3 6 1
A14 Open spaces Removal of walls, to allow for larger open spaces (fire regulations can be 
an issue).  5 Open space WIDE SPAN 4 21 2
A14 Roof
Create a useable roof space by extending the garden; terracing it up to 
the roof (would need stronger roof structure, balustrades, external fire 
escape, higher clear story, shelter, lighting, etc.). 
3,10,12
A communal space, 
Overdesign capacity, 
Physical linkage
GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY; DIRECT 
LINKS; EXTERIOR 
SPACE
4,6 2,14,23 2,4
A14 Service strategy Could offer mixed mode or parts of the building as natural ventilation.  
Single storey building allows for service change easier.   9
Multiple Ventilation 
strategies  
CROSS VENTILATION; 
MECHANICAL 
VENTILATION 
4,5,6 18 2,4
A14 Skin
Brick is the ultimate flexible material. Focus on particular connections 
necessary for change. Labour costs can become expensive for speciality 
solutions. 
3,4
Durability, Readily 
Available Materials, Simple 
Construction Method
MATURE  BUILDING 
TECHNOLOGY; 
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION; LOW 
MAINTENANCE
6 5 4
A15
Rectangular plan 
shape
Sub‐divisible – adaptability can come about by dividing something into 
smaller bits both physically and legal terms. 6
Simple plan; Joinable/ 
Divisible Plan RECTANGLE 2,4 13 2,4
A15
subdivision at the 
building, floor and 
partial floor level; 
There were bridges that run between them ‐ each floor can operate as a 
donut. The buildings could be sub‐divided based on floors and further 
subdivided based on wings of the floor plate (sub‐let).  Two rectangular 
pieces with an atrium in the centre – an inflated plastic roof over it. 
5,6
Joinable/ Divisible Plan; 
Open plan
WING CONTROL ; 
FLOOR CONTROL ; 
TENANT CONTROL 
4 13 2,4
A15 7 buildings 
A bunch of several buildings which could become one building by 
clipping some bridges together. Resilence by being able to take a building 
out of the sequence of buildings and we could occupy one with another 
company.  Each has its own car parking, individual access, power, but 
they also work as one building.  They can have independent utilities and 
they can be essentially broken off in terms of being sold off.
6,9
Connect Buildings;  
Isolatable
CREATE LINK 8 23,24 4
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A15
Demountable 
bridges
the buildings are connected with demountable bridges so that it 
operates day one as a completely connected level access, integrated 
space for about 3,000 people.   But you can in a weekend lift all the 
bridges lift and the buildings are then able to function autonomously.  
1 Reversible
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION
8 8 3,4
A15 Tent space
The idea that the tent is a space not programmed in a way that it can 
only have a function – can hold a variety of events, uses.  It has flexibility 
beyond the original intension. People can get married in it ‐ it has taken 
on community uses.  The tent structure is a series of spaces connected to 
the normal provision of buildings and directly connected to the building 
is a tensile structure which can deal with the larger spaces.
1,8,9
Multi‐functional; Shared 
Ownership; User 
Customisation; Mixed 
Demographics; Reversible, 
Moveable stuff
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION;  
UNDEFINED SPACE; 
COMMON SPACE; 
PRIMARY/TEMPORAR
Y FUNCTIONS; EMPTY 
SPACE (stuff level)
8 20,23 2,4
A15  Car Park design
The car parks related to each building they are multi‐functional.  I can 
remember us doing a drawing for go kart racing around the car park, 
running tracks around the car parks.  They are daylit by having the bit 
that you drive on is open grate so the daylight comes down.  Lots of 
flexibility built in. 
7,9
Multi‐functional; Good 
daylight
DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings, permeable 
skin); OPEN SPACE
2,7 17 4
A15 Work stations
The flexibility goes all the way down to when somebody wants to move 
the desk it doesn’t require someone with technical expertise – they have 
to be moveable by the people who use them.  
1 Moveable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE 3 6 1
A15
Shallow floor 
depth
We make the buildings adaptable by applying daylight penetration 
parameters so they are only as deep as daylight can get into them and 
they are flexible in that they are naturally ventilated.   15m; 6m (atrium); 
15m – 36m across.  
9
Shallow plan depth; Good 
daylight; Multiple 
Ventilation Strategies
MINIMUM DISTANCE 4 18 2,4
A15
Buildings folllow 
the contours
And they are positioned for flexibility to have a common ground floor 
which means they have to follow the contours of the site.  Because they 
follow the contours they look like a car crash.  They plan looks 
higgletee…to follow the single level that defines the plan; to utilise the 
serendipity – maximise the site to your advantage. 
12 Contextual TOPOGRAPHIC 8 23 2,4
A15 Natural air flow
In effect the building is are in a small valley so the buildings are on other 
side of the lowest part of the valley – so the general direction of the 
buildings lie across the prevailing wind patterns which makes it ideal for 
natural ventilation since the wind tends to hit the building at 90 degrees 
and go through the building which is the natural ventilation pattern.  
night‐time purging to exploit the thermal mass of the concrete structure, 
reducing the load on the chilled beam air‐conditioning system. 
7,12
Contextual; Multiple 
Ventilation Strategies
CROSS VENTILATION; 
RELATIONAL  8 18 2,4
A15 3 storey screen 1 Moveable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE 3 6 1
A15
Different size 
buildings (floor 
plates)
The buildings vary in size to cater to different size organisations within 
the regional market – they are different lengths basically.  The same 
extrusion at different lengths.  there’s different sizes based on attitude to 
the M4 corridor market, so in terms of the floor plates and potential 
future occupants.
6 Typology pattern   4 19 4
A15
Standard Office 
building Image
Not a landmark. they wanted a very functional building, that did not reek 
of a headquarters building – what they defined as a headquarters 
building was purpose‐built monument rather than a flexible piece of 
space that they could occupy and de‐occupy quite readily. They want a 
generic rather than a taylor made project.  
6,11
Building Image (common); 
Typology pattern
UNIVERSAL IMAGE 
(familiar)
6 22 4
A15
natural terracotta 
rain screen 
cladding and 
cedar cladding
1,3,12
Reverisble; Readily 
Available Materials; 
Contextual
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION, 
NATURAL MATERIALS
6 5,7 3,4
A15
Exterior spaces/ 
cafes
Grassland, lake, rivers, man‐made valley; cafes; jogging track  5 Support Space
EXTERIOR SPACE; 
EXTRA SPACE (not in 
the brief)
8 14 4
A15
Atrium roofs (ETFE 
roof) 
Simple and cheap to maintain.  Provides better insulation than glass; 
translucent tint can cut down on solar gain.  2,7
Not Precious; Good 
daylighting
DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings, permeable 
skin); CHEAP 
MATERIALS
6 5,18 2,4
A15
Exposed Thermal 
mass/ Services (no 
dropped ceiling)
4
Simple Construction 
Method; PASSIVE CLIMATE 
CONTROL
SIMPLE & MINIMUM 
FINISHES; THERMAL 
MASS
4 8 2,4
A15
colorful furniture 
and chairs by Vitra Attitude & Character  COLOUR 3 22 2
A15
Views of the 
surrounding 
country side
10 Good Visual Linkage VIEWS (outward 
looking)
2 23 4
A15
Informal meeting 
areas
6 Spatial Variety INFORMAL/ FORMAL 
(variety)
4 19 2,4
A15
Service 
distribution  
preassembled 'connected' work stations coming from raised access 
flooring  1 Component Accessibility
REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION  4,5 10 2,3
A15 Hot desking No ownership of desks (no space goes to waste) 9 Shared Ownership HOT DESKING 1,3 5 2
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85 Southwark Street Case Study Checklist 
 Design strategy (DS):  an overarching approach towards a way of doing things (a methodology) that
can be defined through a set of characteristics (features, capabilities) and tactics (methods, solutions).
o Characteristics (C):  prominent features pertaining to the building and/ or its constituting
parts. 
o Tactics (T):  a specific method to achieve the design strategy – these are the solutions you
may have utilised as part of the design (indicated by an x).
An ‘x’ in the far right column means a tactic was implemented in the project in response to the characteristic. 
Please mark an ‘o’ in the empty box, if you feel I missed a tactic implemented in the project that applies to one 
of the characteristics.  In such a case, if you could very briefly explain the ‘missed’ solution in the definition 
space of the characteristic (middle column -simply delete the definition) that would be greatly appreciated.   
DS01 – D04 pertain to the physical parts, D05 - D10 spatial aspects, and DS11 & DS12 building as a whole.   
DS01: Building Layers - separation of the physical parts of the building into defined functional entities 
C1: Reversible capacity for significant aspects of the building to be separated into their 
constituting parts 
C2: Moveable Stuff furniture; equipment, etc. which can be moved freely throughout the 
space/ building  
X 
C3: Component Accessibility components within the building are accessible; components do not need 
to be ruined 
X 
C4: Functional Separation separation of functions into different constituting parts (e.g. non-load 
bearing wall)  
X 
DS02: Design ‘in’ Time - capacity of the physical parts to provide options for the users (‘in time’) 
C5: Service Zones separate control/ distribution of services amongst defined areas to 
allow for increased user control 
C6: Configurable Stuff furniture; equipment, etc. which can be adjusted in multiple states (e.g. 
an operable window)   
X 
C7: Multi-Functional 
Components 
does not move or change states, but can serve multiple functions (in its 
'single' state) 
C8: Not Precious use of materials which are often cheap, temporary solutions and can 
withstand a degree of knockability to promote change 
C9: ‘Extra’ Components provisional inclusion of components that go beyond the necessary 
means of the building to function 
DS03: Long Life - consideration of the physical parts to last a long time 
C10: Durability capacity to last a long time; to be knocked around; to resist decay and 
weather well 
X 
C11: Mature Component a proven component or system which has evolved over time (between 
projects). 
C12: Efficient Services reduction in the use and amount of off-site energy or water required 
C13: Good Craftsmanship allows for an increased standard of design and longevity X 
C14: Overdesign Capacity components designed beyond the designated capacity (e.g. structural 
redundancy) 
X 
C15: Readily Available Materials materials produced locally and naturally increasing future accessibility & 
replacability.   
DS04: Simplicity & Legibility - use of simplicity and legibility with regards to components & construction methods  
C16: Standardised Components standard off-the-shelve component/interface and/ or bulk use of a 
component/ interface designed for the building.   
X 
C17: Standard Component 
locations 
components are easy to locate in standard locations throughout the 
building 
C18: Off-site Construction a higher quality of construction through off-site assembly 
C19: Simple Construction 
Method 
simple, legible structural system X 
Appendix M: Case study verification example
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DS05: Loose Fit - spatial considerations beyond a minimal standard or that defined by the brief 
C20: Open Space a large space which is relatively undisturbed with immovable obstacles 
(e.g. columns) 
X 
C21: Support Space usually not defined in the brief, but are necessary for the functional 
support of the building 
X 
C22: Oversize Space sized larger than the market standard or functional necessity in either 
plan or section 
X 
DS06: Spatial Planning - spatial consideration for the way spaces are laid out; their boundaries, dimensions and 
relationships  
C23: Typology pattern designed to a typology or standardised use/ spatial pattern  
C24: Joinable/ Divisible Space space(s) which can be joined together or divided into smaller individual 
spaces to support multiple spatial configurations including possibility of 
multiple tenure.   
 
C25: Modular Coordination spatial coordination between systems within a building which have 
physical consequences 
X 
C26: Connect Buildings capacity to link together or separate buildings X 
C27: Standard Room Size(s) a series of rooms which are of all the same size  
C28: Spatial Variety  use of a variety of different sized rooms to cater to different uses and 
sizes of groups 
X 
C29: Spatial Ambiguity blurring of boundaries between interior or exterior uses through soft 
boundaries  
 
C30: Spatial Zones clear separation between types of functional spaces into designated 
areas (e.g. service/ served spaces)  
 
C31: Spatial Proximity central location or close proximity of related elements.  
C32: Simple Plan a geometrically simple plan, e.g. a single rectangle or deducible into a 
series of linear shapes 
 
C33: Standard Grid standardised dimensions with few anomalies  
C34: Simple Form  straight vertical and horizontal surfaces; few complicated forms such as 
curved or slanted  
X 
DS07: Passive Techniques - the building’s shape, materiality & orientation provide additional options for ‘servicing’ the 
building 
C35: Multiple ventilation strategy  capacity to be naturally or mechanically ventilated X 
C36: Shallow Plan Depth generally less than 15m in depth  
C37: Passive Climate Control reduce the need to mechanically control the internal environment  
C38: Building Orientation prevailing direction of the building to take advantage of the natural 
conditions 
 
C39: Good Daylighting the capacity for the majority of the spaces provided to be day lit X 
DS08: Unfinished Design - capacity to add to or ‘complete’ an aspect or layer of the building 
C40: Space to Grow into sufficient provisions to allow for additional space (non-existing) to be 
added either horizontally or vertically. 
X 
C41: Phased ‘unfinished’ space which requires additional work to make it useable.  
C42: User Customisation useable ‘finished’ space which is designed to be decorated or 
appropriated by the user. 
 
DS09: Maximise Building Use - increase the timeframe in which the building is used throughout the day, week and 
year 
C43: Multi-functional spaces space which can be used for multiple uses (latent spatial capacity) X 
C44: Use Differentiation inclusion of a mixture of uses X 
C45: Mixed Demographics the building services more than a single demographic X 
C46: Multiple/ Mixed Tenure multiple tenant organisations of which may operate under different 
tenure (e.g. leasehold, freehold) 
X 
C48: Shared Ownership space is shared between multiple users or multiple organisations  
C47: Isolatable a section of the building which can function in separation from the rest 
of the building. 
 
C49: Multiple Access Points provision of multiple entry points into the building which could serve 
different uses or users  
 
DS10: Increase Activity - use of physical & visual connections to increase a sense of environmental awareness creating a 
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more legible place.   
C50: Good Physical Linkage physical connections between spaces X 
C51: Good Visual Linkage visual connections between spaces within the interior and between the 
interior and exterior   
X 
DS11: Aesthetics - use of the building's image, form and narrative as a way of appealing to the users’ and society's 
appreciation 
C52: Attitude & Character use of colour and graphics to provide a level of character to the building 
that 
X 
C53: Spatial Quality a unique spatial character X 
C54: Building Image a level of familiarity or uniqueness the exterior image offers   X 
C55: Quirkiness spatial or physical anomalies which add to the character of the building   
C56:Time Interwoven embedding an historic narrative into the initial design features or 
through material aging 
 
DS12: Multiple Scales - consideration beyond the building to include aspects of the site and surrounding area 
C57: Good Location location has multiple transportation options, a favourable climate and is 
of amble density 
X 
C58: Contextual exploits and relates to its surrounding environment X 
C59:Circulation (neighbourhood) established physical connections to surrounding area X 
C60: A Communal Place  a multi-functional, shared space (interior or exterior) which provides a  
place for gathering. 
X 
 
Can you please mark an ‘x’ in the far right box if as part of the design process the design resource was used.  
Please include below (in the empty rows) any design resource that was used, but not listed.  
Design Resource - a means to help one achieve an approach; a source or tool used as a means to accomplish 
designing for adaptability 
x 
Change Scenarios narratives for how the building could change; they provide a measure for envisaging 
adaptability strategies 
 
A Day in the Life 
Scenarios 
narratives for how the user may experience the building throughout a day  
Organogram a spatial organisational diagram  
Film/ Animations motion graphics(illustrate how the building may be used or changed through time)  
‘Active’ Drawings Illustrations that include people and show how the building could be used 
(communicates scenarios) 
 
Client/ User 
workshops 
events which promote the exchange of ideas regarding the building and its use(s)   
Public Consultation methods for engaging the public regarding the contextual influence of the 
building(e.g. consultation meetings) 
 
Critical Parameters units or decisions that make up the building; e.g. height, width, material, colour  - 
e.g. 3m storey height 
 
Design guidelines general rules regarding design parameters that are not absolute & can be adjusted 
based on the context   
 
Pattern Book 
(archetype) 
a repetitive and defined architectural language that can be carried across projects  
Project Precedents previous projects which provide some guidance/ influence towards the solution  
Site Analysis the gathering and processing of relative site aspects (e.g. transportation, climate)  
As Built Records drawings or photos which illustrate the finished building particularly hidden aspects  
Diagrams/ Parti a reduction of reality to a simplified visualisation (illustrating a basic scheme or 
concept) 
 
Sketches a quick form of drawing that provides the essential features without the details  
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ID Solution explanation Design Strategy Characteristic Design Tactic
B1
Steel frame 
construction
allows for large open spans and the interior partitions to be non‐load bearing (). modularity Functional Separation FRAMED STRUCTURE
B1
Multiple entrances and 
locations
creates multiple access points and a strong central circulation path ‐ the rear 
entrance is open only at the start and end of the school day ().   maximise building use Multiple access points SECONDARY ENTRANCE
B1
Access door inside 
vestibles
Entrances include vestibules and separate access doors to rooms which could 
allow them to be securely used for community/ after‐hours purposes 
(versatility).
maximise building use Isolatable INDIVIDUAL SPACE(S)
B1 Folding Partitions
Folding partitions between classrooms and also in the hall space which allows 
spaces to be combined easily.  The 52‐53 dB acoustic rated partitions are 
between pairs of rooms.  BB93 asks for 49 dB (versatility).
spatial planning; 
design in time
Divisible/ Joinable space; 
Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE PARTITION
B1 Hall Space
a multi‐functional space which will have loose furniture/equipment to allow it to 
serve a variety of functions (e.g. gym, performances and dining – BB99 does not 
allow for a separate dining area at primary school level).  The space is sized for 
badminton (versatility).
maximise building use Multi‐functional space
OPEN SPACE; 
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR
B1
Furniture and 
Equipment
loose, stackable, storable, demountable modularity Moveable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE
B1
Multiple access point to 
classrooms
Ground floor classrooms have multiple access points which allow them to be 
used in different ways ().
increase activity; 
maximise building use
Physical linkage; Multi‐
functional space
DIRECT LINKS; 
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR; SECONDARY 
ENTRANCE
B1 Central (atrium) space Central space provides an open space for a variety of teaching activities along 
with a couple of dedicated breakout spaces (versatility).   
maximise building use; 
spatial planning; loose 
fit; multiple scales
Multi‐functional space; 
Spatial variety; Open space; 
A communal space
OPEN SPACE; 
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR
B1 Universal toilets  Toilets are all unisex giving greater versatility and the use of toilet pods helps 
potentially to refit fixtures ().   maximise building use Shared ownership UNDEFINED SPACE 
B1 Classroom furniture Classroom furniture (e.g. desks, chairs) all appear to be loose, non‐fixed 
elements (adjustability) modularity  Moveable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE
B1 Random Storage space Good amount of ‘random’ storage space provided (versatility). loose fit Support space STORAGE SPACE
B1 Building Form & Image Scale and the material of the building lend itself to its neighbouring context 
(convertibility).
multiple scales Contextual RELATIONAL
B1
Minimum component 
variation  Minimum number of component types and configurations (refitability).   Simplicity & Legibility Standardised components
STANDARDISED SOLUTION 
(8a)
B1 Wireless technology The IT space has a level of versatility with Wi‐Fi due to the intent of it being 
turned into a nursery (versatility).  maximise building use Multi‐functional space
STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY 
B2
Service location 
(separate from 
structure)
Most of the services are exposed within the offices, meaning they can be 
refitted, without affecting the integrity of the structure.
modularity; Simplicity 
& Legibility
Functional separation; 
Component Accessibility; 
Simple Construction 
method
REVERSIBLE CONNECTION; 
SPATIAL SEPARATION 
B2
Variety of Exterior 
Spaces 
 exterior space(s) has been developed for the users to enjoy their surroundings 
with places to sit and routes to walk.   
loose fit; multiple 
scales
Communal Place; Support 
Space
EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
B2 Shared Entrance
Central entrance with amenity spaces. A number of the social and work facilities 
are shared spaces offering versatility to the space both in how they are used and 
by whom. 
maximise building use; 
spatial planning 
Shared Ownership; Spatial 
zones
COMMON SPACE; 
FUNCTIONAL QUALITIES 
B2 Two wing configuration  two wings which can be carved up in a number of ways.    The development 
offers a range of options in terms of space (1000 to 20,000 Sq ft sized offices),
loose fit; spatial 
planning
Joinable/ divisible Space; 
Open space; Simple plan; 
Divisible floor plate
CREATE/REMOVE 
OPENING
B2 User fit out fit out (from grade A office to bespoke solutions from shell & core to full lab 
spec)
unfnished design  Phased; User Customisation SHELL & CORE (two stage 
construction)
B2
Variety of Leasing 
strategies
leases (flexible lease terms to suit individual requirements).  maximise building use Multiple/ Mixed Tenure VARIETY OF CONTRACT 
ARRANGEMENTS  
B2 Façade panels The façade panels are a laminated timber which are durable, easy to clean and 
can be refitted easy do to the dry connections used.  modularity Reversible REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
B2  Bold Exterior Colours
The science park is very much a product of its time, bright colours, bold and 
brash, time of confidence, there are no greys here. It is here to make a 
statement. 
aesthetics Attitude & Character COLOUR
B2 
Service distribution 
(raised floors, drop 
ceilings, flexible 
positioning)
The services in this building are designed in such a way that the ducts on the 
ceiling take away the fresh air that comes through the raised floor, however 
they have had to be designed so that it is possible to divvy up the space as much 
as possible.
modularity; spatial 
planning
Component Accessibility; 
Divisible floor plate
B3 2 conservatory gardens multiple scales; 
maximise building use
A Communal Place; Shared 
Ownership; 
SOCIAL SPACE; COMMON 
SPACE
B3 Mid‐floor Access Access is on the 1st floor (rather than the 'ground' floor) increase interactivity Good Physical Linkage DIRECT LINKS;  
B3 3 Wings The horizontal building can be separated into 3 ‘wings’ each with their own 
entrance and service zone that can be controlled separately.
spatial planning; 
maximise building use; 
design in time
Isolatable; Connect 
Buildings; Service zones; 
Multiple Access points; 
Spatial zones; 
WING CONTROL; FLOOR 
CONTROL ; TENANT 
CONTROL 
B3
Visible/ Unrestricted 
Services
Many of the services are simply laid ontop of the concrete floor under a raised 
floor solution.   modularity
Component Accessibility; 
Reversible; 
REVERSIBLE CONNECTION; 
SIMPLE & MINIMUM 
FINISHES
B3 Open plan  
Shift at the time from cubicle based floor design with enclosed offices to an 
open plan .  Now a secondary shift from allocated space to temporary, hot‐
desking space
loose fit Open space UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE
B3
Various types of 
meeting spaces
The large variety of rooms has proven very useful as departments and teams 
have shifted throughout the building depending on their current needs.   spatial planning Spatial variety ROOM SIZES (variety) 
B4
Departmental Pods 
(wings)
The design sought to challenge traditional teaching block layouts and create a 
sense of ownership by composing individual self‐contained ‘pods’ for each 
faculty housing specialist spaces adjacent to teaching, staff and support areas.   
spatial planning Spatial Zones FUNCTIONAL QUALITIES
B4
Colour Schemes & 
Display cases
Individualised colour schemes and display cases allow the departments to 
appropriate their wings helping to create an association with and identity for 
their departments. subtly applied to certain feature walls and incorporated 
within the flooring and, as such, are not overbearing.  Some embraced more 
than others. 
aesthetics; unfinished 
design
Attitude & Character; User 
Customisation
COLOUR; CUSTOM 
FINISHES
Appendix N: Design solutions table for secondary case studies
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B4
Central Circulation 
'street'
The ‘street’, a central three‐storey link between all faculty wings, provides equal 
access to all shared facilities (learning resource centre, reception, social space) 
and generous circulation spaces for annual, temporary and ad‐hoc events and 
activities.  the street all students allowed to use the circulation, creating 
opportunities for cross‐fertilisation between faculties.
increase interactivity; 
loose fit; multiple 
scales
Physical linkage; Support 
Space; Oversize space; 
Shared Ownership; A 
communal place; 
WIDE CIRCULATION; 
UNDEFINED SPACE; 
SOCIAL SPACE
B4
Separate Specialist 
spaces
The building also includes specialist spaces with separated access and services 
(e.g. sports hall, performance theatre) allowing certain spaces to remain active 
‘after‐hours’ for local groups and students.  There are two key areas where after 
school use was envisaged, these were the sportshall and gym area and the 
Student Development Services block. The sportshall has its own separate 
reception area and is separate from the main college and so can be run 
independently outside of college hours.
maximise building use
Isolatable; Multiple Access 
points; Service Zones; 
Spatial Zones; Mixed 
Demographics; Multi‐
functional spaces
FUNCTIONAL QUALITIES; 
PRIMARY/TEMPORARY 
FUNCTIONS; CONNECTION 
TO EXTERIOR
B4 Homogenous spaces 
Barring a level of specialism (e.g. kiln room), the teaching blocks were designed 
homogenously to allow for expansion and contraction of spaces within the 
departments
spatial planning Standard room sizes; 
Typology pattern
STANDARD ROOM SIZES; 
STANDARD ROOM 
LOCATIONS; 
STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY
B4 Empty site space space was left open to the North of the complex to allow for the blocks 
themselves to be expanded.  unfinished design Space to grow EXISTING SITE
B4
Standard planning 
layout/ Non‐load 
bearing partitions
A standard grid layout of 4m x 1.5m allows interior partitions to be positioned 
off grid lines at 1.5m centres and provides the ability to have rooms of differing 
sizes, set within the pod standard.  The majority of internal partitions are 
studwork. The exceptions are where there is a technical requirement for them 
not to be.
spatial planning; 
modularity
Standard Grid; Functional 
Separation; Spatial variety
FRAMED STRUCTURE; 
PLANNING GRID
B4
Electrical service 
distribution
Power and data points run along a buzz bar underneath a raised access floor. 
Within a typical classroom this means that comparatively minor changes, such as
a teacher reconfiguring the layout of a classroom, can be easily accommodated 
and they are not constrained by the location of power and data points.
modularity; design in 
time
Component Accessibility; 
Extra components? 
REVERSIBLE CONNECTION; 
GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY 
B4 Window pattern  windows are set to a regular rhythm allowing classrooms a capacity to grow or 
shrink with the easy removal/ addition of dividing stud wall partitions.  spatial planning
Modular coordination; 
Multi‐functional space; 
Joinable/ Divisible space; 
GRID COORDINATION; 
STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY (scale, 
daylight, non‐specific 
equipment); 
B4 Theatre space
The theatre space contains a high acoustic folding partition allowing the space to
be used in its entirety for productions and lectures and as smaller spaces 
teaching drama and dance simultaneously.
design in time; spatial 
planning
Configurable stuff; 
Joinable/ Divisible Space; 
Multi‐functional space
ADJUSTABLE PARTITION; 
UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE 
B4 Retractable seating 
The theatre space contains retractable seating. The partition wall not only 
divides the space, but it can also be used as a screen for lectures and a 
‘proscenium arch’ for stage productions.  a high acoustic folding partition wall 
splits the theatre space into a 1/3rd to 2/3rd proportion allowing dance and 
drama to be undertaken concurrently.
design in time Configurable stuff; Multi‐
functional component;  ADJUSTABLE FURNITURE
B4 Steel Frame structure structure is comprised of a steel frame with piled foundations with exposed pre‐
cast concrete slabs.
modularity; Simplicity 
& Legibility
Functional separation; 
Simple construction 
method
FRAMED STRUCTURE
B4
College Campus 
(consolidated location)
the creation of a college campus provides a better sense of community spirit 
(social appreciation).    The college moved closer to its demographic (outside the 
city centre from the centre).  
multiple scales SPATIAL PROXIMITY CENTRAL LOCATION 
B4
Exposed concrete 
ceilings
Exposed precast ceilings in the teaching pods simplicity & legibility Simple Construction 
Method
SIMPLE & MINIMUM 
FINISHES
B4 High level window sills   help with night cooling passive techniques
Tension between naturally 
cooling the building and 
providing good daylighting 
NATURAL COOLING; 
CONTROL HEAT GAIN
B4 Natural ventilation  Operable windows and equipment linked to BMS passive techniques; 
design in time
Multiple ventilation 
strategies; Configurable 
stuff
ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES; 
NATURAL VENTILATION
B4 Intelligent light controls design in time effective services; 
configurable stuff 
EFFICIENT DEVICES 
(reduce demand, heat 
gain); ADJUSTABLE 
FIXTURES; 
B4 Atrium space  Is this the street corridor?  multiple scales; 
maximise building use
A Communal space; Multi‐
functional space
SOCIAL 
SPACE;UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings, permeable skin) 
B4 Automated Systems Automated systems turn off computers, smartboard projectors, aircon units, 
etc. at the end of the day.  design in time
effective services; 
configurable stuff 
EFFICIENT DEVICES 
(reduce demand, heat 
gain); ADJUSTABLE 
FIXTURES; 
B4 Water Harvesting Water is metered, rainwater harvested and used as grey water.  design in time effective services LOCAL SOURCE (water, 
energy)
B4 Permeable paving  Attenuation tanks (permeable paving) and swales – sustainable drainage  design in time Multi‐functional 
component  
PRIMARY/TEMPORARY 
FUNCTIONS (3a)
B4 Energy generation Biomass boiler & wind turbine; PV panels and Photovoltaic glass  design in time effective services LOCAL SOURCE (water, 
energy)
B5 Open floor plan  The concept combines open floor plans with movable equipment and modular 
services to create an adjustable and versatile space.   loose fit Open Space UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE
B5 Moveable equipment
It allows the scientists the capacity to move their working units (fume 
cupboards, LEV containment units, benching, etc.) on wheels based on their 
immediate needs throughout the space 
modularity Moveable Stuff LOOSE FURNITURE
B5 Modular services
all services are fed from above through a standard ceiling grid with colour coded 
connections for the different services via flexible cords with quick ‘plug and play’ 
service connections.  
modularity; design in 
time
Service zones; Reverisble; 
Component Accessibility; 
Configurable Stuff; 'Extra' 
Components
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTION; REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION; ADJUST 
FIXTURES; GENERAL 
SURPLUS CAPACITY
B5 Glass Partitions relocatable glass walls that help with contamination and security and promote 
communication amongst the users.
modularity; spatial 
planning; increase 
interactivity
Moveable stuff; Joinable/ 
Divisible Space; Visual 
Linkage; 
MOVEABLE PARTITIONS; 
ADD/TAKE DOWN A WALL; 
TRANSPARENT MATERIALS
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B5 Component Interfaces Components can be refitted easily and it takes about a day and a half to fit out 
an entire space which can be done by the users themselves.   
modularity; unfinished 
design
Reverisble; User 
Customisation
REVERSIBLE CONNECTION 
B6 made the whole place feel a lot fresher and a lot more contemporary aesthetics Spatial Quality  CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR 
B8
Spatial organisation 
(plan layout)
The large wing consists of a range of departments and services surrounding a 
striking six‐storey atrium which allows departments to be arranged around the 
perimeter taking advantage of natural light, ventilation and good adjacencies to 
existing departments.   
design in time; passive 
techinques; increase 
interactivity 
Spatial zones; Natural 
ventilation; Good 
daylighiting; Physical 
linkage ‐  Links to existing 
Hospital
B8 Atrium space 
The central atrium contains vertical circulation and service risers along with 
glazed horizontal links centrally connecting the upper floors allowing for the 
surrounding floor plates to be densely packed and uninterrupted (a benefit for 
future versatility).  The prominent lift tower provides a clear, landmark visible 
from the main reception desk
increased interactivity Visual Linkage; Physical 
Linkage;
SOCIAL SPACE; 
UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE; 
DIRECT LIGHT  
B8
Shell and Core 
construction 
 ‘Shell and Core’ separating the structure and services (long‐lasting) with the 
infill elements (short‐lasting).   maximise building use Phased
SHELL & CORE (two stage 
construction)
B8 Structural grid A regular, uninterrupted structural grid spatial planning Standard grid STRUCTURAL GRID
B8 Additonal service holes additional service holes in the structure around each column  along with an 
unobstructed ceiling void   design in time Overdesign capacity
GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
B8 Standard floor plates
Identically sized floor plates  and corridor locations ‐ allow departments and 
wards to be converted easily (e.g. the building started with 3 ambulatory care 
floors and 4 ward floors and now has 4 ambulatory care floors and 3 inpatient)
spatial planning Simple plan; Typology 
pattern
STANDARD ROOM 
LOCATIONS; RECTANGLE
B8
Standard Circulation 
locations
The main communication and services routes were designed as a central spine 
with vertical cores at each side in the central atrium, leaving the rest of the floor 
plate free to accommodate different layouts in accordance with the 
departmental requirements. (refer to the floor plan drawing) This was used 
several times during the design development and construction process to 
change / amend layouts to follow brief changes
spatial planning; 
design in time Spatial zones; Simple plan
FUNCTIONAL QUALITIES; 
ORTHOGONAL SHAPES
B8 Generous storey height generous and consistent floor to floor heights loose fit Oversize space TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS
B8 Window design
The convertibility of rooms is enhanced by the window design allowing for 3 
conditions (100mm restricted, fully operable and sealed).  As patient rooms they 
are currently 100mm restricted, but could be changed to fully operable if the 
room was converted into an office space.  The integral blinds help provide 
privacy and help infection control. The windows are triple glazed giving to 
provide greater insulation and more likely to be retained in the future as the 
need for energy reductions increase. 
design in time Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 
B8 Curtain wall system
curtain wall panels were designed to be refitted easily upon aesthetic or 
functional necessity.  external envelope at the front, is a flexible curtain wall 
allowing for readjustment of windows to panels as required by future functional 
requirements.
modularity  Reversible REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
B8 Standard room sizes as much as it was possible – standardized bedrooms, wc, support rooms such as 
dirty / clean utility etc, staff bases, consult/exam rooms, offices; spatial planning Standard room sizes MARKET STANDARD
B8 Building elevations
There was a requirement for elevations to fit in with the surrounding Victorian 
buildings including materials brick, Ashlar bond stone cladding, detailing and 
size/type of windows (which in this case was utilized to maximize light and 
ventilation). 
aesthetics; multiple 
scales
Building Image; Contextual Universal Image (familiar); 
RELATIONAL
B8 Materials
The combined use of timber and metal increasing their longevity, reducing 
maintenance, and improving internal (warmth and quality of timber) and 
external appearance. 
long life; aesthetics Durability; Building image KNOCKABLE
B8 ETFE roof  maintenance and change easier. long life Durability;  LOW MAINTENANCE
B8 Corridor walls
Constructing corridor wall and widths so that if the department use changes, if 
applicable, it will be possible to add handrails in corridors that do not have them 
initially.
design in time; loose 
fit
Overdesign capacity; 
Oversize space
WIDE CIRCULATION; 
SPECIFIC SURPLUS 
CAPACITY 
B8 Modular storage use of HTM 71 –modular type storage to help efficiencies and accommodate 
future changes. 
modularity; Simplicity 
& Legibility
Standardardised 
components; Reversible; 
Moveable stuff
STANDARD PRODUCT
B9 Core locations 
positioning more static core spaces along the periphery and opening the center 
up for communication and interaction, allowing the design to accommodate 
ongoing changes in office operations and environment. The dispersing of the 
centralized core created an open solution allowing for continuity (visual 
connection and access) between floors, spaces and nature through large light 
wells.
design in time; loose 
fit
Service zones; Open space;  FIXED VS. FLEXIBLE SPACES
B9 Standard grid
A key tactic was shifting to a 10.8m uniform‐grid offering a low cost solution, 
which is typically used for shopping centres and parking – in contrast to the 
typical office span of 16‐18m. The reduced column spacing is accompanied by 
external lateral bracing that creates a rigid shell and allows for a free internal 
space that was envisioned to incorporate future changes in use (e.g. a hotel or 
shopping centre). 
spatial planning; 
simplicity & legibility; 
maximise building use
Multi‐functional space; 
Standard grid; Simple 
Construction
STRUCTURAL GRID; 
B9 Open space
The openness of the space is complimented by a storey height of 4.1m with an 
open and protruding ceiling ranging from a minimum of 3.1m in height to a 
maximum of 3.8m providing a good acoustical environment
loose fit Open space, Oversize space
TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS; 
UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE; 
SMALL COLUMNS
B9 Cardboard ducts
Natural air is taken directly from the louvers on the other side, and is distributed 
through the building on the underside of ‘universal floor beams’ (standard depth 
for both beams and girders of 450mm) through aluminium coated cardboard 
ducts.  
design in time; 
simplicity & legibility
Non‐precious material; 
standardised components
CHEAP MATERIAL; 
STANDARDISED SOLUTION
B9
Dynamic central zone 
(canal of light)
The dynamic central zone provides a diverse range of open meeting spaces 
adopting eye‐catching colours and shapes (e.g. diverse angles, shell‐shaped 
partitions) not found in other areas.  This created a more open solution allowing 
for continuity (visual connection and access) between floors, spaces and nature 
through large light wells.  
increase interactivity Visual Linkage; Physical 
Linkage
VIEWS (outward looking); 
UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE; 
DIRECT LINKS; 
B9 Furniture
All of the furniture is movable and adjustable to stimulate diverse forms of 
communication.  
modularity; design in 
time
Moveable; Configurable 
stuff
LOOSE FURNITURE; 
CONFIGURABLE 
FURNITURE
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B9 Workstations
Previously, a wide‐range of desk types were used to articulate an employee’s 
position and division, but in this case desks were standardized into two types of 
workstations reflecting the types of tasks to be carried out.    
simplicity & legibility  Standardised Components STANDARD PRODUCT
B9 Location
By moving a step away from the city center we have been able to achieve a 
comfortable environment of ‘a detached house with garden.’ multiple scales Good location TRANSPORTATION LINKS
B9 Building site For the Takenaka building we did not use all of the available space, a rare 
example among office buildings. unfinished design Space to grow EXISTING SITE
B9 Spatial Variety
Instead of seeking a universal space they have adopted a non‐uniform indoor 
environment in order to provide characteristics and qualities of space which are 
best to the different activities.  
spatial planning Spatial variety
INFORMAL/ FORMAL 
(variety); ROOM SIZES 
(variety); 
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR
B9 Shared spaces
By creating a centralised zone of shared open spaces, Takenaka was able to 
reduce the redundancy in meeting and public spaces needed by consolidating 
spaces between groups and divisions. 
maximise builing use Shared ownership COMMON SPACE  
B9 Wall colour
While the tendency might be to paint walls and ceilings in offices an off‐white 
colour, the interior side of the exterior walls of the Takenaka Headquarters are 
painted in four monotone colours which help to create a sense of depth 
(together with the ceiling protusions and recessions). 
aeshetics Attitude & Character COLOUR
B11 Open space
The large open space (9m x 9m column spacing, 4.3m floor to ceiling height) and 
a mechanical system sufficient to meet the increased occupancy load allowed 
the designers to provide the school with a wide range of versatile spaces for a 
variety of educational and social activities. 
loose fit Open space UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE
B11 Material selection
Material, spatial and solution choices provoke the users to appropriate the 
space providing a sense of ownership and identity with the building lending 
them more likely to both adapt the space and/ or themselves to fit their needs.   
unfinished design User customisation CUSTOM FINISHES
B11 Graphics
 Large graphics ‘brand’ the spaces and embed an established identity into the 
sense of place.   Aesthetics  Attitutude & Character COLOUR; ART
B11 Interior walls All interior walls are metal studs and dry wall which can be easily modified for a 
future tenant.  It is a big box with lots of space to work with.    modularity Functional Separation FRAMED SOLUTION
B11 Pivoting doors
Doors that rotate – the ‘classrooms’ can flow outside the rooms – groups of kids 
can move ‘outside’ the classroom.   Allows for the ‘studio’ space to be extended 
yet controlled.  Suggested a collaborative way in which the rooms in the center 
could work together. 
spatial planning Joinable/ Divisible Space CREATE/REMOVE 
OPENING
B11 Room clusters
Clusters of 7 spaces including 4 studios of similar sizes, but having different 
‘wall’ configuration (2 with pivoting doors, 1 enclosed with door, and 1 with no 
wall) which are centered around an open box space with soft seating.  The space 
included a student think tank space.  A cluster of teachers are able to choose the 
space they want to work in for the day based on their activities.
spatial planning Spatial variety ROOM SIZES (variety); 
INFORMAL/FORMAL 
B11 Room labels
Room labels – hinder the way in which we perceive and use spaces.  
Intentionally used the word studio instead of classroom.  To help promote the 
loss of this is MY classroom.  No lockers; no books; every student has a laptop 
computer – everything is electronic – homework, books, etc.  UAE paid for 2200 
laptops while 9,000 backpacks were donated as well.  
maximise building use Shared Ownership UNDEFINED SPACE
B11 Support spaces
"In 95% of the discussions with teachers their response to the question what is 
the most important thing about their classroom is the flexibility of the space to 
do a variety of things and storage.“ D581
loose fit Support spaces STORAGE SPACE
B11 Material selection
Several of the elements could be picked up and reused at the end of the lease 
(this was driven by the school) – carpet tiles, movable walls, lighting (which is 
not tied into the grid) could be treated as furniture.
modularity Reverisble REVERSIBLE
B12 Box shape  The simple ‘boxes’ which form the Almen+ terraced house residences are based 
off a traditional Danish archetype  spatial planning
Simple Form, Simple plan; 
Typology pattern BOX‐SHAPED; RECTANGLE
B12 Prefabricated Modules Prefabricated construction. measures suitable for transportation with a 
maximum module of 3.6 m.  Simplicity & Legibility
Off‐site Construction; 
Delivery maximum
PREFABRICATED 
SOLUTION; 
STANDARDISED SOLUTION 
B12 No interior finishes    The ‘completed’ building is delivered without any interior partition walls or 
finished painting to help reduce rental costs.   unfinished design Phased
BARE BONES (generic 
infrastructure) 
B12
Multiple spatial 
configurations
Despite limited manoeuvres for spatial composition high priority was given to 
ensure a variety of spatial plans could be achieved by the residents.  The 3.6 m 
module is wide enough to generate a versatile space and hence kitchen, living 
room and sleeping rooms are able to be configured into a number of 
combinations. 
spatial planning Modular coordination; 
divisible floor plate
B12
Standard window 
openings
window openings of the façade are all alike but can be ‘filled’ differently varying 
between full glazed partitions, French balconies, ordinary windows and blinding 
panels.
unfinished design; 
simplicity and 
legibility; modularity
User Customisation; 
Standardised components; 
Reversible 
B12 Cladding connections
cladding boards of the façade are mounted with frictional fixations avoiding 
penetration of the board material in order to ensure easy dismantling for 
refurbishment or replacement.
modularity Reversible REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
B14 Ceiling configuration
The lighting, power and ventilation of the large, open spaces are laid out evenly 
to enhance the versatility of the spaces along with an assortment of non‐fixed 
furniture and movable shelving.  
Simplicity & Legibility Standard component 
locations
B14 Open space
The open spaces create loosely bound areas (i.e. ‘soft’ walls) which are used 
routinely by schools as informal classrooms (e.g. exhibition plazas, reading 
areas).  This is supplemented with a defined multipurpose room which offers a 
controlled environment for a variety of teaching and lab activities (spatial 
variety).  
spatial planning Ambigious spaces SPATIAL TRANSITIONS
B14 Perimeter niches
The perimeter walls have been thickened to promote the use of the large 
window sills as reading nooks and intimate social spaces – the interior façade 
connecting the extension to the existing library is treated the same with 
inhabitable niches.   
aesthetics  Quirkiness NOOKS & CRANNIES
B14 Colorful graphics
The interior of the building uses colorful graphics to provide additional 
information including ‘green’ graphics to educate the users about the 
sustainability features of the project including the use of sustainable (natural, 
local and recycled) materials and energy and water efficient measures (e.g. 
lighting and heating).  
aesthetics  Attitude & Character COLOUR
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B14 Staircase
The prominent and centered staircase adheres to the “Active Design Guidelines’ 
of the City of New York to promote physical activity.   increase activity Physical Linkage ADDITIONAL CIRCULATION
B14 Material selection
All of the paint is water‐based, free of harmful off‐gasing chemical compounds.  
The furniture was built locally from birch plywood manufactured with wood 
grown in sustainable forests. The structural steel in our building is made of 70% 
recycled metal.   The concrete of our building includes fly ash as recycled 
product.  
Simplicity & Legibility Readily Available Materials NATURAL MATERIALS; 
LOCAL MATERIALS
B15 occupiable roof space
 use prefabricated timber ‘cause that systems are flat panelled systems, so you 
don’t have trusses and beams and you can actually use the space in the roof or 
you can design a house so that people can expand up into the roof.  
unfinished design Space to grow into EXPAND INTO ROOF
B15 active' roof  
by having roof terraces instead of, you know, pitched roofs basically that terrace 
becomes a place that you can build on top of or obviously you can do roof, you 
know, rooftop gardening and food growing. Roofs not only for food production, 
but for PVs, for generating electricity and for solar hot water and sort of the 
whole envelope of the building becomes an active and productive resource
maximise building use Multi‐functional space UNDEFINED SPACE; 
UNDERUSED SPACE
B15 double height spaces 
all have really big space standards and double height spaces if they feel they 
need an additional bedroom or something like that they can actually fill in that 
space ‐ like a loft space (double height space over the living room and stairs up 
to a mezzanine)  
loose fit; unfinished 
design
Oversize space; space to 
grow into;  TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS
B15
extra ground floor 
room
additional room on the ground floor just at the front of the house; running their 
businesses from this space at the front of the house, which isn’t in the kitchen, 
and it’s not upstairs, it’s not the spare bedroom, it is a kind of street frontage 
space that can, you know, perform that function.  ground floor space which 
opens onto the street more or less and is very transparent could be adaptable in 
a way. 
loose fit; maximise 
building use; increase 
activity
Support Space, Multi‐
functional space; Physical 
and Visual linkage
EXTRA SPACE (not in the 
brief); UNDEFINED SPACE; 
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR 
B17 Support spaces
Most of the support spaces are not defined by a single function, many doubling 
their identities and are cleverly linked to allow for the multiplicity to take form 
fluidly – from patron’s lounge to a second lobby or the rehearsal room to 
theatre.
maximise building use Multi‐functional spaces STORAGE SPACE; 
EXTERIOR SPACE
B17 Theatre stuff
The space can transform between an abundance of automated configurations 
(proscenium, thrust, flat floor, arena) with the help of a small crew in the matter 
of a few hours. This is achieved by the amalgamation of proven technologies 
from other uses  The ground plane can change height, tilt, or rotate using stage 
technology adapted from opera houses, 
design in time Configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FURNTURE
B17 Theatre Finishes
The 575 seat theatre remains highly versatile adopting the policy of non‐
precious materials to encourage companies to cut, drill, weld, glue, etc. to the 
surfaces.  
design in time Not precious material CHEAP MATERIAL; 
STANDARDISED SOLUTION
B17 Spatial stacking
One of the most ‘freeing’ elements of the Wyley Theatre (B17) was rethinking 
the spatial organisation of the theatre by vertically stacking ‘front‐of‐house’ and 
‘back‐of‐house’ functions rather than placing them adjacent to the theatre on 
the same horizontal plane. The result affords the chamber to be enclosed by an 
acoustic glass façade allowing the theatre to open up to the outside plaza space 
and use the city as a backdrop.
spatial planning Spatial zones FUNCTIONAL QUALITIES
B18
color/ pattern of 
exterior fabric
Represents different heritages; patterns, colours. Symbolic ownership through 
the patterns and colours of the exterior fabric. 
aesthetics; maximise 
building use
Attitude & Character; 
Shared ownership
COLOUR; SHARED 
IDENTITY 
B18
Deployable structures 
(interior)
An arsenal of moving elements – three inflatable ‘deployables’ can be raised or 
lowered on hoists.  Their upper surface is in fireproof silver foil while their 
translucent lower face conceals the acoustic insulation and programmable lights 
house inside. The deployables vary in size but all are circular in plan and 
incorporate a rail mounted around the perimeter so that curtain can be fixed to 
it. 
modularity Moveable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE
B18
Demountable structure 
(kit of parts)
designed for the London International Festival of Theatre (LIFT).  Used a 
specialised contractor (in temporary structures) used their standard steel‐truss 
kit of parts and the structure when not in use is stored largely in a pair of 
shipping containers that double as the box office and back‐of‐house space (i.e. 
they are used as part of the instillation).  
modularity; Simplicity 
& Legibility
Reversible; Standardised 
components; 
REVERSIBLE CONNECTION; 
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
B18 Mutli‐functional space
Structure was conceived as much as a setting for public meetings and debate as 
for performances.  The events the lift will host include public debates, children’s 
workshops, lectures, plays, concerts and dance performances.  In the course of a 
day, this diverse programme may require the space to be reconfigured p to half 
a dozen times.
maximise building use Multi‐functional space UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE; 
UNDEFINED SPACE
B18 Interior space Large open space  loose fit Open space UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE
B18 Sign 
The sign on the front will be repeatedly changed. The most startling 
transformation is brought about by lowering the high‐level sign which 
dominates the principal elevation to reveal a glassless ‘window’ spanning the 
building’s entire width.  It can also be exchanged for a screen that 
accommodates back projection or that can be removed entirely, enabling sound 
equipment or even a car to be mounted on its support frame.  
modularity  Reversible REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
B18 15 year life short design life design in time Not precious 
EXISTING/TEMPORARY 
SPACE; REVERSIBLE 
CONNECTION
B21 Shared spaces Spaces have also been provided for incubating emerging local creative 
businesses and for hot‐desking.  maximise building use
Mixed/ Multiple Tenure; 
Shared ownership
COMMON SPACE; HOT 
DESKING; 
B21 Large open plan space
The main space, occupied by Free Form Arts Trust, is inspiring, double‐height 
and open plan, with a series of smaller flexible spaces around it and a mezzanine 
library above which includes an archive dedicated to the original Loddiges 
hothouse. 
loose fit Oversize space, Open space UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE; 
B21 Exterior walls 
The three‐storey, boomerang‐shaped building hugs the London Fields boundary 
and provides a friendly face to the park (it has already been noticed that people 
are using the park later at night since it opened), whilst its other face is designed 
to perform to 20,000 commuters passing on the railway every day.  The railway 
façade is a staggered brick wall providing a buffer to the noise and vibration of 
passing trains, with full‐length slot windows, inset at angles, maximising light 
and ventilation. 
multiple scales Contextual RELATIONAL
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B21 Multi‐functional spaces
a multi‐purpose conference/exhibition space, training facilities, two artist‐in‐
residence live work studios, two roof studios and a large roof terrace for public 
art displays and events.   
maximise building use Use Differentiation; Multi‐
functional space MIXED USES
B21 Courtyard
A courtyard, created between the new building and the existing railway arches, 
will be used for events such as a Sunday market. 
maximise building use; 
loose fit; multiple 
scales
Multi‐functional space; 
support space; A communal 
place
SOCIAL SPACE; EXTERIOR 
SPACE; COMMON SPACE; 
B21 Additional spaces Additional studios and workshops are located within the converted arches of the 
adjacent railway viaduct. loose fit Support space
STORAGE SPACE; EXTRA 
SPACES (not in the brief)
B21
Minimum and Simple 
finishes
The interior materials palette is kept to a minimum; to let the art activities do 
the talking. The interior is mostly white, accented with southern yellow pine 
panelling and translucent fibreglass. Industrial light fittings, partly surface‐
mounted, partly recessed in plywood lined boxes are used and trunking and 
pipework is exposed. 
unfnished design; 
simplicity and legibility
User Customisation; Simple 
construction method
SIMPLE & MINIMUM 
FINISHES
B21 Roof top gallery
The rooftop gallery takes the form of a glass‐louvred corridor and features a 
glass roof incorporating photovoltaic panels, which provide shading whilst 
generating power.
maximise building use; 
loose fit
Multi‐fucntional space; 
Support space
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR; WIDE 
CIRCULATION
B21 Natural ventilation  The building is naturally ventilated throughout passive techniques Multiple ventilation 
strategies
CROSS VENTILATION; 
MECHANICAL 
VENTILATION
B21 Recycled Glass  Recycled glass has been supplied by one of Free Form’s initiatives, the Green 
Bottle Unit.  simplicity and legibility Readily Available Materials
RECLAIMED MATERIAL; 
LOCAL MATERIAL
B21 Brick
A brick has been chosen that will look good throughout the building’s life and 
can recycled at the end of it. .  long life; aesthetics Durability; Building image
WEATHERABLE MATERIAL; 
KNOCKABLE; UNIVERSAL 
IMAGE
B23 Exposed thermal mass
The thermal performance of the building relies heavily on its mass and the 
ability to regulate temperature fluctuations passively. simplicity and legibility
Simple construction 
method;   THERMAL MASS
B23
2 Courtyards, Atrium, 
Series of North Lights passive techniques Good Daylighting
SOCIAL 
SPACE;UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; DIRECT LIGHT
B23 Removal of Solar Gain long life effective services CONTROL HEAT GAIN 
B23
Mezzanine 1st floor  Series of openings to allow light to the ground floor.  passive techniques Good Daylighting DIRECT LIGHT (openings, 
permeable skin) 
B23
Ventilation system
Concrete roof and first
floor slabs are cooled overnight by a BMS‐controlled natural system that uses 
stack ventilation to discharge heat through rooftop "snouts"’ and pulls in fresh
cool air via motorised windows and inlet panels.
passive techniques Multiple ventilation 
strategies
STACKED VENTILATION; 
MECHANICAL 
VENTILATION
B23 Timber
All timber used came from the National Trust’s sustainable forests, while 
demolition waste was recycled on site. simplicity and legibility Readily Available Materials
NATURAL MATERIALS; 
LOCAL MATERIALS
B23
Wool carpet
In the case of the carpets, this even created a new industry. We
used wool from Herdwick sheep grazed on National Trust land the fleeces of 
which are unusually shaggy and not normally processed as wool. 
simplicity and legibility Readily Available Materials NATURAL MATERIALS; 
LOCAL MATERIALS
B23
VCOs
keeping the use of volatile organic compounds (VCOs) to a minimum (man‐made 
VOCs ‐ paints or coatings, office equipment, new furnishings, ). This produced a 
better air quality throughout the building and negated against possible sick 
building syndrome, which can be caused by VCOs.
simplicity and legibility Readily Available Materials NATURAL MATERIALS
B23 Renewable Energy  1,500 PV panels are situated on the southern aspects of the saw‐toothed roof. long life effective services
LOCAL SOURCE (water, 
energy)
B25
Fusion Panel
A fusion panel detail that allows each building to be clad in any kind of material 
using the same fixing methods – the housing block on College street was waved 
through planning with a timber boarding skin, only to be changed to brick later 
on.  we’ve got timber clad ones, dark brown brick ones, white render ones, zinc 
ones, pale. 
modularity; unfinished 
design
Reversible; User 
Customisation
REVERSIBLE CONNECTION; 
CUSTOM FINISH
B25 High Quality Windows
They all got the same windows. I get nice deep reveals to the windows to get a 
nice contextual shadow  simplicity and legibility Standardised Product STANDARD PRODUCT
B25
Mixed Use includes over 300 apartments, offices, shops and restaurants, and, a new venue 
for Dance East, the region’s celebrated dance academy.  maximise building use Use Differentiation MIXED USES
B25 Public square
multiple scales; loose 
fit
Communal Place; Support 
Space
EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
B25
Colour
Splashes of colour were added to be‐jewel Ipswich’s new landmark. Colour is 
again cleverly used to pick out balconies and add extra vibrancy to the facades.  aesthetics Attitude & Character COLOUR
B25
Oversized space
Dance East’s new home in the tower base is itself is a large building, the 
equivalent of four‐storeys in height and incorporating four large studios, one of 
which serves as a 200‐seat theatre. All studios are double‐height spaces 
loose fit Oversize space LARGER SPATIAL AREA
B27 Bridges
Okay, across the height of this ‐ we refer to it as core five ‐ the vertical 
circulation.  Within this atrium space we have four number bridges distributed 
across this section and that allows you to come from the lifts and have three 
points of entry which provides us with the four subdivisions.  Those bridges only 
occur on Levels 6, 8, 10 and 12.  But we’ve designed them in such a way so that 
they’re able to be retrofitted.
modularity; increase 
interactivity; simplicity 
& legibility
Reversible; Standardised 
components; Good Physical 
linkage
REVERSIBLE; 
STANDARDISED SOLUTION
B27
Expressed Vertical 
ciculation
opportunity to express the vertical circulation as a piece of sculpture within the 
landlord space which is obviously the atrium and that works for us because as 
architects that’s what we love to do, expressing the structure of the lifts within 
this building.  For the tenant he was very happy because it means that the 
vertical circulation is taken out effectively and placed in the atrium space which 
means his floor plate efficiency is even greater. So this building achieves some 
almost unheard of efficiency rates across its height.
aesthetics; increase 
interactivity
Spatial quality; Good 
Physical and visual linkage
Striking image (unique); 
TRANSPARENT 
MATERIALS; DIRECT LINKS
B27 Multi‐floor lobby Split into two floors to help separate access while allowing them to be visually 
linked (one up and one down)
aesthetics; increase 
interactivity; maximise 
building use
Spatial quality; Good 
Physical and visual linkage; 
Multiple access points
Striking image (unique);  
MULTIPLE TENANTS
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B27
Floor plan Efficiency 
(simple plan) series of sub‐dividible orthagonal spaces spatial planning Simple plan RECTANGLE
B27 Core locations  5 'cores' 4 peripherial cores with central core allows for the very large floor plate 
to be divided as necessary.  spatial planning Divisible floor plate;  
NUMBER/LOCATION OF 
CORE
B27 Divisible floor plan spatial planning; loose 
fit
Divisible floor plate; open 
space
ADD/TAKE DOWN A WALL
B28
5 Degrees of 
Completion
choose from five degrees of completion from open floor plans with untreated 
surfaces to a completely finished solution.   unfinished design User Customisation
BARE BONES ; EMPTY 
SPACE ; SHELL & CORE 
B28
Non‐load bearing 
partitions
The floor plans are versatile (no load bearing partitions) within the apartment, 
but lack the ability to combine units given the load‐bearing walls between units.  modularity  Functional separation;  FRAMED STRUCTURE
B28
Kitchen & Bathroom 
Finishes
Kitchen and bathroom units remain relatively static given the volumetric 
solution used, but material surfaces and items can be customized. unfinished design User Customisation CUSTOM FINISHES
B28
Spatial versitility (floor 
plans)
In order to demonstrate the versatility of the apartments the architects tested 
the concept among their own staff by having ten architects compose customized 
plans if they were to live there themselves. The varied results were handed out 
to the buyers as inspiration.  None of the designs showed much similarity with 
the compositions generated from the real estate agents which were offered 
along with the DIY option.  
loose fit; spatial 
planning
Open plan; Divisible floor 
plate
UNOBSTRUCTED PLAN; 
FIXED VS. FLEXIBLE SPACES
B28 Façade design
Variation in the façade is created by utilizing the gaps between the concrete 
sandwich panels for window openings reducing the calculable area of the 
concrete which could help finance the complex joints of the panels.  The design 
approach suggests an alternative way of distributing design competencies by 
maximising interior customisation to the user while restricting the façade or 
building’s public ‘interface’ to the architect. 
simplicity and legibility Standardised component STANDARDISED SOLUTION
B28
Kitchen & Bathroom 
location
volume elements makes it difficult to change the size of the bathroom. The 
changes will primarily be to renewed surfaces (tiles) and new plumbing. The 
kitchen can also be replaced with new items. A different location of the kitchen 
does not seem obvious, since the installations are coupled with the volume 
element.
spatial planning Spatial Zones FIXED VS. FLEXIBLE SPACES
B29
Rental and Shared 
Ownership Housing
The development encompasses 27 houses and 51 flats and maisonettes for rent 
or shared ownership.  maximise building use Multiple/ Mixed Tenure TENANT CONTROL 
B29 Pedestrian Road A pedestrian friendly access road, over‐sailed by dramatic cantilevers, separates 
the housing from a landscaped parking strip. multiple scales
Circulation 
(neighbourhood)
LINKED CIRCULATION 
POINTS
B29 Open courtyard spaces
The scheme creates a strong sense of place. Dwellings are organised around 
strongly defined semi‐public open courtyard spaces in a contemporary 
interpretation of the "London Mews". 
multiple scales; loose 
fit
Communal Place; Support 
space
SOCIAL SPACE; EXTERIOR 
SPACE; COMMON SPACE; 
B29 Simple geometric forms The new buildings are of simple geometric forms spatial planning Simple Form MULTIPLE RECTANGLES
B29 Roof gardens at second and third floor levels the blocks are cut into to provide private roof 
gardens for upper level dwellings. loose fit Support Space
EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
B30 Modular Steel Frame
innovative steel framed modular construction techniques to improve 
construction quality and to radically reduce time on site.  Murray Grove is made 
of identical prefabricated, monocoque light steel framed boxes that were 
factory assembled, trucked to the site and lifted by crane into position. These 
building units are stacked, and connected at the corners rather like marine 
container vessels.
simplicity & legibility Off‐site Construction INDUSTRIALISED 
SOLUTION
B30 Courtyard landscaped courtyard.  multiple scales; loose 
fit
A communal place; Support 
space
SOCIAL SPACE; EXTERIOR 
SPACE; COMMON SPACE; 
B30 Communal Garden There is a large 500m2 communal garden to the rear, and all flats have 
dedicated sunny, south‐facing exterior space.  multiple scales Communal place
EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
B30 Building height
The L‐shaped building completes the corner of a block of heterogeneous 
buildings, continuing the height of the adjacent buildings along the street to 
each side 
multiple scales Contextual RELATIONAL
B30
Expressed Circulation 
Tower
A round circulation tower at the corner connects to the 5‐storey wing of 
dwellings to each side. The cylinder is enclosed with curved perforated 
aluminum screens that give it a machined translucent appearance.  The roof of 
the cylinder is supported by the braced structure of the elevator and extends 
above the height of the adjacent wings adding to the image of a dominant 
vertical tower. 
increase interactivity Physical linkage; Building 
Image
Striking image (unique); 
DIRECT LINK
B30
Courtyard exterior 
walls
The sliding glass doors and full‐height windows dominate the surface of the 
garden facades, the wall of which is finished in red cedar.  increase interactivity Visual Linkage
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR
B30
Non‐load bearing 
partitions
Walls are made with light metal framing and the 78mm exterior panels are 
made with gypsum panels on the interior surface, modularity Functional separation  FRAMED STRUCTURE
B30
Standard room 
modules
the same module is used for both living and bedrooms. These units, 8m long x 
3.2m wide x 3m high, were the largest size that could be moved by truck.  
Bedrooms and living rooms are exactly the same size and each has either a 
kitchen or bath at one end. The one bedroom apartment consists of 2 modules 
while 3 are used in the 2‐bedroom unit. 
spatial planning; 
simplicity & legibility; 
maximise building use
Standard room Sizes,  Off‐
site construction; Multi‐
functional spaces
INDUSTRIALISED 
SOLUTION
B30 Terracotta cladding
The terracotta panels (rainscreen cladding) are hung from the light metal 
framing on the outside of the prefabricated modules. This is a dry system that 
was easily assembled on site using the galleries so it could be done without 
scaffolding and results in a very precise pattern of horizontal and vertical open 
joints. 
modularity Reversible;  REVERSIBLE; NATURAL 
MATERIAL
B30 Modern Image More surprisingly, she likes its individuality. "It's modern and different," she 
says. "Too many of these new housing estates look the same." aesthetics Building Image (unique) STRIKING IMAGE (UNIQUE)
B30
Larger than social 
housing norms
The project has delivered apartments that are 10% more spacious than social 
housing norms, in about half the time it takes to build a traditional 
development, and still meet the tough cost guidelines set out by the Housing 
Corporation.
loose fit Oversized space LARGER SPATIAL AREA
B30
Reduced number of 
interactions
The use of larger modules allows more electrical and mechanical work to be 
done in the factory, and cuts down on the number of interfaces between 
modules, which have to be sealed on site.  "Every time you've got an interface, 
you've got a risk area," says Blanshard. "If you've got a light switch in one 
module and the light is in another, you've got to have an electrical joint. If 
they're both in the same module, it's a whole lot easier."
simplicity and legibility Offsite construction; simple 
construction method
SIMPLE & MINIMUM 
FINISHES; PREFABRICATED 
SOLUTION
B30 Hidden floor Conduits  The York modules also have built‐in conduits hidden in the floor, allowing 
residents to install additional wiring at a later date  modularity Component Accessibility REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
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B31
Spiral Staircase 
(sculptural circulation)
increase interactivity; 
aesthetics
Physical Linkage; Spatial 
quality  
PROMINENT DESIGN 
FEATURE
B31 Colouful Artwork aesthetics Attitude & Character ART
B31 Curved Elevation Drummed shaped building  spatial planning Simple plan? ORTHOGONAL SHAPES
B31 Shallow Floor Depth floor widths are limited to 15m to allow a combination of natural ventilation and 
daylighting to minimise energy consumption. passive techniques
Shallow Floor depth; 
Multiple Ventilation; Good 
daylighting
MINIMUM DISTANCE; 
CROSS VENTILATION; 
B31
Oversized 'public' 
spaces
Generous internal 'public' spaces multiple scales; loose 
fit
Communal Place; Oversize 
space
EXTRA SPATIAL AREA; 
B31 External public space contemporary external space add to the feeling of a quality environment for 
valued staff and trainees. multiple scales Communal Place
EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
B31 Floor modules Pre‐cast concrete floor modules were manufactured in a factory and assembled 
onsite.  simplicity and legibility Off‐site Construction
PREFABRICATED 
SOLUTION; 
STANDARDISED SOLUTION 
B32  External Spaces three sort external spaces: the entrance, forecourt, the landscape courtyard, 
internal workshop yard (were those things on the brief?)  
multiple scales; loose 
fit
Support space, A 
communal place
EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
B32 Open Space Internally, column‐free space up to 16 m in width can be divided into classrooms 
of different modular sizes.  loose fit Open space UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE
B32 Thermal mass The building has exposed concrete ceilings for passive cooling and is naturally 
ventilated.  simplicity and legibility
Simple construction 
method
SIMPLE & MINIMUM 
FINISHES; THERMAL MASS
B32
Atrium/ Stacked 
Ventilation
A 3‐storey single‐glazed linear atrium along the exposed southern elevation 
contains circulation stairs and decks but also functions as a stack‐driven 
ventilation shaft drawing air in and out of the classrooms via acoustically 
insulated ducts. 
passive techniques Multiple Ventilation 
strategies
STACKED VENTILATION; 
MECHANICAL 
VENTILATION
B32 Operable Windows Substantial banks of openable windows provide natural ventilation in the other 
facades,  design in time Configurable stuff CONFIGURABLE FIXTURES
B32 Timber Louvres
 The wall to the cloister is entirely glazed, with internal timber louvres 
modulating the light inside. In winter, solar gain contributes to the efficient 
heating of the space; in summer, vents at the top draw out excessive heat. 
simplicity and 
legibility; design in 
time
Readily Available Material; 
Configurable stuff
NATURAL MATERIALS; 
CONFIGURABLE FIXTURS
B32 Mixed Use Offices; residential and commercial maximise building use Use Differntiation MIXED USES
B32
Multi‐tenant (high end/ 
affordable housing) Mixed housing requirements complicate building configuration maximise building use Mixed/ Multiple tenure
TENANT CONTROL 
(spatially) (23b)
B33 Colour accents you can use them in different ways to define routes and also that their 
specialism
aesthetics Attitude & Character COLOR
B33 Built on Countors
there’s amazing flexibility in here and you can use all the space outside.”  If you 
made it a funny shape and it was at another angle, you would lose all of that 
opportunity.  So this is essentially an interpretation of the brief and it’s the final 
output in terms of the adjacencies, so these are all to scale, which is – you end 
up with quite a different feel from the other diagrams.
multiple scales Contextual TOPOGRAPHIC
B36
Multi‐functional space 
(two‐stage 
construction)
 Building 3 was therefore designed to be fitted‐out either as an office, 
warehouse, laboratory or storage space. maximise building use
Phased; Multi‐functional 
space
SHELL & CORE (two stage 
construction)
B36 Over design structure the building has sufficient structural capacity to accommodate different uses  design in time Overdesign capacity GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
B36 Cladding design designing the buildings external cladding to be easily reconfigurable modularity Reversible REVERSIBLE
B36
double cruciform floor 
plan with multiple 
cores
enables the floor space to configured in different ways.  spatial planning; loose 
fit
Simple plan; Divisible floor 
plate; Open space ORTHOGONAL SHAPES
B36 a central courtyard multiple scales; 
passive techniques
A communal place; Good 
daylighting; 
EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
B37 GLAZED ATRIUM  LINKS EXISTING (refurbhished) AND NEW BUILD increase activity Physical Linkage
SOCIAL 
SPACE;UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; DIRECT LIGHT
B37
PATINATED BRASS 
PANELS/ York Stone
Panels measure 750mm; high and vary in length from; 300m to almost 3m . No 
two panels patinate identically. but toqether they
give a homogeneous effect.  Each panel was hooked onto a rail system
mounted on the blockwork and screwed into place. Panels/ Stone is backfixed to 
the concrete frame/ blockwork walls.  Insulation is fixed between cladding rails. 
aesthetics Time Interwoven HISTORIC NARRATIVE; 
WEATHERABLE MATERIALS
B37
curtain‐walled pavilion 
(ROOF TOP)  FOR SPECIAL EVENTS maximise building use Multi‐functional space;  UNDEFINED SPACE
B37
CONCRETE FRAME/ 
BLOCKWORK WALLS modularity, long life
Functional separation; 
Durability 
FRAMED STRUCTURE; 
KNOCKABLE
B37 ACCOUSTIC ISSUES
NO NATURAL VENTILATION it is using sealed Schiico windowunits which project 
200mm in a regular rhythm from th e stone‐clad elevation and a recapped in 
brass, treated to match the cladding's patination.
passive techniques MULTPLE VENTILATION 
STRATEGIES
CROSS VENTILATION; 
MECHANICAL 
VENTILATION
B37 ETCHED GLASS PANELS
The solution was to use horizon ta l bands of etched glass with clear glass above, 
to minimise visual intrus ion but maintain light into the newstudios.The depth of 
etchi ng varies from 300‐900mm depend ing on proximity to the comer house 
oppos ite.
passive techniques Good daylight, Reduce 
Visual Linkage DIRECT LIGHT
B37 FLOOR LOADING the floors reinforced to cope with machinery. design in time overdesign capacity GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
B37 FLOOR HEIGHT original building's generous 4.Sm floor‐to‐ceiling heights should suit the new use 
well
loose fit Oversize space TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS
B37 HIGH WINDOWS the high‐silled windows give useful indirect light for the goldsmiths as
they work.
increase interactity; 
passive techniques
good daylight, Reduce 
Visual Linkage DIRECT LIGHT
B37
OPEN PLAN/ RAW 
SPACE  studio space
loose fit; unfinished 
design
Open space; user 
customisation
UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE; 
EMPTY SPACE (stuff level)
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B37 GALLERY SPACE
And then at the bottom here we’ve got a gallery, million pounds worth of stuff 
down in the basement we’ve got books, but actually this is the time to be very 
flexible and it’s just space and this is just space and everything they’re putting in 
eventually can be moved around. 
maximise building use; 
loose fit
Multi‐functional space; 
Open space
UNDEFINED SPACE; 
UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE
B40 Structural Grid the most important thing about this building in the memory is the grid , so let’s 
do the grid and start over again in that pad.  
long life; aesthetics; 
modularity
Building Image; Durability; 
Functional Separation
UNIVERSAL IMAGE; 
KNOCKABLE; FRAMED 
STRUCTURE
B40
Permeability/ 
Landscaping
So our first strategy was to say well, what’s wrong with that is that there was 
never a good investment in landscape and the landscape is the ground floor 
experience, which is what brings the community together.  the building was 
sending the message of a fortress from the outside .  So we cut large holes to 
allow you to penetrate, so that there wasn’t a law inside that was different from 
the law outside and then we worked with the landscape.  
multiple scales; loose 
fit
Communal Place; Support 
space; 
EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
B40 Ground Floor Uses create some magnets like the community centre and like the nursery, like the 
shop.
multiple scales; loose 
fit; maximise building 
use
Communal Place; Support 
space; Multi‐functional 
space
ENLARGED GROUND 
FLOOR; UNDEFINED SPACE
B41
Blurring of spatial types 
(open plan and cellular)
ambiguity between this open plan flexible level and then much more traditional 
room based architecture and it’s difficult when you look at it to really know 
whether it’s a traditional house which someone’s cut loads of holes in or 
whether it’s a big open space where someone’s inserted some arches or 
something.  effectively it is a big open plan space but these walls form these 
kind of arches where traditional bits of architectural mouldings are used to 
reinforce the sense that what you’re looking at is a fragment of something that 
was already there.
spatial planning Spatial ambiguity SPATIAL TRANSITIONS
B41 Home, Office and Flat
There’s an office and a flat and so you come in, there’s the staircase which 
winds around the bedroom up and then winds around to another bedroom and 
then that’s the dividing line, property dividing line, so that’s an office and on the 
floor above, it’s a one bed flat.   Yes, effectively. The office is used by the owner 
for her business and she rents out the apartment separately to the main house.
maximise building use Mixed/ Multiple Tenure; 
Use Differentiation
STANDARDISED 
SPECIFICITY (scale, 
daylight, non‐specific 
equipment) 
B41 Courtyard 
It is a family space primarily which serves as the entrance to the house as well as 
an extension of the living areas outside. The continuation of the external façade 
wall to enclose the terrace suggests it is another ‘room’ of the house. 
maximise building use; 
loose fit; spatial 
planning
Communal Place; Spatial 
ambiguity; Support Space?
EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
B41 Separate Access Flat/apartment has entirely separate entrance.  maximise building use Multiple Access points MULTIPLE TENANTS
B41 Mutli‐functional space
Yes, conceivably and this has been looked at. Also the main bedroom can be 
subdivided to make two smaller bedrooms.  The office was designed to be either 
a totally separate entity or connected to the house. It was looked at too to be 
incorporated as another bedroom for the house and thus pulled entirely within 
the houses demise. 
maximise building use; 
spatial planning
Mult‐functional space; 
Joinable/ Divisible space
UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE; 
ADD/TAKE DOWN A WALL
B42 Typology trend
The original library building was designed to be a store for books and as a place 
for quiet study, rather than a place for students to meet, work and interact with 
each other. 
spatial planning Typology Pattern
STANDARD ROOM 
LOCATIONS; STANDARD 
ROOM SIZES
B42 Knock out panel/ wall
The scalability of the building had always been a consideration: when the 
building was originally constructed, economic constraints meant that the 
footprint of the library was smaller than intended, so a knock‐out wall was 
constructed at the rear of the building in order to allow for future extension 
which was utilised to add an atrium and a 500 set lecture theatre.
unfinished design; 
design in time
Space to grow; Overdesign 
capacity
CREATE/REMOVE 
OPENING
B43
Building located on 
edge of site (building 
location)
the building itself is built on the edge of the treatment works so that in the 
future it can be let out to external companies by simply moving the site 
boundary
unfinished design Space to Grow EXISTING SITE
B43 Generic office standard Capacity to be used by another company spatial planning Typology pattern (generic 
office)
UNIVERSAL IMAGE; 
STANDARD ROOM SIZES
B43 Lease Floor levels It is also versatile in the fact that the floors can be separated out so that 
different companies can occupy the different floors
maximise building use; 
spatial planning
Mixed/ Multiple Tenure;  
Spatial zones?
VARIETY OF CONTRACT 
ARRANGEMENTS  
B43 Atrium
The large atrium also provided a large adjustable area where different activities 
could take place throughout the day, 
maximise building use; 
multiple scale
Multi‐functional space; A 
Communal Place
SOCIAL 
SPACE;UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; DIRECT LIGHT 
(openings, permeable skin) 
B46 Moveable wall there is a removable wall on the third floor that is taken down at different times 
in the year when the staff need a large space to work. 
spatial planning; 
modularity
Joinable/ Divisible Space; 
Moveable stuff MOVEABLE PARTITIONS
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This introduction and comparison was written for Schmidt III et al. (2014), but was cut due to word 
limitations. Three different matrix based product modelling techniques are introduced and then 
compared as a rational for selecting DSM as the chosen technique.  
Matrix Based Product Modelling 
DSMs 
A DSM is a square N x N matrix (elements are listed identically in the columns and rows) which 
highlights relationships between tasks or components with marks indicated in the cells.  DSMs have 
been applied in a variety of fields – e.g. automotive (Sosa et al., 2007), software design (MacCormack 
et al., 2006), aerospace (Ahmadi et al., 2001) - starting with Steward’s (1981) modelling of 
mathematical systems of equations, but have been most commonly applied in engineering 
management. Eppinger and Browning’s (2012) comprehensive book on DSM applications highlight 
five benefits – conciseness, visualisation, intuitive understanding, analysis (several methods) and 
flexibility – but also acknowledge that DSM is often best used alongside other methods. Browning 
(2001), in his introductory review of DSMs, offers a taxonomy of application-types for DSMs: 
component-based DSM (product architecture), team-based DSM (organization), activity-Based DSM 
(schedule) and parameter-based DSM (low-level schedule).  The first two types can be described as 
static DSMs and are optimised through clustering, while the latter represent a temporal flow or 
process architecture and are optimised through sequencing (Eppinger and Browning, 2012). 
Clustering involves rearranging elements into chunks or modules which have a high amount of 
interactions internally and low interactions externally (Browning 2001). Another stratetic maneouver 
is to isolate elements that have high interactions across several chunks as bus or integrating 
components (Sharman and Yassine, 2004).   Alternatively, sequencing or partitioning orders activities 
into a logical sequence identifying sequential, parallel, coupled and conditional relationships between 
tasks (Austin et al., 2000). Often sequences are optimised by minimising iterations or feedback loops 
to essential activities (moving marks to the lower triangle).   
Proper characterisation of the system and collection of relationships can be difficult and time-
consuming tasks, but are imperative to the validity of the results (Lindemann et al. 2009).  Most DSMs 
are binary but several authors have proposed numerical DSMs which attempt to capture additional 
attributes of the system applying numerical values, color, or additional symbols to indicate the 
importance, strength or type of interaction (Eppinger and Browning, 2012). In their analysis of an 
automotive climate control system, Pimmler & Eppinger (1994) suggest four types of interactions: 
spatial (adjacency), energy (energy transfer), information (data or signal exchange) and material 
(material exchange).   In the design process of the construction industry, Austin et al. (2000) describe 
a classification system of three degrees weighing the strength of the interaction, where  A=strong 
and C=weak.   Identification of relationship types helps gather and verify relationships between 
Appendix O: Matrix-based modelling comparison
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elements whether or not they are actually differentiated as part of the analysis (Pimmler & Eppinger, 
1994).  The types of interactions should be modified based on the system and context as it 
determines the coordination requirements that become the focus of the analysis or reorganisation 
(ibid).  
Once constructed product architecture matrices can be manipulated manually by the modeller or 
automatically using a clustering algorithm. The danger of manual clustering which Sharman and 
Yassine (2004) point out is that it is quite easy to identify different cluster boundaries making the 
decision somewhat arbitrary and in need of some form of automated clustering algorithm.   However, 
manual clustering does offer several benefits to the modeller, bringing in to play their tacit knowledge, 
but requires a systematic process to ensure logical rules are followed.  One benefit is that it allows 
the testing of predetermined modules by individually adjusting the boundaries with rules (c.f. Schmidt 
III et al. 2011).  In an effort to utilise both methods, Schmidt III et al. (2011) define a set of component 
types as a quick way of learning component tendencies from automated clustering algorithms, using 
the results to inform manual clustering.  Sharman and Yassine (2004) define a vocabulary to describe 
characteristics displayed in the product DSM.  For example, pinning refers to a component which 
overlaps or is pinned in place between compound elements (two modules).  In addition, components 
can be held away from each other when they are part of a series of dependencies in which a linking 
component holds one component away from another.   
For automated clustering Loomeo v2.5 uses a spectral clustering algorithm based upon Laplacian 
matrices (Luxburg 2007).  There are three types, two of which are normalised and one unnormalised.   
The choice between is somewhat arbitrary in that if the system contains well-defined clusters all the 
algorithms should return very similar results.  However, if the graphs are different, Luxburg (2007) 
presents several arguments for normalised spectral clustering and particularly what Loomeo refers 
to as normalised asymmetric (e.g. satisfy objectives better, more consistent and clear convergence 
statements).  Loomeo offers the user the ability to choose which algorithm they would like to use 
and the number of clusters the algorithm will search for. In model-based clustering, where knowledge 
of the system is known, there are a number of well-justified approaches to selecting the number of 
clusters based on log-likelihood of the data; whereas, if few assumptions can be made about the 
system, a large variety of indices are available from ad-hoc measures (ratio of within-cluster and 
between-cluster similarities) to stability approaches (Luxburg, 2007).  In addition, Helmer et al. 
(2010) reminds us that it’s impossible to ‘tune’ clustering algorithms to find the most optimal solution 
and it’s unlikely to find one clustering arrangement that is optimal for all types of dependencies.   
In addition to the clustering approach, there are a growing number of studies using change 
propagation or impact analysis with DSM product models.  The concept of following dependencies 
within a DSM to assess the impact of change is rooted in DSM’s process origins (c.f. Steward 1981).  
More recently, Eckhart et al. (2004) applied the concept to a product DSM to classify components 
based on their behaviour during change events, quantifying the number of changes a component 
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absorbed (dependencies in) against the number of changes propagated (dependencies out) – 
constants (unaffected), absorbers (more in than out), carriers (similar in and out), and multipliers (more 
out than in).  The work later goes on to include a probability or risk factor associated with each 
change by including a degree of likelihood the change would occur (Giffin et al. 2009).  The 
classification system has recently been applied to a retail project in the construction industry and 
proven applicable despite its limitations to address the cost magnitude of change (Grinnell et al. 
2012). 
DSMs represent a single domain or complex system; however, as Eppinger and Browning (2012) 
point out complex projects are often a collection of inter-related complex systems, each with their 
own architecture and thus, multi-domain matrices (MDMs) help explore cross-domain effects. 
MDMs arose in the DSM community in the late 1990s as a method for investigating dependencies 
between systems (Maurer 2007) – a matrix of matrices.  An MDM is made up of a series of DSMs 
(along the diagonal) and a series of domain mapping matrices (DMMs) - the label given to matrices 
which map the domain of one DSM to that of another. Danilovic and Browning (2007) elaborate 
Maurer’s inter-domain modelling by proposing a ‘periodic table’ of DSMs using Browning’s (2006) 
five domains (goals, product, process, organisation and tools).  MDMs and DMMs extend DSMs 
beyond a single domain and create framework for project architecting.   
 
Axiomatic Design (AD) 
Axiomatic design (AD) visualises multiple complex systems as a form of project architecting.  The 
theory defines four domains (customer, functional, physical and process) mapping elements between 
one domain to the next providing a formal procedure and audit trail (how and why of design), moving 
from customer needs to the production of the product. The mapping between domains uses design 
matrices (domain mapping matrices) illustrating the relationships between one domain to the next.  
The theory uses two overarching rules or axioms to establish the optimum design:    
 Independence Axiom (maintain the independence of FRs) – this step uses two design 
matrices - functional requirements (FR) to design parameters (DP) and DP to process 
variables (PV).  In this case a diagonal matrix means each FR can be satisfied independently 
by means of one DP (uncoupled design).  A triangular matrix means FR independence can 
only be satisfied if DPs are changed in the proper sequence (decoupled design).  Lastly, a 
matrix with marks outside of the triangle does not satisfy the independence axiom (coupled 
design).   
 Information Axiom (minimise information content of design) – this step uses a logarithmic 
probability equation for satisfying functional requirements based on plotting the design range 
(tolerance specified by designer) and system range (tolerance the system can satisfy) to 
establish the design that requires the least amount of information.  
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A hierarchy of elements exist within each domain. According to Suh (1998), because the theory uses 
a top-down approach it requires a zigzag decomposition between domains – one must work across 
the domains establishing a higher level ‘how’, prior to decomposing a lower level ‘why’ (imagine 
moving left to right, top to bottom within a grid of matrices).  Binary analysis can be done initially, 
but more detailed analysis can model the design more precisely by including constants or functions 
in the cells (e.g. numerical DSM/ weighting relationships).  Advocates of AD argue that designs which 
satisfy the two axioms provide a ‘theoretical foundation for a robust design’, where a robust design 
has the capacity to accommodate large variations in design parameters and process variables while 
still fulfilling functional requirements (Suh, 1998).  
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 
The motivation behind the ‘houses’ of quality function deployment (QFD) is to develop an evidential 
way of targeting design improvements (and their implementation) of products for complex projects. 
This is done by providing information for a series of complex systems which are visualised as design 
matrices (houses) moving from the why (customer attributes) to the how (production 
requirements).  Where AD only looked at the inter-relationships between domains (MDMs moving 
left to right), each QFD house additionally maps the domain intra-relationships as ‘roof’ matrices 
(DSMs).  The additional roof matrices are important as they clarify the knock on effect of change 
within the system, as Hauser and Clausing (1988) explain, “In many ways, the roof contains the most 
critical information for engineers because they use it to balance the trade-offs when addressing 
customer benefits.” 
 
At first, QFD collects and creates a hierarchy of customer attributes, bundling similar customer 
desires. The relevance of the attributes is weighted based on team member experience (some use a 
statistical method).  In addition and unique to QFD is the comparison of the system’s attributes to 
top competitors as an additional way of prioritising agendas.  This visualisation sits outside of the 
matrix as a separate scale based on customer perceptions (marketing data). The relationships 
indicated in the matrices can be binary or as with DSM and QFD can suggest a level of sensitivity by 
indicating a positive or negative relationship, major or minor, etc.  Additional columns or rows can 
be added to capture supplementary information which may influence the decision making process 
such as technical difficulty and cost.  Lastly, target values (customer satisfaction values) are added to 
establish a quantifiable goal for each.  Unlike AD or DSM there are no analytical techniques to apply 
in QFD.  The benefit of QFD is the holistic representation of a complex project in a summarised and 
useable form (4 houses) – allowing for a visual comparison of elements and their relations, thus 
providing a cohort of ‘inter-functional’ professionals evidence of which to base decisions on (set 
targets, priorities).   
 
Comparison 
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Many product matrix modelling methods exist which attempt to model a variety of relationships 
between elements of different domains. In this way, DSM is the foundation or basic matrix which 
these other methods evolve from. Figure # exhibits the relationships between the five DSM domains 
proposed by Danilovic and Browning (2007) and the two other methods mentioned above.  The 
grey box highlights the product domain as the focus of this study. Domain overlaps exist within the 
first and third DSM domains (goals and process). Regarding the first overlap, the initial house of QFD 
maps customer attributes to engineering characteristics - they are functional goals presented by the 
user (customer attributes) that are translated into engineering goals which allow for their design 
improvement to be quantified and mapped easier against physical components (second house).  
Thus, despite depicted as two domains, the inter-domain mapping sits within the DSM goals domain 
- the same concept is applied between D1 and D2 in axiomatic design. In the instance of the second 
overlap, the fifth domain of QFD (production requirements) can be considered a subsequent process 
DSM; however, production DSMs are not usually used since the process tends to be linear rather 
than iterative such as the design process. Organisational DSMs is a common application within the 
DSM community (c.f. Eppinger and Saliminen, 2001) along with other DMM applications, such as 
mapping roles within organisations against design tasks and/ or deliverables - e.g. Rapid Allocation 
Matrix (PMI, 2008).  On the other hand, the tools domain sits outside of the authors’ knowledge as 
being applied in theory or practice.  The domain represents technologies, resources and facilities 
which are available.    
 
Figure 1 Domain comparison in relation to the 5 proposed by Browning and Dumiclic (2007) 
All three techniques use matrices as a way of modelling systems and all have methods for the 
modeller to add  additional information to characterise the system modelled (this is especially the 
case in QFD and DSM). The four AD domains and five QFD domains all can be represented in a 
single MDM. Thus, the how it is modelled (design matrices) and what is modelled (domains) is very 
similar, where a full MDM can offer a slightly expanded scope. Hierarchical exploration (level of 
abstraction) and sensitivity (weighting of cells) have contributed to more refined versions of DSMs 
as well. The clear difference between approaches is the way in which the matrices are analysed or 
read. AD has a defined process, defining how the system is modelled (FR to DP) and how one reads 
what is modelled (analysis). The focus is not on optimising an aspect (domain) of the system, but the 
overall project itself.  A DSM provides a more narrow focus, which may or may not be optimal for 
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inter-related systems (e.g. process, organisation), but can be expanded based on need (DMMs, 
MDMs). Eppinger and Browning (2012) suggest, “Keeping the distinctions between systems enables 
focused modelling and the generation of insights that might not have been as apparent otherwise.”  
A benefit of axiomatic design is that there is a prescribed approach for evaluating the matrices 
proposed.  Whereas, there are several well-established methods (e.g. clustering, partitioning) to 
analysis various DSMs (static, temporal), there is no clear best way to holistically analyze a MDM 
resulting from the mixture of matrix types (Eppinger and Browning, 2012). Both QFD and AD while 
having shared roots go beyond the scope of the investigation at this time. The application of DSM 
allows for a more limited focus without compromising the more lengthy methodology laid out by 
QFD or AD. Thus, DSM was chosen as a proven analytical tool that can yield powerful results when 
analysing complex system structures.  
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Scenario Strategy Type Case
Office to hotel Convertible Offices 84 Charles Street
Add additional floor Scalable Offices 85 Southwark Street
Extend horizontally Scalable Offices 85 Southwark Street
Lobby space change of use (daily) = parties / exhibition / reception Versatile Offices 85 Southwark Street
Remove and replace all services Refittable Offices Angel
Change door access system Refittable Offices Angel
Added roof garden Scalable Offices Angel
Expanded via concrete structure Scalable Offices Angel
Enclosed an existing external courtyard Scalable Offices Angel
School to retirement apartments Convertible Educational BH 
Alter building orientation Moveable Educational BH 
Noise reduction measures Refittable Educational BH 
Natural ventilation Refittable Educational BH 
Upgrade windows for improved U‐value Refittable Educational BH 
Insulate walls Refittable Educational BH 
Insulate roof Refittable Educational BH 
Introduce thermal mass Refittable Educational BH 
Cool surfaces Refittable Educational BH 
Install solar thermal / PV systems Refittable Educational BH 
Install green roof Refittable Educational BH 
Recovery and reuse of rainwater Refittable Educational BH 
Create green canopies / other shading Refittable Educational BH 
Optimise glazing orientation Refittable Educational BH 
Install MVHR for ventilation Refittable Educational BH 
Rainwater system management Refittable Educational BH 
Improve or optimise heat / hot water systems Refittable Educational BH 
Replace building frame (thermal massing?) Refittable Educational BH 
Alter building form Scalable Educational BH 
Create green corridors Versatile Educational BH 
Community recycling Versatile Educational BH 
Dual functionality Versatile Educational BH 
Add new openings Versatile Educational BH 
Add floors Convertible Offices BT Brentwood
Change switch board to switch and offices Convertible Offices BT Brentwood
Relocate switchboards Refittable Offices BT Brentwood
Consolidate toilets to one location Refittable Offices BT Brentwood
Relocated and altered catering Versatile Offices BT Brentwood
Move departments / uses around the building Versatile Offices BT Brentwood
Add additional / upgrade entrance Versatile Offices BT Brentwood
Separating wings for isolated tenanting (horizontal) Versatile Offices BT Brentwood
Separating floors for isolated tenants Versatile Offices BT Brentwood
Add internal doors Versatile Offices BT Brentwood
Allow non‐ownership of desks / offices Versatile Offices BT Brentwood
Change desk nameplates Adjustable Offices Angel
Change exterior shading system Refittable Educational Chiswick Park
Change ventilation underfloor to chilled beams Refittable Offices Chiswick Park
Remove blinds Refittable Offices Chiswick Park
Divide space to accommodate 1 ‐4 tenants per floor Versatile Offices Chiswick Park
Swapped/replaced furniture in the hub Adjustable Educational Civil Engineering
Added admin/CICE partitions Adjustable Educational Civil Engineering
Use service void space Refittable Educational Civil Engineering
Add rooflight Refittable Educational Civil Engineering
Upgrade windows for improved U‐value Refittable Educational Civil Engineering
Modernise services Refittable Educational Civil Engineering
Add a floor vertically Scalable Educational Civil Engineering
Add office space horizontally Scalable Educational Civil Engineering
Remove office partitions Versatile Educational Civil Engineering
Remove partition walls Versatile Educational Civil Engineering
Police station to offices Convertible Institutional Colton Square
EC Harris retail to education proposal Convertible Retail EC Harris
Reconfigure lab work areas (electric, exhaust fans etc.) Adjustable Healthcare Flexi‐Lab
Designed restaurant but constructed/used as incubator offices Convertible Institutional Folkstone Arts Centre
Move LRC function Versatile Educational Gateway College
Changed machinery Adjustable Industrial Igus
Altered production lines Adjustable Industrial Igus
Change exterior cladding to match internal functions (e.g. Opaque, translucenRefittable Industrial Igus
U User proposed; G Actual 
Y Too expensive etc; P Imagined ‐ designer; O Imagined ‐ us 
Appendix P: AF change scenarios database
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Add additional space as required Scalable Industrial Igus
Office pods not moved Versatile Industrial Igus
Retail shell conversion to high school Convertible Retail Joplin School
Change health notes  Adjustable Healthcare KTHC
Change hanging artwork Adjustable Healthcare KTHC
Alter lighting to match task Adjustable Healthcare KTHC
Privacy of spaces (curtains) Adjustable Healthcare KTHC
Operable windows Adjustable Healthcare KTHC
Change door nameplates Versatile Healthcare KTHC
Securing individual spaces for community use Versatile Healthcare KTHC
Extern corridor use (circulation and waiting space) Versatile Healthcare KTHC
soft space, storage space, collapsable equipment, curtains Adjustable Healthcare Kettering
change of patient (disabled‐non‐disabled) Adjustable Healthcare Kettering
more mobile working practices Adjustable Healthcare Kettering
use garden as part of OT. Adjustable Healthcare Kettering
activity/ lounge for multiple activities Adjustable Healthcare Kettering
relative spends the night (extra bed) Adjustable Healthcare Kettering
storing equipment (hoists) Adjustable Healthcare Kettering
patient records  Adjustable Healthcare Kettering
storing staff items Adjustable Healthcare Kettering
closing curtains/ blinds for privacy  Adjustable Healthcare Kettering
Move doors/ obstacles Versatile Healthcare Kettering
Adjust ratio of rooms Versatile Healthcare Kettering
Alter the wandering loops Versatile Healthcare Kettering
MDT moveable partiion Versatile Healthcare Kettering
Move assisted rooms Versatile Healthcare Kettering
Adding doors to rooms Versatile Healthcare Kettering
Alternative access points Versatile Healthcare Kettering
Sex separation  Versatile Healthcare Kettering
change cladding Refitable  Healthcare Kettering
change ventilation strategy Refitable  Healthcare Kettering
change power source Refitable  Healthcare Kettering
change ceiling tiles Refitable  Healthcare Kettering
alter lighting locations/ provision Refitable  Healthcare Kettering
redocorate/ privatise room Refitable  Healthcare Kettering
changeable picture frames  Refitable  Healthcare Kettering
Residential care  Convertible Healthcare Kettering
General practice Convertible Healthcare Kettering
Community facility (e.g. library) Convertible Healthcare Kettering
Expansion onto adjacent site (MDT link) Scalable Healthcare Kettering
Remove tips of wings Scalable Healthcare Kettering
Add extra floors Scalable Healthcare Kettering
Separate builing into sections Scalable Healthcare Kettering
Increased requirment for dementia services Scalable Healthcare Kettering
awnings/ canopies Scalable Healthcare Kettering
temporary expansion (e.g. awnings, tents) Scalable Healthcare Kettering
it's in the wrong place Moveable  Healthcare Kettering
it's in the way  Moveable  Healthcare Kettering
demountable theatres, tracks Moveable  Healthcare Kettering
Add shading Refittable Healthcare Kings college
Reduced building services energy requirements Refittable Healthcare Kings college
Added heat recovery to AHU Refittable Healthcare Kings college
Reduced solar gain Refittable Healthcare Kings college
Water saving measures installed Refittable Healthcare Kings college
Upgrade insulation (glass, walls etc) Refittable Healthcare Kings college
Add draft lobby Versatile Healthcare Kings college
Incremental space addition vertically (mezz / storage) Scalable Retail Lakeside
Transport hub to offices Convertible Industrial LCB
Reconfigure book shelves Adjustable Institutional Library
Install / replace services Refittable Institutional Library
Add atrium for increased natural light Versatile Institutional Library
Shift from holding books to study space Versatile Institutional Library
Add basement lecture theatre Versatile Institutional Library
Extend cafe into shop (shop un‐used) Versatile Institutional Library
Store extension (rolling upgrade plan) Scalable Retail Tesco
Install ground source heat pumps Refittable Offices LS@ Nightingales
Birthing pool movement Adjustable Healthcare M&O
U User proposed; G Actual 
Y Too expensive etc; P Imagined ‐ designer; O Imagined ‐ us  497
Add Linacs Scalable Healthcare M&O
Alter exterior cladding Refittable Healthcare DATO
"unplanned" expansion Scalable Healthcare DATO
Planned / known expansion Scalable Healthcare DATO
Move uses / department within wings Versatile Healthcare DATO
Temporary Classrooms Scalable Educational Mary Elliot
Villa to hotel gradual conversion Convertible Residential Montpellier
Upgraded / refurbished interior Refittable Residential Montpellier
Altered cladding (more glass) Refittable Residential Montpellier
Added connecting section (increased scale Scalable Residential Montpellier
Created a courtyard Scalable Residential Montpellier
Altered Kitchen/Dinner hall to be open plan Versatile Residential Montpellier
Bed pods ‐ moveable serviced furniture Adjustable Healthcare Nightingales
Move desk configuration Adjustable Offices NSP
Acoustic retrofitting  Refittable Offices NSP
Reclad exterior Refittable Offices NSP
Install lab area within office space Versatile Offices NSP
Tenant wish to expand  Versatile Offices NSP
Extent to accommodate leisure Scalable Retail NSP
Install additional services Refittable Healthcare Olsson
Expanded vertically Scalable Healthcare Olsson
Build additional buildings Scalable Healthcare Olsson
Conversion hospital to school Convertible Healthcare PS340
Upgrade fire strategy (to current codes) Refittable Healthcare PS340
Hang seasonal decorations Adjustable Retail RG Land
Mall refurbishment Refittable Retail RG Land
Install additional services (lighting, IT) Refittable Retail RG Land
Boost / reduce tenant supplies Refittable Retail RG Land
Refit M& E TO comply with legislation Refittable Retail RG Land
Increase size / shape of development Scalable Retail RG Land
Add /remove storeys Scalable Retail RG Land
Add / remove mezzanine level Versatile Retail RG Land
Converting to storage (RS) Versatile Retail RG Land
Relocate sanitary facilities Versatile Retail RG Land
Change catering unit to retail Versatile Retail RG Land
Move stair / lift positions Versatile Retail RG Land
Expanding horizontal / vertically Versatile Retail RG Land
Move partition walls to alter unit size / shape Versatile Retail RG Land
Remove partition walls to combine units Versatile Retail RG Land
Incorperatate new use type (financial, leisure etc) Versatile Retail RG Land
Relocate roof plant Versatile Retail RG Land
Move stair / lift positions or orientation Versatile Retail RG Land
Relocate kiosks / signage Versatile Retail RG Land
Alter layout of fixed furniture (tills etc.) Adjustable Retail RG Ten
Alter display configuration Adjustable Retail RG Ten
Change external (shopfront) Refittable Retail RG Ten
7 year cycle refit (upgrade interior to remain current) Refittable Retail RG Ten
Relocate in‐unit plant Versatile Retail RG Ten
Install catering area Versatile Retail RG Ten
Move partition walls to create / remove storage Versatile Retail RG Ten
Add / remove mezzanine level Versatile Retail RG Ten
Cinema ‐ retail conversion Convertible Retail Rue du Rhone
Upgrade interior to retail high spec Refittable Retail Rue du Rhone
Create rooftop restaurant Versatile Retail Rue du Rhone
Add atrium Versatile Retail Rue du Rhone
Lighting moved to match exhibit changes Adjustable SVAC
Display cases moved Adjustable SVAC
Plant size increased Refittable Institutional SVAC
Change cladding panels Refittable Institutional SVAC
Mezzanine floor changed from gallery space to research offices Versatile Institutional SVAC
Remove hot desk top floor Adjustable Offices Sand valley house
Acoustic retrofitting  Refittable Offices Sand valley house
Reconfigure lighting (consistency of lighting across plan Refittable Offices Sand valley house
Ventilation (screen smells) Refittable Offices Sand valley house
External porch Scalable Offices Sand valley house
Convert storage to meeting rooms Versatile Offices Sand valley house
Reconfigure space plan of mess area Versatile Offices Sand valley house
U User proposed; G Actual 
Y Too expensive etc; P Imagined ‐ designer; O Imagined ‐ us  498
Appropriating storage space Versatile Offices Sand valley house
Changed how bins were stored Versatile Offices Sand valley house
Changed pedestrian circulation Versatile Offices Sand valley house
Changed parking demarcation  Refittable  Offices Sand valley house
Resurface parts of pedestriatan pathways Refittable  Offices Sand valley house
Painted pedestrian crossing between entrance and main walkway Refittable  Offices Sand valley house
Revolving door has been changed from automatic (sensor) to manual push coRefittable Offices Sand valley house
Carpets have been laid from main stair case across the bridge to the core areaRefittable Offices Sand valley house
A new chlorine flashing alarm and sounder has been fitted on ground and firs Refittable Offices Sand valley house
Carpet has also been installed in the hare meeting room to try to reduce the eRefittable Offices Sand valley house
Changed from a hot counter to deli bar following feedback from employees thRefittable Offices Sand valley house
 The two video conference rooms have been moved round so that the TV screRefittable Offices Sand valley house
Thinking about expanding the kitchen area as the café prep area is tiny and thVersatile Offices Sand valley house
Thinking about converting one of the showers into an additional drying room – we have loadOffices Sand valley house
Relocate service entry point Refittable Retail SD2
Create mezzanine floor Versatile Retail SD2
Combine two units (horizontally) Versatile Retail SD2
Create new remote store Versatile Retail SD2
Relocate stair openings Versatile Retail SD2
Convert retail to catering units Versatile Retail SD2
Relocate lift / escalator pits Versatile Retail SD2
Office to industrial Convertible Offices Segro
Adjustable furniture (desks etc.) Adjustable Offices Silk Street
All new internal finishes Refittable Offices Silk Street
Upgrade data / communications Refittable Offices Silk Street
Added air conditioning Refittable Offices Silk Street
Upgrade thermal and acoustic insulation Refittable Offices Silk Street
Connect two buildings into one Scalable Offices Silk Street
Add additional floors Scalable Offices Silk Street
Reconfigure office space Versatile Offices Silk Street
U User proposed; G Actual 
Y Too expensive etc; P Imagined ‐ designer; O Imagined ‐ us  499
A system structure model visualises, as a hybrid between supply chain and product architecture, the way 
buildings are put together as combinations of thought, process and matter (materials/products). The basic 
system entity in a system structure is the delivery which closely relates to, while simultaneously seeking to 
merge, the two concepts from the product industry of product architecture (physical) and supply chain 
(procedural). More specifically the model visualises a system structure as chains of deliveries with different 
degrees of integrated complexity. This concept can be understood through delivery tiers spanning from raw 
materials (tier 5), to building materials and standard components (tier 4), to sub-assemblies and system 
components (tier 3), assemblies (tier 2), and building chunks (tier 1), ending in the building (tier 0) – see 
Figure 4. A lower tier # means higher integration in complex deliveries, while a higher tier # means lower 
integration and more simple deliveries. Simpler deliveries (e.g. raw materials or standard components) 
can be nested into more integrated (and complex) deliveries (IPD’s) such as sub-assemblies, assemblies 
or even entire building chunks before reaching the final building. A building can thus be decomposed into 
its (more or less integrated) systems as they are actually produced and delivered, just as it can be 
decomposed into its spaces or architectural elements. 
References 
Vibæk, K. (2011) System Structures in Architecture, PhD Thesis. The Royal Danish Academy of Fine 
Arts, School of Architecture, Design and Conservation.  
Appendix Q: System structure explained
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Figure 1 System structure model of the cellophane house (Vibaek, 2011) 
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Adaptability Survey (Pilot) 
Adaptable Futures (AF) is an international research group at Loughborough University in the UK 
conducting research into designing a more adaptable built environment.  For more information about 
who we are, our aims and what we’ve done so far please visit our website www.adaptablefutures.com. 
Purpose:  The survey has been compiled to glean insights into current practices and mindsets 
regarding adaptability.  The three sections concern designers’ approaches to adaptability and will help 
direct future work with regards to the AF ‘toolkit’ - what would be useful, what is not.  Given the 
potentially large sample, we intend on offering participants individual, organisational and locational 
comparisons as informative insights.  We appreciate you taking the time (approximately 10 minutes) 
to answer the questions.  This pilot is intended to test the ease of completion, interpretation and 
analysis of the survey instrument, prior to undertaking the main survey with revisions based on our 
learning. 
Sections  
01:  Designing for Adaptability (7) 
02:  Design concepts (16) 
03:  AF Website (4) 
04:  Profile questions (9) 
Appendix R: Pilot survey 
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Section 01:  Designing for Adaptability 
1. How often do you design for adaptability on a project basis?
 Every project  
 Most projects 
 Few projects  
 Never 
2. From your perspective, please rank the following design criteria in terms of their importance in
creating more sustainable buildings (where 1 = most important and 8 = least important):
__ Adaptability (capacity to accommodate change) 
__ Ease of disassembly  
__ Embodied energy 
__ Material selection 
__ Operational Energy 
__ Occupant health 
__ Transport 
__ Water consumption 
3. From your perspective, please rank the following stakeholders in terms of their level of influence
on how buildings are designed for adaptability (where 1 = most influence and 8 = least
influence):
__ Architects   
__ Clients 
__ Contractors  
__ End users 
__ Engineers 
__ Government bodies 
__ Manufacturers 
__ Property Agents/ Valuers 
__ Property investors 
__ Society 
4. What influences your thinking regarding adaptability on a project?  Please choose and rank the
relevant influences from the list below (e.g. if you find four of the factors relevant below, please
rank them 1 to 4 in terms of their level of influence, where 1 = most influential and 4 = least
influential).
__ Culture of your practice  
__ Design team collaborators 
__ Government regulations  
__ Industry guidance (e.g. British Council for Offices specification guide) 
__ Past project experience 
__ Procurement route 
__ Project brief 
__ Site conditions 
__ Your architectural education (university) 
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5. What design philosophies do you consider to be most important when designing for adaptability?
Please choose and rank the relevant design philosophies from the list below (e.g. if you consider
three of the philosophies relevant, please rank them 1 to 3 in terms of their level of importance,
where 1 = most important and 3 = least important).
__ Aesthetics 
__ Durability 
__ Layers (separation of building into subsystems) 
__ “Long life, Loose fit, Low energy”  
__ Modular coordination  
__ Overdesign/ dormant capacity (e.g. structure, services) 
__ Polyvalent spaces 
__ Simplicity and Legibility (e.g. structural grid, circulation plan) 
__ ‘Unfinished’ Design (suggestive capacity for user appropriation) 
6. What design methods/ guidance do you use to design for adaptability? Please choose and rank
the relevant design methods/guidance from the list below (e.g. if you use two of the methods/
guidance below, please rank them 1 to 2 in terms of their level of importance, where 1 = most
important and 2 = least important).
__ A day in the life scenarios (of users) 
__ Critical design parameters (e.g. storey height, plan depth) 
__ Design guidelines  
__ Lifecycle cost/ benefit analysis  
__ Post-occupancy evaluations (POE) or other user/ building feedback mechanisms 
__ Project precedents (case studies)  
__ Scenario planning (narratives of possible futures) 
__ Stakeholder workshops  
7. Regarding your response to question 6, please provide any notable examples of design
methods/guidance that you use to design for adaptability (good or bad)
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Section 02:  Design concepts  
01 Layers  
1. When designing, do you think of buildings as a series of layers that change at different rates?
YES/ NO /SOMETIMES
2. If no, do you think it might be helpful to think of buildings in this way?  YES/ NO / POSSIBLY  (if
no please go to question 4)
3. a. If yes (to 1 or 2)
 A. Yes, I’d use it as it is 
, would you consider using the building layers diagram below in a workshop 
or meeting to facilitate a discussion around adaptability?  
 B. Yes, but I’d change it 
 C. Yes, but I’d change it 
slightly 
significantly
 D. No, I wouldn’t use it 
 
3b.  If B or C
3c.  If D – Why wouldn’t you use it? 
 – How would you change the building layers diagram before using it?
4. If you answered no to question 2, please explain why you don’t think it would be helpful?
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02 Types of change 
1. When considering how a building may change in the future, do you differentiate between types
of change (e.g. change of space, use, size) and their associated timeframes? YES/ NO  /
SOMETIMES
2. If no, do you think it might be helpful to think about change in this way?  YES/ NO / POSSIBLY
(if no please go to question 4)
3. a. If yes (to 1 or 2), would you consider using the framecycle
 A. Yes, I’d use it as it is 
 diagram below in a workshop or meeting to facilitate a discussion of adaptability?  
 B. Yes, but I’d change it 
 C. Yes, but I’d change it 
slightly 
 D. No, I wouldn’t use it 
significantly 
3b.  If B or C
3c.  If D – Why wouldn’t you use the framecycle diagram? 
 – How would you change the framecycle diagram before using it?
4. If you answered no to question 2, please explain why you don’t think it would be helpful?
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03 Adaptability relationships 
1. Do you try to associate different types of change with particular building elements, timescales or
stakeholder roles?YES/ NO /SOMETIMES
2. If no, do you think it might be helpful to think about change in this way?  YES/ NO / POSSIBLY
(if no please go to question 4)
3. a. If yes (to 1 or 2)
 A. Yes, I’d use it as it is 
, would you consider using the table below in a workshop or meeting to 
facilitate a discussion of adaptability regarding their interactions?  
 B. Yes, but I’d change it 
 C. Yes, but I’d change it 
slightly 
 D. No, I wouldn’t use it 
significantly 
3b.  If B or C
3c.  If D – Why wouldn’t you use the table? 
 – How would you change the table before using it?
4. If you answered no to question 2, please explain why you don’t think it would be helpful?
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04 Benefits 
1. Do you explicitly try to capture the benefits associated with adaptability in your projects? YES/
NO / SOMTIMES
2. If no, would you find it beneficial to clarify the specific benefits that particular stakeholders might
gain as a result of an adaptable design solution?  YES/ NO / POSSIBLY (if no please go to
question 4)
3. a. If yes (to 1 or 2)
 A. Use a predefined (generic) map as briefing exercise (see map below as an example)  
, would you 
 B.  Develop such a map from a blank sheet  
 C.  Develop a map in another way   
 D.  Both A and B  
  E. None of the above  (I wouldn’t map the benefits) 
3b.  If C – How would you go about doing it? 
  If E, how would you capture the benefits of an adaptable design solution? 
If you answered no to question 2,  please explain why you don’t think it would be helpful?  
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Section 03:  Website  www.adaptablefutures.com 
1. Have you visited the Adaptable Futures website before?  YES/ NO / NOT SURE
2. Would you refer to the Adaptable Futures website as a resource when thinking about
adaptability?  YES/ NO /POSSIBLY
3. If Yes to Q1, Which areas of the Adaptable Futures website do you find useful? From the list
below, please choose and rank, in terms of their usefulness the areas that you find useful (e.g. if
you consider three of the sections useful, please rank them 1 to 3 regarding their level of
usefulness, where 1 = most useful and 2 = least useful).
__ Blog 
__ Case studies  
__ Design competition  
__ Publications 
__ Student work  
__ Toolkit 
__ Tweets via @adaptablefuture 
__ Videos 
4. Is there anything you would change or like to see added to the Adaptable Futures website?
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Section 04:  Profile questions 
Note:  Your information will not be passed on to a third party and will only be used in relation to 
generating anonymous survey results.   
1. What is your name? _________
2. What is your email address?  _________
3. What is your profession? (pull down menu of stakeholder titles):
a. architect, engineer, funder, owner, user, contractor, manufacturer, other (please specify)
4. What is the name of your organisation?: __________
5. How many people work for your organisation?
a. 0-5
b. 5-20
c. 20-60
d. 60 – 100
e. over 100
6. How many years of professional practice experience do you have? (pull down menu of ranges):
a. 0-5
b. 5-10
c. 10-20
d. over 20
7. In which country are you based? (pull down menu of country names):
a. UK, Denmark, Japan, USA, etc.
8. Would you find value in participating in a half day workshop using facilitated exercises to 
clarify and design for specific types of adaptability within a project context? YES/ NO  / 
POSSIBLY
8a. as a design practice in general?  YES/ NO
1. Would you be happy to be contacted by email about any futures workshops that we may 
be running?
2. Would you be interested in participating in a broader online survey about adaptability 
which would immediately
show how your views compare with those of other stakeholders and members of your 
profession?  YES/ NO /POSSIBLY
3. Would you be happy to be contacted by email about any future online surveys that we may 
be running?
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Exercise breakdown 
Welcome/ Introduction (9.30 – 9.45) 
Session 01 (9.45 – 11.55)   ‘Warm-up Exercises’ - three exercises to challenge your understanding of adaptability from a semantic, 
building and stakeholder perspective (How to think and communicate about adaptability) 
Activity  title Method Time Activity Description Diagrams Comments Outputs 
01 What is 
adaptability? 
9.45 Word 
Association 
4 min 
(individual) 
What words do you 
associate with adaptability?  
Meant to capture your 
thoughts about adaptability 
in words (small post its) 
- Black box
- Semantic 
permutation 
- Design 
Perspectives 
Brainstorm a list of words; 
as you write them down 
think about the clusters 
which might be forming… 
Individual 
understandin
g of 
adaptability 
9.49 
Conceptual 
Mappings 
6 minute 
(team) 
Using (big post its) identify 
clusters as a team.  Use an 
A1 sheet to create your 
map.   
As a team try to assemble 
them w/ over-arching 
concepts/ putting labels 
against them (big post-its). 
Team map 
of adapt… 
(A1 sheet) 
9.55 Map 
debates 
15 min 
(groups) 
Discuss the different maps 
within the sub-groups of 4. 
Does a collective def. arise? 
Similarities?  Differences? 
10.10 
Present 
10 min 
(plenary) 
Conversation:  what arose 
from the group discussion… 
Common/ Unique 
Collective Definition? 
N/A
02 How 
adaptable is 
it?  
10.20 
Building 
ranks 
15 min 
(teams) 
Plot the 10 buildings along 
the adaptability continuum 
- Framecycle
- Critical 
parameters 
- 
What makes you associate 
X as being adaptable? 
Team 
spectrums 
10.35 
Compare 
15 min 
(groups) 
Discuss the similarities and 
differences & why? 
Get teams to discuss the 
WHYs… 
N/A
Present No time Simon calls on us - plotted 
the same? diverse? 
What buildings was there a 
consensus? disagreement? 
N/A
03 Who said 
what? 
10.50 
Quotes 
10 min 
(teams) 
Match quotes to stakeholder 
role 
-Industry 
fragmentation 
- Benefit 
mapping 
Why did you associate the 
quote w/ that stakeholder? 
N/A
11.05 
Debate 
15 min 
(groups) 
Who? why? teams can 
change their responses (last 
2 minutes) 
What issues are raised? Do 
you agree/ disagree w/ the 
quote?   
A3 sheets
11.15 Score 10 min 
(plenary) 
Switch sheets, read answers, 
score the sheet, give prize 
Score it N/A
Presentation 11.25 David 
& Milorad 
15 min 
(plenary) 
Tools for communication/ 
briefing (workshops) 
Conversation 
Instruments 
N/A
11.40 Break 15 min 
Session 02 (11:55 – 14.10) Design - a design brief to challenge your capacity to respond to the need for adaptability in the context of a 
design problem (How to develop your design concept?)
Activity  title Method Time Activity Description Diagrams Comments Outputs 
Designing w/ 
the concepts 
11.55 
Design 
problem 
60 min 
(team) 
Design an outbuilding Adaptability 2 A1 boards
User Guide 12.55 
Guide 
‘book’ 
30 min 
(teams) 
The client has now asked 
you to produce a user guide 
Framecycle ‘how to change’ your 
proposal based on a series 
of plausible scenarios 
A3 sheets
Lunch 30 min (12.30 – 13.55) 
Presentation 13.55 Soren 
Nielsen 
15 min 
(plenary) 
Tools to conceptualise a 
design (project example) 
Design 
resources 
N/A
Session 03 (14:10 – 16.15) Assessing change - reflections on your proposed solution and how you might 
consider an alternative solution  
Activity  title Method Time Activity Description Diagrams Comments Ouput 
Presentation 
Prep 
14.10 
Preparation 
20 min 
(groups) 
Prepare 5 min presentation 
to a board member (judge & 
facilitator) with some users 
(other teams) 
- AF Platform N/A
How does 
your design 
stack up? 
14.40 
5 min 
presentation 
& 10 minute 
discussion 
60 min 
(groups) 
Judge/ Facilita ask questions 
from the checklist.  Others 
can prompt questions from 
a user’s perspective? 
- Briefing 
questions 
- AF Checklist 
Project 
Checklists 
15.30 Break 15 min  (judges discussion time) 
Presentation 15.45 
Rachael 
Grinnell 
15 min 
(plenary) 
Tools to assess a design 
(project example) 
Evaluation
tools 
N/A
Judges Announcement (16.00 – 16.15) / Wrap up Session  (16.15 – 16.45)
Drinks Reception (16.45 – 17.30) 
Appendix S: Practitioner workshop exercises
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Y N Y N Y N
Y N Y NY N
Y N More predictable cost
Faster speed to occupa on 
Less risk
Y N Shi  areas of cost Higher transport and produc on
Y N More expensive unless large volume Higher cost
Y N Quicker return on capex Move on quicker
Quicker return on capex Move on quicker
Lower construc on cost Be er return on capex
Lower design fees Be er return on capex
Y N H M L
Simpler design process 
Y N
Y N H M L
Faster speed of construc on
Y N
Y N H M L
Faster design 
Y N
Y N H M L
Built off-site 
Y N
Y N H M L
‘Done before’ pre-assembledY N H M L
Increased maintenance
No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N Higher annual expenditures Slower return on capex
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N H M L
Easier to adjust for func ons/ tasksY N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ lease Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Easier to assemble
Y N Lower construc on fees Reduced capex
Y N H M L
Easier to adjust for func ons/ tasksY N H M L
Easier to upgradeY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N Sell for a higher price
Over design for ini al use 
Be er return on capex
Y N Quicker turn around Move on quicker
Y N Sell for a higher price Be er return on capex
Y N Higher ini al cost More ini al capital
Y N Higher ini al cost More ini al capital
Y N H M L
Over design for ini al use Y N H M L
Suits future change in size of use
Y N Increased value Higher return on capex
Y N H M L
Easier to extend/ reduceY N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle 
Y N Increased economic value Higher return on capex
Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Not invested in a single loca on 
Y N Appeal to a larger market More/ be er opportuni es
Y N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
Easier to relocateY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N
Recogni on
Y N Easier to sell/ lease Higher return on capex
More expensive More ini al capital
Y N H M L
Minimum embodied energy
Y N Less embodied costs Less overall costs
Y N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
RenewableY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Select materialsY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Over design for ini al use Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Over design for ini al use Y N H M L
N Increased value Higher return on capexY
N Increased value Higher return on capexY
Y N Sell for a higher price Be er return on capex
Y N Quicker turn around Move on quicker
Y N Higher ini al cost More ini al capital
Y N Sell for a higher price Be er return on capex
Y N Quicker turn around Move on quicker
Y N Higher ini al cost More ini al capital
N Increased value Higher return on capexYN Increased value Higher return on capexY
Y N Increased economic value Higher return on capex
N Increased value Higher return on capexY
accessing a ready set of components
modifying internal spaces for various uses increasing/ decreasing the building size used again in its original form 
Appendix T: AF Stakeholder mapping for workshop
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Y N Y N
Y N Y NY N
Y N
Y N BeƩer building performance
Faster speed to occupaƟon 
Lower annual costs
Y N Final decisions required earlier Less opportunity later
Y N Shorter ‘out of use’ period Earlier occupaƟon/ rent
Shorter ‘out of use’ period Earlier occupaƟon/ rent
Y N H M L
Simpler design process 
Y N
Y N H M L
Faster speed of construcƟon
Y N
Y N H M L
Faster design 
Y N
Y N H M L
Built off-site 
Y N
Y N H M L
‘Done before’ pre-assembledY N H M L
Increased maintenance
Y N Higher annual costs More expenses/ less profit
Y N Larger market base Increased rent opportuniƟes
Y N Less ‘large’ costs More profit
No effect No effect
No effect No effect
No effect No effect
Y N H M L
Easier to adjust for funcƟons/ tasksY N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle 
Y N Longer economic value Increased revenue overƟme 
Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ lease Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Less ‘large’ costs Less expenses/ more profitY N
Easier to assemble
Y N Cheaper price Lower iniƟal capital 
Y N H M L
Easier to adjust for funcƟons/ tasksY N H M L
Easier to upgradeY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N ConƟnuous Occupancy
Over design for iniƟal use 
ConƟnuous cash flowY N ConƟnuous Occupancy ConƟnuous cash flow
Y N Increased cost More iniƟal capital
Y N H M LOver design for iniƟal use 
Y N Increased cost More iniƟal capital
Y N H M L
Suits future change in size of use
Y N Prolonged value Increased profit over Ɵme
Y N H M L
Easier to extend/ reduce
Y N Less expense Less capital needed
Y N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle 
Y N Increased longevity Increased use/ profit over Ɵme
Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ lease
N Larger market base Increased rent opportuniƟes
Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Not invested in a single locaƟon 
Y N Move building to beƩer locaƟon Increased value
Able/ easier to resell BeƩer return on investment
Easier to sell BeƩer return on investment
Y N H M L
Reusable
Y N
Y N H M L
Easier to relocate
Y N
Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N
RecogniƟon
Y N Publicity  (honor/ award) Increased business
More investors
Higher price More iniƟal capital
Y N H M L
Minimum embodied energy
Y N Less sales price Less capital needed
Y N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
RenewableY N H M L
Easier to resell/ lease
Able/ easier to resell BeƩer return on investmentY N
Y N H M L
Select materialsY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N ConƟnuous Occupancy ConƟnuous cash flow
Over design for iniƟal use 
Y N Increased cost More iniƟal capital
Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N ConƟnuous Occupancy ConƟnuous cash flow
Over design for iniƟal use 
Y N Increased cost More iniƟal capital
Y N H M L
Lower management/ admin. costs Less expensesY
Y
Y
N
N Faster sales Less ‘down Ɵme’
Higher occupancy rate ConƟnuous cash flowY N
N Longer investment value BeƩer return on investment
Lower management/ admin. costs Less expensesY
Y
Higher occupancy rate ConƟnuous cash flowY N
N Longer investment value BeƩer return on investmentY
Higher occupancy rate ConƟnuous cash flowY N
N Longer investment value BeƩer return on investmentY Lower management/ admin. costs Less expensesY
Y
N
N Faster sales Less ‘down Ɵme’
Higher occupancy rate ConƟnuous cash flowY N
N Longer investment value BeƩer return on investmentY
Lower management/ admin. costs Less expensesY
Y
N
N Faster sales Less ‘down Ɵme’
Higher occupancy rate ConƟnuous cash flowY N
N Longer investment value BeƩer return on investmentY
Y N Longer value Increased profit over Ɵme
LifeƟme compaƟbility State-of-the-art facilityY N
N Uncoupled layers Cheaper maintenanceY
Y
N
N Faster sales Less ‘down Ɵme’
Increased value More profitY N
has the rights to the building; investing in the building as an asset (a finished leasable/ usable object) 
accessing a ready set of components
modifying internal spaces for various uses increasing/ decreasing the building size used again in its original form 
changing or removing components changing configurations/ locations
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Y N
Y N
con?nued... con?nued...
Y N
Y N Y N
Y N
Y N Specialized staff
Faster speed to occupation 
More efficient
Y N Fewer unexpected problems Less risk/ more profit
Y N Redundant work Uninterested staff
Y N H M L
Simpler design process Y N H M L
Faster speed of constructionY N H M L
Faster design Y N H M L
Built off-site Y N H M L
‘Done before’ pre-assembledY N H M L
Increased maintenance
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effectY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Over design for initial use Y N H M L
Not invested in a single locationY N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
Easier to relocateY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N
Recognition
Y N Design awards/ publications New Biz.
Design constraints Undesired solution
Y N H M L
Minimum embodied energyY N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
RenewableY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Select materialsY N H M LGreater control over details ‘BeƩer’ architecture
Y N
User defines space ‘fulfill’ needs Y N
N Specify high quality finishes ‘BeƩer’ architectureY
Y N More new projects More output
Less design fees Less incomeY N
N Less design ‘maturity’ ‘Poorer’ architectureY
Less construction admin. Less fees/ resourcesY N
N Less opportunities for change Undesired solutionsY
Simpler design Less creativityY N
N Lower design fees Less incomeY
Y N More efficient use of staff Less resources
Earlier building regs. approval Less resourcesY N
N More new projects can be done More profitY
Kit of parts Less design freedomY N
N Higher quality component BeƩer craŌed designY
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Easier to assembleY N H M L
Easier to upgradeY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N No effect No effect
Y N Bad reputation Harder to find jobs
Y N Good reputation/ relationships New Biz.
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Over design for initial use Y N H M L
Y N Bad reputation Harder to find jobs
Y N Good reputation/ relationships New Biz.
Y N Foundation for future project Continued work
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Over design for initial use Y N H M L
Y N Bad reputation Harder to find jobs
Y N Good reputation/ relationships New Biz.
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Over design for initial use Y N H M L
Y N Bad reputation Harder to find jobs
Y N Good reputation/ relationships New Biz.
User defines space Loss of design controlY N
Easier to adjust for functions/ tasksY N H M L
User defines space ‘fulfil’ needs Y N
User defines space Loss of design controlY N
Easier to adjust for functions/ tasksY N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ lease Y N H M L
Y N H M L No effect No effect
Y N H M L Increase of renovation work ShiŌ in work typology
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N Shorter design Less fees
Suits future change in size of useY N H M L
Easier to extend/ reduce
Y N Increase of renovation work ShiŌ in work typology
Y N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
responsible for the creation/ configuration of the built object (i.e. form and structure).   
Y N No effect No effect
accessing a ready set of components
modifying internal spaces for various uses
increasing/ decreasing the building size
used again in its original form 
changing or removing components changing configurations/ locations
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Y N Y N Y N
Y NY N Y N
Y N Long term supply opportunity
Faster speed to occupaƟon 
Sustained business
Y N Develop a product family Greater variety lower cost
Y N Need for storage Extra expense
Easier to make Less Ɵme
Increased scale of work More biz
Y N H M L
Simpler design process 
Y N
Y N H M L
Faster speed of construcƟon
Y N
Y N H M L
Faster design 
Y N
Y N H M L
Built off-site 
Y N
Y N H M L
‘Done before’ pre-assembledY N H M L
Increased maintenance
No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N
Y N
Y N
Y N H M L
Easier to adjust for funcƟons/ tasksY N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ lease Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M LOver design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Suits future change in size of useY N H M L
Easier to extend/ reduce
Y N No effect No effect
Y N Lower demand for new products Less new biz Lower demand for new products Less new bizY N
Y N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N
RecogniƟon
Y N Increased use of products
Shorter process More efficient/ less cost
Purchase used stock Lower producƟon costs
Y N Purchase used stock Lower procurement costs
Accessible supply More predictable costs
Different materials Added costs
Y N New processes Added costs
Y N H M L
Minimum embodied energyY N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
RenewableY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Select materialsY N H M L
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Not invested in a single locaƟonY N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
Easier to relocateY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N
Y N Good reputaƟon More new biz
Good reputaƟon More new biz
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Easier to assembleY N H M L
Easier to adjust for funcƟons/ tasksY N H M L
Easier to upgradeY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
produces/ supplies the needed parts for the construction of the building.
Long term supply opportunity Sustained business
Y N More refab work ShiŌ in work typology Y N More refab work ShiŌ in work typology
accessing a ready set of components
modifying internal spaces for various uses increasing/ decreasing the building size used again in its original form 
changing or removing components changing configurations/ locations
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Y N Y N Y N
Y N Y NY N
Y N Known process/ supply chain
Faster speed to occupaƟon 
More efficient/ profit
Y N BeƩer logisƟcs/ less fragmentaƟon ConƟnuous flow
Y N More efficient use of staff Less resources needed
Y N Quicker payment Move on quicker
Easier to build Less Ɵme/ less profit ‘padding’
Safer construcƟon Less H&S problems
Y N H M L
Simpler design process 
Y N
Y N H M L
Faster speed of construcƟon
Coordinated connecƟons Quicker construcƟonY N
Y N H M L
Faster design 
Y N
Quicker start Ɵme Quicker finish/ more projectsY N
ReputaƟon for fast-build More projectsY N
Y N H M L
Built off-site Y N H M L
‘Done before’ pre-assembledY N H M L
Increased maintenance
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N H M L
Easier to adjust for funcƟons/ tasksY N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ lease Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N Shorter/ simpler construcƟon Less fees
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Suits future change in size of useY N H M L
Easier to extend/ reduce
Y N No effect No effect
Y N Less new work ShiŌ in work typology
Y N Loss of work Smaller market
Y N Less new work ShiŌ in work typology
Y N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N
RecogniƟon
Y N ConstrucƟon awards BeƩer/ more projects
Y N Quicker construcƟon Lower fees
Y N More extensive demo Higher fees
May follow ‘special’ process More Ɵme/ expense
Y N Select suppliers Lose established relaƟonships
Y N H M L
Minimum embodied energyY N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
RenewableY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Select materialsY N H M L
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N Higher iniƟal cost More iniƟal revenue
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Y N Higher iniƟal cost More iniƟal revenue
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Y N Higher iniƟal cost More iniƟal revenue
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Y N Higher iniƟal cost More iniƟal revenue
Y N No effect No effect
Y N Change premium for speed Higher profits
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Not invested in a single locaƟonY N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
Easier to relocateY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N More refab work ShiŌ in work typology
Y N No effect No effect
Easier to assembleY N H M L
Easier to adjust for funcƟons/ tasksY N H M L
Easier to upgradeY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
responsible for constructing the various parts into a finished building on site.  
accessing a ready set of components
modifying internal spaces for various uses increasing/ decreasing the building size used again in its original form 
changing or removing components changing configurations/ locations
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Y N Y N Y N
Y N Y NY N
Y N Tested soluƟon
Faster speed to occupaƟon 
Higher quality space
Y N Product soluƟon Mass personalized Product
Y N Product soluƟon Greater certainty of outcome
Y N Product soluƟon Less specific user-defined
Y N Early occupaƟon Quicker start
Early occupaƟon Quicker start
Y N H M L
Simpler design process 
Y N
Y N H M L
Faster speed of construcƟon
Y N
Y N H M L
Faster design 
Y N
Y N H M L
Built off-site 
Y N
Y N H M L
‘Done before’ pre-assembledY N H M L
Increased maintenance
Y N Periodic problems Decrease producƟvity at Ɵmes
Y N Readjust space for task More efficient use of space
Y N Greater control of space Improved space uƟlizaƟon
Y N Encourage (unnecessary) changes Lower producƟvity
No effect No effect
Less DisrupƟon (if site is adjacent) BeƩer producƟvity
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N H M L
Easier to adjust for funcƟons/ tasksY N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ lease Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Easier to assemble
Y N Quicker occupaƟon Quicker start 
Y N Lower rent over whole life Lower long-term cost
Y N H M L
Easier to adjust for funcƟons/ tasksY N H M L
Easier to upgradeY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N Higher price
Over design for iniƟal use 
More capital needed
Y N Higher price More capital needed
Y N Increased iniƟal rent Higher monthly cost iniƟally
Y N Lower rent over whole life Lower long-term cost
Y N Increased iniƟal rent Higher monthly cost iniƟally
Y N Lower rent over whole life Lower long-term cost
Y N Increased iniƟal rent Higher monthly cost iniƟally
Y N Lower rent over whole life Lower long-term cost
Y N Increased iniƟal rent Higher monthly cost iniƟally
Y N Higher price More capital needed
Y N H M LOver design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Suits future change in size of use
Y N Future flexibility Lower long term costs
Y N H M L
Easier to extend/ reduce
Y N Shorter period of disturbance Quicker (re) occupancy
Y N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle 
Y N Stable environment Less long term costs
Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ lease
N More efficient Higher producƟvity
Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Not invested in a single locaƟon 
Less disrupƟon BeƩer producƟvity
Y N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
Easier to relocate
Y N
Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N
RecogniƟon
Y N Visitors Publicity
Y N Visitors Lower producƟvity
Higher price More capital needed
Y N H M L
Minimum embodied energy
Y N Cheaper rent Less monthly capital 
Y N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
RenewableY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Select materialsY N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Y
Shorter period of disturbance Higher producƟvityY N
N Higher rent More monthly capitalY
N Higher rent More monthly capitalY
N Higher rent More monthly capitalY
N Higher rent More monthly capitalY
Y N Higher price More capital needed
Y N Stable environment Less long term costs
N Higher rent More monthly capitalY
Y N Modernized image Good external percepƟon
Update services easily Remain current w/ technologyY N
N Longer occupancy Less long term costsY
Early occupaƟon Quicker start
occupies/ uses the building.  
accessing a ready set of components
modifying internal spaces for various uses increasing/ decreasing the building size used again in its original form 
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Y N Leaner form of construcƟon
Faster speed to occupaƟon 
More resource efficient
Y N Leaner form of construcƟon Less waste
Y N Reduced embodied energy Reduced footprint
Y N H M L
Simpler design process 
Y N
Y N H M L
Faster speed of construcƟonY N H M L
Faster design Y N H M L
Built off-site Y N H M L
‘Done before’ pre-assembledY N H M L
Increased maintenance
Y N More labor/ resources Higher impact
No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N No effect No effect
Y N H M L
Easier to adjust for funcƟons/ tasksY N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Easier to assemble
Y N Less waste Less impact
Y N Less waste Less impact
Y N H M L
Easier to adjust for funcƟons/ tasksY N H M L
Easier to upgradeY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N
Over design for iniƟal use 
Y N More resources used iniƟally Larger footprint
Y N H M LOver design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Suits future change in size of use
Occupied building AcƟve site/ taxes
Y N Less resources used over whole life Smaller footprint
Y N More resources used iniƟally Larger footprint
Y N Less resources used over whole life Smaller footprint
Y N More resources used iniƟally Larger footprint
Y N Less resources used over whole life Smaller footprint
Y N More resources used iniƟally Larger footprint
Y N Less resources used over whole life Smaller footprint
Y N Occupied building AcƟve site/ taxes
Y N DeterioraƟon of mulƟple sites Larger impact
Y N Occupied building AcƟve site/ taxes
Y N Occupied building AcƟve site/ taxes
Y N H M L
Easier to extend/ reduce
Y N Less demo/ construcƟon Less use/ waste of resources
Y N H M L
Prolonged lifecycle 
Y N Decrease in new building demand Less impact
Y N Decrease in new building demand Less impact
Y N Decrease in new building demand Less impact
Y N Longer occupied building AcƟve site
Y N ReducƟon in demo Less solid waste/ air emissions
Occupied building AcƟve site/ taxes
Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N H M L
Not invested in a single locaƟon Y N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
Easier to relocate
Less waste Reduced landfillY N
Less site aƩachment Less permanent damageY N
Longer lifespan of material Less resources usedY N
Less waste Less impactY N
Longer lifespan of material Less resourcesY N
Y N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
RecogniƟon
Y N Spread of best pracƟcesPublic awareness 
Y N Fewer new/ high impact materials Lower impact
Y N Min. depleƟon of resources Less impact
Y N H M L
Minimum embodied energy
Y N Less embodied costs Cheaper products
Y N Less ‘resource’ demand More efficient process
Y N H M L
ReusableY N H M L
RenewableY N H M L
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
Y N H M L
Y N H M L
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
Easier to sell/ leaseY N H M L
Over design for iniƟal use Y N H M L
NY
Occupied building Prevents site deterioraƟonNY
Occupied building AcƟve site/ taxesNY
Occupied building Prevents site deterioraƟonNY
Occupied building AcƟve site/ taxesNY
Old site released/ sold AcƟve site/ taxesNY
Occupied building Prevents site deterioraƟonNY
Occupied building AcƟve site/ taxesNY
Occupied building Prevents site deterioraƟonNY
Y N Decrease in new building demand Less impact
Y N Decrease in new building demand Less impact
Y N Longer occupied building AcƟve site
Y N ReducƟon in demo Less solid waste/ air emissions
Occupied building AcƟve site/ taxes
Easier to resell/ leaseY N H M L
NY
Occupied building Prevents site deterioraƟonNY
Y N Modernized Reduced neighborhood deterioraƟon
Y N Modernized Adjust to new growth paƩerns
Y N No effect No effect
acting in the best interest of the local community, society and the environment.  
Y N Y N Y N
Select materials
Y N Y NY N
Easier to sell/ lease
Easier to sell/ lease
accessing a ready set of components
modifying internal spaces for various uses increasing/ decreasing the building size used again in its original form 
changing or removing components changing configurations/ locations
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ID Solution explanation Design Strategy Characteristic Design Tactic
C1 movable study rooms
Foster envisaged a number of individual moveable study rooms which would be able 
to be located anywhere that was necessary, but these proved too flexible and their 
movable functions have not been utilised (Ibid). 
modularity moveable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE
C1
display cases, stands 
and partition screens
standardised and included free‐standing panels, hinged screens, display case, stands 
and plinths to organise the space in a clear and flexible manner that could easily be 
rearranged (Lambot 1989). The screens had, however, only been moved twice since 
1990 and due to problems with wobbling the originals were replaced in 2006 by 
more stable and less moveable ones (Carreno, 2008). 
modularity moveable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE
C1 standardised cladding The panels were designed in five different types: flat glazed, solid or grilled panels 
and solid or glazed curved panels for the corners between the roof and the wall.  simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARDISED SOLUTION
C1 cladding detail
(scale of panel, access to fasteners). The cladding is 1.8m by 1.2m and is easily 
interchangeable. The panels were designed to be removed easily by unfastening six 
bolts which took two men five minutes to undertake (Jenkins, 2005). 
modularity reversible REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C1
double layer exterior 
wall
In this zone, the services are housed and lobbies, toilets, stores, kitchen and a 
photographic studio can be accessed from the ground floor. Mechanical and 
electrical plant are located above these and catwalks in the roof zone allow 
unobtrusive access to lighting and other services.  
spatial planning spatial zones FIXED VS. FLEXIBLE SPACES
C1
service location & 
access
services in between the external cladding and perforated louvres of the inner skin. 
The services in the double‐layered wall areas were installed independently of the 
structure, which enables greater flexibility as they can be dismantled and relocated 
when necessary 
spatial planning component accessibilty ACCESS SPACE; 
REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C1
prefabricated steel 
frame 
 provides a 35m span of open space a steel prismatic lattice framework that has 
2.5m deep by 1.8m wide triangular trusses of tubular steel. These are positioned at 
3.6m centres on triangular towers 34.4m apart. The building is made up of 37 
structural frames that create a clear‐span of 135m  
simplicity & legibility off‐site construction; 
standardised components
PREFABRICATED 
SOLUTION; 
STANDARDISED SOLUTION 
C1 Planning grid  300mm planning module. 1.2m, 1.8m, 2.4m, 3.6m used for various elements spatial planning standard grid PLANNING GRID
C1 adjustable drop ceiling Two layers of aluminium louvres cover the ceiling, one set operated automatically 
and the other manually to control the natural sunlight.  spatial planning component accessibilty REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C1
Building Management 
System (BMS) controls the heating and cooling loads and enables it to run as efficiently as possible.  design in time configurable stuff
EFFICIENT DEVICES 
(reduce demand, heat 
gain; SERVICE 
MONITORING
C1 Lighting configuration
designed to be flexible and can be adjusted to the needs of the changing temporary 
exhibitions (Hartman, 2006). Each light can be moved in all directions and there are 
a vast array of different light locations  which create a flexible lighting system and 
provide each piece with its own crisp shadow (Bilverstone, 2008). 
design in time configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 
C1 kit of parts  simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
C1 open space
designed with no specific function so it could be used for anything as it’s essentially 
a big ‘shed’ (Bilverstone, 2008) ‐ the problems of designing something for no specific 
function – it doesn’t work well.    
loose fit open space UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE
C2
modular system (plan 
& height)
Allowed them to vary the footprint to accommodate different businesses and the 
shape of the site.  They developed a nine by nine structural grid with a three metre 
floor to ceiling height.  The buildings vary from five to eight module bay building 
(80,000 to over 200,000 sq. ft) using the exact same module and simply stretching 
the core on the larger buildings (more toilets, more lifts, etc.) giving them the ability 
to mix and match between bays and heights (four to five stories).  Planning grid of 
1.5m was used.   
Simplicity & Legibility, 
spatial planning
Modular Coordination; 
standardised component
SPATIAL COORDINATION; 
GRID COORDINATION; 
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
C2
prefabricated columns 
& edge beams Concrete frame (composite steel core ‐ lateral stability)
Simplicity & Legibility, 
spatial planning
Modular Coordination; off‐
site construction
PREFABRICATED 
SOLUTION; 
STANDARDISED SOLUTION 
C2
standardised cladding 
system
Worked with a cladding contractor to develop an extrusion that suited their needs,  
and made lots of it to drive the cost down. Simplicity & Legibility, 
Modular Coordination; 
standardised component
 GRID COORDINATION; 
STANDARDISED SOLUTION
C2 stair location
The stairs are located on the outside of the buildings making the buildings more 
efficient (again a lot of repeatition, standardization, offsite construction) driving 
costs down.  
spatial planning spatial zones FIXED VS. FLEXIBLE SPACES
C2
multiple buildings over 
time
The buildings were built over a period of ten years allowing lessons to be learnt and 
rolled into the next generation of buildings.  The ventilation strategy changed every 
iteration along with user control, building regulations, and more).  The learning was 
also adapted into another business park development (Hemel Hempstead).  Stockley 
Park was the predecessor (lineage of learning).  
Aesthetics  Building image Universal Image (familiar); 
RELATIONAL
C2 kit of parts
The kit of parts allows for every building in the park to be of equal value ‐ there are 
no 'bad' buildings.  Allows tenants to move around between buildings if they need to 
take on more or less space.   
Simplicity & Legibility, 
spatial planning
Modular Coordination; 
standardised component
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
C2 no signage Occupants are not allowed to put any signage on the buildings ‐ we want the 
buildings to remain quite generic.   Aesthetics  Building image
Universal Image (familiar); 
RELATIONAL; 
C2
raised floor and 
dropped ceiling The raised floor provides the location for services to run  Modularity component accessibility REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C2 open floor plan The floor plan (18m deep) allows the space to be configured either as open or 
cellular offices and allows for the space to be subdivided into multiple tenants Loose fit Open plan UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE
C2 movable partitions Internal glass partitions can be removed or relocated based on user needs.   maximise builidng use Multi‐functional spaces MOVEABLE PARTITIONS
C2 standard fittings Allow for ease of construction and for future dissassembly/ change simplicity & legibility Modular Coordination, 
Reversible Design STANDARD PRODUCTS
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C2 site Lake, trees, and green spaces multiple scales a communal space EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
C2 mixed use
To bring a sense of community (to enjoy work) beyond a single dimensional business 
park including a health club, swimmijng pool, cafe, landscaped public space, open 
performance space, and a lake.  They have retained several occupants due to the 
environment the park presents.  
maximise builidng use Use diversification MIXED USES
C3 Reversible exterior Modular exterior wall/ window mullions proved easy to remove on the side of the 
extension. (minimized new construction duration).   modularity reversible
REVERSIBLE 
CONNNECTIONS
C3 Additional storage shared' filing cabinets are placed outside academic offices mixed with the meeting 
spaces  loose fit support space STORAGE SPACE
C3
Non‐permanent 
furniture
With the exception of the desk in the office, no other furniture was included as part 
of the casework (permanent) modularity moveable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE
C3
Non‐load bearing 
partition walls
Gyp. Board w/ stud construction. Partitions could be knocked down between offices 
and between the office and the ‘corridor’. modularity functional separation FRAMED STRUCTURE
C3
Mixture of meeting 
spaces
Mixture of meeting spaces (office/ formal meeting rooms, informal ‘corridor’ ‐ 
Variety of spaces – offices, break out spaces, meeting rooms, open plan research 
space
spatial planning spatial variety INFORMAL/ FORMAL; 
ROOM SIZES; 
C3
Mixture of furniture 
types (table/ chairs) Comfortable chairs and sofas outside offices, formal meeting tables and chairs,  modularity  moveable stuff
FINISHES/ FURNISHINGS 
(variety) 
C3
Atrium (large 
unprogrammed space) Atrium space provides a large undefined space to use for events multiple scales a communal place
SOCIAL 
SPACE;UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; DIRECT LIGHT
C3 Roof light  natural light into the centre of the plan.   passive techniques good daylighting DIRECT LIGHT 
C3 Standard office size Allows users to switch easily between office (removing any hierarchy) spatial planning standard room size USER DEFINED
C3 Curved façade   The curved wall provides more external facade allowing more offices to be along 
the perimeter of the building (have a window).   passive technique good daylighting
DIRECT LIGHT (openings, 
permeable skin) 
C3
Use of existing 
structure
 The addition using precast slabs which are arranged to follow the grid of the original 
building and are supported on steel frames bolted to the existing structure.  Existing 
foundations were used by enlarging the pads and supported with mini piles (through 
the pads). 
design in time overdesign capacity GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
C3 Operable windows With screens and shades design in time configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES
C3
Existing building floor 
heights
Decided to maintain same heights which made for an extra large ground floor 
height.
loose fit oversize sapce TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS
C3 Square plan shape Floor plate 1000m
2 , 14.3m clear span (15mx15m grid?) ‐ simple shape, however 
very deep (34m?) difficult to convert spatial planning simple plan RECTANGLE
C3
Structural redundancy 
of perimeter columns 
(reinforced concrete)
The building structure is made of precast concrete with equally sized corner columns 
(over‐specified) which enable each 50ft. square unit to be an uninterrupted open 
plan space allowing for various plan arrangements.
design in time overdesign capacity GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
C4 Master plan
1970s engineering buildings created a tartan grid with 14.7 major spanThe master 
plan comprised of square blocks of buildings designed to ensure order and 
continuity in the development of the campus
spatial planning standard grid STRUCTURAL GRID
C4 Standardised modules The modules are very versatile and are supported by a simple, standardised steel 
frame produced using rapid construction methods.  simplicity & legibility standaridised components
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
C4
Multi‐functional 
modules
Our design maximizes flexibility. Modules can be used for a large number of 
activities ranging from laboratories to recreation to plant rooms.  maximise building use multi‐functional space EMPTY SPACE (stuff level)
C4
Highly adaptable 
science laboratories 
(internal space)
As no internal structure is needed the layout of the modules can be changed to suit 
the needs of the base, which is particularly important in the science modules which 
will need to adapt to future needs of BAS 
design in time configurable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE
C4
lightweight  skiable 
modules (relocatable)
The modules that make up the station can be disconnected from each other easily 
and individual modules will be towed several kilometres on the large skis attached 
to their four legs from their construction site next to Halley V to the final site of 
Halley VI 15km away 
modularity moveable stuff n/a
C4 elevated jackable legs
Each module is located above the snow on hydraulic legs that can be raised and 
lowered. The annual snow fall is 1.5m and so every year snow will be bulldozed 
beneath the legs and the whole structure will be raised, preventing the station from 
being buried
design in time configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 
C4
self sufficient heat, 
power, water and 
waste treatment
Each module that makes up the base has its own plant, these are all standardised 
which dramatically reduces the amount of spare parts required to keep the station 
running. Four combined heat and power (CHP) generators from Westac Power are 
being used to provide electricity and the waste heat created will be used to warm 
Halley VI 
long life efficient services
EFFICIENT DEVICES 
(reduce demand, heat 
gain)
C4
highly resilient ‘plug 
and play’ services
The research station is designed to allow “future integration of sustainable sources 
of energy such as wind turbines and photovoltaic arrays” (BAS, 2007, p.18). The 
electrical distribution system has been designed so that these devises can utilise 
‘plug and play’
design in time configurable stuff KNOCKABLE; 
C4
Connection between 
modules
Modules can be added/ removed as needed.Shamford ends are used with flexible 
connections to minimise the link between modules, help the aerodynamics and 
enable “the corridors to break out into larger rooms and re‐connect with the outside
modularity reversible REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C4 Central module
The same components and principles were used for both modules. The central 
module is open plan and flexible with moveable partitions and flexible spaces to 
suite both the 50 summer and 16 winter occupants 
simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
C4 Dismantable  it will be easy to dismantle and relocate if necessary. modularity reversible REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C4
Standardised 
components
The components used throughout the base are standardised which maximises their 
ability to be interchanged and reduces the amount of spares needed to be stored on 
site 
simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
C4 2.6m Standard grid 
A standard module accommodates eight ergonomically planned bedrooms 
within four structural bays arranged on a 2.6m grid. This sets the size of the 
standard module
spatial planning standard grid STRUCTURAL GRID
C5
Standardised (modular) 
componentry
The orthogonal shape of the building components (subject to the grid) is 
standardised and reusable enabling components to be refitted more easily.  
Refitable (some aspects of the existing the building were easy to take off – cladding, 
glazing 
simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
C5 Good daylighting Good levels of natural daylight are provided throughout the building, again assisting 
in the conservation of energy resources through minimum use of artificial lighting.  passive techniques good daylighting
DIRECT LIGHT (openings, 
permeable skin) 
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C5 Thermal mass
The use of brickwork and blockwork for the insulated cavity walls provide high 
thermal mass and coupled with high levels of insulation to the walls, floors and roofs 
help to conserve energy resources and minimise running costs for the building. 
Good levels of natural daylight are provided throughout the building, 
passive techniques passive environmental 
control
THERMAL MASS
C5 Access to services Suspended ceilings are provided generally and they conceal and provide access to 
the mechanical and electrical services above them modularity component accessibilty REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C5 Oversized circulation Internal circulation areas are very generous to provide easy access for the users’ 
wheelchairs and are mostly covered with carpet tiles.  loose fit Oversized space WIDE CIRCULATION
C5 Service redundancy 20% spare capacity was to be allowed in the design of the heating and electrical 
systems to allow for any future expansion of the school.  design in time overdesign capacity
GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITT
C5 Specified design life The lifespan of this building is estimated at 60 years. long life durability LOW MAINTENANCE
C5
Standardised structural 
components
Components for the steel frame are standardised sizes and specification whereas 
many of the other components in the building are specially manufactured for this 
particular project, including the doors and windows.
simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARDISED SOLUTION
C5
Brick (durable, low‐
maintenance) material
Use of brick for exterior wall; however not used as load bearing (steel structure). 
This could have given the School a unique aesthetic quality and character although 
there are good reasons for using facing bricks external, including ‘familiarity’.
long life durable KNOCKABLE; 
WEATHERABLE MATERIAL
C5
Suspended ceilings 
(service voids) modularity component accessibilty REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C5 6m grid module Standard grid system  spatial planning standard grid STRUCTURAL GRID
C6 Tartin grids
 Use of four scales of grids to coordinate buildings throughout the campus ‐ 
extending the tartan grid system at the master plan level to a ‘master’ grid for 
structural space units (10.5ft) and a planning grid (3.75ft) for interior partitions and 
services.  
spatial planning standard grid STRUCTURAL GRID
C6
2 building combinded 
into 1
Two buildings were connected.  Not converted but adapted. The aim of the building 
was to respond to the brief for a unified high quality office building but with two 
separate entrances and names (Shire House and Milton House) to provide the 
necessary accommodation suitable for a legal firm based in central London  
spatial planning connect building  CREATE/REMOVE 
OPENING 
C6 adding additional floors structural alterations included cutting new door openings, removing walls, inserting 
new beams and extending existing floor slabs  design in time overdesign capacity
GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY 
C6 adding two new atria Two new atriums were created to increase natural light and view from the offices  multiple scales a communal space  
SOCIAL 
SPACE;UNOBSTRUCTED 
SPACE; DIRECT LIGHT 
C6 Service access
Difficult given high privacy demand. Services are easily accessible through 
removable floor tiles located in a grid on a raised metal framework that consist of 
carpet tiles laid on top of metal‐faced chipboard tiles. The standard solid floor tiles 
can be substituted with a service access tile. 
modularity component accessibilty REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C6
Simple details/ 
Standard materials
The use of low‐cost, easily maintained and readily available ‘standard’ materials 
with simple details  and construction makes an invaluable contribution to 
adaptation of the internal space
simplicity & legibility simple construction 
method
SIMPLE & MINIMUM 
FINISHES
C6 Adjustable desks The new desks are designed to be assembled on site in the offices and are capable 
of being adjusted to accommodate physically disabled staff.   design in time configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FURNITURE
C6
Multi‐functional 
corridors
The width of the corridors may often be up to 3m, but less of this circulation area is 
taken up partially with storage or administrators workstations (often 2 to 4 people).  maximise building use multi‐functional space WIDE CIRCULATION
C7
Large floor to floor 
heights w/ large ceiling 
void (5m floor to floor 
height) 
enormous 5ft service void which was allowed for larger‐scale changes in technology 
and for the floors to be maintenance uninterrupted. loose fit oversize space TALL FLOOR HEIGHTS
C7 Wide‐span structure
An open‐lattice steel mast structure (spans of up to 33m) enables column free 
spaces that are interchangeable between factory and office use to include. The 
building’s design gives the capacity to change the internal factory layouts rapidly 
and frequently and also allow for 
loose fit  open space UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE
C7 Interior Pods
multi‐functional pods designed to be moved from place to place.  pods almost never 
move. There will not be anymore pods and the offices are going to be fixed.  can be 
dismantled and assembled in two weeks, a variation for the later phases has been 
developed which will rest on air cushions, so the pods may be moved over a 
weekend.
modularity moveable stuff LOOSE FURNITURE
C7 Exposed services
The exposed services are easily accessible, maintained and changed located 
overhead to avoid disturbing the manufacturing process.  The services run along 
with the first floor walkways.  
modularity component accessibilty SIMPLE & MINIMUM 
FINISHES 
C7
Clamped Exterior 
panels
Changes to the façade have been done often to correlate with internal layout 
changes and can be done by simply loosing and turning the aluminum clamps that 
are secured to composite mullions.  
modularity reversible REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C7 Modular coordination
 The grid used for the cladding (2.25m wide x 1.05 tall) is coordinated with the 
internal square blocks and bay dimensions and can incorporate a variety of finishes 
and elements including solid insulated aluminum panels, operable insulated double‐
glazed windows, louver panels (for ventilation & services) and a variety of door 
types.  
spatial planning modular coordination GRID COORDINATION
C7 Roof domes Roof domes provide natural north light and ventilation together with smoke and 
heat venting in case of fire.  passive techniques good daylighting
DIRECT LIGHT (openings, 
permeable skin)  
C7
Standardised 
components
The building has a high degree of standardisation and re‐usability of components simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
C7 Scalable design
a phased expansion programme (seven phases). the buildings can be scaled either 
larger or smaller in halves depending on the company’s every changing business 
needs. Over the 17 years, the facility has grown from 4,500m2 to 20,000m2 in size.  
simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
C7 Headquarter Campus
The building(s) (each building is made up of four square blocks of 67.50m x 67.50m ‐
including 6 bays of 11.25m x 11.25m each‐ and 8.40 m high. each with their own 
central courtyard) is comprised of a factory, warehouse, testing facility and office, 
housing the headquarters for Igus
simplicity & legibility standaridised components; 
SPATIAL PROXIMITY
CENTRAL LOCATION; 
STANDARDISED 
SOLUTIONS
C7 Courtyard spaces
Natural light/ connection. the structural pylon rises from a central landscaped 
courtyard (each one is planted to flourish in a different season), which bring daylight 
into the workplaces and a degree of enclosure and intimacy otherwise lacking in 
Igus' somewhat barren site.
multiple scales a communal space   EXTERIOR SPACE; SOCIAL 
SPACE
C7 elevated walkways 
The walkways enable visitors to tour the factory and clients to move about the 
different groups with which they deal, while providing 'expressways' for employees 
to move rapidly about the building.  Placed on the cross axes of each block, they 
distribute the services, all of which ‐ including pumped drainage ‐ are located 
overhead. 
increase interactivity physical linkage
ADDITIONAL 
CIRCULATION; DIRECT 
LINKS
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C7 Legible construction
The construction is highly legible, offering the same satisfaction as comprehending 
the workings of any machine. The purpose of each element is made clear, and the 
building is visibly an assembly of components. 
simplicity & legibility simple construction 
method
SIMPLE & MINIMUM 
FINISHES 
C7 Landmark In a largely featureless landscape.  aeshetics building image Striking image (unique)
C8
All services run through 
the ceiling void along a 
grid system  (grided 
drop ceilings)
The large void provides minimum disruption to users (ease of modification and 
replacement)
spatial planning standard grid REVERSIBLE CONNECTION; 
PLANNING GRID
C8
Dismantable, simple 
construction method
construct two separate buildings using laminated timber A‐framed structures, metal 
roofs and diagonally boarded timber gables. The buildings were ultimately 
dismantled in a two week period from 29 June 1998 and transported for re‐erection 
in the grounds of Myton School. 
modularity reversible REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C9
Large structural 
columns allowing for 
wide spans (only 4 
internal columns)
Shape of columns (cruciform) augments the capacity to expand on to? loose fit open plan UNOBSTRUCTED SPACE
C9 adjustable desks Classroom showing dual purpose tables with concealed rising computer terminals  design in time configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FURNITURE
C9 Cloister' circulation
The various faculties/ bases for year groups are housed in sections of the building 
configured as ‘terraced houses’, with access from a broad covered ‘cloister’, with 
internal circulation via an intermediate zone. Each ‘house’ consists of a ground floor 
of common space, designated staff areas (there is no specific staff room in the 
school)
increase interactivity physical linkage
DIRECT LINK; 
CONNECTION TO 
EXTERIOR
C9 Access floor panels to services
Raised access floors throughout the building allow clear runs of services and data 
cables. Access for maintenance purposes is problematic during term time with 
access to areas such as the services below the raised floors only being available out 
of school hours.
modularity component accessibilty REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C9
Multi-functional 
exterior space 
(courtyard)
A hard surface playground with two tennis and basketball courts is located next to 
Downs Park Road which can be used by the community as well as the students”  maximise building use multi‐functional space
UNDEFINED SPACE; 
EXTERIOR SPACE
C9 Standardised spaces (generic classrooms)
This is achieved by creating a limited number of bespoke spaces to ensure that the 
general teaching accommodation is adaptable to a variety of uses.  spatial planning standard room sizes MARKET STANDARD
C9 Interior partitions
the partition walls perpendicular to the external walls are assumed to be relatively 
temporary and can therefore be reconfigured quickly and easily without disrupting 
the school.
modularity  functional separation FRAMED STRUCTURE
C9 Natural ventilation
Mossbourne Academy is a 100% naturally ventilated building.  The purpose built 
wind towers assist with the natural ventilation as well as providing night‐time 
cooling. 
passive techniques multiple ventilation 
strategies
Natural ventilation
C9 Thermal mass  Exposed concrete soffits act as thermal reservoirs passive techniques passive environmental 
control
THERMAL MASS
C9 Wind towers (voids) Passive environmental systems include a series of top‐lit voids inside the protective 
wall that bring diffused natural light down into the teaching spaces. long life efficient services
LOCAL SOURCE (water, 
energy)
C9 Operable vents 
The facade includes openable vents that act as a one‐sided natural ventilation 
system during the day, and at night, a two‐sided system operates via the voids to 
cool the building overnight. 
design in time configurable stuff ADJUSTABLE FIXTURES 
C9 Standard materials
Standard materials readily available in the UK were selected wherever possible. The 
shear studs are available in many DIY shops whilst whitewood is the most commonly 
used timber for Glulam beams.
simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARD PRODUCT
C9 Timber grid The timber frame comprises of three storey H sections at 4.8m centres encasing the 
individual classrooms. simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARDISED SOLUTION
C9 Space standards
the size of the classrooms at 50sq.m was an initial concern since the normal 
minimum size recommended by the DFES is 55m2. Also, there is a lack of internal 
social spaces.  The circulation arrangements, whereby pupils have to use quite 
narrow staircases to return to ground level and then ascend again to the relevant 
level of another faculty are unorthodox.
simplicity & legibility standaridised components MARKET STANDARD
C9 Existing building   The spoil from the demolition of the original school was crushed on site and re‐used 
to form the foundation for the new building, thus reducing transport and landfill.  simplicity & legibility readily avaialable materials STANDARD PRODUCT 
C9 Community access
In practice sharing ‘communal’ facilities such as the Theatre and the Sports Hall with 
the local community has been difficult due to problems of security related to access 
through the atrium.
maximise builidng use multiple access points PRIMARY/TEMPORARY 
FUNCTIONS
C9 Space for extensions Space on site was left for extensions unfinished design space to grow EXISTING SITE
C10
Additional floor above 
(structural redundancy)
The original building was designed to take an extra floor (contemplated in the past 
to build up, but eventually it wouldn’t be enough space).  – an example is the tin 
shed on top of Electrical Enginneering 
design in time overdesign capacity GENERAL SURPLUS 
CAPACITY
C10
prefabricated 
components
The building took 34 days to construct, from the first day of erection to the 
handover. The roof, walls and floor panels took eight days to produce in the factory 
and it took four days to erect the shell of the building 
simplicity & legibility off‐site construction; 
standardised components
PREFABRICATED 
SOLUTION; 
STANDARDISED SOLUTION 
C10
Unitrax panelised 
timber frame system 
Terrapin’s Hire Fleet of standard components. The system is still under development 
to create standard components for the internal environmental, such as: modular 
partitioning, M&E, services, fittings, fixtures etc. As at present it is just the shell and 
envelope that are made from standard components.
simplicity & legibility off‐site construction; 
standardised components
PREFABRICATED 
SOLUTION; 
STANDARDISED SOLUTION 
C10 Dismantable design
the majority of the building can be dismantled and reused. Lights, doors, curtain 
walling, glazed frames and all panels are reused, these are stored in the factory and 
utilised wherever possible. M&E services are also reused where this is possible 
(Baker, 2008)
modularity reversible REVERSIBLE CONNECTION
C10 Structural design
steel columns on base and steel across ground with timber on the first floor, the 
frame is tied together with steel tie bars. Columns can be removed due to the steel 
goalposts support used. Glulam (Glued Laminated Timber) beams are used for the 
roof and columns. The four corner Glulam columns are held in steel holders. 
spatial planning standard grid STRUCTURAL GRID 
C10 Standardised panels
Standard panels are used, but are made specifically for each project if not are 
available in store.Cedar cladding is attached on site and is hammered onto battens. 
(Baker, 2008) Stone aggregate is also be used on two sides of the buildings, this is 
applied in the factory and is maintenance free. 
simplicity & legibility standaridised components STANDARDISED SOLUTION 
C10 Standard grid
Hire fleet buildings are made up of units that are 2.57m by approximately 4.8m, 6m, 
7.2m, 8.4m, 9.6m, 10.8m or 12m (Baker, 2008)
This building uses 17 units of 2.57m by 12.336m; 6 are used horizontally (in plan) 
and 11 vertically (in plan) 
spatial planning standard grid STRUCTURAL GRID
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Yamashita Sekkei Nikken Sekkei Kajima Corp. Takenaka Corp. FrontOffice Issho Architects
Interviewee Mr. Nakajima (Services) Mr. Yamanashi (Design) Mr. Tanami (Design) Mr. Yamaguchi (Design) Will Galloway (architect/ partner) Tomo Miyauchi (design partner)
Mr. Takai (Services) Koen Klinkers (developer/ partner)
Current situation Designers have to be conscious of 
adaptability due to market demand. 
Current office building trend is 
lower building height and larger 
floor plates (Mega floor) moving 
away from high rise towers and 
smaller floor plates. Also, 
sustainability.
Current design topic is "universal 
space" (column-free space). 
Design philosophy if there's column 
in the room, it's not "universal" any 
more.
Office building market itself is 
shrinking.
With 40 year old offices(1960's) the 
floor height is not high enough for 
renewal due to demand for raised 
flooring. Enlarged personal space 
has increased the floor module as 
well, it used to be 3m, but now is 
3.2-3.6m.
Clients not thinking about 
adaptability now, but are becoming 
more aware of green issues and 
responsibilities.
Currently, the market has collapsed 
so there is a renewed interest in 
converting buildings; extending the 
life of existing stock.  When the 
market picks up interest shifts to 
buy these buildings, tear them 
down, and rebuild new. 
Primary driver is a realized 
economic situation.  If change 
makes sense then its possible.  
The client asks for specificness, but 
we always try to leave some room 
for change - balance clients 
specific needs with generic needs 
for future user.
Spatial Floor to floor height is getting 
higher, 2500mm to 2800mm
Design team's philosophy is to 
connect the office space with the 
outside environment through a 
buffer zone  (typical office design is 
shut off from the outside).
First critical design parameter is 
floor height,  second is electronic 
infrastructure.               If structural 
frame is large enough, there's no 
problem.
By making something adaptable, 
there is a lose of certain 
characteristics/ specificity.  Idenity/ 
sentiment is found in this specificity 
(a kind of 'stored energy')
Functional Decentralized services (per 
tenants) subdivide as much as 
possible - typically per a floor
Service spaces move to the 
outside/ facade of the building (e.g. 
balcony) - decentralizing services.
Defining the minimum floor area 
for plant space is critical. Only in 
Tokyo due to single-occupant 
buildings, centralized/ large 
space is still popular.
Rental apartments are the most 
profitable.  The strong relationship 
between architect, landowner, and 
bank drive a formulaic value for 
buildings (spatially/ functionally).  
Parts Services in modern buildings 
(1980s) are complicated and 
expensive; 30 or 40 yr old office 
buildings will have less services 
making the conversion easier (less 
electrical/ air con). 
If the materials can be reused it is 
good enough (e.g. Kurokawa's 
capsule was never changed).  
Outline Ishikawa prefecture public office Wood wholesalers Union (rental 
office). Façade, interior and some 
structure made by wood. This 
project is designed as a prototype 
of wooden office in central city 
area.
Kajima's office building with rental 
housing.
Takenaka's Tokyo office. Office building for single company 
tenant want to convert it to high-
end luxury apartments - 120m2 (7 
stories, steel frame) neighborhood 
under redevelopment (chuo-ku, 
hibiya line).  
Voxel House/ Box-o System 
 rof raey 5.0 ,ngised rof sraey 2ssecorP
bidding, 2 years for construction.  It 
took time to design (because this is 
prototype) and to check the 
reliability of those wood as well, 
especially about fire resistance of 
the building.
Kajima has own development 
division. They bought land next to 
the Kajima's building.
Kajima transfered required 
housing units for the project to 
another project being developed 
at the same time.  
Top-down approach to constructing 
building (working up and down 
simultaneously)
Start beams from second floor 
Find commercial buildings near the 
end of the lifecycle and purchase at 
slightly under valued prices, bring 
them up to standards that 
westerners will accpet, and rent 
them out at values that 'company' 
expenses will pay. 
Design grew from knowing that the 
person would have to move to 
another apartment in three years - 
adaptability grew from forsawn user 
need.
Adaptability Decentralizing of services 
towards the outside of the 
builidng allow for easier renewal 
every 20 years.  This project uses 
4 service cores in each corner next 
to storage space. 
Use only 2 "generic" types of wood 
parts which is most available in the 
(housing) market -The life span of 
wood parts are shorter than 
concrete. 
Basically no glue between woods, 
just screws -removable parts.
One side core plan. Fixed seats 
layout, furniture and module. When 
the organization change, basically 
people will move, layout will be 
same.
Takenaka Headquarters could in 
10 yrs stay, expand, contract, or 
change this building into retail or  
hotel. 10.8m column grid is 
designed for future conversion
Adaptation of spaces, planning 
permission, fire-safety (elevator/ 
stairs), and seismic reinforcement 
were all okay.  
Balancing flexibility and durabilty
sreileta ngised llamSsrotcartnoC lareneG egraLsmrif ngised egraL
Design for adaptable 
buildings
Project
Appendix V: Thematic coding for Japanese design firms
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New technology Hybrid air-conditioning system -
machine and manual operation 
(inlcudes operable windows). 
NC cutter's craftsmanship, who 
knows well about the machine and 
computer algorithm.
MEP system is localized into 10 
modules (grid) and is changed from 
the  outside.  It is linked to bracing 
(5 down each side) opposed to 
central risers.  
Developed a new 'shelfing' system 
inbetween furniture and casework.
Obstacles Building standard law, regulations Fire protection test. In terms of residential 
development, the regulation for 
parking lots and required units.
Cost of changing services from 
universal to decentralized was 
equal to doing the entire renovation 
project.  Sashes and moulins was 
the next biggest step.
Cost of constructing the system.
Other topic The use of SI system demands 
more space which could be an 
issue (e.g. separtion of structure 
and services - no beam 
penetration).  
The perimeter column spacing is 
decided by the residential 
market not the office market due 
to the subdivision of residential 
units. 
New office process:  3 (months) 
programming; 2 planning; 2 
schematic; 2 design development; 
7 detailed design/ start foundation/ 
structure; 10 construction; total 22 
months
Organization  
(internal)
As a unifer/ driver for project 
thinking/ sharing motivation 
within the design team/ client (e.g. 
to get a prize). It makes easy to 
share the image.  The effects/ 
results of adaptability should be 
clear and easy to understand for 
designer and client.
Use of BIM (Building Information 
Modelling).  
Early meetings with craftsman from 
the beginning (it's unusual). Good 
communication with craftsman 
was necessary -which created 
integrated practice, integrated 
project delivery
Kajima has own development, 
design and management 
divisions. That means Kajima  
deals with the whole life of 
buildings by themselves (which 
gives them a vested interest 
beyond just construction).
Architectures basic role is to create 
a beautiful landscape. They want 
to change the culture of thinking 
about only first use.  Majority of 
architects think this is crazy;  if 
buildings last more than 30 years 
will reduce their work.
Our ideas about adaptability tend to 
be geared more to improving 
efficiency. Requirement for 
inefficiency and acceptance of 
errors is part of the evolution 
process.  You adapt and adapt and 
eventually get to a peak at which 
you can't get to another peak 
without de-evolving.
Society 
(demand)
For the client, it's easy to rent, 
renew, and respond to tenants' 
need.
It is easer to convince government 
(as a client) because they can 
invest more cost initially.
"Long life" (for housing) has a 
strong influence.
Adaptability is good added market 
value these days.
People realize the fact that most of 
buildings are tore down because of 
social/economic life span (very 
short).
He thinks that for more 
adaptability need a bottom-up 
change (e.g. sustainability)
To be adaptable requires some 
admission of reality and hence 
creation of boundaries within which 
the flexibility is valid and possible.  
The challenge is that at some point 
the fitness landscape will shift and 
all of the rules need to be rewritten.
Integration Design, sustainability and cost Digital craftsmanship. Now we 
can simulate a lot of things 
(drawings, cost, joints and so on).
Other topic
Use a 50 year lifespan for office 
buildings when calculating costing/ 
effects (actually 30 years).
In 2000, National Government  
changed the law regarding 
design requirements from 
specification to quality. This 
change made this project easier 
(e.g. from strict size requirements 
to performance/ quality of service).  
Kajima developed own system 
for adaptable building [1] Super 
RC frame building construction (for 
housing): Centralized column and 
services, no column in rooms. [2] 
Hybrid Multi-Tower (for office)
60-70% of work is design-build If we were to do it again, we would 
buy residential and 'refurb' to new 
residential, but the best business 
model from a developer's 
perspective in Japan is to just build 
new buildings (policies/ industry 
supports this).  
As a designer, driven by personal 
experiences, internationally 
focused.  
Regarding change of use/ renewal 
we usually don't have enough 
space for services.
Back ground of those system is 
there's demand for adaptable 
housing. Even under construction, 
the housing market and regional 
structure (population) can be 
changed.
Historically carpenter is the 
designer & builder = philosophy for 
work
Architecture is different than a 
'made-product' in that each project 
is a manifestation of a specific 
client on a specific site demanding 
a specific need every time.  The 
repetativeness of a general product 
doesn't exist.  
CASBEE is forced onto designers 
while LEEDS is a marking point 
(incentive/ economic sense) driven 
by designers and users (opposed 
to government-driven)
Physical life span can be 
extended, but we cannot deal 
with social/ market life span.
A problem of the system is that it 
can't satisfy proper floor depth 
(14m) for office design (18m is 
average). 12.5m is good for 
housing.  
Takenaka triangle:  top (high 
efficiency/ quality) left 
(environment) right (low cost) 
centre (sustainable works)
Adaptability works as an academic 
idealism (e.g. Habarkan and SI), 
but is not pratical within the realistic 
realm.  
Residential project - flexibility was 
built into the location of load-
bearing/ non-load-bearing walls 
allowing for future apartments to be 
combined/ split.  
Other topics
What are innovations 
in adaptability? 
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Designers have to care about 
sustainable issue (saw as a 
separate issue from adaptability).
R&D = 37,000m2, 200 people; 
more than 1000 designers (all 
disciplines)
Laws are so flexible that they can 
buld more floor area; rather than 
adding it to an existing building 
causing complicated structural 
problems. 
Clients are not very educated in 
regards to building.  Develop a kind 
of game/ strategy to work through 
the client relationship.
Comparing to general contractors, 
large design firm can promote a 
competitive situation between 
them. Design firms can adopt 
every technique; where general 
contractors are limited to their own 
systems.
In central Tokyo, we need attach a 
certain houses to new commercial 
buildings in some area. That 
means there's demand for mixed 
development.
R&D = 37,000m2, 200 people; 
more than 1000 designers (all 
disciplines)
Former boss's experience working 
on several open school projects 
and developing various flexible 
interior products has been none of 
it gets used.  The infrastructure of 
flexibility is not needed, just make 
the room open and it is more about 
the attitudes of the teachers/ 
students adapting to the building.  
Large design firms can survive 
because some of their work comes 
from public sectors.  They tend to 
separate "designer" and 
"contractor" (not design-build, 
separate clear boundaries).
Conversion from Office (higher 
floor height) into flats is possible in 
the future. But not designed 
(intended) at the beginning. We 
cannot make the floor height of 
houses higher
Views prefabricated solution-based 
products as culture-less.  Not 
intended for people, but for the 
maximization of profit.  
Design firms tend to dealing with 
Project Management and CM, 
issues after construction 
completed. But the market is still 
small.
As techniques develop 
redundances are designed out for a 
more efficient design (efficient 
invesment) - the techniques 
become more streamlined  which 
tends to work against adaptability. 
Traditionally, 'accidential' 
adaptability has worked much 
better than any 'planned' 
adaptability (e.g. warehouses) by 
simply providing large durable 
spaces.  
In the past 10 years, laboratory 
layouts have demanded to be 
adaptable. 
Buildings are designed to 
maximize profitable space 
allowances; which lock buildings 
into specific use breakdowns (e.g. 
Tokyo Midtown) making 
conversions impossible.  
Concerning existing buildings, if the 
market and urban infrastructure 
(area redevelopment) are changed, 
adaptability can be realized.
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 Appendix W: Design strategies (DS2 - DS12) & characteristics (CAR5-CAR60) 
This appendix consists of the evidence for the remaining 11 design strategies and 56 building 
characteristics.  
 
W.1 Design ‘in’ Time (DS2) 
The design ‘in’ time strategy is described as the capacity of the physical parts to provide options for 
the users (‘in time’). In other words, at one point in time the lighting could be distributed uniformly 
through a space and at another time focused on particular spots (CAR6). Five characteristics 
emerged from the data: service zones, multi-functional components, configurable stuff, not precious 
and ‘extra’ components. Thirteen of the fifteen primary building case studies deployed a characteristic 
of design ‘in’ time, while three projects (projects A7, A13 & A14) mobilised three of the four 
characteristics. The majority of the tactics revealed under this strategy were regarding configurable 
stuff.   
W.1.1 Service Zones (CAR5)  
As a building characteristic service zones is described as the capacity to separate control and 
distribution of services amongst defined areas to allow for increased user control. One common way 
services can be zoned is by floor where each floor has an on-floor plant (smaller than the typical roof 
plant) and as one developer commented allows for mechanical services to be retrofitted or removed 
(natural ventilation – CAR35) on a tenant by tenant basis. The developer (I33) further commented 
that this adaptability is augmented by a higher floor to floor height (CAR22 - 4m rather than 3m). 
The Bio Innovation Centre (A7) is a good example of providing vertical service zones to allow parts 
of the building to be operational 24/7 (laboratory spaces) while other parts can shut down (business 
areas) (CAR45 & 46).  On the other hand, with the initial buildings of Chiswick Park (C2) the team 
opted for an air displacement system for ventilation because of its simplicity (CAR19); however the 
system has proven ineffective as it averages out temperatures across all the floors and thus there was 
a lack of control by the individual tenants whose density will vary across floors and time.  
Another option is to define zones horizontally. The elongated building form of BT Brentwood (B3)  
breaks the building into three distinct sections each with their own services, entrances (CAR49) and 
security to allow the single occupier the option of sub-letting ‘wings’ of the building (CAR48). In 
addition, according to the building manager, providing separate services in this case didn’t increase 
the cost any (CON20; barrier 2). Clear divisions between zones easies the capacity to separate 
zones, as one developer (I10) commented on the difficulty of Nottingham Science Park (B2), where 
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they split the homogenous services horizontally, but retained the versatility (AT2) of shifting the 
dividing line between tenant spaces (divisible at every column line). The scale and departmentalisation 
of DOIMC (A6) allows for each medical unit occupying a wing as part of a finger plan to be serviced 
individually (CAR46) and air conditioning is localised even further to the individual floors. The 
localised services reduce duct sizes due to the decrease in travel distances which can help with tight 
spatial demands.  
Instead of using a centralized core, the designers of Takenaka’s Headquarters (B9) decided to break 
the static core functions up dispersing them through the central zone and periphery of the building. 
This allowed for the centre of the building to be opened up for communication and interaction, 
allowing the design to accommodate ongoing changes in office operations and environment 
(CAR20). This tactic also supports the convertibility (AT4) of the building by splitting the mechanical 
and electrical services (L5) into 10 modules along the east and west periphery – Figure W.7. The 
modules also provide distributed control of power and communications to the different areas. Lateral 
bracing is also positioned on the periphery as part of the external frame creating a rigid shell. The air 
conditioning units are positioned under the lateral bracing and can be accessed from either outside 
or inside the building (CAR3) and are linked vertically at the rooftop. While providing a versatile 
interior, the tactic integrates skin, structure and service layers as part of the exterior wrapping.  
 
Figure W.1 Section through Takenaka's headquarters (B9) highlighting decentralised core 
The design characteristic of service zones is tightly related to isolatable (CAR49) as a building 
characteristic. This is because if a space is isolatable generally it will require zoned services from the 
rest of the building (e.g. projects A7 & B4) - in such a case zoned services are usually accompanied 
with multiple access points (CAR49) and mixed demographics (CAR45) enabling a portion of the 
building to be used by a different organisation which would normally be closed.  
W.1.2 Configurable Stuff (CAR6) 
Configurable stuff is referred to here as furniture, equipment (L3) which can easily change between 
multiple states. There are several configurable elements which are common to conventional 
buildings. Despite not being a staple in modern commercial developments, operable windows are a 
common configurable element which can allow for natural ventilation (CAR35) and cooling 
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(enhances passive climate control) (projects AI & B4). One project (B10) included windows 
programmed for automatic venting at night removing the need for people to remember to open 
them by hand. On the other hand, some projects such as Oxley Woods (A11) try to balance the 
desire for a thermally sealed building by fixing the glazing, but providing an adjacent operable panel.  
KTHC (A1) utilised a proprietary system which they’ve designed and implemented on previous 
projects (CAR11). Similarly, the windows contain a large pane of inoperable glass with a smaller 
section of metal mesh is covered with an operable shutter which can be opened both horizontally to 
allow fresh air/light in and at the top to allow for ventilation (CAR35, 37 & 39). The mesh is safe 
against crime and due to its shape doesn't allow rain to enter the building. KOPU (A15) and Creative 
Arts Centre (B6) illustrate how a configurable component can enhance the convertibility (AT4) of a 
room by providing windows which allow for three conditions: 100mm restricted, fully operable and 
sealed - healthcare patients are restricted to 100m operability, but the restriction doesn’t apply for 
other uses, e.g. an administration space. In addition, the windows are triple glazed which provide 
greater insulation (CAR12) and have blinds integrated into the window (CAR37) – the integrated 
solution however is against the layer principle integrating stuff (blinds) with skin (window).   
Furthermore, bed pod solutions for hospitals were referred to as a configurable system which can 
simply be ‘plugged in’ containing, “all of the examination lights, the locker, the bed locator, all of those 
things, even the curtains and there are other things, the drips, are all integral,” I18. Here the 
configurable solution blends furniture (L3, stuff) with traditional space plan elements (L4, integrating 
two layers), but is delivered as a flat pack solution and set up in less than a day by two individuals 
(CAR18). Additionally in some healthcare projects (e.g. A15) the height of wash basins can be 
adjusted for disabled users and privacy curtains can be controlled by the user. KTHC (A1) illustrated 
how several different lights were provided within the standardized consultant room (CAR27) to 
allow a physician to carry out an array of tasks controlled by a panel of switches. Moreover, in this 
project, magnetic boards inside the rooms allow for bulletins to be posted and changed easily without 
damaging the walls (CAR1).  
Several projects include Building Management System (BMS) to enable automated control of service 
elements, e.g. lighting levels and room temperature (A15). In several cases, the automated controls 
can be overridden locally by the user providing them control within their area (B4). Flexilab (B5) 
provides colour-coded flexible cords (modular services) which feed through a standard ceiling grid 
(CAR16) in the lab space and allow for moveable equipment (CAR2) to be connected easily and 
freedom for the user to move the equipment about.  
Additionally, theatre spaces will often contain configurable bits – retractable seating is a common 
option which allows the large open space to be used in a variety of ways (e.g. meetings, community 
events, weddings; projects A3, A13 & B4). Systems vary greatly, the Chesterfield auditorium (A13) 
boasts a motorised control with a gasket dampening system which allows the seats themselves to 
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fully retract/extend in 10 minutes (Figure W.8). In addition, the auditorium (A13) consists of a 
retractable curtain system (allowing for a wide range of scene set ups), adjustable lighting rigs 
(programmable lighting arrangements) and a motorised and retractable blind system which allows 
for natural light (CAR39) and full black out when necessary. The full height moveable side wings can 
sit flush against the wall (opening the space up), can be fully opened to form part of the proscenium 
or set at a midpoint to act as sound deflectors for a musical performance. In addition, the staging is 
a modular solution which can be quickly added to or removed (CAR16) and additional loose chairs 
are provided for special events (CAR2) and stack on a trolley to be moved and stored easily 
(CAR21). In a separate example, the Wyley theatre (B17) can transform between a series of 
automated configurations (proscenium, thrust, flat floor, arena – see Figure W.59) with the help of 
a small crew in the matter of a few hours. This is achieved by the amalgamation of proven 
technologies from other uses. For example, mechanical technologies from those originally developed 
for moving scoreboards in sporting arenas and the ground plane can change height, tilt, or rotate 
using stage technology adapted from opera houses (CAR11).  
 
Figure W.2 Chesterfield auditorium (A13) 
For a school project (B1), the architects positioned acoustic rated (52-53 dB) folding partitions 
between pairs of classrooms (2 into 1) and between the classroom and the hall space providing 
versatility for the space to grow (CAR29) in two ways.  Another school project (C10) implemented 
adjustable desks which concealed computers in the desks allowing them to be used for multiple 
purposes. The office project (C6) contained desks which can be adjusted to different heights. Like 
the furniture of the traditional Japanese homes, configurable equipment which can collapse allows for 
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easy storage (project A15). Lastly, it is worth noting that responsive objects would be included under 
this characteristic as an automated response which can be configured by the user. The Cedar Rapids 
Public Library (A4) contains ‘lava tiles’ in the children’s area which respond to pressure and colored 
fluid reacts and changes the image underneath (CAR52). 
W.1.3 Multi-functional Components (CAR7) 
Multi-functional components are described as elements (e.g. a wall) which do not move or change 
states, but can serve multiple functions in its 'single' state. Exposed structural members (e.g. concrete 
soffits) were noted in several projects as additionally providing thermal mass (projects A2 & C5). 
Many of the operable windows mentioned in configurable stuff (CAR6) can be considered multi-
functional components providing natural daylighting (CAR39), good views (CAR51), natural 
ventilation (CAR35) and passive climate control (CAR37). Permeable paving (attenuation tanks) 
provides a walking surface and drainage (project B4). The unique shape of the tables inside the 
consultant rooms of KTHC (A1) were designed to allow doctors and patients better informal 
communication and to provide a service for a variety of tasks to be conducted easier. Lastly, wall 
surfaces within projects were often cited to provide multiple functions beyond simply dividing a space, 
they can be used to receive projections, provide thermal mass, acoustic separation and visual links. 
A foldable high acoustic screen (CAR6) provided for the theatre space for Flexilab (B5) can be used 
to divide the space (CAR24), as a screen to project on for lectures and as a proscenium arch for 
stage productions. Moreover, the screen can be positioned in multiple locations (1/3 and 2/3) 
allowing the division of the space to reflect the need (CAR02).   
W.1.4 Not Precious (CAR8) 
Not precious is described as the use of materials which are often cheap, temporary solutions and can 
withstand a minimum degree of knockability to promote change.  While the more obvious application 
of not precious solutions is for temporary applications which fulfill a need often at cheaper costs. In 
other instances some architects commented the ‘preciousness’ of materials having adverse effects on 
the ability for the user to take ownership of the space and appropriate as they feel fit, “We were 
shown the [art] school that they were in and they mentioned how they can’t paint in this building.  It 
was designed as a painting studio but it’s like an office block.  They couldn’t spill paint in it. It doesn’t 
feel creative,” (I14). The architect (I14) further went on to stress that less precious materials allows 
the user to use/change the space as needed, permitting the space plan (L4) to evolve continuously. 
Similarly, the 575 seat theatre for Wyley Theatre (B17) adopted a policy of non-precious materials 
to encourage theatre companies to come in and cut, drill, weld, glue, etc. to the surfaces increasing 
the versatility (AT2) of the space. Thus, the characteristic ties well with user customization (CAR42) 
under the unfinished design strategy (DS8).     
The use of standard or standardized components (CAR16) which can be pulled ‘off-the-shelve’ 
(CAR15) can aid in making the components less precious. Takenaka’s Headquarters(B9) uses an 
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innovative application where natural air is delivered throughout the space by aluminium coated 
cardboard ducts placed on the underside of the beams.The strategic use of cardboard ducts is a 
simple innovation which provides improved construction efficiency and lower cost (CAR19).    
W.1.5 Extra Components (CAR9) 
Extra components is defined as the provisional inclusion of components that go beyond the necessary 
means of the building to function from day one. This characteristic is most commonly applied to 
service elements allowing the potential reconfiguration or expansion of spaces to be eased. One 
common application is to provide ubiquitous electrical or IT services to an office space despite the 
need at the time only requiring a portion of the services. In the case of Gateway Sixth Form College 
(B4), the building provides power and data points that run continuously along a buzz bar underneath 
a raised access floor – this eased spatial reconfiguration, “within a typical classroom this means 
comparatively minor changes, such as a teacher reconfiguring the layout of a classroom…more 
significant changes are also easily accommodated as services do not need to be moved and minimal 
redecoration is needed,” (I18). Oxley Woods (A11) provides an additional service riser so that the 
housing units can hook up easily to alternative energy systems when they become more available 
(e.g. there is a provision for a hot water loop if they went to CHP- CAR12). It is worth noting, that 
this goes against Brand’s (1994) point in the literature of designing for a particular technology as a 
dangerous approach to accommodating future changes. Lab space is another good example where 
it is common to provide a rational layout of service drops and runs to allow for a range of spatial 
configurations (projects A7 & B5). A separate example, South London Gallery (B19) provided unfilled 
lines of conduit (L5) behind the partition walls that build in a series of routes and voids that services 
(e.g. wiring) can be channelled through in the future (records were kept mapping all the conduit; 
CON12; DG9).  
The treatment rooms for KTHC (A1), which are larger than the consultant rooms, were given two 
surface levels to allow them to be used as a consultant room if needed (CAR43). Treatment rooms 
are typically used less (minor operation) and only needs the higher of the two surfaces. Furthermore, 
IPS sink units were considered for the second floor office spaces to allow the offices to be used as 
consultant rooms (CAR43).  At the time the extra cost was deemed a deterrent (CON20), however 
now there is a demand for additional consultant rooms due to their premium charge; however, 
access/security would be an issue since currently the public is unable to access the rooms on this 
floor (swipe card).  
W.2 Long Life (DS3) 
Long Life as a design strategy pertains to the explicit consideration of the physical parts to last a 
long time. Interestingly, buildings are often designed without an explicit consideration for a design 
life which will vary greatly in perception between stakeholders. The lifespan of a building can be 
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predicated on several non-physical issues (Chapter 7, e.g. its market value, locational demand, 
society’s perspective) – however from a physical perspective certain characteristics emerged that 
help enable a longer life for a building. Six were identified from the data: durability, mature 
component, efficient services, good craftsmanship, overdesign capacity and readily available 
materials. All of the fifteen projects, but one (project A3) illustrated one of the six characteristics, 
while two (projects A8 & A11) displayed four out of the six characteristics.  
W.2.1 Durability (CAR10) 
Durability is defined as the capacity of components to last a long time; to be knocked around; to 
resist decay and weather well. For example, materials that were cited include brick, stone and 
concrete which have mass (I2), reduce maintenance (I18), have warmth to them (I22), look good 
(I3) and provide a comfortable level of familiarity (I19). Moreover, it was perceived that durable 
materials promote simple construction methods (CAR19). One interviewee (I31) prompted how 
the increased speed of construction has put a difficult demand on materials (e.g. timber once 
seasoned over years is now kiln dried rapidly) and developments in material science has led to a wide 
expansion of new materials (I29). One architect (I4) depicted a key material difference,  
“The thing about a desk today with these new materials is that it is fantastic on day one 
and then on day two it is less good and as it gets older it gets worse and worse and 
worse, but if you had an old Victorian desk that was made of wood – it had a quality 
about it that as it got older it sort of told you something about its past. And I think that 
has to do with long lastingness as one form of adaptability.” 
In this sense, the use of durable materials doesn’t necessarily suggest an inability to change. There is 
a hierarchy within the layer conceptualisation that implies durability plays a role particularly with the 
structure layer (L7) and more generally with longer lasting elements. It was stressed throughout the 
interviews that a robust infrastructure can allow unpredictable change to occur by absorbing a beating 
and enabling the surface layers to change as part of human nature. One architect (I5) stated, “I think 
that the suffering point that the industry’s got at the moment, or that architecture’s got in 
construction, is that you’re not building buildings with that type of lifespan any more.  You’re not 
building that robustness into the building.” Durability as a characteristic then brought with it the 
concept of resilience, “The more resilient something is, the more it’s capable of getting bashed 
around, redefined without ever really saying, I can anticipate what that change is gonna be… being 
able to be knocked and bashed and withstand change without losing certain integrity and 
authenticity,” (I6). It was conveyed several times that buildings characterised as light, cheap, 
‘matchsick’ construction (e.g. lightweight cladding) will not endure a long period of time - thus, when 
the question of demolish or adapt arises (after 20-30 years) the typical response is to demolish. 
Lightweight cladding was often mentioned as a sceptical material regarding its longevity.  
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KOPU (A15) illustrates the benefit of a more durable higher quality interior partition wall (CAR14) 
by using two layers of plaster board and sheets of plywood between the studs which allow for ‘stuff’ 
to be hung easier by drilling into the plywood (e.g. increases wall strength for shelves, sinks, etc.). It 
was conveyed that this is a small cost compared to other post-construction options. This was felt 
particularly helpful in a healthcare facility where handrails and other supporting equipment can be 
added easily at a later date – this consideration also requires oversizing corridor widths initially to 
allow for the widths of the handrails in the future (CAR22). Cost of materials and labour costs are 
often cited as inhibitors for the use of more durable materials. Islington Square (A9) illustrates the 
use of brick, a local (CAR15), standard (CAR16) and matured component applied to create an 
interesting building image (CAR54) – i.e. a creative building image doesn’t have to use innovative 
materials. Lastly, the architect from The Cube (A10) discussed how the colours selected for the 
exterior reflected their durability as colours with a lot of red in them fade much quicker than blue 
colours which are more stable – ledges that faced the sky were painted blue and the underside were 
painted pink and purple (CAR52).   
W.2.2 Mature Component (CAR11) 
“You know, when you’ve had a few 1,000 built, there’s a chance it’ll have been got right… people don’t 
expect to go in and buy a prototype car; they want to know that it’s gone through all those stages and 
that it works.”  
I32 
Mature component signifies a proven component or system which has evolved over time. As one 
planner (I31) phrased it, “you’ve got to combine the best of what we know of what traditionally 
works, like brick is a very good material, stone is a very good material, with new innovation and the 
two have got to marry.” Lessons can be learned and applied – i.e. improvements made. Architect 
(I16) discussed how they try to use (and improve) proven solutions between projects as a method 
to continually improve solutions and assure a high design quality, “it’s down to materiality sometimes, 
things like using an ETFE roof…we developed that on the [building X], we then took it through to 
[building Y], on to [building Z] and it’s now actually permeating some of our school projects now 
and other sectors as well.” The architect went on to stress how this is aided with repeat clients 
(CON1). In another example, Oxley Woods (A11) produced off-site timber panels (CAR18) and 
through its (re)application was able to deliver a more efficient solution, “We realised that we could 
create volume which isn’t at cost, that the houses were a bit short [on the trailer bed], they could be 
like 2m longer.” The architect used the slightly expanded solution to provide additional storage 
(CAR21) for the user in future homes as the initial home owners suggested there was not enough 
storage space (CON15).  
A mature component can also usually benefit from an established supply chain which can reduce the 
delivery cost and will more likely be around in the future if needed (CAR15). A system like CLASP 
has continued to evolve over a 50 year period despite it going in and out of popularity (CON6 & 17). 
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As one interviewee (I32) cogently summarised, “They might want to do some specifying and tweaking 
and personalising on it, but they want to know that the basic thing will work.”   
W.2.3 Good Craftsmanship (CAR13) 
Good craftsmanship allows for an increased standard of design and longevity. Good craftsmanship 
implies a greater level of care, “you think the reason those work is because somebody’s actually 
spent some time thinking about it and that process shows in the way the stuff is detailed and where 
things are and how they look,” (I16). Good craftsmanship was described as using good quality, natural 
materials (I11) expressed through clean, articulated details (I29). One architect (I22) stressed the 
high level of resolution through mature, often local methods of working. There are two perspectives 
on good craftsmanship that were expressed – one that originates from the hand-made traits, the skill 
of assembling something well as a collective and continued practice (e.g. mason, carpenter) and 
something which is well-assembled through the precession of machinery off-site (I17, 139). Both 
perspectives support a conscious component-based approach in an effort to produce a well-crafted, 
resolved object. One interviewee (I7) used modular services as an example of the antithesis of good 
craftsmanship as something which is simply thrown together with no quality of material, connection 
and thought towards its image.  
W.2.4 Overdesign Capacity (CAR14) 
Overdesign Capacity is described as components designed beyond the designated capacity in order 
to allow for a possible changing condition. Designing the structure to accommodate additional loads 
(e.g. an extra floor) was a common topic in discussion and occurrence across several projects. For 
example, the foundation and structure (L7) of 85 Southwark Street (A2) will support an additional 
floor (AT5) for which planning permission has already been granted as part of the original application 
relieving any future regulation hurdles (CON10). In contrast, Carl Jacobsens vej’s (A8) structure has 
the extra load capacity to add an additional floor of apartments, but is currently limited by policy (the 
hope is for policy to change/be amended in the future as the surrounding area continues to develop 
- CAR58). The lower portion of Bio Innovation Centre (A7) is capable of adding three storeys (2 to 
5), equivocal in height to the rest of the building. Furthermore, providing a higher than necessary 
floor loading is a simple tactic which can allow for additional uses which may require a larger capacity 
- KN/m2 (project A5). The conversion of offices to residential or hotel (AT4) additionally requires 
proper consideration of the location and number of cores initially since they require more points of 
penetration (e.g. additional service risers).  
Additional structural capacity can also be helpful for horizontal expansions (AT5). All of the concrete 
columns of Civil and Building Engineering (C3) were sized equally allowing the perimeter columns to 
accommodate additional bays outwards (the structure can also take an additional floor above) – 
Figure W.9. A structural provision has been provided for 85 Southwark Street’s (A2) three storey 
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atrium to be filled in if the additional space is required. Moreover, the large adjacent wall contains 
several lintels which allow holes to be easily knocked through the concrete wall for windows. 
According to the architect (I16), “It costs practically nothing to put the beam in and to put a day joint 
in there because you can just knock that panel out - just thinking about the perforations in the building 
will make a huge difference…it might cost, you know, an extra £20.” The architects of Winnerish 
Triangle (B20) designed the structure to allow a structural bay in the floor to be removed if a user 
occupied multiple floors and wanted to connect them with a staircase (CAR50). Additionally, they 
illustrated to the client how a zone in the structure (soft spot) could accommodate a goods lift in 
case it would be needed in the future (the base build didn’t justify the cost and loss of space - 
CON20). Moreover one of the buildings of the office development is currently occupied as a secret 
black-out research lab which benefited from the easy removal of the floor plate and additional 
structural loading capacity of the flooring. This example also required a large kitchen, which used the 
provisional core space to run the larger extract ducts, which would have most likely not fit in a normal 
office core according to the architect (I38). On the other hand, one architect (I9) commented on the 
difficulty of adapting a building with a structural system that is designed to be efficient. In the particular 
case at hand, the ground floor slab and the roof both helped brace the structure, which severely 
limited where cuts/alterations could take place and the need to stabilise the structure during 
alterations – a similar limitation was expressed with the use of post-tension slabs.  
 
Figure W.3 Expansion of (C3) uses oversized column structure to aid horizontal expansion 
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Service elements is another common feature that will typically be overdesigned in case of an increase 
in capacity is needed, “the brief stated that 20% spare capacity was to be allowed in the design of the 
heating and electrical systems to allow for any future expansion of the school,” (I9). The risers for 
Winnerish Triangle (B20) were all sized to cope with other systems if the owner wanted to change 
systems down the road and ample floor to ceiling height was provided to allow for additional systems 
as well including a displacement vent system (CAR22). The high floor heights (CAR22) of Civil and 
Building Engineering (C3) accommodate an enormous 5’ service void which was designed to allow 
for larger-scale changes in technology and so that use of the building could continue uninterrupted 
(in this scenario maintenance noise becomes an important variable). In addition, regulations and 
standards were mentioned to occasionally require additional capacities for future use (CON7).  
Lifetime Homes was referred to for residential applications where ground floor spaces need to be 
large enough for the turning radius of a wheelchair, the bathroom and bedroom need a removable 
panel for a hoist and joists need to be trimmed for the addition of a lift.    
W.2.5 Readily Available Materials (CAR15) 
Readily available materials are considered to be materials that are produced locally and naturally 
increasing future accessibility and replaceability. Several architects talked about using local materials 
as a form of sustainable construction, some included the future benefit of the material being more 
likely to be available – making any material replacements easier.  The choice of local materials was 
often coupled with long life (CAR10) and natural materials including brick (I15), stone (I3), natural 
terracotta cladding (I25) and English oak (I22). The Queens Central Library addition (B14) used 
several local materials including birch plywood furniture which was built locally and grown in 
sustainable forests, structural steel made of 70% recycled metal and concrete including fly ash. 
Standard materials available off-the-shelve are included here as Mossbourne Academy (C9) stressed 
the fact that standard materials were used throughout including studs available at local DIY shops 
and whitewood for glulam beams. Silk Street office (C6) used low-cost, easily maintained and readily 
available ‘standard’ materials with simple details and construction (CAR19) to make an invaluable 
contribution to adaptation of the internal space. In a bit of an unusual case, the carpets for Heelis 
Headquarters (B23) were made from sheep, grazed on National Trust land, which are not normally 
processed as wool, but a local mill processed the wool into commercial-grade carpet tiles (now an 
existing industry).  
This characteristic also embodies reclaimed materials as a form of local materials. Hot House (B21) 
used recycled glass throughout the building.  For Mossbourne Academy (C9) the spoil from the 
demolition of the original school was crushed on site and re-used to form the foundation for the new 
building, thus reducing transport and landfill. It is worth noting that careful deconstruction of the 
existing building on the site of the Cedar Rapids Public Library (A4) resulted in 95% of the building 
being able to avoid going to a landfill – e.g. ceiling tiles, drywall, copper piping were all made available 
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to groups specialising in reuse. While the new library incorporated several reused materials itself 
including historic stained glass windows and limestone panels from the exterior cladding of the 
previous library destroyed (due to flooding) in 2008, salvaged bricks from the Sinclair smokestack 
(an iconic and historic industrial relic) were designed into a feature wall and salvaged stained glass 
windows from a demolished local landmark church (CAR56) – Figure W.10.  
 
Figure W. 4 Reclaimed materials from two local landmarks 
South London Gallery (A19) reclaimed the flooring from a building half a mile away where it ‘lived’ 
for approximately 150 years. In the adaptive reuse of Nottingham Learning Centre (B22) the 
architects reused the existing exterior timber, however the wood was retreated giving it an ‘updated’ 
look. It is also worth mentioning, reusing the existing timber benefited the project by not having to 
seek planning permission (CON7) and enabled them to channel that money into other areas. 
Additionally, the aluminum window frames, block flooring and most of the roofing were also reused 
– simply ‘repolished’. Architect (I5) fully embraced the idea of utilizing local (and found) materials - 
all of the balustrades in the first residence he designed are made from recycled bicycle parts (bicycle 
chains added together run over the back wheel cogs). In another project, one of the offices he 
designed the reception area included reusing gas pipes and corrugated polycarbonate.  
W.3 Simplicity & Legibility (DS4) 
Simplicity & Legibility as a design strategy refers to the simplicity and legibility of components and 
construction methods used to enable change to occur more readily. The strategy is characterised by 
simple ideas (I19), designing things out (I37), straightforwardness (I23) and thinking about the way 
stuff goes together (I17). For many architects this embodied an implicit language of good detailing – 
e.g. simple, clean and exposed joints - CAR13. One interviewee commented on how recent 
technology has actually made buildings simpler (I34) –  
“you get to Cloud computing and people start moving their kit out of buildings into data 
centres out of the country. The more intelligent it becomes with almost simple structures 
with a bit of light and heat which is more and more becoming natural, you’re almost 
going back to where you started from.”  
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 This strategy is illustrated with four characteristics: standardised components, standard component 
locations, off-site construction and simple construction method. 11 out of the 15 projects embodied 
one of the characteristics (exceptions are projects A3, A4, A7 & A13) while Oxley Woods (A11) 
accommodated all four and Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) three of four.   
W.3.1 Standardised Components (CAR16) 
Standardised components represent standard off-the-shelve components and interfaces and/or bulk 
use of a component/interface designed for a building(s). Standard(ised) components particularly 
regarding services may also be referred to in industry as modular elements. Some elements within a 
building are commonly standardised, e.g. core elements such as toilets and staircases (projects A8 & 
A11) while others are more typically bespoke, e.g. cladding panels. Often it was suggested that 
standardised systems are the result of working early on with a manufacturer to either modify a 
standard project they offer or develop a new system (which they could offer in the future). Certain 
companies will specialise in using particular materials or methods which can produce standardised 
sets of components/methods across projects. The use of standardised components was felt to 
improve quality through repetition (I17), maximise interchange-ability (I9), minimalise amount of 
spares to store (I36), improve component replacement if they get damaged (I8) and increase 
reuseability (I18). Standardised components can aid in the simplicity of construction (CAR19), such 
as the orthogonal shape of the standardised building components of the Civil and Building Engineering 
(C3).  As one architect put it describing his standardised furniture system, “it’s very simple, 
ubiquitous; not designed to impress, but to function.” And from a developer’s (I36) perspective, “The 
standardisation of components allows every building in the park to be of equal value - there are no 
'bad' buildings [which] allow tenants to move around between buildings if they need to take on more 
or less space (CAR54 & 23). 
Some projects attempt standardisation at the building level – which can be considered a kit-of-parts 
approach (projects C1, C2, C4 & C7). Chiswick Park (C2) encompasses a large area developed over 
a 10 year period as a business park. The project from the beginning incorporated a standardised kit 
of parts which allowed the team to adapt each building to differing site conditions (CAR58) and 
businesses (building footprint) (CAR23) utilising the same components – a modular system of 9m x 
9m structural grid which scales down to 1.5m planning grid (CAR25) with 3m floor to ceiling heights 
(buildings range from 5 to 8 modules and 4 to 5 stories). The Lift (B18) used a specialised contractor 
in temporary structures to produce a standard steel-truss kit of parts which allows the event space 
to be disassembled and moved as necessary. For Oxley Woods (A11) the architects designed a full 
set of add-on pieces as part of a kit-of-parts approach which could be added on to the houses at a 
later date (Figure W.11) – as part of the original planning application the architects sought to get 
planning permission for the pieces as future extensions (CON10). Despite the planners liking the 
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palette of components, approval was refused on the basis that current policy doesn’t cover such a 
future condition. Similarly standardised light-weight boxes were designed to be added on top of Carl 
Jacobsens vej (A8) as additional residences if planning regulations change. Architect (I9) mentioned 
how the CLASP system was developed to the point where all the individual parts of the building were 
defined in a system catalogue and the architect only needed to come up with a layout – everything 
was coded and referenced back to the system catalogue (DR12). In its modern day carnation, 
(SCAPE) architect (I9) additionally added that over the last 20 years there has been a backlash against 
buildings looking standardised (CON17), so to combat that they’ve developed a standard curved 
module which allows the system to break out of the ‘boxy’ form and generate ‘fancy’ shapes.  
 
Figure W.5 Kit-of-parts concept for Oxley Woods (A11) 
Most buildings use a set of standardised structural elements (L7 - columns, beams) of standard sizes 
and specifications (projects B30, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, & C7). Under a very tight schedule, Madrid 
Barajas Airport (B26) was designed with a very simple plan (CAR32) and uses a standardised 
structural section piece which pulls together several conventional small and complex pieces into a 
single eloquently designed element, “Its economic, its well-engineered, well-built and beautiful and 
then we just wheeled it out,” (I17). The 37 prefabricated (CAR18) steel prismatic lattice framework 
(2.5m deep by 1.8m wide triangular trusses of tubular steel) of SCVA (C1) provides a 35m span of 
open space (CAR20) and are spaced at 3.6m centres on triangular towers providing an non-intruded 
length of a 135m. The Takenaka building (B9) used a ‘universal floor beam’ which is a standard depth 
size for both beams and girders of 450mm. Furthermore, mechanical and electrical service elements 
(L5 - ducts, plant) generally consisted of standard components. All the service spaces (bathrooms 
and kitchens) for Oxley Woods (A11) are standardised across the range of proposed house types. 
Off-site, integrated solutions are common for service spaces, e.g. KOPU (A15) pre-plumbed wash 
hand basins come with mirrors, shelf, shaving outlets, taps, pipes, etc. and simply need to be plugged 
in.  
Additionally many of the building case studies make use of a standardised cladding system (projects 
A6, A8, A11, C1, C2, C3, C7 & C10) including standardised window openings and types (projects 
A6, A8 & B25). Standardised cladding (L6) included metal cladding (project C2), structural concrete 
panels (project B24) and infill panels (project B25). For example, all the exterior panels for SVAC 
(C1) were designed in five different types: flat glazed, solid or grilled panels and solid or glazed curved 
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panels for the corners between the roof and the wall. The fusion architectural panels used on Ipswitch 
(B25) allowed a standard exterior panel to be infilled with different materials across the buildings – 
timber, brown brick, white render and zinc all benefiting from a standard connection detail. Carl 
Jacobsens vej (A8) takes advantage of a standardised cladding system by providing a universal scheme 
(pattern) for the façade so that it is not functionally specific (CAR43 & 54) – i.e. the homogenous 
nature doesn’t suggest a particular activity or function. Baron Road Primary School (B1) uses a 
standardised concrete sandwich panel, but creates variation in the façade by changing the distance 
between panels allowing for different sized window openings. On the other hand, Almen+ (B12) 
provides a standardised window opening which can be ‘filled’ differently depending on the 
homeowner’s desire (CAR42) – French balconies, ordinary windows, blinding panels, etc. (Figure 
W.12). Often projects discussed limiting the number of window types as a method of component 
standardisation (projects A12 & B25), e.g. Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) uses two window types 
throughout (standard and bay). The windows for DOIMC (A6) are designed in strips which can be 
changed easily (CAR01; sizes, material) to reflect changes in the uses behind them (CAR43; allows 
internal functions to change behind easier). Furthermore, other façade elements (L6) can be 
standardised as in the staircases in Chiswick Park (C2) which were located on the outside of the 
building (CAR30) to increase the open floor space (CAR20) and by doing so became a visual part of 
the architecture (CAR54). Oxley Woods (A11) produced standardised ‘Eco-Hats’ which package 
alternative energy technologies into a ‘core’ element manufactured off-site and transported to site 
for assembly (CAR18). 
 
Figure W.6 Different fill-in elements for the standardised window opening of Almen+ (B12) 
Fittings and fixtures (L3) are often standardised as well (projects C1, C2, C4, C7 & C10) including 
partitioning (C10), office furniture (project A2) and modular storage (projects A1, A15 & B8). For 
example, in their previous work environment Takenaka Headquarters (B9) used a wide-range of 
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desk types to articulate an employee’s position and division, but in new headquarters desks were 
standardized into two types of workstations reflecting the types of tasks to be carried out (a change 
in company culture - CON6). CPC (A12) included a modular ceiling w/ moveable lighting allowing 
the lighting system to be adjusted easily throughout the building. Melfi Headquarters (A5) 
incorporated movable wall units (L4) for storage/ support. Furthermore, the project detailed the 
floor surface to run underneath interior partitions to increase the versatility (AT2) of the wall 
locations without having to redo the floor surface (CAR1).  
W.3.2 Off-site Construction (CAR18) 
It was felt that off-site construction can provide a higher quality of construction improving the legibility 
of how things go together through off-site assembly (CAR19). Much of the tactics (components and 
elements) discussed previously within this strategy (CAR16) are produced off-site. One larger scale 
example not previously mentioned is the identical (CAR16) monocoque light steel framed volumetric 
modules (8m long x 3.2m wide x 3m high) of Murray Grove (B30) which were the largest a truck 
could move – off-site construction size is commonly restricted by methods of transportation (project 
B12 – max. module of 3.6m). The residential units consist of either 2 or 3 modules (1 or 2 bed), but 
more importantly the living and bedroom space are the same size with either a kitchen or bathroom 
on the end enhancing layout versatility (module positions can be swapped). Almen+ (B12) 
additionally used volumetric modules to construct residences (Figure W.13). The use of larger 
volumetric modules reduce the number of interfaces simplifying construction (CAR19) and are dry-
connected at the corners enabling easier disassembly (CAR1). Other projects include precast 
concrete floor modules (projects B24 & B31), structural frame (projects B24 & C2) and cladding 
panels (projects B24 & B29). Bathroom pods are a common volumetric unit for residential 
applications (projects A10, A11 & A15) as one architect (I18) noted, “They can provide additional 
space and be easier to remove as long as their removal has been considered. The architects of Oxley 
Woods (A11) commented on how the bundling of elements into off-site assembled modules enables 
additional floors to be added on top of the existing residences. On the other hand, as mentioned 
previously the integration of elements through off-site construction can hinder adaptability if not 
considered properly as in BP3 (B24) which integrates slab, beam (L7) and service (L5) run areas (pre-
drilled holes) into a single solution. It is worth noting that not all architects referred to off-site 
construction positively. For example, architect (I16) expressed in their experience it over 
complicated things as a result of every project being unique – different site, personalities, etc. This 
perspective reflects a broader concern by a subset of the interviewees for using modern methods of 
construction to enable adaptability as they were still perceived negatively regarding their finished 
appearance and durability (CAR10 & 54).  
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Figure W.7 Illustrates the 3.6m module of Almen+ (B12) 
W.3.3 Simple Construction Methods (CAR19) 
Simple construction methods provides a simple, legible structural system. There was an explicit 
attempt on behalf of one of the developers to simplify their buildings (i.e. buildings have become too 
complicated which is reflected in an increase cost to construct and maintain). As one architect (I25) 
commented, “Rather than design a highly engineered, highly specified building and then strip parts 
out of it, we are trying to work up from first principle looking at issues of adaptability through a 
straight forward base project from which you can then personalise based on organisational needs,” 
– reflective of M5.  The idea of providing a simple, straightforward building related strongly to the 
repetitiveness of standardised components (CAR16), the legibility of off-site solutions (CAR18), 
promoting a single, simple design concept (CON2) and ameliorating budget constraints (CON20). 
Traditional construction materials were not only seen as being durable (CAR10), but accompanied 
with simpler, more straightforward construction methods. Furthermore, using solutions which are 
simple and familiar to the user enables them to more easily adapt a space, “they know they can whack 
a nail in a piece of timber opposed to a sophisticated, technologically honed piece of material,” (I21). 
Familiar solutions were believed also to promote the likelihood of good craftsmanship (CAR13) from 
the contractor as well. For example, for Melfi Headquarters (A5) the simple concrete frame and 
more generally simple building technologies allowed local labour to be used (CAR15).  
Exposed structures (L7) have become an excepted trend in buildings which removes the need for 
false ceilings (L4), column/ wall covers and additional floor materials (projects A2, A14, B2, B4, B9, 
B21, B23 & B32, C7 & C9) – partially aesthetic (CAR53) and partially a passive climate measure 
(CAR37).  As one architect (I16) summarised, 
“By using concrete, we can avoid surface finishes which reduces the amount of materials 
used, it improves indoor air quality, it reduces time on site, expenditure on initial fit out, 
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all sorts of things. It provides fire protection, acoustic protection, thermal mass, all sorts 
of things tied in with servicing.”   
This may occur across the entire building or like in Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) only in particular 
spaces (teaching pods). Removing the need to conceal services reduces the spatial constraint 
improving separability (CAR1) and accessibility (CAR3) of elements. Additionally, one architect (I6) 
added that it allows elements (e.g. fire alarms) to ‘disappear’ within the exposed structure providing, 
“a type of visual resilience when you have spaces that you want to be quite calm.” Reduction in the 
number of materials used (DG3) and variations (standardised palette) simplifies construction (B21). 
Simple construction method (physical simplicity) is particularly tied to spatial characteristics (spatial 
simplicity) - simple plan (CAR32), standard grid (CAR33) and simple form (CAR34). Architect (I4) 
added that, “We can afford to spend extra money with the circulation [stairs and corridor widths], 
because we do fairly straight forward buildings.” Thus, for architect (I4) creating a well-used social 
space (CAR60) rather than a complicated building form is important – this binds together several 
characteristics that emphasise physical simplicity and spatial generosity. In a contrasting example, to 
create the layered and fragmented façade image of the The Cube (A10) – large, heavy, undulating 
metal panels were constructed and hung into place with hidden connections.  
W.4 Loose Fit (DS5) 
The loose fit design strategy embodies spatial considerations beyond a minimum standard or that is 
defined by the brief. As suggested from the literature, modernity has brought with it an efficient 
approach to spatial dimensions which suffice for a particular use at a particular time – a very ‘tight’ 
relationship between programme and space (M5). Architect (I3) commented, “We actually are 
always trying to make a, kind of, loose fit between the programme and the architecture. Designing 
buildings very specifically for one specific, kind of, use is like a, sort of, recipe for disaster.” Three 
prominent characteristics emerged from the data relating to different ways of conceptualising a loose 
fit approach: open space, support space and oversize space.  Several projects illustrated all three of 
the characteristics (projects A2, A4, A7, A8, A9, A11 & A15) while only one project (A13) illustrated 
one out of three.  
W.4.1 Open Space (CAR20) 
Open space is defined as a large space that is relatively undisturbed with immovable obstacles (e.g. 
columns).  A common adaptability benefit discussed in regards to providing an open plan space is the 
ability to divide the space in any way needed (CAR 24) whether that be a single open space or dozens 
of cellular spaces. Aebleunden (B28) – in order to demonstrate the versatility (AT2) the open plan 
of the apartments provide, the architects tested the concept amongst their staff by having ten 
architects compose customized plans as if they were to live there themselves (DR2) – Figure W.14. 
The varied results were handed out to buyers as inspiration, none of which showed much similarity. 
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Figure W.8 Some of the floor plan options for Aeblelunden (B28) 
Thus, the attempt by many then is to simply remove any permanent obstacles within the plan space 
in an effort to create a universal environment. As architect (I38) stated, “we did a lot of work with 
him [the client] looking at cores and structural grids and we basically tried to get rid of all the free-
standing columns in the office place…You’ve got a core, a perimeter structure and a large open plan 
space…” Office plan versatility (AT2) at its simplest is a combination of open plan space and 
moveable stuff (CAR2) – this can be aided by organizational structure, spatial proportions, service 
strategy, structural grid and cladding solution. Some architects discussed providing additional 
versatility to where the core could be located by removing its conventional role of providing stiffness 
or lateral bracing for the building by designing the façade as a structural element – e.g. structural 
concrete panels. This was the case for the openness of Takenaka Headquarter’s (B9) floor plan 
(10.8m grid, peripheral services, external bracing) which contains no rigid elements – no internal 
structural walls and no earthquake-resistance elements that could impede on the spatial 
configuration. This is complimented with a storey height of 4.1m with an open and protruding ceiling 
ranging from a minimum of 3.1m in height to a maximum of 3.8m providing a good acoustical 
environment (CAR22).  Igus Factory (C7) is a good example of the simple combination of large spans 
of up to 33m wide composed of moveable interior stuff (CAR2) – offices pods, circulation bridges 
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and factory machinery to enable a versatile environment. CRPL (A4) contains two floors of large 
open collection areas (35m x 48m each) filled with moveable book shelves, floating kiosks and a 
variety of adjustable furniture (CAR2 & 6) – all of which support the space being reconfigured quickly 
on demand (AT2)- Figure W.15.  
 
Figure W.9 CRPL open collection space with a variety of seating (indoor and outdoor) 
The concept behind Flexilab (B5) combines open floor plans with movable equipment (CAR2) and 
modular services (CAR16) to create an adjustable (AT1) and versatile (AT2) lab space. 85 Southwark 
Street (A2) is an open plan space (32m x 6.5m) combined with standard office furniture (CAR2 & 
16) which can be organized into blocks of six grouped around team meeting tables and storage spaces 
or can be reconfigured based on team sizes from 3, 6, 9, 12, or more. The versatility of open plan 
configurations is enhanced through the non-hierarchical assigning of space – i.e. everyone sits in the 
open plan (CON6) and ongoing shift from allocated space to temporary, hot-desking space which 
reduces spatial demands and allows space (in this case desks) to be used for different activities 
including lay-out space for drawings (CAR 43).  
While some buildings are currently used as open space plans (projects A9, A11, B18, B21, B3, B35, 
C3 & C4), others retain the possibility with a wide spanning structural grid (projects A15, B25, C3 & 
C5).  The latter suggests the current programme of these projects requires the open space (structural 
clear span) to be broken up or at least appear as a series of spaces, but the ability to open the space 
up remains if the demand changes. Open plan space while meaning the same across building 
typologies can reflect a range of clear spans – e.g. open plan in residential design conventionally ranges 
from 4-8m (project A8 is 6.5m; project A11 is 7.6m) whereas office design typically ranges from15-
20m (project C2 is 18m; project B32 is 16m). In most the residential projects the architects designed 
one large space for the living, dining and kitchen functions as ‘open plan’ living (project B40).  For 
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non-residential buildings an open plan requires frame construction, whereas, residential applications 
can get away with load-bearing stone or bricks (external wall to wall framing). Architect (I37) suggests 
the latter structural system is somewhat of a complex trade-off between durability, versatility and 
cost – in addition, the housing typology was mentioned as being influential in choosing structural 
systems – multi-storey, semi-detached and detached houses. With that said, there are always be 
outliers and often ‘big-box’ designs are encompassing of an open plan characteristic (e.g. project 
B34). SVAC (C1) is quite an extreme case of 35m x 135m of uninterrupted open space – which in 
some interviewees’ perspectives reflects a too ‘loose-fit’ level of specificity which typically 
compromises its initial use (M5). However in the case of Joplin Interim High School (B11) the empty 
big box space of a anchor mall unit (9m x 9m standard grid - CAR33; 4.3m ceiling height - CAR22) 
allowed the designers to provide a range of versatile spaces (AT2) that can function as separate or 
unified (CAR24) for educational and social activities. The larger the span usually means the larger the 
columns and the deeper the beams both of which usually get weighed against cost and other spatial 
perimeters – e.g. storey height – which was the case in DOIMC (A6). In addition, many architects 
mentioned open spaces are often limited by fire regulations (CON7) which require special 
consideration regarding means of egress.  
Open plan space can often be provided in balance with cellular or enclosed spaces (CAR 28). This is 
often the case for example with school design where a cluster or wing of classrooms will be paired 
with a large open ‘breakout’ space which can be used for different activities and larger groups (project 
B33) – sometimes with blurred boundaries between (CAR29) as in Baron Road Primary School (B1). 
In a constrained application, the capacity to deliver an open plan space is not always homogenous 
amongst all floors.  Often the top floor can have fewer restrictions than lower floors given the 
reduced structural loads, e.g. “the Scape System can span 10.8m in multiple story applications, but 
can span over 20m for single storey or roof,” (I9). Another example is the top floor plan of the 
Folkestone Preforming Arts Centre (FPAC) (A3). The floor plan is one large open plan space that was 
originally designed to be a restaurant, but due to changes in the market (CON17) the floor was sub-
divided with the addition of interior partitions and opened as a series of incubator offices.  
Theatre spaces demand a quite large unrestricted space for audience seating and viewing and thus 
usually serve as quite good examples of open plan, multi-functional spaces (CAR43) - e.g. 
Chesterfield auditorium’s (A13) theatre space measures 26m x 13.5m and 6.7m high while FPAC 
(A3) is 27m x 16m oversized spaces for many uses (CAR22).  Open plans often benefit from higher, 
double-height sections which provide an increased feeling of openness and comfort. In this way, 
atrium spaces and courtyards are typically large open plan spaces with no specific function in mind 
(CAR43) and can be used to promote a communal environment (CAR60) – sometimes within the 
building and other times including the wider community (projects A8, A10, A12 & C3).  Furthermore, 
architect (I3) suggested certain organizational types such as creative organizations prefer open spaces 
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which enable collaborative and community-orientated environments (CON6). This was reinforced 
by (I13) who supplied raw, unfinished (CAR42) and open plan space for all the artist areas, “it’s just 
space and everything they put in eventually can be moved around.”  
W.4.2 Support Space (CAR21) 
“We do most of our business on the staircase.” 
I4 
Support space describes spaces usually not defined in the brief, but necessary for the functional 
support of the building – this includes circulation space, storage space, unused or ‘extra’ space and 
exterior space. Circulation space was often referred to as an opportunity to provide something more 
than merely circulation. For example, one architect (I21) pointed out how separate corridors didn’t 
exist in Medieval English homes, one simply moved from one space to another (through a range of 
rooms) – from public to private spaces.   
For the BBC building (B38), the architect illustrated how the main staircase had nothing to do with 
the means of escape, but provided a social experience - linking individuals throughout the building 
(CAR50). The architect (I4) disclosed that they always try to put larger than necessary staircases in 
every atrium space to support interaction, “two people can pass talking and one person can pass the 
other way… [but] not so wide that you need another handrail in the middle and every half landing, 
which overlooks the atrium, has a stopping place, so you can actually just lean and have a chat with 
somebody.” This common theme was evinced in 85 Southwark Street’s (A2) spiral staircase that 
links the basement with the piano noble on the first floor (CAR50) – inspired by the grand stair in a 
Georgian house as a space that links everything together. The concept of how people meet, interact 
and communicate was also stressed by other architects (CAR60) - (I29) who firmly advocated, “the 
spaces that aren’t listed - the circulation spaces, the stairwells, the entrances, the external spaces - 
those are the interesting spaces where you can have the dynamic of interaction…a circulation space 
can be used in a variety of ways.” The entrance space of several of the projects were considered as 
public interfaces and a chance to hold a variety of functions if sized appropriately (projects A2, A7 & 
B32 - CAR22). 
In an effort to activate the corridor space, KOPU (A15) provides seating for occupants not only as a 
place to rest but as a destination for their wandering, each seating area being uniquely designed 
(CAR55). Moreover, the architect is advocating for intermediate corridors to add variety to the 
wandering loop experience – here the architect is trying to reinforce the corridor functions not only 
as a link between spaces, but as an activity space for the elderly patients (CAR 43 & 60). In another 
example, after observing that everyone in their current residences had a computer uncomfortably 
stuck in a second bedroom or the living room (DR9), Islington Square (A9) activated the circulation 
space for the observed demand by placing a large bay window on the landing creating a space large 
enough for a desk which can be used as a home study with nice views (CAR51) and natural light 
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(CAR39) – one resident put a piano in the space. Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) provided outdoor 
circulation space (2.5m) wider than required (1.3m) to allow the residents to appropriate the space 
for recreational or community use. In the case of Derbyshire school (B39) the school went for smaller 
classrooms and decided to use the corridor as a wet teaching area with all the sinks, enlarging and 
doubling the use of the corridor – the non-structural partition which separates the spaces can be 
moved in the future (CAR24) to make the wet space inclusive to classroom. 
One of the driving concepts for Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) was to create a central circulation 
‘street’ which is an elongated atrium space that functions as the connection or circulation space 
between the different wings (university departments) and all of the shared facilities (CAR47). The 
three-storey link provides generous circulation spaces for annual, temporary and ad-hoc events and 
activities (e.g. annual fashion shows) and allows for cross-fertilisation between departments (CAR43 
& 60). In another example the corridors of the Hot Houe (B21) can be used as informal art galleries 
– KTHC (A1) incorporates local community art in the corridors (Figure W.3). In addition, KTHC 
(A1) has a 4m wide corridor which services as a sub-waiting area and reception for diagnostic imaging 
while allowing for informal communication and providing a sense of openness and comfort for the 
users (Figure W.16). Silk street (C6) makes use of the 3m wide corridor widths for storage and 
administrator workstations.  
 
Figure W.10 Main ground floor circulation corridor for KTHC (A1) 
The provision of over-sized storage space couldn’t be stressed enough by the interviewees – e.g. 
KOPU (A15) and Baron Road Primary School (B1) display a good amount of strategically located and 
‘random’ storage. Melfi Headquarters (A5) provides a large storage space in the basement along with 
a large adjacent shed (prefabricated concrete - CAR18) which could be adapted to a variety of uses 
in the future given its scale, spatial and structural capacity. Oxley Woods (A11) provides storage 
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space under the staircase, but as mentioned previously, was able to provide additional storage after 
increasing the house size to fit the transportation of the off-site units (CAR18). The architect for 
Joplin Interim High School (B11) mentioned that, “In 95% of the discussions with teachers their 
response to the question what is the most important thing about their classroom is the flexibility of 
the space to do a variety of things and storage.” Storage space can be used as an example of a ‘soft’ 
use space which one architect (I18) described as the strategic location of secondary ‘support’ space 
which can be easily relocated to allow for growth in a primary functioning space.  DOIMC (A6) 
strategically clustered all the administrative support space at the end of the wings (CAR30) to 
accommodate an increase demand in patient space by expanding into the area and the administrative 
space relocated. In another example, 85 Southwark Street (B2) provided shower and locker spaces 
for the users as an amenity space that if needed could accommodate an expansion of the modeling 
and printing spaces.  
Extra or unused spaces are not commonly described in a brief (CON13) or found when a building 
initially opens. With the Harlow residences (B15) the architect stressed the desire to allow for an 
additional (extra) room on the ground floor at the front of the house to provide a space to work or 
to run a business (CAR44). In this case, it is not only about the additional space, but about its location 
and its capacity to ‘open’ the house to the public (CAR29). The architects for Park Hill (B40) carved 
recesses under the staircase to create small ‘study’ spaces (CAR55). They also commented on how 
they made sure the balcony functioned as an extension to the living space (CAR29). The Jenga (push 
and pull) concept of KTHC (A1) created several voids, balconies, terraces, etc. all of which become 
‘extra’ spaces outside of the brief (CON13) and add to the overall comfort of place (CAR53). The 
architects of Winnerish Triangle (B20) revealed the possibility of activating unused space which could 
be used to house future plant changes or expansions on the roof and under the building due to the 
building being raised on a landscaped podium (CAR58).  
Architect (I4) pointed out cogently, “Outside spaces are hardly ever in the brief, but are the cheapest 
part of a building but quite often the most noticeable and what people tend to remember.”  85 
Southwark Street (A2) has several exterior spaces, a roof deck on the top floor which can be used 
to eat lunch or hold informal meetings, a cascading garden so that each studio has a sense of greenery 
outside their windows and newly added is an exterior space filled with places to sit and apple trees 
on the ground floor which they share with the café that is nested on the ground floor (CAR47). 
Exterior spaces such as courtyards also provide opportunities to welcome the larger community 
(CAR60).  Hot House (B21) uses the space between the building and the existing railway arches as 
a courtyard space which hosts events such as a Sunday market. Courtyards can be private for an 
individual residence/user (project B30), semi-public for all residents/ users (projects A8, A14, B29 
& C2) or public (projects B25 & B32) - a communal place (CAR60) – e.g. Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) 
includes a milieu of roof top tiers for the users to use for a variety of activities (day/ night) – includes 
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a variety of seating and green spaces. Vodaphone Headquarters (project A14; single tenant) and 
Chiswick Park (project C2; multiple tenants) both provide a heavily landscaped exterior space with 
water, greenery, cafes as a usable and relaxing environment for the users (Figure W.17), while 
Nottingham Science Park (B2) provides places to sit and routes to walk. 
 
Figure W.11 Landscaped exterior space of Chiswick Park (C2) 
For Islington Square (A9) planning regulations (CON10) dictated that every home be provided a 
parking space; however, the design cleverly allows for the car space to be used for parking or as an 
additional front garden space if desired (CAR43). The space is defined by pairing two L shaped units 
as a courtyard type space and carrying the façade across the front. The L-shaped open floor plan 
(CAR20) not only created a ‘hidden’ courtyard space, it also allowed for doors and internal walls to 
be moved around easily providing the users a degree of freedom regarding how the interior and 
exterior spaces worked together (CAR29) – Figure W.18. Blue House (B41), a single residence, also 
takes advantage of continuing the façade and enclosing an exterior space as an extension of the 
interior.  
 
Figure W.12 L shaped residential plan of Islington Square (A9) 
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W.4.3 Oversize Space (CAR22) 
Oversize space is described as space which is sized larger than the market standard or functional 
necessity in either plan (enlarged spatial area) or section (tall floor heights) – Figure W.19. The 
deterrent cited for not oversizing space is most often cost as adding additional floor to floor height 
or square metres to the plan costs money, which as one architect responded, “we can’t do them 
unless either the client asks for it or there’s legislation and we have to” (CON1 & 7). One example 
of how the budget (CON20) can play a role in affecting the storey height was provided with the 
Cube project (A10) which discovered early on that the project would exceed its intended budget. 
Conventional perception would be to reduce the capital cost of the building (e.g. select cheaper 
materials, reduce square meters) in order to make the budget work, but in this case it jeopardised 
the integrity of the design concept (CON2). With an alternate approach, the design team proposed 
adding two floors to the building which could be let as additional apartments, increasing the capital 
cost, but given the long-term position of the client (CON1), the raised annual revenue made for 
good value. The concept of the jewellery box was therefore stabilised (e.g. fragmented metal cladding 
retained), but the adaptability of the building is now endangered. The overall height of the building is 
locked – not because of planning regulations but because of the ‘perfect’ cube design concept 
(CON2) - which means either the concept is broken or the two additional floors fit within the 
predetermined overall height of the building. The latter was the solution chosen which illustrates a 
level of malleability in the design allowing for the building section to be changed, but it ultimately 
affects the future adaptability by reducing floor to floor heights.   
 
Figure W.13 Oversize space concept diagram 
Interviewees promoted particularly the over-sizing of public spaces (e.g. project B31). For example, 
the lobby of 85 Southwark Street (A2) is tremendously over-scaled for a building of its size - the 
building is 2,276m2 with a lobby of 117m2 - Figure W.20. The lobby space however was never 
determined to be used for anything specific, so it gets used as a place to display the firm’s work, 
informal meetings, evening parties, book launches, lectures, concert recitals and formal dinners 
(CAR43). Bio Innovation Centre (A7) has a large ground floor space split by a security check point. 
The larger than necessary double height entry space (pre-security) is 175sqm (10.5m x 16.5m) with 
a mezzanine level (70sqm) and the adjacent single storey lobby space (post-security) is 270sqm (16m 
x 17m) – neither space has a programmed function (CAR43). The architect (I8) discussed how the 
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entrance space could be used to welcome the public and showcase the work that is being done in 
the laboratories – attempting to blur the inside/outside boundary line (CAR29). Similarly, the ground 
floor of Melfi Headquarters (A5) blends the lobby and circulation space (100sqm) together to create 
a well-lit (CAR39) double-height atrium space for events and/or temporary exhibitions (CAR43). 
Generous circulation spaces were presented under the previous support space characteristic 
(CAR21), but are another common form of over-sizing spatial areas beyond their prescribed need 
(project A1, A2, A5, A6, A8, C5 & C6). For example, the Jubilee Wing of King’s College Hospital 
(B8) made sure all corridor widths were wide enough to add handrails in case departments switched 
around at a later date and the handrails were needed for patients (AT4).   
 
Figure W.14 Over-sized lobby space of 85 Southwark Street (A2) 
Taller floor to ceiling heights provide the flexibility to add a false ceiling and/or a raised floor (CAR3), 
to run services separate from structure (CAR1), improve cooling (limitations; CAR12) and increase 
the amount of natural light (CAR39) which can permeate the floor space. Taller floor to floor heights 
are not only up against increased costs (CON20), but are also constrained by planning legislation 
(CON7) which can restrict the overall height of the building envelope in which case a client will often 
want to try and fit as many floors within that envelope as possible. Similar to open plan, the scale that 
is considered an ‘over-sized’ space is contingent to the use – high ceilings for residential can be above 
(2.9m) whereas offices is above (3.5m) – e.g. the CRPL (A4) has a 5.6m ground floor height and 
4.9m first floor height contributing to its persona as an open pubic space (CAR60). Bio Innovation 
Centre (A7) has 4.6m standard floor to floor height that is amendable to most commercial uses as 
lab space it’s finished at 2.7m with a large 1.8m service void. Because of the demand to provide the 
versatility between manufacturing and office space, CPC (A12) has 6m storey heights in the 
production and office spaces. In the case of Takenaka’s Headquarters (B9) the team was able to 
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remove the need for a smoke control system by using the high storey heights as a smoke reservoir 
space (CON7) – also reduced fire resistant coatings for the columns.   
DOIMC (A6) currently has 4.5m floor to floor heights with a downstand beam structure (cheapest 
solution) – the architect would like to use a flat slab solution to free more space for service 
distribution (would also allow the floor to floor height to be lower), but requires additional money 
(CON20). In addition, the project includes a multi-storey car park which was first designed by the 
architects to maximise parking spaces - the most efficient, economical solution given the compact 
nature of the site. The client however asked the architect to adjust the floor height to match the 
adjacent hospital building to allow it to be converted (AT4) later on if necessary (CON1).  In this 
case, the client is willing to reduce the number of car parking bays for a more convertible option, 
however to be implemented other difficulties exist for this strategy such as how to handle the car 
ramp, vertical circulation and floor loadings. One can see the range of storey heights implemented 
for office spaces from what the architects discussed as being over-sized sectional heights - ranging 
from the 6m of CPC (A12) to 3.75m for The Cube (A10; office levels), to 3.2m (project A2). The 
tall ceiling height of Civil and Building Engineering (C3) provides a 1.5m ceiling service void which 
provides an occupiable space minimizing the disruption to the users. SVAC (C1) provides services 
independently of the structure in an oversized double layer skin (L6) void which has proven its value 
when a larger plant had to replace the initial plant (AT3). Architects who had worked on constructing 
new buildings or large extensions connected to existing buildings often cited having to match existing 
floor heights as a benefit – e.g. Goldsmiths (B37) was able to provide generous 4.5m floor heights to 
match the original building. While the in-situ post-tension concrete slabs used in Chiswick Park (C2) 
allow the slabs to be thinner (increased storey height) and completed quicker they reduce the ability 
to cut holes in the slab later on.  
The residential applications of Islington Square (A9) and Oxley Woods (A11) provided a 2.9m 
ground floor height, while the upper floor took advantage of the roof space (no attic). Despite the 
conventional residential levels being of standard ceiling height for Carl Jacobsens vej (A8), the 
architect was able to provide taller floor to floor heights in three other applications – ground floor 
(4m) to provide for unknown uses, 1st floor required by regulations for special needs housing (3.25m) 
and the top floor for the penthouse residences. Double height spaces (I3), generous and consistent 
floor heights (I18) and tall enough for other uses (I2) were all used to describe over-sizing sectional 
heights. Some architects promoted the possibility of double-height spaces providing internal space 
to grow (CAR40) with mezzanine levels (I2 & I3). Residents of Islington Square (A9) also benefited 
from a garden shed which was decided as part of the brief as a ‘loose-fit’ way to provide bicycle 
storage. In addition, WC for Islington Square (A9) were all (over)sized to accommodate wheelchair 
access. Murray Grove (B30) provided apartments that are 10% more spacious than social housing 
norms and still met tough cost guidelines set out by the Housing Corporation taking advantage of 
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off-site construction techniques (CAR18 & 20). Moreover, the balcony space for the project was 
oversized to provide the upper floors a comfortable space to sit and enjoy a meal overlooking the 
interior courtyard (CAR60). The extra space (CAR21) provided by the pitched roof form of KOPU 
(A15) is used for clerestory windows and roof lights with the higher portion providing amble space 
to distribute services. In such a case, a flat roof could provide an alternative adaptability allowing for 
possible occupation, additional floors and for spaces below to be moved around easier (location of 
clerestory windows and pitch restrict alternative room locations). 
W.5 Spatial Planning (DS6) 
“A good architect will actually be able to gift something that wasn’t in the brief for nothing, simply because 
of the way they’ve organised the space.”  
I4 
Spatial planning as a design strategy embodies the spatial consideration for the way spaces are laid 
out; their boundaries, dimensions and relationships to one another. Spatial planning is a wide spread 
strategy embodying 12 characteristics which allow users spatial options of how to use the building in 
slightly different ways, including: typology pattern, joinable/ divisible space, modular coordination, 
connect buildings, standard room size(s), spatial variety, spatial ambiguity, spatial zones, spatial 
proximity, simple plan, standard grid and simple form. Continuing the architect’s (I4) quote from 
above, “it’s often the thing that comes for free that is the most memorable because it’s the thing that 
actually extends the ability to manage or use the building in a way that nobody thought they ever 
would; it offers possibilities.” Given the number and range of characteristics under this strategy all 
the case studies embody at least one characteristic with DOIMC (A6) embodying all but one of the 
characteristics and two projects (projects A7 & A15) embodying 8 out of 12.   
W.5.1 Typology Pattern (CAR23) 
Typology pattern signifies a building (or significant part of a building) which has been designed to an 
industry (market) typology or standardised use/spatial pattern. Speculative development by its very 
nature is a typology pattern embodying trends and universal characteristics of a use which generally 
are characteristic for a specific period of time – some evolutions are cyclical while others are linear. 
Particular uses will be more prone to dynamic typologies given the complexity (healthcare), 
marketability (offices) and cyclical nature (schools) of a use – Figure W.21. Other more static 
typologies have evolved more dramatically recently with electronic technology such as theatres and 
libraries. For example, it was communicated that libraries used to be about a place to store books 
or to study quietly, but have now opened up to creating a broader learning experience – a place to 
meet, work and socialise - intertwined with an array of modern methods for obtaining and processing 
information – cafes, sofas, computer stations (projects A4 & B42). For example, CRPL (A4) is much 
more like a modern book store organized by topics rather than the strict Dewey Decimal System. In 
addition, in lieu of a traditional centralized circulation desk, library employees are able to locate, scan, 
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and check-out books and media from a belt unit around their waists (CAR2) – i.e. there are no desks 
or physical barriers between library staff and patrons. 
 
Figure W.15 Dichotomy of uses1 
The goal is to enhance the intended use by identifying patterns that work within existing buildings, 
allowing one to develop designs based on evidence rather than intuition - the inverse can also be said 
about identifying patterns of problems and designing them out. Hence, typologies allow for lessons 
to be learned and applied in future applications. For example, one interviewee (I36) commented on 
the evolution of their standardised office product,  
“Everyone assumed fixed solar shading on the south, job done. No way. Fixed solar 
shading on the south doesn’t work because what happens is in the equinox you actually 
find that the sun angles are so low that this is going underneath the shading and actually 
heating up the room.  And the only reason it wasn’t a problem was they didn’t occupy 
as densely as we had designed for.  So we’ve changed that now to have movable 
shading.” 
The quote illustrates how a solution that didn’t work got changed and designed out of future buildings 
– in this case for an adjustable solution (AT1). Lastly, it is worth noting here the distinction between 
typology pattern and standard room sizes (CAR27) - a series of rooms the same size that ultimately 
do or do not reflect a pattern at a larger scale for a particular use typology (typology pattern). Thus, 
standard room sizes are often included as part of a typology pattern, but not necessarily and not 
inversely.  
DOIMC (A6) is a healthcare facility consisting of 5 wings that can either function as a ward or a clinic 
(clinics have treatment rooms which are larger and create a dissimilar pattern). Originally the client 
wanted everything to be the same, but then asked for the corridors in each wing to be curved and 
different. While providing whimsical corridors, the architects were able to maintain a similar enough 
configuration that the wings could still be used interchangeably by standardising the locations of 
permanent elements (e.g. plant room, vertical circulation) and providing a flexible servicing strategy. 
Interestingly, the Jubilee wing of King’s College Hospital (B8) provides identically sized floor plates 
                                                            
1 The table is not a result of the data collected, but accumulated from the literature particularly Brand, 1994. It is 
presented here in reference to the characteristic.  
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and corridor locations which allow departments and wards to be converted easily - the building 
started with 3 ambulatory care floors and 4 ward floors and now has 4 ambulatory care floors and 3 
wards (AT4). KOPU (A15) is designed to provide two ‘neighbourhoods’ of living spaces clustered 
around support and shared spaces (CAR21 & 47) which form symmetrical halves – this is similar to 
school design which often creates wings of classroom spaces clustered with support and breakout 
spaces.  
Islington Square (A9) looked to address pragmatic trends, lifestyle changes, in residential design which 
have led to a more open plan approach - utilising the kitchen as a socialising space and eating formally 
around a dining table both of which were not accommodated in the resident’s homes. The architect 
went on to illustrate how the design reverts somewhat back to pre-Modern housing in that spaces 
lie somewhere between circulation space and living (without a dedicated corridor) – Figure W.23. 
The Harlow residences (B15) offers an alternative typology to the traditional British long, thin plot 
with front and back garden spaces. The plots are relatively square which create a series of courtyards 
instead – e.g. the courtyard on the ground floor becomes a kitchen space between living and dining. 
The typology suggests more of a blurring of interior and exterior spaces (CAR29) and a more 
integrated relationship with nature (CAR58) including improved day lighting (CAR39) and natural 
ventilation (CAR35). Islington Square (A9) merges positive qualities of suburban semis into a dense, 
central urban area (CAR57) – providing terrace housing with a ‘hidden’ chunk of space that could be 
used for anything. The simple residential boxes which top Almen+ (B12) are based off a traditional 
Danish archetype. After the collapse of the Building Schools for the Future (BSF) initiative, there has 
been a return to a much more traditional way of thinking about schools – a classroom and corridor 
style approach - five years ago as part of the BSF, thinking was much more transformational. Gateway 
Sixth Form College (B4) provides homogenously designed teaching blocks (large building wings), 
barring a level of specialism (e.g. kiln room) which allow the departments to expand and contract as 
needed.  
 
Figure W.16 L shaped open plan allows the kitchen to be used for circulation 
Given the amount of speculative development which occurs in office design there are many 
permutations of an evolving code (M2 - rules, culture). Workplace trends (e.g. scale of technology, 
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hot-desking) in themselves have evolved dramatically over the recent years and continue to reduce 
the amount of space per a user (CON6) – BT Brentwood (B3) is planned for 1.3 people per desk, 
but is anticipated to move to 1.6. Many office buildings have become 24 hour buildings, ““They’re 
not nine to five [buildings], you don’t have to design lifts for the rush at nine o’clock in the morning 
because the working day is extending and it does allow you to build things in a different way.” 
Considering the building itself, the client for Vodaphone (A14) didn’t want an iconic landmark 
headquarters, but a set of buildings which were functional and comparable to the local market 
(CON17) – i.e. the ‘finished’ buildings had nothing to do with how the client currently operated, but 
what could be marketed to the local economy, “a flexible piece of space that they could occupy and 
de-occupy quite readily,” (I25). The buildings vary in size to cater to different size organisations within 
the regional market (standardised buildings that are different lengths) – thus the solution provides a 
low degree of specificity (M5), different size buildings and a standard office image (CAR43 & 54). 
Again, despite knowing the occupier, Essex & Suffolk Water (B43) was similarly based on a generic 
office standard to allow the building to be used by another company. The atrium space of St. Bolphs 
(B27) is not only intended to provide natural light (CAR39), but its tailoring widths create a range of 
different floor areas throughout the building that cater to different markets (CON17) – building 
parameters are tailored more in one instance in response to the ‘dealer’ or broker floor by 
accommodating taller floor heights and heavier floor loads (CAR14 & 22), whereas, the smaller floor 
plates are more appealing to law firms who want as much daylight and perimeter space as possible 
(higher levels).  The large divisible floor plates (CAR24) vary from 3,500sqm to a little under 
3,000sqm per floor plate (60m x 90m). 
W.5.2 Joinable/Divisible Space (CAR24) 
“The last thing we want to do is give someone three options for doing something. You might not be able 
to give them ninety-nine options but you can give them ninety.”  
I4 
Joinable/divisible space refers to space(s) that can be joined together or divided into smaller 
individual spaces to support multiple spatial configurations including the possibility of multiple tenure. 
The approach relates strongly to open space (CAR20), which removes the obstacles, but 
joinable/divisible space requires reasonable proportions to allow for different spatial layouts 
(furniture, equipment) to work efficiently and to accommodate different user preferences. Thus a 
building which has an open plan lends itself to joinable/divisible space, but its effectiveness as 
communicated depends on reasonable proportions (project A9), sensible depth (project B12) and 
good natural light (project A3) - along with the solution’s ease of transformation and user need 
(project A14).  Joinable/divisible space can be applied to divide a single tenant space into one for 
multiple tenants, which may require spatial, service, access and security divisibility (CAR48). Another 
scenario divides or joins a space up for a single tenant which may be within their existing boundary 
of space or require broadening their space. One example given by an architect (I16) illustrated the 
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value of being able to sub-divide space even if the capacity is not used. In this case, the intent was to 
sub-divide the floor plate for two tenants, but fire regulations (CON7) changed while the application 
was live and required them to accommodate smaller units (sub-divide further). The architect had 
already conducted a study to illustrate to the client if the market changed (CON17) they could sub-
divide the floor plate into quadrants – thus the versatility (AT2) of the design to be sub-divided 
allowed the project to carry through the approval process without a hiccup. 
KOPU (A15) investigated the possibility of placing en suite bathrooms along the outside wall which 
would give more versatility (AT2) for the rooms to change size as the bathrooms are currently 
designed to be located between rooms (Figure W.23), however that location worked against several 
other characteristics good daylighting (CAR39), visual linkage (CAR51) and minimising the need for 
services (CAR35). Thus, it was decided to keep the bathrooms between the rooms, which can still 
be scaled in a single direction along the opposite wall as the bathrooms are paired together. In 
another approach, Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) set windows at a regular rhythm (CAR17) 
enhancing the classrooms capacity to grow or shrink with the easy removal/addition of the 
conventional stud wall partitions (CAR43). KTHC (A1) was designed with eight meeting rooms, five 
of which can be divided up into three smaller rooms using acoustic separators (CAR2 & 6). It is worth 
mentioning that after occupying the building, the user decided they had too many meeting rooms, so 
two are being used as counselling offices (AT4; CAR21 & 43) - furthermore, the community space is 
proportioned to be partitioned into two rooms. The larger meeting rooms of Bio Innovation Centre 
(A7) all contain demountable folding screens (CAR2) allowing the room sizes to vary. Flexilab (B5) 
uses relocatable glass walls (CAR2) that help with contamination and security and promote 
communication amongst the users.  
 
Figure W.17 KOPU (A15) exploration of locating ensuite bathrooms 
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Office levels of The Cube (A10) can be subdivided into quarters (four tenants) equipped with 
individual on-floor plant rooms allowing for greater occupational control – in such a case the two 
core design allows each core to service two tenants. The divisibility of St. Bolophs (B27) large plan is 
supported by having 5 cores – 4 on the perimeter (toilets, escape stairs, good lifts) and one central 
core containing the vertical circulation servicing all four quadrants – the quadrants can be separately 
connected to the centre core through bridges. The bridges are currently only supplied at every other 
upper floor (6, 8, 10 and 12), but can be added where needed (CAR50). Existing bridges have the 
structural capacity to support the construction of a new bridge (CAR14) which is made up of a set 
of standardised components (CAR16).  
Nottingham Science Park (B2) provides a central entry point with communal amenity spaces that 
two open plan wings (CAR20) branch off from and can be carved up in a number of ways from 
1,000ft2 to 20,000ft2 (one wing) to 42,000ft2 (entire building) – the project aimed at attracting start-
up companies and allowing the space to grow with the company. Segro Energy Park (B36) utilized a 
double cruciform open floor plan shape (CAR20) with two cores to enable a variety of divisibility 
configurations. Despite letting all the floors to single tenants, the developer asked the architect of 
Colton Square (B47) to add an additional staircase at the back of the building so that in the future 
the floors could be sub-divided for two tenants. Each building of Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) 
can be further subdivided by floors which can operate as donuts (single tenant) or as wings (two 
tenants).  Furthermore, the tensile structured tent spaces which provide space for special events can 
be subdivided and linked in various configurations and the services/ ventilation works for a variety of 
configurations.  
 
Figure W.18 Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) allows the buildings to be connected and subdivided 
The prefabricated units of Murray Grove (B30) contain soft spots (in some of the walls) to allow for 
one bedroom flats to become three bedroom flats if the market required (CON17).  All the 
residential units of The Cube (A10) were considered combinable with the use of partition stud walls 
– this is something again which was felt to be dictated by the market (original analysis suggested 
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smaller single apartments). Despite spatial constraints, the architects for Almen+ (B12) illustrated 
that different spatial configurations could be obtained with a spatial width of 3.6m – moving the 
locations of the kitchen, living room and bedrooms within the defined space (the 3.6m module was 
defined by transportation of off-site units - CAR18), while the master bedroom of house (project 
B41) was designed to be subdivided into two smaller bedrooms.  
Prior to its dissolving, Building Schools for the Future (BSF) required supply teams to illustrate how 
spaces could be divided and joined as part of their requirement process (CABE would provide a 
recommendation to the planning committee). The architects of the Joplin Interim High School (B11) 
used 8’ wide doors that rotate so that the ‘classrooms’ can flow outside the studio spaces to a 
centrally shared space (Figure W.25) which also allows the cluster of four studio rooms to work 
together if desired (CAR29). Most school designs will consist of multiple applications of 
joinable/divisible space –Baron Road High School (B1) uses a high acoustic folding partition between 
classrooms and hall space; Derbyshire school (B39) a flexible demountable partition between rooms; 
Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) has folding partitions in the theatre space and Sunderland Gateway 
(B46) has a moveable wall that is taken down at different times in the year when staff need a larger 
space. In addition, the ground floor of Sunderland Gateway (B46) works as a temporary servicing 
counter, which changes around the year to suit the needs of students (CAR43).  
 
Figure W. 19 Variety of spatial configurations for Joplin Interim High School (B11) 
W.5.3 Modular Coordination (CAR25) 
“There isn’t a magic number that will work brilliantly for everything.” 
I9 
Modular coordination refers to the spatial coordination between systems within a building which 
have physical consequences. In this way, the module is often referred to as a spatial dimension or a 
planning grid (Figure W.26). Planning grids often align different physical elements such as furniture, 
partitions and exterior façade and more effectively are a division of the structural grid. Regarding 
modular coordination architect (I18) mentioned, “the grids are the three hundred, six hundred and 
twelve hundred grid. There’s the ceiling that aligned with the planning grid which aligned with the 
structural grid which aligned with the fenestration, for instance, so the windows are here.” Thus, a 
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modular component in this instance is simply considered a standard component, which typically is a 
division of a standard planning unit.  
 
Figure W.20 Coordinated grid system of the Civil & Building Engineering building (C3) 
Architect (I37) communicated there are a range of planning modules that get used from a 1.2m, 
2.4m, 3.6m grid system to a 1.5m, 3m grid or in America 4.6m – it was expressed that the planning 
module is most critical for services (L5). The dimensions of the façades for several projects (e.g. A6, 
A8 & B4) are standardised and coordinated to allow internal divisibility and variety of use (CAR24 & 
43). The CLASP system used a 1.8m grid for a long time because it works well with brickwork and a 
structural module of 3.6m and is divisible by a lot of numbers (0.9, 0.6, 0.3, 0.2 & 0.1). Each building 
of Igus Factory (C7) is made up of four square structural blocks (67.50m x 67.50m) which divide into 
6 internal square blocks of 11.25m x 11.25m each. Civil and Building Engineering (C3) is part of a 
campus wide coordination scaling four grids including a structural grid of 14.1m and planning grid of 
1.15m. The centralised hub of Nottingham Science Park (B2) is an open plan area (CAR21) which 
could be configured in a variety of ways; however if the current layout was to change, service boxes 
would potentially need to be moved - while possible, it is not as easy as simply picking the boxes up 
and placing them where they are needed, a result of a lack of modular coordination. For the boxes 
to be moved, new carpet tiles would need to be cut since the service boxes are not the same size as 
the floor tiles. Moreover, since fresh air comes through the ducts in the raised floor they need to be 
coordinated with the location of desks. 
W.5.4 Connect Buildings (CAR26) 
Connect buildings describes the capacity to link together or separate buildings to form one 'unified' 
building or separate buildings. This is often a consideration for when an owner owns multiple buildings 
within a particular site (e.g. business park, university campus) or an area has been developed with a 
strategic vision linking several buildings together for a greater purpose. Vodaphone Headquarters 
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(A14) involves a series of seven buildings utilized by a single tenant and linked together by a set of 
bridges which forms one large building, however the architects allowed for anyone of the seven 
buildings to be occupied by a different tenant by providing each building with its own car parking, 
access and services (connecting bridges are easily removed as well). Winnerish Triangle (B20) 
discussed the concept of linking multiple buildings together via lightweight bridges effectively forming 
an atrium space between buildings. Despite the site shape and close proximity of some of the 
buildings supporting the possibility, it was not something strategically implemented as a strategy 
across the buildings.  
The core and ground floor circulation of CPC (A12) were strategically designed to be able to service 
and link together the existing building (Phase 1) with the proposed building in the future (CAR40 - 
Phase 2). The new phase will act as a third wing, connecting to the existing building with bridges and 
the gap between the buildings will serve as an internal patio (CAR60) – Figure W.27. Phase II will 
initially only be shell and core (CAR 41). Given the tight urban condition of 85 Southwark Street (A2) 
the concrete wall adjacent to the neighbouring building was built with a knock out panel (CAR14) to 
include the possibility of combining the two buildings in the future (this happened in 2013). The Bio 
Innovation Centre (A7) is the first building on a masterplanned site and thus provisions have been 
put into place to allow for connections to be made from the main entrance lobby to future phases 
of the science park. The unique context of Halley VI (C4) means each module can be considered a 
building that can be added/removed as needed - Shamford ends are used with flexible connections 
to minimise the link between modules.  
 
Figure W.21 Concept plan for CPC (A12) expansion 
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W.5.5 Standard Room Size(s) (CAR27) 
“A structural grid, so that’s like your skeleton and then within that, rather than have two thousand different 
[room sizes], you have something like five different size rooms, for instance.” Rationalising room sizes into 
groups is a common tactic for large scale programmes like hospitals to improve room interchangeability.”  
 I16 
Standard room size(s) is defined as a series of rooms which are of all the same size – their 
homogenous scale enhances their ability to be used for different uses and by different users. As noted 
earlier many of the typology patterns will contain standard room sizes within the larger typological 
floor plate – e.g. all of the classrooms are a standard size in Gateway Sixth Form College (B4 - similar 
to project C9). The Jubilee wing of King’s College Hospital (B8) aimed to standardize several types 
of spaces within the hospital typology including patient rooms, WC, utility spaces, staff bases, exam 
rooms, offices and circulation. The architects of DOIMC (A6) discussed how the design team is trying 
to resolve a standard room size by looking at a variety of furniture and equipment layouts within a 
standard grid of 8m x 8.5m grid. All the lab spaces of Bio Innovation Centre (A7) are 100m2 making 
them interchangeable. In addition, the meeting room and office module is kept constant so that uses 
can be interchanged (CAR43).  KTHC (A1) has already benefited from a modular layout of rooms 
(standard rooms sizes on a grid pattern) as several rooms have been converted to different uses (e.g. 
meeting rooms, treatment rooms).  The addition to Civil and Building Engineering (C3) provides 
standard office space which was previously a hierarchical allocation of space (CON6).  
Multiple residential applications (projects B30 & B45) took advantage of making the kitchen/dining 
room area the same size as the living room space allowing the versatility (AT2) for the user to choose 
which space they would like off the garden and which up front (CAR43) - Ely House (B45) also 
allowed for the staircase to flip so that it could come down into either space. In addition, Ely House 
(B45) designed the upper level bedrooms to be the same size; whereas, Murray Grove (B30) 
designed the bedrooms of the two bed flat to be the same size as the living space giving the possibility 
for three ‘bedrooms’ (CAR43). KOPU (A15) provides two slightly larger standard bedroom sizes 
for patients which allow for friends and family to stay overnight (CAR22) – as opposed to the Trust 
which originally wanted separate accommodation apartments for the family. The larger of the two 
room sizes consists of an assisted bath/shower for patients that need staff more often.    
W.5.6 Spatial Variety (CAR28) 
Spatial variety describes the use of various sized rooms to cater to different uses and sizes of groups. 
Spatial variety can support different types of activities by providing diverse types of environments – 
small/large; formal/informal; and interior/semi-exterior/exterior – many of the projects provide a 
wide variety of spaces (project A12, A14 & B22). 85 Southwark Street (A2) provides a variety of 
meeting spaces - each studio floor has open space for informal meetings and enclosed formal meeting 
spaces while the ground floor lobby space is typically configured with a loose arrangement of tables 
and chairs that can be used for quick meetings with consultants or material reps. The top floor 
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provides the largest meeting space with a full-height glazed wall overlooking the roof deck and a 
prominent roof light (CAR39) giving the space a special character (CAR53). Meetings can also take 
place on the roof deck itself or in the adjacent cafe on the ground floor that the practice owns 
(CAR47). The size of the open plan spaces and cellular offices that accompany them vary across the 
totality of BT Brentwood (B3). In addition, BT Brentwood (B3) provides a variety of meeting room 
suites,  
“we try to build a mixture of the right size of rooms rather than have the flexibility of 
opening and closing walls because not least of it is you need somebody who knows how 
to use it to open and close it because God forbid you ever let anyone have a bloody key 
to open it. They’ll trash it in five minutes because they’re not tolerant of abuse.” (I34).  
The large variety of rooms has proven very useful for BT Brentwood (B3) as departments and teams 
have shifted throughout the building depending on their current needs. The extension to Civil and 
Building Engineering (C3) encompasses a mixture of meeting spaces: 1:1 space within the offices, 
informal space as part of an enlarged corridor space, breakout spaces within the open plan space and 
a handful of enclosed formal meeting spaces which vary in size and location as well.    
The architect for Kent School (B33) expressed how they implemented the concept of a ‘plaza’ which 
is a large open teaching space the size of 5 or 6 classrooms (CAR20) with cellular teaching rooms 
around it (CAR23). The architect went on to add that despite whether the school wants it or not, 
they are always thinking about how large spaces can be divided up into more traditional cellular 
teaching spaces and vice versa as teaching trends constantly change (CON6). Similarly Baron Road 
Primary School (B1) provides a central open space for a variety of teaching activities along with a 
couple of dedicated semi-enclosed breakout spaces (versatility, AT2). LCB Depot (B10) provides a 
variety of different size studios to accommodate the different needs of the artists (large groups or 
individual; large spatial need vs. small spatial need) and partition walls between studios which could 
be knocked down if needed (CAR24) – as far as the architect knew no walls had been removed or 
added (spatial variety was sufficient in itself). The Joplin Interim high school (B11) is designed around 
clusters of 7 spaces including 4 studios of similar sizes, but with different ‘wall’ configurations - 2 with 
pivoting doors, 1 enclosed with door, and 1 with no wall (mixture of spatial ‘borders’; CAR29) - 
which are centered around an open box space with soft seating.  The open space (CAR20) also 
includes a student think tank space.  Interestingly, the teachers within a cluster are able to choose 
the space they want to work in for the day based on their activities (CAR47). 
Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) uses a standard grid layout of 4m x 1.5m which allows interior 
partitions (studwork) to be positioned off grid lines at 1.5m centres and provides the ability to have 
rooms of differing sizes, set within the pod standard (i.e. CAR25 modular coordination enables room 
variety – Figure W.28). Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) combines the smaller residential units with multiple 
larger-scale spaces for the residences to use – common area (interior and covered exterior), 
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courtyard and kindergarten (not available during working hours during the week) on the ground floor 
and large, open roof tiers above (CAR47 & 60). The smaller lab and office spaces provided in Bio 
Innovation Centre (A7) are accompanied with a large seminar space and a foyer as a space to host 
special events (CAR43) – larger shared amenity spaces are also provided on each floor (CAR47). 
The rooms in Melfi Headquarters (A5) intentionally vary between a useable spatial range of 8-40m2 
which can accommodate a variety of functions (CAR43).  
 
Figure W.22 Modular coordinated system allows for spatial variety in Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) 
W.5.7 Spatial Ambiguity (CAR29) 
“The blurring of space can work against the saleability or the market value…it works against people 
understanding what it is and buying into it, because they often can’t imagine the possibilities of it in terms 
of what they’re doing.” 
 I21 
Spatial Ambiguity represents the blurring of boundaries between interior and/or exterior spatial uses 
through soft boundaries or proximity (existing spaces). The quote above is important because it is a 
reminder of how industry works and instils value as a marketable package (CON21). Each level of 
the Kent school (B33) has its own eating area adjacent to the open classrooms as the architect (I29) 
commented, “you could use all of that space if you wanted to, so you could borrow from the eating 
area, which is again, a level of flexibility that they could be classrooms and you could provide it 
elsewhere, but also then using furniture essentially to define spaces.” The design team of KOPU 
(A15) discussed whether or not there should be doors which would close off areas between patient 
types (this is to prevent certain patients from wandering off) - the client is interested in the idea of 
using obstacles rather than doors (softer, more open barrier – CAR2). For David Wilson Library 
(B42) the architect used book shelving as a buffer between the louder student group area and the 
silent study area. The Cedar Rapids Public Library (A4) also used shelving and furniture to delineate 
uses and changing use per occupants needs. The extension to Queens Central library (B14) uses ‘soft 
walls’ (furniture, shelving, displays) to loosely bound areas which get routinely used by schools as 
informal classrooms (e.g. exhibition plaza, reading areas) – this is supplemented with a defined 
multipurpose room (CAR43) which offers a controlled environment for a variety of teaching and lab 
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activities (CAR28). The added extension to Civil and Building Engineering (C3) provided shared filing 
cabinets as additional storage space (CAR21) located outside the academic offices and are used to 
softly divide informal meeting spaces. The spatial barrier between office and house (CAR44) of Blue 
House (B41) is ambiguous. The office was designed to be either a totally separate entity or connected 
to the house (current form). It was also conceived that it could to be incorporated as another 
bedroom for the house and thus pulled entirely within the houses demise, “it’s difficult to really know 
whether it’s a traditional house which someone’s cut loads of holes in or whether it’s a big open 
space where someone’s inserted some arches or something,” (architect of Blue House). In this 
particular instance, the ambiguity is written in the formal language of the architecture rather than 
merely softening the transition between spaces – essentially it is a large open space, but the 
architecture blurs the image between ‘cosy rooms’ and ‘universal space’. Moreover, in both Blue 
House (B41) and Islington Square (A9), the front wall intentionally continues across the streetscape 
to enclose the exterior space helping to create a space which serves as the entrance to the house 
but is also an extension of the living areas to the outside (blurring the boundary and allowing the 
space to be used for a variety of functions – CAR43). In addition, Islington Square (A9) uses the open 
plan (CAR21) of the ground floor to blur the boundaries between living, circulation, dining, kitchen, 
front and back garden – the simple L shaped plan provides a multiplicity of possibilities (CAR34).  
In case of Open and Shut House (B35) the estate agent in the area imposed strong restrictions 
(CAR17) regarding the total area of the house and the number of bedrooms built which was not in 
favour of the client. Because of this the architect labelled rooms ‘bedrooms’ to appease the agent, 
but designed the spaces quite large (CAR22) and so that they could be used individually or connected 
by loosely defining their boundaries. The cinema space of Phoenix Square (B48) can extend into the 
neighbouring gallery space by moving the projection screens (CAR2) designed as moveable units to 
allow for a much larger performance to take place. DOIMC (A6) strategically located what the 
architect referred to as ‘soft space’ (e.g. storage, IT) which can change its use to allow for growth 
within and potentially between departments (expansion/ contraction of departments – Figure W.29) 
– e.g. shared support space is positioned between two wards allowing either ward to grow into it if 
needed.) The exterior wall of South London Gallery (B19) uses large pivoting doors to combine 
interior and exterior space. The sawtooth plan form of the Kent school (B33) allows the building to 
follow the contour (CAR58) and for each classroom to open into the landscape. The atrium space 
of CPC (A12) uses wood deck flooring, outdoor furniture, vegetation and natural northern daylight 
to reinforce the feeling of an exterior patio as it feeds into the landscape (CAR60). The neighbouring 
site of FPAC (A3) is planned to become a new public square which would serve as a forecourt for 
the building (CAR60) – it would also serve as a memorial to bomb victims of WWII (CAR43). Upon 
completion, additional doors are proposed to be added to the theatre (AT3) to allow patrons to 
spill into the square. Cedar Rapids Public Library (A4) uses a combination of visual connections to 
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neighbouring sites and exterior spaces (vegetated roof, balcony terrace, entrance plaza) to allow 
library activities to extend easily from inside to outside blurring the boundary of activities. 
 
Figure W. 23 'Soft' space concept diagram 
Strategic organization of uses vertically can allow a kind of spatial ambiguity as well. The Cube (A10) 
is a series of vertically stacked uses with transitional floors that can be used as either the use above 
or below providing a level of vertical spatial ambiguity (e.g. level 8 can be used as an office or A1/A3 
retail). In this case, the solution was perceived to be more optimal, rather than designing every floor 
to the ‘lowest’ common denominator – creating varying floor to floor heights, floor loadings, fire 
strategies, lift and service strategies for each use zone. The transitional floors have already proven to 
be useful for the developer as the market has shifted (CON17) from 2005 (originally set out) to 2010 
(building opening) – the offices were slated for levels 9 to 14, but level 8 ended up being used as 
office space from day one and level 4 was intended on being used for A1/A3 retail, but opened as a 
spa (i.e. the top and bottom of the retail zone shrunk) - careful consideration was also given to the 
vertical stacking of programmatic elements in KTHC (A1) as well moving from more public to private 
areas – this allows for the ability to adjust the proportion of spaces between administrative, public, 
and clinical. 
W.5.8 Spatial Zones (spatial buffer) (CAR30) 
“our first move was to say ok, if we took the bathrooms and the kitchens out of the plan, stuck them on 
the outside of the tower block, you could actually suddenly have massive amounts more freedom with 
how the flats were planned.” 
I13 
Spatial zones refers to the spatial separation of different types of functional spaces into designated 
areas (a sharp boundary between spatial types). This strategy groups similar spaces into a spatial 
cluster – the design strategy of served and servant spaces fits nicely under this approach (section 
2.#). The most common application of spatial zones is to group ‘fixed’ spaces together often referred 
to as a core (vertical circulation, service risers, toilets) which then allows the remainder of the 
space(s) to change as needed (fixed vs. flexible space). With residential developments wet spaces 
(kitchen and bathroom) tend to be considered the fixed spaces since they require connection to 
piping (e.g. project B28). The homes of Oxley Woods (A11) are separated into two distinct types of 
spaces – fixed spaces and flexible spaces (Figure W.30). The fixed spaces represent a standardised 
core of bits (CAR16 – staircase, toilet & bathroom), while the flexible spaces are the large open living 
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spaces with no 'fixed' objects (living, dining & bedrooms). The main communication and services 
routes of the Jubilee wing King’s College Hospital (B8) were designed as a central spine with vertical 
cores at each side of the central atrium, leaving the rest of the floor plate free to accommodate 
different layouts in accordance with departmental requirements – departments have been rearranged 
around the perimeter both within the design and construction process and afterward during use. 
Moreover, the perimeter spatial layout for the departments takes advantage of good natural light 
(CAR39), ventilation (CAR35) and adjacencies (CAR50) to existing departments (neighbouring 
buildings - CAR26). The central entrance area of Nottingham Science Park (B2) hosts all the shared 
social and work amenity spaces allowing the two office wings to be unobstructed. 
 
Figure W. 24 Spatial zones of Oxley Woods (A11) 
CRPL (A4) is zoned in two ways. The fixed spaces (toilets, plant) are all clustered together in the 
western portion of the plan (an area that fronts a rail line and parking garage) allowing the remainder 
of the building to be unobstructed open plan space (CAR20). In addition, the programme for the 
building is organized as contemporary (highly active, noisy spaces) on the ground floor – laptop bar, 
café, youth areas with more traditional and quieter areas on the second floor - periodicals, computer, 
meeting spaces. The fixed spaces (e.g. changing rooms, storage) for Chesterfield auditorium’s (A14) 
theatre space bookend the open space to allow for the remainder of the space to be unfixed – the 
tactic makes use of the single-storey space below the balcony as meeting rooms and storage 
(previously a poor seating area for the audience) and acts as an acoustic buffer between the hall space 
and the school foyer area. With the long rectangular form of Bio Innovation Centre (A7) the building 
was designed with structural, service and welfare cores at each end to allow for maximum versatility 
in between (building bookends). SVAC (C1) utilises a double layer exterior wall which houses the 
services, lobbies, toilets, stores and kitchen (a wrapper of fixed spaces). Within the zone, mechanical 
and electrical plant are located above and catwalks in the roof zone allow unobtrusive access to 
lighting and other services (CAR3). Chiswick Park (C2) reduced the size of the central core (CAR20) 
by moving the stairs to the outside of the building. 
One of the most ‘freeing’ elements of the Wyley Theatre (B17) was rethinking the spatial organisation 
of the theatre by vertically stacking ‘front-of-house’ and ‘back-of-house’ functions rather than placing 
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them adjacent to the theatre on the same horizontal plane (Figure W.31). The result affords the 
chamber to be enclosed by an acoustic glass façade allowing the theatre to open up to the outside 
plaza space and use the city as a backdrop (CAR29) – Figure W.32.  The large glass panels contain 
black-out blinds to create an enclosed box (CAR06) and can be opened or closed to provide an 
alternative entrance (CAR49) and allow the open space to be extended and used for completely 
different functions such as large public or private events during the day or other non-performance 
times (CAR43). 
 
Figure W.25 Conceptual diagram of spatial zones (Rex Architects) 
 
Figure W.26 Openness of the theatre allowed by reconceptualising spatial zones (Photo by Iswan Baan) 
W.5.9 Simple Plan (CAR32) 
“We love our rectangles and our boxes and our grids.”  
 I5 
A simple plan is characterised as a geometrically simple plan, possibly a single rectangle or deducible 
into a series of orthogonal/rectangular shapes. Architect (I28) commented positively about their 
office space, “it’s rectangular, it’s a volume which you can do whatever you want to do.” One 
architect (I17) stressed, “If you look at any building that we’ve done you will find really simple squares, 
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rectangles, you won’t find wibbly-wobbly lines, but what you find in section is quite interesting, even 
very subtle things that make you feel drama about a space.” Thus, for the architect spatial quality 
(CAR53) is defined in section (the 3-dimsionality of space) and the simplicity (organisation, legibility) 
of the plan is a starting point for adaptability through a much more efficient plan. One architect (I5) 
commented on how his practice rarely expresses structural elements since their plans tend to be too 
complicated, “You can only do that when you’ve got a relatively simple plan so you can control the 
things that are happening in three dimensions.  When you start to mess around with the plan and 
use it to manipulate the way people move through the building, then suddenly you end up with 
horrendous junctions to detail.” Thus, a more complicated plan can bring with it a more complicated 
construction method (CAR19). Some of the architects discussed shapes which did not provide ideal 
spaces to work with particularly for subdivision (CAR24) – wedge-shaped flats that fan out from a 
circular plan (I5), a drummed shaped plan (I39) and a boomerang shaped building in response to its 
site boundaries (I1).  
A simple plan often embodies a standard grid (CAR33) throughout – which as indicated in several 
projects comes in the form of divisible orthogonal spaces (projects A10, A14, B2, B27, B44, C1, C2, 
C3 & C7). All the spaces of Melfi Headquarters (A5) are rectangular and in addition the architect 
stressed the legibility of the circulation system allows users to orientate themselves easily as well as 
improves visual-spatial relationships between the interior and exterior spaces (CAR50 & 51). The 
rectangular floor plate of the Jubilee wing of King’s College Hospital (B8) is repeated at each level 
(identical floor plate size and corridor locations) – while the double cruciform plan of Segro Energy 
Park (B36) is a series of rectangles connected by two core spaces. Despite the pushing and pulling of 
volumes, all the rooms of KTHC (A1) are orthogonal and benefit from a modular layout.  CPC (A12) 
is a simple U shaped plan, the two wings (office, production) are connected by a service core forming 
a U shape (CAR30) which is filled by the atrium entrance space. The floor plates of Vodaphone 
Headquarters (A14) are various extrusions of a donut shaped plan with a central atrium. The 145 
houses which makes up the total development of Oxley Woods (A11) are all slightly different scaled 
rectangles that adjust to the site and number of bedrooms – the rectangle is generally broken into 
two slightly offset rectangular volumes splitting the two distinct zones of the house (fixed and flexible; 
CAR30).The residential plan of Islington Square (A9) is L shaped which provides a versatile layout 
(AT2), makes good use of the dense urban site and ties the exterior space into the functioning plan 
(CAR58). One architect (I4) stressed how the practice consistently does fairly straight-forward 
buildings (simple plan and simple form - CAR34) which affords them the ability to spend the ‘extra’ 
money to create social spaces (e.g. over-sizing circulation spaces - CAR22).  
W.5.10 Standard Grid (CAR33) 
A standard grid is defined as a grid set at standardised dimensions with few anomolies. The primary 
grid system for a building usually defines it structural layout (structural grid). Other grid systems often 
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tie into this primary grid helping to coordinate the different elements of the building – i.e. modular 
coordination (CAR25). Grids (plans) typically start off at standard modules and can begin to get 
pushed, pulled, twisted and torqued based on site, programme or formal desires. A standard grid 
can allow for a standard room layout which follows (is divisible by) the grid (i.e. modular room layout 
– projects A1 & A15) (CAR27); good, simple circulation (CAR50) and a simple, efficient plan 
(CAR32).  While the aim is to produce a standard spacing for the project, this is something which is 
not standardised between projects – project A2 6.825m; A4 10m; A5 6m; A7 6.6m; A10 7.5m; B4 
4m x 1.5m; C1 3.6m; C2 9m; C3 14.3m; C4 2.6m, C5 6m; C9 4.8m; C10 2.57m x 4.8m. Some of 
the buildings managed to stick to the standard grid (projects A5, A6 & B8) while others maintained 
its consistency through most of the plan, but often strayed away either at the perimeter or at the 
core (projects A4 & A10). Some projects maintain a standard vertical grid as well (e.g. project C2 is 
3m). A key tactic for Takenaka’s Headquarters (B9) was using a 10.8m uniform-grid in contrast to 
the typical office span of 16-18m. The smaller low-cost grid is conventional for shopping centres and 
parking and supports the possible conversion (AT4) of the building in the future to housing, a 
shopping centre or even a hotel. 
Providing a standard grid is not always easy if the client has a particular mindset (CON1). As one 
architect (I5) noted,  
“So you’ve got a 1,440m2 building [perfectly set to the grid], but actually the client wants, 
I don’t know, 1,360m2. So what they want to do is chop that off there, so they can lose 
a little bit of the building and give them their square metres that they want. But we’re 
trying to explain to them that actually that little piece there, if you standardise all of this, 
it’s gonna cost you so little in comparison to the square metre rate, but they may not 
want to pay for it. But that is a better building and more adaptable because you’ve got 
it standardised across the whole length than the one with the odd bay on the end that 
you have to deal with.”   
In the case of DOIMC (A6), despite the client requesting each wing be unique, the grid pattern 
remained consistent across all the wings allowing enough of a standardization to make the wings 
interchangeable between wards and clinics (CAR43). 
W.5.11 Simple Form (CAR34) 
The building characteristic of simple form describes straight vertical and horizontal surfaces; few 
complicated forms such as curved or slanted which allow the building to be sub-divided and added 
on to in more ways. As the developer of Nottingham Science Park (B2) succinctly put it, “this is why 
we built a concrete box [to allow for a lot of uses].” In addition, 85 Southwark Street (A2) and CPC 
(A12) are simple 'cube-shaped' concrete structures. The aluminum and glass exterior appearance of 
CPC (A12) presents clean and simple lines with the openings needed for the diverse requirements 
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of the building. The residential buildings of Bourbon Lane (B29) are of simple geometric form and 
the apartments which are designed to be added on to Alment+ (B12) are simple volumetric boxes 
which are based off a traditional Danish archetype. Simple, universal forms (vertical extrusions of 
simple plans) promote a non-specific image not tied to a particular use or company (CAR54). One 
architect (I2) described a building she recently visited as, “the tyranny of geometry…very sculptural 
and very geometric” which resulted in a lot of triangular spaces which the client was visibly having 
difficulty fitting any furniture in (CAR32).  In addition, storage spaces (CAR21) were unusable as well 
since they all came to a sharp point in plan (i.e. formal vision trumps functionality). 
W.6 Passive techniques (DS7) 
Passive techniques as a design strategy suggests the building’s shape, materiality and orientation 
provide additional options for heating, cooling and ventilating the building. The approach has a lot do 
with designing buildings that exploit their surroundings, allowing them to be simpler by removing the 
need for additional systems that get conventionally introduced into buildings – reinforcing simplicity 
as a good policy for adaptability. Thus, it is heavily tied to the broader sustainability agenda and 
reflects an understanding of buildings in context,  
“…it’s about reducing solar gain on different facades by having smaller openings where 
you need and larger openings where you’re allowed and then doing passive technologies 
about natural ventilation, again in appropriate situations. And just being slightly smarter 
about how you put the building together and not designing in problems for yourself that 
you’re going to have to design yourself out of, such as having 100% glazed facades,” 
I14. 
Despite each characteristics ability to exist independent of each other, the tactics used to deploy the 
characteristics within this design strategy were felt to be highly interwoven. Five characteristics were 
clustered under the strategy of passive techniques: multiple ventilation strategies, shallow plan depth, 
passive climate control, building orientation and good daylighting. All but one of the projects 
expressed at least one of the characteristics (project A6), while one (project A14) utilised all five and 
two ‘scored’ three out of five (projects A8 & A11).   
W.6.1 Multiple Ventilation Strategies (CAR35) 
Multiple ventilation strategies signifies the building’s capacity to be ventilated in multiple ways, typically 
naturally (wind-driven or stack) and mechanically ventilated which enables increased occupant 
control (CAR6) and improved energy efficiency (CAR12). BT Brentwood (B3) has a mixed mode 
system which uses a ‘traffic light’ system to inform the users of whether or not it’s okay to open the 
windows (green is open and natural, red is shut and mechanical) – CAR6. The office development of 
Angel Building (B44) is mixed mode as well as the architect suggested, “it works much better mixed 
mode – whether it’s psychological, taking the edge off, you know, it can work and so natural 
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ventilation…we looked at it, we thought it could work, we proved it could work and then pushed it 
really hard to make that work.” Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) was set out to only be naturally 
ventilated, but is mixed mode due to the difference its inclusion made to the building value (CON21) 
in comparison to the cost (a result of the client’s focus on market trends – CON17). On the other 
hand, the architects (I38) of Winnerish Triangle (B20) decided against providing a naturally ventilated 
system, “the advice we had was that the market wouldn’t take it [natural ventilation], so you’d have 
to change the cladding because we don’t have opening windows of the sort of size that you’d require 
for that to work.” In the case of David Wilson Library (B42), the ground and first floors use a chilled 
beam system while the second and third floors are naturally ventilated, but as the architect stated, 
“If they decide to change some of those second and third floors, potentially we could go back in and 
plug in some more chilled beams and then connect those on to the system.  So the infrastructure is 
already there for future adaptation as well,” (CAR14). In another example, rather than have a single 
conventional atrium, the developer (I33) expressed how the design for one of their new buildings 
proposes two small atriums which act as air chimneys with a mechanism that sucks fresh air through 
the chimneys to allow for natural ventilation – the system is coupled with operable windows around 
the perimeter (CAR6). Similarly, Milson Keynes (B32) contains a 3-storey single-glazed linear atrium 
along the exposed southern elevation that functions as a stack-driven ventilation shaft drawing air in 
and out of the classrooms via acoustically insulated ducts, while Terrapin Registry Drop (C10) is 
naturally ventilated and consists of wind towers which assist with natural ventilation as well as provide 
night-time cooling (CAR7 & 37). 
Natural ventilation was discarded for 85 Southwark Building (A2) even with the building's shallow 
plan (CAR36) due to the amount of noise and traffic pollution from the main street (CAR57); 
however, some of the windows were made operable to allow for some natural ventilation after hours 
(CAR6). Oxley Woods (A11) has large windows for natural daylight (CAR39), but restricts their 
capacity for natural ventilation without removing it completely - in an effort to retain a higher thermal 
performance (CAR12). The windows are adjacent to smaller opaque, operable panels which provide 
a level of natural ventilation. Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) links the operable windows to a 
building management system (BMS) to help assure the building takes advantage of natural conditions. 
Phoenix Square (B48) utilizes exposed concrete for thermal mass and overnight cooling is controlled 
by a BMS system which uses stack ventilation to discharge heat through rooftop "snouts"’ and pulls 
in fresh cool air via motorised windows and inlet panels.  
W.6.2 Shallow Plan Depth (CAR36) 
A shallow plan depth is considered to be generally less than 15m in depth which can support natural 
ventilation (CAR35) and good daylight penetration (CAR39). Different clients will prioritise the 
demand differently, 
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“on our project in Newcastle, we’ve agreed, because it’s with the university and with the 
council, who have a very strong kind of position towards sustainable development, that 
no glass to glass dimension is more than 15 metres…but a commercial office chap will 
not see it that way,” (I26).   
One developer (I36) commented that shallow plans are not ideal for all uses since they can limit floor 
plan configurations and may not make full use of the site. The majority of the projects characterised 
under mixed ventilation strategies (CAR35) and good daylighting (CAR39) include a shallow plan 
depth (e.g. projects A2, A8 & B21) to minimise energy consumption – e.g. Health & Safety 
Headquarters (B31) limited the floor widths to 15m to allow for natural ventilation (CAR35) and 
daylighting (CAR39), while the plan depth of FPAC (A3) was guided by natural light (CAR39) and 
sub-divisibility (CAR24).  
W.6.3 Building Orientation (CAR38) 
Building orientation is characterised as the prevailing direction of the building takes advantage of the 
natural conditions to maximise natural daylighting and solar gain along with reducing solar glare and 
overheating – i.e. understanding how the sun interacts with the building. Thus as one architect (I16) 
suggested, “The look of a building tells the story. The south façade looks different to the north for 
quite obvious reasons.”  Residential design in particular can take advantage of the spatial location of 
activities that occur at different points throughout the day, “it makes sense to have all the flats facing 
south or east or west, so you get decent orientation and all the offices open and face north pretty 
much and that mostly works,” (I5).  For example, the orientation of the Cedar Rapids Public Library 
(A4) is positioned and shaped on site to take advantage of natural conditions.  
W.6.4 Good Daylighting (CAR39) 
Good daylighting refers to the capacity for the majority of the spaces provided to be day lit.  Many 
projects include an atrium space to bring light into the centre of the plan (project B23) as well as roof 
lights to allow light to penetrate from above (project B23). – see Figure W.33 for a variety of tactics. 
The tiered atrium space of CPC (A12) is designed to hold informal meetings daily as well as events, 
exhibitions, conferences or any other social or professional gathering.  Igus Factory (C7) uses roof 
domes to provide natural light and ventilation (CAR35). Furthermore, each building has a central 
landscaped courtyard space which brings light into the building (CAR21) - each courtyard flourishes 
for a different season. The extension to Civil and Building Engineering (C3) cut a roof light into the 
existing structure (AT3) to bring natural light to the centre of the deep plan and created an atrium 
space between the existing and the new. All of the buildings of Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) were 
subject to daylight penetration parameters so that they are only as deep as daylight can get into them 
– the general section is 15m; 6m atrium; 15m (total 36m across). Furthermore, the top of the atrium 
utilizes an ETFE roof which provides better insulation than glass and the tint can cut down on solar 
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gain - simple and cheap to maintain as well (CAR12). In addition, the driving decks of the car parks 
are open grate to allow natural light to penetrate through the structure – which according to the 
architect was part of the strategy for making the parking structures multi-functional (CAR43).    
 
Figure W. 27 Tactic 'tree' for good daylighting 
85 Southwark Street (A2) incorporates a linear lightwell which stretches the length of the site and 
provides natural light to the workshop spaces in the basement – this is coupled with an atrium space 
above, glazing to the north, a cascading garden to the south and a useable roof. While the push and 
pull form of KTHC (A1) allowed for several light wells to penetrate the building. The residential units 
of The Cube (A10) that face the courtyard terrace back to allow light to reach deep into the plan. 
KOPU (A15) provides an internal courtyard space, which allows natural light to enter the centre of 
the building and provides a safe external space for the patients (CAR60).  In addition, KOPU’s (A15) 
pitched roof provides clerestory windows and roof lights to light the corridor and patient rooms 
from above. Terrapin Registry Drop (C10) includes a series of top-lit voids that that bring diffused 
light into the teaching spaces. The architect made sure that every room of the residential homes of 
Islington Square (A9) have a window which aids in their interchangeability (CAR43).   
The architect of Oxley Woods (A11) stressed the fact that the houses could afford to have much 
larger windows than conventional passive houses and still retain a very high level of code because the 
fabric (off-site constructed panel – CAR12, 16, 18 & 19) worked so well. The residential flats of 
Murray Grove (B30) all have dedicated sunny, south-facing exterior space. Goldsmiths (B37) used 
horizontal bands of etched glass with clear glass above to minimize visual intrusion but maintain light 
into the new studios - the depth of etching varies from 300-900mm depending on proximity to the 
comer house opposite.  In addition, high windows were provided to give indirect light into the studios 
for the artists as they work. The architect of FPAC (A3) expressed how the theatre space would 
have been more adaptable if they could have put a window in, but acoustical glass was outside the 
budget and thus the window was lost (CON20).  With that said, the hall space of Chesterfield 
auditorium (A13) benefits from a high quality of natural light through large sash windows which are 
equipped with full black out shades (CAR6). 
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W.7 Unfinished Design (DS8) 
Unfinished design is defined as the capacity to add to or ‘complete’ an aspect or layer of the building. 
Three characteristics arose from the data space to grow into, phased and user customisation. This 
strategy questions the relationship between where the designer ‘stops’ and the user ‘begins’ and how 
the solution can enable the user the ability to appropriate the space without greatly limiting their 
options. The above quoted metaphor suggests it is not the infrastructure or physical bits that make 
the architecture interesting, but the users and their activities. The challenge for many as one architect 
worded it,  
“…to leave space for somebody else to come after you to change it [the building] or add 
to it or take away and that you mustn’t – mustn’t is too strong a word, but you ought to 
allow the capacity for change in a way that your ego is undisturbed.”  
Space to grow into (CAR40) refers to tactics which extend the building outside of its initial 
boundaries. The distinction between user customisation (CAR42) and phased (CAR41), both of 
which take place inside the existing boundaries of the building, lies in the space’s readiness to be used 
– user customisation (CAR42) is considered ‘finished’ despite explicit opportunities for the user to 
appropriate the space while phased (CAR41) is unusable and requires additional work for the space 
to be used (e.g. shell and core; fit-out distinction). Speculative office development can exemplify the 
two choices a) a space can be finished to a BCO specification level (Grade A, B – a finished standard 
in industry)and a market value can be assigned to it or b) a space can be left completely unfinished 
and require an additional phase of construction to finish the space. The former (a) would be 
considered user customization (CAR42) in that the space is ready to use and only requires the 
addition of stuff (L3; furniture, equipment); whereas, the latter would be considered phased (CAR41) 
requiring the user to hire a contractor to finish the space (L3, L4 & L5; stuff, services & space plan). 
Only Chesterfield auditorium (A13) did not consider any of the three characteristics for this design 
strategy (partially due to its small scale), while DOIMC (A6) deployed all three.  
W.7.1 Space to grow into (CAR40) 
Space to grown into corresponds to the sufficient provisions to allow for additional space (non-
existing) to be added either horizontally or vertically. Vertical expansion is linked particularly to 
overdesign capacity (CAR14) given the structural provision (L7; foundation, floor and load bearing 
capacities) needed to be able to add additional floors or spaces above (projects A2, A7, A8). The 
different level rooftop terraces of the Harlow residences (B15) not only provide space for a variety 
of uses (CAR43, e.g. rooftop gardening, food growing, energy production, hot water generation and 
collection) they provide a platform for additional space to be built upon (Figure W.34). The 
residential design of Ely House (B45) also allows for the user to build an enclosed space on top of 
the roof terrace. Additionally, another conceived possibility is to add a bedroom above the provided 
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porch space.  While the architect reluctantly said the user could extend out back, the intent of the 
design was for the user to build upwards as suggested.  
 
Figure W.28 Various tiers of the Harlow residences (B15) 
Not only was 85 Southwark Street (A2) designed to be scaled up (an additional floor; CAR14), 
inward (filled atrium; CAR41) and outward (connect to the neighbouring building; CAR26), in a 
unique situation, the company petitioned (and was granted) the city council to close the small street 
behind the building which they have now extended into an additional outdoor space (Figure W.35) 
– the space is filled with comfortable outdoor furniture and apple trees (CAR60). According to the 
architect of the residential units for Oxley Woods (A11), the houses could easily add an additional 
storey by removing the roof panels (AT3), adding the additional wall panels and replacing the roof 
panels (the project also provided a standardized kit of parts some of which could be used to add 
space). Additionally, one or more panels could be removed to extend into the back garden. Despite 
not having a panelized system, the residential units of Islington Square (A9) are designed to allow the 
kitchen (large glazed opening w/ door) to add on a conservatory extending the enclosed space into 
the back garden as well.   
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Figure W. 29 Various expansion spaces of 85 Southwark 
Architect (I4) stressed the circulation plan, point of entry and flow of people (CAR50) as key aspects 
for allowing a site’s capacity to grow and shrink as needed,  
“the first thing lost [with the addition] was its circulation plan, we’ve now invented a 
circulation plan that is effectively moving laterally, so should they want to add others in 
the future, that actually you just need to bolt on more new buildings and you could extend 
the building.  In fact, we changed the entrance as well…so it looks to the future as well 
and can expand.”  
All of the ground floor circulation space of Melfi Headquarters (A5) was oversized (CAR22) in order 
to have enough space to connect the existing building to the planned extension.  Additionally, the 
building was positioned on the site to allow for a future extension which would double its current 
volume. The southern portion of the site for Cedar Rapids Public Library (A4) is currently surface 
parking and has been designated as an area for future expansion (Figure W.#) – extending the main 
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line of circulation. Essex & Suffolk Water (B43) was also strategically located on the edge of the much 
larger land owned by the company so that it could be let out to external companies by simply moving 
the site boundary (CAR46). The finger plan of Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) left open space to 
the North of the complex to allow for each block to be able to be expanded. Space was left on the 
site for Terrapin Registry Drop (C10) to extend as well. There is a large vacant lot adjacent to 
Nottingham Science Park (B2) which if the demand were to occur, the intent is to add another two 
similar open plan buildings connected through the landscaped site (CAR26 - via the masterplan for 
the site). One architect commented on how the classroom blocks of the school project had the 
physical capacity and area to be scaled outward if more classrooms were required, but lacked the 
space to accommodate the support spaces the additional classrooms would need (CAR21).  
KOPU (A15) has been developed with the possibility to add a new building upon the demolition of 
an existing neighbouring building. In such a case the building would be extended by mirroring the 
curve and connected (Figure W.36) -   the mirrored curve removes the issue of direct views between 
patient rooms. The design would also truncate on one end and connect to the existing hospital with 
a new entrance (CAR49). Furthermore, an option of extending up onto the roof space was discussed, 
however several obstacles were suggested such as the need for a stronger roof structure, 
balustrades, external fire escape, higher clear story, shelter and lighting. The original building of David 
Wilson Library (B42) was always intended on being larger, but was restricted by budget constraints 
(CON20). However, the design incorporated a knock out wall at the rear of the building in 2001 
which was utilised in the refit (AT3) and extension (AT4) of the building to add an atrium and 500 
seat lecture theatre.   
 
Figure W. 30 Expansion plans for Kettering (left) and Gateway Sixth Form College (right) 
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SVAC (C1) was designed to be extended by simply adding additional trusses to the kit-of-part system 
(CAR16). This possibility was never acted on partially because the architect felt the building was 
‘perfect’ as is (CON2), but also because of the poor performance of the original building (CAR12) - 
an extension was added and eventually connected to the original building underground (CAR26). 
Similarly, all the original buildings on the campus of Civil and Building Engineering (C3) were designed 
to be extended based on the tartan grid that ran across the campus. When the building was extended 
it was however chosen not to extend along these lines. On the other hand, both Chiswick Park (C2) 
and Igus Factory (C7) were designed as a system which would allow additional buildings to be added 
over time (and have successfully), e.g. Igus Factory (C7) was designed as seven phases, the system 
allows each new building to be scaled either larger or smaller in halves depending on the user’s 
evolving needs – over 17 years the facility has grown from 4,500m2 to 20,000m2 in size. In contrasting 
fashion, KTHC (A1) was constructed to as large of a mass as possible given current planning and 
conservation rules (CON7). In an example of how social events (CON6) can play an impeding role 
on adaptability, one architect (I5) explained how the original building they were adapting was 
designed to allow for additional floors to be added on to it (an additional 10 storeys), but because 
the foundations (L7) were bombed by the IRA in the early 80s they were now unable to take the 
additional load capacity (CAR14).  
W.7.2 Phased (CAR41) 
Phased as a design characteristic refers to ‘unfinished’ space which requires additional work to make 
it useable. One interviewee (I34) commented, “This whole business of providing buildings with a 
certain specification is just wasteful. I don’t think developers and certainly agents have actually woken 
up to the fact that businesses are coming out of this recession and businesses are really changing 
rapidly.“ While the speculative office space of The Cube (A10) was finished to BCO specifications 
(CAR42), the hotel space was left as shell and core - however the soil stacks, which will need to be 
coordinated with the apartments below, will restrict possible hotel bathroom positions (CAR44). 
DOIMC (A6) is planned to be built in several phases. The five-finger plan of the main building is meant 
to be implemented over two phases. The first phase provides a larger building than what is currently 
necessary – finishing approximately (70%) of three of the fingers completely and leaving 30% 
unfinished – the unfinished area will flex with the market as needed (CON17). The exact time scale 
for Phase II is unknown (5 years was suggested), but they anticipated the short-term need of an 
additional 250 beds (with supporting services). The design team explored the idea to vertically add 
space later (CAR40), but the client would rather build the empty space now, than tolerate the 
disruption later (CON1). The fact that the building is sealed for climate reasons makes the phased 
operations easier (thermal, acoustics, air quality). A subsequent phase would finish the remaining 
fingers, after which additional extensions would scale into the unused capacity on the site (CAR40). 
Architect (I19) commented on a project,  
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“The key to the project is to build a robust infrastructure which can accommodate a 
range of uses since the value (CON17) is unknown whether its offices, small flats, large 
flats, student housing, hotel, a bit of retail and so on, so the concept was to fit spaces 
out just to the minimum but in a good location with great access,” (CAR57). 
Here the architect suggests the risks of an uncertain market can be mitigated by the coupling of a 
generic infrastructure (M5) and a good location (CAR57). The housing for Oxley Woods (A11) was 
finished, but in a subsequent project the architect communicated that they ‘finished’ the housing just 
enough to get a mortgage on (CON18) which left the spaces completely raw – the standardized 
exterior structural panel system comes fire-proof and water-proof so they didn’t need to add 
plasterboard or other finishes. The cheaper option allows the users to finish the space as they like 
and when they have the money for it – a process of small lumps opposed to a single lump sum (Figure 
7.#). Almen+ (B12) is delivered without any interior partition walls or finished painting to help reduce 
rental costs. The fit-out for Nottingham Science Park (B2) is left to the user, but has been designed 
to accommodate Grade A office level to bepoke solutions including full lab specifications. The two-
stage construction of Segro Energy Park’s (B36) building 3 created an enclosed structure designed to 
be fitted-out either as an office, warehouse, laboratory or storage space (CAR43). 
W.7.3 User Customisation (CAR42) 
“There’s an interesting relationship then between what is set and what you leave open because you can 
go too far in either direction, to either extreme.” 
 I25 
User Customisation signals useable ‘finished’ space which is designed to be decorated or 
appropriated (customised) by the user – this can be provoked by material, spatial and solution 
choices providing the user a sense of ownership and identity with the building. For example, the 
terrace spaces of KTHC (A1) were intentionally left empty to allow users to take ownership of the 
spaces by adding plants and other items appropriating the spaces for their needs. The exterior wall 
colour of the homes for Islington Square (A9) were chosen by the user from a RAL swatch (CAR52; 
Figure W.37) and certain DIY elements offered at the start of the process were intended to enhance 
customisation including bird and bat boxes. For KOPU (A15), the door to a patient room allows the 
individual to customize their environment with graphics and signage; also for example, the rooms 
include ‘monitors’ that allow for personal images to be displayed - friends/relatives can email photos 
directly to the ‘monitors’. The simple and reversible connections (CAR1) of Flexilab’s (B5) space 
plan (L4) and stuff (L3) elements can be refitted easily (AT3) taking about a day and a half to fit out 
an entire space which can be done by the users themselves.  
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Figure W. 31 Exterior wall colours chosen by residents for Islington Square (A9) 
Architect (I14) commented on the success of the artist studios relied on the changing user’s ability 
to customise the space, “you create a background framework and the interior’s flexible - there’s an 
empty shell and the interior gets remodelled every year by somebody else. Those spaces are 
adaptable in that they allow people to work in them.” The architect of Hot House (B21) stressed the 
use of minimal and simple finishes to allow for the user’s work/appropriation to stand out – the 
interior is mostly white, accented with southern yellow pine paneling and translucent fiberglass with 
exposed structure and services (CAR19). The studio space of Goldsmiths (B37) is left completely 
raw as well. In contrasting fashion, a couple of architects expressed examples of how design features 
were deployed specifically to restrict users from customizing their space – e.g. the interior window 
ledges of a lab building were designed with a slope so that the scientist could not put any of their stuff 
on the ledges and obstruct the views (in this way the ledges are designed to be dysfunctional). In 
another example the architects of Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) placed grass on top of the file 
cabinets to refrain users from cluttering stuff on top.  
The SCAPE system which was implemented on Derbyshire School (B39) and Mary Elliot (C5) focuses 
standardisation on the structure (L7) and service (L5) layers, “it’s almost a bit pointless to cover 
absolutely everything.  Some things change so fast that it would mean you’d be continuously updating 
the toilet cubicles as people bring out new ranges. People want to choose their own finishes anyway,” 
(I9). Thus, the architect went on to compare the approach to shell and core despite it all getting built 
at a single time, the already designed system sets up an infrastructure to work with and the designers 
and users select the finishing elements. Each faculty which occupies a wing of Gateway Sixth Form 
College (B4) is provided with individualised colour schemes (CAR52; subtly applied to certain feature 
walls and within the flooring) and display cases to allow the departments to appropriate their wings 
helping to create an association with and identity for their departments. The result has been mixed 
with some faculties embracing customisation more than others. In describing a lab project, architect 
(I24) explained how the services were split into two layers,  
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“Primary services that would be suitable for any lab were permanent, but everything past 
the boxes could be stripped out. I think it’s all down to the connections and stuff to try 
and minimise the cost of relocation…it was about getting the balance right with capital 
versus lifecycle [costs].”  
Unlike traditional housing projects where the roof space is filled with trusses, the Harlow residences 
(B15) allows the user to expand into the roof space with the use of a prefabricated timber panel 
system (CAR18) which doesn’t use trusses and beams. Additionally, all the spaces of the house have 
very large space standards (CAR21) and can be used vertically to fill in a space by creating a 
mezzanine level (like a loft space). Each house of Oxley Woods (A11) has its own set of manufacturer 
drawings (DG9) which allow the user to cut holes in panels (new window) at designated locations 
so that it doesn’t cause any structural problems. The residential tower project of Tower Project 
(B49) investigated adaptability both in terms of occupying it (location of fixed spaces; CAR30) and in 
terms of how individual occupants can be expressed on the outside rather than conventional 
repetitious monolithic building (CAR54) – Figure W.38. The effort led to positioning fixed elements 
on the outside (kitchen and bathroom) allowing the interior plan to be versatile (AT2) and a set of 
creative add-on pieces which the user could choose how they wanted the exterior to look (e.g. 
balconies, winder gardens). Aeblelunden (B28) allows the users to choose from five degrees of 
completion from open floor plans with untreated surfaces to a completely finished solution. In 
addition, kitchen and bathroom units remain relatively static given the volumetric solution used, but 
material surfaces and items can be customized.   
 
Figure W.32 Plan and rendering of Tower Project (B49) 
W.8 Maximise Building Use (DS9) 
“the most valuable commodity in the house was what he described as use less space and of course we all 
laughed ‘cause we thought he said ‘useless space’, but in fact it’s space without a use.” 
 I4 
The design strategy maximise building use aims to increase the timeframe in which the building is 
used throughout the day, week and year – which promotes designing for a mixture of uses and 
demographics rather than a single typology. Seven characteristics were identified within this cluster 
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– multi-functional space, use differentiation, mixed demographics, multiple/ mixed tenure, isolatable 
and shared ownership. All projects demonstrated at least one of the characteristics with the lowest 
consideration for this strategy coming from buildings focused on a single use – e.g. semi-detached 
homes (projects A9 and A11). On the other hand, two projects (projects A1 & A7) fulfilled all seven 
characteristics and five other projects implemented 6 out of 7 (projects A3, A4, A6, A8 & A10).   
W.8.1 Multi-functional Spaces (CAR43) 
“one of the things I tried to do in this house is to de-specify space…” 
I5 
Multi-functional space is considered space which can be used for multiple uses (latent spatial 
capacity). The characteristic is intertwined across many other characteristics – probably more so 
than any other – physical characteristics: extra components (CAR9), standardised components 
(CAR16); spatial characteristics: standard grid (CAR33), modular coordination (CAR25), spatial 
variety (CAR28), good daylighting (CAR39), typology pattern (CAR23), joinable/ divisible space 
(CAR24), isolatable (CAR48), spatial ambiguity (CAR29), standard room sizes (CAR27), oversize 
space (CAR22), support space (CAR21), communal place (CAR60) and phased (CAR41). Several 
projects use the ground floor as a multi-functional space or for use differentiation (CAR44) to 
enhance community engagement. Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) consists of several common open plan 
spaces (CAR20) which can be used for different activities depending on the time of day or day of the 
week. The ground floor has a common area which consists of an enclosed space and an outside 
space covered by a canopy (party room). In addition, there is a kindergarten space and courtyard 
space (outdoor play space for kindergarten) which can be used by residents in the evening time or 
on the weekends - the spaces are left open to residents at all times. Moreover, local planning policy 
requires ½ parking space per a residential unit (CON10); however, most social housing residents in 
Copenhagen don’t own cars. So the architect designed the carport spaces so they can be used as a 
separate extension of the home as a place to work or use for a hobby – the studio space provides 
an additional functional capacity for the less versatile residential plans (CAR28) offering detached, 
nearby, shareable space (CAR47). In another example regarding the use of the ground floor of a 
house he designed, architect (I5) said,  
“There’s even a charging space for the electric car at the public entrance to the gallery, 
so the idea is that you can bring the car in because it’s a gallery, it’s to show the work 
that’s produced in the house.  So it’s a gallery, it can be a living room, , it can be partly 
a work space, so it’s allowing those boundaries to be blurred; you don’t over-design the 
space in terms of any particular function.” 
The mixture of configurable stuff (CAR6), choice in finish colour (CAR42) and natural daylighting 
(CAR39) has allowed the theatre space of Chesterfield auditorium (A13) to be successfully used for 
teaching, lectures, drama and music. In addition, the architect illustrated to the school that if they 
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increased the level of WC provision as part of the project they would not have to rely on other 
facilities within the school to meet public licensing requirements which enabled the school to hire the 
theatre for private use and keep the rest of the school closed off (CAR48) – reducing costs and 
management associated with external hire - increasing its attractiveness. The hall opened with an 
ambitious and wide ranging programme of events for the school, parents and the local community 
and according to the school has transformed the way drama is taught. The theatre space of Gateway 
Sixth Form College (B4) is multi-functional provided with a high acoustic folding partition (CAR6 & 
24) to allow the space to be used for lectures or teaching drama or dance simultaneously (Figure 
3.39). FPAC’s (A3) theatre space can be configured to fit 250 seating, 450 standing and 100 cabaret 
style depending on the event. Most of the support spaces (CAR21) of the Wyley theatre (B17) are 
not defined by a single function, many doubling their identities and are cleverly linked (CAR50) to 
allow for the multiplicity to take form fluidly –  e.g. patron’s lounge is also used as a second lobby and 
the rehearsal room as a second theatre. The Lift (B18) is an open plan (CAR20) temporary structure 
that was conceived to hold public events, performances, meetings, workshops, etc. throughout the 
course of a single day requiring the ability to quickly reconfigure its space – this is done with a series 
of deployable structures (CAR2) and a main structure which can lift and drop objects (screens, 
curtains) in and out of the space (it can quickly change between one big space and a lot of little 
spaces).   
 
Figure W. 33 Moveable and adjustable partition for the multi-functional theatre space (B4) 
Many projects characterised a multi-functional space as a large open area with moveable furniture 
(CAR2) which can accommodate a variety of activities (project B3, B9 & C3) – such as an atrium or 
courtyard space (project C7) which serves as a large undefined space for events. The atrium space 
of CPC (A12) provides a social space for events, informal meetings and consists of a series of 
undulating surfaces that adapt to the existing topography of the site encouraging the use of the space 
as a ‘patio’ with outdoor furniture, vegetation and a wooden deck surface (Figure W.40). 
Furthermore, the additional office spaces of CPC (A12) were intentionally developed bigger then 
what the factory needed (CAR22) because of the understanding that they will need more space for 
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the factory, and in the meantime they will be rented out to tenants. Because of the success of renting 
the office space, the owner wants to construct and move the company into phase 2 and rent the 
entire phase 1 out to startup companies (CAR40 & 46). With the internal courtyard space of KOPU 
(A15), the client struggled to understand the benefit of having a space without a defined purpose. 
The architect illustrated the array of activities which could take place in such a space - allotments 
(growing stuff), objects to prompt memory, drying laundry, occasional concerts, sensory garden, 
barbeques, etc.  It is worth noting here, in the client’s eyes the benefits needed to outweigh the 
potential danger of a patient injuring themselves being outdoors – which required the architect to 
provide additional value through an array of possible uses. Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) included 
a series of tent spaces (tensile structure) connected to the normal provision of buildings that were 
constructed with no specific use in mind. The architect felt this has allowed the space(s) to go beyond 
the original intension (corporate presentations, training activities) to include activities that were not 
foreseen including people using them as a venue to get married (CAR 45) – the spaces are sub-
divisible (CAR24) and contain a series of moveable objects (CAR2) to allow for multiple 
configurations, e.g. large moveable digital screens which are 2 and 3 stories high. Baron Road Primary 
School (B1) contains a multi-functional hall space (dining, gym, performances) which has loose 
furniture/ equipment (CAR2) to allow it to serve a variety of functions – BB99 does not allow for a 
separate dining area at primary school level requiring a multi-functional space (CON11). In addition, 
the central atrium space which has a soft boundary with the classrooms (CAR29) is an open plan 
space (CAR20) along with a couple of dedicated breakout spaces which can be used for a variety of 
teaching activities. Lastly, the IT space has a level of versatility with Wi-Fi technology removing most 
of the intended equipment and allowing the space to be used as a nursery currently.  
 
Figure W.34 Atrium space of CPC (A12) used for dining function (left) and presentation (right) 
Some of the architects mentioned providing a mixture of furniture allows for different activities to 
take place – e.g. the addition to Civil and Building Engineering (C3) implements - comfortable chairs 
and sofas outside offices with formal meeting tables and chairs. In several of the rooms (library, 
teaching and staffroom), KTHC (A1) provides a variety of furniture so they can be used in different 
ways such as meeting rooms or consoling offices. While other projects stressed the ‘rawness’ of the 
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space – Goldsmiths (B37) consists of studio and gallery spaces which are intentionally left raw not to 
suggest any particular use and are filled with lightweight objects which can be moved around 
(CAR02). In addition, the roof top accommodates a curtain-walled pavilion which can be used for 
special events. Many of the spaces provided as part of Hot House (B21) were designed to be used 
in a variety of ways - a multi-purpose conference/exhibition space, training facilities, two artist-in-
residence live work studios, two roof studios and a large roof terrace for public art displays and 
events.    
The lab spaces of Bio Innovation Centre (A7) have the capacity to be converted into office space 
(AT4) if the market demands (CON17). While the original intent for BP3 (B24) was to be an office 
building, it was later changed to be a teaching/research facility. The architect suggested the ground 
floor is principally where all the differences between a typical office and this scheme happen: nursery, 
gym, lecture theatre, café, seminar/ workshop rooms, and a more generous reception area – 
reinforces the need to treat the ground floor level differently than the standard office plate above. 
The mixed use development (CAR44) of Ipswitch (B25) allowed for a shift in the market by designing 
the starter units to be useable as office space if the market didn’t work out (CON17). Architect (I14) 
discussed a project which had four uses (nursery, offices, training centre and restaurant) and the 
objective was to design a building were any of those functions could happen in any of the spaces. The 
result was “A very simple, naturally ventilated building with an ambient facade which could 
accommodate any sort of partition grid and could opportunistically respond to things that came 
along,” (I14; CAR19, CAR39, CAR32 & CAR33).   
It was conveyed that technology (new products) can often add or remove physical and/or spatial 
dependencies nested inside a building. One example provided by architect (I18) illustrated how new 
scalpels made of non-magnetic materials allowed MRI units to be used as operating rooms (CAR 43) 
which removed the spatial dependency of having an operating room adjacent to an MRI room 
(CAR31) – removing spatial dependencies allow room functions to change more easily. According 
to architect (I7) every space is inevitably used for multi-functions, “Even the ‘sports area’ which 
wasn’t designed for a multi-use sports room. It was designed really for a meeting space.” However, 
a building manager mentioned that occasionally with a multi-functional space you will get tensions 
between uses throughout the day. He gave the example of their central London facility which has a 
restaurant and deli which Tuesday to Thursday is full all day with people having meetings or people 
working (laptop, Wi-Fi, Cisco Softphone and local printer). The conflict arises at lunch time when 
people buy their lunch and have nowhere to sit – the manager has to walk around and kick people 
out. Architect (I19) suggested the same overlapping of uses can apply to the public realm as well – 
no dedicated lane for cycles, cars, etc. – i.e. surfaces are less delineated.  
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W.8.2 Use differentiation (CAR44) 
Use differentiation signifies the inclusion of a mixture of uses. It was felt that this was becoming more 
and more part of policy (CON10), to mandate developments contain some level of mixed use. Use 
differentiation can intensify the use of the building (and the urban block more generally) helping to 
remove voids of time when buildings sit empty and unused - improving the efficiency of use. As one 
architect (I2) added, “A mixed use building can better serve the area.” By adding different uses one 
can increase the commercial viability of an extremely expensive asset (CON21). In one speculative 
study, the architect (I24) discussed how they looked at how they could bolt on a variety of different 
facilities to stadiums to make them more useful by becoming more of a daily destination (e.g. leisure 
centres, sports gyms). In another instance, local policy forced the developer to add residential to 
their urban development which is located in a noisy and poor air quality area (CON10). In order to 
make up the value difference between residential (50% of which is affordable) and office, the 
developer couldn’t afford to put in generous floor to floor heights (CAR 22) in the residential because 
they would never have fitted it all in. So the floor to floor height in the residential is 2.4m and 2.8m 
in the office - in order to fit more residential into the same envelope. This was further complicated 
because of the mixed housing requirements for high-end and affordable housing (CAR46) muddling 
the overall building configuration. The affordable housing (which can’t afford air conditioning) was 
positioned where air/noise quality wasn’t so bad (open windows; CAR6), while the high-end housing 
was provided air conditioning.  
The Cube (A10) contains six vertically stacked zones of uses (Figure W.41) - car park, retail, office, 
residential, hotel and restaurant. Each group of floor plates has been tailored to a certain extent to 
its intended use offering varying floor to floor heights (3.5m – 4.5m), floor loadings (4 - 5kN/sq.m), 
fire strategies, lift and service strategies.  The hospital facility of DOIMC (A6) contains a retail portion 
which requires separate access (CAR49) – a perceived demand comes from the anticipated 
international cliental.  At one point the scheme included a double-height supermarket, but local 
legislation made it unfeasible requiring a completely separate parking area (CON6 & 10). The retail 
space could be converted into hospital use in the future (AT4), but it would be difficult to do the 
inverse due to regulations (CAR43). Some uses will require different specifications, for example, in 
St. Bolophs (B27) the dealer floors have specific requirements for open floor area and the amount 
of raised floor space they need (an increase from the typical 150mm to 500mm) that overall created 
a difference of almost a metre in floor to floor heights compared to the office levels. The mixed use 
development of Ipswitch (B25) includes over 300 apartments, offices, shops and restaurants, and, a 
new venue for a dance company. 
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Figure W. 35 The Cube's (A10) mixture of uses 
W.8.3 Mixed demographics (CAR45) 
Mixed demographics illustrates the building services more than a single demographic. Buildings which 
open themselves up to the community for after-hour use will inherently attract mixed demographics 
(projects A1, A2, A3 & A14). The intent of Mossbourne Academy (C9) was for certain facilities to 
be open to the community (theatre and sports hall); however, this has proven difficult because of 
security – the facilities are not completely isolatable (CAR48). In addition, buildings which are mixed 
use (CAR44; e.g. office, residential and retail) will attract mixed demographics (projects A3, A6 & 
A10).The over-sized circulation space (CAR22) on the ground floor of FPAC (A3) typically serves as 
a gallery which is open to the public to wander into the building (CAR60) – the space is used as a 
reception when the theatre is active (CAR43). This allows the public to informally engage the building 
and its uses, not restricted by the conventional inside/outside boundary of a traditional theatre. In 
addition, the restaurant located on the first floor serves the theatre when events take place, but it is 
also open to the community and remains open a regular set of hours which is not restricted to theatre 
performances. The varied and multiplicity of uses (CAR44) for the building establishes a vibrant life 
internally and externally, generating an intriguing overlap between how the building is used 
throughout the day, week and year.    
In an effort to combat socially sterile suburban environments (mono-functional), architect (I2) pushed 
for housing that can respond to a family’s changing composition and would allow them to stay in the 
home longer through the use of spare rooms for multi-generational or multi-tenure opportunities 
(CAR46). Oxley Woods (A11) provides a variety of house types and sizes that range from two to 
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five bedroom houses, most with gardens and allows for different forms of tenure including housing 
association lets, shared ownership and traditional sales (CAR46) to encourage a varied community. 
W.8.4 Multiple/Mixed Tenure (CAR46) 
Multiple/mixed tenure means the building is occupied by multiple tenants all of which may or may 
not operate under the same tenure agreement (e.g. mixed ownership and rental). Having multiple 
and mixed tenure can complicate building systems particularly if the tenants stretch across uses which 
operate at different hours of the day or week. They could require separate access and services (semi-
isolatable; CAR5 & 49). Majority of the commercial projects have some level of multi-tenancy or 
mixed use (projects A1, A2, A3, A6, A7, A8, A10, A11, A12 & A14). From the outset the developers 
of The Cube (A10) decided to separate tenure for the residential units into two parts: the west side 
is designated as ‘investor’ (predominantly rental property) accessed via a lobby at level 6 and the east 
side, ‘owner-occupier’ accessed from the shared lobby at level 7 – the strategy was constructed to 
increase unit and building value (CON21). Blue House (B41) consists of a house, office and flat 
(CAR44). The office is used by the owner for her business and she rents out the apartment separately 
to the main house. The flat could be sold leasehold but the office is within the demise of the house 
effectively – i.e. it would be difficult to separate the two. Bourbon Lane (B29) encompasses 27 
houses, 51 flats and maisonettes which can either be rented or shared ownership. Hot House (B21) 
set aside space to provide local creative businesses a place for hot-desking at a minimum charge. The 
café inside CRPL (A4)  is privately operated; however the seating space is shared by the café and the 
library (CAR47) blurring the boundary (CAR29) and serving as a welcoming public interface for the 
library (Figure W.42). 
 
Figure W.36 Independently owned cafe w/ shared seating, CRPL (A4) 
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W.8.5 Shared Ownership  (CAR47) 
“I think the interesting thing is that actually adaptability is more about being able to change the names on 
the door” 
 I23 
Shared ownership is described as space which is not used ('owned') by a single individual or 
organisation – thus there is often a reduction in the specificity to which a space may be defined. The 
clinic in KTHC (A1) shares consultation rooms since the normal clinical routine for a doctor is it to 
work four days a week which would leave an assigned room empty one day a week. Rather than 
placing name plates on the door, the facility uses magnetic name strips that are stored in a shared 
office space (each doctor has a portable tray) and allows each clinical room to be used by different 
doctors minimising the redundancy (Figure W.43). The portable trays (CAR2) which stores the name 
plates also contain the doctor’s instruments as the open plan office space (CAR20) implements a 
hot-desking policy – the open space is complemented with bookable rooms for privacy (CAR28). In 
addition, they deliberately did not put locks on drawers to avoid people colonising them with 
personal items/equipment. However, each consulting room has a storage cupboard, but with 
standard locks (CAR16) removing the problem of people losing keys. Lastly, there are no specified 
loos (e.g. staff/visitor, male/female) – all loos are single WC suitable for all. The toilets of Baron 
Road Primary School (B1) are unisex as well to give greater versatility (AT2). The Bio Innovation 
Centre (A7) incorporates shared amenity spaces on each floor (e.g. lounge area) and a shared 
storage area on the ground floor (CAR21). By creating a centralised zone of shared open spaces 
(CAR30), Takenaka Headquarters (B9) was able to reduce the redundancy in meeting and public 
spaces needed by consolidating spaces between groups and divisions. The theatre space of FPAC 
(A3) is intentionally labeled ‘multi-purpose community space’ to bolster a shared sense of ownership 
and diversity of activities – adaptability comes through the nuance of labeling or the lack thereof. 
Joplin Interim High School (B11) intentionally labelled the spaces used as classrooms as ‘studios’ to 
help reduce the individual attachment typically associated by teachers with ‘their’ rooms and how 
the rooms could be used (CON4). Moreover, students don’t actually have any individual space either 
(e.g. no lockers) as all work is digital and done through student laptops (CON6).   
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Figure W.37 Magnetic name strips and doctor trays for KTHC (A1) 
Allowing shared amenity services for building tenants was mentioned by a few interviewees, e.g. “So 
if you want to sublet to five different tenants…you try to encourage shared services so you’ve got 
shared meeting rooms, shared catering facilities on the ground floor and then you can sublet just 
space up above it,” (I34). One of the main drivers of Nottingham Science Park (B2) was to create a 
shared double-height lobby space which would invite tenants in with a reception, amenities and 
circulation providing a clear communication of good management (CON15). The Cube (A10) uses 
a shared lobby with multiple entry points (CAR49) for many of its upper uses including the hotel, sky 
bar, restaurant and east residential apartments. The design team for DOIMC (A6) was unsure 
whether a centralised waiting area or waiting areas for each individual consultant would better serve 
the building. It was decided that a centralised waiting space reduces the need for additional spaces 
(less floor area) and can support additional activities if needed (CAR43). Atrium, courtyard or garden 
spaces often bring a sense of shared ownership by establishing a communal place (CAR60) – e.g. BT 
Brentwood (B3) contains two conservatory gardens. 
In the work environment there is a tension between shared ownership (hot-desking) and user 
customisation – the former suggests separation between user and space (storage space becomes the 
intermediate buffer) while the latter suggests more of an integration and identification of spatial 
boundaries (which may be shared). There remains a degree of behavioural issues with the cultural 
shift between the two (CON6) as many work environments are moving toward the former as one 
building manager (I34) commented, “There is no personalisation of the space, we’ve taken the 
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pedestals away because that is the biggest single problem we have, is that once you’ve got a pedestal 
under the desk, as soon as people start putting things in it, then that suddenly becomes their space.” 
For KOPU (A15) none of the staff will be assigned desks and all will be given a locker to store personal 
items. The architect noted behavioural changes are always difficult, but users are most accepting of 
change when they move into a new building. Hot-desking was a policy implemented in several 
projects (projects A1, A14, A15, B1 & C3).  
W.8.6 Isolatable (CAR48) 
Isolatable describes space(s) or a section (wing) of the building which can function in separation from 
the rest of the building. Implementation is typically a result of multiple ‘lower-level’ characteristics 
such as service zones (CAR5), multiple access points (CAR49) and multi-functional spaces (CAR43). 
Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) includes specialist spaces with separated access and services that 
allow them to remain active ‘after-hours’ for local groups and students – sports hall and gym, theatre 
and student services block (SSB). The sports hall has its own separate reception area and has been 
used by local sports groups. The SSB department has an independent living flat, which has its own 
direct access from the outside. It is there to teach special needs students about living on their own – 
the flats have additionally been used temporarily by other students as well. The floor plan of KOPU 
(A15) is divided by a central courtyard which would allow it to be used as two separate functioning 
buildings. The architects felt this would be enhanced if they are able to keep some of the spaces more 
open (CAR20), which was an ongoing battle with the contractor (CON14).  
KTHC (A1) provides an isolatable community space which can be used after hours since access is 
controlled by an additional door inside the main vestibule (CAR49) – Figure W.44. The space is 
partitionable into two rooms (CAR24) and has a sprung floor to enhance its ability to be used for a 
wide range of activities (CAR43, e.g. counseling, immunization & dance classes). Similarly, Baron 
Road Primary School (B1) benefits from having multiple access points on both ends of its central 
atrium - the rear entrance is open only at the start and end of the school day; however, both entry 
points have a vestibule and given the plan configuration have large individual spaces adjacent to them. 
The architect (I18) discussed the simple possibility of adding a separate access door to the rooms to 
allow them to be used for community/ after-hour purposes.  While the elongated shape of BT 
Brentwood (B3) is separable into three distinct buildings (discussed in CAR5), the owner has come 
to realize that in its original design the individual floors are not completely separable to different 
tenants. From the entrance point adding a separate security system to each floor is straightforward, 
however on the other end of each floor plate is an internal staircase which is open to the floor plan 
that would need to be separated from the floor plan and a security point added.  
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Figure W. 38 Isolatable space w/ separate access door inside vestibule, KTHC (A1) 
W.8.7 Multiple Access Points (CAR49) 
The characteristic of multiple access points is defined as the provision of multiple entry points into 
the building which could serve different uses or users. Thus, access location (separability), security 
and use differentiation (CAR44) play an important role. For example, the ground floor classrooms 
of Baron Road Primary School (B1) have multiple access points which allow them to be used in 
different ways (CAR43) – one from the exterior and the other from the hall space plan. Several 
projects implemented a main circulation throughway creating good cross access through the building 
(CAR50; e.g. projects A1, B1 & B6). KTHC (A1) has access from either end of its elongated form 
that supports how the building is split between the clinic on one end and NHS tenants on the other 
(CAR46). The architects of the Creative Arts Centre (B6) communicated how creating multiple 
access points made the building feel bigger and more accessible,  
“We cleared away all this shrubbery at the front here and made a new piazza here. 
Then we made three new main entrances that just opened the whole thing through, so 
that from there you can go all the way through the building, out through a little courtyard 
here and then straight out to the car park.”  
The architects subsequently expressed disappointment about how the courtyard space has been 
cluttered with a prefabricated box (CAR42) – effectively ruining the design concept (CON2). Cedar 
Rapids Public Library (A4) provides three primary points of entry which allow users to self-select 
areas of the building they would like to access at different times and from varying modes of transport 
(CAR57). The developer of Chiswick (C2) noted that,  
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“As we’ve created bigger buildings we’ve had to change the core configuration of the 
building to allow more entrances and exits off the floor, if you like, to allow for more 
adaptability (CAR46). The downside is if you’ve applied that rule to some of the earlier 
buildings that would have been so inefficient for the smaller footprint that you wouldn’t 
have justified building them.”  
Residential and office developments will commonly include multiple entrances for different tenants 
(CAR46). Blue House (B41) has separate accesses for the flat and the home, while the entrance 
space of St. Bolophs (B27) is split into two floors to help separate access while allowing them to be 
visually linked (one up and one down; CAR51). Some projects didn’t include separate access points 
but admitted to the possibility and its ability to aid in the adaptability of the building. For example, 
separate access to the hall of FPAC (A3) would have allowed for the theatre space to be separated 
from the remainder of the building and have direct access to the street. On the other hand, the 
service access of Bio Innovation Centre (A7) has been located and designed to become a secondary 
entrance in the future if needed. 
W.9 Increase Interactivity (DS10) 
Increase interactivity suggests the use of physical and visual connections to increase a sense of 
environmental awareness creating a more legible place. Better connecting spaces (physically and 
visually) increase the possibilities of how a space can be used (CAR43; AT4) which supports better 
and increased use of the building. While the majority of the projects stressed accommodating both 
characteristics (10 out of 15 – projects A1, A2, A4, A5, A8, A9, A10, A13, A14 & A15), two projects 
(projects A6 & A7) didn’t communicate either. 
W.9.1 Physical Linkage (CAR50) 
Physical linkage represents the physical connections between spaces – legible, efficient, connected in 
multiple ways and promotes growth in different ways.  Some projects promoted the importance of 
circulation elements enabling them to be more than a means of passage (CAR43). Several projects 
discussed the need to have good physical circulation on and between the ground floor and the 
surrounding landscape aiding the permeability of the building (CAR29; projects A10, B6 & B40). In 
addition to St. Bolophs’ (B27) unique split -level lobby, the building expresses the vertical circulation 
as a piece of sculpture within the atrium (Figure W.45), revealing the structure of the lifts within the 
landlord space of the building and effectively taken it out of the (tenant’s) floor plate, increasing the 
floor plate’s efficiency - some floor levels reach 88% efficient, while the average is about 82%.  
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Figure W.39 Expressed vertical circulation of St. Bolophs (B27) 
It was conveyed that key to Chesterfield auditorium’s (A13) success was the ability to create simple, 
direct access from the main entrance to the theatre hall separating traffic from other highly-used 
spaces (e.g. neighbouring dining area) – good physical linkage promotes a simple plan (CAR32). The 
entrance for BT Brentwood (B3) is on the first floor rather than the ground floor as it was believed 
users would be more inclined to use the stairs to go one floor up or down rather than up two floors.  
One interviewee (B3) discussed how their new building in London used the prominence of the stairs 
throughout the atrium space as a tactic to promote walking between floors rather than using the lifts 
- which saves them energy as well. Similarly, the Queens Central Library Extension located their 
staircase in a prominent and central location following the “Active Design Guidelines’ of the City of 
New York to promote physical activity (CON11).   
A round circulation tower is prominently positioned at the corner of Murray Grove (B30) and 
connects the two 5-storey wings of dwellings. The tower extends above the adjacent wings and uses 
curved perforated aluminum screens to enhance its translucent appearance (CAR54). The central 
atrium of the Jubilee wing (B8) contains a prominent lift tower that provides a clear, landmark visible 
from the main reception desk (CAR51) surrounded by glazed horizontal and vertical links connecting 
and wrapping the interior of the atrium space - removes obstacles from the floor plate (CAR20). 
The spiral stairs of 85 Southwark Street (A2) connects from the piano nobile (the base of the three 
storey atrium above) on the first floor to the basement below with the intent on promoting 
communication and relieving the basement of feeling like a secondary space (project B31 uses a 
similar application). The Cube (A10) displays a visually impressive set of twisting escalators which 
spiral around the courtyard and connect the different levels and uses. Igus Factory (C7) uses 
'expressways' for employees to move rapidly about the building. The elevated walkways are placed 
on the cross axes of each block and are used to distribute services as well. Carl Jacobsens vej’s (A8) 
multi-tiered roof terraces provides direct access from the different apartment levels reducing the 
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need for vertical circulation.The main design feature of Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) is the 
‘street’, a three-storey link between all the departments. The dynamic central zone of Takenaka 
Headquarters (B9) creates a borderless ‘canal of light’ which hosts a diverse range of open meeting 
spaces, eye-catching colours and shapes (CAR52), large light wells (CAR39)and unobstructed 
staircases – the open design makes visual and physical connections between spaces, floors and nature 
(CAR51) – Figure W.46. Visual communication is strategically reinforced with lines of sight created 
by the use of a variety of furniture types (e.g. low sofas, counter chairs) within the spaces. Creative 
activities are bolstered with open-style meeting spaces known as collaboration booths which 
combine shell-shaped partitions, roll-up screens and moveable parts to ‘activate’ diverse forms of 
communication.  
 
Figure W.40 Section through Takenaka's central zone 
W.9.2 Visual Linkage (CAR51) 
Visual linkage describes the visual connections (views) between spaces both within the interior and 
between the interior and exterior. CPC (A12) promoted the connectivity between perimeter spaces 
and the central atrium space by encasing the production rooms in glass and wrapping the atrium 
space with internal circulation connecting the various levels of the building. In addition, the meeting 
rooms and dining room are encased with a phase changing material – the walls can be transparent, 
translucent or opaque (CAR6). For Heelis Headquarters (B23) the visual connection between the 
different areas created better communication and better working (CON4). In addition, breakout 
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spaces were positioned near staircases with connection to natural light (CAR39) and views which 
became ‘natural’ extensions to the circulation space as places to meet (CAR43) – the ‘natural’ 
movement of the building reduced the need for formal meetings. The circulation promoted both a 
‘comfort’ dimension and a ‘social’ working dimension. KTHC (A1) incorporated several light wells, 
glass partitions and open atrium areas which increased the visual relationships between spaces and 
overall connectedness between interior spaces and to the outside. The architect of Park Hill (B40) 
created long views for the residents from one window to the next to provide good cross ventilation 
(CAR 35) and daylight (CAR 39) as well.     
 
Figure W.41 Active perimeter of CPC's (A12) atrium space  
The garden facing facades of Murray Grove (B30) include full-height windows and sliding glass doors 
which open up to a generous balcony (CAR23) overlooking the courtyard garden – the façade is in-
filled between apartment balconies with red cedar (CAR15). Flexilab (B5) uses relocatable glass walls 
(CAR2) to promote visual connection and communication amongst lab users. All the classrooms of 
Mossbourne Academy (C9) are glass and the doors are always open to support connectivity between 
staff and students. The window sills of the Jubilee wing (B8) are intentionally designed lower than 
conventional to allow patients good views from their bed, while Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) 
provides views of the surrounding country side. The school Kent School (B33) stressed that every 
space had a visual connection with the outside world.  
In contrasting fashion, one architect (I21) commented, “We only allow the views out of the building 
where they’re significant, where they refer back to a lake [prominent object] effectively so you’re 
always being brought back to its place in the context by the way that you move through the building.” 
Does this perspective unfairly dictate which views are of value and potentially limit visual linkages? 
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Rather than only providing windows in strategic locations, Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) accents particular 
views by providing larger than usual openings – e.g. towards the roof terrace, courtyard and street. 
W.10 Aesthetics (DS11) 
Aesthetics as a design strategy makes use of the building's image, form and narrative as a way of 
appealing to the users’ and society's appreciation. Five characteristics clustered under this strategy: 
attitude & character, spatial quality, building image, quirkiness and time interwoven. All projects 
implemented at least one of the five characteristics with The Cube (A10) describing all five and two 
projects representing four out of the five (projects A8 & A9).    
W.10.1 Attitude & Character (CAR52) 
“what do you do, you take a white wall and you paint it, apply some vinyl to it and all of a sudden you’ve 
got something that is striking simply for that, regardless of the building or the rest of the space.”  And 
that’s one of the most common themes of light and graphics to lift buildings up.”  
I16 
Attitude & Character promotes the use of colour and graphics to provide a level of character to the 
building. Several projects (projects A2, A10, B25 & B32) discussed the use of colour (e.g. colour 
accents) to cleverly pick out design features, delineate circulation routes (way finding), mark different 
areas of the building, define ownership, increase legibility and ultimately create value by simply adding 
a bit of extra vibrancy. KTHC (A1) incorporated a large budget for the building's graphics (graphic 
designer was part of the design team) to increase legibility and present an overall feeling of increased 
comfort (Figure W.48) – large graphics also ‘branded’ Joplin Interim High School (B11) and Queens 
Central Library (B14) which used ‘green’ graphics to educate users about the sustainability features 
of the building (e.g. natural, local materials; energy and water efficiency measures).  CRPL (A4) uses 
the colour red as a branding technique for the library across all its built assets – this includes red 
accent colors in the interior design palate and exterior elements in the architectural materials – the 
central cylinder which stresses the height of the building as a legible landmark, signage, solar shading 
airfoil fins, entrance ribbon, art installation in the plaza, The ‘red branding’ was a result of a 
collaboration between client, architect and PR company to meld logo, design concept and 
architecture.  
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Figure W. 42 Various graphics for KTHC (A1) 
In addition, KTHC (A1) uses the top rail system (CAR16) to hang community artwork allowing it to 
be changed easily and regularly. Both Health & Safety Headquarters (B31) and the addition to Civil 
and Building Engineering (C3) installed colourful artwork as well - hung however in more traditional, 
permanent way. The Lift (B18) used patterns and colours of different local heritages on the exterior 
fabric to enhance a feeling of shared ownership of the building. FPAC (A3) used colour accented 
lights as a simple (and cheap) technique to enhance the spatial quality of the enclosed staircase 
(CAR53). Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) used colourful and designed furniture by Vitra to enhance 
the space. The interior side of the exterior walls of the Takenaka Headquarters (B9) are painted in 
four monotone colours which help to create a sense of depth (together with the ceiling protrusions 
and recessions). The architect of Chesterfield auditorium (A13) communicated discussions with the 
client regarding choosing an accent colour which would support rather than suppress the theatre for 
other uses (CAR43) – a brighter green colour was chosen in the end rather than the darker brown 
suggested by the client (CON1). The developer of Nottingham Science Park (B2) added, “[the 
building] is very much a product of its time, bright colours, bold and brash, time of confidence, there 
are no greys here. It is here to make a statement.” The quote suggests whether there is a threshold 
of having too much ‘attitude’ that locks a design in a particular time and whether or not that is a 
problem (e.g. less adaptable).  
W.10.2 Spatial Quality (CAR53) 
“We have built over the last couple of generations a load of shit space, really bad spaces - badly lit, badly 
ventilated and actually quite unpleasant and unhealthy environments. I think we’re gonna struggle to 
make sense of them [as different uses].”  
I6 
Spatial quality as a design characteristic uses a unique spatial character to enhance the quality of space 
and thus the user appreciation of it. One architect (I6) commented on how spatial quality revolves 
around fundamental aspects which inherently allow the space to accommodate a variety of uses,  
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“very primary architectonic qualities which are made more specific like daylight, fresh 
air, view, visual connection. Those things are almost old fashioned architectural values, 
but they are ones that if you’ve got fresh air and daylight, then you can do lots and lots 
of things.”  
The unique spatial character of The Cube’s (A10) courtyard (driven by the practice) had to be 
balanced with the maximum structural cantilever, maximum width for the office floor plate and 
appropriate depths for the apartments (project parameters) creating a hugely iterative process of 
balancing factors (Figure W.49). The bottom of the second floor auditorium of the Cedar Rapids 
Public Library (A4) slopes down into the oversized collection space (CAR22) and projects out of the 
building – circulation bridges define either side of the sloping form and provide an interesting ceiling 
plane for the reading space below.   
 
Figure W.43 The Cube's (A10) courtyard space (under construction) 
Another architect (I16) stressed,  
“Buildings need to be delightful to use and to occupy, to live and to work in and also 
delightful to look at and everything else.  So we’re keen that through that process, that 
comes out of it and you get a very strong piece of architecture which is grounded on very 
core, logical principles.”  
The architect’s comment stresses spatial quality is a result rather than a driver of a sound process 
(CON2). Architects discussed delivering spatial quality through formal composition (projects A1 & 
A10), accenting vertical circulation (CAR50; projects A2, A4, A10, A12, B8, B14, B27 & B3), an 
abundance of natural light (CAR39; projects A1, A2 & A12), use of warm, durable materials (CAR10; 
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projects A12, A14, B30), visual and physical connections between spaces (CAR51; projects A1, A2 
& A12) and vegetation (projects A1, A4, A12, B15 & C3). 
W.10.3 Building Image (CAR54) 
“If an ugly building is empty…it’s virtually impossible for anyone to make a case to keep it. So design quality 
is always good.”   
I31 
Building image refers to a level of familiarity or uniqueness the exterior image offers. Thus, there 
were two somewhat opposing trends regarding building image – universal image (familiar, not tied to 
a particular use or user) and striking image (unique, identifiable). The striking image approach 
embraces the concept of architecture as landmark (e.g. project C7). The Cube (A10) was conceived 
to be immediately identifiable as a gateway to the canal and city centre through its powerful geometric 
form and shimmering solid metallic texture offering a distinctive new presence to the city skyline - a 
strong destination with a clear identity (Figure W.50). Another unique aspect is the open fretwork 
screen on the one side which completes the geometric form of a cube, but also allows light into the 
plan through the courtyard space (CAR39). The main office level of the Hothouse (B21) uses a 
standardized glazing application at a conventional span from desk height to above eye level, but 
exploits the double-height of the space (CAR22) by adding additional amoeba shaped clear-storey 
windows above which provide generous natural light and ad character to the space and exterior 
façade while not limiting the spatial configuration of the interior space (Figure W.51). It’s also worth 
noting that while the clerestory windows appear to be of different size and shape – the architects 
only used three standardized organic shapes and then rotated and flipped them to provide a visual 
variety (CAR16). 
 
Figure W.44 The Cube (A4) 'standing out' in its context 
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Figure W.45 Amoeba shaped clerestory windows of the Hot House (B21) 
The two dimensional façade shape of Islington Square (A9) embraces ‘cookie-cut’ artistic shapes 
rather than straight lines. The intriguing shapes are coupled with brickwork and balconies embodying 
clever and distinct patterns (Figure W.52), but is grounded in the use of a mature, durable material 
(CAR10 & 15; brick). Additionally, the architect shared how initially they wanted to paint names of 
previously existing factories on the exterior -mimicking the traditional large signage of the factories. 
Despite the planners (and the client) liking the idea of the building embracing local heritage, the 
residents felt it was the worst idea ever - it evoked horrible memories of the era’s conditions since 
many of the families had relatives that worked themselves to death in those factories (CON3 & 56).  
The intent behind the unique image of Islington Square (A9) was to transcend stereotypes of what 
social housing is supposed to look like –99% of social housing schemes look the same – providing a 
sense of pride and appreciation towards the design by the user (CON3). The sense of pride was 
something one of the residents of Murray Grove (B30) also voiced, “It's modern and different. Too 
many of these new housing estates look the same." Architect (I28) stressed that even providing a ‘big 
box’ solution for a tight budget doesn’t always mean one can’t find innovative ways to make an 
interesting piece of architecture.” The simple box form of the Dartford Judo Club (B34) is 
transformed with the use of the roof drain as a prominent feature of the entrance – water flows 
down a perforated screen that forms an exterior entrance space and provides a unique building image 
and improved maintenance solution. With the extension of Civil and Building Engineering (C3) the 
uniquely shaped curved façade provided the additional advantage of allowing more offices to be along 
the perimeter of the building and have a window (CAR39).   
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Figure W.46 Facade of Islington Square (A9) 
The universal image approach embodies a standard pattern across the façade – e.g. Carl Jacobsens 
vej (A8) uses a standard cladding system and generic window pattern - “The challenge is to come up 
with something that doesn’t look like a port-o-cabin – something architectural,” (I37). In addition, 
Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) used a simple colour scheme of greys to accompany the brick exterior and 
enhance its universal applicability (Figure W.53). 85 Southwark Street (A2) provides a universal 
form/ image which is nonspecific to the user and could be sublet or sold on if necessary. However, 
the glazed street façade provides a bright, colourful image by using lights located on the floors that 
turn on when its dark and bright yellow shutters can open like butterfly wings to multiply the light 
onto the streetscape – the architect explained the lighting creates a sense of safety in the area rather 
than dead office space at night (Figure W.54). Similarly, the fact that all the buildings in the business 
park of Chiswick Park (C3) look exactly the same (but are scaled differently) provides the tenant the 
option of moving between buildings depending on their growth or contraction. The universal image 
of the means not allowing occupants to apply any signage on the buildings. The architects of Bio 
Innovation Centre (A7) articulated the contemporary architectural language of the building’s skin 
does not communicate a specific use typology.  
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Figure W.47 'Generic' image of Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) 
 
Figure W.48 Facade of 85 Southwark (A2) lit up at night 
CRPL (A4) uses a system of actuators and sensors to illuminate the panels adjacent to the central 
staircase by illuminating when a user walks up or down the stairs (Figure W.55), telegraphing the 
activity of the building in an ongoing kinetic and sculptural way. Furthermore at night, the undulating 
“skin” surrounding the auditorium glows as 60 - 8’x1’ openings reveal a warm, inviting light.  
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Figure W.49 Lit panels respond to patrents using the steps, CRPL (A4) 
Often planning policy (CON7) will play a role in defining the image of the building particularly in areas 
where the council may take the opinion that the building should match or blend in with the existing 
architecture – e.g. the Jubilee wing (B8) had to reflect the material, building height and size/ type of 
windows of the surrounding Victorian architecture. Proportions, height of floors and the overall 
building height of FPAC (A3) all relate to the neighbouring Georgian buildings (Figure W.56), but at 
the same time don’t attempt to replicate the architectural style or materials (CAR58). To this point, 
the chief planning officer was against the use of expanded metal mesh for the facade given the historic 
Georgian High street. However, the architect (I2) was able to appeal to the planning committee by 
weaving the materiality of the facade into a historic narrative, illustrating its potential beauty through 
a strong concept of place and thus legitimizing the use of the material to the committee (CAR56).  
 
Figure W.50 FPAC (A3)  
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One planner (I32) remarked that making it easy to replace the elevation is an important aspect of 
adaptability because people expect the building to look different if they’re going to pay ‘new’ rents 
all the time. In addition, it was expressed by some that the use of low maintenance, durable and 
familiar materials provide a strong and quality building image and was explicitly deployed on some 
projects (project B8, B21 & C5). Interestingly, on the other hand, one architect (I6) mentioned that 
change is often easier in the strange or unfamiliar as people tend to get protective with the idea of 
changing something which is familiar – suggesting a tension between adaptability and familiarity.  
W.10.4 Quirkiness (CAR55) 
Quirkiness represents the spatial or physical anomalies which add to the character of a building. This 
characteristic finds value in the spaces of unresolved geometries or ‘hidden’ spaces large enough for 
just one. One architect (I4) suggested,   
“it’s those spaces that are always engineered out of buildings that make the difference 
and that’s why we like old buildings ‘cause you come across something that’s a bit of a 
quirk and you say ‘Oh, this is nice, I can just hide myself here’ and everything’s so 
engineered now ‘cause it’s so arithmetic.”  
Another architect (I1) articulated how they are always trying to look at how architecture can be 
suggestive of time passing, incorporating a quirkiness, “incorporating wherever possible spaces that 
are half one thing and half another and nooks and crannies, places where you can overlook one space 
but feel like you’re part of a crowd but feel like you’re on your own as well.” Quirkiness as a 
characteristic suggests spaces that may be difficult to use, but can provide character to a building, 
overcoming the inefficient use of space through the user’s appreciation. The jiggered geometry of 
the courtyard facades of The Cube (A10) create wedge shaped interior spaces for the residences 
that for most may seem to be somewhat difficult to use, but may add the quirkiness value sought 
after here (see Figure W.49). The perimeter walls of the new extension for the Queens Central 
Library (B14) have been thickened to promote the use of the large window sills as reading nooks and 
intimate social spaces (Figure W.57) – the interior façade connecting the extension to the existing 
library is treated the same with inhabitable niches (CAR26).    
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Figure W.51 Reading nooks Queens Central Library (B14) 
W.10.5 Time Interwoven  (CAR56) 
“I was thinking come on guys, Liverpool has this great tradition, let’s build on it, but reinterpret it.”  
I3 
Time Interwoven embeds an historic narrative into the initial design features or through the aging of 
materials. A handful of architects discussed how they always try to embed a local narrative into the 
building whether it occurs as part of the physical architecture through the materials chosen or 
through the use embodied by the building. The design concept for FPAC (A3) stems from 
Renaissance myths, representing the scallop shell as a local symbol of the pilgrimage soldiers 
undertook down Main Street to the pier. Architecturally, this is embraced through the translucent 
nature of the curved façade panels painted a scallop shell pink and softly lit from behind in the evening 
reinterpreting the local architectural symbolism of the shells as architraves over windows (CAR54; 
see Figure W.56). The image of the building changes with the cladding’s unique pattern and texture 
depending on the time of day and quality of light reflecting the changing activities inside the building 
(CAR43). The formal vision (cube) of The Cube (A10) is intertwined with its location, Birmingham, 
having a long history in jewellery manufacturing (jewellery quarter), the visual concept evolves into a 
jewellery box; a beautiful metal cube on the outside with glass and colour on the inside (see Figure 
W.50) - all other design criterion (including adaptability) must accommodate the strong design 
concept. Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) intentionally created a very rough exterior surface with irregular 
backsides of bricks sticking out and no cleaning of smeared out mortar to help give the feeling of an 
aged building (see Figure W.53). 
Additionally, time can be interwoven in a ‘forward’ manner – e.g. the intentional incorporation of 
materials which will change (age) over time in a purposeful manner. Architect (I2) characterised her 
practice’s approach as using materials that weather naturally – evidenced through the use of brass 
and zinc panels and timber cladding. Goldsmiths (B37) uses varying sized brass panels that will patina 
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uniquely but together will give an evolving homogenous effect (CAR54) - each panel is hooked onto 
a rail system and screwed into place (CAR1). Another architect (I6) made a distinction between 
certain types of material surfaces – one that when damaged becomes imperfect while the other 
becomes a form of patina. The intent of the factory lettering which in the end was not included in 
the design of Islington Square (A9) was meant to be painted on and let fade to a non-legible state 
mimicking the worn condition. Projects which involved the reuse or retrofit of an existing building 
often involved the tactic of exposing or leaving certain aspects of the existing building untouched as 
a method of expressing a layered history (projects B6, B10, B19, B22, B37 & B40).  
W.11 Multiple Scales (DS12) 
The design strategy of multiple scales advocates for the consideration beyond the building to include 
aspects of the site and surrounding area. The design strategy is composed of four characteristics: 
good location, contextual, circulation (neighbourhood scale) and a communal place. Five projects 
embodied all four characteristics (projects A2, A3, A4, A8 & A10) while only one project didn’t make 
use of any of the characteristics (project A5).  
W.11.1 Good location (CAR57) 
“We’ve learnt from history, we try and make a point of always building on transport nodes because 
some of our product has become obsolescent because you have to drive to work.” 
I36 
Good location considers location variables such as multiple transportation options, a favourable 
climate and amble density. One planner (I31) mentioned the importance of street widths as being 
related to the ability for the street to accommodate different uses and used the example of terraced 
housing areas because they are of sufficient width, even though the houses are quite small the streets 
are reasonably wide – today streets vary from inner city motorways (too wide) to suburban housing 
estates (too narrow). The planner (I32) also mentioned density as being an important aspect and 
suggested, “It takes about 500 houses just to support one corner shop unless it has passing trade but 
if it doesn’t have passing trade it requires a huge number of residents for just a very small business 
shop,” - hence the importance of connectivity. 85 Southwark Street (A2) benefits from multiple 
transportation links being located within a 10 minute walk of two major train stations, close to several 
tube stations and accessible by buses which run in front of the building. The building also benefits 
from the vibrant and busy character of the area and neighbouring buildings filled with mixed uses and 
continual development – one of London’s premiere areas to work or live.  
In selecting a new location for CRPL (A4), the library wanted the new facility to be downtown, on 
the bus route and have a sidewalk presence - something renovating the existing facility could not 
provide (see Figure W.60). The residential development of Oxley Woods (A11) is linked into a wider 
masterplan providing residents with a local high street, new public transport links and a new primary 
school as adjacent developments are progressed. Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) is following in the footsteps 
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of a handful of adaptive reuse projects which have begun the gentrification of an outlying area of 
Copenhagen which is now slated to become a large mixed use and well- connected area. One planner 
(I32) cogently pointed out the contingent relationship between building and location,  
“the adaptability of buildings in some way has to be tuned into the adaptability of the 
place and the degree of adaptability you would build into a building in an unadaptable 
place should be less, if you’re being sensible economically, than if you’re in an area where 
change is likely to be rapid and is likely to come first and where it’s most important that 
the buildings can turn around more quickly in order not to slow the place down.” 
BT Brentwood (B3), built in 2000, shifted from a dense urban location to a suburban location which 
allowed for more space and amenities; however the company has found the lack of transportation 
options and connections to other businesses and activities major obstacles over time (Figure W.58). 
On the other hand, Takenaka’s Headquarters (B9) constructed in 2004 moved from the centre of 
Tokyo to one step outside achieving a larger space standard but retaining good links and 
transportation options.    
 
Figure W. 52 BT Brentwood’s (B3) remote location 
W.11.2 Contextual (CAR58) 
 “I think we’ve got to stop thinking perhaps just on a building level and much more on a whole 
environment level.”  
I21 
Contextual as a characteristic exploits and relates the building to its surrounding environment. 
Architect (I27) discussed how they are designing two buildings currently for the same client in two 
distinctively different locations and how both are a reaction to their surrounding – in shape, scale and 
material. The strategy for Vodaphone Headquarters (A14) was to maximise the site to their 
advantage. All the buildings are positioned to include the versatility of having a common ground floor 
which means they follow the contours of the site – the simple rectangular plans (CAR32) appear 
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organically throughout the site in order to follow the single ground floor plane. The strategic use of 
the site allows the buildings to use the natural air flow of being located in a small valley (CAR35) – 
the buildings lie on either side of the lowest point, positioned across the prevailing wind patterns 
making them ideal for natural ventilation with the wind hitting the buildings at 90 degrees. In addition, 
exterior materials of natural terracotta rain screen cladding and cedar cladding (CAR1) were selected 
to complement the surrounding natural landscape. Similarly, Kent school (B33) is also built on 
contours to improve access to the exterior for all the classrooms (Figure W.59). The architects of 
Oxley Woods (A11) stressed the flexibility of the panelised system used which was capable of 
adapting to a wide variety of site configurations (plot sizes, shapes and topography) including shifting 
the roof orientation and fenestration pattern.  
 
Figure W.53  Conceptual plan of a school in Kent (B33) designed to the contour 
In another example, one architect (I3) noticed that the local vernacular for the front of many buildings 
in the area was a local brick (CAR15);  LCB Depot (B10) follows this vernacular tradition (CAR56), 
but uses a different local pink brick instead allowing the building to be different (CAR54) but 
contextual. 85 Southwark Street’s (A2) final form reflects the complex ‘Right to Light’ regulation 
(CON10) and the shifting scale between the commercial street at its front and the residential behind 
(CAR58). While having a very different aesthetic value to its neighbouring 'Georgian' buildings, FPAC 
(A3) has adapted relationships to the neighbouring buildings’ overall height, storey heights and 
window heights. Similarly, while adding to the heterogeneous block of buildings, Murray Grove (B30) 
continues the height of adjacent buildings along the street to each side.  
Carl Jacobsens vej (A7) was strongly formed by its context with its geometry and exterior materials 
(brick) reflecting the surrounding buildings.  Hot House (B21) responds very differently to its 
contrasting surroundings by providing an open face to the park and a masonry buffer to the noise 
and vibration of passing trains on its opposing side. Lastly, as part of a masterplan project the architect 
(I4) conducted, he stressed that buildings don’t have to look similar or be of the same size, however 
every architect assigned to a building was required to talk to the designers of the neighbouring 
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buildings. This unique dogma embedded in the development process was to assure there was an 
understanding about the spaces between buildings and how they were envisioned and used – i.e. the 
whole is greater than some of its parts.  
W.11.3 Circulation (neighbourhood scale) (CAR59) 
Circulation (neighbourhood scale) establishes physical connections to the surrounding area. This may 
come from the designer’s own initiative or be part of a master plan which helps tie multiple 
developments together. The central courtyard of The Cube (A10) creates a diagonal pedestrian 
route that slices through the building enhancing the connectivity of the surrounding area linking the 
street to the towpath, footbridge and the neighbouring mixed use development. Rather than entering 
directly off the street as most buildings do, the design of 85 Southwark Street (A2) cuts a single-story, 
4m wide pathway through the building - doors are provided on either side of the pathway. The 
entrance was designed as such to tie the building into the larger area scheme linking circulation from 
the residential area behind the building all the way to St. Peter’s church on the other side of the 
Thames. This was done through discussions with neighbouring buildings (CAR26) – e.g. a new 
circulation path that is part of Tate Modern’s extension (AT4) forms a critical link.  
Bio Innovation Centre (A7) is the first building on a newly planned site, thus is currently not 
connected to any wider circulation plan, it has however been designed to allow for a connection to 
be made from the main entrance lobby to future phases of the science park. It is worth noting, this 
is considered a somewhat dangerous tactic to ignore the existing surroundings in an effort to connect 
to future plans as they may change (or never take place). Carl Jacobsens vej (A8) forms a public 
pathway between the neighbouring school building and its own façade, along with a public courtyard 
space which links the nearby train station and destinations on the other side of the development. 
LCB Depot (B10) links the cultural quarter to the rest of the city with new public spaces in the building 
(café and gallery) and a public courtyard behind the building.  
W.11.4 A Communal Place (CAR60) 
 “Provided you have the place, it’s the place that’s important and not the individual building within it. 
London has a degree of placeness and a degree of urban quality that will attract people here with or 
without buildings.” 
I32 
A communal place embodies a multi-functional, shared space either interior or exterior that provides 
a place for gathering. This type of space is complex and tends to be a mixture of various other 
characteristics. Thus, similar to multi-functional (CAR43) many of these types of spaces have already 
been discussed within other characteristics - support space (CAR21), oversize space (CAR22), 
spatial ambiguity (CAR29), natural ventilation (CAR35), good daylighting (CAR39), space to grow 
into (CAR40),multi-functional space (CAR43), use differentiation (CAR44), mixed demographics 
(CAR45) and building image (CAR54). Table 8.12 illustrates the types of spaces commonly associated 
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with being a communal space, the numerous projects which implemented them and the 
differentiation between the intended ‘community’ being either within the building or broader as the 
public. A communal space was also referred to as good exterior space(s) or spaces that provide a 
sense of place.  
Type of Space Buildings Intended User 
Atrium A12, B1, B4 & B8 Building’s users 
Public square A3, A4, B25 & B47 Public
Courtyard A15, B29, B30, B36, B41 & C10 Building’s users 
Courtyard A8, A10, B10 & B21 Public
Roof space A2 & A8 Building’s users 
Roof space A4 & A10 Public
Landscaped garden A2, A14, B2, B3 & C2 Building’s users 
Open ground floor A8 Building’s users 
Open ground floor A3, B10 & B40 Public
Table 8.1 Types of Communal spaces 
In addition, it was communicated that these spaces often offer a mixture of furniture (project A12), 
warm, durable finishes (project A12), over-sized circulation (project A2), good daylighting and good 
access (project B6 & B40). The plaza space of the Cedar Rapids Public Library (A4) is designed as an 
extended space of the library - a series of plateaus which can be used as tier seating for special events 
like local parades or marathons and is equipped with electrical power for temporary uses (Figure 
W.60). In addition, the library provides an outdoor roof space which can be used as a seating area 
(wi-fi hotspot), terrace, learning garden, and to host events (CAR43) – in general it is open to the 
public if it is not being rented by an organisation for an event. In addition, a large section of the roof 
is vegetated which in addition to providing a natural setting is integral to the storm water management 
system and collects rainwater for storage in cisterns at the roof level which is used to irrigate the 
vegetated area (CAR12). 
 
Figure W.54 Aerial view of CRPL (A4) illustrating plaza and rooftop space. 
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To bring a sense of community beyond a single dimensional business park Chiswick Park (C2) 
includes a health club, swimming pool, cafe, landscaped public space, open performance space, and 
a lake. The developer stated that they’ve retained several occupants due to the environment the 
park presents (CAR44) – people enjoy work. Similarly, Nottingham Science Park’s (B2) exterior 
space(s) has been developed for the users to enjoy their surroundings with places to sit and routes 
to walk (Figure W.61).  
 
Figure W.55 Landscape area of NSP (B2) during construction 
Part of the concept of The Cube (A10) was to fill a missing ‘void’ in the city for the public by providing 
a special destination high up so that anyone would be able to enjoy the views offered from the top 
of the building (CAR51). The two-storey glazed rooftop structure is currently home to a restaurant 
and bar offering panoramic views of the cityscape – the developer stressed that this use of the space 
was a financial lost since day one, but was a key dimension in establishing a social value for the building 
(CON3). Gateway Sixth Form College (B4) provides a new consolidated campus near student 
accommodations which was previously fragmented throughout a large area and dislocated from 
where the majority of the students lived – hence the new facility was designed to reinforce a better 
sense of community (e.g. large atrium corridor provides areas for student events and social 
opportunities). The developer had a desire to make a communal place for St. Giles (B50) which is 
open during the day and night by providing a ground floor of restaurants and cafes which spilled out 
onto the plaza area as part of a large mixed use development (CAR44). However a fraction of the 
community and local politicians felt it would be in tension with the residential area and compete 
against a neighbouring location, thus the planners wouldn’t allow the restaurants to have a seating 
area outside after 9:00pm impeding on the developer’s idea of a communal space.  
Interestingly, one of the main concepts for the adaptation of Park Hill (B40) was to make the exterior 
and interior ground level more permeable (CAR50; cut large holes in the walls), inviting (CAR45; 
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community-orientated uses like a nursey) and enjoyable environment (CAR53; landscaped well) to 
facilitate a more communal place (CAR21).The generous balconies (CAR23) of Murray Grove (B30) 
are intentionally not at a right angle, they are inflected (angled slightly towards each other) to support 
communication between neighbours (CAR51). Moreover, within the courtyard space of Murray 
Grove (B30), the design provides a large 500m2 communal garden to the rear. A strategy of Bourbon 
Lane (B29) to create a stronger sense of community was to reduce the window to window dimension 
from the conventional 18-20m to 15m so that the environment felt more intimate and provided 
natural surveillance through better visual connections (CAR51). It is worth nothing, architect (I1) 
expressed the importance of symbolic ownership as well (in establishing a communal place), enabling 
different groups to share an attachment with the building through its image or some form of 
decoration (CAR 47).  
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MOVEABLE STUF...
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MULTI-FUNCTION...
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USER CUSTOMIS...
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Appendix X: Emerged characteristics visualised as a network graph
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A1 Kentish Town Health Centre X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 25
A2 85 Southwark Street X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 28
A3 Folkstone Performing Arts Centre X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 17
A4 Cedar Rapids Public Library X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 16
A5 Melfi Headquarters X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13
A6 Dato Onn International Medical City X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 16
A7 Bio Innovation Centre X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 19
A8 Carl Jacobsens vej X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 17
A9 Islington Square X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13
A10 The Cube X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 22
A11 Oxley Woods X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 20
A12 CPC X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15
A13 Chesterfield Auditorium X X X X X X X 7
A14 Vodaphone Headquarters X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 22
A15 Kettering Old Persons Unit  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 23
B1 Baron Road Primary School X X X X X X X X X X X X 12
B2 Nottingham Science Park X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13
B3 BT Brentwood X X X X X X X X X X X 11
B4 Gateway Sixth Form College X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 20
B5 Flexilab X X X X X X X X 8
B6 Creative Arts Centre X X X 3
B7 Cellophane House X 1
B8 Jubilee Wing X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14
B9 Takenaka Headquarters X X X X X X X 7
B10 LCB Depot X X X X X X 6
B11 Joplin Interim High School X O X X 4
B12 Almen + X X X X X X X 7
B13 Accordia X 1
B14 Queens central Library X X X 3
B15 Harlow X X X X X 5
B16 Peabody Project 0
B17 Wyley Theatre X 1
B18 The Lift X X X X 4
B19 South London Gallery X X X X 4
B20 Winnerish Triangle X X X X 4
B21 Hot House X X X X X X X X X X X X 12
B22 Nottingham Learning Centre X X X 3
B23 Heelis Headquarters X X X X X 5
B24 BP3 X X X X 4
B25 Ipswitch X X X X X X 6
B26 Madrid Barajas Airport X 1
B27 St. Bolophs X X X X X X X X 8
B28 Aeblelunden X X X X 4
B29 Bourbon Lane X X X 3
B30 Murray Grove X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14
B31 Health & Safety Headquarters X X X X X X X 7
B32 Milton Keynes X X X X 4
B33 Kent School X X X X X X 6
B34 Dartford Judo Club X 1
B35 Open and Shut House X X 2
B36 Segro Energy Park X X X X 4
B37 Goldsmiths X X X X X X 6
B38 BBC Project X 1
B39 Derbyshire School X X X 3
B40 Park Hill X X X X X 5
B41 Blue House X X X X X 5
B42 David Wilson Library X X X X 4
B43 Essex & Suffo k Water X X X 3
B44 Angel Building X 1
B45 Ely House X X 2
B46 Sunderland Gateway X X 2
B47 Colton Square X X 2
B48 Phoenix Square X 1
B49 Tower Project X 1
B50 St. Giles X 1
C1 Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts X X X X X X X X X 9
C2 Chiswick Park X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13
C3 Civil and Building Engineering X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 17
C4  Halley VI X X X X X X 6
C5 Mary Elliot X X X X X X X X 8
C6 Silk Street X X X 3
C7 Igus Factory X X X X X X X X X X X X 12
C8 Myton Road X 1
C9 Mossbourne Academy X X X X X 5
C10 Terrapin Registry Drop X X X X X X X X X 9
18 14 16 16 4 10 5 1 6 3 1 0 0 4 7 23 0 9 11 29 21 20 13 21 5 6 10 13 13 9 0 15 18 5 11 5 0 1 16 19 6 13 18 4 8 13 11 5 9 14 9 13 13 15 2 9 4 9 5 27
Appendix Y:  Table of written characteristics from each case study
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The influence of practice culture on adaptable building design 
ABSTRACT 
Arguably, adaptable buildings extend the useful life of our existing assets by accommodating 
change more easily. In this paper we seek to understand the influence of architectural practice 
in shaping the product of adaptable design. A research model is presented as a means to discuss 
and compare practice typologies and the complementary and competing forces that play an 
influential role in the resultant architecture. We reveal, through case study projects and practice 
narratives, how the practice culture emerges as an ‘actor’ in the building process thereby shaping 
the resulting design practise and outcome. Design which is driven by a strong culture which 
embeds exogenous influences as part of their design approach tends to provide more adaptable 
solutions as part of their quest to satisfy long-term, societal concerns. This has significant 
implications for theorising the relationship between design practice and design outcomes. 
Keywords: architectural practice, adaptability, design, organizational culture 
Appendix Z: Manuscript
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Introduction 
 
All buildings will inevitably change throughout their lives, and so designing buildings in ways that 
can adapt to accommodate change cost-effectively arguably represents a key design criterion 
(Schmidt III et al. 2009).  An increased capacity to adapt our buildings can offer benefits in the 
form of waste reduction, lower energy consumption, reduced operational costs and shorter 
downtime, as well as potential benefits to the character and quality of the building (c.f. Wilkinson 
et al., 2008; Langston et al., 2008; CSA, 2006).  However, while a positive aspiration, designing 
for adaptability is often subordinated below other more straightforward and immediate design 
considerations (Schneider and Till 2007). This raises questions in relation to how adaptability, as 
one of an array of design issues, can be scaled, evolved and stabilised through the design 
process?  The literature points out the fallacy of industry’s focus on the built artefact as a static 
object and the individual architect as a stable image of creativity (c.f. Cuff, 1991; Brand, 1994; 
Till, 2009). Both perspectives remove any sense of a long and intertwined design and use 
process.  If, on the other hand, design is viewed as a complex and on-going social process, it 
can be seen to be continually shaped by contingent forces, both internal and external to the 
designer. This view of design is often expressed from an ethnographic point of view (c.f.  Lloyd 
and Deasley, 1998; Perry and Sanderson 1998) in which the ‘social’ network of forces are in 
constant negotiation with each other (as constraints/ specifications) through an iterative and 
dynamic process which inevitably defines the artifact.   
 
As an example of a more processual view of design practice, Yaneva (2009) reveals that it is 
with the internal view of the practice that one can see all the multifarious aggregates that link 
design together. Here, the practice and its processes account for the distinctive features of design, 
which are themselves set in the everyday trajectories of the practice as a co-operative activity of 
architects (people) and objects.  Seen in this way, the design practice serves as an arena for 
these activities and becomes an active agent in the design process. Despite the intuitive 
attraction of such a perspective, which sees design and design practice as being enmeshed 
within a specific practice context, few papers expand the consideration of adaptability beyond 
the physical object to policies such as planning regulations (Kincaid 2002), market conditions 
(Brand 1994) or procurement routes (Barlow and Koberle-Gaiser 2009).  There is little focus, if 
any at all, on the different role of architectural practices responsible for designing the built artefact 
as a key component.  
 
In this paper we seek to construct a more dynamic picture of architecture by connecting process 
and product, supplementing a project narrative with one of practice, and giving importance to the 
social context in which the outcome was created.  In other words, we posit the view that the 
culture of design practice cannot be separated from the adaptability of the built artefact.  In 
developing this position we aim to generate new theoretical provocations around the role of 
practice in designing adaptable buildings. This sees design as a social process, shaped by 
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contingent forces, but playing out within a practice arena which is in itself an active agent in the 
design process. 
The paper begins with a review of the literature on design practice resulting in the construction 
of a research lens (a theoretical space). The chosen research method is then justified and 
explained before the results of the analysis are presented and discussed. The insights provide a 
basis for broader theorising around the role and influence of practice disposition on adaptable 
design outcomes. 
Towards a typology of design practice 
 
Cuff (1991) argues in her extensive study of architectural practices, that few architects would 
speak of ‘cultural differences’ as a way of distinguishing between practices, but conventionally 
refer either to a portfolio of projects, or the types of services the practice may offer.  Similarly, 
Blau (1984) points out that most analysis of architectural practice has been either historical or of 
the style and use of their buildings.  However, viewed another way, professional practice can be 
seen as a complex, but systematic social organisation that embodies a culture of underlying 
patterns through the everyday activities of its people, instilled beliefs and espoused values, or in 
other words, an organized way of ordering relations to social or physical environments (Brown et 
al., 2010).  Cuff (1991) concludes that a practice can be seen as a unique and dynamic 
environment, a cultural microcosm, organised around: a) a charismatic individual(s) or a set of 
collaborative objectives which maybe for economic reasons, b) specialisation and diversity and/ 
or c) to establish a meaningful world.  Seen in these terms, design culture extends beyond what 
is manifested in an artefact to the totality of carrying out design or as Julier (2006) positions “from 
conceiving and negotiating artefacts with clients, to studio organization, to the output of the 
design and to its realization.”   
Cultural typologies and frameworks of organizations abound, but one of the most influential is 
that developed by Schein (2004), who analyses the culture of an organization at several different 
levels comprising:  beliefs (basic assumptions that are implicit in the way people work), values 
(espoused attitudes, strategies and behavioural norms), and artefacts (things that you can see, 
e.g. spatial plans and tools).  While Schein (2004) examines the broader role of leadership in 
organisations, this simple schema relates well to the exemplified structure used by Cuff (1991) 
to define the culture of architectural practice - dialect, mores, activity patterns, power structure 
and roles.   Cuff (1991) goes on to additionally clarify that discussing the practice as an active 
agent, does not dismiss the agency of the lone architect in the process, but gives significance to 
the context, the social underpinnings, in which the individual acts.  Seen in this way, the practice 
becomes an arena for a building’s formative life, and influential in the way the individual designer 
works (Lauche 2005).       
In recent years, several studies have attempted to develop theoretical models and typologies of 
architectural practice. For example, Beim and Vibaek Jensen (2007) formulated a model that 
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distinguishes four approaches towards managing the design process and product:  pragmatic 
(ordinary and traditional), academic (interpreter and synthesizer), management (collaborative 
and business-orientated) and conceptual (unique and artistic).  Each approach is then 
characterized as a unique combination of four dichotomies:  project vs. process orientated; 
autonomous vs. conditional; evolution vs. innovation; and intuitive vs. explicit.  While the model 
provides interesting descriptions regarding different approaches to practice, the work lacks a 
broader consideration of situating the typologies as part of the larger design/ construction process. 
As such it falls short of providing a model which can clearly illustrate a comparison of the 
approaches and their production of an architecture. In seeking to position practice within the 
context of a broader competitive context, Coxe et al. (1986) define three strategic approaches 
for positioning a practice within the competitive context of the construction industry - strong 
delivery offers a reliable solution through repeat design elements and lower fees (straight forward 
projects); strong service offers a capacity to solve more complex aspects to projects (e.g. 
programme, planning permission, scale) and can charge a higher fee; and strong ideas have a 
strong reputation in the field for a unique and creative nature and can also charge high fees.  
Winch and Schneider (1993) augment Coxe et al.’s approach by offering a fourth approach - 
strong ambition (new practices who are qualified, but with little experience and charge low fees 
to gain work) - and argue for the (re)positioning of the approaches more appropriately against 
measures of market positioning opposed to the choice of technology used by Coxe et al.(1986) 
– Winch and Schneider (1993) use two axes to situate  the four approaches amongst each other: 
project complexity (simple – complex) and quality preference (peer – client) – Figure 1.  The axes 
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provide a  helpful depiction, however they do little to situate the design approaches against the 
forces at play/ resulting architecture.  
 
Figure 1 Winch and Schneider (1993) Practice Typologies 
 
In their study Coxe et al. (1986) add another important distinction between organisational 
approaches through their fundamental values. A ‘Practice-centred business’ is focused around 
producing quality examples of the profession and serving others.  They are qualitatively-driven 
as architecture is ‘a way of life’. In contrast, a ‘Business-centred practice’ is focused on the 
bottom-line or tangible reward for their efforts.  They are more likely to be quantitatively-driven 
as architecture is ‘a means of livelihood’.  They note that all practices operate somewhere in-
between the two extremes, but that the distinction between which one is primary is important.  
This fundamental distinction is also picked up on by Blau’s (1984) Daeldian Risk, revealing the 
tension in attempting to satisfy clients (more quantitative) and professional peers (more 
qualitative).  Larson (1993) further elaborates this tension by suggesting that an architect’s 
reputation is made through publications, awards, professional societies etc., which have more to 
do with fellow architects’ approval (qualitative values) than with past clients and suggests this 
dependent heteronomy makes architectural practice different than other professions (e.g. law, 
medicine) which have more of a monopolistic control. Thus, the value disjunction between two 
differing dispositions (client vs. profession) can significantly influence practice culture and the 
delivered architecture. 
 
In addition, the literature reveals a range of perspectives on the role of the architect and their 
relationship with architectural practice. For example, MacKinnon (1965) characterises the 
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architect’s role(s) across several professions - an artist, scientist or engineer and to some extent 
a businessman, lawyer, advertiser, author-journalist, educator and psychologist.  Jenkins (1961) 
suggests that after WWII the architect inherits a third role, in addition to oneself as artist and 
respondent to the client, there is a growing interest in creating a more humane environment (i.e., 
a broader social service).  This tri-partite role is reinforced by Cohen et al. (2005), who identify 
three entangled roles the architect as a practice or profession endures - architecture as creative 
endeavour (artist), architecture as business activity (businessman) and architecture as public 
service (humanitarian).  Cohen’s et al. (2005) identified roles do not suggest three types of 
architects, but are analytical constructs to discuss the dynamics at play.  Architecture, presented 
as a creative endeavour, is casted by many as the architect’s defining role, ‘their aesthetic 
sensibility and skill’ which brings ‘beauty’, ‘style’ and ‘rhythm’ to buildings (c.f. Blau 1984, Cuff 
1991, Gutman 1988).  Architecture as a business activity relates to the successful economic 
operation of the practice towards a ‘good track record’, ‘profitability’ and ‘efficiency’ (the client’s 
side of Blau’s Daeldian Risk).  Architecture as a public service supports Jenkins’ (1961) claim 
that architecture extends beyond oneself for the collective good inspired by social values such 
as building safety and longevity.   
The way in which a practice defines their approach (e.g. strong delivery) and positions their 
fundamental values (e.g. practice-centred business) will have a strong effect on the culture of 
their practice. More specifically the way in which a practice balances the three defined roles (e.g. 
creative endeavour) as a way of shaping how the practice handles the contingent forces at play 
(and the resultant architecture).  This synopsis begins to shape a lens through which to discuss 
and analyse architectural practices.  
 
Towards a model of architectural practice influence 
 
In chapter III of Book I from de Architectura (The Ten Books on Architecture), Vitruvius describes 
three principles that architecture must adhere to: firmness, commodity and delight (loose 
translation by Wotton, 1624).  Contemporary translations can be described as strength or good 
engineering (firmness), function or habitability (commodity) and beauty or visual pleasure (delight) 
(c.f. Gordon Smith, 2003).  This architectural axiom has served as a driver and indicator of ‘good 
design’ for over two millennia.  A modern day example of its application is Design Quality 
Indicators (DQI) which its framework (build quality, function and impact) for assessing design 
quality is based on Vitruvius’ three basic roles for architecture (Gann et al., 2003).  This tripartite 
of architectural quality maps well to the distinct roles of practice previously identified in the 
literature and helps to contextualise the theoretical space between the stable practice and 
temporary projects. This relationship forms a clear link between process and product from which 
we can structure the forces at play. A similar shaping of contingent forces is posited by Tschumi 
(2005) when describing his practice’s portfolio of projects, as the interplay of three forces – 
concept (ideas), context (site) and content (programme). Tschumi’s (2005) depiction of forces 
are focused on the practice and project levels; whereas, Brand (1994) suggests technology, 
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market and fashion as three forces that exist at a larger scale. In combination, design can be 
seen to be ‘pulled’ by factors which either sit inside the practice, inside the specifics of the project, 
or outside both.  These three distinct environments form the corners of the model proposed and 
allow for relationships to be drawn with the three roles of architectural practice (process) 
described by Cohen et al. (2005) and the three roles of architecture (product) as described by 
Vitruvius (Wotton, 1624) – Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2 Conceptual Model (research lens) 
Thus, we position the research lens as a product of the desired qualities of architecture and the 
distinct roles of practice as a way of discussing the forces at play within the design process and 
the resultant architecture.  Our theoretical space is bounded by the above three dimensions as 
a (re)application of key principles to understand the forces at play (project influences) in the 
design process.  The architectural practice (history, structure, ethos) as the primary designer of 
the building relates the strongest to delight (beauty; creative endeavour).  The project specific 
(client, design team, site) is rooted in the particulars of the project and focused on making 
something that works, a commodity (function; business activity).  The exogenous factors 
(legislation, industry bodies, public) extend beyond the particular project and oversee, assess 
and value the safety, longevity and sustainability towards firmness (build quality, public servant).  
Winch and Schneider’s (1993) practice approaches and Coxe et al. (1986) defined value types 
map onto the triangle as illustrated in  Figure 3.  The triangle can be split vertically (forming two 
sub-triangles)  with the left hand side forming a theoretical space for qualitative values (practice-
centred businesses) and the right hand side for quantitative values (business-centred practices). 
Further delineation can be made given Winch and Schneider’s (1993) project complexity 
distinction with simpler projects (strong ambition, strong deliver) creating sub-triangles along the 
bottom axis reducing the complexities often presented through exogenous factors. Thus, the 
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ability to model (move between) practice and product allow for conclusions to be drawn with 
regard to the influence practice culture plays on architecture. 
 
Figure 3 Mapping Practice Approaches and Values onto the model 
 
In our research this model provided a basis for a dialogue with practitioners discussing the social 
context in which design takes place, as well as providing a way of simplifying the milieu of 
complex forces at play.  In other words, it served as a framework within which to capture the 
parameters driving the design process and to clearly link the culture of practice with the 
adaptability of the resultant design, drawing out clear distinctions between practices and projects.  
In this application, we deployed the model to explore the prominence of designing for adaptability 
within practices with different practice dispositions, and moreover, whether a particular emphasis 
might enable adaptable building design to become foregrounded within the design processes. 
The intent here is not to judge practice, but to provide a commentary on how the various ‘pulls’ 
might influence the adaptability of the architecture that it produces. 
 
Research Method  
 
A case study approach, utilising primarily qualitative research methods, was chosen to evolve 
the theory abductively. The research was conducted from a critical realist perspective in that 
there is a world that is separate from our social manifestation (Bryman, 2008) – separating certain 
primary qualities (i.e. objective facts) with other subjective secondary qualities (Bhaskar, 2008).   
This is supported with a pragmatist epistemological stance in that knowledge is created in and 
through action as a continuous interaction of ‘experiences’ influencing subsequent actions 
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(Sarvimäki, 1988). The research deployed Dubois and Gadde’s (2002) strategy of systematic 
combining (theory-matching) which shares methodological similarities with Glaser and Strauss’ 
(1967) Grounded theory and Eisenhardt’s (1989) building theory from case studies approach, 
but emphasises the co-evolution of data collection and theory from the beginning of the process. 
Thus, whereas grounded theory suggests no a priori framework, systematic combining allows 
the researcher to test the theory while they are generating it, allowing the theory to evolve and 
match the evidence (Dubois and Gadde, 2002).  In this respect systematic combining is more 
about theory development than theory generation and allows more freedom to construct a 
‘working’ theory ahead of time (e.g. our proposed research lens) from the literature (and other 
sources).   
 
The research was conducted in two stages taking place over a 12 month period.  The first stage 
was a series of interviews (40 design practices) which provided a flexible method to gain a 
broader range of insights into the everyday accounts of the interviewees’ practice culture and its 
relationship to designing for adaptability (Haigh, 2008).  The interviews took the form of a ‘general 
interview guide approach’ (ibid), which allowed for the same general areas of information to be 
collected while allowing the interviewer a controlled level of freedom to probe areas of interest 
based on the interviewees’ responses (Eisenhardt, 1989).   
 
Transcriptions were thematically coded with data being organised based on practice descriptions, 
adaptability perspectives and project examples which allowed for categories to emerge within 
each of the topics. This comparative approach helps to reveal the artefacts, espoused values 
and behaviours (Schein 2004), and points towards some of the underlying assumptions which 
enable creative solutions to emerge. Subsequently, each practice was plotted on the model – 
Figure 4.  The practice’s location on the model was based on the resulting tendency of the 
practice’s general position in project examples.  Thus, the location should not be interpreted to 
necessarily represent the practices’ ideal positioning of themselves, nor do they represent a static 
position, but merely an attempt to characterise the practices’ described disposition at a moment 
in time.   
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 Figure 4 Practice Dispositions plotted on model 
 
For the second stage, project case studies were selected as a strategy to further investigate the 
topic with a more in-depth yet bounded context-based understanding (Remenyi et al., 2002). 
Three practices were chosen to follow up with an in-depth case study analysis of a single project 
(three black dots on Figure 4) in order to examine how a particular practice ethos might shape 
the adaptability of the design. The practice depictions plotted on the model were used to help 
distinguish between dissimilar practice typologies, allowing for a range of practice types to further 
investigate. The selection of the three practices was then a result of differentiation (their location 
on the model) and practicalities (willingness and timing).  The rationale for the selected projects 
was determined by timing (current or recently completed), adaptability as an overt consideration, 
and the availability of project documentation (e.g. project drawings, meeting minutes, 
photographs).  Data was subsequently collected through additional interviews, project 
documentation, and practice observations. The multi-method approach is not unusual for case 
study research in order to corroborate and triangulate data (Yin, 2003). Within these cases a 
wide range of influences were explored by mapping the network of interactions shaping the 
design of the building on the theoretical space of the model (Figures 8, 9 and 10).  The following 
section provides brief descriptions of the three practices and projects. The cases provide specific 
examples (preliminary data) which can be used to discuss and point towards higher-level practice 
characterisations. An analysis and comparison of the three practices is then proffered in the 
discussion section.  
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Case studies  
Make Architects (Make) 
 
Our first meeting with Make was at one of their satellite offices, located in a mixed-use building, 
not on one of the upper floors designed for office use, but on the ground floor, a retail space, with 
an all glass façade placing the practice and its activities on display for the public to see (and 
occasionally walk in on).  A row of work stations and adjacent round tables are surrounded by a 
continuous row of images showcasing the practice’s work along the walls, only broken to 
establish their brand more explicitly as the company logo in bright red letters stretches across 
the pristine back wall. The space itself is branded with their ‘red & white’ persona as the surfaces 
are accompanied by carefully chosen furniture of the same colour and modern style.  One can 
quickly get the sense that design (making beautiful buildings) is at the core of what they do.   
 
The practice was founded in 2004 as a result of a handful of people wanting to follow a 
charismatic leader deciding to break away from a successful practice to form and shape a new 
practice, yet embody a contrasting approach to the existing one.  The practice has grown 
exponentially from the original handful to approximately 125 personnel with offices in the UK and 
abroad.  The organization embraces an employee ownership model in which no explicit hierarchy 
exists; everyone shares in decisions, profits and a collective responsibility for the destiny of the 
practice.  This is reflected in the practice’s name as not of the individual leader(s), but as a 
message of what they do - Make.  The practice embraces an informal mode of operations as 
formal ways of working can be uninviting to the type of intelligent, creative individuals they look 
to attract.   
 
The heterarchical character of the practice is not just in terms of their management style, but also 
in terms of the way in which they approach design. They adopt an ethos of ‘an attitude’ rather 
than ‘a style’, a state of mind, giving birth to an appearance of eclecticism (shape-makers, 
inspirationalists and process-driven architects), not attached to any single driving force for their 
architecture as ideas can be generated from anyone within the team. The design process usually 
starts by a very specific engagement with the site and client (project specifics). This specific 
response (sometimes the catalyst) is coalesced with a single design concept which distils one 
guiding principle to aid with design decisions.  Rules may be attached to the concept as well, but 
all follow a single clear logic which adds rationality to decisions and helps position a clear 
conceptual and formal argument for the design (architectural practice).   
 
The Cube  
 
The ‘perfect’ Cube is a newly constructed iconic building situated prominently with a strong visual 
presence and a clear identity that is anchored to a powerful design concept.  The aesthetic 
originates from a painting the founder did which underwent a digitalisation process to provide a 
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‘realistic’ foundation from which to work from and apply to the context.  The formal vision is then 
intertwined with its location, Birmingham, having a long history in jewellery manufacturing, the 
visual concept evolves into a jewellery box; a beautiful metal cube on the outside with glass and 
colour on the inside.  It is clear that all other design criterion (including adaptability) must 
accommodate the strong design concept.  Here, the architect confesses adaptability was driven 
completely from the client-side, which originates from the success of its neighbouring mixed-use 
predecessor the Mailbox. This is supported by the client’s long-term investment perspective and 
desire for a ‘no hassle’ solution. 
 
Figure 5 The Cube, Birmingham designed by Make Architects 
The Cube (Figure 5) is a series of vertically stacked uses with transitional floors that can be used 
as either the use above or below providing a level of convertibility (e.g. level 8 can be used as 
an office or A1/A3 retail). This solution was perceived to be more optimal, rather than designing 
each floor to the ‘lowest’ common denominator – creating varying floor to floor heights, floor 
loadings, fire strategies, lift and service strategies for each use zone. Tailoring the floors 
somewhat restricts the potential convertibility of the solution, but allows the number of floors 
within the cube concept to be increased and allows money to be spent in other ways (e.g. the 
façade).   
 
The framed structure and servicing strategy creates an open and versatile floor plan which allows 
floor plates to be subdivided based on tenant needs.  Again, the overall size of the plan was fixed 
based on the cube concept; thus the space provided for an interior courtyard was used to 
accommodate programmatic shifts.  The unique spatial character of the courtyard driven by Make 
had to be balanced with the maximum structural cantilever, maximum width for the office floor 
plate and appropriate depths for the apartments (project specifics) creating a hugely iterative 
process of balancing elements.  While the jiggered geometry of the courtyard facades create 
wedge shaped interior spaces somewhat difficult to use, the courtyard offers several positive 
features for the potential adaptability providing a unique character, a shared public space, visible 
circulation, good day lighting and views. 
 
Despite the strong concept, there were several examples of contingencies confronting it;  for 
example, early on it was discovered that the building would exceed the intended budget.  
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Conventional perception is to reduce the capital cost of the building (e.g. select cheaper materials 
or scale down the building) in order to make the budget work, but in the Cube’s case it jeopardised 
the integrity of the concept (particularly the exterior metal cladding).  With an alternate approach, 
the design team proposed adding two floors to the building which could be let as additional 
apartments, increasing the capital cost, but given the long-term position of the client, the raised 
annual revenue made for good value.  The concept of the jewellery box was therefore stabilised 
(metal cladding retained), but the adaptability of the building is now endangered by the designer’s 
own admission that a spacious floor to floor height is critical in making other uses work.  The 
overall height of the building is locked (the ‘perfect’ cube) which means either the concept is 
broken or the two additional floors fit within the predetermined overall height of the building.  While 
the example illustrates a level of malleability in the design allowing for the building section to be 
changed, it ultimately diminishes the future adaptability by reducing floor to floor heights.   
In a contrasting example, colours of the soffits and ledges in the courtyard were determined by 
their life expectancy not by the designer’s conceptual desire (red, gold, orange).  Here the long-
term investment of the client works against the designer’s ambitions as colours with a lot of red 
in them fade quicker than colours with blue in them which are more stable.  The compromised 
solution was to paint surfaces facing the sky blue, whilst the underside (in shadow) is pink and 
purple.  Thus, while the heart of the concept is not affected, the final image of the building is 
partly a reflection of paint technology and warranties.   
Alison Brooks Architects (ABA) 
ABA’s office is grounded in a strong design-orientated community, located in Camden (known 
for its artistic and alternative cultures) in a group of renovated warehouse buildings marketed at 
creative organisations.  The community-orientated facilities provide shared spaces for informal 
meetings and amenities like a cafeteria.  Upon entering the practice’s space the visitor can’t help 
but focus on the bold acidic yellow floor contrasted by its all-white surroundings (walls, ceilings, 
furniture), intensified by the natural light pouring in from the original large windows.  The studio 
space is completely open; the desks are adjacent to a set of small round tables which provide an 
open and informal setting for meetings and have publications and awards lying on the bordering 
window sill.  Traces of creativity are scattered throughout - a sketch temporally hung on the brink 
of falling, physical models distributed on the top of shelves, project boards strategically placed 
on walls and photos of celebrated projects randomly sprinkled on the white surfaces.  
Similar to Make, ABA was founded by a charismatic leader breaking away from a long-time 
partnership with an established practice.  Over the past 16 years, the practice has built an award-
winning portfolio of projects by winning open and invited competitions, referrals and their 
reputation.  The current practice is fifteen members strong with a hierarchical structure branching 
down from two directors, an associate, project architects and architectural assistants.  As an 
established part of their practice, a large amount of their work comes in a range of residential 
projects from Housing Associations (RSLs) and private clients.  Staff are rewarded with as much 
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responsibility as they can handle and reward packages that are tailored individually based on 
performance, initiative and skills.  Staff are also supported to attend CPD events regularly, Health 
and Safety courses to achieve various qualifications and encouraged to engage in cultural events 
such as lectures and concerts.   
Within the practice, architecture is seen as city-building, designing the physical and cultural 
infrastructure for social interactions.  This belief is supported through an intensely site-specific 
approach establishing a cultural, political and physical connectivity to the site.  The research 
intense approach underpins design decisions and often manifests itself in the aesthetic and 
materiality of the building.  The approach is combined with the practical understanding that a 
building has a use and it must perform the basic requirements of the client’s brief, “It can be the 
most stunning building in the world, but it shouldn’t be rewarded if doesn’t fulfil the users’ needs.”  
The overall approach is reinforced through an ethos to add value to the project outside the brief 
and their own personal aspirations to an architecture that has a social responsibility to enhance 
a sense of community and life.   
Folkestone Performing Arts Centre (FPAC) 
 
Over the last century, the centre of Folkestone has lost much of its vibrant life.  The Creative 
Foundation was established in 2002 to spearhead an art-led regeneration programme for 
Folkestone of which the FPAC is a centrepiece and catalyst for an emerging arts quarter.  For 
ABA, the context became the main driver, attempting to tap into aspects that form part of a 
collective memory of the area. The design concept stemmed from Renaissance myths, 
representing the scallop shell as a local symbol of the pilgrimage soldiers undertook down main 
street to the pier.  Architecturally, this is embraced through the translucent nature of the curved 
façade panels painted a scallop shell pink and softly lit from behind in the evening reinterpreting 
the local architectural symbolism of the shells as architraves over windows - Figure 6.  The image 
of the building changes with the cladding’s unique pattern and texture depending on the time of 
day and quality of light reflecting the changing activities inside the building.   
 
Proportions, height of floors and the overall building height all relate to the neighbouring Georgian 
buildings, but at the same time don’t attempt to replicate the architectural style or materials.  To 
this point, the chief planning officer was against the use of expanded metal mesh for the facade 
given the historic Georgian high street.  However, ABA was able to appeal to the planning 
committee by weaving the materiality of the facade into the before mentioned historic narrative, 
illustrating its potential beauty through a strong concept of place and thus legitimizing the use of 
the material to the committee. Attention was also given to how the neighbouring sites would 
develop over time and how the building could complement new uses around it.  While the building 
has not been designed to be added to vertically, it has been designed to be ‘scaled’ horizontally 
if the Creative Foundation is able to acquire the adjacent site across the street.  The plan creates 
a public space that would link to events and performances as a forecourt and in effect scaling 
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the space and use of the building.  For ABA, this again reinforces the adaptability of the building 
by opening it up and bolstering community engagement and appreciation.       
 
Figure 6 Folkestone Performing Arts Centre, designed by Alison Brooks Architects 
FPAC is thoughtfully designed it be used in a variety of ways (combining cultural and commercial 
uses).  The design of the top floor plan has already allowed it to adapt to a change in the market.  
The openness of the space (depth of the plan, amount of daylight, column spacing and storey 
height) allowed for what was to be a large restaurant to easily become incubator offices with the 
addition of interior partitions - offering a range of business suites, meeting rooms and one large 
versatile space that can be leased out for special occasions or temporary use and can be catered 
to from the restaurant on the first floor.  The space can be easily changed again, if there were to 
be another shift in the market, to be developed as residential units for example.  In another 
example, the theatre space was designed and is used as a multi-purpose community space as 
opposed to a fixed theatre (250 seated, 450 standing, and 100 cabaret style).  The seats inside 
the theatre can be retracted so it can be used for conferences, weddings or a variety of events.  
The space would be able to cater to more uses if they could have included a large window (natural 
light), but acoustic glass was outside the budget and thus the window was lost. Another option 
which could be implemented later is exterior doors, allowing the space to open directly onto the 
street as an alternative entrance and operate as a separately secured facility.   
 
The over-sized circulation space on the ground floor is used as a gallery and reception space for 
when the theatre is in use, but can also be used to hold events or converted into another use in 
the future such as retail.  The bar & restaurant on the first floor is open independent of the theatre 
and services the offices above along with the surrounding community. The restaurant like the 
other spaces can also be hired for special events. The varied activities within the building are 
representational of ABA’s desire to extend the value of the building to the larger physical and 
social context, establishing a vibrant life internally and externally, generating an intriguing overlap 
between how the building is used throughout the day, week and year.    
 
 
 
Child Graddon & Lewis Architects & Designers (CGL) 
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 Located in Shoreditch near the Old Spitalfields Market, the path to CGL’s office leads the visitor 
through a metal louvered gate, revealing a hidden courtyard filled with trees, outdoor furniture 
and a bright mural that stretches across the entrance wall - discriminately disclosing the practice’s 
initials.  At the back of the semi-private sanctum is the entrance, an old dairy building dating back 
to the Victorian era is (re)framed with a contemporary glass and metal storefront projecting a 
formal meeting space. Branded sweets and brochures along with architectural publications sit on 
a polished concrete bar for visitors to scan and take.  The office is split into two levels, the ground 
floor additionally contains space for administrative staff and individual spaces for the three 
founding partners, while the remaining staff resides on the level above in an open studio 
environment.  The aged brick walls of the studio space above are compactly lined with project 
information and models.  
The practice was started by three collegiate friends twenty years ago in 1992.  The practice is 
incorporated as a LLP (limited liability partnership) and is structured in a traditional way branching 
down from the directors at the top as a hierarchical staff with related titles.  Originally specialising 
in retail refurbishment, the practice has grown to over thirty members and has developed a 
balance between new build and refurbishment work varying in scale and typology.  Over time the 
office has adapted more formal protocols driven by an increasing need for them as a requirement 
to bid for projects (e.g. a Quality Assurance system which outlines rules and guidelines for the 
production of all work).  The comprehensive system is accompanied with policies for health & 
safety, equality, sustainability and ethics establishing a formal persona.   
 
Project teams are generally structured based on the sector of work allowing for specialised 
knowledge and skills to be developed.  In general, there is no fixed firm philosophy as each 
director is viewed to have their own perspective and style.  There is a shared feeling that the 
work tries to embody a set of underlining themes (approach over style):  a) context specific, b) 
practical and c) a balanced set of views in aspiration towards a good level of design.  This latent 
ethos is reflected in their starting point for each project typically being a site analysis of external 
conditions. The informal approach assesses a site through a series of mental questions 
documenting the characteristics and quality of the surrounding area.  
 
King’s School Chester, Multi Use Hall 
The King’s School Chester spreads across more than 15 hectares of land as an eclectic 
conurbation of mostly single storey buildings.  Located on a green belt in the countryside of 
Cheshire, the school has occupied the current site since the 1960s and has developed over time 
as the schools needs have grown and evolved.  CGL was asked to provide a masterplan for the 
school which would make better use of existing facilities and guide future development. In 
response, CGL provided the school with a development options document which provides a more 
flexible approach to development as opposed to a masterplan which lays out a single vision for 
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how development should occur.  The document is organised as a menu of development 
opportunities which can be enacted as the school sees fit in the short, medium and long term 
needs as applied to the vision of the school at that time – simultaneously it provides an overall 
understanding of the site, illustrating how each option ties into the larger picture as opposed to 
the piecemeal approach of the past.  The document serves as an example of how CGL applies 
their experience to benefit the client beyond their vision and that of a conventional approach.  As 
a result, the school then approached CGL to assist them in reviewing a feasibility exercise for 
the refurbishment of the theatre hall adjacent to the main entrance.      
 
Figure 7 King’s School Chester, multi-use hall, designed by CGL 
It was clear the school desired a versatile space, but the proposed solution by the school trust 
complicated access, ruined spacious qualities of the neighbouring dining hall and was limited to 
retractable seating. The original hall constructed in the 1960’s consisted of a permanent stage 
and proscenium arch with plastic stackable chairs that provide a level of adaptability, but are 
time-consuming to store - creating a huge barrier to the use of the space for alternative purposes.  
In addition, a lightweight retractable partition closed the rear of the hall off from the main school 
foyer, but provided very poor acoustic separation. CGL saw a lot more potential in the space than 
simply providing a better space for drama and worked diligently with the client to communicate 
how the space could serve a variety of uses, be better suited for its primary use as a theatre and 
save them approximately half a million pounds in comparison to their original study.   
In addition to refitting the theatre the brief called for changing facilities, storage, staff offices and 
meeting rooms.  The staff offices, meeting rooms and storage space were strategically located 
below the balcony making best use of the lower single storey height space and forming a stronger 
acoustical buffer between the theatre and the circulation space of the main foyer (replaces the 
retractable partition).  Changing rooms and additional storage were placed at the opposite end, 
at the rear of the stage, allowing the remainder of the space to be unfixed with the installation of 
a retractable seating system, a retractable curtain system, removable staging, adaptable lighting 
rigs and movable side wings. The simple design concept placed the fixed spaces as bookends, 
maximising the open space and allowing the remaining ‘stuff’ inside the theatre to be versatile. 
The design particularly considered the speed and ease of transforming the space as they wanted 
to remove any barriers for change (e.g. seats can be fully open or retracted in 10 minutes by a 
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single person).   Additional loose chairs are provided for special events and stack on a trolley to 
be moved and stored easily.   The full height moveable side wings sit flush against the wall 
opening the space up, fully open to form part of the proscenium or set at a midpoint to act as 
sound deflectors for a musical performance. The staging is a modular solution which can be 
quickly added to or removed and a retractable blind system was installed to allow quick 
transformations to full black out and vice versa, allowing them to benefit from the large amount 
of natural light when appropriate. 
In another example, the school wanted to use dark colours to help promote a theatrical 
atmosphere, but CGL convinced the client that lighter colours would support the use of the space 
for a variety of activities.  Moreover, CGL illustrated to the school that if they increased the level 
of WC provision as part of the project they would not have to rely on other facilities within the 
school to meet public licensing requirements which enabled the school to hire the theatre for 
private use and keep the rest of the school closed off – reducing costs and management 
associated with external hire and increasing its attractiveness.   
Discussion 
 
The short descriptions of the three practices provide a window of insight into their culture. All 
three establish a branded form of creativity through their organisational structures and spatial 
environment – e.g. one looks to exploit the qualitative benefits of a ‘no rule’, ‘open to anything’ 
approach while another maximises the quantifiable benefits of formal labels and qualifications – 
reflecting very different self perceptions and design approaches.  While aspects of formation, 
staff rewards, design inspiration, etc. overlap, the particular combination in each case creates a 
unique culture. Thus, the cultural personas establish very different arenas for design to take place 
and as a result are contingent to decisions within the design process and the resultant 
architecture. So then, what happens at the intersection between practice and project, i.e. what 
do the project narratives reveal regarding the culture of each practice (and vice versa)? Figures 
8, 9 and 10 respectively, illustrate the empirical application of the model for the three instances. 
The three narratives revealed a web of overlapping and contingent influences which map onto 
the model as a loose network of concepts forming a type of ‘word cloud’ around the three high-
level dimensions. The concepts are clustered further with categorical nodes (e.g. market, design 
team collaboration) which emerged as descriptive labels with respect to clustering associated 
responses across projects and practices, providing a meso-level of granularity to guide 
subsequent applications. 
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Figure 8 The Cube, Make Architects 
 
Figure 9 Folkestone Performing Arts Centre, Alison Brooks Architects 
 
Figure 10 School Chester, multi-use hall, designed by CGL 
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While the meso-level labels arose across narratives (e.g. client type, site, market), the way in 
which the practice operationalised them often differed - from extremely conceptual applications 
to very literal dimensions and materials. For example, in all three cases, conceptual narratives 
are used to appeal the design solution to other stakeholders – the general public (The Cube), 
planning authority (FPAC) and the client (multi-use hall). Make’s intertwining of their formal vision 
with the history of the location allowed for a greater acceptance from the general public. On the 
other hand, CGL designed the hall so that it could function better as an integral part of the school 
and completely on its own as a space for hire by adding more toilets. The former adds value 
through an abstract use of ‘site’, while the latter uses the surrounding ‘site’ to add value through 
spatial planning offering functional polyvalence.  
The project narratives focus on adaptability as a common thread to illustrate how a particular 
design criterion is mobilised (or not) in relation to the culture of the design practice. Table 1 
summarises the mobilisation of adaptability within the three projects, illustrating the differences 
between who (driver), why (benefits) and the resulting position of adaptability in relation to the 
overall design concept.  
Adaptability Make  ABA CGL 
Instigator Client Architect Architect 
Beneficiary  Client Client & Community Client  
Primary Benefit Higher Financial return Market options Improved Use  
Secondary Benefit Market options Community Integration Higher Financial 
return 
Adaptability/ Design 
concept 
Superseded by Integral Driver for 
Table 1 Mobilisation of Adaptability as a design characteristic 
With the multi-use hall, CGL focused on using their expertise to provide the client the best solution, 
here increased adaptability promoted by the architect is translated into a means to exceed client 
expectations (improved use of theatre).  The architect through on-going discussions with the 
client broadens the client’s perspective towards developing a solution that is more adaptable for 
their future needs – encouraging the client to think beyond their direct needs of drama provision 
and how the space could be used effectively for other purposes.  The narrative demonstrates the 
use of adaptability as a driver for the design concept to improve the functional use and provide 
additional financial returns. It also illustrates examples of how certain design tactics which may 
not conventionally be linked to adaptability (e.g. colour selection, WC provision, access) can play 
a role in allowing a space to be used for different purposes and by different users (e.g. private 
hire).  The path for CGL’s interjection is unconventional through consultation on a feasibility study, 
but attracts the client’s attention by reducing the cost and adding greater architectural quality (a 
better commodity).  The project reflects the practice’s three underlying themes (context, practical 
and good level of design) while offering a sound business proposition.  Their refurbishment 
knowledge has proven to be of value for the client and has already created return business.  
CGL’s entry point for its approach finds itself more towards the project specifics portion of the 
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triangle and aligns well with the strategic approach of Strong Experience and the practice values 
of a business-centred practice.   
With The Cube adaptability is driven from client experience; however, all design characteristics 
including adaptability are forced to adhere to the design concept; adaptability as a client-led 
demand is filtered through the design concept - the power of the initial sketch serves as an artistic 
catalyst.  Adaptability is pursued by the client to add financial value and broaden the tenant 
market; however, we see how adaptability (while a client aspiration) is provided at the expense 
of securing the design concept (a perfect cube). The narrative reveals how the client benefits 
from the deployment of certain adaptability tactics (e.g. transitional floors), but also exemplifies 
compromises at the client’s discretion to allow the strong design concept to carry through.  The 
client allows their aspirations for a versatile and convertible solution to be subordinated to their 
desire for an iconic building (of great ‘delight’). The project narrative, aligns with the culture of 
Make’s concept-driven ethos, reflecting a Strong Idea practice and a value system of a practice-
centred business. Make’s entry point is through the architectural practice corner with the resulting 
project remaining firmly anchored to the design vision.  
  
For FPAC, ABA quickly coalesces adaptability with the physical and social context; adaptability 
here is a means to provide the best solution not only to the client (market options) but to the 
community at large.  The mixture of uses, hours of operation, the building’s role as part of a larger 
plan and historic narrative, all interweave the project in the larger social fabric of the locale within 
which it is situated, and even play a role in achieving planning permission.  FPAC showed how 
adaptability can be a physical attribute of the building and scale beyond, interweaving the wider 
social and physical landscape (e.g. design concept, exterior proportions, variety of uses, 
neighbouring sites).  It showed how a research-based approach can generate an adaptable 
solution mixing narrative, craft and uses to enhance the social appreciation of the building 
(community integration). The project albeit being community-orientated is also rooted in a 
powerful design (materiality, tectonics). There is a strong alignment between ABA’s internal 
philosophy as an architectural practice and the exogenous factors.  Thus similar to Make, ABA 
is reflected as a Strong Idea practice and a value system of a practice-centred business.  
However, while remaining a strong culture, the practice’s entry point is through the exogenous 
factors corner.    
Conclusions  
 
We’ve sought to enable a better understanding of the complementary and competing forces that 
play a role in defining a building’s physical form, both endogenous and exogenous to the practice, 
but which together shape the practice disposition towards adaptable design. Rather than privilege 
the individual agency of the designer, by presenting a more dynamic picture of architecture, 
importance is given to the social context (practice culture) in which the outcome is created.  It is 
clear that in understanding the way in which practices handle decision-making contingencies to 
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produce adaptable designs, it is important to consider the provenance of adaptability within the 
designed solution. As these case studies demonstrate, design is situated – it cannot be 
completely understood in abstraction from the practice culture within which it is embedded 
(Houdart and Chihiro 2009; Yaneva 2009). This supports Cuff’s (1991) claim that office dialect, 
mores, activity patterns, power structure and roles influence design outcomes - seeing design 
practice as an active agent shaping design practise, unfolds the relationship between design 
philosophy and its manifestation in the designed solution.  Organisational culture becomes highly 
relevant in the practice of design and is influential in the way the individual designer works 
(Lauche 2005). In the examples above, practice culture can be seen to provide a stable frame of 
reference in contrast to the temporary, multi-organizational nature of construction project work 
(cf. Cherns and Bryant 1984).  It’s worth noting, that the conclusions are drawn with the limitations 
of testing only a single project per a practice. It was felt that projects were representational of the 
practice (not an extreme outlier); however, the inevitable nuances that make every project unique 
would provide interesting further investigation.  Thus, further work could embody testing several 
projects across a single practice.  This would likely need to be done with multiple practices as 
certain practice cultures would be more open to influence than others.   
 
In generalising to a theory of how the culture of practice influences the adaptability of the design 
solution, the research lens served as an informative way of structuring data and augmenting the 
relationship between practice and projects. The case studies revealed that certain practices are 
more likely to enmesh adaptability into their design philosophy. The way a practice emerges as 
an ‘actor’ in the building process will shape the way in which they handle the milieu of decision-
making contingencies that burgeon distinctive responses to adaptability in the configuration and 
context of the building.  The point of entry to the triangle defines the practice tendency; however 
the project can end up anywhere in the triangle, but there will be a stronger pull towards their 
dominant practice disposition. This will always be ameliorated by other influences, although the 
extent to which the practice disposition is distorted is dependent on the strength of itself (e.g. 
scale, role) and its capacity to align itself with the other two dimensions. Entry through the top of 
the triangle (exogenous factors) has a much stronger propensity to allow for adaptability to 
manifest as part of the designed artefact. A correlation can be made between the longevity of 
adaptability as a design characteristic which often transcends beyond the initial project in an 
attempt to maximise the value of the built asset.  Thus, design which is driven by a strong culture 
that embeds exogenous influences as part of their approach tends to provide more adaptable 
solutions as part of their quest to satisfy long-term, societal concerns.  Given all three projects 
embodied adaptability to a certain extent, it’s not surprising that all three practices are examples 
of the two design approaches that tie to the exogenous factors corner (Strong idea and Strong 
experience).  However, each practice enters the triangle from a different point, making their 
approaches distinctively different.  FPAC implements a variety of social and commercial spaces 
to promote different activities and creates a significant place which scales within and beyond the 
exterior walls.  It is less about the form or innovative image of the building (while still important) 
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and more about enhancing the (evolving) use of the building.  A time-based view of design is an 
explicit part of their ethos, establishing a ‘loose-fit’ between the programme and the architecture. 
It can be seen, therefore, that adaptable design practise is to some extent a manifestation of the 
philosophy of the practice.  
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 SOCIAL 5 8 2 7 15 8 3 18
2 SPACE  2 12 21 16 13 2 13 17 6 10
3 STUFF 23 46 7 15 1 4 2 12 12 3
4 SPACE PLAN 28 18 12 28 47 38 15 19 24 29 22 8
5 SERVICES 18 15 2 15 7 3 7 11 8 3 13
6 SKIN 18 15 16 26 5 9 45 22 7 22 48 13
7 STRUCTURE 8 3 35 16 8 10 7 24 5 4 8
8 SITE 3 9 10 9 7 17 11 8 3 18
9 SURROUNDINGS 3 2 5 3 7 3 4 3 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 COMPONENT CONFIGURATION 2 4 5 4 8 1 2 1 1
2 CAPACITY OF COMPONENT 12 1 4 2 1 7 1 1 1
3 NUMBER OF COMPONENTS 1 1 1
4 ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS 1 1 1 2
5 TYPE OF COMPONENT 14 6 6 19 4 1 3 8 1 8 1
6 CAPABILITY OF COMPONENT 13 23 4 1 4 3 4 1 1 1
7 TYPE OF INTERACTION 11 1 5 3 3 2 1
8 NUMBER OF INTERACTIONS 1 1
9 COMPONENT RECORDS 1
10 COMPONENT COORDINATION (in lo 12 4 1 4 1 2
11 COMPONENT COORDINATION (in time) 1 1
12 SPATIAL DIMENSIONS 3 18 1 1 5
13 SPATIAL FORM 10 1 1 2 2 16 2 4 1
14  'SUPPORT' SPACES 2 1 14 7 1 2 4 3 3 8
15 SPATIAL QUALITY 1 1 1 5 1
16 SPATIAL BARRIERS 1 2 2 1 2
17 SPATIAL USES 1 1 3 3 8 9 2 19 4 3
18 SPATIAL ORIENTATION/ FORM 4 1 1 17 5 2 3 1
19 SPATIAL SIZES 1 1 13 3 1
20 EMPTY SPACE 1 1 2 1 9 1 2 1
21 UNCONSTRAINED SPACE 2 1 1 14 5 1 8
22 SPATIAL IDENTITY (place) 1 1 2 3 1 9 4 10 7
23 SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 1 2 1 3 18 1 5 10 5 2 12
24 SPATIAL CIRCULATION 2 5 1 9 4 1 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 ADJUSTABLE (task) 22 48 13 1 2 3 2 6
2 VERSATILE (space) 28 25 28 22 57 50 41 19 48 38 29 36
3 REFITABLE  (performance) 26 9 15 33 4 3 6 10 3 12 3
4 CONVERTIBLE (use) 21 16 40 19 34 33 38 23 37 43 53 41
5 SCALABLE (size) 3 2 17 13 4 13 12 46 6 19 6 20
6 MOVABLE  (location)
DESIGN STRATEGIES
BUILDING LAYERS (percent of count)
DESIGN GUIDELINES
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1
Large open plan office space which is designed to be sub-
divided should the need arise
Divisible floor plate x x
1
Central core option provides ultimate flexbility (floor 
plate planning)
Open space spatial zones x x x
1 High provision of riser and service spaces Oversize space x x x
1 Raised access flooring Component accessibility x x
1 Suspended ceilings Component accessibility x x
1 Trees will be placed in containers Moveable stuff x x
1
Steel beams will span from the perimeter columns back 
to the concrete core
Functional seperation
Open space
x x
1
Generous floor to ceiling height (2.8m clear - exc ceiling 
and floor void space = 3.2 total?)
Oversize space x x
1
Heating and cooling systems will have zoned controls 
local to the space that they serve
Service zones x x
1
Merged distinction between public and private space - 
allow public access to ground floor
Circulation spatial ambiguity  x x x
4 Piled foundation Component accessibility x x
4 Space in the plant room left available Oversize space x x
4 Space on the riser leading to the roof Oversize space
overdesign 
capacity 
x x
4
Weight of solar thermal / PV panels  included in roof 
design
Overdesign capacity x x
4
Mains from the booster set split between the plant 
room to serve separate boosted cold water
Extra components x x
4
Break tank shall be sectional with a minimum of two 
sections and individual ball valves
Extra components x x
4
Install RWH storage tank in advance of connection 
works
Extra components
I don't 
understand 
this. By doing 
x x x
4 Secondary structural frame Functional separation x x
4
Construct a more robust inner masonry wall structure 
(diaphragm walls)
Functional separation - x x
4 Diaphragm walls
Multi-functional 
components
? x x
4 Access to the base of the diaphragm walls Component accessibility x x
4 Underfloor heating Open space
removes a not 
easily 
moveable 
object from
x x
4 Open space
what are the 
spans?
x x
4 Reversible x x
4 Facades flattened Simple form x x x
4 Structural bay dimensions equalised
Standard grid
Standardised 
components
x x x
4 Concrete slabs Functional separation
I don't 
understand 
how the 
concrete slabs
x x
4 Non load bearing partitions Functional separation
4 Suspended ground floor slab Component accessibility x x
4
Use of the sloping site to make space with reasonable 
head room below the building on the south side
Support space x x
Appendix AB: Table of Grinnell adaptability solutions
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4
Floor to floor height of 3m (300mm more than 
traditional flats construction)
Oversize space x x x x
4 Roof is asymmetric in section ?
Support space; 
space to grow 
into
x ?
4 Small study Multi-functional spaces x x
4 x
4 Second skin Extra components x x
4 ?
depends on 
how this is 
achieved?
4 Moveable container planting Moveable stuff x x
4
Patios and balconies large enough to provide a private 
outdoor sitting space and table
Oversize space
Support space
x
4
Allow for adequate pipe centres for movement of 
heating and future cooling
?
Does this 
mean that the 
pipes are 
spaced slightly
x x
4
Operating temperatures on the heating system must be 
around 45C
?
What does 
this mean in 
terms of 
changing from
x x
4
Reduce distance between smoke extract panel and BMS 
panel
?
easibility - 
simple 
'construction' 
method?
? x
4 Facade to be a curtain wall type Functional separation x x
4
Separation of drainage systems from roof, hard 
landscaping and car parking areas
Functional separation x x
4
Allowance made in the site layout for future attenuation 
and storage tanks
?
space to grow 
into
x x
4
Integration of structural fixing positions within the 
external skin
Extra components
I don't 
understand 
this for sure. 
This creates a
x x
4 Allowance for structural loadings on the building Overdesign capacity
4 x x
4 x x x x x x x x
4 x x
6.1
Bulk of the building is a relatively simple duo pitch two 
storey block, of steel frame construction
Simple form?
Simple construction 
method?
I would 
preference 
simple 
construction
x x
6.1 Position of the hall wing at the front
Mixed demographics
Spatial zones?
spatial zones; 
isolatable?
x x
6.1 Catering kitchen for after school club use
Mixed demographics
Support space?
isolatable? 
Spatial zone? - 
it's usable at 
multiple times
x ? ?
6.1 Temporary mobile classrooms Temporary Not precious x
6.2
Bulk of the building is a relatively simple duo pitch two 
storey block, of steel frame construction
Simple form?
Simple construction 
method?
Such a good 
tactic you 
listed it twice?
x x
6.2
Last block can be separated off from the rest of the 
school
Isolate-able spatial zones x x
6.2
Access to this block for out of hours use is provided by 
a separate entrance at the south end
Multiple access points
Mixed demographics
Multiple access 
points
x ?
6.3 Fit internal blinds / cover windows with artwork Configurable stuff x x
6.3 Courtyard Space to grow into Good x x
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6.3 Construction techniques kept deliberately simple
Simple construction 
method
x x
6.3 Modular grid Modular coordination x x x
6.3 Temporary shade and shelter canopies Moveable stuff x x
7
Addition of dance and activity studios alongside a new 
gym room
Mixed demographics
Use 
differentiation; 
mixed 
demographics
x
7
Locate sports facilities so as to allow closing down the 
rest of the school
Mixed demographics
Spatial zones?
spatial zones; 
multiple access 
points
x
7 Legible entrance to the sports facilities
Physical linkage?
A communal place?
multiple access 
points; a 
communal 
place; visual
x
7 Inclusion of a meeting / refreshment area Support space x
7
Externally accessible storage space for the MUGA 
pitches
Support space x
7
Standardized 
components
7 Minimise fixed furniture Moveable stuff x x x
7 Specify furniture to British standards and Euro Norms Durability
Durability; 
standardised 
components?
x
7 Consolidate levels Simple form
What does 
this mean to 
the physical 
space(s) of the
x
7 More legible internal circulation Physical linkage x
7
ICT and business suite located adjacent main entrance at 
ground floor.
Mixed demographics
Spatial zones?
including 
spatial zones
7
Large enterprise zone: open plan group work and  
independent learning areas
Open space x
7
Ground floor offers optimum opportunity for a variety 
of uses and provides a central space with community 
and educational facilities
Multi-functional spaces
communal 
place 
x x
7
External spaces that are sufficiently flexible to offer 
different curricular activities at different times of the 
school day.
Multi-functional spaces
If the exterior 
spaces are 
connected well 
(blurred) with
x ?
7 Floor to floor heights are relatively generous (3250?) Oversize space x x x
7 x x
7
Provision of temporary accommodation during the 
demo + build
Temporary
The example 
that I have of 
this (in a 
couple of
x
7
Identify where expansion is possible on a site master 
plan
Space to grow into x x
7 ?
This depends 
on how this is 
executed as a 
concept. The
x x
7
Lighting designed to change the character of key areas at 
different times of day depending on their different 
functions e.g. when used by the community, during 
events, after school
Multi-functional spaces
Mixed demographics
Configurable 
stuff
? ? x
7
Repetitive programme of spaces gathered around larger 
assembly spaces
Standard room sizes
standard room 
sizes AND 
spatial variety 
AND
x x
7 ICT infrastructure to be easily accessible Component accessibility x x
7
It is important that the services and security systems are 
designed to allow changes of use and long term 
expansion
x x x
9 Light bulbs replaced every 3 - 5 years at end of life Not precious x x
9 Equipment changes happen relatively frequently Not precious x x
9 Market square with grassed features
Spatial ambiguity
Multi-functional spaces
circulation 
(neihbourhoo
d scale)
x x
9 Informal meeting rooms link with the tea point Support space
Depending on 
the intent and 
execution this 
could also be
x x
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9 Modular project team studios
Joinable / Divisible space
Moveable stuff
x x
9
The furniture configuration is flexible to accommodate 
user preference
Moveable stuff
If the furniture 
has the 
capacity to 
exist in
x x
9
The phase 2 innovation centre is designed to plug into 
the phase 1 works
Contextual
Depending on 
the aspects of 
the solution - 
they got
x x
9
Physical layout of the new development, delivery of site 
infrastructure works in phase 1 and the retention of 
'temporary' construction access and roadway
Temporary
Where work 
was started 
and left to be 
finished later
x x
9
Site has been planned with expansion of south fields 
campus in mind
Space to grow into x x
9 Pathway around the building for cherry picker access Component accessibility Support space x x
9 Courtyard garden at the lower level
Multi-functional spaces
Spatial ambiguity
multi-
functional 
space; 
communal
x x
9 Typical floor to floor heights are in the range of 4.5 - 5m ?
Why wouldn't 
this be 
oversize 
spaces,
x x
10 pre fabricated timber frame Standard room sizes x x x
10 Variant sizes of rooms are accommodated Spatial variety x x
10 Design manual ?
Not a building 
characteristic; 
this would be 
captured in the
10
Every courtyard has a mains tap provided for irrigation 
purposes
Component accessibility x x
10 Blinds Configurable stuff x x
10 Spare structural capacity Overdesign capacity x x
10
Site for future expansion.  For the foreseeable future this 
zone is absorbed within the overall landscape 
framework as part of the entrance court
Space to grow into x x
10 Standardised single bedrooms with ensuites
Standard room sizes
Support space? Extra 
components?
Standardisd 
rooms yes.  
Depending on 
the exact
x x
10 ward buildings follow a similar template [to other sites] ?
typology 
trends 
(previous 
projects);
x x
10
Layout is organised to address a range of service 
configurations
?
should this be 
the inverse 
(services are 
organised to
x x
10 Include a structural allowance for retrofitting shading Overdesign capacity x x
10 Flat, accessible and well orientated roof ?
Support space; 
space to grow 
into
x x
10 Insulated fabric of timber framed wards Not precious
Not sure what 
this exactly 
embodies as a 
solution -
x x
10
Drainage designed to accommodate 1 in 100 year storm 
plus 20% climate change allowance
Overdesign capacity x
11
Electrical wires can be included in the initial build stage 
ready for fans to connect to when they are required in 
future
Extra components x x
11
Site layout, building orientation and design should be 
arranged to maximise the absorption of solar energy
Building orientation x x x
11
Creating a range of uses and building types within a 
flexible layout
Use differentiation
Is this an actual 
tactic (can you 
point to it)? 
Divisibile floor
x x
11
Awareness of peripheral development and future access 
requirements
Contextual
circulation 
(neihbourhoo
d scale)
x x
11 Flexible use activity rooms Multi-functional spaces x x
11
50+ units in scheme (to make extracare viable). - Block 
size
?
These are 
units which are 
unneccessary 
but were
x
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11 Provide units as flats - unit type ?
This would 
again fall under 
'soft' stuff - 
owneership
x
11 All properties are built to the lifetime homes standard ?
Lifetime home 
standards 
usually mean 
overdesign
x x x
11
Cafe is designed to open up to the outer environment 
to merge with the external green space
Spatial ambiguity x x
11
Design the structure (foundations, columns, roof 
structure) to accommodate the extra load of water 
storage tanks located on the adjacent roofs of the two 
end four storey buildings
Overdesign capacity x x
14 Oversize space x
14 Courtyards Space to grow into Good x
14 Internal light wells Space to grow into Good x
14 Build in space allowance for future plant Oversize space x x
14 Additional risers Extra components
This relates to 
number 4 
above….is this 
spatial
x x
14
A certain level of resilience will be built into the 
upgrading work 
Overdesign capacity
The described 
'tactic' is quite 
ambigious 
x x
16 Missing ceiling where services were to be concealed Component accessibility x x
16
generous workshops behind glazed walls of the central 
street
Oversize space
Spatial ambiguity
Visual linkages
16 Providing extensive bookable accommodation
Shared ownership
Support space
16
Concrete warehouse shell with large floor plates and 
generous floor to ceiling heights
Oversize space
Wide span framed 
structure
Support space x x
16 Standard steel sections and no special extrusions
Standardized 
components
16
Generous wide bridges, spanning and animating the 
street
Support space
It is support 
space if it gets 
used for other 
than
x x
16
The street space is large and flexible enough to 
accommodate a range of activities (large enough to 
accommodate pavilions)
Spatial variety
communal 
place; multi-
functional 
space;
x x
16
280 people main theatre (up to), 100 studio and foyer 
bar
Spatial variety x x
16
A continuous light gantry (within the street) installed 
under the roof to enable it to be transformed into a 
performance stage as required
Multi-functional spaces x x
16 Triple height rendered walls
Multi-functional 
components
x x
16 Rails behind the courtyard's several glazed openings User customisation x x
16
Ground floor openings (to the street) large enough to 
permit a vehicle through
Multiple access points?
overdesign 
capacity?
x x
16 Informal arrangement of teaching areas
Spatial ambiguity
Spatial variety
x x
16 Wide bridges across the street
Support space
Visual linkage
oversize space; 
physical linkage
x x
16
Turnstiles that stop the public at the point where the 
internal street begins
Mixed demographics
Spatial ambiguity
16
Plain concrete floors, all those rough and ready timber 
partitions, plus the exposed ductwork
Component accessibility
User customisation
rough' or 
'exposed' 
finish. What is 
the intent
x
16
Walls of most of the classrooms are faced with plywood 
boards
User customisation x
16 Steeped back mezzanine can incorporate cut-backs Visual linkage
16 Joinable / Divisible space
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16
Spare capacity is designed in from the start and empty 
ductwork will be available for IT providers.
Overdesign capacity
Extra components
x x x x
16
With the exception of the structure and concrete frame, 
other building elements can be easily replaced
Reversible x x
16
Studio risers contain additional space for use as part of 
the UAL fit out
Overdesign capacity
Relates to 4 
and 105. 
x x
16 Hinged doors and panels to risers Component accessibility x
16 350 seat theatre has its own entrance Multiple access points x
16
As the underground duct system is the only connection 
between risers space ducts will be provided where 
practical
Extra components x x
16 Bus bar within selected cores of the building ?
I don't 
understand 
this 
completely.
x x
16
Four dedicated goods lifts, enhanced to allow for 
passenger use
Overdesign capacity
good physical 
linkage
x x
16 Assemblage of flexible spaces Spatial variety
16 Restrained backdrop User customisation
why don't you 
like user 
customisation?
16 Uniformity, grid like, rectilinear form of the street Simple form simple plan
16 Modular energy pod Temporary
Is there any 
intent for the 
space when it/ 
they are
x x x
17 Very generous floor to ceiling height on the ground floor Oversize space x x
17
Fire escape stairs, toilet, lifts, plant rooms and service 
risers have been grouped together in two service cores
Open space spatial zones  x x
17 New raised access floors at all levels Component accessibility x x
17
Modular carpet tiles, raised floor systems, light fittings, 
ceiling panels
Reversible x x
17 Demolition to bring daylight to all floors Good daylighting
What does 
this tactic 
actually mean 
in the end?
x
17 Main rising busbar ?
Is there an 
overdesign 
capaicty? In 
what way does
x
17 2 No. chillers sized at 66% of the load Overdesign capacity x
17 Allow plant space for an additional chiller Oversize space x
17 Install blanked pipes within the concrete slabs Extra components x x
17 Install 'knock out' panels along side the south east riser ?
Knock out 
panels when 
used usually 
imply a) an
x x
17 Deepening of plant room door frames ?
does door 
dam mean 
door closer or 
damper? How
x x
17
Include a series of empty PVC ducts between the pub 
and the basement plant room
Extra components x x
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17 Space capacity in the substation Overdesign capacity x x
17
Water resistant concrete to roof and increase the 
structural loading design
Durability
Overdesign capacity
x
17
Provision of recessed compact fluorescent luminaires to 
denote notional corridors
Open space ? ? x
19 Graining or banding of the facade / plan Modular coordination x x
19 (Green) roof design for maximum (intensive) soil depth ? Support space x x
19
Ground floor (of the library) is a high space and the 
upper floors of the library have a flexible layout
Varying floor plates
Spatial zoning
Should this be 
split into two 
tactics? 
Oversize
x x x
19 All high level services are exposed internal Component accessibility - x
19 Raised floor system Component accessibility x x x
19 Grid of lighting forming a continuous strip of lighting
Modular coordination?
Standard grid?
divisible floor 
plate (multiple 
spatial 
configurations -
x x
19
Repeating pattern of cores to distribute services 
vertically and allow horizontal service spines to 
distribute horizontally at regular intervals
Standard grid
Standard 
spatial pattern -
divisible floor 
plate? Spatial
x x
19 Windows will be openable Configurable stuff x x
19 Mixed mode HVAC
Multiple ventilation 
strategies
x x
19
Library structure designed to accommodate additional 
load of compact shelving in library
Overdesign capacity x
19 Building has been designed on a modular grid Modular coordination
What is 
coordinated to 
the grid?
x x x
19
Design to allow retrofitting of openable windows along 
the railway facade
Reversible x x
19 Pipework for energy piles [GSHPs?] installed now Extra components x x
19 Locate downpipes on the external rather than internally Component accessibility x x
19 Loosen the emphatic striations ?
Some spatial 
aspects are 
too tightly 
planned? This
x x x
19 High level network connectivity and wireless access ?
Modern. Well-
connected. 
Reduce the 
need for wiring
x x
19
Space has been allowed within the plant room, in 
proximity to the main street, to allow a heat exchanger 
with a district scheme
Oversize space
why is oversize 
space not 
good here? 
Does the
x
19
Roof design upgraded to allow for the installation of 
future plant
Overdesign capacity x x
19
Replace boilers with smaller sized units (modular 
boilers)
Extra components x x
19
PV connection point to be included in a nearby 
distribution board for more future PVs
Extra components x x
20 Wheelchair accessible vehicle parking Overdesign capacity x x
20 Height adjustable work surface Configurable stuff x x
20
Develop a flexible allocation strategy for communal 
rooms
Shared ownership x x
20 Access control to the building Isolate-able
multiple access 
points; spatial 
zones
x x
20
Functional but basic accommodation (some of the view 
was not completed to a high contemporary standard 
due to budget cuts)
Temporary?
Or UNFINISHED?
unfinished 
(raw finish) 
spatial quality 
which allows 
x x
20
High ceilings, high thermal mass, shallow floor plates, 
good natural daylight penetration, potential for 
increasing natural ventilation, orientation
Good daylighting
Shallow plan depth
Oversize space
Multiple 
ventilation 
strategies, 
simple
x x
20
B1 office and workspace use with flexibility for ancillary 
use within classes A3 and D1
Planning classification
This would 
again fall under 
'soft' stuff - 
planning laws
x
20 Divisible floor plate x x
20 Higher ceiling levels to 2.7m minimum Oversize space x x
21
Rationalise the floor levels, vertical and horizontal 
circulation between buildings on the campus
Physical linkage
simple plan 
(efficient plan)
x
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21 Hybrid angiography suite Configurable stuff x x x
21
Phase 2Bs frontage has projecting fully glazed windows 
in a contemporary arrangement (i.e. it replicates the 
publically visible facades)
?
Not sure I 
understand 
this.  
x
21
Conceived as general, flexible, clinical floors that can 
accommodate ward layouts, theatres and other 
functions.
?
What are the 
physical 
characteristics 
that achieve
x x
21
Locating the main vertical cores and fire escape stairs at 
the extremities of the building.
Open space spatial zones x x
21
Conceptualised around the provision of 2 similar shaped 
buildings
?
typology 
trend, 
standardised
x x
23 Remove some of the existing partitions Open space x x
23
Original building laid out with provision for future 
extension
Space to grow into x ?
23 Wi-Fi ?
Relates to 
tactic 168.
23 Flexible exhibition digital display system Configurable stuff
configurable, 
moveable 
stuff….user 
customisation
x x
23
Intelligent ETFE inflatable (fritted) roof covering to 
courtyard
Configurable stuff x x
23
Ensure there is adequate spatial allowance for 30% 
increase in HVAC components in all perimeter zones 
and 5% increase of HVAC components in core zones
Oversize space x x ?
24 Line building floor levels with the adjacent building Connect buildings ? x
24 Raised access flooring Component accessibility x x x
24 2 (of 3) labs have loose central benching Moveable stuff x x
24
Extensive provision of network access, interactive 
whiteboards and projectors
?
There may be 
multiple tactics 
here. One is 
x x
24 Laboratories designed to facilitate various uses Multi-functional spaces
24
Provision has been included in layout and floor structure 
for a store cupboard to become a future riser provision 
as required
?
oversdesign 
capacity (floor 
structure), 
layout
x x x
24
2 No. wet labs have 12 No. fume cupboards that can be 
connected to either lab as required
Configurable stuff
extra 
components 
(additional 
connector),
? x
24 A social area is provided adjacent the lecture theatres Support space
a communal 
place
x x
24
Infilling the site up to the height of the adjacent block; 
being linked though to all adjacent facilities on both the 
Hadfield / chemical Engineering and Broad Lane 
Buildings.
Connect buildings
circulation 
(neihbourhoo
d scale)
x x x
24
Ceiling baffles and higher, acoustically absorptive 
partition screens
Open space
spatial 
ambiguity
x x
24 Moveable walls Joinable / Divisible space
depending on 
the solution 
can be 
additionally
x x
24 Two generous meeting rooms Oversize space x x
24
Breakout / brainstorming areas of the main circulation 
space
Support space
Joinable / divisible space
spatial 
ambiguity and 
visual linkage 
(related to
x x
24
Lift will be a passenger and fire fighting lift with beneficial 
use
Overdesign capacity
Multi-
functional 
component?
x x
24
Locate open plan spaces within the larger floor to floor 
heights
Open space
Does flexible 
servicing take 
up more 
height space
x x
24
Fans and operable vents in areas where acoustics 
prevent full NV
Configurable stuff x x x
24 Internal partitions to be stud partitions Functional separation x x
24 Align sill heights to 1150mm above finished floor level ?
Multi-
functional 
space (a 
universal
x x
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24 Heat exchangers (no boilers on site, served by CHP)
Component accessibility
Functional separation?
service zones? x x
24 Pushed circulation (to) the outside of the ground floor
Isolate-able
Visual linkage
spatial 
ambiguity; 
multiple access 
points; visual
? x
24 Locate laboratories in the space where NV won't work
Multiple ventilation 
strategies
spatial zones 
(one case 
study locates 
all non-
25
Energy centre has space within it for future technology 
e.g. a fuel cell
Oversize space x ?
25 Energy supply located in a central energy centre
Functional separation?
Component accessibility
The desire is 
achieved by its 
extra space 
(over size
x x
25
IT and hub rooms cooling sized for 25% future 
expansion
Overdesign capacity ? x
25
Organisation arrangement (learning clusters of a number 
of classrooms, studio/lab space around a core area)
?
This relates to 
tactic 62, but 
basically 
provides
x x
25
Main hall is elevated above the open plan ground level 
(heart)
Open space
multi-
functional 
space
x x
25
Each cluster to have a number of classrooms varying in 
size
Spatial variety x x
25 Class partitions removable Joinable / Divisible space x x
25 Generous circulation spaces
Oversize space
Support space
x x
25 Light-practical studios
Support space
Spatial variety
x x
25 Studios will vary in character Spatial variety x x
25 Outdoor dining break out space: size and setting
Multi-functional spaces
Spatial ambiguity
communal 
place
x x
25
Spaces outside Resistant Materials lab designed with low 
seating walls and benches
Multi-functional space
Spatial ambiguity
durability; 
communal 
place; spatial 
variety
? x x
25 Fully accessible floor void Component accessibility x x ? x
25
Building and systems based around a mixed mode 
approach
Multiple ventilation 
strategies
A single 
ventilation 
strategy which 
? x
25 Floor plan grids (column arrangements) Standard grid x x
25 Generous floor to ceiling height Oversize space x x
25 Moveable outdoor furniture elements Moveable stuff x x
25
Small performance hub terminating the northern end of 
the building will be a multi use space
Multi-functional spaces x ?
25
Access will be down a series of stepped terraces / 
ramps
Multi-functional 
components
circulation and 
seating
x ?
25 Lighting to all weather basket ball court
Mixed demographics
Extra components
communal 
place
x x
31
Every pane of glass in the building can be cleaned on 
both sides and replaced with fully range if fully-integrated 
and safe methods of working
Component accessibility Reversible x x
31
Designed to have the ability to plug-in to, or provide, 
future innovative energy solutions such as district heating 
systems etc.
?
How is this 
achieved? 
Additional 
space?
x x
31
The scheme is designed to deliver its energy and utility 
infrastructure in a planned way, using the public realm as 
the main artery for routing
?
Attempting to 
reduce future 
work by using 
public
x x x
31
Cafe within the atrium can be reconfigured as a 400 
conference facility
Multi-functional spaces x x
31
Plan form (3 sided continuous floor plate with 3 
independent cores)
Joinable / divisible space
Multiple/ 
Mixed tenure
x x x
31 Building cores located in the corners Open space
Divisible floor 
plate? 
Multiple/ 
Mixed tenure
x x x
31
Planning grid of 1500mm is employed throughout (1.5 x 
3m)
Standard grid
Modular coordination?
This would be 
modular 
coordination if 
the grid
x x x x
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31
Use of mechanical ventilation strategy via an underfloor 
plenum
?
relates to 
tactic 13. 
x x
31 x x x x
31 State of the art Smart Grid Service zones x x x
31 Open plan floors / minimise individual offices Open space x x
31 Column free floor plates
wide span framed 
structure
depends on 
structural span
x x
31
Services designed to be isolated and controlled 
separately
Service zones x x
31
Expansion space built in at roof level behind the double 
skin facade
Space to grow into x x
31
Double height ground floor allows later insertion of 
mezzanine floor space
Oversize space
Space to grow into
x x
31
Variety of work settings and furniture options are 
offered
Spatial variety
divisible floor 
plate; spatial 
ambiguity
x x x
31 hybrid steel and pre cast concrete superstructure
Wide span framed 
structure
Oversize space
x x
31 Personal lockers for everyone Shared ownership
This fits how I 
coded this 
type of tactic
x x
31
Building is highly glazed and transparent allowing the 
activities of the clients business to be open and visible to 
one another
Visual linkage x x ?
32 Moveable floor (to cover pool with) Moveable stuff
This probably 
would be 
configurable 
not moveable.
x x
32
Mark an area of the landscape for installing GSHP 
pipework
Space to grow into?
A reserved 
space? Support 
space? 
x x
32
Spectators viewing area could also be used as a resting 
area and the sauna facility
Multi-functional spaces x x
32 central ‘cut-away’ on the first floor forms a roof terrace Multi-functional spaces
Hard time 
visualising 
exactly what 
you mean by
x x
32 Withdrawing walls
Configurable stuff
Spatial ambiguity
x x
32 Moveable floor to split the pool in half Moveable stuff see tactic 254. x x
35 Parasols for outdoor shading Moveable stuff x x
35
Planning application provides for some of  the sites to be 
used for general academic purposes and this site to be 
academic if the student accommodation provided 
elsewhere
Planning classification
This would 
again fall under 
'soft' stuff - 
planning laws
x
35 Plan depths and widths
Divisible floor plate
Shallow plan depth
x x
35 High ceilings Oversize space x x
35 A simple layout of hard and soft spaces Multi-functional spaces
spatial zones; 
spatial variety? 
x x x
35 Some areas have raised access floors Component accessibility x x ?
38
Car parking space that can be used as play space / 
market space etc. outside of peak parking demand
Multi-functional spaces x x
38
Single point access to infrastructure externally and space 
and additional ducting provided to allow for future 
expansion of services
Component accessibility
Extra components
x x
38 Use of appropriate materials Durability
building image; 
spatial quality? 
Description is 
quite broad.
38 Mixed use development Use differentiation
Multiple/ 
Mixed tenure
38 Moveable coffee bar Moveable stuff x x
38 Layout of the square and staircase Multi-functional spaces
communal 
place
x x
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38.1 Illuminated shade sail Extra components
It's a cover for 
the open 
courtyard 
space? Is it
x x x
38.1
More informal play features (such as mounding, a play 
tunnel and boulders)
Multi functional 
components
AMBIGIOUS?
Could be multi-
functional 
components.  
The space
x x x
38.1 Provision of space for a home office
Support space
Multifunctional spaces
This is now 
part of lifetime 
home 
standards?
x x
38.1
Sufficient load bearing capacity to retrofit 'cool box# 
balconies etc.
Overdesign capacity x x
38.1
Units below the residential benefit from planning 
permission that will permit uses within A1, A2, A3 or 
B1, with the flexibility to move between uses without 
further planning permission.
Planning classification
This would 
again fall under 
'soft' stuff - 
planning laws
x
38.1 Rainscreen cladding Modular coordination
Functional 
separation; 
reversible. This 
would not be
x x
38.1
Cool box' evaporative cassettes designed to be 
demountable and replaceable
Reversible x x x
38.1 Area for PV panels based on 9m2/kWh Overdesign capacity
overdesign 
capacity 
(would have to 
do with
x
38.2 Ground floor ceiling heights raised
Oversize space
Visual linkage
x x
38.2
Building width 5 -7 m or multiples thereof (planning 
checklist)
Divisible floor plate x x x x
38.2
Floor to floor heights of commercial units to allow for 
vertical segregation of mixed uses and provide 
adaptability for change of use.
Varying floor plates?
spatial 
ambiguity (this 
is what I coded 
the transitional
x x x
38.2 Building depth 9 - 13m (planning checklist)
Divisible floor plate?
Shallow plan depth?
Shallow plan 
depth for sure 
(anything 
under 15m)
x x x
38.2 Innovation style flexible office space Open space
Who knows 
what this 
description 
means in
x x
38.2 Sufficient back of house and plant space Support space x x x
46 Sliding / folding partitions Joinable / divisible space x x
46 Open plan studio space, open plan library / IT space Open space x x
46
Classroom clusters and other learning spaces supported 
by breakout spaces with glazing for observation
Visual linkage
Spatial variety
This relates to 
tactic 218 and 
62.
x x
46 Retractable seating to main hall Moveable stuff Configurable x x
46 Mobile storage units Moveable stuff x x
46
Catering facilities, lift and toilets located so as to allow 
community use of building facilities
?
isolatable; 
spatial zones
x x
46
Inclusion of learning support spaces (hall, kitchen, food 
lab, internet cafe, sports pitch) that are attractive to 
community use
Mixed demographics spatial quality? ?
46 Class bases generously proportioned Oversize space
oversize space; 
moveable 
stuff; divisible 
floor plate
x x
46 Good mix of room sizes Spatial variety x
46
Classrooms will not contain a teacher's desk, a teacher's 
workspace and a locate for each class teacher will be 
located in the breakout areas
Shared ownership ? x
46
Area identified and all necessary service connections 
installed for later construction of a pool
Space to grow into
Extra components
x x x
46 Underfloor heating Open space See tactic 13. x x
46
Undercroft parking area has sufficient height to 
accommodate high top mobility vehicles
Oversize space ? ? x
46 Height adjustable tables Configurable stuff x x
46
Full (insitu transfer) structural slab, capable of taking the 
loading of future classrooms constructed [but only a 
lightweight steel frame]
Space to grow into
overdesign 
capacity?
x x
46
Services / drainage runs for the future extension will 
also be 'designed in' to Phase 1
Extra components
space to grow 
into
x x
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46
WIFI coverage to external areas by mounting outlets on 
the underside of covered play area
?
Relates to 
tactics 168 and 
? x
46 Stack seating system to sports hall Moveable stuff x x
46 Slightly larger ceiling voids, designating space for GSHP Oversize space
space to grow 
into
46
Raised transfer slabs means rainwater pipes are easily 
accessible beneath it
Component accessibility x ?
46 Independent access bridge serving the nursery Multiple access points
good physical 
linkage
x x
46 "Tents" Moveable stuff x x
46 Open weave dark coloured internal roller blind Configurable stuff x x
46 Adjustable louvre blades / brise soleil shading Configurable stuff x x
47
Position of existing school on the site allows new school 
to be constructed next to it
Space to grow into
space to grow 
into
x x
47 Sails for external shade can be removed during winter Moveable stuff x x
47
All weather pitch type 4 with recessed goal cages and 
pitch markings for multiple sports use
Multi-functional spaces x x
47 Outdoor dining space Multi-functional spaces x x
47 All toilets to be unisex ?
Shared 
ownership 
(changing the 
label on the
? x ?
47 Locating the main hall next to one of the smaller halls Joinable / divisible space
spatial variety; 
spatial 
ambiguity
x x
47
Classroom cluster arrangement with shared flexible 
teaching space
Spatial zones?
Open space
Shared ownership
Relates to 
tactics 218, 
288 and 62. 
spatial zones; 
x x
47 Multi functional group rooms Multi-functional spaces x x
47 Shared spaces linked by folding sliding screens Joinable / divisible space x x
47
Design the structure to withstand the additional load of 
a retrofitted water tank
Overdesign capacity x x
47
Install structural fixings for the later installation of 
horizontal shading elements
Extra components x x
47 Incorporate spatial allowance for chiller plant Oversize space x x
47
Open plan zones with potential for partitions or screens 
to be retrofitted
Open space
Open Plan; 
Divisible/ 
Joinable space
x x
47 Framed structure
Wide span framed 
structure?
Functional separation
Functional 
separation  
x x
47
Storage a combination of lockable cupboard, shelving 
and mobile storage including pupil tray units
?
Movable stuff; 
standardised 
component; 
x x
47
Mobile teaching stations for each classroom rather than 
a teacher desk
Moveable stuff x x
47
Main hall has a partition to divide the space for dual use 
when required
Joinable / divisible space x x
47
Library and all three halls located near to the main public 
entrance (controlled space) and isolated from the 
classrooms
Isolate-able spatial zones ? x
47 Specialist areas added to the circulation zones
Spatial ambiguity
Support spaces
Spatial variety
spatial 
ambiguity; 
support spaces
x x
48 Durability x
48
5.5m floor to ceiling height in concourse area (max 
8.5m)
Oversize space x x
48 Centralised plant for retail areas ?
Component 
accessibility 
(relates to 
other tactics)
x x
48
Number of escalators, lifts and stairs within the station 
increased in line with anticipated passenger growth
Extra components x ?
48 Concourse is sized to allow a 66% increase in capacity Oversize space x x
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48
Column width adequate to house platform equipment 
such as fire extinguishers and train dispatch plungers in a 
coordinated and coherent way
Spatial quality?
Multifunctioanl 
component? 
Spatial 
quality…
? ? x
48
Considerably greater number of cycle parking spaces 
than required by TfL guidelines (after allowing for 
passenger growth)
Overdesign capacity x x
48 Removable soffit panels (to canopy roof) Component Accessibility x x
48
Service void / zone along the side of the track with 
space to accommodate additional cabling
Oversize space
Component accessibility
x x x
48
Structural allowance for retrofitting a green roof (BE 
suggestion, daft)
Overdesign capacity x x
48
Cycle space provision designed to be provided 
incrementally with demand
Space to grow into
space to grow 
into
? x
48
Supported by a lively mix of uses (within the station and 
under its arches)
Use differentiation x
48
Build on the unique townscape opportunities of density 
and height that the development pattern in the 
conservation affords
Contextual Good location x
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